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Kuwaiti BP shellgame
How sleight ofhand cost the UK treasury£600m
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Knesset endorses
Israel’s peace

« deal with the PLO
Israel’s historic peace agreement with Palestinians
was solidly endorsed by parliament, allowing
the process to continue without a referendum
or early elections on the accord. The vote of 61
to 50, with eight abstentions and one absent,
was a good result for premier Yitzhak Rabin and
will take momentum away from the rightwing
campaign to scuttle the peace process. Page 8

IMF warns on derivatives: A strong warning
has been issued in an International Monetary
Fund study about risks in the $8,000bn markets
in derivatives, sucb as currency and interest
rate swaps. It says many transactions are not
fully understood by the senior managers of
and securities houses. Page 20

Serb bodies found: The UN said the bodies
of 66 Serbs, many of them charred and dismem-
bered, had been recovered following a Croatian
army incursion into the rebel Serb Kraiina enclave.
It believed at least 30 of the dead were civilians.
A different path to peace, Page 3

Swissair loss: Swissair, which is in the middle
of intense negotiations on co-operation with three
other European airlines, has published consolidated
interim accounts for the first time. They reveal
a loss of SFr65m ($46. 1m). Page 21

Primerica offer agreed: The board of
Travelers, the US composite insurer, has agreed
to an offer from the financial services group Primer-
ica to buy the 73 per cent of the company it did
not already own. Mr Sanford Weill will be chairman
and chief executive of the new group. Page 21

Major's vision: British premier John Major
sets out in today's edition of The Economist a
vision of a wider, free trading European Commu-

jpnity in which power is shifted back to national
capitals and monetary union is put into abeyance.
Page 11

Champagne sales blown LVMH, the French
luxury goods group, warned of a fall in net profits

for 1993. It confirmed it had lost FFrlOOm ($17.54m)
on its champagne business during the first half.

Page 21; Guinness decline, Page 22

GPA (koup, Irish aircraft leasing company
‘

struggling with debt of tBJba, completed plans
for raising $150m of fresh capital and granted
options to GE Capital to take control of the com-
pany, Page 21

France eases farm trade opposition: France
is toning down its opposition to the Blair House
farm agreement. Page ID

Hab6rer may quit: Jean-Yves Habdrer, chairman
of Credit Lyonnais, the French bank, confirmed
that be was considering leaving the bank and
warned that it would not be ready for privatisation

for two years. Page 21

United expands: United Airlines, one of the

three biggest US carriers, has reached a marketing
alliance with Emirates, the fast-growing Dubai

airline, in a further move to expand its interna-

tional network. Page 23

lj[ Ex-mfnister accused: Rome magistrates called

for the prosecution of Giovanni Prandini, for

allegedly extorting a total of L2Q.5bn l$13m) in

bribes as Christian Democrat minister of public

works from 1989 to 1992. Page 3

Herm&s bucks trend: Hermte, the French

luxury goods group, bucked the downward trend

in the troubled luxury industry by almost doubling

net profits to FFr54.6m ($7.lm) in the first half

of this year. Page 23

Aidieuser slide: Shares in Anheuser-Busch,

the US brewery and food group, slid in New York

after the company announced it would post a

loss in the third quarter as a result of a one-time

pre-tax charge of $565m. Pag* 23

Magna’s investment: Magna International,

toe Toronto-based automotive parts supplier,

i plans to expand its European operations by invest-

ing about C$l00m (US$76m) to an unidentified

parts manufacturer. Page 23

TreOeboft] to sell stake: Trelleborg. the

Swedish Twining and metals group, said it intended

to sell a 70-75 per cent stake in its MunksjO paper

and packaging unit via a stock market listing.

Page 23

President speechless: A teleprompter mixup

almost left President Bill Clinton wordless. As

he began his address on healthcare reform, he

saw the teleprompter display his February 17

State of the Union speech instead. He read from

the written text while the problem was corrected.

Drug companies warn. Page 20
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‘War of nerves’ over congress of deputies June presidential poll date set

Yeltsin defied by parliament
By Lsyta Boulton and John Lloyd
in Moscow

PRESIDENT Boris Yeltsin
announced yesterday he was
likely to stand for re-alection
ext June, as the Russian parlia-

ment sought to defy him by call-

ing a special meeting of the Con-
gress of People’s Deputies.

Mr Ruslan Kbasbulatov, the
parliamentary speaker, opened
the meeting despite Mr Yeltsin’s

decree on Tuesday dissolving
congress and in defiance or a gov-

ernment warning that the gather-
ing could “trigger war".
"The whole question is now a

war of nerves. The question is

who will make the first mistake,"
said Mr Andrei Fyodorov, an aide

to Mr Alexander Rutskoi, the
vice-president installed by parlia-

ment as temporary president
About 3,000 supporters of the

anti- Yeltsin, campaign rallied at

Russia's White House where dep-
uties were meeting.
Deputy prime minister Mr Ser-

gei Shakhrai, a close aide to Mr
Yeltsin, said the authorities had
no intention of forcibly expelling
deputies from the White House.
But Genera] Pavel Grachev,

defence minister, said police and
interior ministry troops “were
ready to use force against groups
of bandits if provocation threat-

ened people's lives’* at the White
House.

President Yeltsin, meanwhile,
embarked on a strategy combin-
ing intimidation and seduction to

convince deputies and regional
councils to give up their resis-

tance to his moves to break Rus-
sia’s political deadlock.
A majority of Russia's 88 local

councils has joined deputies in

Showing defiance: an anti-Yeltsin protester wearing a cossack uniform attaches the flag of the Liberal

Democratic party to a statue opposite the Russian parliament building in Moscow yesterday

denouncing as unconstitutional
the presidential decree dissolving

parliament and convening fresh

elections to a modern bicameral
assembly in December.
Mr Shakhrai said only four of

the 88 local governments - which
are mainly appointed by the pres-

ident - had, however, come out

against Mr Yeltsin's decree.

Mr Shakhrai said only those
councils which actually blocked
preparations for elections would
be dissolved. The government
meanwhile announced it was cut-

ting off financing for parliament

in Moscow and taking over its

buildings, its newspaper, and its

television programmes.
It warned deputies they would

be liable to criminal prosecution

for disobeying tbe president's

decree, but said they would be
forgiven if they gave np their

fight Mr Georgy Satarov, a lead-

ing member of the Presidential

Council, suggested the deputies

could go on meeting until they
got tired.

Although their telephone lines

have been cut and some lifts are

not working, be said they had a
month's food supplies and noted

the White House was equipped
with its own water and power
supplies.

Three leading deputies
resigned yesterday, with one, Mr
Nikolai Ryabov, a deputy to Mr
Khasbulatov, winning a tap job

as head of the electoral commis-
sion responsible for organising

new elections. In accordance with

President Yeltsin's promise to

guarantee the social welfare of

“former deputies’*, the Labour
Ministry has publicised a special

department set up to help unem-
ployed MPs find new jobs.

To show his readiness to put

bis job on the line along with the

deputies, Mr Yeltsin yesterday
promised presidential elections

would be held on June 12, six

months after parliamentary elec-

tions.

Mr Rutskoi for his part called

for simultaneous presidential and
parliamentary elections but
claimed be would not run for Mr
Yeltsin's job.

But Mr Yeltsin said he was
opposed to simultaneous elec-

tions because that would mean
subjecting Russia to a period of

dangerous “powerlessness". The
June 12 date also marks the third

anniversary of his election as

Russia's first directly-elected

leader.

“This wifi calm a lot of people
In the regions,” Mr Yehsin told

Russian television last night. “It

will show Yeltsin is not looking

for some personal benefit. He is

not fighting for his own seat but
only for Russia.”

Analysis and details, Page 2

Kuwait misled UK over share purchase
By Peter Bruce and Robert Poston
In London

KUWAIT misled the UK government about
the identity of the purchaser of a 21.7 per

cent stake in British Petroleum in tbe late

1960b. As a result. It received more than
£600m in tax refunds to which it was not
entitled.

According to detailed testimony from a
former senior Kuwaiti official, tbe $l.7bn

stake was bought in late 1987 and early

1968 for the Kuwait Petroleum Corpora-

tion, Kuwait's national oil company. Until

now, Kuwait has always maintained that

the buyer was the Kuwait Investment

Office on behalf of the state fund, the
Reserve for Future Generations.
Tbe official, who cannot be named

because he fears reprisals, says the
Monopolies and Mergers Commission,
which investigated tbe BP investment, the

British government and toe Inland Reve-
nue were all misled about tbe identity of

the buyer.

His statement has .been corroborated by
a past Kuwaiti minister and two former
KTO employees and is also supported by
copies of Swiss bank statements which
show that the KIO manages RPC’s funds.

RFC ownership of the shares may mean
that more than £600m of tax refunds

which Kuwait has received on income
from the BP shares is repayable. This
includes a £458m payment which the
Inland Revenue made to the KIO in the
spring of 1989 as part of a complicated deal

by which BP bought back more than half

the stake from Kuwait.
Mr Gordon Brown, the UK shadow chan-

cellor of toe exchequer, said yesterday: “1

will call for a statement from the chancel-

lor on this extraordinary loss of tax reve-

nue ... I want an independent inquiry
into it"
Kuwait received the £6Q0m of tax credits

because the KIO. as an arm of the Kuwaiti
government is treated in the UK as a

sovereign for tax purposes. Under an inter-

national convention, sovereigns do not pay
tax.

However, companies set up by issuing

shares, such as the KPC, do not qualify for

sovereign immunity.
"Sovereign immunity is being abused,"

said Mr Brown, who coincidentally has
been considering whether the Labour
party should commit itself to a policy of
narrowing the scope of this tax privilege,

which tax experts say costs the Inland
Revenue billions of pounds in some

Continued on Page 20
KIO, BP and tbe $5bn shell game. Page 9

Sydney
wins vote

to host

Olympics
in 2000
By Keith Wheatley in Monte
Carlo and Reuter

SYDNEY is to host tbe Olympics
in tbe year 2000, tbe Interna-
tional Olympic Committee
decided last night
The vote dashed the hopes of

Beijing to gain hard-sought
international recognition and of
Manchester to bring the Games
to Britain for the first time since

1948.

Beijing had been favourite to

win the contest. The Chinese
government had made the Olym-
pics an intense foreign policy
objective since 1990. The three
cities were close rivals ahead of
Berlin and Istanbul, the other
two candidates.
Tbe ballot among 88 IOC num-

bers in Monte Carlo followed a
day of presentations by the five

cities and three years of cam-
paigning.

Exuberant Australian repre-

sentatives attending the
announcement drowned the
remainder of the speech by Mr
Jnan Antonio Samaranch, IOC
president

The victory is a huge boost to

a country where sport is almost
a religion and big international
events are relatively rare. U may
also help tbe Labor prime minis-

ter, Mr Panl Keating, In his drive

to cat constitutional ties with
Britain.

In an emotional television
interview last night Mr Keating
said the Games "will coincide
with toe centenary of our federa-

tion and will show tbe world
Australia as a nation in its own
right".

Be said that Sydney beat Bei-

jing In the final round of voting
by 45 to 43.

In Sydney tens of thousands of
people were celebrating at Circu-

lar Quay, which cradles tbe
Qpera House. Bars stayed open
all night for tbe result which
came at 4.30am local
time.

The Games have been held
once before in Australia, in 1956

in Melbonnie - the only time the

Olympics have been staged in

tbe southern hemisphere. Bris-

bane was unsuccessful in its bid

to host tbe 1992 Games and Mel-

bourne lost to Atlanta for toe

1996 Games.

VW issues

apology
for axed
Skoda deal
By Patrick Blum in Prague

VOLKSWAGEN, tbe German car

manufacturer, yesterday apolo-

gised to the Czech government
for its sudden cancellation of a

DMl.4bn ($860m) financing pack-

age for Skoda, its Czech subsid-

iary, only hoars before the deal

was due to be signed in London
last week.
VW reaffirmed its commitment

to expand and modernise produc-

tion at Skoda and promised to

increase the variety of cars to be

produced at the Czech plant

“Volkswagen expressed regrets

over the embarrassment caused

to Skoda 's majority shareholder

(the Czech government] by its

last-minute decision made last

week," said a statement issued at

the end of a three-hour meeting

in Prague.
The meeting was attended by

Mr Ferdinand PiSch, chairman of

the VW management board, Mr
Werner Schmidt, VW finance

director, and Mr Vladimir
Dlouby, the Czech trade and
industry minister, as well as Mr
Tomas Jezek. chairman of the

National Property Fund, which
oversees privatisations.

VWs decision to call off the

Continued on Page 20

Heidelberger set

to acquire CBR
after buying stake
By Andrew HiU In Brussels

HEIDELBERGER Zement. Ger-
many’s largest producer of bond-
ing materials, has bought a 43

per cent stake in CBR, the Bel-

gian cement company, triggering

a BFr53bn (ll^bq) offer for the

whole company.
If the deal is approved by Euro-

pean Community and national

competition authorities, the
merged group will become the
fourth largest building materials

company In Europe, with an
annual turnover of DM5.23bn
OUbQ).

Heidelberger agreed to buy the

stake from Socfete Gdnfrale de
Belgique, Belgium's largest hold-

tog company, which has been try-

ing to reduce its exposure to

cyclical industrial stocks.

Viscount Etienne Davignon,
chairman of La G6n6rale. said

that the cash raised would be
held in reserve for possible acqui-

sitions by subsidiaries or the
holding company itself.

Mr Davignon added that with-

out the additional money, La
Gdn&rale had been unable to ful-

fil its ambition to be an active

“professional investor” in tbe
group's businesses.

The German group said it was
seeking a majority stake in CBR,

but wanted to maintain the lab
ter's stock market listing, and
allow it to develop as “an inde-

pendently managed Belgian-
Dutch company with a large
independent shareholder base".

The German company is pay-
' tog BFriHL5bn for La G&erale’s
shares, at BFrli.750 each. That
compares with BFrl 1,475 at

which CBR's shares were
suspended on the Brussels bourse
two days ago. The shares
remained frozen yesterday. La
G6neral£ closed BFrlOO down at

BFr2,490 while Heidelberger was
suspended at DMl.090 in Frank-
furt.

Under Brussels stock exchange
rales, Heidelberger must offer at

least BFrll.750 to other share-

holders. That offer will be
launched once the deal is cleared

by antitrust authorities.

The merger with CBR will

extend Heidelberger's geographi-
cal coverage to Belgium, the
Netherlands and Canada, and
strengthen its operations in the
US and Czech Republic. Heidel-
berger produces a adder range of
building materials than CBR.
La Gdnerale said cash released

Continued on Page 30
La G£n£rale confident despite

slip, Page 22—
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NEWS: CRISIS IN RUSSIA

Bankers to discuss

debt rescheduling

hb

By Quentin Peel in Bonn and
Tracy Corrigan fri London

BANKERS representing
Russia's commercial bank
creditors, who are owed more
than $27.5bn (£l7.8bn) by
Moscow, including arrears in

interest payments of more
than $3bn, hope to fix a date
soon to negotiate a long-term

rescheduling agreement
Talks are planned in the

wings of next week’s IMF and
World Rank annual meetings
between representatives of the

so-called London Club of credi-

tors and the Russian govern-
ment. Both sides have talked

about the possibility of arrang-

ing at least a five-year grace
period for repayments, with a
possible extension to 10 years,

to replace the current repeated
agreements on 90-day roll-over

periods, banking sources say.

The latest roll-over expires at

the end of September.
Dealers in the London mar-

ket are optimistic that Russia

will keep its commitment,
made at a meeting with the

creditors in Frankfurt at the

end of July, to repay $500m in

outstanding interest payments
to the London Club over the

next three months.
However there are signs that

the hanks are becoming angry
with Moscow's failure to pro-

vide more money to service its

outstanding debts, estimated at

more than $80bn, split among
commercial banks, official

creditors, industrial suppliers,

and outstanding bonds.

In a sharp attack this week
at a conference in Berlin. Mr
Georg Krupp. the Deutsche
Rank director responsible for

operations In eastern Europe

and the former Soviet Union,

said it was “completely incom-

prehensible" that Russia could

not even find the necessary for-

eign exchange to make the

appropriate repayments on
guaranteed export credits.

He cited Russian figures esti-

mating the total foreign

exchange resources of the

country at some $40bn
(£25.9bn), or half its outstand-

ing foreign debt. The figures

include S6bn in hard currency

reserves at the central bank,
SlObn held by Russian banks
outside the country, $3bn to

?4bn circulating within the

Russian economy, and as much
as $20bn held illegally by Rus-

Editorial

Comment,
Page 19

sian companies in the west
Mr Krupp, whose bank

chairs the London Club of

creditors, said western credi-

tors could not be expected to

pour their money into a bot-

tomless pit. It was quite right

for Hermes, the German export

credit insurance agency, to

suspend cover on exports to

Russia, given a current expo-

sure of DM207bn (£82.8bn).

Russia's failure to make
interest payments on commer-
cial debt, other than on its pub-
lic bonds, has ‘led to a rapid

accumulation of arrears.

According to Russian esti-

mates. still being evaluated by
the western creditors, the debt
to commercial banks now
totals more than $27.5bn.

including the latest arrears in

interest payments, which come
to some $1.5bn in 1993 alone.

The outstanding debt to gov-

ernment creditors, including

guaranteed export credits,

totals same $37bn, while sup-

plier credits and bands total

nearly J12bn. Including new
credits and recent arrears, the

total is put at some $80bru

The debt calculations include

money owed before January 1

1991, when Russia in effect

began to default on repay-

ments, and arrears accumu-
lated since. Most of the com-

mercial bank debt, or around
S24bn of the $27.5bn, was owed
before 1991, but much of the

official debt has been accumu-
lated since: some $14bn pre-

dates 1991, and XlSkbn since

the cnt-off date. Interest

arrears owing to official credi-

tors up to end-1992 totalled

more $2bn, according to

Russian figures.

Trading in secondary market
Russian debt has become very

active since it went into

default in 1991, as creditor

hanks sold off portions of bad
debt. Continental Bank esti-

mates that trading volume in

Russian debt will have grown
from around $800m in 1992 to

between $3bn and $4bn in 1993.

Prices in the secondary mar-

ket for non-performing Russian

debt have all but recovered the

sharp losses incurred following

Mr Yeltsin's dissolution of par-

liament on Tuesday. Prices in

Vnesheconombank debt fell six

points, from 37 cents in the dol-

lar to 31 cents In the dollar, but

yesterday recovered to about

36 cents in the dollar, as the

chances of Mr Yeltsin remain-

ing in power improved.

Holed up in the White House, deputies of the Russian parliament discuss the ftrtnre during a break in yesterday's emergency session

IMF chief urges west to

give financial support
By Peter Norman in

Washington

MR Michel Camdessus,
managing director of the Inter-

national Monetary Fund, yes-

terday suggested that industri-

alised nations should give

bilateral financial support to

Russia in anticipation of the

IMF resuming its lending.

He said the Fund was work-

ing continuously with the Rus-
sian authorities to get their

economic reform programme
back on track.

The political crisis of the

past week was a reason for
working still more closely with
the Russians, he said. How-
ever, the IMF still had difficul-

ties adapting its support pro-

gramme to take account of the

deterioration in Russia's eco-

nomic policies and perfor-

mance that had led to failure

to implement reforms agreed
with the IMF.
At the end of June, the IMF

provided $L5bn of support for

Russia under its new tempo-
rary systemic transformation
facility. A further transfer of

Sl-5hn is due under the STF

while talks have been held on
providing support through a
stand-by arrangement
However, Mr Camdessus yes-

terday indicated that this

money would not be forthcom-
ing before early next year.

The IMF managing director

stressed that the IMF support
was not determined by the
political calendar or political

events in Russia. The Fund
had to look at the policies in

place.

However, he said that the
industrialised countries might
have different priorities.

Moscow
acts to

defend
rouble
By Leyia Boulton in Moscow

THE RUSSIAN government
announced emergency mea-
sures to defend the rouble yes-

terday after it plunged 15 per

cent against the dollar to

Rbsl.299. The rouble’s fail was
blamed on the political crisis,

an end to central bank dollar

sales, and loose monetary pol-

icy.

The emergency measures
included an increase in the

central bank's discount rate

from 170 per cent to 200 per

cent It had earlier lifted the

rate to 180 per cent The gov-

ernment also recommended
that Sberbank, Russia’s biggest

savings bank, increase its

savings rate.

The central bank, placed
under direct government con-

trol in Mr Yeltsin’s decree on
Tuesday, last increased the dis-

count rate in July:

• Mr George Soros, the Hun-
garian-born financier, prom-
ised $2S0m in new aid for Rus-

sia’s education system during

a meeting with Mr Boris Yelt-

sin in Moscow yesterday.

‘Dictator’ Yeltsin free

to mould new order
John Lloyd and Leyia Boulton assess

president’s constitutional blueprint

the
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RUSSIA is now a wholly
centralised state, lacking, at

the federal level, even the for-

mal bodies of a countervailing

power which were present in
the Soviet period.

Until the election of a new
parliament In 11 weeks time,

Mr Boris Yeltsin, as president,

has the powers of a dictator.

The hope that he will not
become one rests upon his
promises, and those of his gov-

ernment and aides.

The founding instrument of

this new precarious state is Mr
Yeltsin’s decree, signed on
Tuesday, “On step-by-step Con-
stitutional reform in the Rus-
sian Federation’’. It is a histori-

cally important document, for

it seeks both to destroy the old

constitutional order which has
governed Russia since the col-

lapse of the Union at the aid of

1991 - arid provide the basis of

the new, temporary one.

It claims parliament has
“endangered the state and
security of the country", and
that Russia, as a new state,

needs a new constitution, a
new parliament and new depu-

ties. It sets out a timetable for

these elections - on December
12 - and the tasks to be accom-
plished: A draft constitution
must be approved by a consti-

tutional commission and a con-

stituent assembly. The draft

will be placed before parlia-

ment as soon as it meets. A
Federation Council, composed

of council leaders from the
regions and republics wifi form
the upper chamber, a state

duma with 400 members wifi

form the lower chamber, and
will be elected in December.
The decree abolishes the

Soviet era parliament, both the
standing Supreme Soviet and
the occasionally-convened Con-
gress of People's Deputies. It

brings the central bank and
the procurator general's office,

formerly under the parliament,

under governmental control

(both Mr Viktor Gerashchenko
and Mr Valenin Stepankov, the

Procurator General, formerly
hostile to the goverment, have
pledged loyalty). The Constitu-

tional Court has 'been
suspended until a new parlia-

ment is elected.

Though the military has also

pledged loyalty, it has become
dear that the bulk of the secu-

rity function will fell on the

Interior Ministry and its

troops. One of the first deri-

sions of the cabinet, on
Wednesday, was to pass a reso-

lution “On strengthening the
defence of social order", which
calls for 40,000 more recruits

into the interior forces and the

founding of a volunteer corps
to patrol neighbourhoods.
Though Mr Yeltsin has prom-
ised to use no force, neither Mr
Viktor Yerin, the Interior Min-
ister nor General Pavel
Grachev, the Defence Minister,
have been so categorical - the

latter promising to return
provocation with force.

Li the regions, the president
niaims the adherence of most
heads of administration -

though not of the elected coun-

cils, where the majority are

probably against him. Mr Ser-

gei Shakhrai, the deputy prime
minister, said no move would
be made against them if they
merely expressed opposition -

they would only be dissolved if

they attempted to interfere

with elections.

As to the deputies still claim-

ing to run the country in the

Russian parliament, Mr Shakh-
rai said that no move would be
made against them * unless
their aimed guards themselves
opened •fire on people, or on
buildings. "We are quite pre-

pared to live with a situation

where not everyuone agrees
with us,” he said. “But we
can't tolerate a tragedy.”

Mr Yerin, giving the Interior

Ministry’s estimation of how
many people have so far
vocally disagreed with the
president, said that only 20.000

people across 27 cities (except-

ing Moscow) had demonstrated
so for. The Interior Ministry
has, however, kept istelf busy
by arresting corrupt bureau-
crats, he claimed.

This is, as Mr Shakhrai
admitted yesterday, presiden-
tial rule. It depends on the wifi

of the president as to how soon
it will become a democracy.

President ready to fight

election next June
By John Lloyd

PRESIDENT Yeltsin yesterday
named June 12 next year as
the date for presidential elec-

tions and indicated he would
be a candidate.

Mr Yeltsin said the election

was “really inconvenient, .nev-
ertheless essential”.

The president was elected in

1991 for a five year term, and
until last week he said he
would complete the term and
then retire from politics. He
now clearly believes, as he said
in April at the summit in Van-
couver with President Bill

Clinton, that “there is no alter-

native to me as president -

there will be, but not yet".

While at 62 he Is no great age
for a politician. Mr Yeltsin's

health has been erratic. He has
persistent heart trouble.

Mr Yeltsin's arch-rival in
Moscow, General Alexander
Rutskoi, is a likely challenger.

Gen Rutskoi, 46, claimed the
presidency after Mr Yeltsin dis-

solved parliament and he was
subsequently appointed presi-

dent by the Supreme Soviet

Yesterday be said he would not
run for the presidency, but he
is thought to be bluffing.

Gen Rutskoi was elected vice

president on the same ticket as

Mr Yeltsin - chosen for his

links with the army, his leader-

ship of the Democratic Com*
munists (now called the Party
of Free Russia) and his influ-

ence with centrist deputies in

the then Russian parliament
Since then, Gen Rutskoi has

become deeply antagonistic to

Mr Yeltsin. He has revealed

himself as a strong Russian
nationalist, and deeply regrets

the loss of power and prestige

which the collapse of the

Soviet Union brought.

He has, progressively,
become more conservative in

his economic views - passing
from moderate reformism to
espousal of a command system.
He has, however, never taken
extreme nationalist or commu-
nist positions, and recently
protested when anti-semitic
slogans appeared in a ceme-
tery.

Mr Grigory Yavlinsky, 41, a
former Russian deputy pre-
mier, made a surprise
announcement of his intention
to ran for the presidency ear-
lier this year.

One of the last Soviet deputy
premiers in the closing months
of the Gorbachev regime, he
has recently seen his popular-
ity rating match, then surpass,

that of Mr Yeltsin’s himself.
He became known in the

west for his authorship and
espousal of the “Grand Bar-
gain” - an economic reform
programme, written with Mr
Graham Allison (now assistant

secretary of state at the Penta-
gon), and Professors -Jeffrey
Sachs and Stanley Fischer.

Since leaving government on
the collapse of the union, Mr
Yavlinsky has built a reputa-

tion as a consultant - mainly
to regional governments, and
to former Soviet republics -

and as an occasional commen-
tator on current events.

Mr Yavlinsky has carefully

kept himself free of entangle-

ment with any political faction.

In a press conference on
Wednesday, he damned both
parliament for being obstruc-
tive and the president for the
risk he was taking with the

country’s stability. His oppo-
nents question his competence
as an economist and say he Is

more politician than thinker.
No one doubts his intelligence,
nor his self confidence.

Mr Sergei Shakhrai, 37, did
not just announce he would
stand for president earlier this
year, he saidjn a radio Inter-
view, that he “would be" presi-
dent at some time. “The only
question," he said later “is
when.” But yesterday, Mr
Shakhrai seemed to indicate
that he would not stand in
June if Mr Yeltsin did.

Trained as a lawyer, with a
deliberate and thoughtful man-
ner, Mr Shakhrai is credited
with much of the tactical
thinking in the Yeltsin camp.
His current post, deputy prime
minister in charge of nationali-
ties policy, keeps his profile
Ugh and his contacts with the
republics and regions fresh. He
has recently founded his own
party, based on regional sup-
port, and is regarded univer-
sally as a serious candidate for
high office.

Mr Mikhail Bocharov, 52, a
successful businessman who
was almost Russia’s prime
minister (in 1991) announced
Us intention to stand for the
presidency in July - to no
great reaction. Though cred-
ited with competence and
influence, Mr Bocharov’s politi-
cal star has waned: he has
thrown Us lot in with centrist
forces, and published an eco-
nomic programme “Resurrec-
tion", which sees market devel-
opment being guided by a
strong state.

The only other declared can-
didate Is Mr Vladimir Zhjfrj.
novsky, 47, leader of the Lib-
eral Democratic Party, Russia’s
best known and most vocal fas-
cist.

Moscow
literati

feel a

By Andrei Ostatsky ' VV (

LIKE MANY of the Russian,

people, Moscow’s inteHeetnak

and cultural efife are trying’id"

came to grips wftfttitepoBti-.;

cal drama in Moscow and to .

measure the likelihood of
armed conflict or civil war.

:

“Bloodshed must be avoided ^

at any cost, everything dsei

comes second,” says Mr
had Yenaakov, a former gnre.:

programme engineer tinned.'’

entrepreneur. Mr Yermakev
says he does not care too nmdi
who Wins in the stand-off as;

long as there is no violeaefc

But moat of the intelligentsia ,

are more politicised, with the./

majority siding with Mr Yett-
.

i>lw.

. “I am just plain lumpy that

;

it has happened at last,” says

Mr Bulat Okudzhava, a poet -\

and writer. “It’s a pity that it

took so long for the president -

to make up his mild to. 'act i

decisively.” - V
Many in Moscow see Mf';

:

Okudzhava as the “con-.'

science" of the Russian Stray .

-

ary world. Now . he calls Hm- .’

self a “sad optimist” ~
understanding the depth of the -

problems faring the Russian
people, he stiD believes in a

positive outcome. And in Mr
Yeltsin, too.

"The president and the gov-

ernment commit terrible blun-

ders all the time, but at least

they are the learners, at least

they do understand the abso-

lute necessity of very profound -

reforms, while their opponents
are hopeless,” he says.

Mr Okudzhava is one of an
influential group of writers

who, while wary of Mr Yelt-

sin’s style, would rather see
Him in power than his rivals.

Mr Vladlen Sirotkin, a his-

torian and a professor at the

prestigious Diplomatic Acad-
emy, says he is “bewildered
and baffled by what both sides

are doing. Why, for God’s
sake, should Mr Khasbulatov,
the spMfcpr of the parliament,

provoke Mr Yeltsin in such a
way? And why should Mr Yelt-

sin let himself be doped by
this provocation info such an
illegal action?” Mr Sirotkin
believes the main danger lies

in the regions. “The local
councils [elected] will support
the. parliament and the
regional administrations
[appointed by Mr Yeltsin] in
most cases will side with the
president. Isn’t it the recipe
for civil war? Finally, they
will all lose faith in central

institutions and they will try

to secede.”

And what does he think of

the position taken by the
west? Not much. “The only
thing that matters for the west
is that somebody stays in full

control of the nukes. And Yelt-
sin suits them in this role
because they are used to him
and because he’s been popu-
larly elected and has won the
recent referendum.”
Mr Okudzhava is much more

impressed with the west’s sup-
port of Mr Yeltsin. “It is abso-
lutely wonderful that the west
is so unanimous in supporting
Mr Yeltsin so firmly. Yon
could easily see on television
how terribly angry those kfi-
ots in the parliament were
with the western reaction.” •

Mrs Yelena Schelina, an
engineer and a senior iwmagnr
at the Institute for Patent
Research, stresses that the
danger of street violence is
something which terrifies
nwrly everybody, regardless .

of their political beliefs. But it
is more likely that Mr Yeltsin
will puH it off this trmp

j
she

But what about Mr Alexan-
der Rutskoi? “I used to respect
bun but don’t any more. I
think most of the Russians are
disappointed in him. Khasbal-
atov is Just using him to set-
backing from the army," she.

Andrei Ostaisky is Foreign
Witor of Laiestia newspaper 1
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Carbon tax
proposal
by Belgium
THE Belgian presidency of the
EC yesterday called for a car-
bon energy tax to offset the
costs of reducing employers'
mandatory social security con-
tributions and boosting job cre-
ation, writes Lionel Barber in
Brussels.

Mr Jean-Luc Debaene. Bel-
gian prime minister, told the
European economic and social
committee in. Brussels that the
carbon tax should be part of a
European-wide response to the
twin challenge of unemploy-
ment and the need to curb
state budget deficits.

Mr Dehaene's call came as
the Belgian coalition govern-
ment struggles to put together
its latest austerity plan aimed
at trimming the huge state
budget deficit, and reassuring
the financial markets about
the stability of the Belgian
franc.

One element is expected to

be a reduction in employers'
mandatory social security con-
tributions. with the loss in
Income to the state being offset
by increased indirect taxes on
alcohol and tobacco.
More broadly, it anticipates

the White Paper on competi-
tiveness being prepared by Mr
Jacques Delors, president of
the European Commission. The
paper, which will examine why
Europe is failing to create jobs,
is to be the centrepiece of the
EC summit in Brussels in
December. Mr Dehaene said he
was counting on the Maas-
tricht treaty being ratified by
Germany in October, so that
its provisions could take effect

without delay.

These would include a clear
demonstration of a common
security and foreign policy,
strengthening the European
Monetary System, and provi-
sions for European citizenship.

EC hears calls

for reductions

in real wages
THE level of wage increases in

Europe, as well as social secu-

rity costs, needs to be brought
down across the Community,
according to a majority of EC
employment ministers, meet-
ingin Bruges yesterday, writes
David Gardner in Bruges.

But most also argued that

EC social legislation and the

European welfare model could
not be ditched in the fight

against unemployment
The meeting, convened to

discuss proposals on jobs and
competitiveness the European
Commission has been asked to

prepare for December’s EC
summit in Brussels, heard vig-

orous calls for real wages to be
cut or frozen.-

•

“Wage increases have to be
less than the inflation rate,”

said Mr Jos§ Antonio Gridin,

labour minister in Spain's
Socialist government Senior

Dutch officials told the meet-
ing that the Netherlands'
Christian Democrat-Labour
coalition would decree “a legal

wage freeze” next year tf both
sides of industry could not
agree to limit increases.

“I see a sea-change in the

whole tone of the debate,” Mr
Michael Forsyth, UK employ-
ment minister, said afterwards.

On non-wage costs, one British

official at the meeting noted

that "all member states are
now talking about reducing
social security costs, and that

is clearly new”.
However, Ms Met Smet, Bel-

gian president of the meeting,

and Mr Padraig Flynn, the EC
commissioner forsoda! affairs,

reaffirmed their intention to

push ahead with controversial

social legislation long stuck in

the EC pipeline largely because
of British opposition.

Water treatment

investment by
Twelve to soar
By Bronwan Maddox in

London and Lionel Bartier

ta Brussels

INVESTMENT In water
treatment will double from its

present level by the year 2000,

Mr Ioannis Paleokrassis, the

European environment com-
missioner, said yesterday.

Germany expects to spend

almost EcuSObn ($35.4bn) on
drinking water in the next 10

years, the UK Ecu20bn, France

EcoSbn, and Denmark
EcufttOm, he added.

The two-day gathering of

European government officials

and water companies marks
the* start of the Commission’s

first review of its 13-year-old

drinking water directive, one

of the most ambitions parte of

its environmental regulation.

The review has been prompted

by complaints from water
companies that the standards

have been higher than needed

on health grounds and have

led to unnecessary expense.

However, Mr Paleo-

krassis told the delegates; "1

cannot accept that Europeans

drink fetid, stale and brown
water on the grounds that

it is not dangerous.”
This appears to contradict

the argument by Mr Tim Yeo,

UK environment minister, ear-

lier this week that “tempera-

ture, taste and odour” of water

were “not the Commission’s
business”.

The UK Water Services Asso-

ciation, which represents the

10 large UK water companies,

said yesterday that Mr Paleo-

krassis was ”using emotive
words” and that it backed Mr
Yeo’s call for a more narrowly-

focused directive.

Mr Paleokrassis indicated,

however, that he would “think

very carefully” about whether

to incorporate the World
Health Organisation's recent,

tighter guidelines on lead into

the directive.

Bat he emphasised, how-
ever, that “the Commission
will take into account the

financial impact”. UK compa-
nies have estimated that repla-

cing all lead pipes could cost

£8bn. The WHO also argued
yesterday that a single limit

for tolerable levels of pesti-

cides was inappropriate, as dif-

ferent pesticides were toxic to

different degrees.
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NEWS: EUROPE

Spain set to approve tough budget

Lyiat vandw Hear

Gonzalez: has time for more haggling with unions and regions

By Pater Bruce in Madrid

SPAIN'S minority socialist

government is today set to
approve a tough 1994 budget,
having been unable to secure
full agreement on important
wages talks with the unions or

on regional tax concessions
with opposition parties whose
support it needs in order to be
able to pass it

The uncertainty surrounding
many of the suppositions In
the budget - on pensions, civil

service pay, unemployment
benefits and tax revenue distri-

bution - means that the prime
minister, Mr Felipe Gonzdlez,
could continue horse trading
with the unions and Catalan
and Basque parties until the
end of the year, by which Him*
the budget, legally, has to be in
place.

Ministers and senior officials

insist that the government,
which has been punished for

its past fiscal indiscipline by

three peseta devaluations in
the last year, intends firmly to

stand by its pledge to halt the

rapid growth in its central defi-

cit

Madrid had hoped, in negoti-

ations started with the unions
earlier this month, to have
agreed - and included in the

budget - consensus on a new
formula for calculating pen-

sions, on cuts in unemploy-
ment benefits, and on a wages
freeze for the dvfl serve next

year.

But these talks - regarded by
many as a success simply
because no party has yet

walked away from them - have
not been able to reach firm
conclusions and the cabinet is

set to Impose a civil service

wage freeze and a public pen-

sion increase next year of 3J5

per cent, which the unions
argue is too low.

These sums will then form
part of the budget.

The figures are not, say offi-

cials, necessarily set in stone.

The government has said that

If the unions agree to a moder-
ate pay over the next three

years, it then might be -pre-

pared to consider revising its

targets on pensions and civil

service pay as the budget is

debated through parliament for

the next three months. This
loose arrangement, where
deadlines are flexible and final

positions are negotiable, suits

the government
It desperately wants to

appear to be tough fiscally

while also engineering a global

inmmes deal with the unions.

Madrid has Its eye on the inter-

national financial market
which, it fears, may again
attack the peseta if it is per-

ceived to be losing control of

the economy.
Talks between the govern-

ment, unions and employers on
a global wages deal - which the
government wants to last for

three years - will start in
October.

At about the same time the

government hopes to have fina-

lised its controversial propos-

als lor granting the country’s

autonomous regions the power
to spend 15 per cent of the

income tax collected in those

regions.

This is a political concession

demanded by the Catalans in

return for helping Mr Gonzalez

pass the budget
A scheme, hastily cobbled

together since the June 6 gen-
eral election, has however run
into opposition from both the
economically strong Catalans
and poorer states such as
Extremadura and Andalucia.
The Catalans say the govern-

ment is refusing to spell out,
exactly, how it plans to malm
the transfers and that it does
not trust Madrid's willingness
to actually transfer money.
Poorer states say they are
likely to progressively lose to
the richer regions because of
the way the transfer is being
designed.

Despite the threat implicit in
this opposition, officials
believe that Catalan support
for the budget is assured by
the end of the year, despite
complaints from the region's
government. -We are close
enough to agreement to be able
to work out the details in the
next few weeks,” said one.

Italian ex-minister to be prosecuted as probe advances
By Robert Graham hi Rome

ROME magistrates yesterday
called for the prosecution of

Mr Giovanni Prandini, for
allegedly extorting a total of

L20-5bn (£8-5m) to bribes as

Christian Democrat minister

of public works from 1989 to

1992. This is the first time in

the 18-montb-Ioog corruption

scandals that judicial proceed-

ings have reached such an
advanced stage involving a
former minister.

Mr Prandini was minister in

the seventh government of Mr
Gnllio Andreotti, which left

office after the April 1992 elec-

tions. The prosecution move
also involved Mr Francesco
CafareUi, a Christian Demo-
crat deputy and secretary of

the parliamentnary anti-Mafia

commission, and Mr Antio
Crespo, the former heed of
Anas, the state roads author-

ity. Together they are accused

of having forced 22 business-

men to pay bribes to obtain

contracts, mainly connected
with work awarded by Anas.

Mr Prandini is cited as hav-

ing being linked to 18 different

bribery episodes. Among
these, he is alleged to have
obliged Mr Antonio Baldi, a

Naples businessman, to buy
for L7bn a hotel near Brescia

owned by a group headed by

Mr Prandini himself. Court
documents claim the purchase
price was L3bu above the mar-
ket price and Mr Baldi was
threatened with exclusion
from future Anas road con-
tracts if he turned down the
arrangement

Ifyou think Airbus Industrie makes only one aircraft, maybe this will

change your view.
Airbus Industrie has achieved a 30% share of the international civil aviation market because its long-term business strategy, based on a clear vision of the

world's air transport needs, has created not just one aircraft but a family of seven: including the world’s largest twin-aisle twin and the longest range jetliner in
aviation history. Sales of all seven members of the Airbus family now total nearly 2000 aircraft worldwide.
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Bureaucracy
swells cost of

German unity
By Judy Dempsey in Berlin

THE costs of German
unification have been swelled

by bureaucracy, officials din*

tag oat In Gve-star hotels in

Berlin, and the inefficient use
of energy, the Federal Court of

Auditors said yesterday.

In a measured, but critical

220-page annual report about
how unification has been used
to run up unnecessary
expenses, the Court of Audi-
tors concluded that unless
waste is cut, the finance
authorities will be left with lit-

tle room to manoeuvre.
But the report by the Court

of Auditors, an independent
institution which acts as a
watchdog in monitoring how
budgets are spent in the state

sector, also reveals Germany's
propensity for bureaucracy and
waste.

For instance, if thermostats

which regulate the tempera-
ture of water and beating were
installed In state-run housing
and enterprises, it would save
over DM1OOm (£40m).

At the moment, heating in

many public institutions can
only be controlled by opening

or closing the windows. If a
new computer was installed in

the eastern German railway

network, it would save DM27m,
as well as cutting the numbers
of personnel who spend a great

deal of time writing out tickets

by hand

The Court of Auditors
also reckons that the eastern

railways bureaucracy is

employing between 20,000 and

30,000 people too many, which

is costing the taxpayer
between DM1^bn and DMLSbn
a year.

The Patent office comes
under scrutiny too. When the

two offices were merged after

unifi cation, the Staff swelled

from 180 to 588, many of whom
are simply not needed, the

auditors argue.

Unification also gave west-

ern German officials sent to

Berlin to open branches of the

federal ministries an excuse to

spend up to DM137 a day on

lunch in the city's five-star

hotels.

Even the Treuhand is critic-

ised. The auditors call for

much greater control over the

privatisation agency’s
operations and finances.

Ukraine 'Bosnia given;
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Bundesbank head Helmut Schleslnger (right) and successor Hans Tietmeyer is Frankfurt yesterday

Bankruptcies rise in Germany
By Ariane GenHard in Bonn

BANKRUPTCIES in western
Germany increased by 26.9 per

cent in the first half of the

year, with more than 6,000

companies becoming insolvent,

the Federal Statistics Office

reported yesterday.

Small and medium-sized
enterprises unable to weather
the domestic recession formed
the bulk of bankruptcies. Only

108 bankruptcies led to credi-

tors having claims of more
than DMIOm (£4m), and 1,179

bankruptcies led to claims of
above DMlm
But the average bankruptcy

size increased from the first

half of 1992 as creditors' finan-

cial claims doubled to DM8.4bn
for the first six months of this

year.

Bankruptcies in eastern Ger-
many increased by 129 per cent

for the period, with creditors'

claims reaching DMSL2bn in

the region.

In western Germany, 40 per

cent of bankruptcies were in

manufacturing.
The number of bankruptcies

this year is likely to reach the

high levels recorded in the

mid-1980s, the Cologne-based

Institute for the German Econ-

omy said. Bankruptcies in Ger-

many peaked in 1985.

nuclear

assurance
By David White in Kiev

UKRAINE’S President Leonid

Kravchuk said yesterday early

elections could help to over-

come obstacles to the removal

of remaining nuclear weapons

tom its territory. In the mean-

time, he said, Ukraine was dis-

mantling part of the arsenal

He told Mr Malcolm Rifkind,

UK defence secretary, he hoped

for rapid agreement on staging

parliamentary elections follow-

ing Mr Leonid Kuchma’s resig-

nation as prime minister on

Tuesday after a m>confidence

vote. Ukraine is to transfer

nuclear arms to Russia in

exchange for nuclear fuel for

power stations, under an agree-

ment three weeks ago. But
prospects for doing so remain
blocked by difficulties over

parliamentary ratification.

Mr Kravchuk told Mr Rifkind

Ukraine had already removed
tfrp warheads - 60 in all — from

10 of its older SS-19 strategic

missiles and had rendered,

them virtually impossible to

upa Ten more would be dis-

mantled, starting later this

month.
Ukraine holds 130 SS-19s,

including those it says it has

dismantled, as well as 46 SS-24s

with 10 warheads each, and
about 30 nuclear bombers.

path to peace
Laura Silber and Gillian Tett :

report on new negotiating tactics

The challenge:

TO KEEP POLLUTANTS FROM
FOULING UP THE ATMOSPHERE
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Raytheon Engineers & Constructors
has the know-how to help companies
cost effectively plan ahead for clean

air compliance.

7he worfcfc industries are hard at work cleaning up. But

they’ll have to work harder. Because all over the world clean

air regulations will only get stricter.

Raytheon Engineers & Constructors is ready for any

dean air challenge the future may hold, in a broad range of

industries - steel, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, food process-

ing, petroleum refineries and power generation - our projects,

large or small, are marked by cost effective, innovative

engineering and construction.

For example, we’re helping such clients as the operating

companies ofAllegheny Power System and the Tennessee

Valley Authority install emission control “scrubbers.”

M
Km
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mm

Our goal: minimum downtime for operations.

We’re always looking over the horizon. Because what passes

fa clean air today, won’t tomorrow. All/over the world, the

rules will only get stricter. And those who don.t plan ahead,

can only fall behind'.

Send us more challenges.
The same “can-do” spirit that makes Raytheon a leader in

engineering and construction services is also the driving

force behind our proven performance in defense, electronics,

aviation and appliances.

We thrive on challenges. Send us more. .

’

Raytheon
WE THRIVE ON CHALLENGES

LORD OWEN and Mr Thorvald

,
Stoltenberg, the international

I mediators shuttling between

j
Raikan capitals, insist that a

peace agreement on Bosnia “is

closer than ever before**.

l The phrase is familiar and as

> the Bosnian parliament pre-

pares to discuss the latest

i peace plan on Tuesday, objec-

tions by Mr Alija Izetbegovic,

the Bosnian president, could

still puncture their hopes. But
; the negotiating tactics are <2f-

ferent this time.

Lord Owen’s sudden opti-

1
mism is not entirely disingenu-

ous. in recent weeks, there

have been some significant

shifts in the mediators'
approach which could yet push
the sides into signing- a deaL

On the one hand, knowing
that western governments are

anxious for a swift peace,
regardless of what kind of
rump Bosnian state . remains
for the Moslems

,
the mediators

have stepped up political and
psychological pressure on the
Moslem-dominated Bosnian
government to accept the 30
per cent now on offer.

Deprived by the -interna-

tional lyiwimnnfty of any mus-
cle to reverse Serb and Groat
military gains in Bosnia, the

mediators have been using
secret meetings as their main
weapon - a tactic that has left

Hwim shuttling among the Bal-

kan capitals.

They could be sipping wine
with the Serbian president Mr
Slobodan Milosevic, in Bel-

grade one evening, leaving at

dawn to investigate Adriatic

ports, before meeting the Cro-

atian president Mr Franjo
Tudjman, the next day.

The second shift has been in

the mediators’ ambitions.
Instead of arming for a final

- land deal,- they have been
pushing the sides to sign an
overall peace agreement first

leaving some thorny territorial

details, such as Sarajevo, or
the boundaries of; the-^foslem
enclaves in fhe'eak, to be dte
entangled later through joint

working groups.

The approach seems to owe
much to the Middle East nego-
tiations - negotiations which
Mr Stoltenberg, the former
Norwegian foreign minister,
initially participated in.

**There has been a shift,”

admits one diplomat closely
involved in the negotiation,
who says that, as tn the Middle
East, some territorial issues
are easier sorted out when the
fighting has stopped.

“It is easier to leave the
details to a time when people
have stopped fighting each
other," he says.

It is a tactic that seems, on
the surface, not without risks.

As Mr John Mills, spokesman
for the negotiators, admitted
several weeks ago, the devil in
the discussions so for has been f

in the detail. And after 18 t

months of bloodshed, in which t

bitter battles have been fought j

for tiny drunks of laid, leaving:'-

;

territorial issues open vrtll

leave some local coznxoaQdebh-;

hoping to settle die uncertain-
-J.

ties with fence'later. . V'-

1
"-

But as the envoys them- .'

selves repeatedly stress^ winter
"

is approaching. In spite of the. s
'

recent Hare up in fighting, alt

three sides seem militarily -

exhausted. - - -

And, more significantly, both .

the Serbs and Croats now hare
considerable motives to sde.for :

.

peace. -
• :

Since the Bosnian Serbs
rejected the Vanc&Owai plan .

far. Bosnia, they have'improved:;

«

The mediators
-

'

could be sipping

wine with the

Serbian president
,

V '
;

Slobodan Milosevic:
’

in Belgrade one V -V

evening;, leaving at -t’:-'

dawn to investigate ^

Adriatic ports, •

before meeting
Croatian president

Franjo Tndjman*

their position considerably,^ :

smA Mr Milosevic is anxious to'Vi
reach a deal to lift the sand;-

1 '

tions on Serbia.
”

hi spite of ceding partial sea -V-: -/

access to the Moslems last

week, control over the Croat-
-1

:
'-

dominated regions of western -

Hercegovina will also leave "the _:v
Croat leadership achieving V

”

most of their territorial aims in .7
V

Bosnia. •
-

’

“Milosevic and Turkman are
hurrying to make their can- ^
quests official. We are not him- ‘.V

rytng to make a general agree-
"

meat," says Mr Muhamed '

FOipovic, a Moslem opposition ..

politician.

Although Mr Izetbegovich^s.
;

responded to mediators’ : optl- :

’

mistic outbursts by demanding
more concessions - demands . ,

which gained him an extra 0£;
per cent of territory earlier this . \

;

week - he has little reason fo

believe that he will succeed in._:* r.

negotiating a favourable settle- -N

ment later. -"O; -
,'

It seems unlikely that Bffr '

:

Izetbegovic can postpone his .

endorsement of the partition
plan for much longer. \lwr-
But for a broad peace deal to

stick - and the territorial 7/’--

“details" to be resolved - thfe >;
-

(:/.-

mediators will need to ensure a -rj
"

rapid deployment of peacekeep-
tag troops. .

Although it seems that Nato U; -

‘

is preparing for deployment, Ur-
with US President Bill CHn-/ ?

:

ton’s commitment still unclear : :

;

and many in the alliance-
'".

uncertain about who will pay.
for the force, ensuring whether - ’." -

the troops will be able to get7 J .

•

there fast enough remains yet
' '

another great uncertainty. V

1 1

Croatia wants
UN to disarm
Serb rebels
By Laura SiBjer in Be4grade

CROATIA said yesterday It
would demand more muscle
for United Nations peace-'
keepers to disarm Serb rebels.
Otherwise it would refuse to
renew the international body’s
mandate at the end of this
month.
The Croatian cabinet called

for the 14,00&-strong peace-
keeping force to disarm Serb
rebels who have set up their
own state within Croatia or
withdraw within two month*
Impatient with Serbian Intran-
sigence, Zagreb has previously
demanded Nato muscle to
assert control over Serb rebels.
Croat officials have critic-

ised the UN’s failure to fawn
the Vance plan, agreed ta Jan-
uary 1992, which called for the
disbanding of Serb militias in
Croatia’s four UN zones and
the return of refugees.
Mr Boutros Boutros Ghali,

UN secretary general, this
week accused Zagreb of “win.
ftiDy misreading" the role of
the peacekeepers. He recom-
mended the extension of the
mandate by six months but
emphasised that negotiations
were the only way to solve the
conflict

The deployment of the
peacekeepers in 1992 froze the
six-month war. Bat the peace
plan was sidelined when war
erupted in Bosnia.

ta a stark reminder of the

continuing violence, UN offi-
cials said the bodies of 66
Serbs, many burned and muti-
foted, had been recovered after
Croat forces seized three Serb-
held villages.

.

.

“The corpses were in terri-
ble condition - burned, ehar-
rod, hacked and so forth," Mr
Cedric Thornberry, UN civil
awairs director, said In
Zagreb. UN officials said the
condition of the corpses matte
ft impossible to confirm Sab
claims that at least 30 people
were civilians.

“ Sar^evo, Bos-
uias wartime parliament will

ST*®1 ta vote on
Plan for partition of the

republic.

5 opposition leaderVuk Draskovic yesterday held
tafts with Mr Douglas Hard,UK fore,p secretary, to thank
Bntata for helping to secure
msreiease from detention this
summer.
Tb* Foreign Office said Mr

k w I/mdou
“s wife as a guest of the

would hold for-

totaS
abot“*

ThePOreign Office decision

^ Mr Draskovic seems
attempt by^ Pressure

™L* b government to

RriShTw
accnsati°ns that

has not acted with snf-

K--j-

i
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US calls

for action

on UN
troops
By Nancy Dunne
in Washington

MS Madeleine Albright, the US
ambassador to the United
Nations, yesterday called for

an overhaul of the way in
which the UN takes decisions

on peacekeeping, and said the
US would use force unilater-

ally where its vital interests
were at stake.

Ms Albright said UN deci-

sion-making must be “over-
hauled” so that no foreign
troops were sent “In harm’s
way without a clear mission,
competent commanders, sensi-
ble rules of engagement and
the means required to get the
job done”.
However, the US would not

abandon Its right to act alone.

“President Clinton will not
hesititate to act as a com-
mander in chief to protect
America and Americans,” she
said, citing such examples as
the US intervention in Pan-
ama, pursuit of terrorists, and
President Ronald Reagan’s
decision to apprehend the
hijackers of the AchiQe Lauro
cruise ship.

This was the third Clinton
administration foreign policy

address this week, setting the

stage for his appearance at the
UN General Assembly next
Monday. The speech echoed a
Senate foreign Delations com-
mittee report in August. It

said troops going into arenas
of war must be given clear
mandates from the beginning
of operations and a realistic

time frame of action so
operations may be properly
planned and implemented.
Congress has grown con-

cerned about US involvement
in Somalia and plans in Bos-

nia. A House appropriations
committee this week approved
S383m for future peacekeeping
operations, disaster relief and
humanitarian assistance. It

attached a requirement the

president inform the commit-
tee 15 days before sending
troops to an international
humanitarian effort He would
have to state the estimated
cost of the operation, how it

will be funded, its projected

duration, scope and goals.

'

Clinton health plan

faces stern test
By George Graham
In Washington

PARTISAN battle lines were
being drawn in the US yester-

day after President Bill Clin-

ton’s address to Congress on
Wednesday night in which he
outlined his ambitious plans

for health care reform.

After weeks in which Repub-
lican leaders had been express-

ing their admiration for the
work put in by Mr Clinton and
Ms wife on the reforms, it took

just minutes for the pretence

of bipartisan compromise to

evaporate.

While some Republican
right-wingers such as Senator
Phil Gramm of Texas and Con-
gressman Newt Gingrich of
Georgia have been critical all

along of Mr Clinton's plan,

most of the Republican leader-

ship has kiwi much In common
with their own approaches to

reform. In the official Republi-

can response to his televised

address on Wednesday night,

however, the gloves came oft

Congresswoman Nancy
Johnson of Connecticut patron-
isingiy and inaccurately called

Mr Clinton a latecomer to the

debate over health care, and
said his plan would create a

one size fits all” state run
monopoly.
Senator Connie Mack of Flo-

rida attacked the government’s
role in Mr Clinton's healthcare

proposals. 'Tt’s loaded with
more spending and more
bureaucracy. It will devastate

lobs and our economy. It will

lead us to a system of govern-

or Henri Meier, finance

director at Roche, the Swiss

healthcare group, yesterday

said: “We are not concerned at

all about the forthcoming
reforms. They certainly won’t

have a Mg impact on our bot-

tom line." Roche generated

about 25 per cent of its sales in

the US last year, and holds a
significant position in the US
hospital market
Mr Jan Leschley, of

Anglo-American healthcare

group SmithKline Beecham,
yesterday said: “The main
transformation has nothing to

do with the Clintons. It’s the

growth of managed care. Five

years ago, it represented 5 per
cent of our sales. Now it's 40
per cent In five years it'll be
60 to 70 per cent"
Intense competition from

generic drugs was a change
more significant than the
reforms. “There is no need for

government intervention
through price controls. Prices

are already controlled through
competition,” he said.

meat controlled health care at

a cost of $700bn," he said.

The White House yesterday
issued a statement deploring
the Republican response. •

"As the president made a
national call to arms and a
bipartisan appeal to join
together to solve this crisis,

the Republicans failed to
respond in the same spirit,"

the White House complained.
In his speech, Mr Clinton

had promised “healthcare that

can never be taken away,

healthcare that Is always

there” through the issue of a

health security card to every

citizen and legal resident

“This healthcare system of

ours Is badly broken and it is

time to fix it” Mr Clinton said

in his speech.

The Republican criticism

focused on same of the ques-

tions likely to be at the heart

of the debate in the next few

months: would Mr Clinton's

reform reduce the ability to

choose your own doctor?

Would it produce a new and
cumbersome federal bureau-
cracy? Should employers have
to pay for most of their work-

ers’ healthcare costs? Is there

enough money to be saved to

pay for expanded coverage?

Opinion polls have for some
time suggested the Republi-

cans would have a hard time
making their case.

A CBS/New York Times poll

this week showed 47 per cent

of those questioned believed

the Democrats would be more
likely to improve the health-

care system, compared with
only 22 per cent who picked
the Republicans.
instant palling after Mr Clin-

ton’s speech on Wednesday
night by both USA Today/Gal-
lup and the Washington Post/

ABC showed that 55-56 per
cent now favoured his reform
plan - a substantial i^p in

approval. Most expected no
reduction in their own medical
chokes.

Harsh medicine’s tastegood
factor. Page 19

Insurers

applaud

OFF THE CUFF: Clinton’s autocue started on the wrong text - he ad-Uhbed for 10 mSautes

By Richard Waters
bt New York

THE US health insurance
industry, which stands to bear

the brant of price nontrols

under the health care, plan

proposed by President BIB
Clinton, took a conciliatory

approach yesterday, applaud-

ing the president’s aim. of.

reducing costs and extendfag

coverage.

However, leading insurance

companies continued to oppose
the celling ..on insurance pre-

miums proposed in earlier

drafts of the ptan.

They claimed that the
growth of managed care
arrangements in recent yeare

.

has already helped to. bring
1

down the oasts of health care1
:

and that price controls would
interfere with -this process ....

Met Life, one of the big five

'

health insurers, said it agreed 1

with Mr Clinton's belief in

managed competition, but
added Hurf bis plan “also con-

tains extensive price controls,

payroll-based financing, and
regulatory health alliances

which would make managed
competition unworkable.”

Even so, the insurers offered

support for the aims of the
Clinton reform plans.

Their conciliatory tone was
seen as an attempt to deftae

tensions between the US
administration and the insur-

ers, which have grown in

recent days as the insurance

industry has begun intensive

lobbying over the plan. .

Big US companies give welcome but fear extra cost
By Richard Waters
in New York

BIG US companies gave a
subdued welcome to the Clin-

ton plan yesterday, expressing
support for an overhaul of the
health care system but concern
about the extra bureaucracy
and cost that it might bring.

Xerox, which was singled out
by President BUI Clinton in his

speech to Congress on Wednes-
day night for bringing down
the cost oflisalth coverage for

its employees, was among
those to express caution about
the reforms.

"We think there could be
extra costs for a company like

us. Just in keeping the govern-

ment informed of what we are

doing,” Xerox said. Under the
Clinton plan, companies which
operate their own managed
care arrangements, and which
have more than 5,000 employ-
ees, will be able to offer health

care as now. However, they
will have to show they meet

certain standards and report
regularly to state regulators.

Like other big companies.
Xerox said it was too early to
assess the impact of the presi-

dent's proposed payroll tax on
companies which continued to
offer their own health plans,

outside the “health alliances”.

However, the proposed tax, yet
to be quantified, was one of the
main reasons for the muted
reaction from big business yes-

terday.

Companies in industries

likely to benefit from the
changes, meanwhile, were
more forthcoming with their

praise for the plan. The big
three US car companies,
among those expected to brae-

fit most, all issued statements
supporting the plan. "Credit
should be given to President
Clinton for finally forcing the
issue - his six-principle plan is

the most comprehensive and
far-reaching ever offered," said
Mr Harold Poling, chairman
and chief executive of Font

Chrysler added that, by con-

trolling overall health care

spending and spreading the
costs among businesses more
evenly, the plan would “stimu-

late the economy and promote

;

job growth.”

The Mg car companies would
benefit from the proposal to

shift some of the health care

costs of early retirees to the

state, and from the planned
ceiling on health care costs for

employees, put at 7J9 per cent

of total payroll costs.

Small business representa-

tives continued to oppose the
requirement that ail employers
meet at least 60 per cent of

their employees’ health care
costs. Mr Jack Paris, president

of the National Federation of

Independent Businesses, said

snail businesses were "appre-

ciative” of the president’s

efforts in tackling"ope of their

biggest and most -troubling

costs. However, he added: “For-

cing employers t£«pay for
health Insurance is! nothing

more than a hidden, regressive

tax on jobs. It .falls most
heavily on those who can least

afford it - smaller, marginal
businesses and their lower-

wage employees.*
Mr Paris aten warned that

the new arrangements could
turn out to be more costly than
projected in the (Hinton plan.

“Small business owners will

have few options to contain
costs if the system fails or is

slow to gjet-started,” Mr Faria
said.
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Coverage and a card for all
George Graham lists the main promises in the package
THE CENTRAL promise of the
Clinton health plan is coverage
for everyone from the cradle to

the grave. AD US citizens and
legal residents would receive a
health security card, the size of
a credit card, guaranteeing a
defined package of benefits as
extensive as most plans offered

by big US companies today.

Guaranteed coverage:

Nobody could be refused cover-

age because of an existing
health condition or the fitness

of a dependent. Insurance com-
panies would have to apply
“community rating” so that

everybody would pay the same
premium regardless of age or

state of health.

Benefits would include pre-

ventive care, doctor visits, hos-

pital care, prescription drags,
emergency services, mental
health care, treatment for drug
and alcohol abuse, expanded
home care for long-term
patients, eyesight and hearing
treatment, and dental care for
children.

Coverage would start in
some states in 1995 and be fully

phased in by the end of 1997.

Health alliances:

Each state would create one or
more regional health alliances,
which would Function as pur-
chasing cooperatives, bargain-
ing with insurers to obtain the
best rates on health plans.
Most people would be

enrolled in these alliances
through their employers, as
would self-employed individu-

als, part-time workers and the
unemployed. Companies with
more than 5,000 employees
would be free to opt out, but
would be taxed for this.

Alliances would offer mem-
tors a menu of different health

plans, including at least one.

plan with traditional fees for

service coverage.

Health plans:

Alliances would conduct an
“open season” race a year (just

as the US government does
today for federal employees), in

which -members could choose
to switch health plans.

A typical menu of plans

.-outside'the HMO.
A middle-cost option might

have higher monthly premi-
ums but lower co-payments if

the customer were to choose a
doctor outside the HMO.
Who pays?:

Employers would be compelled
to pay at least SO per cent of
the average premium charged
by the health alliance, so the

HEAJLTK SECURITY
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WILL THIS DO NICELY?: Every American would have one phmx ap

would include a high-cost
option like many current
insurance plans. That is, cus-
tomers could choose their doc-
tor but would pay any cost
above what is called a deduct-
ible - for individuals $200
(£132) a year, for families $400
- plus a separately calculated
20 per cent, called a co-pay-
ment, of virtually all charges.

The lowest-cost option would
probably involve enrolment tn
a health maintenwnnp organisa- .

tton (HMO). with no annual
deductible and just a $100 fee

for each visit to fie doctor.
However, the customer would
have to pay 40 per cent of the
cost of any visit to a doctor

amount paid by each individ-
ual would depend on whether
they chose a cheaper or more
expensive plan.

The amount any employer
would have to pay would be
capped at T9 per cent of the
payroll, with additional dis-
counts on a sliding scale for
businesses with fewer thaq 50
employees so as to reduce their
.contribution to a level between
35 and T9 per cent

If employers offer more than
the standard package, this will
progressively become a taxable
benefit

The jobless would continue
to pay the 20 per cent
employee share, but employed

and unemployed would receive
a discount if their incomes
were less than 150 per cent of
the poverty level.

Self-employed people would
be able to deduct 100 per cent
of their premiums from their
taxable income.
Cost controls:

The health alliances are expec-
ted to bring market forces to
bear on the health insurance
market, and administrative
savings are expected from sim-
plified paperwork.
However, the plan also

includes an enforceable cap in
the rate of growth of health
insurance premiums. These are
expected, by the end of the
decade, to be held to the rate of
inflation.

Financing
The plan needs to finance both
the expansion of coverage to
the estimated 37m people with
no health insurance and the
increased benefits such as pre-
scription drugs and home care
- in all, new spending pref-

.

ected at $45bn in 1996 and ris- -

mg to $83bn in 2000.
Most projected savings come

from controlling the growth of
the Medicare and Medicaid pro-
grammes, two existing federal
health plans covering the
elderiy and the poor. The plan
forecasts savings rising from
$14hn in 1996 to $86bn in 2000.
An extra 75 cents to $1 tax

on a packet of cigarettes, and a
tax on big companies that opt
out of regional health alli-
ances, would together raise -

SlSbn to $l6bn a year.
The programme is forecast to

'

cost the federal government a
net $14hn in 1996-1997, bat to
save it $86bn in the next three -

years.

IMF chief warns of Gatt danger
By Peter Norman, Economics
Editor, ki Washington

MR Michel Camdessus, the
managing director of the Inter-

national Monetary Fund, yes-

terday warned that the world
could forget about the pros-

pects of stronger growth if

negotiators failed to bring the

Uruguay Round of trade talks

to a successful conclusion.

He said the trade talks were
the number one item on the
world’s economic agenda and
leadership was needed on all

sides to complete them.

A fill! flgmiria faced the min-
isters and central bank gover-

nors from the IMF’s 178 mem-
ber countries in the days
ahead, he said. The world econ-
omy was faring several prob-
lems which could have a “dev-
astating” effect if trends were
not reversed
He singled out high and ris-

ing unemployment, anaemfe
growth, the weak fiscal situa-
tion in many countries and
protectionist pressures as neg-
ative factors weighing on the
global economy.
Mr Camdessus said the world

should build on its success in
lowering inflation and the
"outstanding” performance of
many fast growing developing

to achieve greaternations
growth.

He said countries should
press ahead with structural
adjustment programmes to
modernise their economies
open their domestic markets to
imports and press ahead with
fiscal consolidation as soon as
recovery was established.
He called on European

nations to make their labour
markets more flexible and
urged those countries with
room to manoeuvre to cut their
interest rates.
The IMF managing director

mso urged a strengthening of
the international *

monetary asset.

system througt
co-operation in th
economic convergt
members of the
Monetary System
acceptance of sur
economic policies 1
He said he hop

annual meetings
and World Bank t
towards agreeing fl

successor to the

Adjustm
MT Camdessus sa

be satisfied if son
wore made towards
«tiou of specia
Rights, the IMF’s t

to Fund men
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When you arrive in London
expect heavy showers. Not to mention fluffy

towels and a powerful hairdryer.

.\\di2e

s / o clock in the morning.
You’ve just arrived and it’s time
to turn your mind to the day’s

work ahead. Unfortunately your

body’s got other ideas.

shampoo and shaving kits available

on request. (Rubber ducks, regrettably.

you want. There’s fresh fruit for taste

are not currently provided.) There’s

even a valet pressing service to smooth

After a night of travel what it out the wrinkle, in your dothes, while

buds still needing a wake up call. And

decaf, if by now you’re in danger of

becoming too wide awake.

really wants is a day of rest. Preferably

with lots of hot water, fresh clothes

you attend to ones on your face. Any

wrinkles in your work meanwhile.

Now there’s no reason at all

and cups of coffee thrown in. can be quickly ironed out by using

We can’t provide the day of rest,

but at least We can help with the

the phones or fax machine. NEW ARRIVALS LOUNGE WITH HOT SHOWERS.

other items. The new Arrivals Lounge

at T4 really is a sight for red-eyes.

danger
There you’ll find piping hot

And if you want to grab every

precious last second of sleep on the

plane, you can catch up on breakfast

m the lounge. As it’s open all

breakfast bar serving continental breakfast

why you can’t put in a full and
. in-

l" howers with towels provided. And morning, you can refuei anytime productive day at the office. Sorry.
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CLUB WORLD
British Airways
The worlds favourite airline



NEWS: INTERNATIONAL

Knesset endorses peace accord with PLO
By JuGan Ozanna In Jerusalem

ISRAEL'S historic peace
agreement with Palestinians
was solidly endorsed by the
Knesset (parliament) yester-
day, allowing the process to
continue without a referendum
or early elections on the
accord.

The vote of 61 to 50. with
eight abstentions and one
absent, was a good result for

Mr Yitzhak Rabin, prime min-
ister. and will take momentum
away from the right-wing cam-
paign to scuttle the peace pro-

cess.

Among the eight abstentions
were three members of the
right-wing Likud party, expos-
ing divisions within the opposi-

tion over the Israeli-Palestin-

ian peace deal
Mr Meir Sheetrit, one of the

three Likud abstainers, said
after the vote that a further
seven parliamentarians from
his party would also have
abstained if Likud had not
imposed party discipline but
allowed a free vote.

"A gap of ll members of the

Knesset between the support-
ers and the opponents gives

the government the freedom of

action to implement [the agree-

ment]," Mr Rabin said

Under yesterday's vote the

Israeli soldiers carry away an ultra-nationalist Jew protesting at Israel's accord with the PLO in the occupied West Bank yesterday

Knesset formally approved accord with Palestinians pro- agenda for peace negotiations tion partners which broadly

three separate agreements: rec- viding for self-government and with Jordan. supports the peace process,

ognition of the Palestine Liber- Israeli military withdrawal The ultra-orthodox Shas also abstained after fa i l ing to

ation Organisation, the peace from Gaza and Jericho, and an party, one of Mr Rabin's coali- win support for a referendum.

accord with Palestinians pro-

viding for self-government and
Israeli military withdrawal
from Gaza and Jericho, and an

agenda for peace negotiations

with Jordan.
The ultra-orthodox Shas

party, one of Mr Rabin's coali-

Mr Arye Deri leader of Shas

and a*former interior minister

said in the debate that

although there were many

“worrying points about the

agreement regarding the secu-

rity of Jewish settlers in the

occuuied territories, the accord

remained the key to peace with

Arabs. “It is impossible to vote

against a chance... to reduce

the possibility of war, the

threat of war against Israel,

he said. __

Winding up the debate, Mr

Shimon Peres, facing regular

outbursts of heckling from

right-wing opponents, said:

“We can buy a ticket . . to the

dark and gloomy 19th century,

to the middle ages of funda-

mentalism, or to the 2lst cen-

tury. The 20th century is over.

Either backward or forward."

The right-wing opposition,

led by Likud and backed by

tens of thousands of demon-

strators outside the Knesset,

rowed to continue the cam-

paign against the peace agree-

ment. Mr Benjamin Netan-

yahu, Likud leader, said the

opposition would continue to

press the government to call

elections before deciding more
sensitive issues such as the

status of Jerusalem, a Palestin-

ian state, and the right of

return of Palestinian refugees.
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SA approves

transitional

executive

Palestinians train as keepers of law and order
By James Whittington in Amman

EACH MORNING young unemployed
Palestinians gather outside the Jor-

danian-based Palestine Liberation

Army (PLA) headquarters in Amman
hoping to join the ranks of policemen

who will be charged with keeping the

peace in the Gaza Strip and West
Bank town oF Jericho.

High up on the desert hills outside

Amman their successful compatriots

are already being trained in riot con-

trol, anti-terrorist measures, forensic

science and crime investigation at

Jordan's Police Academy. Twenty of

them yesterday carried out a mock
crowd control exercise armed with

shields, helmets and batons. Dressed
in dark bine uniforms, with the PLA
insignia of an eagle wrapped in the

Palestinian flag stitched to their

berets, they stripped down their M-16
rifles and explained what their role

in a Palestinian entity might be.

“We will be there to follow the

duties of any policeman - to protect

our people from everyone and every-

thing," says Captain Faisal Mahmoud
Mostapha who halls from Nablus on
the West Bank. “We want to protect

both Jews and Palestinians.” he adds.
Captain Mustapha along with

another 400 policemen began their

training this month and expect to be
deployed in Jericho by October.

A superior from the PLA, Brigadier
Mohammad Qndsyeh, brashes off

suggestions that the police force may

be pitted against extremist Palestin-

ian groups trying to wreck Mr Yassir

Arafat’s peace accord. "I'm aston-

ished that you think we will start

killing . We will quell our opponents

through dialogue." he argues.

Soldiers from the estimated 12.000

strong PLA which is scattered

throughout the Arab world are due to

be moved to training camps in Jor-

dan and Egypt by the end of the year

before deployment to Gaza and Jeri-

cho. Until recently, they were taught

to use rifles against the “Zionist

entity" but most will now be
retrained as peacekeeping policemen.

Meanwhile a recruitment drive has

begun in the occupied territories

with newspaper advertisements invit-

ing both male and female applicants

aged between 18 and 35 to apply for

the Palestinian force. Mr Faisal Hns-
seim, who heads the Palestinian dele-

gation to the Middle East peace talks,

says the police force win eventually

number 30,000.

By Patti Waldmeir

in Johannesburg

SOUTH AFRICA yesterday

!

took a further historic step to

end exclusive white rule when

parliament passed a. bill to

establish a multiracial Transi-

tional Executive Council, a

move which will trigger the

lifting rtf all remaining non-

miUtary sanctions.

Passage of the bill marks the

symbolic end of white hege-

mony and economic isolation.

The transitional execntivet

which will bring blacks a
share of power for the first

time, will boost black morale,

while the removal of 30 years

of economic sanctions will

help the morale of most
whites.

However, right-wing whites

have vowed to fight the transi-

tional executive. Members of

the ultra-right Conservative
party walked out of the cham-
ber yesterday after President

FW de Klerk’s ruling National

party passed the bill by 211

votes to 36 in a parliament
which excludes blacks.

Parliament’s assent followed

an accord two weeks ago at

the multi-party constitutional

negotiating forum. The Afri-

can National Congress had,

however, said the passage of

the bill through parliament
was a condition for the lifting

of non-mftitary sanctions.

Mr Nelson Mandela, ANC
president, is expected to call

for the removal of remaining
sanctions - apart from the
international arms embar-
go-when he addresses the UN
today in New York.

Lifting remaining sanctions

is likely to have fittle practical

impact, as. foreign investment

is severely constrained by
political violence which 'has

left 10.000 people dead Sice
political reform began in 1990.

However, passage of£the
transitional executive '/bill

should permit Pretoria & res

establish normal relations

with the International ffione-

tary Fund, which is likely to

provide some $80Qu (£526m)
from its compensatory

1

and -

contingency financing facility

to compensate Sooth Africa
.

for losses incurred as a result

of severe;.- drought in 1992.

Good relations with the IMP:,
will also, improve' South
Africa's ability to borrow com- 1

mercially overseas.

The council, which will.-,

include one member from each
or the 20-odd parties negotia-

ting a new constitution, WHL
take office only after agree-

ment has been roadbed on a
'

new constitution - a process

which conld still tahecsome
months. -

. Although Mr Roelf Meyer, -

constitutional development'
minister, said the TEC execs-,

tive conld be in place by next

mouth, installation In Novem-
ber or even December seems
more likely.

Hie TEC could provoke a

further upsurge in violence,

with the Conservative party f
.

and the Inkatha Freedom
party of Chief Mangosnthu
Batbelezi vowing to oppose it

The council will have legally

binding powers to act, but
only in areas directly affecting

the coming multiracial elec-

tions planned for April 27 next
year. ..

1

Reform ‘failing’

in sub-Saharan
African states
By Michael Holman in London
and Peter Norman in

Washington

ECONOMIC reform is failing in

sub-Saharan Africa and its cri-

sis will deepen unless finance

ministers attending the IMF

/

World Bank meeting in Wash-
ington help resolve the
region’s “crushing" external

debt burden, officials of Oxfam.
the international aid agency,
warned yesterday.

"After a decade of structural

adjustment programmes imple-

mented under the tutelage of
the World Bank and the IMF,
Africa remains trapped in a
downward spiral of economic
and social decline and poverty

is increasing," the agency said

in London.
"There is now overwhelming

evidence that existing adjust-

ment policies have failed in

two ways," the statement con-

tinued. “They have not created
a platform for sustainable
recovery and have not
addressed the central chal-

lenge. correctly identified by
the World Bank, of alleviating

poverty."

However, the Bank's policies

“suffer from inappropriate
design, inadequate funding and
poor implementation", the
statement continues. Some of

the sharpest criticism is

reserved for the IMF, whose
role in Africa should be
reviewed by an international

committee reporting to the

United Nations, Oxfam said.

Mr Michel Camdessus, man-
aging director of the IMF, yes-

terday strongly defended its

role in Africa against Oxfam's

charges while admitting that

the situation in Africa was “a
matter of Immense concern"
and the continent almost
appeared to be sinking.

But he argued that there

were countries in Africa that

were growing and that these

were the ones that had fol-

lowed IMF economic reform
programmes which had
allowed increased output and
exports. Countries such as

Mozambique. Uganda. Ghana
and Ethiopia were all benefit-

ing from IMF-inspired policies.

More could be done, he
added. There was scope for

greater regional integration in

Africa. Those countries which
had not embarked on struc-

tural adjustment programmes
must put their macro-economic
policies in order. But he said
the west should do more to

reduce the burden of Africa's

official debts.

Oxfam says the speed at
which IMF programmes
require governments to reduce
budget deficits is “totally unre-

alistic and destructive”. The
statement calls for longer time
frames and “more selective

introduction of trade Liberlisa -

tion measures."
Oxfam accuses the Bank and

the Fund of complacency in

the free of problems caused by
sub-Saharan Africa's external

debt that now “exceeds Sl83bn
[£120bn] - more than three
times the level in 1980".

Oxfam officials urged the
Bank and Fund to “spearhead
the case for effective debt
relief" which reduced servicing

to a maximum ceiling of 15 per
cent for low-income countries.

Sudan’s civil

war dispirits

aid agencies
A S SUDAN’S bitter civil feed the fighters. And they

war enters its tenth no hope ofan immediate ce
year, the United fire.

Prince Norodom Sihanouk greets a guard of honour on his return to Phnom Penh to sign Cambodia's new constitution AwoOStocI Hwjj

Keating fails to budge budget

j

“The first year we came
to Wiganour

turnover was 34% up

on the previous year.”
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WHERE IIS BUSINESS IS HOVINfi

By Nikki Tait in Sydney

F IVE WEEKS after it was
unveiled, the Australian
government’s first post-

election budget bill still lacks

sufficient support to pass the
Senate. The resulting economic
uncertainty has contributed to

a plunge in the nation's cur-

rency.

The Australian dollar stands
close to 65 US cents compared
with more than 68 cents when
the budget was announced on
August 17. although an
increasingly bleak outlook for

commodity prices also bears
some responsibility.

The exchange rate might be
lower still but for remarks on
Tuesday by Mr Bemie Fraser,

the Reserve Bank governor.
These suggested that the
authorities might have to con-
sider an increase in interest

rates to protect the currency
from large falls. “To date, we
have achieved our objectives

with intervention." said Mr
Fraser, “but if necessary, we
would also use interest rates."

The roots of the budget prob-

lem lie in the 1993 election

campaign, which the Labor
party of Mr Paul Keating,

prime minister, was not expec-

ted to win. After the surprise

victory, the new government
found itself committed to some
expensive promises on the
expenditure side, but lacked

much leeway over how it could

finance them. As a Price

Waterhouse analysis noted at

the time: “The real focus of the

19934 budget is about the fund-

ing the promised tax cuts- cuts

that are to apply to businesses

and certain Lower-Income earn-

ers."

The solution chosen
depended heavily on indirect

taxation. Much of the “pain"

required to pay for the spend-

ing measures was to come
from an immediate increase of

one percentage point in all

wholesale sales tax rates;

increased taxes on wine, cider,

tobacco products, petrol - espe-

cially unleaded petrol - and
from a broadening of the fringe

benefits tax net. This strategy,

it was admitted, would push up
inflation; the 19934 rate was
forecast at 3.5 per cent
(although the figure has since

Keating: disinclined to consult

been the subject of some con-

troversy), compared with an
average l per cent in 1992-3.

The budget deficit, meanwhile,
was predicted to rise from
A514.6bn to AS16bn (£6.2bn to

£6.Sbn).

In many respects, the budget
measures were unsurprising.
But they left the government
open to attack. Within days,
the opposition - despite being
two votes short of a blocking
position in the Senate - had
decided to make a fight of the
issue. That left the balance of
power with two minority par-
ties: the Australian Democrats,
who have seven senators, and
the Green party, which has
two. They duly joined the rout.

Embarrassingly, the govern-

ment’s own bedrock support,

the Australian Council of
Trade Unions and the Federal

Labor party caucus, decided

that the regressive nature of

some proposed tax changes
was unacceptable.

After some heated
exchanges, the government
yielded. To pacify the Demo-
crats, it increased a tax rebate
for low-income earners,
reversed a decision to exclude

eye tests from Medicare
rebates and lowered the pro-

posed differential between
leaded and unleaded petrol. To
buy off the Labor caucus, it

modified a previous budget
plan to include unrealised capi-

tal gains in pension assets
tests. To offset the effect of
these concessions in the cur-

rent year, the government said
it would delay the introduction
of its tax cuts by two weeks.
This largely placated the

Democrats, although the
increased wine tax continues
to be contentious. However,
the two Green senators, both
from Western Australia,
remained far more obdurate.

Mr John Dawkins, the trea-

surer, met the senators two
weeks ago, but was left holding
a long shopping list of pro-
posed budget changes - from a

freeze on defence spending to

an increase in unemployment
payments. He declined to

budge, and a stalemate ensued.

There, during the current

parliamentary recess, matters
stand. In theory, a failure to

pass the bill once parliament

sits again next week could lead

to "double dissolution" - that

is, the dissolving of both
houses of parliament and the

calling of a new election. That
has happened before, in 1974,

although Labor was reflected.

In this case, none of the bud-

get’s opponents has seemed
anxious to pursue such a dras-

tic course - perhaps partly

because there might little elec-

toral gain at the end of the

day. Meanwhile, a good deal of

political point-scoring has also

been under way. Highly publi-

cised opposition from the

Labor caucus, for example, has

been interpreted as an attempt
by members of the party to

trim Mr Kfeating’s sails. The
prime minister, after all, is

often viewed as a rather
remote figure, disinclined to

consult with the rank and file.

The budget's form as well as
its content has been attacked.

Unusually, the government
had packaged the finance pro-

posals into one bill, in an
attempt to prevent its oppo-
nents from picking off specific

measures. However, legal opin-
ion has suggested that this
may be unconstitutional

So. on Tuesday, Mr Dawkins
ate more humble pie, and said
that the package would be
redrafted into eight bills. This,
he maintained, would “pre-
serve the integrity of the bud-
get and allow the government
to achieve its medium-term fis-

cal strategy”.

In an effort to ensure that
the bills do not pass or fail

selectively, Mr Dawkins added
that the government would not
implement the tax cuts unless
the revenue bills were also
approved. However, the opposi-
tion has made clear its contin-

ued objection to certain reve-
nue measures, the Greens still

want modifications, and the
Democrats remain unhappy
about the wine tax.

At the end of the day, the
strain on government members
- especially Mr Dawkins - is

clearly telling. “Whenever it

becomes necessary for me to
leave Fremantle [his home
town], get on a plane and come
to Canberra, the prospect of
political retirement does well
in my mind," the treasurer
confessed this week.
This incautious remark was

duly whipped up into a resig-

nation threat by the Canberra
press, although Mr Dawkins'
office denied that the embat-
tled treasurer had meant any-
thing of the kind.

A S SUDAN'S bitter civil

war enters ita tenth
year, the United

Nations and western relief

agencies are spending $20Qm
(£l32m) to feed and shelter
hundreds of thousands of fami-

lies displaced by the conflict

The international effort to
ward off starvation in southern
Sudan is both larger and more
costly than the media-lit opera-
tion in Somalia last year. Oper-
ation Lifeline Sudan, the UN
group co-ordinating relief
efforts, estimates Im people
cannot feed themselves. The
war has robbed them of their

homes, their land and their

cattle. There is no trade
because the cash economy has
collapsed.

The UN's attempts to secure
“corridors of tranquility" for
the passage of food convoys
have been shortlived. So UN
cargo aircraft drop as much as
1,500 tonnes of food a week
over an area three times the
size of Britain. In some areas,
relief workers are flown in and
out on a daily basis because
their safety cannot be assured
overnight
This kind of relief operation

does not come cheap. Conser-
vative estimates put the cost at
$4m a week. And although
non-governmental organisa-
tions (NGOs) report that the
immediate threat of starvation
has been averted, many relief
workers have begun to ques-
tion the expense of a humani-
tarian gesture which can only
alleviate the symptoms of the
Sudanese malaise. The cure
can only come with the end -of
the war.
Mr Marcus Oxley, of the

Irish charity Concern, says
NGOs are now faced with the
impossibility of planning any
long-term development work
because of the conflict. "Deal-
ing with the famine emergency
was the easy bit But what can
we do now? NGOs do not have
the power to solve Sudan’s
political and military con-
flicts.”

Some relief workers, frus-
trated by the endless displace-
ment of southern communities
snd the swelling refugee camps
in Uganda and Kenya, believe
the humanitarian effort has
been misguided.

‘‘The outside world is feeding
this war," says Mr Philip Win-
ter of Save the Children Fund.
"It is impossible to prevent
combatants getting hold of
rood relief. Government troops
eat it The southern rebels eat
iL And nobody wants to make
a fuss about it."

Dispirited UN officials say
they have no option but to
work through whichever mili-
tary faction controls areas tar-
geted for relief.

They cannot quantify how
much food is syphoned off to

feed the fighters. And they see

no hope ofan immediate cease-

fire.

The Khartoum government,
led by General Omar al-Bashir,

has recaptured several towns
in southern Sudan since the
Southern People’s liberation
Army split into two rival fac-

tions in 1991.

But for most of this year the
Moslem Arab north has done
tittle more than watch .its

black and predominantly
Christian southern

‘The outside
world is feeding
this war.’ Leslie

Crawford reports

countrymen massacre each
other in the struggle for hege-
mony over the rebel move-
ment.

“Most of the hunger and dis-

placement this year has been
caused by fighting among the

'

rebel SPLA factions,” says Ms
Sally Bumheim of Operation
Lifeline Sudan.
Unlike the faltering UN oper-

ation in Somalia, the UN
humanitarian mission in
Sudan has no mandate to bro-
ker a peace accord. One cease-
fire mediated by the US this
year collapsed almost as soon
as it was signed. Four attempts -

to bring the rival SPLA' fac-
tions together have failed. :

•

It is unlikely Washington
will be able to play a further
Peacemaking role, after accus-
ing Khartoum of harbouring
terrorist groups.
But if US concern with--

Islamic fundamentalism grows,
southern Sudan could become
a flashpoint in the struggle to'
contain its spread.
Already. President Yoweri

Museveni '5 government In
Uganda is believed tacitly to be ;
supporting Mr Garang's SPLA

'

faction.

Mr Garang's guerrillas form'
a convenient buffer between
Islamic fundamentalist minting >'

sitting in the Khartoum-con-
teolled garrison towns of

-

southern Sudan and Uganda’s
northern provinces.

toGarang accuses his rival'
Mr Machar, of accepting mili-
tary supplies from the govern-
ment in Khartoum.
Mr Machar denies he is sup-

Ptog with the devil Washing-
ton suspects Khartoumjs

supplied by Iran and
LWna, which is denied by the

.

parties involved.

,‘7he international commit-',
mty appears to have nin out of
“teas to solve Sudan's intracta-
ble conflict," says Mr Winter.

’

:

He believes western donors
would make better use of thdr 1

money if they employed it tound an end to the war.
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KIO, BP and the $5bn shell game
Robert Peston and Peter
Bruce explain how a ruse by
Kuwait may have cost the
Inland Revenue over £600m

jiff
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V ERY few people in the
City of London have
ever heard of the late
Trevor Ball. Even
fewer know that for a

decade this east Londoner who left
school at 16 was one of the most
powerful money managers in the
world.

Officially Ball was the chief
investment manager of Kuwait's
international investment arm. In
reality looking after the Kuwait
Investment Office's mainstream
investments - on behalf of the state
fund, the Reserve lor Future Gener-
ations - was only a part of his
responsibilities.

Until his sudden, premature
death in 1991, he controlled $5bn on
behalf of a secret client, the Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation, the emir-
ate's 1 national oil company.
The KIO's investment activities

are enormously discreet. But
secrecy was particularly important
in the case of Ball's activities. He
worked from a cramped office on
the .'fourth floor of St Vedast House,
an janonymous City block. From
her^ he played a central role in an
elaborate stock market ploy during
late) 19S7 and early 1988, in which
thejKPC. hiding behind the KIO,
bought a 21.7 per cent stake in Brit-

ish
[

Petroleum, then the world's
third largest oil company. It was a
rust that may have cost the British
taxpayer at least £600m.

Failure to disclose the true owner-
ship of a stake in a UK company is

alita an offence under the Compa-
nies Act So disclosure of KPC's role
in purchasing the BP stake is likely

to embarrass both Britain and the
oil-Hch Gulf state for whose free-

dorb from Iraqi occupation British

troops fought in 1991.

At the time of the $l.7bn BP share
rail Kuwaiti officials and ministers
insisted this was just the biggest of
a series of substantial KIO invest-

ments in blue-chip companies
around the world. Kuwait also said

the KPC was not Involved at alL
Even so the move stirred up great
political controversy.

BP was conceited that a substan-
tial shareholding was being
acquired by the investment arm of
One oT the world’s biggest oil produ-
cing countries. The raid was partic-

lilarly embarrassing for the UK gov-

ernment, since it had only been
Aade possible by the flop of the
stock market sale in October 1987 of
the government's 31.5 per cent
shareholding in BP.

rHowever. the fact that KPC was
the real purchaser of the near 22 per

ceht stake means that the position

foi the British oil company BP was
evin more perilous than it believed.

A former high ranking Kuwaiti

official has confirmed to the Finan-

cial Times that the KPC was indeed

the real purchaser. He has asked

not to be named because he is con-

cerned about reprisals from the

Kuwaiti government
[The former official says that

Kuwait deceived the UK govern-

ment the Monopolies and Mergers

Commission, which investigated the

investment, and BP itself. His

nmt has been corroborated by a

Kuwaiti minister and two for-

KIO employees. This version of

its is also supported by copies of

bank statements which show
at the KIO manages KPC's funds,

act confirmed for the first time

Mr Rashaid Al-Badr. current

it of the KIO.
what seems to be more than a

coincidence, the KPC's annual
repbrt for the year to June 30 1988

stows an increase in its holdings of

marketable securities of $i.7bn,

which is precisely what the BP
investment cost.

Another possible tell-tale sign of

the true ownership of the shares is

given by a computer print out

(made by Mr Ball in early 1990) of

ay the securities owned throughout

the world by the KIO. If BP was a

ncrmal portfolio investment by the

ECfb it should appear on this list. It

does not.

KPC ownership of the BP shares

is[disputed by one former Kuwaiti

minister. He admits KPC funds

were used to make the purchases,

bit says that the KPC gave the

money to the KIO in return for a

portfolio of “money market securi-

ties’'. He insists that the KIO then

{made the BP investment, as origi-

nally claimed, on behalf of the

Reserve for Future Generations.

Tir this were the case, it is odd that

income earned on the BP shares has

been deposited in the KPC account

ahd even odder that, at the tune of

tie raid, BP shares already owned

by the Reserve for Future Genera-

tipns were transferred to the KPC

El

the former minister cannot

that at the very least the

KPC facilitated the BP investment

providing funding for it, which

contradicts what British ministers

and the MMC were told at the time.

[This latest controversy over KIO

activities comes on top of a bitter

battle between the KIO's new man-

agement and its predecessors. Legal

actions have been brought in Spain

and the UK against Sheikh Fahad

Mohammed Al-Sabah - the former

KIO chairman and a distant cousin

of the ruling Emir - and against Mr

Fouad Jaffar, its urbane former gen-

eral manager. They are accused of
being part of a conspiracy to
defraud the KIO through its loss-
making Spanish operations.
The former KIO managers say.

however, that the new Kuwaiti gov-
ernment is deliberately choosing to
ignore evidence that the missing
funds were paid to an assortment of
governments all over the world dur-
ing the Gulf crisis in late 1990, to
ensure their support for the war
against Iraq.

Before the Spanish embarrass-
ment, the KIO had an Impressive
record as manager of the interna-
tional investments of the Reserve
for Future Generations, set up to
generate income for when Kuwait's
vast oil reserves are depleted.
Between 1981 and 1991, the KIO

received S9.lbn of Funds from the
reserve and remitted $45^bn back
to Kuwait - generated by a combi-
nation or investment income and
asset sales. War expenditure
reduced KIO assets to around $25bn
at the end of 1991 and less today. At
its peak, in the late 1980s, it was
more than S40bn.
The KIO has never paid taxes

anywhere in the world. Because it

manages the Reserve for Future
Generations it has benefited from
the international convention that
sovereigns do not pay tax. In 1989, a
particularly good year, the KIO
earned around $6bn In income and
capital gains from its main funds,
on which it paid no tax.

Other well known beneficiaries of

this sovereign immunity from tax
are the oil producing states of Bru-
nei and Abu Dhabi, which have
built up substantial portfolios of

securities and property in industria-

lised countries. The justification for

a country like the UK providing this

tax immunity is that vast amounts
of capital are attracted to its mar-
kets, which might otherwise go else-

where. The price in terms of lost tax

revenue - running to billions of
pounds in some years, according to

tax experts - is thought to be worth
paying.

The KPC. however, is not a sover-

eign as far entity as the Inland Rev-
enue is concerned, even though it is

ultimately controlled by the state of
Kufeait. It is a company - set up
tike any other by issuing shares -

and is therefore a separate legal

entity.

The KPC’s assets and investments
belong to the KPC and revenue
earned from those assets should be
liable for tax. But a former Kuwaiti
official says that KPC has improp-

erly received tax immunity by hid-

ing behind the DO. As a result. It

may have made tax savings of

around $150m a year, excluding a
£458m special BP tax credit but
including the credit on normal BP
dividends.

The Inland Revenue, which is

considering the new evidence on
the ownership of the BP shares, is

in a very uncomfortable position.

Before giving tax immunity to the

KIO on the BP investment, it

received a written assurance from

lX f

The main characters (clockwise from top left): Nigel Lawson, the former UK chancellor; Sir Peter Walters, British Petroleum chairman; Trevor Ball,
chief investment manager of the Kuwait Investment Office; Sheikh Fahad Mohammed Al-Sabah, formerDO chairman; Sheikh Ali Al-Khalifa Al-Sabah,
Kuwaiti oil minister and chairman of the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation; Fouad Jaffar former DO general manager

ruling Al-Sabah family. He spent
most of the 1980s as oil minister and
chairman of the KPC. He refused to

comment on the record for this

article.

The KPC generates huge amounts
of cash. At the end of June 30 1991.

it held marketable securities worth
$35bn and cash and bank deposits

of *5bn_

Aocording to a former official, the

DO received a mandate to manage

The opportunity to buy a significant

British Petroleum shareholding was
presented in October 1987 by the

flop of the stock market sale of

the British government’s stake in

BP and a simultaneous rights issue

the Kuwait government affirming

that the shares were directly held

by the state through the DO - and
therefore not by the KPC.

"It is not easy to challenge a
statement made by a sovereign,**

commented a UK official, "espe-

cially one of our main allies in the

Gulf/
t the centre of this web
of complicated stock

market deals was
Sheikh AU Al-Khalifa

Al-Sabah. The KPC’s
investment In BP was his initiative,

according to a former Kuwait offi-

cial. Sheikh Ali Khalifa, a man
whose impatience and sharp tongue

has made many enemies, is a clever

and mercurial member of Kuwait's

Gulf."

A

KPC's cash and investments in the

early 19805. The KPC's funds were
held at Swiss private banks, includ-

ing Lombard Odier. a highly
reputed and discreet bank in

Geneva. A special KPC account,
called the "Number Two Account”,
was set up. •

Only a tiny number of individuals

knew that the KPC was the benefi-

ciary ol the Number Two Account,
though there is a tell-tale clue an
the statements sent by Lombard
Odier to the DO.
A statement copy headed “Num-

ber Two," breaks down the invest-

ments in the account into different

categories according to currency.
Each category is designated by a
code and each, code contains the

initials “KP" for "Kuwait Petro-
leum". The total balance shown in

the statement, which is not dated, is

$1.27bn-

The Number Two Account was
managed by Ball, who had spent

most of his working life with the

DO, making his way up from clerk

to become the second most powerful
non-Kuwaiti at the organisation

after Mr Bruce Dawson, the deputy
general manager, since retired.

Lombard Odier 's statements were
sent directly to Ball who was
assisted by a couple of clerks and a

junior Kuwaiti fund manager. Ball’s

instructions came from the KPC in

Kuwait. For a short period, he set

up a series of other Swiss accounts
to manage the funds of KPC subsid-

iaries. But this made the job too

onerous for him and his small cleri-

cal staff, so eventually all KPC
investments were combined into the
Number Two Account
Almost from the moment the KPC

was founded in 1980. Sheikh Ali

Khalifa wanted to build it up to

rival the western oil multinationals,

such as Shell and Exxon and BP,
The opportunity to buy a significant

BP shareholding was presented in

October 1987 by the flop of the stock

market sale of the British govern-

ment's stake in BP and a simulta-

neous rights issue.

Around 2bn BP shares were left

in the bauds of underwriters faring

losses of several hundred million

pounds - and many of them were
desperate to sell.

The price of the shares on the

stock market was hovering around
70p, compared with the underwrit-

ing price of I20p. Said one former
WO employee: “We thought it was
crazy that something which only
days before was thought to be

worth 120p could now be bought for

TOp.”

The KIO had already acquired
13,2m BP shares as one of the
underwriters of the issue. Sheikh
Ali Khalifa was in London at the

time and was enthusiastic about
buying more BP shares. He told the

DO to acquire at least 10 per cent
of the company. “He said: 'Use my
funds.',” readied a former Kuwaiti
official. What Sheikh Ali Khalifa

the Number Four Account. How-
ever, to prevent any leak of the

ownership of the shares, statements
for the Number Four Account, a
copy of which has been obtained by
the FT. do not include the “KP"
initials on the classifications.

There were widespread Tumours
that the DO was buying, but only a
handful of individuals at the DO
and in Kuwait knew what was
really going on. Not even the

On November 18, BP disclosed that

the KIO had acquired just over

10 per cent of its shares.

BP was appalled. It was concerned
that the Kuwaitis would use the

shareholding to put pressure on BP

meant, according to the official, is

that cash In the Number Two
Account should be used for the
operation. The KPC eventually
bought even the KIO's original
holding.

When the DO on behalf of the
KPC went into the stock market as
a buyer of BP shares, it attracted a
stampede of sellers. The most aston-

ishing buying spree took place on
just four trading days between
November 13 and November 18
when 441m shares were bought for

around £350m_
According to a Kuwaiti official,

the BP shares were divided between
the Number Two Account and a
then dormant account originally
used for a KPC subsidiary, called

Kuwait Investment Authority, to
which the DO reports, was aware
of the buying until long after it had
started A former Kuwaiti minister
said: “The council of ministers
[Kuwaiti cabinet] was not informed
until it became a political problem.”
On November 18. BP disclosed

that the DO had acquired just over
10 per cent of its shares. BP was
appalled Its chairman. Sir Peter
Walters, was concerned that the
Kuwaitis would use the sharehold-
ing to put pressure on BP to do
deals which would benefit KPC and
Kuwait's oil interests, but would
not necessarily be in BFs interests.

The attitude of the British gov-
ernment was initially more ambiva-
lent. Following the share flop, it

How the money was circulated

Kuwait Petrolem
Corporation,
Kuwait

Number two account of Lombard Odier

Lombard Odier,
Switzerland,
account numbers
2&4
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° made a general offer to investors to
buy back shares in their partly paid
form at a price of 70p. The Kuwaiti
purchases saved it from the embar-
rassment of buying back more than
a few shares.

As the Kuwaiti stake moved
towards is per cent, however, the
then Mr Nigel Lawson, chancellor
of the exchequer, became increas-
ingly uncomfortable about the
potential for Kuwait to influence
BP. However, neither he nor Sir
Peter ever thought that the owner
of the shares might be the KPC.

All through the winter and earlv
spring, the DO on behalf of the
KPC, continued to add to Its share-
holding. But Sheikh Ali Khalifa was
becoming increasingly isolated from
his colleagues by his decision to
continue buying aggressively. Sir
Dennis Waiters, the former Conser-
vative MP who is an adviser to DO,
Mr Jaffar and Mr Jasem AI-Kherafi.
the then finance minister, all

became increasingly unhappy as
the size of the stake increased
towards 20 per cent.

Then from the end of December to
the end of March, the British gov-
ernment tried to secure undertak-
ings from Sheikh Ali Khalifa that

Kuwait would limit the BP holding
to less than 20 per cent and would
not interfere in the management of

the company. But a voluntary-
agreement could not be reached -

and as if to rub salt into the wounds
of the British government. Kuwait
continued to buy, till the sharehold-
ing reached 21.7 per cent for a cost

of Si.vbn.

The British government refused
to let the matter drop. On May 3.

the MMC was asked to investigate
whether the investment was in the
public interest.

Its report, published in October
1988, says that the Kuwaitis told the

MMC that “although BP operated in

an industry in which Kuwait had
substantial interests, principally
through KPC. the BP shareholding
was not bought for that reason".

The Kuwaitis also told the MMC
that the BP shareholding was “pur-

chased and held by the DO without
any prompting or instruction of the

government of Kuwait”.
Though the MMC was misled

about the real ownership, it might
in fact have come up with the same
recommendations even if it had
known the buyer was the KPC. Its

report concluded that the stake
could be used to exert pressure on
BP to do deals beneficial to

Kuwait’s oil interests. The DO was
ordered to reduce its holding to 9.9

per cent within a year.

The Kuwaitis were horrified.

There followed an intense period of

political lobbying and Mr Jaffar
went to the US to hawk the stake to

any oil company which might be
interested in It. He persuaded Penn-
zoil, the US company, to buy it -

but inserted a clause into the agree-

ment which said the contract was
void if within a fortnight the
Kuwaitis found a purchaser pre-

pared to pay more.
There was indeed such a buyer in

the wings - BP itself. For two
months. BP had been talking to the

DO about buying enough shares to

reduce the DO holding to 9.9 per

cent. In mid-December, Sheikh Ali

Khalifa rang Sir Peter. “My price is

3G5p," he said. That was the price

allowing for the payment of the two

further instalments due to the UK
government on the shares it had
sold. At that price, the Kuwaitis

would have made a small profit.

BP’s tax department had. how-
ever, come up with a way of reduc-

ing the cost to the company. It

pointed out that when a company-

buys back its own shares, the

Inland Revenue usually treats the

payment as though it was a divi-

dend. Dividends are paid after

deduction of basic rate tax. which
at the time was 25 per cent. But a

non- tax payer such as the DO can

claim back the 25 per cent.

BP tried to put pressure on the

Treasury to ensure that this tax

structure for the deal would be

agreed, because it meant that part

of the cost for buying back the

shares would be carried by the gov-

ernment. But the Treasury refused

to put pressure on the Inland Reve-

nue.

In the event, the Inland Revenue
received a statement from the DO
that the BP shares were held

directly by the Kuwait state, a sov-

ereign. and so it confirmed that it

would pay Kuwait a tax credit of

58p per share. In the spring of 1989

the DO, on behalf of the KPC, sold

790m BP shares, receiving £i.95bn

from BP and a further £458m from

the Inland Revenue.
Without the sovereign immunity

from tax, the deal would have been

far less attractive to Kuwait.

Indeed. Kuwait continued to benefit

from the sovereign immunity in

respect of the dividends it has

received from BP on the remaining

9.9 per cent Tax credits on these

dividends have been worth an esti-

mated £l56m-
If the Inland Revenue were to

conclude that the investment in BP

was in fact held by the KPC and did

not deserve sovereign immunity.

Kuwait would owe the UK govern-

ment more than £6Wm in tax on the

BP investment alone.

But a UK public official says that

the Inland Revenue cannot on its

own decide to re-examine whether

tax should be paid by Kuwait in

respect of its BP adventure. “We

would be questioning the good faith

of a very rich ally.” he said.

In the end. the British govern-

ment will have to judge whether it

is worth offending a very old friend

for the prospect of perhaps reclaim-

ing several hundred million pounds.
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France tones Japan
,

j . warned
down strident on trade

farm threats !?"^
ions

By David Buchan fo Paris

THE French government is

temporarily toning down the
stridency or its campaign
against the Blair House agree-
ment in the interest of
enabling the European Com-
mission's chief negotiator, Sir

Leon Britten, to conduct his
“discreet” bid to revise farm
trade terms with the US.
“We are now trying to cool

things down,” said a senior
government official yesterday.
Referring to recent French
veto threats over agriculture
and broadcasting, he said:
“You won’t hear any more dec-
larations of this kind”, at least

not until Sir Leon makes a
progress report to European
Community ministers on Octo-
ber 4.

A sign of this calmer tone
came yesterday in reaction to

the complaint by Ur Paul Keat-
ing, the Australian prime min-
ister, that France was pursuing
an “egotistical" trade policy.

Mr Jean Puech, France’s agri-

culture minister, replied that
such “trumpeting would not
advance the Gatt negotia-
tions”.

Having himself deliberately

raised the temperature of the
Gatt farm negotiations - in
order to push his EC partners
into their September 20 deci-

sion to reopen farm trade dis-

cussions with Washington -

Prune Minister Edouard Baha-

dur has now decreed a return

in Paris to calmer diplomacy.

This is partly tactical, in defer-

ence to Sir Leon Britten’s pre-

diction, stated in yesterday’s

Las Echos, that only “very dis-

creet” pressure on the transat-

lantic form trade issue will

work with a US administration

which is preoccupied with get-

ting the North American Free

Trade Area (Nafta) deal
through Congress.
But Mr Balladur is also, at

last, trying to prepare his form-
ers for concessions. “If others
make concessions to us. we
will make concessions our-
selves. One cannot win ZOO per
cent, but I have no intention of

losing 100 per cent,” he said.

Even that anodyne statement
brought complaints from wor-

ried MPs of his GauQist party.

“We are trying to calm down
the farm organisations, who
only a few weeks or months
ago would erupt at the men-
tion of Gatt,” an official said

yesterday. “Now with a reason-
able position [on rediscussing
the Blair House deal on form
trade], and with EC solidarity,

we are now able to discuss
with them what could go into a
good agreement on Gatt”
FNSEA, the biggest farm

union, said yesterday it had no
intention of relaxing pressure.

It called for another commis-
sioner to go to to Washington
with Sir Leon, who it said was
“not trustworthy".

Bid for Vietnam oil

MOBIL, the US oil company,
yesterday said it was inter-

ested in exploration and down-
stream business in Vietnam,
and would bid for the hotly
contested contract to work the
Blue Dragon off-shore Held,
Reuter reports from Hanoi.
A dozen large companies are

expected to submit bids by the
October 11 deadline for the
structure, which some regard
as Vietnam's most promising
unworked off-shore field.

Mr Robert J. Aberbach, Sing-
apore-based vice-president of
Mobil Eastern Exploration and
Development, said there was
no basis for speculation thgr

the deal was being reserved for
Mobil as a lever on Washing-
ton to lift its economic
embargo against Hanoi
Other companies expected to

bid for the business include
Amoco and Phillips Petroleum
of the US, Shell (UK-Dutch)
and British Petroleum.

bi Washington

US TRADE negotiators this

week warned Japan that “radi-

cal action
1* must be taken to

improve the current bilateral

trade Imbalance. If not, the
economic relationship between
the two will be “irrevocably

banned.
The US trade deficit with

Japan stands at some $60bn so
for this year, compared with
$50bn for all of last year.

Senior US administration
officials are in Hawaii, where
the two sides have begun to
map out the details of the
framework agreement

readied at the Tokyo economic
summit in July.

However, the only substan-

tive news from the meetings
this week was the release of
the figures for market share
held by foreign semiconduc-
tors in Japan, which fell in the

second quarter from 19.6 to

19.2 per omit - the second one-
quarter drop in a row.
The US-Japan semiconductor

agreement calls for a slow,
steady increase in market
share, which hit 20.2 per cent
in the last quarter of 1992, and
US trade officials insist that
the average share this year be
no less than 20 per cent.

A senior US official charac-
terised the Japanese response
to US proposals as “moder-
ately receptive" but said that
could change. Mr Morihiro
Hosokawa, Japanese prime
minister, is to meet President
Bill Clinton at the UN in New
York next week.

It is conceivable that
Instruction has gone out to not
make waves,” the official said.

But we made it clear that our
resolve stems from the White
House, [from] public reaction
to the economic wnhalanpp hi
this relationship and the view
that Japan’s trade policies are
a drag on global growth.”
Under the framework agree-

ment, the Clinton administra-
tion embarked on the latest US
attempt to avoid retaliatory
trade clashes with Japan,
while insisting that sanctions
wonld follow unless there
were Immediate progress.

Tracking profits to the south
Bernard Simon finds Canadian railways branching into new markets

m*

M ENTION Canadian
Pacific, and Cana-
dians and foreigners

alike are apt to conjure up an
image of a coast-to-coast rail-

way snaking through the
Rocky Mountains and striking

out across the prairies.

That image is rapidly being

overtaken fay a less romantic

reality. Canada’s two railway
companies, Canadian Pacific

and the government-owned
Canadian National, are paying
less attention to the thinly pop-

ulated Rockies and prairies, in

favour of more profitable busi-

ness to the south in the US and
Mexico.
“With globalisation and free

trade, we're seeing the busi-

ness opportunities being much
more north-south traffic flows
within the continent, as
opposed to east-west,” says Mr
John Guppy, Ct^s senior
vice-president for marketing.
CN recognised the trend last

year by combining its Cana-
dian and US operations under
a single corporate umbrella,
known as CN North America

.

The Canadian, railways’
growing north-south focus is a
response to the emergence erf

an integrated North American
market as customs duties are
eliminated and other trade bar-
riers foil under the 1989 US-
Canada free trade pact. Rail
traffic between Canada and
Mexico, though still small, is

also growing rapidly as busi-

ness seeks to capitalise on the
North American free trade
agreement, due to take effect

on January L
The southbound expansion

by the Canadian railways is

also explained by rising compe-
tition from US railways and
road transport. US west coast
ports and transport companies
have already garnered more
than two-thirds of the con-
tainer traffic from the Far East
to Toronto and Montreal.
Mr Gil Mackie, CP's execu-

tive vice-president, says the
CanariiaiKi suffer from a lack of
traffic density, which is where
US railways have an important
advantage through their cost
structures. He adds: “If we’re
going to get the level of effi-

ciency we need, we need to
expand our businesses
The top priority for both CP

and CN has been to secure
their access from eastern and

MIGHTY MOLE: This 724-tonne machine, called ExcaUbore, wffl dig a Canada-US rail runnel

western Canada to Chicago,
the hub of surface transport in
North America. CN cemented a
western link last year by ally-

ing with Burlington Northern,

the aggressive US railway com-
pany which runs a line from
CfaTs railhead at Duluth, on the
western tip of Lake Superior,

to Chicago. Under the agree-

ment, CN can run its own
trains on BN’S track, with only
a crew change at Dulnth.
In the east, ON’S trump card

is a proposed C$200m (£99m)
cross-border tunnel between
the US, and Canady under the

St Clair River north of Detroit
The tunnel, due to be opened
late next year, is to accommo-
date tiie doublestack container

trains which have become one
of the railways’ most potent
weapons in their drive to bring
down costs. The tunnel is

expected to lop 12 hours off the
train-and-barge journey from
Toronto to Chicago.

CP has taken a slightly dif-

ferent approach. Besides
numerous alliances with US
carriers, it has bought two US
railways: the Soo Um* in the
mid-west and the Delaware and

Hudson in the north-east.

These acquisitions have
helped to propel CP into the
domestic US market. Mr
Mackie says that aspect was an
afterthought, but “the more
experience we get, the more we
understand it and recognise
the potential. I think well see
more and more of’ our
operations within the US.”
The opportunities in a wider

North American market are
matched, however, by the
threat from powerful; low-cost

US railroads and road trans-
porters within Canada.

Under the 1887 National

Transportation Act, Canadtah

shippers can ask a govmnnart
agency to impose a freight rate

for a carrier competing with

CP or CN. The Canadian rifl.

way is left to haul ttegoodgto
the nearest connecting point

with the US carrier —just the’;

type of short-haul business

'

which CP and CN aretrying .to

The Canadian carriers are

working on three fronts -to

overcame their handicaps.

first, they are. lobbying gov-

ernments in Canada and "the

US to drop rules which put

them at a disadvantage against

their cross-border rivals. Cana-

da’s high taxag on locomotive

fuel and property are one sore

point -

CN and CP estimate that

their tax bill is the equivalent

of about *20Gm a year h igher
titan it would be if they were -

based in the US. Furthermore,

US railways can write off their

investments almost twice as

quickly.

Second, the Canadian compa-
nies are pulling out the stops

to bring down costs. Their

efforts range from the closure

of loss-making lines jin ftmaHn

tO grantor wnphasiK on double-

stack container trains. One
short line lias already been
bought by a US company. HaB-
tex, which specialises in restor-

ing this type of operation to

profitability.

Third, CN and CP are build-

ing their North American busi-

ness on the old adage that, if

you can't beat 'em, join 'em.

Beside their alliances with,US
railways - such as Burlington

Northern, Conrail and CSX -
the Canadian companies are
forging links with road rivals

on both sides of the border.

.

:

These alliances reflect the
explosive growth in the past

three years of “inter-modal”
shipments, involving the use of
both road and rafi. The goaj is

for railways to focus on profit-

able, long-distance routes
while trucks act as short-haul

feeders.

CN and CP are hanking
heavily on their “piggy-back"
trains, which carry trailers

equipped with both truck tyres
and train wheels. According to

Mr Mackie, CP’s piggy back
traffic has reached a new
record every month this year..

SIEMENS

Telecommunications

Connecting the "Global Village"
Communication is a basic human
requirement.

The largest business group within

Siemens AG is concerned with
the technical implementation of
telecommunications in virtually

every country in the world

The telecommunications sector is

already the most important
engine of economic growth and
up to the year 2000 it will also
constitute the largest sector in

volume terms in a modem econ-
omy. The competition for market
share in this sector is keen. But
our technology is winning out in

many countries.

In the USA. not only have we
created significant production
capacity and therebyjobs but we

have also sold more ports for

our EWSD switching system than
in any other country with the
exception of Germany.

In Japan, a country whose quality

standards require no further com-
ment. we are the only foreign sup-
plier of fiber optic cable approved
by NTT.A cable with 4000 sepa-
rate fibers is just one of our contri-

butions to NTT's ambitious ‘fiber

To The Home" project in Japan.

In China, we are taking part in the
country's rapid economic devel-
opment through our production
facilities and have alreadywon
orders from 79 separate telecom-
munications operators.And we
have almost reached this total in

Brazil too. where 17 major tele-

communications operators have
placed their trust in us.

Two major countries wherewe
have recentlywon market access
for our switching system are

Russia and India.

Russia, which has the largest sur-
face area of any country in the
world, is naturallyvery interested

in reliable telecommunications.

India, the world's largest democ-
racy in population terms, repre-

sents a special responsibility for

us. There, we are treading in the
footsteps of ourcompany foun-

der.who completed a major inter-

continental project of the high-

est order in the London-Calcutta
telegraph line.

In the framework of an advanced
purchase order, we demonstrated
by means of a validation ex-

change in Calcutta .that we can
meet the requirements of the
Department of Telecommunica-
tions.The software development
for further projects will take place
in India, thereby underlining our
philosophy of local value creation

and transfer of know-how.

For further information please
write to:

Siemens AG. Infoservice ON/Z150, FT
90713 Ffirth. Postfach 2348
Fax:+49-9113001238
Germany

Siemens
Public Networks
Local Presence -

Global Player
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NEWS: UK

Major rejects

drive towards
monetary union
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Severiano Ballesteros of Spain pictured in confident mood at The Belfry, central England, ahead of
today's opening matches in the Ryder Cop golf between Europe, and the holders, the US

Milk auction plan

By Kevin Brown,
Pofltfcat Correspondent

L

MR JOHN MAJOR, the British
prime minister, today sets out
a vision of a wider, free trading
European Community in which
power is shifted back to
national capitals and monetary
union is put Into abeyance.
to An article published in

today’s edition of the Econo-
mist magazine, Mr Major rules
out'a British return to the
exchange rate mechanism in
the strongest terms he has yet
used, and warns EC member
states that the struggle to rat-
ify the Maastricht treaty has
fundamentally changed the
Community.

Officials confirmed that the
UK government was drawing
up {dans for a more flexible
alternative to the ERM. The
proposal is expected to concen-
trate on inflation targets, and
mighttoe open to countries out-
side the EC.
Mr 'Major's comments repre-

sent a British attempt to pre-
empt further discussion of eco-
nomic and monetary union at
the special EC summit planned
for next month. His remarks
are also intended to reassure
the Conservative party’s Euro-
sceptic wing that the govern-
ment shares its desire to
reduce the influence of the EC
over national parliaments.

The prime minister's advis-
ers hope that the tone of the
article will help to marginalise
the handful of hard-right back-
bench MPs who have threat-
ened to force a divisive leader-

ship election in the autumn.
However, officials said Mr

Major’s main aim was to
encourage the October summit
to concentrate on achieving a
workable Gatt agreement,
rather than seeking to reopen
the debate on monetary union.
Mr Major says there can be

“no question of Britain going
back into the ERM in Hip fore-
seeable future", and warns
that “economic and monetary
union is not realisable in pres-
ent circumstances, and there-
fore not relevant to our eco-
nomic difficulties".

He adds: “I am not prepared
to sit down in Brussels in a few
weeks’ time and pretend that
Humpty Dumpty is whole and
well I care too much about the
European Community to pur-
sue Sellotape policies patch-
ing together the unmendable -
or to play the politics of illu-

sion - pretending that it was
never broken."
Mr Major says the summit

cannot debate “the same old
stale agenda", and delivers a
clear warning that Britain will

block further initiatives
towards monetary union.

“I hope my fellow heads of
government will resist the
temptation to recite the man-
tra of hill economic and mone-
tary union as if nothing has
changed. If they do recite it, it

will have all the quaintness of
a rain dance, and about the
same potency," he says.

Mr Major says it is “clear

now that the Community will
,

remain a union of sovereign
states. And in a passage
that will please Euro-
sceptics, he says it is “for
nations to build Europe, not
for Europe to attempt to super-

sede nations".

By Deborah Hargreaves

DAIRY INDUSTRY executives
yesterday attacked proposals
put forward by Milk Marque
for an auction to set prices and
allocate supplies when the
industry eaters a free market
next April. Milk Marque is the
proposed successor to the Milk
Marketing Board for England
and Wales, the statutory form-
ers’ co-operative responsible
Tor allocating milk supplies.

The executives also ques-
tioned the legitimacy of the
proposals because the govern-
ment has not yet approved the

arrangements under which
Milk Marque will operate.

Tm not sure it’s really an
auction: it’s not even-handed
and its not transparent." said

Mr Jim MeMichael Phillips,

president of the Dairy Trade
Federation, which represents
milk distributors and proces-

sors.

Industry executives object to

the complexity of the scheme,
which has five stages for deter-

mining prices with plans to

consult widely before final

prices are set
“The fact that all these con-

sultations are built into it

leaves it open for wheeling and
dealing behind closed doors,

and that Is not the way a free

market should work," said Mr
Neil Davidson, group executive

at Northern Foods.
Northern Foods plans to buy

all its milk directly from form-

ers when the government’s
compulsory purchasing system
is abolished next year.

MD foods, a British offshoot

attacked
of a large Danish form group,

has approached formers about
buying supplies directly, but
also plans to purchase some
milk through Milk Marque.
‘Tm unhappy with the way

milk will be allocated," said Mr
Roger Clarice. MD foods’ com-
mercial director, “if there is

too much demand for supply

and companies need to be
scaled back, what basis will

they use for that?"

Mr Andrew Dare, chief exec-

utive of Milk Marque, said his

proposals had received tacit

approval from the Office of

Fair Trading. But a letter from
Mrs Gillian Shephard, agricul-

ture minister, to the federa-

tion, says that discussions that

have taken place about Milk
Marque do not add up to

approval of any arrangements.

Vineyard

for sale

in Garden
of England
By Vanessa HoUkSer,
Property Correspondent

ONE OF the UK’s largest
vineyards, responsible for a
tenth of the country’s wine
production, has been put up

i
for sale at a price of about
£1.5m.
Lamberhurst Vineyards, In

Kent, south-east England, is

being sold by Mr Kenneth
McAlpine, a director of the Sir

Robert McAlpine construction

company.
The UK has about 450 vine-

yards, mainly in the south-east

of England, of which about 200

are cultivated on a commercial
basis.

The agents said they expec-

ted the vineyard to attract

interest from drinks compa-
nies and overseas wine product;

era seeking access to its distri-

bution outlets. The sale has
been advertised in New Zea-

land, South Africa, Australia

and California.

Turnover Is expected to
increase from last year’s

£800/100 to £L25m this year
because the amount of English

wine sold through supermar-
kets has increased. The wine Is

now sold through 1,700 outlets

including Sainsbury, Victoria

Wine, Waitrose, Gateway and
Threshers.
The vineyard’s best selling

line is a blend of white wine
that is sold at just under £9 a
bottle. The vineyard pioneered
the production of English
brandy and fruit liqueurs and
recently brought one of the

UK’s few red wine varieties

into production. It has won 42
wine awards.
The vineyard was estab-

lished by Mr McAlpine in 1972.

it

Domestic power
prices ‘among
Europe’s lowest’
By David LasceSes,
Resources Editor

DOMESTIC electricity prices in

the UK are at the lower end of

the price range in EC countries

and industrial prices are in the

middle, the Electricity Associa-

tion, a UK power industry
trade group, reported yester-

day.

In its annual survey of inter-

national electricity costs, the

association put UK domestic
prices at 9.29p per kilowatt

hour (kWh).
That compares with Belgium

at the top of the range with I3p

and Greece at the bottom with

7.68p. Other countries with
cheaper rates than the UK
were the Republic of Ireland

with 851p and the Netherlands
with 8.28p.

UK industrial electricity

prices were put in sixth
place at 5.29p per kWh
compared with Germany at
7.62p at the high end
and Denmark with 4-2ip at the
low end.

On the world scale, the UK
ranks 11th for domestic
prices and eighth for industrial
prices.

The most expensive country
in the world on the domestic
scale is Belgium, and on the
industrial, Japan.
The association says that the

prices were calculated ’’on a
rigorous like-for-Uke basis".
However they are certain to be
challenged by UK industry
which has argued that British
electricity prices are much
higher than in the large indus-
trial economies or mainland
Europe, and impose a competi-
tive handicap.

Rise in competitiveness

of ports is held back
By Robert Taylor,

Labour Correspondent

BRITAIN’S ports have grown
more productive and competi-

tive since the government abol-

ished the registered dock
labour scheme four years ago,

according to a research report

published yesterday by the
Department of Employment.
But it added that the adverse
economic climate since 1989
had “prevented former scheme
ports from realising all the
benefits of abolition".

The study was carried out by
the Peida and MDS Transmo-
del consultancies. “Many pre-

dicted wider benefits of aboli-

tion have yet to be fulfilled." it

argued. “But abolition lias cre-

ated the conditions for viable

port-related investment, and
will enable other developments
to take place as the economic
recovery continues."

The scheme, set up in the

1940s, gave dockworkers sub-

stantial guarantees on job
security and pay. The depart-

ment’s report said unproved
productivity since the scheme
was abolished had not led to a
reduction in the prices to port
users but had increased the
profit margins of the port
employers.

;,g§ Insurer group’s ex-directors

face disqualification move
By Andrew Jack

THE DEPARTMENT of Trade
and Industry is to launch dis-

qualification actions against
former directors of London
United Investments, the insol-

vent insurance group, and C R
Driver, an underwriter with
which it did business, follow-

ing a highly critical inspectors'

report published yesterday.

The report says that about
£40m in commissions was
“wrongfully diverted" through
Driver and H S Weavers, an
underwriting subsidiary of

LUI, between 1970 and 1989 to

companies in Switzerland and
Liechtenstein.

These companies were con-

trolled by Mr Graham Smith,

an accountant since debarred

from the profession, who
refused to co-operate with the

inspectors.

The report criticises Mr
Charles Driver, who now lives

in Bermuda, Mr Henry Weav-

ers, who has died, and Mr
Peter Wilson. All three were
directors of LUL It also criti-

cises Mr Stanley Mayhew, a
director of C R Driver.

The DTI said it was begin-

ning disqualification proceed-

ings. but would not specify

against which directors. Its

insurance division said It was
also considering action to

debar any directors from tak-

ing positions with insurance
companies.
The inspectors' report makes

some criticisms of the proce-

dures used by KPMG Peat Mar-
wick, auditors to LUI, to Weav-
ers, and Billsons Cullen, now
part of Kingston Smith, which
was auditor to Weavers until

1987.

The conclusions appear to
lend support to civil and crimi-

nal action triggered by the col-

lapse of LUI in 1990 and of

associated companies.
The Serious Fraud Office and

the City of London police

launched an inquiry into sus-

pected offences of fraud at LUI
and its subsidiaries following a
referral from the DTI in April

1992.

The SFO said yesterday that

its investigations were continu-

ing. Requests for assistance
from the authorities in Switzer-

land and Liechtenstein are cur-

rently on appeal in the two
countries’ supreme courts.

The DTI investigation,
resulting in a 316 page report,

cost £23m.
The inspectors were unable

to trace the final destination of

the money but said they
believed Mr Driver, Mr Weav-
ers and Mr Wilson bad
"derived some financial bene-

fit" from the transactions.

The DTI has also sent copies

of the report to the Institute of

Chartered Accountants in

England and Wales, and to the

Lloyd’s insurance market,
which will consider regulatory

action.

HELLENIC REPUBLIC MINISTRY OF FINANCE

Request for applications for licences

to manufacture, supply or distribute

gaming devices and equipment

in Greece

The Casinos Commission (“the

remission") has been formed under

> Greek Gaining Law to promote and

pilate the operation of casinos and

ier gaining establishments in Greece

international standards. The

mxnission's primary objectives are

facilitate the establishment of the

^hest standard of gaining facilities

th impeccable operations, to sig-

icantly enhance the Greek tourist

lustry and to improve the employ-

ot opportunities for Greek citizens.

The Commission expects to issue

ht casino operating licences in 1994

i a further two at a later date.

snsees will be authorised to operate

inos with tables, slot machines and

er games. The Greek Gaming Law

vides for the Commission to issue

her licences for die operation of up

hree slot machines in other tourist

blishments.

Any manufacturer, supplier or

distributor of gaming devices and

equipment for use in licensed casinos

and tourist establishments will req-

uire a separate licence issued by

the Commission.

Applications are invited for licences

for the manufacture, supply or distri-

bution of international standard gaming

devices and equipment, including slot

machines, for use in licensed casinos

and tourist establishments.

Details of how to lodge an

Application are included in die Request

for Applications. Copies of this

document may be obtained on or after

24 September 1993 from:

The Casinos Commission

Ministry of Finance (Room 401)

10 Karageorgi Servias Street

Syntagma Square

105 62 Athens

Greece.

Not banking as usual.
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The FT-City Course is held at the Barbican Centre on Monday
afternoons for eight weeks. It is designed to give a broader

understanding of how the major financial institutions of the City

of London operate and the factors that make it a pre-eminent

financial and trading centre.

Subjects to be covered in programme order include:

London as a Financial Centre

Domestic Banking Scene

UK Insurance Market

Merchant and Investment Banks

Building Societies

Discount Houses

Commodities Markets

Pension Funds
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Gilt and Fixed Interest Markets
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Venture Capital

Role ofthe Central Bank
FSA and the Regulatory Regime

Fraud and Money Laundering
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Europe and the City
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Call for reform ofUN
Alison Smith on centrist leader’s keynote speech

BRITAIN’S centrist third

party, the Liberal Democrats,

which has recently won two

crucial by-election victories,

has reached the political “big

time", according to its leader

Mr Paddy Ashdown.
Mr Ashdown, whose party

holds 4,500 local government
seats and 22 at Westminster,

told delegates that the party

now had to be prepared for

fierce scrutiny of its plans and
attacks horn the two main par-

ties, Labour and the Conserva-

tives.

The Liberal Democrats, the

party formed from the merger
of the old Liberal Party and the

Social Democratic Party, is

holding its animal conference,

the first of the conference sea-

son. In Bournemouth on the

English south coast
The Liberal Democrat leader,

who is a former member of the

Special Boat Service, one of
Britain's elite commando
forces, used his speech to

appeal for the UK to take a
lead in reforming the United
Nations so that It was better

equipped for its peacemaking
role.

His most bitter attack on the

government came over its con-

duct of foreign policy, and in

particular Bosnia, where he
accused it of appeasement.
He called for Britain to allo-

cate troops for a UN standing
force, and propose the setting

up of a UN peace-keeping
agency with its headquarters
in the UK.
But the central message of

his speech was that the party
had a chance to build on the
hope which it alone inspired in

a society where a dangerous

AaNay'

Paddy Ashdown: UN should include a peace-keeping agency

gulf existed between politi-

cians and people. “Hope is a
fragile thing. It will be as easy
for us to lose as it was hard for

us to win," he said.

“If we fail to live up to this

opportunity, then this year’s
success will be no more than
just another third party surge
which rises and dies again . . .

but if we can rise to the chal-

lenge, if we can seize our
opportunity, then I promise
you there us no 'glass cefling*

for the Liberal Democrats”.
Representatives also

applauded loudly his onslaught
on Mr John Mttfor, the UK

primp minister, as a “phantom
primp minister” whose lack of

leadership had led to a Tory

party where the difference

between public service and pri-

vate interest was being eroded.

He mocked that culture with

the jibe: “1 wannabe a Tory

because its the quickest way to

get rich”

Though Mr Ashdown insists

that the Liberal Democrats are

“equidistant” between the
other two parties, his sustained

attack on the Conservatives
contrasted with the tone of his

remarks about the opposition

Labour party.

Britain in brief

Employers

report drop in

export orders

Worries about the strength of

the recovery have increased

after a survey by the Confeder-

ation of British Industry, the

employers' organisation,

showed export orders for man-

ufactured goods slipped this

month to their lowest level

since April.

The survey, published today,

showed a contraction in over-

all order books between
August and September,
although companies’ optimism
about their ability to increase

output rose for the ninth
month in succession-

The CBrs soundings under-

line concerns that weak
domestic demand and the poor
economic climate in key
export markets may inhibit

the gradual UK upturn. The
poll of opinion was conducted
between August 27 and Sep-
tember 15. It covered 1,468
companies, accounting for
about half total manufactur-
ing employment

Motor Show
to alternate
The UK is to have an annual
“official” motor show alternat-

ing between London’s Earls
Court and the National Exhibi-

tion Centre in Birm ingham.

The ruling council of the Soci-

ety of Motor Manufacturers

and Traders decided this week

to give its formal support to

Motorfair, the London motor

show. It has been organised

hipwnriany by dealers and pro-

motional group Philbeach

Events since the SMMTs “offi-

cial” motor show moved to Bir-

mingham in ISIS.

PIA chief

resigns
Sir Cordon Downey, chairman

of (he Personal Investment
Authority, resigned abruptly

from tiie proposed self-regok*

tory body following regula-

tors’ criticism that he was
unable to restrain industry
interests on the board.

He has been replaced by Mr
Joe Palmer, a board member
of tiie Securities and Invest-

ments Board, the City's chief

watchdog, and a former chair-

man of the Association of Brit-

ish Insurers.

Industry officials said Sir
Gordon’s departure followed
growing concern at the SIB
that the PIA board had been
too willing to concede to pow-
erful interests In drafting its

operating guidelines.

Graduate fees

plan delayed
The Committee of Vice-
Chancellors and Principals,

which represents 202 UK uni-

versities, foiled to agree on a
new funding system for higher
education which would make
graduates pay part of the costs

of their tuition.

The university leaders hied
instead to increase pressure on
the government by saying that

higher education must expand
and that a dedston on raising

extra funds was "Inescapably a
political one".

Village gets i
global link-up

,

The small town of Kfegfon kt
tiie Welsh borders yesterday

became Europe’s first rtiral

community to he fnttyinfer-

gated into the global computer
network. - /-V-

Systems linking-
!

council offices and schools
were switched on as part of *
scheme to assess titt impart of .

technology in forming areas.

.

Launching tiie project byvideo
link fhim New MrLaw-
rence Banks, vice-chairman of

merchant bank Robert Flem-
ing, said Ideal companies
would be linked to markets in

the US, Europe and theHPar
East The govemmentracked -

scheme reties on £450;0ee of
equipment installed by British

Telecommunications and

.

Apple Computer.

£23,000 for X
cat’s medal
A medal won by a cat has sold

for more than £23,000 - seven .

times its estimate. The Diddns .

medal was won by Simon, a
ship's cat, for bravery under
fire during the Yangtse River

Incident in 1949. HMS Ame-
thyst was trapped and shelled

by Chinese communists before
making a break for the sea.

The black and white tom pro-

tected the food supplies from,

rats, retreating to the captain's

cabin only when the ship came
under direct fire. The Dicktns

medal has also bees awarded
to 31 pigeons, 18 dogs and
three horses.

Japanese subsidiaries help to push car output up by 25%
UK car production in August jumped
by 25.4 per cent year-on-year to 66,653,

but the motor industry warned that
cuts announced recently would seri-

ously depress output in the final

months of the year.

Car production in the first eigbt
months rose 8.1 per cent to 927,723

from 858.417 in the corresponding
period a year ago. in stark contrast to

the steep falls suffered elsewhere in
west Europe.
However, Mr Geoffrey Whalen, pres-

ident of the Society of Motor Manufac-
turers and Traders, which produced
the figures, warned that British-based

European downturn threatens growth, writes Kevin Done.

car producers were now being hit by
the effects of “the huge foil” in regis-

trations in continental Europe.
“It now appears likely that follow-

ing a number of production cutbacks
the British-based industry will this

year produce no more than it (fid In
1992,” he said. The benefit of higher

car sales in the UK was being neutral-
ised by the foil in exports to continen-

tal Europe.
At the same time the continuing

steep decline in the production of

commercial vehicles was “a source of
great concern”.
Output of commercial vehicles in

August at 5,428 was 56 per cent lower
than in the same month a year before

while production in the first eight
months of the year has fallen by 29.7

per cent year-on-year to 123.403.

The forecast of unchanged car out-

put for the whole of 1993 was a set-

back for the industry, which had
expected “a considerable build-up of
production” in 1993, said Mr Whalen.

Car output in the first eight months
of the year has been boosted by the
start-up of production by Toyota and
Honda at their new plants in Bumas-
ton, near Derby and in Swindon, and
by the rapid build-up of output fay

Nissan at its Sunderland plant
Nissan started production of its

MIcra small car range in August last

year. The build-up of Micra output
during the last 12 months has been
the biggest factor driving up UK pro-

duction and has compensated for foil-

ing output by Ford, Vauxhall and
Peugeot
Nissan too was forced to announce

earlier this week that it is

drastically cutting its production in

the last two months of the year, how-
ever, and from the late autumn it will

no longer be a factor boosting UK
output
Production will continue to climb

for the next couple of years at the
Toyota and Honda plants, as they
develop towards full capacity, how-
ever, and this will help to cushion
overall UK car output from the AiIl

brunt of the recession in Europe.

INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE
ON THIRD PARTY
FINANCING
28 - 29 October - Sheraton Hotel - Lisbon

Main themes

• Promotion of TPF in Europe particularly in the public sector

• Liberating sources of capital for TPF investment in energy efficiency and
renewable energies

• How the various odors in the TPF process can be brought together to

optimise the promotion of (he technique
• The role ofeducation and training in promoting TPF

•The roie of the Community in creating networks promukjatrng the TPF mesv
• The role of the utilities in promoting TFT particularly in the context of future

Demand-Side Management Programmes

Who should attend

• Public officials (particularly regkmd public officials) with a role in energy management
within the public sector

• Energy service companies, or potential energy service companies {particularly utilities)

• Bankers or providers of capital

• Energy users

• Public planners

• Engineering offices

Information

Contact: DireqpSoGerd de Enercpa

Divisao de InfbrmoQdo e Rekspoes Extemas
• Mrs. Kedade Roberto or Mr. Castro Prole

Telef.: 35T-1-793 95 20 • Fax: 351-1-793 95 40

OgMaadbjr; Spooned by:

Dir«c5o 0eraHfeEn«gia European GonwwntyGmnesson 6rtngj> htamoSanofAgency

We gather Company
Information.

You ENJOY THE FRUITS.
McCarthy Information provides comprehensive

information on the companies and industries that

interest you. Every day, wC harvest and store the infor-

mation from the world's top 70 business publications.

Whether you access it on CO-ROM, online or

from hard copy, you will find it easy to reap the

benefits from McCarthy’s comprehensive service.

Sow the first seed today; post the coupon below.
*

Don’t be a don’t know. .

.

[^contact McCarthy
CnnUilptA till. I i i.

-3»§

azmr*-"-—

E
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Name

Company

AtSIrm
—

aftibf

Country

i
~

l

1 - I ®?*lnunr (HHJaMATIdM
|I * to act ore

McCarthy
Information
Services

CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION

The Financial Times Classified

Cohunos reach over a million

affluent decision makers ALL
OVER THE WORLD.
AU sectors are accompanied by our renowned
and universally respected FT editorial
coverage. Why limit yourself when you can
reach a truly International audience? To find
oat more about how to reach this valuable
audience, please contact the number relevant to
your sector of advertising, or for general
information contact the Classified Sales
Manager at our London office on the main
rbwitiwlnnmhw

MONDAY
Conferences and Exhibitions 71 8733580

BusinessTravel 71873 3352

Contracts and Tenders 718733526

TUESDAY
BUSINESS;
Business For Sale, Business Wanted,

Hotels/Licenced Premises, Aircraft For

Sale, Plant/Macfainery, Business Services,

Auctions, Franchising, Office Equipment,

Mannggman t Courses, Conference/
Seminars, Business Opportunities.

718733308

FRIDAY
AflHHK
Top opportunities. Banking, Finance, Accountancy,

General, Appointments Wanted 71 8734798

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY:

Commerrial/Indnstrial, International

BUSINESS;
Business For Sale-

71873 3211

718733308

Other Classified advertising can be placed daily
including: Leisure Travel, Hotels, Residential Property,

Personal, Announcements, Appeals, Education,
Obituaries, Public sod Company Notices, Legal Notices,

Art Galleries, dubs.

Weekend FT
RESIDENTIAL FROPRyrv.
London, Country, International For Sale,

To Let and Wanted. 718734935
HOLIDAYSANDTRAVEL
Including Essential Hotels and

Brochure Panels 71 8733352
BQQK& 718733576
MflXQBPffil 718733352
BUSINESS;
Minding YonrOwn Business 718734780
Business Software 718733580

classified
- Worldwide Influence

<010 44) 71 873 4857
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SPOTs that fail to leave a mark
Vanessa Houlder on turning debt into securities

"Securitisation . . . has its
appeal. It remores financial
assets from the balance sheets of
institutions, reduces property
exposure, and potentially frees
up capita/ /or new lend-
mg... At the retail end. we
could soon see the fitller devel-
opment of those vehicles that
had begun u> emerge in the law
1980s, such as SAPCOs, APUTs
AND PINCS. . . the debate on
SPOTs continues "

Pen Kent, associate director of
the Bank of England

T
his endorsement of
securitisation - the
transformation of
property debt into a

tradeable security - has struck
a chord. It is a subject receiv-
ing close attention from prop-
erty financiers attracted by the
prospect of offloading some of
the E3Sbn of debt outstanding
to the industry: of injecting
more sophistication into the
market: and, not least, of Its

potential for generating fees.

There have been several
securitisations in the UK; Rose-
haugh Stanhope Development,
raised $180m in 1991 in the US
commercial property market to

refinance one of its Broadgate
developments, while the 8HH
Group issued the first bonds
backed by UK commercial
property mortgages to be sold
in the Euromarkets in 1990.
The scale of UK commercial

property securitisations is
small compared with the US.
where the savings and loans
debacle in the 1980s, generated
the securitisation of S20bn of
commercial mortgages.
One difference between

securitisation in the UK and
the US may be attitude of
banks; US banks, faced with
tougher regulators, have been
more willing to crystallise
their losses.

Another obstacle in the UK
is the higher costs involved In
structuring the deal. “There
seems to be an idea that the
costs are prohibitive," says Mr
Mark Burton of United Bank of
Kuwait, who heads a working
party on securitisation for the
Association of Property Bank-
ers. He remains optimistic that
the problems can be overcome.
The related debate on unitis-

ation - the process of splitting

the equity in a building into

marketable parcels - has also

provoked enthusiasm, tem-
pered by some scepticism.

For the enthusiasts, the
upturn in the market and the
buoyancy of equities provide
fresh opportunities for unitisa-

tion. They believe there is

untapped demand for property

The Bank of
England's

endorsement of
securitisation has
struck a chord

from investors who do not
want the management prob-
lems of direct ownership and
who believe property shares
are an inadequate alternative

to owning property outright.

But the sceptics doubt the
possibility of breathing new
life into vehicles such as Single
Asset Property Companies
(SAPCOs), Single Property

Ownership Trusts (SPOTs).
Authorised Property Unit
Trusts (APUTs) and Property

Income Certificates (PINCs).
which were devised in the

1980s to Improve the liquidity

of property.

The sceptics believe these

vehicles are too complex and
their credibility damaged by
their failure in the 1980s.

The only innovative instru-

ment from the 1980s still trad-

ing is the APUT, but even their

progress has been feeble. Since

September 1991 two APUTs
have been launched: Barclays

Unicom Property Trust and
Norwich Union Property Trust.

Commercial property's reces-

sion-stained image has
deterred potential investors,

although the recent upturn in

the market has increased
enthusiasm. In August, the

Norwich Union Property Trust
received £300,000 from private

investors, a 10-fold increase on
its monthly average.

Other unitisation vehicles of

the 1980s have been even less

successful. A SAPCO was

launched in 1988 by Billings-

gate City Securities but it pro-

voked only indifference and
was taken off the stock market
in 1989.

PINCs have been equally dis-

appointing. One of their prob-

lems was their complexity.
“We were designing the BMW
when people were going
around in horse and cart," says
Mr Stephen Barter of Richard
Ellis, property advisers.

But PfNCs' main problem
was one of bad timing. In the
two years that PINCs took to

win approval from the Depart-

ment of Trade and Industry,

market conditions deterio-

rated, making any launch of a
property vehicle unattractive.

SPOTs. another 1980s' unitis-

ation instrument, also failed to

make their mark, largely
because they were not tax effi-

cient. Mr Colin Vaughan of

DTZ Debentiam Thorpe, prop-

erty advisers, still believes in

SPOTs. “Were the government
to take the bit between its

teeth and make minor tax
changes and were someone to

market it, the conditions would
exist in which it could be suc-

cessful."

1PD monthly index for August

Quarterly return armuafised (%}

20

Aug 1901

RETURNS on commercial
property investments fell mar-
ginally in August, according
to the Investment Property
Databank, a research group,
writes Vanessa Houlder.

The OPD all-property return

fell to 2.1 per cent, the result

of a reduction in the rate of

capital growth by 0.1 percent-

age points to 0.4 per cent in

August Yields were shaved off

ail sectors in August although

1982

the aggregate equivalent yield

was unchanged at 9.7 per cent
With the rate of decline in

rental values slowing for the

fourth consecutive month, to

-0.5 per cent, 1PD said there

were now indications that the

low point in values was not far

off.

Total returns were up to 5.3

per cent, while the rate of

decline in capital and rental

values slowed to -3.9 per cent

Aug '93

and -10.4 per cent, respec-
tively.

Office and industrial prop-
erty showed a total return of
1.2 percentage paints in
August. Returns on the indus-
trial sector increased by 0.2
percentage points, while office

total returns increased by Q.l

percentage points. Retails fell

back into third place, record-

ing a return of 1 percentage
point

%

MAJORSEALED BID SALE
21 U.S. PRIME COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

PROPERTIES FROM THE INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO OF
1 Mission

1 Land
1 Company

Portions uftwo industrial Parks
packages or individually:

Urea Industrial Park

in Southern California which may be ptirelWM.'d as

- Brea. California

Collection of H buildings ranging from
2-f.UOO± to ft5,28t>± sq. ft. 9S"u occupied.

- Garden Grove, California

Collection of8 buildings ranging from
iO.UOOt to 70,000± sq. ft. 97'^ occupied.

- Retail Center - Manhattan Reach. California
1 13, 175± sq. ft. premier retail center. I (Hr.,

occupied. Anchored by Bristol Farms and Payless
Drugs. Broad national tenant mix.

- Bio-Tceh/OflUx- Building - Torrey Pines. California

76,083± sq. ft. hkvrcch rescan,h and development
building. lOO’o occupied.

- Wamhouse/tMfice Industrial Building - Munster, IN
-nl.lHXH: sq. ft. industrial/disirihuiUm facility

incited in the suburban Chicago industrial

market. 100% occupied.
- Mini Warciiotise Storage faeflity - lane-aster. Calilbmfci

Comprised of9 huildings with Si? enclosed units

and -*6 RV (recreation vehicle) spaces »m a
5 acre parcel.

- Office Building - Vacaville, California
50.22 »± sq. ft. building located In the Interchange
Business Park-Solano County's pawkTutfxv/fi&i) puric.

Joint Agencies Welcomed JDue Diligence Information Packages Available

Property Inspections Available by Appointment

Sealed Bids Due by November 12, 1993

Garden Grove Industrial Park

Manhattan Market Place

Nexus Science Center

General I3uctric Building

AAA Interstate Self .Storage

Parkway Plaza Building

FOR A FREE BROCHURE (No: 7048) AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

caii 081-665-5885
DAILYMONDAYTO FRIDAY IQAMTO8PM. SATURDAYStSUNDAY 10AMTO 4PM

salucondiu:ny> i»y Kennedy whm>n. inc. c:a iirdkck in conjunction with ki-nnkdy-wiison mcmu
O l'»)t I K l.m.

rv*f*HH .M - S*C“O*fcC*0<W*— *»
it% i i*t iv»m< iu*vhi*“1

; superb modernised ’»

i office building with

!' privategarage parking i

TO LET
or

FOR SALE
7,960 sq.ft.

mu* wu-xrx

Chesterton

071 499 0404
S4 Bto<* tomt LondonW1A2&U“JJ

©©lyjULIE YAK!
Two Partners In their mid-thirties in an International firm of

Chartered Surveyors seek a new challenge in property fund

management

These high calibre individuals have complementary skills and

proven track record in strategy, Investment and portfolio

management, with UK Life Company and Pension Fund

clients.

Partnerships/Directarships required.

Apply Box B1 691. Financial Times,

One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL

LEGAL NOTICES
Na,ooag79uori*u
In Ike HMh Court ofJutkc
Chancrey DMAm

IN THE MATTER OF
TWO HOLDINGS PLC

and
IN THE MATTER OF

THECOMPANIES ACT t«5

NOTICE 15 1 1EHEDY GIVEN due a fttMad

on itat 7 lb September IW ptcirnttil lo ll«
MaJcnj-. High Cowl oI t&ticc lor lie anal'raoMi

of the tamvlbltta of ibe Stare Premium AoonW
of U* iboM-wned Company ru'd <ta iraiwfcc Of

ZliJMJW n a lepeea.- oped reserve.

AND NOTICE IS fURTflHl GIVEN ital Ita **U

Prillkm b iBbcwiI to be tainl hefcrr Mr fegfcny

BackIn jc the bnl CoarU uf Jwlloe. Oe Krai
Ixrajoa WC2A II I. oa Wedamtoy ita i.Rh >«

OklutarlML

An Ciedbor or StaretaVta o( Ac <U>i Cuapun'
denriog u> opeore [he making of M Order lor me

nUreshttloa of cnpUaJAmU appear a iMt dow of

\he hearing i« penoa 01 hj Coomael for rbfli

A asm ot the mid Pettttai •'ill ta farnohesl ww
pou« leqalring ihe mme Hji Ihe enter

-

rrCBlkxxa
aHchla opun paymem ol ita icpitaod etaige lor

Hie one.

DATED Ibe lib SepienAcr l«U

Mom Lawnu Grataani

msireni!
ImuMiWCIK UN

OmBrf: lIVrtm^AD

Sottdtm fer me
otare nmc il CoBi^iH

hmulsenoy Role, IWO
Neriee or Admlabumbxi Onie

r

COSSLETT 1CONTRACTORS L1MITEO
Regimci uj number: 7lBllN

Name at bwiacm: General coratinielJua and

Dcmitliliua. Trade eiaitineaihis: ZS.

Aiu iniui^jl.i Order mode t September 1^1
L Clarh. Admhitanior.
OOtaj Holder Number
Chrfc Jt Co. P.O. Bin JU.

8 IbU Raid. WUn»hw. (Tbeddre. SKQSBU-

NOTICE OF APfOLVTMKVT
Cumpaaj Names and Number*: CST
EMERGING .ASIA TRUST PLC. Njluie uf

buiiaess: Invcsimeni Company. Type uf

liqnidalioa: Member,* Voluntary. Addren ot

nrgiiirrrd office: Knighlshrid^e Itonae. Iv7

RuspUbtablp!. Limdou.SW7 IRB. liyeUaloK’

names and Jddrcsi: David John Fallen A
Margaret Elizabeth Milts. Berkel House. I

Lambeth Palace Road, lonuluu SEI. Olficc

bolder namberls): 5*17 & SJIfl. Dale of

appoinlmenl: 27 Angx»l l*N> By wlsbin

appoMed: Members

NOIICE TO CRtOrrORb
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN dal the enshms

at ibe dune rand omrpany are required an or

before 20 October I'M} m send iheii names,

dlnu and puucilUn of ibck dabm. and the

tames and midrates of ibi-ir odieiion (If any) hi

as and If so reqniral by nmire in wifbjqg from in.

ad personally or by Ihetr oolicfVW m one In

and pnm ihelr ddns or chbns at sneb time and

place os dull be specified in inch notice or hi

default [hereof they urtll he eavtaded from Ihe

beuefil ul as* dhliihaltoB made before Mich

debut are prosed.

M E MdK Joint Liquid*-

September LL
NOTE: Tfat, neuee is purely taroal. AH tort

ftcdiamslas-e been or »»ll he. paid in ML —

BRUSSELS

Top location. Office

building 6,200 m4

9 year lease to

Belgian

Government

Tel. 32/2/375.53.14

Fax. 32/2/375.53.06

TRAFALGAR
SQUARE

LONDON WC2
Superb air

conditioned Central

London office suites

to let - Each 2,500

sq ft - New Lease -

Competitive Terms

Baker Lorenz
Tel: (LS)

071-409 2121

RELOCATING TO
NOTTINGHAM

10,400 square feet nett

usable prime office

space with generous car
j

parking. To let in whole

or part

David Sail,

Chartered Surveyor -

Tel. (0602) 481133

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY

Tto advertise In this section,

please call VVai-Fung Cheung on

071 873 3574

No. UOhiLS ofW
IN THE HIGH COURTOF JUSnCE
CHANCERY DIVISION

MR. JUSTICECHADWICK
IN THE MATTEROVTHE INDEPENDENT

INVESTMENTCOMPANY PLC
sal.

tN THE MA ITER OPTHE
COMPANIES ACT IMS

NOTICE i* hereby given itai an Order of Hie

High Clmrt of Jiruix Cbatteny Distawi reLtfaig

ro «he abtree Company dated ISih Sepieohcr

1W3 Mnettosiisip a Sriwmc Amnseree® nal

coo firming a Rednetian of Capital fro*

C27.I.VLIS2 bt LLWUBWLJS l»*kh capita!

Mibreqpcritly re-increased to C-7.1SS.1--I and

ihe Minute approved by Iht Conti tonvlag w«b

rarew to the Shore Cafdnl ot the Company as

nbcrcJ. the seveni partienbrl reMuired by the

above Act *a» regwiered by the Registrar of

Computed on ITrh Sq««™*er l1"!

DATED September 1W
Stojhtcr and May.<R>Jfl

35. Bmi^nall Sired.

LpwVio. ECIV JOB
SoUeiaxs U* iheCompaa?

SWITZERLAND
Very interesting, quite modem INDUSTRIAL

BUILDING with plant in the center of a town 35

km north of Bern to offer:

Area of real estate: 12' 900 rrr

Net floor square-meter: 17' 589 m2

The different buildings can be used for offices,

craft, production and/or store-rooms.

It is a property for a capital investor, who intends

to invest in a solid asset in Switzerland. At the

moment, not all of the buildings are leased out, but

with a new utility-concept, it can be done in two
years.

For more information write to Box 145 477 477.

Publicitas, CH 8021 Zurich

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
also appears today on page 15

Wigmore Street, London W1

TO LET
Headquarters Building

30,852 sq.ft.

With Private Car Parking

SIMellersh
Gu9& Harding
qkMPiinilMMimilN

ta O7l40i I3fl7

071-499 0S66

HENRY
DAVIS

071 499 6050
KBaOOlSTNft’ IMCHIVD •«)

r«inni«Mi

Land and
premises with
added value.

Call our
Land Line.

0800
721 721

MANHATTAN RijAL ESTATE
Wc coo assist you in locating

unique opportunities in the current

market. Ilvpcricruxtl consultants,

property managers-, leasing agents.

ANDfcRSON ORGANIZATION.
INC

25 Wcsi 45th Sirvct. New York,

NY IIIIKft

Tel: 212 '.M4 2350
Fax: 212 302 6259

AUCTION SALT - Monday 4th October

Bv Otdar Of BritatiRjil ^r^r-r,. b-^j

FORMER GOODS TARO. OFF GRAMD DRIVE.

HAYNES PARK. LOUDON SW20
frmhold orfustrol estate. SUB M 4.S acts -

Investment producing El 39J>05 pa
LAND AND BUL0NG8 AOMCSiriDAM£V
miADMa north now). atracmoE.

»

|
BOUNENOUTH. DORSET. FreaMkf Indnsota !dt

|

of 102 acres la to Sniatv oi Sate lor Social

Services ana sutodtaiy of BrtGsfi Coal -

Invnoiient producing C54 .12S p j.

^For catataoue Btease eortta

TftDSI 7486644

F*C Dtl 748nflQ

Liikc bclcctioii (rom
over I8,f HUI acre, i*t Ltrul

ami 2.’5nt jk| It ot property.

Direct tmcoinplivJtvil

IRTOt|.ltl>l|l.s.

Know Liliicnhlc .t»i\ k v

Dcstrjl’lv lodattons wivU
KiioJ vomntiiiih'dtiMns.

Fa?ii track planning pcrinisyina

LA.CALIFORNIA

( Buy luxury apartments or villus or profitable hotels, office buildings,

shopping centres etc and save rime and money by our careful local

preselection. Fax your requirements for free infomtiition.

Principals only.

Fee paid by seller.

GS. Roaa

Partner fur Europe & South Africa.

Fflx/Tel: ++-32-2-77 1- 14- 1

1

ffl

Helping Procter & Gamble Health 8- Beauty Care Limited bring the excitement back to

Brooklands, acquiring 250,000 sq ft of offices in the first phase.

With an additional option of 270,000 sq ft.

HEALEY & BAKER

071 629 9292
ST CSOflCt UTilE'iT KAVOVER SQUARE ICNCCh'WM JCG

Where you come to do business.

MSTERCMM BARCELONA BERLIN BOLOGNA BRUSSELS BUDAPEST CHANNEL ISLANDS DUSSELD0RF FRANKFURT CLASG0V
HAMBURG LISBON LONDON MADRID MILAN NEW YORK PARIS PRAGUE STOCKHOLM

«<C£IA?tC- 0‘KC:S £L-KRc. ATHENS i=;?AST CCrcNiUCEN uUEUN I ST.Ml 5,1 VIENNA WAnSAiV

V.iCCL'.TED GFfICtS .‘.'liri.CI'.ViD; SR/.2IL CANADA CHILL JA?/.N McK.CC UNFTiD STATES
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MANAGEMENT

B
oardroom changes at CBM
and Eastman Kodak, two
of the US's largest compa-
nies, have underscored the

growing muscle of both non-
executive directors and activist
shareholders in US corporate life.

IBM, under its chairman, Lou
Gerstner, has become the first large
US company to set up a sub-
committee of the hoard devoted to
matters of “corporate governance”
- that is to say, the framework
within which the business Tnak«
decisions and the role of sharehold-
ers in influencing policy.

At Kodak, non-executive directors
last month ousted Kay Whitmore,
the chairman and chief executive,

for not moving with sufficient
aggression to improve the compa-
ny's lacklustre performance.
The directors’ coup at Kodak was

the latest in a series which has top-

pled chief executives at an extraor-
dinary number of poorly performing
blue chip US companies, including

IBM, General Motors, American
Express and Westmghouse Electric.

The non-executives at these com-
panies were responding, at least in

part, to growing pressure from insti-

tutional shareholders to produce a
sharply improved financial perfor-

mance. In the past, the outside
directors at many US companies
tended to be fairly passive followers

of the lead set by management
Now, however, big investors are

insisting directors fulfil the func-

tion they were elected to cany out:

acting as fiduciaries on behalf of

shareholders, making sure manage-
ment runs the company efficiently

and on their behalf.

The leaders of this “corporate
governance movement” want
boards to give more power to non-
executives. For example, a common
demand is that new directors are
nominated by a committee com-
posed of outsiders. And the Institu-

tions are insisting that their views
on both governance issues and
strategy are given more weight, par-

ticularly at companies producing
poor financial results.

The IBM initiative represents a
novel way of tackling this chal-

lenge, and seems to be Gerstner’s

response to strong shareholder criti-

cism of the board's passivity under
John Akers, who was forced to
resign as chairman last spring
because of the group's poor perfor-

mance.
Gerstner, keen to improve rela-

tions with investors, encouraged
the board to create a new “directors

and corporate governance commit-
tee” composed of non-executive
directors. It will be presided over by
James Burke, former chairman of

Johnson & Johnson and the man
who led the search for a new chief

executive when Akers was ousted.

The committee will review the
size, composition and functions of
the board and board committees, as

M
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CHRISTOPHER LORENZ

The Design Council

on a crash diet

Now just a minute! But ft is too lata for IBM’s Afcara pefij and Kodak's Whftmore, who were ousted by noo-executive Erectors

Big Blue soothes
its big investors
IBM’s board of directors has established a corporate

governance sub-committee, writes Martin Dickson
well as retirement policies towards

non-executive directors and their

It will also review and respond to

significant proposals from share-

hakim's and oversee the company’s

position on issues of public respon-

sibility, such as equal employment
opportunities and protection of the

environment
Finally, it will nominate new

board directors, and as part of the

process will evaluate any recom-
mendations from shareholders.

Can Christian, executive director

of the United Shareholders Associa-

tion, an activist umbrella organisa-

tion. said: “We are very supportive

of what they [IBM] are doing. The
company needed to be more aware
of shareholders and communicate
with them ... I think you're going
to see more and more companies
moving in this direction.”

There is a danger that corporate
governance committees could be
used by strong managements as a
public relations exercise, to suggest
a willingness to involve sharehold-

ers where none really exists.

'

James Heard, president of Wash-
ington-based Institutional Share-
holder Services (ISS), which advises

large investors on corporate gover-

nance issues, says: “I could see such
a committee as little more than win-

dow dressing, or as quite formidable

if it were the point of contact with

shareholders pressing for change.”

But while governance committees
could reduce shareholders’ dealings

with executive directors, this does

not seem to worry the activists.

DeWitt Bowman, chief invest-

ment officer at the California Public

Employees Retirement System, the

largest public pension fund in the

US, says: “We feel the principal con-
tact should be between sharehold-

ers and directors. Directors repre-

sent shareholder interests . . .

Where we have achieved most suc-

cess in dealing with a company has
been through working through
directors.”

However, shareholder groups
seem unlikely to issue blanket
demands that other companies fol-

low the IBM model. Bowman notes
that most situations are company-
specific.

Heard says the fact that a com-
pany recognises the need for better

relations with shareholders, and is

doing something about this, is more
important than the specific struc-

ture it adopts. He points to Kodak
as an example of a company taking

a somewhat different approach to

IBM.
Kodak’s non-executive directors

were so concerned with the compa-
ny’s performance and mounting
investor ire that they formed a spe-

cial board committee at the start of

this year to take a more active role

in group strategy or. as they called

it, “corporate directions".

Last month, frustrated by Whit-

more’s slow pace in restructuring

the business and giving it a clear

sense of direction, they told him he
had to go.

The coup differed from those at

other blue chip companies in one
interesting respect. In their public

statements, the directors madt» no
secret of the fact that Whitmore had
been forced out and the reasons for

this. They also let it be known that

he had been under pressure from
the board to perform better for the
past two years.

This may not have left Whitmore
with a great deal of dignity, but it

sent a significant message from
directors to shareholders: we
acknowledge your concern and we
want to communicate more openly.

TOTEMS have a

nasty habit of

being toppled.

Three months ago,

in toe latest chap-

ter of extensive

t
deliberations in

Washington on
how the Clinton

Administration can help improve

toe quality of design in US indus-

try, Britton’s 49-year-old Design

CouncO was held up as a possible

modeL Along with his counter-

parts from much more richly-

funded Taiwan and Japan, the

Connell’s director-
general was one of toe main for-

eign speakers at a three-day

talk-in of administration officials

and other interested parties.

But yesterday, the British gov-

ernment served notice on large

parts ofthe Council’s activities, on
the grounds that some no longer

fit the public sector, and that oth-

ers should be integrated into its

own multi-purpose network of

“Business link” advice centres

around the UK.
In particular, the Council's

direct delivery of various consul-

tancy services to industry will be
transferred or sold off during the

course of the next year or so.

Tn«ti»ad, the Council’s work will be
refocused on toe provision of high-

quality analysis and advice on
every aspect of design: to all arms
of government, to industry, to

intermediate bodies, to education,

and to the design community. The
industry minister expects it to be
“the nation's design consomme”.
The exact size, shape and role of

the Council’s activities will be
determined over the next few
months by a review team under
John Sorrell, the chairman-desig-
nate. himself a designer and suc-

cessful businessman. But it is

clear that the new Council will be
ultra-slimline, shrank to a frac-

tion of its current staff of 220 to

somewhere between 20 and 50.

Government funding will also be
much lower than the current
annual £7-5m, possibly £2m-£3m.
In the cold light of dawn, how

should the decision be inter-

preted? Should Britain’s design
community and the Connell’s 22
members — myself among them —
feel betrayed or relieved?

Far more important, what

jmpari-- win toe move have on the

readiness and ability of British

industry to make better use of

design, which is an increasingly

important competitive weapon,

now that technology, quality, ser-

vice and other “non-price factors”

are becoming little more than

tickets for entering the interna-

tional marketplace, rather than

weapons for winning in it?

As Ford has found with its Tau-

rus car in America, Rover with its

latest model range, and Apple
with its PowerBook laptop com-

puter. toe character and “feel” of

a product or service, as well as its

performance - what Japanese aca-

demics call its “integrity” and
“ability to delight” - can make all

the difference.

There will be two types of reac-

tion to what pessimists will dob
the “dismemberment” of the
Council, and the optimists its

“refocusing". The first group will

The industry minister
says he expects the
Council to be ‘the

nation’s design
conscience’

cry “disaster”, and point to toe
hundreds of millions of dollars

winch the governments of Taiwan,
Korea, Japan and a few other
countries are pouring into design.

In spite of yesterday’s strong offi-

cial protestations to. the contrary,
they will fear that the Council wffi

ultimately disappear.
The second group, hi which I

include myself, will argue that a
body tike toe Council must be just
as ready to undergo radical

change as the constituencies
which it serves. Countless private-

and public-sector organisations in

Britain are being torn up by toe
roots and their justification, for

existence examined.
There Is every reason to think

that a slim, high-powered
research, evange&sfaig and lobby-

ing organisation can win Mends
and influence decision-makers in

business, government, manage-
ment education and elsewhere, (hi

a smallish stale, just such a role

has been played in the US to great
effect for several years by the Bos-

ton-based Design Management.
Institute, a private-sector body.'

The research, publications, confer-

ences and exhibitions organised

by its entrepreneurial, dose-knit

team, on a budget of less than flm

a year, have given it - aud its

message - a high profile across

corporate America, and in Wa& :

ington. With more federal foods,

which may soon be provided,' it

would perform better stUL /

In retrospect, the Design Coun-
cil might have been treated more:
kindly by Whitehall if it bad man-
aged to restore the high-prafQer

campaigning image for which. B
was noted in the 1970s, and wMeh.-
the government now wants
revived and redirected at toe bosk
ness world. Those of us who,
behind its dosed doors, expressed
discomfort at ife? drift away ftapr

its roots in industrial design:
towards an excessive concern with -

engineering, should have been
much noisier.

On the other hand, there tin?-

little wrong with the Council’*.
regionalisatLon

.
of most of -’its.

industrial services, in 'order to .

reach the grass roots, nor with its

materials for schoolchildren -
which win high praise from teach-

ers and students alike. But it paid
too fittie attention to the paraHeT
need to convince opinion-formers
that design is an exciting, glamor-
ous activity which can transform
corporate fortunes.

What matters now are five

tilings: that the review team com-
pletes Its task rapidly; that the
government then funds the slim-

line Council adequately: that
Whitehall ensures that activities

transferred from the Council do
not sink without trace in their
new homes - quite a problem,
since toe first Business T.inks are
only just being piloted; that good
staff move with their jobs: and
that the government makes it

clear that it is prepared to
strengthen the design component
of its various support schemes for

Innovation.

Such steps are needed, along
with a much greater design effort

on the part of industry itself, if -
like Rover - British business is to
be able to compete with its
increasingly design-intensive com-
petitors from Europe, North Amer-
ica and East Aria.

-m Medicines must be effective.

And have as few

side-effects as possible.
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Even the best active ingredients for a
new medicine are useless if they involve un-

acceptable side-effects and risks. That is why
we begin asking important questions at a
very early stage in our experiments: Does the

substance have short or long-term toxic

effects? Could it cause cell proliferation or
deformity? Might it even damage genetic
mate-up? If an ingredient causes unaccept-
able side-effects at this stage, then it will not be
developed further into a medical product

Every one of our new medicines re-

presents an investment of several hundred
million marks and a great deal of research
time. More than 12 years is not unusual.

But however long it takes, we believe it is

time well spent. For only safe and effective
medicine is good medicine.

mi 51368 Leverkusen. Germany.
ne4awns Department (Kt).

&

Possible Sid&effects have to be monitored continuaBy during therapy

Expertise with Responsibility

Davit
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Arriving before the milk float
Dairy Crest, the food-
processing arm of the Milk
Marketing Board. has
appointed a new finance direc-
tor to steer the company
through its flotation next Feb-
ruary and its new role in a fine
milk market. David Harding
joins the company's board on
October 11 from his current
position as deputy finance
director of the Ti engineering
group.

A former civil servant at the
Treasury, the 46-year-old Hard-
ing has worked for TI Group
for the past IS years; he has
held a number of positions
including head of corporate
development and managing
director of the company’s
smaller business division.

He joins the cut-throat dairy

industry at a time of rapid
change which has seen the
abolition of the government’s
compulsory purchasing scheme
for milk and the introduction
of a free market next April - in

which Dairy Crest will have to

compete for milk supplies. It is

implementing widespread
changes in corporate culture
before flotation.

The company’s careful selec-

tion of Harding reflects the fact

that he has experienced a simi-
lar change in corporate culture
at TI - the group has under-
gone a huge re-organisation in
the past 10 years. Indeed, Hard-
ing wrote an analysis of the
process of corporate change
which has since become a dis-

cussion paper at Harvard Busi-
ness School in the US.
Harding is an economics

graduate and also worked Cor

IM1 before joining TI in i960.
He replaces David Lewis at
Daily Crest who will retire in a
few months.

*

EUerton, formerly Midland’s
planning director.

John Wright, director and
chief executive of the Oman
International Bank, has been
appointed chief executive des-
ignate of NORTHERN BANK,
the Belfest-based subsidiary of
National Australia Bank; he
succeeds Sam Torrens who
retires at the end of November.

David Mills (above), who
has spent his career with MID-
LAND BANK, and in March
this year was appointed gen-
eral manager, business devel-
opment division, has now been
appointed md of MPFS, Mid-
land’s Personal Financial Ser-
vices. He is succeeded by Geoff

After being without a chair-
man for nine months, Britain's
DESIGN COUNCIL will have a
new one in January; John Sor-
rell, a 48-year-old designer and
businessman who, with his
wife Frances Newell, runs
Newell and Sorrell, a success-
ful 45-person corporate identity

consultancy best known for
British Rail's Intercity identity

and the Royal Mail’s Parcel-
Force.

Hia first task, as deputy
chairman for the rest of this

year, will be the painful one of
planning the orderly transfer

of most of the Council’s activi-

ties to other arms of govern-
ment. But he was brimming
with enthusiasm yesterday at
that challenge, and the more
positive prospect of creating
the high-powered research and
campaigning body which the
rump of the Council will
become.
T want to contribute

because I care enormously
about the way design can help
the performance of UK pic -

especially manufacturing
industry, but also education
and society as a whole,” he
says.

Davies to chair Health Commission
Frank Davies who, as
president of the Glass Manu-
facturers' Federation, doubled
the amount of glass to be re-cy-

cled in four years, has been
appointed the new chairman of
the Health and Safety Commis-
sion, one of the few remaining
tripartite bodies involving the
government, unions and
employers.
He succeeds Sir John Cullen,

who retires next week after 10
years in the post
According to Michael For-

syth, minister far employment,
who made tbe appointment,
“Frank Davies has a distin-

guished record of achievement
in industry and a long stand-

ing interest in health and
safety matters.”

Davies has been, chief execu-
tive of the Rockware group
since 1S8S. After the sale of the
company to BTR Mylex, he also

became chairman of BTR
Nylex’s European division and

a member of the board of Brit-

ish Nylex Australia. He was
founder chairman of the Nuf-
field Orthopaedic Trust, presi-

dent of St John Ambulance
Oxfordshire North for 20 years
and was a member of the
Oxfordshire district health
authority from 1981 to 1990.

Hie Health and Safety Exec-
utive, which advises the com-
mission, yesterday said that it

had re-appointed John Rhning-
tan as its director-generaL

Rimington has been director

general of the executive since

•January 1984. He is on loan to
the HSE from the civil service

where he holds the personal

rank of second permanent sec-

retary in the department of

employment.

Alan Cleary (above) and Jim
Magee are to join the board of

Miller Knight, the chartered
Ices adjusters, following the
shake-up of the Merrett Group
in tbe past few weeks.
Cleary becomes executive

chairman and Magee chief

executive with effect from
October 11. Barry Whyte con-

tinues as managing director.

The appointments come
after pressure for changes
within the group of insurance

companies headed by Stephen
Merrett, who recently resigned
as deputy chairman of Lloyd's,

the insurance market Merrett

agreed to a number of changes
over the summer including
appointing new directors and
resigning as chairman of Mer-
rett Underwriting Agency
Management, another part of

Merrett Holdings.
Miller Knight has been

involved in part of the
restructuring, which has
included the introduction of
computer systems and improv-
ing the overall management of

the company.
Both Cleary and Magee were

group managing directors of
Thomas Howell, where Cleary
was deputy chairman. When
they left the company two
years ago they signed an
agreement to remain out of
the industry. That agreement
has now expired.

Cleary is a past president of

the Chartered Insurance Insti-

tute and of the Chartered
Institute of Loss Adjusters.

Graham Blewett, formerly

national sales director of

Frizzell Life & Financial

Planning, has been appointed
md ofM3NET Consultancy
Services. John Telford also

moves from Frizzell to become
a divisional director; and Mifcp

O'Sullivan moves from Halifax

Independent Financial

Advisers to become a
divisional director. David
Edwards is appointed national
development director; he
moves from Godwins in

Sevenoaks,

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

WATERFRONT

“One of the best

waterfront sites

in Europe...”
Sir Richard Rogers

Situated right next to the prestigious Albert Dock

complex and just a short distance from

Liverpool city centre, the Kings Waterfront

office development promises to be one of the

most distinctive and prominent sites in Europe.

The site’s office element will consist of some

600,000 sq. ft. and will be supplemented by

leisure and entertainment facilities. Its unique

location, along with a master plan designed by

the esteemed Sir Richard Rogers, make the

possibilities for Kings Waterfront immense.

This is a rare opportunity offering wide poten-

tial and flexibility for occupiers, developers and

investors alike. For further information contact

Adrian Hill at Healey & Baker, the agents

acting on behalf of Merseyside Development

Corporation, on 071 629 9292.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE

THE D. PAVIS
GROUP LIMITED

(In Administrative Receivership)

Nottingham & Leicester

The Joint A
R. Robinson
the business

on a going co

• Business

• Merchants/dl
plumbing

• Retail

• T/O£20m

• Customer
accounts
Notiiiighare$

• Notts _
established

centre com
showroom.

ive Receivers,
r

. Traynor, offer for sale

of the above company
basis.

shed 28 years

and

iwrooms.

1992,

active

pefty^!§7 acre site in

ial area 2 miles from city

57,000 sq.ft, of

and warehouse.

Leicester p^ffay 1.88 acre site comprising

32,700 sq. stores and

warehousing with development potential.

For further information please contact Ron
Robinson or David Acland, Buchler Phillips

Traynor, Blackfnars House, Parsonage,

Manchester M3 2HR. Tel: 061-839 0900.

Fast: 061-832 #436

Buchler Phillips Traynor
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

^ W»fc»lpc«rev WlOVCTtmeOt

Smith&Williamson
CarpmuRccomv - tWpil»S>imni - CafpomeflOKr - tnawa • Efaukaij ^aKiiipinn

The Joint Administrative Receivers

offer for sale the business and assets of

CMPMAN PLAY &
LEISURE PLC

Market leading designers, manufacturers and installers of
premier childrens adventure playgrounds

Trademark and exclusive formula safety surfaces

CWPSAFE" and “CHIPLAY’

A £5 million turnover

Tap design and sales feme

Fabrication division

Research and development laboratory

Large forward order book in excess of£ I unlUofi

Ik Blue-chip diem base

£500,000 stock

3 leaseholds in Ammanford, Horsham and Kettering

For details, contact Peter Mills or Anthony Murphy on 071-637 5377

at the offices of Smith & Williamson, No. 1 Riding House Street,

London W1A 3AS. Fax: 071-323 5683.

Smidi fit WilUanwoo
Chartered Accountants

Regntercd m cany on ««fa work and
auduxfecd tu cany on tnvemnem

buBoess by tbe imtoae ofCharmed
Miwipmu in England md Wales

Smith & Wifflamsoa Securities
Authorised bttrirudon under

Bonktry; Act 1987-

Member of IMRO. Manber of the

British Merchant Banldnc
and Securities Houses Association

MANUFACTURER OF PASSIVE

INFRA RED DETECTORS

TheJofrrtAdmfnfsfronveRBcefVBtg, offer forate Ihe business and
008)8 a! lie above company, which raonufadurm electronic

moflon detection Bqulpmsnl.

Principal (natures ol Hib business Incfods:

» electronic component, wtP and finished goods stock circa

£200,000 cod
• hi-tech mamifocJUftjg ptraif and equipment
• turnover in 1991/82 of £3m h 1992/93 of £4m
• blue chip customer base

recognised brand name In expanding morioet sector

• leasehold JocJwyun# and offices In Mfatftestiorough. CfsveJand.

For further details, please contact Edward KJwnpta or Howard
SmWi at Coopers & Lyhrtmd, Albion Court, 5 Afoton Place, Leeds,

LSI 8JP. Telephone: 0532 431343. Fax; 0532 434567.

Janphil Insulations

(Lancashire) Limited
(In Receivership)

Hie business and assets of the above named company

are offered for sale as a going concern by the Joint

Administrative Receivers.

• Company operates as an insulation subcontractor

specialising in commercial and industrial pipe lagging.

• Operates from freehold premises in Gdbome; near

Wigan.

• Tumwer in excess of £1.0 milion per annum.

• Ortte book appfoamat^y£200,000.

• StSed workforce erf 13.

Enquiries to:

I C Plowed FCA, Price Waterhouse

York House, Yhrit Street, Manchester, M2 4WS

Telephone: 061 2285541 Fax: 061 236 1268

//
Pricetyhterhou&e' H

Coopers A Lybrod is authorised by tbe Imtflue of

Chartered Accountsms la England and Wales 10 carry 00
SmeMaH BnatoexL

Coopers
&Lybrand

Price WaJafiaiise is jutinvKcd by the tnXtrfeol Clurtwtd
Imuntinh in Fiufamri and HHk In ram on nw-tfnwit busneKL

yj

FOR SAFE

Largest Independent Traditional

Family Bakers in the East ofEngland

Pennine Nurseries
J &W BLACKBURN LIMITED

(In Administrative Receivership)
The business and assets of fits above company am offered

for sole as agoing concern

Gtarrars af htndyoureaiY stockand tandsoope

contractors

Established tor over 30 years

Turnover of £1.5 million

Nationwide customer base Including toed pubHc

authorities

58 acres of greenbelf land in Huddsrsflekt

WestYorkshire

Extensive ran0B of prime nursery stock

tawMBcxtf rtowaaixiptecMuwxato

Michael Hare

ALUM PLASTICS LIMITED
(IN RECEIVERSHIP)

lAwBtaainenoIuatatd.'wafcj-meatisc

|

FVCfioHsprindptBy for ite stnomi^ pool

ttdfadttalnba.

Tumovci £l.2M per imium

Wholly owacd French distributor

Based in Safebmy, WDtshire

Saks

Coated

rmahmte Lofts, Queens Ode.

QBeetBTenace,SantbaaiptaaSOI IBP

TH; (0703)33522

Rue (0703) 233504

PysifcinOcg, Frcaefa MedStesTanc—
EsdostvefafawL

10 nunWrt from TbolMi^yerai Airport

Private investor sells ONE or SEVERAL
HOTEL-RESTADRANTS

(Tbrww mite, growing) + REAL.

ESTATE MINI PROJECT p nputmeng)
Fu 1331 9* 58 J4 SO MoOww

COMPLETE MODERN
LUMBER SAWMILL

- 40 million lioard ieoi.yi'iir-

Now installed l'S-\ -

tin tiled i;i (civ l'nr

rcinov.'il and
rc-iii.itallalion.

USA Fax: 908 832-9226

FOR SALE
GROUP OP 7 SPECIALIST GREETING CARD SHOPS

Midlands and Wales

TURNOVER £1. 1 minkm

• Fitted io an exceptionally high standard • Opened within the last 5 year*

Valuable taadwld properties -Av safes area crfl 350 sq ft

PRINCIPALS ONLY
Write Box No. B 1754, Financial Times, One Southwark Bridge, London SE I 9HL

Classic car specialist based in Northern Englajjd covering car sales.

RsnoflOioa, pans, sales, etc. I million turnover approximately showing net

profits of over £100,000 (accounts available L Price £350,000 to indude

goodwill, leasehold premises, fixtures, fittings equipment and vehicles plus

stock at valuation. Replies m first instance tor

Lavenck Walion & Co.. Chartered Accountants,

Suite 3, Vermont House,

Washington NE37 2SQ

EDUCATIONAL

ROBSON RHODES
£2 miltinn pa. (70/30 refcafl/wholesale)

Fully equipped craft bakery (15,000 sq ft)

in L2 acre site hold on longlease at

peppercorn rent.

10 farcy fitted freehold shops

5 fully fitted leasehold shops

20 van motor fleet

Price guide: £1 milKon

POBox I&9 George House40 GretfGsorgB9BeL Leeds 151 3DQ
Tetephona 0532 459631 Foe0532 452823

AflotMdBfW MuktfCtmnidJlcmrtDrti n Extend (nlVUretocxayon
kMckuntutnms

a rare oppoktunity to acquire

A FIFTY YEAR ESTABLISHED
RETAILAND WHOLESALE BAKERY OPERA’! ION

For further d^nu'U prjm9p;iR - hoold rippiy ro;

Box Bl-lXJ. Financial Tiiuus.

One -ScniihwiuL London SRI 9HL-

FOR SALE
Glass and Window Merchants

Due to impending retirement a rare opportunity arises to acquire a

company, established in 1972, based in the

Bast Midlands. Turnover £1-2 million.

Principals only to Box No B1757

Fmandal Times, One Southwark Bridge,

London SE1 9HL

The Financial times plans to publish a survey on

MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCIES

on

Monday, 25 October.1993

Tbe survey will cover such topical issues as Business
Process Re-engineering, Change Management,
Benchmarking and Quality Management.

It will also discuss tbe opportunities arising from
Eastern Europe and the Single Market.

For information on advertising opportunities and rates

contact Sara Mason on 071-873 4874 or
Fax: 071-873 3064

FINANCIALTIMES
EUROPE'S BUSINESS NEWSPAPER

I

COULD YOU SHOW A GERMAN
THE BRANDENBURG GATE?

CERAN LANGUAGES offers intensive residential courses

in modem languages (40 lessons per week) which really

work.

You also practice the skills you have learned every day

from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. in the company of your teachers.

Immerse yourself in your new language for over 66 hours

a week, and emerge, fully equipped to communicate

effectively in today's multi-national environment.

Courses in French, German, Japanese, Spanish, Italian,

Dutch and English.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS - CONTACT :

CERAN ARDENNES CERAN PROVENCE
26B. avows <fu CMleau
B-tfOOSPA
U (+S) 87 77 41 64

Fa («32) 87 77 36 29

BP Z»Z6B

F-30130 PONT-ST-CSPHIT

V. (433) GG 90 33 66

Fax (+33) SB 90 33 69

Since 1975
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TECHNOLOGY

Fighting

those

phobias
“TECHNO-PHOBIA," says Dan
Gookin, “is a sign of our tunes."

Anyone who has fumbled with
the controls on a video recorder,

become confused by the digital

display on a camera, or cursed
at a computer will know what
he means.
Encouragingly for a country

still struggling out of a harsh
recession, people in Britain are
somewhat more comfortable

with today's technology than
those in France, Germany or

the US. While 55 per cent of

French. 50 per cent of German,
and 55 per cent of US adults and
teenagers are techno-phobic,

the figure for Britain is 46 per
cent
The findings come from

research by Dell Computer of
the US. Gookin, a US author
who has written books such as

PCs /or Dummies for those who
shy away from anything
mechanical or electronic,

reckons technology has passed
many people by.

Commenting on the research,

he says: “One of the main
reasons many people are

paranoid about technology is

that no one in the industry has
bothered to help them
understand how simple it is to

use and what it specifically can
do for Hipith Most mannals are

as difficult to understand as a
graduate-level course in

quantum physics."

Not surprisingly, Dell's

research shows younger people

are less afraid of technology
than their elders. The fact that

it carried out the research at

all is a sign that computer
companies are increasingly

nervous that business and
individual users may be left

behind by the bewildering pace

of development in the

jargon-ridden world of

information technology.

Increasingly, therefore,

computer and software

companies try to highlight the
benefits and applications of their

products rather than the
technological content But
managers steeped in the
fast-evolving world of electronics

often find it hard to keep their

message clear.

Andrew Fisher

J
im Adamson, who runs the

worldwide automated teller

machine bumness of US multi-

national NCR, now part of

AT&T, says that when in 1990

it compared its performance with

that of rival ATM manufacturers,

he found the conclusions frighten-

ing. “Our bench-marking showed
that by most yardsticks we were far

ahead of our competitors. And I

didn't like it"

What frightened him, he says,

was the knowledge that despite suc-

cess, the operation which he runs

from NCR’s plant in Dundee was
still taking as much as five years to

bring products from conception to

the market
Although that was sufficient to

beat its current competitors, “there

is a danger in business that you

only look at your present competi-

tors,” Adamson says. “What would

happen if companies from other
industries with better product inno-

vation - such as Japanese car mak-

.

ers - moved into our industry?"

Adamson's concern led NCR in

1991 to hire the consultants Pittiglio

Rabin Todd & McGrath (PRTM),
who advise on operations manage-
ment In both the US and Europe, to
help speed up its product innova-

tion. NCR now claims that after a
painful culture change, its innova-

tion lead times have been shortened

by up to 40 per emit
NCR's ATMs were already begin-

ning to achieve dominant maiitet

positions and by the end of 1992

some 65 per cent of the ATMs
installed in Europe and 39 per cent

worldwide had been made in Dun-
dee. Last year, the plant shipped 53

per cent of all ATMs sold world-

wide. This year, NCR's ATM busi-

ness, worth about $L29bn (£S30m),

is growing by 20 to 25 per cent, as it

outpaces its biggest competitor,

InterBoId of the US. It has increased

its Dundee workforce by 300 to

1,600.

Yet the third and fourth genera-
tion NCR ATMs on which this per-

formance is based took several
years to reach the market, after a
process which Adamson says was
inefficient and long-winded. Product
ideas originated with the marketing
department, went to engineering to

he designed, then on to manufactur-
ing to be produced, before coming
back to marketing.

it was when the first models had
been built that the customers' ver-

dict was sought. This led to design
changes which had to go through
the manufacturing process. “We
didn't feel we had to get it right

first time." says Adamson.
Whereas the old system pro-

ceeded serially, “with lots of dotting
back and forth between the stages.”

Adamson says, under the new sys-

tem, which the consultants call

Pace (product and cycle-time excel-

lence), the processes run in parallel.

A core team of six or seven people

NCR's automated teller division led

the competition of today, but feared

for the future, writes James Buxton

A quicker

pace

Jcranan LKt^hn

ifimAdarnon: "What would happen if Japanese car makers moved into our industry?*

is set up to handle the development

of a new product, the idea for which
may come from marketing, engi-

neering, other departments or from
the customer. The team includes
representatives not just of engineer-

ing but of manufacturing, quality

control, servicing and marketing.
“The involvement of all these dis-

ciplines means that you get individ-

ual engineers thinking through the
business case from a customer's
point of view.” says Adamson.
“That view comes via the market-
ing representative, based on regular
contact with customers.

“Pace means that ideas that may
seem good to engineers but don't

appeal to customers are weeded out
at an early stage. The involvement
of the manufacturing department
could mean that a feature that may

be difficult to build or make the

product awkward to ship emerges
at an early stage,” Adamson says.

The core team is monitored by
the product approval committee, a
permanent body which includes

senior executives such as the direc-

tors of engineering, finance, quality,

human resources, marketing and
technology. It has to authorise fund-

ing for each phase, from the initial

evaluation of the concept by the
core team, through the hammering
out of a design requirement, to the

development phase.

Adamson says that under Pace
most of the hard work put into the
development process by senior exec-

utives comes in the early stages.

“There’s an awful lot of arguing to

get through but all the different

stages that used to take place along

the way are compressed mto a short

time That means that much less

senior executive time is needed as

the product comes closer to reach-

ing the market." .

Pace can mean that projects get

killed at an earlier stage. Of the two

pilot projects to which NCR applied

Pace, one was Adamsons pet

scheme for a low-cost cash dis-

penser. The core team evaluating it

judged it not to meet customer

requirements and recommended not

going in its original form.

The decision saved S5m of develop-

ment funding:

“That would never have hap-

pened in the past," says Alison

Armstrong, vice-president for

self-service software systems. “It

would have been seen as cancelling

a project. Now it’s seen as applying

R&D effectively
”

Adamson says: “Pace means more

freedom of speech and more free-

dom of action- Under the old system

it was very difficult to cancel pro-

jects because we would already

have spent a lot of money on them

and the people involved fought for

them because they were afraid they

would lose their jobs. Now the core

tram feels that if a project is can-

celled it can get on with something

more worthwhile.”

The other pilot project was a soft-

ware package for monitoring and

controlling a network of ATMs,
which was reckoned to be three

times as complex as the previous

one from which it was derived- But

whereas the earlier version took 108

weeks to bring from concept to mar-

ket, the new package was developed

in 65 weeks, a 40 per cent saving.

However, the introduction of

Pace, in which PRTM staff acted as

facilitators, was traumatic; Adam-
son admits. “It was a cultural

change,” he says. “We had to break

down barriers between different dis-

ciplines. You had engineers saying:

how we do our job is nothing to do

with quality control or with produc-

tion engineers."

Armstrong says that some of the

most painful changes affected

Adamson himself, who Is quick-

thinking, derisive and charismatic.

“Jim had to stop himself from tak-

ing too many decisions and leave

them to the core teams." Now
Adamson only gets involved in criti-

cal business derisions, as a member
of the product approval committee,
rather then matters of product
detail

Adamson says: “When we were a
smaller organisation, I was making
all the derisions. Now I am coach
and counsellor to aid derision-mak-

ing.” The Pace process of product
development, which PRTM had
introduced to offshoots of other US
multinationals before it came to

NCR’s self-service division at Dun-
dee, is now being adopted byfive

other divisions of NCR, and in two
divisions of NCR's parent AT&T.

Worth Watching - Andrew Fisher

Insuring for Lloyd’s

future
In a move which should bring

a sigh of relief to hard-pressed

Lloyd’s names, a specialist

software house has launched a

package to indicate the future

performance of individual

insurance syndicates.

Whitespace Software, which -

supplies some 40 per emit of

Lloyd's members agents with
software products, developed its

Exegesis package in accord with
the market’s new emphasis on
professionalism and information

transparency.
The software modelling

package, using ObjectlQ, the
programming tool from Hitachi

of Japan, will enable agents to.

make probability assessments
for each of the 228 syndicates.

Publicly available information
will be combined with agents’

own knowledge and experience.

Whitespace Software: UK, 071 ,

287 2860.

Escaping
into 3-D

Screen addiets can step into the
third dimension with the aid of
what Logitech of Switzerland

calls the world’s first interactive

three-dimensional controller for
rp itqmjw gurmoc •

Cyberman has been developed
for the latest generation of

PC-based games. It provides

single-handed control of
movements in all axes without
the need to use the keyboard and
has a tactile response mechanism
so users can feel what is

happening in the game. Logi (UK):

UK, 0344 891313.

Braking thp
'

thieves

VeMde theft is a growth. ....
industry. But whilemost people’s

attention is focused on car \

security, truck and trailer users

are increasingly concerned about

protecting heavier vehicles.

To combat theft of track loads,

trucks and trailers, David

Bramley Engineering-has

developed » rangeof precision

products which fit on to the

vehicle. Among them tetbe ,

Bramley Truddodk, wtrichflts

lnhv fl|B parking brake dhaiii

and locks the braking system

with a 10-pin higfa-security lock .

offering tin different key cut*.
”

Other products protect the
:

trailer’s king-pin and brake One

coupling to prevent thieves

towing the unit away. David ••

Bramley Engineering: DK, 0602'

'

623499.

Tame to get back s

in the shade
*

The dangersof the sun have been

well chronicled in this -

health-conscious age. But tow

'

do you know when harmful rays

can bring onthe burn?. -
.. . 1- 4

NTT America, part of Japan's ;

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone,

has brought out what it calls *aa :

early warning system for your:
skin and eyes". This is claimed •

to be theiirstre-hsable
ultra-violet senstoff-setf-adbesive

;

patch that screens harmfii] UVU
and BV-A rays and gives , i
immediate information on the .'

protection needed.
The patch can be re-useid name

tbanLOOO times. “It alerts the.' * V
user to the risk of over exposure
and pamftil sunburn before the'-.'

1

damage is done.” says Ifideo -

Yamamoto, vice president of

technology transfer. NTT
America: US. 212 808 2251.

Fitting the office
into a briefcase

Most people are happy to forget ,

their offices when they go home,
hut UK-based Vocom has a
solution for those who cannot
bear to leave their work behind.
Vocom says its Micro-office

is the first office-in-a-briefcase

with a single power supply for

aU its computer and
communications equipment .This

cuts weight and allows more
equipment to be included. The
product includes a letter-quality

printer, data and fox modem,
removable mobile telephone and
optional notebook computer. It

accepts most common types of
notebook computer.
Micro-office weighs 17 lbs

without the computer and costs
£2^95 excluding value-added tax^
Vocom: UK, 0793 784478.

The success of international companies is becoming increasingly dependent

on information logistics. That’s why more and more ofthese companies are

taking advantage ofTelekom information management systems.

One particularly good illustration ofthis is the Telekom contribution to the

WAN (Wide Area Network) project at Ford Motor Co. This worldwide data net-

UKl?i wii'ii
WOIkj which links all Ford national and international operations,

ft* 4«n 287 so 99 was set yp gjjjj running^ the shortest possible time. Its objective:

jWjjjgSS to create a cost-efficient communications system. One feature is its

toiot ability to transmit the results and data of computer-simulated

toSisfiMSffi crash tests to and from the company’s research and development

tbT?*33 i ibrooo'oo centres based in Cologne (Germany), Dunton (England), and Ford’s

r»1W° 1651

supercomputer in Detroit (USA). Compared to real-life testing,

to +32 2 n5-{K » this dramatically cuts down the time it takes to acquire vital design

Mo«ow iriformaliorL
TeL: 4-75027565109

to: +750225651 io

successfully complete this project, Telekom undertook all nego-

t tiations with the various international telecommunications authori-
Accotfit Management

to +H 261 s I2 82 ties, created a special project team to investigate all project-related

requirements and coordinated all the transmission channels to suit the custom-
er’s demands.

WAN is now an effective and competitive business tool in Ford operations It M
has not only cut communications costs but has also significantly streamlined
internal communications. Optimal, customer-specific solutions are n Toiow,
hallmark These include onestop shop-

—-
leiexom

ping, single-end billing, network manage-

ment and comprehensive consultancy

services.

Ifyou have challenging problems to

solve, just get in touch with Europe’s

largest telecommunications company.

Telecommunications

made in Germany. We tiemarkets
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Visibly, the Nash Ensemble's loyal
audience grows ever more ancient;
and in the first concert of their
Wvgmore Hall season on Wednes-
day, the Ensemble sounded fairly
crumbly too. Perhaps they were
disheartened by the prospect before
them. Unto Janaary, they are com-
mitted to a “Leipzig Gewandhans
250th Anniversary Series'* - and it
is a nonsense.
The Introductory programme

note promised re-creations of dum-
ber music-making in the Gewan-
dhaos hall, from Mendelssohn's
time as conductor of Its great
orchestra to the late 19th century.
Id fact the next three concerts will
consist exclusively of hyper-famil-
iar standards by Mozart, Brahms,
and Mendelssohn, with a trio by
the latter’s colleague Niels Gade
(1817-90) as prelude to the Mozart
clarinet quintet on a January
morning. Far from extending the
Nash’s range 1

(or ours), this series
cramps it cruelly: no room for any
new. works, nor the serious redis-
coveries - usually French - for
which we love them.
This first concert was slightly

more adventurous, but to no great
purpose. To hear a piano sextet by
the Englishman William Stemdaie
Bennett (1816-75), a protege of the
leading German composers of his
day, we had to arrive by 6. The
main concert at 7.30, in which Moz-
art and Mendelssohn evergreens
were cushioned by a Spohr
romance, a Weber song, and seven
soprano solos and duets by Rossini
(no doubt Rossini teas heard In
Leipzig: bat so what?), ran on long
past 10 o'clock. By then a sizeable
fraction of the audience had gone.
The Sterndale Bennett sextet,

with a graceful introduction from
his great-great-grandson Barry.

. seemed a well-schooled piece of real
w talent. How much talent was hard

to judge - for it is almost a mini-pi-
ana-concerto, and Ian Brown
sounded imperfectly familiar with
the piano put (most uncharacteris-
tic of him, but all too plain). One
could only guess at what a more
assured performance might find in
the music. In Mendelssohn’s second
book of Songs without Words later.

Brown proved beyond doubt that
their essential vein of dewily lyri-

cal, knowing innocence is not his

vein.

Not with his plonking touch] -

and certainly not on the Wigmore’s
big, booming Bosendorfer, the like

of- which was never heard- until

long after Mendelssohn died. Tran-
scriptions of the “Songs” for the

Albert Hall organ would have been
no more implausible. Brown to hap-
pier with notes that come thicker

and faster; he was far more at
home with his dashing role in the

D minor Trio, but for the mild vio-

lin and cello his Bosendorfer
loomed like a hungry whale over

minnows. Earlier, Mozart’s great G
minor string quintet got a decently

musical performance, though the

long accompanying passages for

strings throbbing in unison were
chronically untidy.

The songs were all right If Lil-

lian Watson’s coloratura is more
casual about pitch than it used to

be, and the new-found depth of
Lynn Dawson’s soprano was
unsuited to her airy Spohr, they

stiQ collaborated fetchtagly in Ros-
sini. . Nevertheless, the whole
protracted farrago lacked any
point: it was a re-creation of noth-

ing, it shed no new light on any-

thing, and by the honourable Nash
standards it was not distinguished

playing. Hand on heart, I should

say that only the cellist Christo-

pher van Kampen’s bass line gave
me consistent musical pleasure.

Two Chinese artists working in the figurative tratition: *Dad with Mmn\ 1991, by lin Wei; and ‘Group Two No 2\ 1992, by Fang Lijun

Back to Beijing for bohemian principles
Lyirn MacRitchie admires Chinese avant-garde art, finding it full of contradictions put to artistic use

Visiting young artists in

China sometimes seems
like going back in time,
to Paris in the early
years of this century,

perhaps, when the creators of what
was to become modern art were
starving in hovels as they made
their history changing experiments.
In Beijing today there is an

“Artists Village" on the very
western edge of the city, where a
large group of painters, sculptors,

writers and poets live the sort of
bohemian life no longer much
practised in the survival conscious
west, where economic strategies are
as much a part of artists'

conversation as developments in
their work.
In 1993, however, even in China,

such a community could not remain
unknown for long. Some of the
residents, although unrecognised by
the artistic authorities who do not
allow their work to be exhibited in
the city, are already regular
exhibitors in the west, the US and

Australia, their untaxable income -

since the authorities do not
recognise them, neither can they
profit from them - from gate* at

western prices making them part of
Beijing's new rich.

“China Avant-Garde", the second
part of the exhibition of Chinese
contemporary art at the Museum of
Modern Art, Oxford, gives an
opportunity to see the work of
artists who for the most part are
still living in their homeland. Some
are employed as art teachers or
designers, some are proud to be
“living as independent artists." This
position, like so many in the rapidly

changing China of today is one
filled with contradictions,
something the artists themselves
are well aware of and which In
some cases provides a powerful
theme in their work.
All kinds of art work are

practised and represented in the
show. A form of realistic painting
holds an Important place, however.
Fang Lijun and Liu Wei, both

painters and two of the participants

from China in the Venice Biennale
this year, told me they had been
disappointed by some of the work
they saw there, complaining that it

was too difficult to understand and
seemed too far removed from
everyday life.

Both Fang Lijun and Liu Wei
work from life, as captured in
informal photographs of family anrf

friends. Fang Lijun uses his own
image worked large and repeated to

create a world of anonymous
figures against neutral backgrounds
such as the sky, water or the sea,

elements which he describes as
being both very familiar and
completely unknowable. The
compositions suggest oppression
and dread, the smiling figures both
appealing and threatening, a
potential brutality lurking beneath
the placid and beautifully drawn
surface.

Liu Wei uses his immediate
family as his subjects. By depicting

them with brutal clarity in

compositions which include the bits

and pieces of everyday life - dad in
his army uniform in front of a TV
set showing Beijing opera, for

example, or the elder brother
grinning as he shows off bis baby
next to a grotesque toy deer, Liu
Wei captures the absurdities of life

in a society which has destroyed

the meaning of the achievements of

the past but faces the future with

confiisiom if you want to know
what life in Beying really feels like,

look at these pictures.

Another important school of
painting is political pop, whose
most famous representative is

Wang GoangyL He too is influenced

by what he sees in the streets. We
are used to our streets being full of

images, he told me, but the
billboards once painted with
political slogans and exhortations

are now covered with the famous
names he uses in his pictures,

combining the heroic workers,
peasants and soldiers of “Maoist
realism" with Benetton, Kodak,

Coca Cola and Marlboro. He points

out' that he does not celebrate the

consumer objects as the American
pop artists did, but wishes to make
his audience think about the
culture clash which has thrown his

world into turmoil, producing a
Strain of nnqtalgin iriMlIum which
him triads Chairman Mao into a
genuine people’s hero for the first

time, patron saint of the hustling

taxi drivers who clog the capital’s

streets.

Other artists, such as Ni
Halfeng, who lives an an island 12

hours sailing time from Shanghai
covering rocks and stones in the

landscape with writing and
numbers, combine their knowledge
of Western conceptual or
performance work with study of

ancient Chinese traditions. At a
time when all is flux, the need to

grasp on to something which
retains integrity is strong.

It is sobering to reflect that the

get rich quick jungle which, is

China today emerged directly from

the devastation of the Cultural
Revolution, economic liberalisation

the party’s next tactic to retain
power at any price.

While most of China ’s citizens,

with survival their uppermost
concern, obey the new commands
just as they obeyed the old, some of
her artists are exploring what it

really feels like to be Chinese today,

telling the truth about their
experience in a way that has simply
never happened before.

Throughout the history of
Chinese culture, the Individual has
had tittle significance and less

power. As China faces the future,

this will have to change. Her
avant-garde artists, wary, cynical,

talented and tough, are at the
forefront of this transition.

New Art from China Part H: China
Avant-Garde. Museum of Modern
Art, Oxford, September 5 - October
24. 30 Pembroke Street, Oxford,

0X3 IBP. Tel 0865 722733

David Murray

T
he Italian clothes manufac-
turer and retailer Benetton
is to take its non-product

advertising into Aids
awareness. Three new images, a
malebuttock, a female torso and an
upper arm are tattooed “HIV POSI-
TIVE". Prevention like this works,

but the problem for those now
dying of Aids is the slowness of the
cure. Larry Kramer’s play The Des-

tiny of Me at the Leicester Hay-
market Theatre presents a man
with Aids who asks “What do you
do when you are dying of a disease

you need not he dying from?" Kra-

mer has based the action on his

remarkable life.

At over 314 hours. The Destiny of
Me makes a boring, frustrating

play, albeit on two compelling sub-

jects: Aids and Kramer's homosexu-
ality. This is so nearly fine drama,
but the issues need to be focussed:

they are too important to speak for

themselves. At present the play is a
combination of Neil Simon's Jewish

lore (Brighton Beach Memoirs),

James Purdy’s angry 1980s gay nov-

els and Marvin’s Room (now at the

Comedy Theatre, Panton St), a play

about leukemia by Scott McPherson
(who died of Aids at 33 last year).

In 1981 Kramer founded Gay
Men’s Health Crisis, and in 1987 the

Aids Coalition To Unleash Power.

His writing, especially Faggots, a

novel about New York gay life and
The Normal Heart, his 1988 Aids

play (Public Theatre and The Royal

Court), has brought gay health

Theatre/Andrew St George

The Destiny of Me

Rohm Wortnu

Simon Callow (who also directed) as Ned

issues into the public domain.
Here, Kramer's autobiographical

action centres on Ned, an Aids
activist now ill in a New York hos-

pital. Outside, demonstrators rail

against inadequate government
research provision, while inside. Dr
Della Vida (nice pun) tries the latest

blood transfusions. Ned travels

hack in time. His family past
appears in the clinic, and we see

scenes from Ned’s childhood. Here
are the roots of Ned’s homosexual-
ity. His disappointed father, his
indulgent mother, his vigorously
heterosexual brother make up a
dysfunctional family which bore the
aririwl burden of anti-semitism in
the 1950s. Past and present are
intercut. Ned has blood transfu-

sions while his past self picnics

with the family; his mother

recounts a miscarriage and his
father rants “You were a mistake, I

didn’t want you, I never wanted
yon."
Gradually the play takes shape,

making more sense of the repetitive

familial anguish and disclosure. But
Kramer then tries to link compla-
cency in Washington with the
advance of a virus in the blood-

stream. Dr Della Vida says: "The
President cares. He has a heart. He
really wants this disease to go
away." There was laughter in the
theatre. Kramer presents gay men
tike Ned as politically empowered
but pathologically passive.

Simon Callow (who also directs)

finds range and passion in the lead

role. James Kennedy as his younger
self and Jason Durr as his brother
carry off the play's best scene,
where Ned "comes out”, and Ned’s
mother (Ann Mitchell) asks the best
question of the evening: “Is sex
what controls your life?" In hospi-

tal, Patti Boulaye to underemployed
as a nurse, all Upper East side chic
and Lower East side mouth; her
husband the Doctor (Peter Wood-
ward) personifies the embattled
health services.

Aids has taxed belief in progress
and rationality. Kramer conveys the
madness of the alternatives: “Why
do I never stop believing a core will

be found for this plague?" Larry
Kramer is HIV positive.

In repertory (0533 539797) until 9

October

Jazz/Garry Booth

Blood and thunder
electrify Docklands

T
here must be better places

than Dockland's Cabot Hall

to hold a jazz music festi-

val- Sarajevo is probably
more accessible. Heathrow’s Euro-
lounge possesses a more convivial

ambience. Even the political atmo-
sphere is repellant to jazz, the far

right having recently taken the
local authority seat. Those of us
who did make it to the mausoleum
were rewarded, however, by the
sight and sound of decadent music
at its electrifying best
The last time I saw guitarist

James Blood Ulmer it was against a
background of rolling thunder anti

rain like stair rods in the dark, out-
doors at Brecon. It is possible that

he carries this sort of weather with
him because so it was again on the
Isle of Dogs, where his stage back-
drop was a neon and rain soaked
cityscape overlit with sheet light-

ning.

This time the one man electrical

storm had brought fellow harmolo-
dodan and reedsman Sam Rivera
with him and a rhythm section of
drums (Doug Hammond) and
plucked cello (Mooni Abdul Farah).
The sound sculptures created by the

quartet are not Immediately gratify-

ing: Ulmer, working a semi-acoustic

sends shards of notes Hying from
the thumb, constricted chords creat-

ing a tension relieved by River’s

more open, but still abstract blow-

ing. Hammnn's drums and Frail's

cello (improbably mounted on a
three foot spike to allow him to

stand) churn menacingly behind.

But surrender yourself to the
leader’s dissonance and strangu-
lated pitch, and the funk and raw
blues emotion is hypnotic. Like his

mentor, altoist Ornette Coleman,
the guitarist suspends his claustro-

phobic sound from an innate sense

of time. Rivers, looking like a leath-

er-clad pipe cleaner man, cut
through the fog with plaintive

soprano scribbling and shrill flight

with the flute. The use of bowed
and plucked cello in place of bass

adds to the tragic majesty of the

work. Hendrix would have loved it.

Sponsor: Texaco. Docklands Jazz

Festival continues with Jools Hol-

land Big Band (Fri); Bill Bruford's

Earthworks and Julian Joseph Qt

(Sat); Jazz Warriors and Jazz

Jamaica (Sun 3pm, free)
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wiU premiere a new work by .

Maurice Bdfart (Nov 6-10), and
experimental Belgian

choreographer Anne Teresa de
Keersmaeker brings her
mucti-travefled Rosas (Nov

17-20).

Later in the season there wflj

be visits from AJwin Nikolais and
the San Francisco Ballet, pfus
new ballets by AngeBn Pregocq)

. and Roland Petit, a revival of the

Nureyev production of La
Bayaid&re and two Optra Ballet

mixed Mils (for tickets 4742 5371

tor information 4017 3535)
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* The Paris dance season opens
' next Wednesday at the Palais

Gamier with the first of nine

performances by the Opdra BaBet

of a Soirde cfOuverhso, featuring

a grand procession of dancers
foflowed by performances of

Claude Bessy’s Concerto (1977),

Harakf Lander’s Etudes (1952)

and WBfiam Forsythe’s in the

nridde somewhat elevated (1987).

The Opdra Ballet's repertoire hi

the opening part of the season
includes a Jerome Robbins
evening (Oct 23-Nov 3) and a
revival of Picasso et la Danse,
featuring classic 20th century

choreographies by Nginska, Petit

and Massine (Nov 26-Dec 8)- This

year's Christinas show is the

P Neumeter production of
Nutcracker (Dec 17-Jan 28).

There wU also be three visiting

companies. Twyla Tharp and
Dancers present two Tharp
programmes, including As Time
Goes By (1973), Baker’s Dozen

(1978) mid a new untitled ballet

(Oct 12-16). The Tokyo Ballet

EXHIBITIONS
GUIDE

BERLIN
Martin-Gropius-Bau Japan and
Europe 1543-1929. Ends Dec 12.

Closed Mon
Biticke Museum Ernst Ludwig

Kirchner drawings and
watercolours from the museum's
own collection, covering afl stages

in the career of the German
expressionrst painter. Ends Jan

9. Closed Tues
DORTMUND
Museum fur Kunst China’s Golden

Age: 120 art objects from the Tang

Dynasty (618-907 AD), including

richly-ornamented golden vessels,

porcelain, silks, brocade and
figurines. Ends Nov 21. Daily

ESSEN
Foifcwang-Museum Morosov and

Shchukin: 120 works from the St

Petersburg Hermitage and Moscow
Pushkin Museums, representing

the remarkable collection of French

impressionists and early moderns

buttt up by two Russian

entrepreneurs in the early years
of this century. Ends Oct 31.

Closed Mon
FLORENCE
Casa Buonarroti Michelangelo
- 18 masterpieces: these are the

top drawings out of the 200-sfrong

collection owned by the Buonarroti

Foundation. Ail are of the highest

quality, and all are signed by the

artist Ends Oct 30
GaBeria del Costume di Palazzo

Pitt! Fashion at the Court of the
Medicfs. Ends Dec 31
GENEVA
Mus6e d’art et dfitstofre Egyptian

Fabrics: a targe private collection

illustrating the techniques and
richly-decorated styles which
developed in the transition from

the Coptic to the Islamic eras in

Egypt Ends May 1. Egyptian Blue:

glazed earthenware from ancient

Egypt- Ends Oct 3. Closed Mon
HILDESHBM
Roomer und Pefizaeus Museum
Bemward of Hildesheim and the

Age of the Otto Dynasty. Ends Nov
28. Daily

LONDON
Royal Academy of Arts American
Art in the 20th century. Bids Dec
12. Pissarro’s Series Paintings.

Ends Oct 10. Daily

Whitechapel Art Gallery Luclen

Freud. Bids Nov 21. Closed Mon
Institute of Contemporsy Arts
Jean Nouvei. Ends Oct 25. Daily

Hayward Gallery Aratjsra: the most
comprehensive exhibition of

Aboriginal art ever seen In Europe.
Ends Oct 10. Dally

Tate Gaflery Edward Burne-Jones:

sketches. Ends Nov 7. Daily

National Gatiery The Wilton

Diptych- Bids Dec 12. DaHy

LYON
Haile Tony Gamier Second
Biennale of Contemporary Art an
International retrospective covering

major 20th century avant-garde
movements up to the present day.

Ends Oct 13
MAR71GNY
Fbndation Pierre Gianadda Degas:
his entire work as a sculptor, 74
bronzes of horses, dancers and
nudes, surrounded by dazzling

pastels, oils and drawings relating

to them. Ends Nov 21. Daily

MUNICH
MunsthaUe der
Hypo-Kulturstiftung Dada: 150
paintings, drawings and collages

by Marcel Duchamp, Man Ray.
Max Ernst Ribemont-Dessaigne
and leading German exponents
of the early 20th century precursor

of Surrealism, augmented by
posters, correspondence and other
documents. Ends Nov 7. Daily

Villa Stuck Max Beckmann: 190
prints, woodcuts and lithographs

1901-46 from private German
collections. Ends Nov 14. Closed
Mon
Aifee Pfnakothek Homage to

Caspar Wolf: retrospective of the
late 18th century Swiss artist Ends
Oct 24. Closed Mon
Lenbachhaus Auguste Chabaud
fl812-1955): retrospective of a
neglected French contemporary
of Picasso. Ends Oct 24. Closed
Mon
NEW YORK
Metropolitan Museum of Art The
Armenberg Collection: 53
impressionist and
post-impressionist paintings,

watercolours and drawings,

.

surrounded by the museum's own
world-renowned collection of 19th

century European paintings, all

displayed in a newly-reconstructed
suite of 20 rooms. Ends mid-Dec.
Ctosed Mon
Guggenheim Museum Paul Klee:

60 works from the museum's own
collection. Ends Oct 31. The main
museum is dosed on Thurs, the
SoHo site on Tues
Museum of Modem Art Robert
Ryman: 80 works by the American
abstract artist renowned for his

white paintings. Ends Jan 4. Gabriel
Orozco: first US one-man exhibition

by the Mexican sculptor and
photographer. Ends Oct 18. Closed
Wed
Whitney Museum of American
Art Hopper in Paris: a selection

of paintings completed during the
three extended trips Edward
Hopper took to Paris as a young
man. Ends Oct 3. American Art
In Transition 1955-62: 140 works
by 21 artists, exploring the
evolution from Abstract
Expressionism to Pop Art- Ends
Oct 10. Closed Mon
PARIS
Mus£e d’Orsay From C£zanne
to Matisse, Mssterworks from the
Barnes Foundation: an
extraordinary exhibition of 80 of
the finest Impressionist,

post-impressionist end early

modem paintings, often completed
or confronted by paintings from
the Mus6e d'Orsay's own
collection. Highlights include
Cezanne's large group of card
players, his dramatic painting of

Lbs Grandes Baigneuses, Renoir’s

nudes, Matisse’s Bonheur de vlvre

and a luminously graceful young
girl from Picasso’s rose period.

Ends Jan 2. Closed Mon. late

opening Thurs

Mus6e des Arts Decoratifs
Faberg6: exquisite goJdsmfths’ work
produced In Russia by the firm
of Carl Fabergd from the 1870s
to 1918. Ends Jan 2.

Grand Palais Lbs Nabis: at foe
end of the 19th century, a group
of committed young painters,

including Bonnard, Valkrtton aid
Vuillard, influenced by Gauguin’s
symbolism and the technique of
Japanese engravings, used flat

surfaces of pure colour to usher
In modernity. Bids Jan 3. Closed
Tues, late opening Wed
Petit Palais Masterwoiks from
Leipzig: 65 oils and 104 drawings,
comprising works from the German
renaissance, 17th century Dutch
paintings, 18th and 17th century
Italian drawings aid the German
romantic movement Ends Dec
5. Closed Mon
PARMA
Magnani Rocca Foundation The
Barilla Collection of Modem Art
paintings and scriptures by
Picasso, Dubuffet, De Chirico,

Magritte, Bacon. Sutherland aid
other 20th century artists. Ends
Nov 28. Closed Mon
ST PETERSBURG
Hermitage Matisse: an abridged
version of the recent New York
aid Pais shows, but augmented
by 130 Matisses from Russian
collections. Bids Nov 8.

VENICE
Palazzo Grass! The Unknown
Modigliani: 430 drawings from the
private collection of the artist’s

friend Paul Alexandre, covering
the years 1906-14 and ranging from
working drawings to the most fully

realised of studies - afl a tribute

to Modigliani's remarkable natural

draughtsmanship. Ends Jan 4. Dally

Fondaztone Cini Francesco Guardi:

50 works by the 18th century

veduta painter, whose free handling

and atmospheric effects stand in

marked contrast to the meticulous

Venetian views of Canaletto. Ends

Nov 21. Closed Mon
WASHINGTON
PhalBps Collection The Migration

Series: 60 panels of Jacob
Lawrence's epic painting of the

post-World War One flight of

African Americans from the rural

south to industrial north. Ends Jan

9. Daily

Walters Art Gaflery Artists of

Ecouen: 25 drawings recording

daily life in late 19th century

France, by a group of artists

eclipsed by impressionism and

the modem movement. Ends Feb

6. Closed Mon
National Gallery of Art Lows
Corinth: 74 prints and drawings

by the tum-af-cantury German
painter and draughtsman. Ends

Feb 21. Daily

ZURICH
Kunsthaus Bernard Prize: 30 large

paintings by one of France's

leading abstract artists. Ends Oct

17. North American Indians:

paintings, drawings and

photographs from the late 19th

and early 20th century. Ends Nov

14. dosed Mon
Museum Rietberg African Masters:

masks and figures from Zaira,

collected over the past 50 years

by German ethnologist Hans

Himmelbeer, and supplemented

by his own photographs of the

people of Zaira and their art Ends

March 20. Closed Mon
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t seemed an unbeatable
combination. For more
tban a decade, south-east

' Asia’s airlines developed a
worldwide image of exotic ser-
vice to exotic locations, while
simultaneously profiting from
lucrative but restricted routes
in their own. region’s high-
growth economies.

But they are suffering the
consequences of their push
into other aviation markets.
They are having to confront
more aggressive competition,
and a realisation that it may
take more than advertisements
showing smiling Singapore
hostesses to bring in the pas-

sengers.

Cathay Pacific, of Hong
Kong, recently announced a 46
per cent drop in profits for the

first half of 1993. Singapore
Airlines (SLA) saw profits foil

8.4 per cent In the year to

March, and Thai Airlines
announced earnings of 594m
baht for the nine months to

June - 67 per cent lower than
the previous year.

A primary cause of the foil

in earnings been the suc-

cess of Asia's aviation market:
recession-hit western airlines

have transferred aircraft to
routes into the region to curb
losses in their home territories.

South-east Asian airlines have
also been the victim of the suc-

cess of their domestic econo-

mies, where rising labour and
land prices have increased

operating costs.

Mr Rod Eddington, Cathay
Pacific's managing director,

says: “Asian airlines wiD never

be able to rely on the combina-

tion of circumstances which
they have had in the past, to

guarantee them high profitabil-

ity. They had low labour costs,

rapidly growing markets and a
substantial degree of lack of

interest from North American
and other airlines."

According to the Interna-

tional Air Transport Associa-

tion, the Asia-Pacific region -

which stretches from the

Indian subcontinent to Aus-
tralasia - accounted for 25 per

cent of tbe world's passenger

traffic in 1985. By 2000, it is

projected to represent close to

40 per cent, in an area where
average fares are higher per

kilometre than in either

Europe or North America.

The market's fast growth
means that, despite the recent

downturn, south-east Asia’s

airlines remain more profitable

than their main competitors,

many of which are making
losses. SIA and Cathay are
likely to be the first and third

most profitable airlines in the

world this year - even though
a cabin crew strike in January
is estimated to have cost

A rapid loss

of height
Asian airlines face growing

pressure, says Simon Davies

Aafo^acHe alrfines:

Hot 'scheduled passenger traffic (#)
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Cathay HK$240m (£20.2m).

But a combination of factors

is clouding the sky ahead. The
most pressing has been Japan's

shift towards recession. Japa-

nese travellers represent the
largest single market for most
of Asia's airlines.

Figures from the Japan
Travel Bureau, the tourism

office, are expected to show a
slight fall in the total number
of Japanese overseas travellers

during July and August 1993 -

the first drop in six years -

while Japanese travellers to

Asian destinations are expec-

ted to fall by 10 per cent over

the same period.

The impact has already been
felt: Cathay’s passenger yields

(a measure of revenue per pas-

senger kilometre) fell by 6.1

per cent in the first half of

1993, while SIA’s yields fell 6.7

per cent during 1992.

When Japan's economic
cycle swings upwards, airline
aaminp; across Asia would be
expected to follow, since the
aviation industry is sensitive

to consumer spending pat-

terns. But each south-east
Asian airline faces farther indi-

vidual problems:
• Cathay's profits are being
squeezed by Hong Kong's

annual inflation rate of 9 per
cent Its efforts to curb costs

led to the 15-day cabin crew
strike.

• The profits of Malaysian
Airline System (MAS) have suf-

fered from mfajudgments made
in the late 1980s. Over-optimis-

tic estimates of demand growth
have left it with too many new
aircraft. At the same time, the
Malaysian government has
fixed prices on domestic
routes, which MAS is obliged

to operate, at below cost
• SIA is exposed more than

other south-east Asian airlines

to the recession affecting Euro-
pean and North American
routes, where it has expanded
rapidly over the past decade.

• Thai Air has a record of
poor management Past ineffi-

ciencies in placing orders for

aircraft, for instance, have left

theairline with a fleet compris-
ing nine aircraft types, made
by five aircraft manufacturers,
with three makes of engine.

Tbe company plans to simplify

its fleet

Two common challenges face

south-east Asia's airlines. The
first is the downward pressure

on prices caused by competi-

tion. The Asian fleet grew rap-

idly during the 1980s, but

demand for tickets always out-

stripped supply. In the past

two years, estimates Jardine

Fleming Securities, the Hong
Kong-based brokerage, Asian

airlines increased capacity by
between 10 and 12 per cent a
year while demand rose by
only about 7 per cent a year.

With orders for aircraft made
at least two years in advance,

the airlines dearly misread the

effects of global recession on

the Aslan market - a predica-

ment worsened by the arrival

of overseas competitors.

Mr Eddington of Cathay
Pacific claims the infimc of

overseas airlines will be
short-lived: “Airlines had too

much capacity and they have
dumped a lot of that capacity

on Asia." he says. “They
haven't made any money fly-

ing those aircraft to Asia, but

they have lost less than they
would from flying them to

North America or Europe."
The new competitors, pri-

marily US airlines led by
United, disagree and have been
clamouring for more "open
skies" - that is, access to the
highly profitable restricted
routes operated by Asian air-

lines, such as Hong Kong to

Taipei, winch is dominated by
Cathay Pacific and Taiwan's
flag carrier, China Airlines.

Mr Roddy Wilson, Far East
general manager for British
Airways, says western airlines

see a long-term future in south-
east Asia. "The increase in
capacity underlines the fact
that the ability to grow is

there. It is likely to reduce
yields, but I would have
thought that is normal in
every industry; those who
ordered too much capacity will

just have to shake that out”
The second challenge faring

south-east Asian airlines is the

pressure on costs caused by
the strong performances of the
region’s wmnnmips. in an effort

to control salary bills, airlines

based in the more developed

economies have taken on cabin
crew from cheaper Asian
labour pools, such as the Phi-

lippines or India. Cathay has
moved some labour intensive

operations into China.
But costs will remain hard to

control in Singapore, Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan and Hong
Kong, as these countries com-
plete the evolution, from low-

cost manufacturing nanfras to

higher value-added service

economies.
Shrinking profit margins

may eventually be offset by the
emergence of new highgrowth
markets, such as China, Viet-

nam and Indonesia. But it will

prove difficult for south-east

Asia’s airlines to relive the
golden years of the late 1980s.
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Wanted: soap-opera
You have to

shake your
head to believe

it It is less

than a year

and a half

since the last

general elec-

tion and some

of us are

already In a fuss about the

nprt one. Technically speaking

- and the Gita Reaper permit-

ting - the government elected

in April 1992 can sit there until

1997. Even if it follows recent

precedent, ft need not face the

electorate before October 1996.

That is three years away.

Meanwhile there should be

nothing to get excited about

The principal parties are cur-

rently led by two grey Joins
and a puffed-up Paddy. Politi-

cal discourse ought to be at a
low ebb for, say, at least

another 24 months.
That it is not is partly the

fault of our national appetite

for tiie savouring of politicians'

discomfiture. The British seem
to t»ka a particular, and per-

verse, pleasure in watching
holders of high office self-de-

struct even to the extent of

helping the destruction along a
little. Now the hunt is on for a

victim. The pack thatnew
brought down Mr David Mellor

and Mr Norman Lamont, to

name but two, is baring its

teeth at the prime minister.

After a blooding, the urge to

kill is hard to repress. I have to

confess that I rode out with the

Lamont hunt once or thrice

and found tbe experience exhil-

arating The public seems to

enjoy the sport as much as the

mounted participants. This is

one reason, although not the

only one, why the Conserva-
tive conference in Blackpool
the week after next will be
about a single subject: can Mr
John Major survive?

Patience. Before that we will

know tbe answer to the other

great single-question confer-

ence of the season. When

labour meets in Brighton tins

weekend, the matter that wfll

dominate the proceedings wffl

be whether Mr John Smith

wins a procedural vote next

Wednesday morning- If he

fails, local trade unions will

continue to exert undue influ-

ence over the choice of candi-

dates for parliamentary elec-

tions, at least until the issue is

obliterated by Labour’s
natimwi executive committee.

The message would be that Mr
Smith's leadership of the

Labour party has hem under-

mined by powerful trade union

leaders. From that it is but a

short step to “can John Smith
survive?” If he prevails, the

ff^prtirm of Labour candidates

will be determined by a vote of

registered members of the

party. “Smith”, tbe headlines

win inform us,

“triumphs".
That is the

main plot-line.

There is likely

to be little else

to grab the
nation’s atten-

tion in next
week’s instal-

ment of
Britain’s soap-
opera politics.

Yet this ungrip-

ping yarn has already deter-

mined' the shape of the confer-

ence. In preparing for it Mr
Smith’s managers have been
faced with an awkward choice.

If the candidacy vote had been
scheduled for Monday, as was
originally the case, rules and
precedent would have pre-

vented Mr Smith from speak-

ing before the event. It is

alleged that the vote is on a
knife-edge, that it could go
either way. If he lost on Mon-
day, “Smith humiliated” would
have been the message for the
rest of the week.
The vote therefore moves to

Wednesday morning. This
gives the Labour leader his
chance to xnaka his big speech
on Tuesday. In it he will

Labour needs to
blast away

southern voters’

image of it

as a party that
represents life in
the co-op and on
the council estate

devote afl his Scottish moral
passion to an onslaught on the

Conservatives. Much good may
it dp Him, He will also seek,

without necessarily saytng so,

to rant iiimsflif as a moderniser

when it to constitu-

tional reform and . a Labour

radical on the economy- Echo-

ing his speech to the Trades

Union Congress a few weeks

ago, he will argue for full

employment (at least if

part-time work is included),

the minimum wage, and trade

union recognition.

His hope will be that some
of his phrases get through, or

at least enough of them to
give the impression that his

factiaaalised parliamentary
party is united and that he
is a leader with a sense
of direction. We can be sure

that it will

be a stout
effort Mr Smith
can then return
to the platform

on Wednesday
-morning to
state the case
for one-mem-
ber-one-vote in
candidacy elec-

tions. With
luck, «Tiri last-

minute scur-

ries. he may even win.
This plot-line has a fatal

flaw. It lacks real drama. There
is no possibility of blood on the

carpet There has been some
debate among the Labour lead-

er’s advisers over whether he
should say - on Tuesday or
Wednesday, it makes no differ-

ence — snmpHiiry lilra "I COUld

not remain as leader of the

party if candidate selection is

not democratised" or, in head-
line form, “bad: me or sack

me, says Smith”. The argu-
ment against such a grand-
stand play, an argument that

as I write still prevails, .is that

it would echo Mr Major’s simi-

lar Tntrmatinng over the Maas-
tricht vote, and thus reveal Mr
Smith to be as weak as same

perceive the prime minister fa
'

It is a poor argument

'

Labour needs is something -

that will blast away- the image* ;

held in southern voters’ minds*-

of a collectivist party tfaft ;

represses Individual aspire-- .

films, the representative ofHfe ^

.

in the co-op and on the council

estate. -7r..‘.

As Mr Tony Blair says fit the.

latest Fabian Review, the need >

is to stamp Labour as the party; :;

of “new economic opportunity,

not engaged in a battle Sx .

ritory between private and
-’

public sector; as helping peopfe i~.

out of welfare, not keeping
them on it; of high-quality pofc:

lie services, not the defeoce^rit V
vested interests; of ensifrfag-.

social action assists indxvhfeKd
f-:

responsibility and fa not sutafr ‘~

tuted for it in areas like ;
- crime. ’ .-

The way to get all that •

across (and there fa more
Mr Blair's agenda) fa to : offer

'

up Mr Smith as a potentfal sao-

rtfice. We all know the danger
of threatening to resign, You

•

may have to. This woUfabs- .

sad for Mr Smith, but Labour -

without reform of its teoad-
constitution is hardly worth
leading. Mr Blair reminds

. us
that the party faces the same,
task as left parties every?
where, which is to adjust'
to a changing society, “a
question of dealing not simply
with the flotsam and jetsam
of individual policies or per-,

sanalities but with a tide nf-

ideas”.

Yes and no. When you force a
TV-addicted electorate, per-

sonal melodrama fa likely to be
the most effective means of
communicating a change in
tbe tide of ideas. “Smith lays

bis Job on the tine” followed by
“triumphs" would not in itself

suffice, but it would start to.

shake voters' perceptions of :

the party. As Mr Blair says,

looking two or three years
ahead. Labour “must fear noth-
ing, except losing again”.
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Priority for public
transport the cure

for road congestion

Industry must play part in

technology programme -

Introducing the German bank that is at home in
international finance: WestLB.

wives
umIkuBo^
Hanging. New 1M.
Osafc* teocJaraa.
Skigopom S**oy. Tokvo.

WestLB belongs at the

top of your shortlist for cor-

porate business.

20 years of experiencem

Corporate Finance, the solkfity

of a state bank and the lead-

ing rote played by WestLB. On

this sound foundation, WestLB

successhify combines classical

products with innovative

solutions, applying the right

mot of state-of-the-art techno-

logyand personal creativity.

That’S whyWestLB rightfuBy

list - from corporate Finance

and investment Banking to

Treasury. And with a global

fretwork stretching from

Diisseldort to New York and

from Tokyo to London. WestLB

is perfectly at homewhere

belongs at the K^jot your short- you are: m mramanonaJ franca.

WestLB
TheWastdeutsche Landesbank

From Dr JOrg

Sdammeipfermig.
Sir, Mr John Gammer, the

UK environment secretary, is

right to propose road pricing as
a means to internalise external

costs and thus reduce conges-

tion in London. He would be
wrong, however, to follow Mr
John MacGregor, the UK trans-

port secretary, by earmarking
the corresponding revenues to

fund new road building
schemes ("Minister hints at

road-pricing to beat London
jams”, September 21, and
"MacGregor gets show on the

road", September 23, respec-

tively).

As the American economist
Anthony Downs found out
some 30 years ago, “on urban
commuter expressways, peak-

hour traffic congestion rises to

Tnpfff maximum capacity",

other words, congestion,

least in the medium run, is

rather independent of the num-
ber of roads (or lanes) avail-

able.

Instead, the government
should be satisfied with having
found an efficiency-increasing

form of taxation or. better still,

use the money to pay for pub-
lic transport improvements
which have been overdue for a
long time anyway. These
would both reduce overcrowd-
ing on trains and, thus, by
making public transport more
attractive, ease road conges-
tion even further.

JOrg Schimmelpfennig,
Department of Economics,
UniversU&t Osnabruck,
49069 Osnabntek,
Germany

Revival of Docklands
From Mr Michael Pickard.

Sir, Your balanced leader on
the Tower Hamlets British
National party vote is welcome
(“A shiver in east London",
September 20). It Is vital that

the concern generated by this

event does not shield the posi-
tive changes shaping and
improving Docklands and east
London.
When the docks finally

closed In 1980, the local com-
munity here faced no invest-

ment opportunities and high
unemployment but their
strong sense of identity
remained. If that position Had

continued, the community
would have had just cause for

feeling there was little hope as
there were poor communica-
tions, little suitable job train-

ing, and only modest educa-
tional opportunities.

Now, with very substantial

commercial investment, and
modi better job opportunities,

especially as the recession
ends, there fa indeed good rea-

son to be optimistic. Better

communications and the new
airport, better public transport

housing improvement and
more opportunities for home
ownership, are all helping to

secure the long-term fixture for

residents. There were 27,000

jobs in Docklands in 1981 and
the number was falling. We
have secured 55,000 now, and
the number is rising. There

were about 1,000 businesses
and there are nearly 2,500 now.
Canary Wharf, for example,
has made particular efforts to
target job opportunities on
local residents with almost 800
local people so far finding work
at Canary Wharf during the
course of the project Unfortu-
nately, there are no date link-
ing jobs to residents for the
total 55,000 jobs.

Change Inevitably brings
some tension as we have to
adjust to new technologies, dif-

ferent job opportunities and
new life styles, and sensitively
deal with the housing and edu-
cational priorities demanded
by demographic and ethnic
change. All of us who are com-
mitted to improving this area,

including ourselves. Tower
Hamlets Council, and many
other organisations, work
closely together to try to deal
positively with change and
growth. We are confident that
we shall succeed both in mak-
ing this area an economic suc-
cess and in promoting a har-
monious community, but this

requires continuous effort, par-

ticularly to improve educa-
tional achievement
Michael Pickard,

From William Waldegrane MP.
Sir, I welcome Paul Ruskin’s

letter about the ‘technology
foresight programme' (Septem-
ber 20). We all agree that the
UK - including both private

and public sector funders of
research and development -

should benefit from a clear
vision of priorities.

I agree with much of Mr Rus-
kin’s general argument Deci-

sions need to be taken by
industry on where the UK
ought to try to be a world
leader, where it might do bet-

ter to collaborate, and where it

would do better to buy in tech-
nology.

The government's write
paper on science, engineering
and technology. Realising our
Potential, sets out how a new
working partnership shmilri be
developed between scientists
and industrialists to assess the
significance of emerging tech-
nological trends and market
opportunities.

Key factors in considering
priorities will no doubt need to
be whether there are strong
market signals that a technol-
ogy can improve our competi-
tiveness; whether UK compa-
nies can, realistically, hope to

capture markets which depend
on the particular technology;

and whether our science, engi-
neermg and technology base fa.

judged capable of achieving
world leadership, or parity, in
the technology.

I have initiated a series of
consultative seminars on the
best way to organise a ‘tech-

nology foresight programme’.:
It fa essential that industry and
other users of research are

”

. fully involved and in the driy- .'.

ing seat in this exciting new
exercise, particularly to ensure
that it fa sufficiently respon-
sive to market pull and not j;

Just technology push. We will
,

then need to weigh up the -

objective evidence in the Hgb* ;

of the consultation process,
"

assess expert views as widely ..-;

as possible, and come to robust
conclusions.

I look forward to those con-
clusions and expect that they?
will provide the UK with a -

clearer grasp of strategic prior-
ities than we currently have:
William Waldegraye, /

•

'

minister of public service and
science,

Cabinet Office,
70 Whitehall,

London SWlA 2AS
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From Mr Allan Griffiths.

Sir. Before we get too carried
away by reports about the gov-
ernor of the Bank of England's
discussions with the high-
street banks over their lending
policies towards the smaller
business, we should remember
the dangers of over-expansion
as we come out of recession
(“Bank governor calls in clear-
ers", September 21).

Of course we should encour-
age industry to grow and
invest, but having survived the
recession the companies that
have learnt to play defensively
must not go down because
they are now encouraged to
over-trade. The disciplines that
the banks’ lending policies
impose should protect many
survivors from this danger.

Receivers are often accused
of being the undertakers 'to
British industry, yet a large

“
proportion of our work is -to

•'

helping industry and lender*:-’
redirect businesses that might
have failed to survive. y
Experience has taught us -

'

that more companies failcom-.
-

tog out of a recession thandto-
ing one. If we are to learn from

tryflenders/advisers have all
got to work together to mate
“rtaa that the light at the
end of the tunnel fa not the'
proverbial train. •

Allan Griffiths,

of corporate recovery,
Ormt Thornton,

*

Grant Thornton Bouse, J;- ’ >
Melton Street Boston Square.

'

London NWl 2PE

Answer to violent crime in US
chairman,

London Docklands Development
Corporation,

Thames Quay,m Marsh Wall,

London El4 9TJ

‘Last days’ lasting a long time
From Ms Felicity Robertson.

Sir, For at least the last 365

days the media has been fore-

casting the last days of John
Major. I’m sure he will be

enjoying his “last days" in the
next 365.

Felicity Robertson,

NansiduxB Hotel,

Maurnan, Cornwall

From Mr Mark Gerard Nichols.
Sir, As an American expatri-

ate living in. pans, i am often
asked: “Are the United States
as dangerous as they seem?”
Unfortunately there fa no deny-
ing the statistics. The recent
attention given by the media to
v|°lent crime against tourists
l Florida struggles to limit
damage to tourist industry”
September 16) only highlights
events that have beendraSaL
ically increasing for years.
The measures being inmie-

mented by the state of Florida

otOy temporarily stem ths‘ ;

wSn IL™!* ** r®alised thati
1
:
-

an adminfatraL :tion willing to confront the
'

22®? toe National Rifle,--

““d restrict tie,nse of handguns, nothing wSaf- 'iL
“the shortSi? .W*
estimates for Florida^

SRH-t* are tun3
fton. this wffl^-%.

• -
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Next steps for
Mr Yeltsin
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BORIS YELTSIN seems to be
winning his gamble. By cutting
the constitutional knot ravelling
Russia, he 1ms given himself room
for manoeuvre. But to succeed, he

l must now exploit it

When a country’s constitution
prevents it from being governed,
extra-constitutional action is ines-
capable. In such situations, power
resides with those who command
the loyalty of the apparatus of
coercion. President Yeltsin has
this for proved to be that person.
So long as Ids opponents remain
ineffective, even ridiculous, Mr
Yeltsin should scrupulously avoid
doing anything to turn them fofo
martyrs. But if they, were to
appear capable of thwarting the
elections he proposes, let alone of
starting an armed insurrection, he
would have to prevent them. Even
the possibility of such action
would make many in the west
uncomfortable. But the west's

,

1 interests are inescapably aligned
with those of Mr Yeltsin on the
need for civil order and reform.

If this sombre possibility is to be
avoided, the Russian president
must make his authority unques-
tionable. Often the appearance of
authority creates the reality. Mr
Yeltsin must use his present
advantage, therefore, if he is to
retain it.

The first requirement is imple-
mentation of the elections for the
new lower house both expedi-
tiously and efficiently. According
to Mr Vladimir Shumeiko, brought
back into his former position as
first deputy prime minister, the
,new lower house - to be known as
{•the State Duma - will have 270 of

its 400 deputies elected from single

member constituencies and a fur-

ther 130 elected by party lists.

This last measure will give fledg-

ling parties a role, and offer then a
lever for exerting party <H«apHm>
Meanwhile, the upper house, or
Council of the Federation, will not
initially be elected. It is currently

composed of the leaders of the
regional and republican adminis-
trations and soviets, and will be
transformed into the senior legis-

lative chamber. In current Rus-
sian circumstances, these propos-
als seem rather sensible.
The second requirement is early

promulgation of a new constitu-
tion. At the moment there are two
versions on offer, the parlia-
ment's, which unsurprisingly
gives power to parliament, and the
president's, which gives power to
the president. The latter is at pres-
ent the only basis for stable demo-
cratic rule in Russia. In the
absence of parties or even a broad
umbrella reform movement, a par-
liamentary system cannot produce
stable, responsible government.
Moreover, those who stand for the
power of parliament are hostile to
democracy, while the president’s
party contains most of those who
believe in it But a presidential
constitution would need checks
and balances, including a clear
division of powers, entrenched
individual rights and a new
supreme court
The third requirement is rapid

implementation of economic stabi-

lisation and reform. The chief jus-
tification for Mr Yeltsin's action is

that parliament was destroying ail

hope of rescuing the Russian econ-
omy. If the government foils to act
decisively now, it will destroy the
case for the president's actions.

Mr Yeltsin must support Mr Yegor
Gaidar, back as first deputy prime
minister, and Mr Boris Fyodorov,
the finance minister, in their
attempts to control the budget def-

icit. restructure prices, reform
trade and liberalise the economy.
As and when such action is forth-

coming, the west must promptly
put its long promised financial
support in place.

Russia’s long-awaited economic
and political reform must start

right now. The next year could
then see election of parliament
and president, introduction of a
workable constitution and a start

on economic reconstruction. This
is the task Mr Yeltsin has set him-
self. For the sake both of his coun-
try and the world, he must suc-

ceed. The west, for its part, must
do what it can to help.

gramme Times a-changing
BRITISH time is out of Joint with
the rest of Europe. That the UK
spends most of the year lagging an
hour behind the rest of Europe is

an unnecessary disruption to the
life of British business and com-
merce. That summer-time ends a
month later in Britain than on the
continent, where the clocks fall

|back this weekend, only adds to

Bfie confusion.~
It’s time for a change, as Mr

Michael Howard has acknowl-
edged. The home secretary wants
Britain to move to what his minis-

try calls “single double summer-
time", code for continental Euro-
pean time. Winter-time would
then arrive one hour ahead of

Greenwich mean time, and sum-
mer-time two hours ahead.
Conservative defenders of GMT

are up in arms. But it is northern
Scots who deserve sympathy. Day-
light in the Scottish isles would
then arrive well after nine o'clock

In winter, although their short
evenings would be longer.

Eurt>sceptics are likely to cause
more serious problems for the gov-

ernment- It will rely on evidence

that lighter evenings mean fewer
traffic accidents. But subsidiarity

allows governments to choose
common European standards if

they wish. A pan-European time-
I

zone is in Britain’s interests. Mr i

Howard should say so.

Liberal hopes
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MR PADDY ASHDOWN is right to

ignore those who would have him
declare that the Liberal Democrats
will support a future Labour gov-

lenmveni but not a Conservative

**one. The role of his party is still

what that of British centre parties

has been for most of the century:

to prevent the parties of the left

and the right from moving
towards the extreme. To do that it

is necessary to keep them guess-

ing, at least between elections.

There would also be no political

advantage in promising a post-

election pact with Labour now.
The effect might be to deprive the

Lib Dems of their most precious

current asset, the anti-Conserva-

tive protest vote. It would anyway
reduce Mr Ashdown's party to

that of an appendage.
That said, the Liberal Demo-

crats profess views that are virtu-

ally indistinguishable from those

of the "modernisers” in .the

Labour party. At the Lib Dem con-

ference in Torquay this week
nothing was proposed by anybody,

including Mr Ashdown himself,

hat Mr John Smith, the Labour

leader, could easily quarrel with.

The Liberal Democrats stressed

individualism, within a commu-
nity framework, overseen by an
active government; at its confer-

ence next week Labour is expected

to favour an active government,

community values, and room for

individual expression.

Mr Ashdown’s party favours a
Scottish assembly, regional parlia-

ments, reform of the House of

Lords and proportional represen-

tation; Mr Smith's a referendum
on the latter and a version of all of

the other proposed constitutional
r.Vwmg»n Both parties are pro-Eu-

ropean, Mr Ashdown's the more
strongly of the two, but in the

sVberal Democrats’ case there toe
been some retreat as in their lead-

er's speech yesterday, from the

action that Brussels knows best.

The two opposition parties would
both propound full employment
and greater government expendi-

ture, Labour while limiting tax

increases, the Liberal Democrats
while attempting to explain them.
More to the point the growth in

support for Mr Ashdown’s party is

largely explicable by (he unpopu-

larity of the government The Lib

Dems have established a base as

the principal challenger to the

Conservatives in the west of
Bfrgtenrf; they are no such threat

to Labour in the north. This is in

line with the historic experience

of the Liberals since 1945: when
the Conservatives are in power
but out of favour, the non-socialist

alternative party does well
At this stage (here is little point

in picking holes in this or that

Liberal Democrat policy docu-
ment They are far from power,

and their best chance might be,

willy-nilly, to vote with a Labour
j

government assuming one is

elected. It may be, however, that

the present increase in support for

the Lib Dems is no mere blip -

that, as Mr Ashdown intimated

yesterday, farther hard work by
the party will bring further

advances in public support.

This is possible, but it is not

entirely for Mr Ashdown to deter-

mine. If Labour is seen at its con-

ference next week to be on the

way to true modernisation, it may
begin to attract voters in natural

Liberal Democratic territory. If

not, the reverse could be the case.

Again, if the Conservatives trip

themselves up for another year or

more, Mr Ashdown will reap a

rich harvest; if the Tories recover

their sense of purpose, they may
begin to recover their electorate.

It is the fate of British centre

parties thus to be at the mercy of

Labour and the Conservatives.

Much was said in Torquay about

the feel of things being different

this time. Mr Ashdown has proj-

ected himself as an anti-politician,

a British Ross Perot. It has taken

him
, and bis party, a long way. He

is more popular than either Mr
smith or the prime minister. He

can do little other than carry on

as an independent force, waiting

to see what turns up.

P
resident Bill Clinton has
crossed the Rubicon on
healthcare. After his
impassioned speech to
Congress on Wednesday

night, it is hard to doubt that the
US will enact a comprehensive
reform within the Mart year. Many
of the details of Mr Clinton's plan
will be changed in what is likely to

be the most heavily lobbied legisla-

tion in US history. But America is

now firmly mi the path to funda-
mental reform.

This is no small achievement.
Since the early 1970s. when Richard
Nixon unveiled abortive reform pro-

posals, successive presidents have
tided away from this most intracta-

ble of American social problems.
Unlike his predecessors, Mr Clinton
has always wanted to embrace the
complexities of healthcare reform.

He had to go through the grind of a
deficit-cutting budget earlier this

year. But healthcare is what he
really cares about it is the heart
and soul of his presidency he
will be judged by the perceived suc-
cess of his reforms.

When Mr Clinton, waved a credit-

card sized prototype Health Secu-
rity Card in front of Congress and
pledged to provide care for all

Americans “that can never be taken
away", it was clear that he regarded
himself as the heir of a long tradi-

tion of Democratic social reformers.

He referred obliquely to Franklin
Roosevelt, who laid the foundations
for the US welfare state in the 1930s
with the introduction of social secu-

rity (old age pensions) and unem-
ployment benefits.

Today, said Mr Clinton
Americans could not conceive of a
world without public-sector pen-
sions; in 50 years (thanks to his

reforms) they would be unable to
(tnagfan lacking access to health-

care.

He stuck to sue broad principles.

Reform, he said, should offer “secu-

rity, simplicity, savings, choice,

quality and responsibility". The
political advantage of not getting
bogged down in complexities is

that, even if congressional commit-
tees greatly alter the details of his

plan, Mr Clinton can still claim
credit for the final reform - or at

least share it with his wife Hillary,

who led the healthcare task force.

Conscious that fundamental change
cannot be wrought without Republi-

can support, Mr Clinton also madp a
strong appeal for bipartisan back-
ing.

The plan Is crafted to appeal to

different constituencies. Mr Clinton

wants to introduce a form of “man-
aged competition" - a concept
invented by conservative-leaning
economists such as Mr Alain
Enthoven of Stanford University.
The basic idea is that most people
would be enrolled in large, regional

purchasing co-operatives known as
“health alliances". The theory is

that alliances would use their mar-
ket clout to obtain high-quality care
at the lowest possible prices from
competing groups of doctors and
hospitals in the private sector. Com-
panies with more than 5,000 employ-
ees would be able to set up their

'

own “corporate affiances".

Alliances would publish informa-
tion about the price and range of

benefits offered by toe competing
health plans in their areas, each of
which would have to offer a feder-

ally certified package of standard
benefits. Individuals would choose
from among the plans. Employers
would have to pay at least 80 per
cent of the coat of the average pre-

mium of locally available plans.

Government subsidies would ensure
that health costs would not absorb
more than 8 per cent of total payroll

spending; for small companies with
low-paid employees, the cap would
be set at 3.5 per cent of payroll The
unemployed, the self-employed and
other people on low incomes would
receive direct subsidies to enable
them to purchase care via an alli-

ance.

Since the employer contribution

and/or the government subsidy
would be based on the average cost

of insurance premiums, individuals
would have an incentive to select

the cheaper plans. This tendency
would be strongly reinforced by pro-

posed rules on direct patient contri-

butions. Individuals who enter pre-

d

The Clintons’ healthcare reform plan is

controversial but crafted to have a broad
appeal, writes Michael Prowse

Harsh medicine’s
tastegood factor

laid Health Maintenance Organisa-

tions (HMDs), which deploy “gate-

keepers" akin to British GPs and
allow patients to consult only a lim-

ited number of specialists under
contract with toe plan, would pay a
Oat $10 a visit But those who select

unrestricted “fee-for-service" plans,

undo1 which physicians charge sep-

arately for each item of service,

would have to pay 20 per emit of

each bin - In addition to their 20

per cent share of the insurance pre-

mium itself Hie likely result would
be to push all but the affluent into

HMOs.
This version of managed competi-

tion, however, is to be buttressed by
a series of reforms calculated to

appeal to left-leaning Democrats.
The Clinton administration would
Bet up a seven-member National

Health Board with general powers
to regulate the entire healthcare
industry - one-seventh of the econ-

omy. It would oversee the creation

and operation of the health alli-

ances, which would be quasi-public

bodies. It would have powers not
only to limit spending on public

schemes, such as Medicare (for the
elderly), but also to limit toe rate of
growth of the premiums charged by
private-sector health plans.
Although the White House has
rejected direct controls on the
prices of drugs and other forms of

healthcare, by setting caps on pre-

miums it would thus impose bud-
getary controls on the private sec-

tor for the first time.

US health: a spoonful of sugar?
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M r Clinton would
also strive to
improve the fair-

ness of the health-

care system and
redirect spending from high-tech
medicine to primary and preventive

care. Financial incentives, for exam-
ple, would encourage medical stu-

dents to became general practitio-

ners, a comparative rarity in the

US, and to practise in under-served
Inner cities and poor rural areas.

Planned new benefits would include

long-term domiciliary care for the
elderly and chronically ill and an
increased range of services for

the mentally ill - a group dis-

criminated against in toe present

system.

Mr Clinton is wooing support
from toe nation's governors by
offering individual states consider-

able flexibility. States that dislike

the concept of managed competition,

can opt for a Canadian-style “single

payer* system under which the
state government would purchase
all care for citizens from competing
groups of private-sector providers.

Hoik reform is financed •
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Individual employees
would choose from
among competing
plans. Employers

would simply provide
resources

He will also let states introduce toe
reforms as and when they are ready
with a final Heariling for creating
affiances of January 1997.

The president presented his plan
as an evolutionary advance from
the present system. In many ways
this is an understatement: it

involves big and controversial
changes. Much attention is being
focused on the fairness or otherwise
of imposing a legal requirement on
employers to pay at least 80 per

cent of the average cost of health
premiums. To toe objection that
this is unjustified coercion, Mr Clin-

ton’s reply is that many companies
will be better off: under the present
voluntary system, large companies
often pay 100 per cent of health
co6ts. Small businesses that already
provide insurance will gain the
most, because their costs will be
capped well below current rates. It

is only “free riders" that will face a
financial penalty.

What the debate about the
“employer mandate" tends to mask
is that the planned creation of huge
regional purchasing co-operatives
involves a much reduced role for

employers. Under the present rules,

they pay for employees’ insurance
but they also make toe important
decisions - far example, whether to

put employees into an HMO. Under
the Clintons' scheme, individual
employees will choose from among
the competing plans offered by the

local health alliance. Employers
enter the picture only as providers
of resources: their 80 per cent con-

tribution is effectively a payroll
tax.

Mr Clinton’s decision to put indi-

viduals at the heart of his system
should please conservatives. But if

employers are to be used only as a
source of revenue, the question

arises: why pick on them? Payroll
taxes are already high and the sys-

tem of subsidies proposed for small
business looks complex. In eco-

nomic terms it would make more
sense to finance healthcare through
a consumption tax. for example a
national value-added tax, which
would not tend to reduce demand
for labour. Mr Clinton's reply would
be that such an upheaval is not

The big question Is

how much of the plan
Mr Clinton can get
through Congress.
The omens are
encouraging

politically feasible; he has to build

on present arrangements which
happen to put most of the financing
burden on employers. In the longer
run, however, finance could be
sought from other sources.

The proposed new limits on the
permitted rate of growth of premi-
ums for private health plans also
represent a radical departure. It is

one thing to put curbs on the per-

mitted growth of tax-financed
healthcare - every country does

Observer

this. But Mr Clinton is trying to
place controls on private-sector
spending. Many conservatives will
argue that this is wholly unaccept-
able: even Britain, with a national-
ised health system, does not fry to
limit the growth of private-sector
health premiums .

The most damaging critique of
toe White House plan Is perhaps
that the numbers do not add up. Mr
Clinton is proposing to extend
insurance cover to 37m people (is

per cent of the population) and offer
all families benefits as good as if

not better than those provided by
Fortune 500 companies. He is also
proposing extensive subsidies for
small business and low-income fam-
ilies. Yet be claims this can be
financed without a substantial
increase in income or consumption
taxes (toe only new levies planned
are minor “sin taxes" on cigarettes).

Additional spending of (35Qbn
(£230bn) between 1994 and 2000 is to

be financed by halving toe planned
growth of existing federal schemes
such as Medicare and Medicaid (toe
scheme for toe poor). Indeed, the
White House claims the scheme will

actually produce net savings of
$91bn which could be used to
reduce the budget deficit.

The hand that

feeds
Under-capitalised small

businessmen would doubtless have
little sympathy with the plight of
26-year-old Richard Li, who cannot
quite decide how best to deploy

the tidy $400m that has just landed
in his bank account
Half the rgsh has come his way

following the sale of a stake in

Hong Eoug-based satellite

broadcaster Star TV to Rupert
Murdoch, while his father, Li

Ka-shing, one of the colony's

leading businessmen, was so proud
of his offspring's handling of the
deal that he made it up to a round
$40Qm from the family coffers.

But Li is engagingly vague as
to how he ftifamris to spend Us
largesse. Tm in the position of
having a completely blank sheet

of paper,” he confesses, adding that

he rather fancies bringing “easting
state-of-the-art technology to virgin
markets in Asia.” Not that that

rules out investment in
“conservative businesses” such
as property and infrastructure,

he goes on.

But bow about his recent

elevation to the position ofdeputy
chairman of Hutchison Whampoa,
the colony's oldest company? Might
there not be, even in broad-minded

Hong Kong, well, a slight conflict

of interest?

Describing the Hutchisonjob

as a “family obligation”, which

at this stage does not absorb all

his energies, he insists that, should
any minority shareholder express
such concerns, he would naturally

consider stepping aside.

Li reckons his new venture wQl
take six to eight months to
establish and he even fights shy
ofdivulging a name. But at least

there are no immediate staffing

problems; 70 of his former Star
colleagues are apparently poised
to follow toe pled piper.

Compromising
The computer spell check

contained within Microsoft Word
5.0 has more than met its match
with the name of chief secretary
to the UK Treasury, Michael
Portillo MP. Mischief Bordello MP,
it suggests hopefiilly.

‘In the event of civil war,
both sides will have the same

nuclear codes’

Authoritative
Tuesday's announcement that

Sir John Banham will become
chairman of Tarmac early in the
new year has set tongues wagging
in the local government world.
Banham is chairman of the Local
Government Commission which
Is busy reorganising English local

authorities, it Is unlikely to have
completed its task much before

the end of next year.

Although Banhamhas told the

commission that he plans to see

the review through to toe end, this

looks like an excellent early exit

route for him. He hinted in the
summer that be would resign if

toe government rejected the
commission's rBflnmmendation8
and ministers are promising to do
just that if, as expected, the
commission decides to leave some
counties unchanged.

Written last year with long-time
collaborator Richard Beckhard,
the volume is brimming with tips

to tog organisations on how to

change their cultures, garnered
from her experience advising the
likes of Shell and Lloyds Bank.
Ifthe Treasury takes this advice,
it can look forward to turning itself

into a “learning organisation, with
policies and practices that support
this stance”.

Meanwhile, permanent and
deputy secretaries have the
prospect of becoming “deeply
committed to personal leadership
of change programs consciously
designed to create the
organisation’s best future".

The advice to create “a superior
ability to sense signals in the
environment" presumably betrays
a deep understanding of toe
importance of improving the
Treasury’s forecasting record.

Mandarin speak
Now that Wendy Pritchard is

working roughly one day a month
to develop the Treasury’s fusty

management habits, expect a rash

of orders from nervous mandarins
for her book. Changing the Essence.

Gift of the gab
While Bank of England governor

Eddie George has international
director Andrew Crockett to thank
for much of the substance of his
thoughtful speech earlier this week
on how Europe should face up to

toe post-ERM age. Crockett himself
may well already be looking
forward to a much larger stage

from which to air his own views
on world economic affairs.

For Alexandre LamJalussy, the
sensible but somewhat crusty
general manager of the secretive

S
cepticism is understand-
able: the costs of most pre-

vious social reforms has
been grossly underesti-
mated. Yet it is important

to be clear about what Mr Clinton is

actually proposing. On his own
numbers be is planning to increase
healthcare spending from 14 per
cent of GDP today to nearly 17.5 per
cent by mid of the century. That
ought to provide sufficient room to

expand insurance coverage and
improve benefits: toe US would be
spending roughly three times as
much of GDP on healthcare as
Britain. The talk of “savings" is

illusory (as usual) because they are
measured relative to baseline pro-
jections that, on unchanged poli-

cies, show healthcare absorbing an
exorbitant 19 per cent of GDP by
the end of the century, rather than
levelling off at 17.5 per cent.

The big question is how much of

the plan Mr Clinton can get through
Congress. The omens are encourag-
ing. The healthcare cost explosion
has been accompanied by growing
public anxiety about access to care.

Those affected include not only the

uninsured but millions of middle-in-

come families who fear loss of
insurance cover should a breadwin-
ner lose a job or contract a serious

illness. Many families have also
been adversely affected by employ-
ers’ decisions either to wind up
company schemes or sharply cut
benefits.

The upshot is that opinion polls

indicate a surprising degree of pub-
lic support for radical reform.
According to a New York Times/
CBS poll, 90 per cent of the popula-

tion (including 85 per cent or Repub-
licans) say the healthcare system
needs either complete rebuilding or
fundamental change - though 70
per cent were happy with their own
care. More than 50 per cent appear
willing to accept reforms that would
limit their access to doctors, a pro-

posal once regarded as political sui-

cide. This may reflect the revolu-

tion already under way in the
private sector: as companies have
sought to contain runaway costs,

the proportion of people enrolled in

HMOs and other forms of “managed
care” has already risen from 9m in

1980 to 4im today.

As was evident on Wednesday
night, the attitude toward reform
on Capitol Hill is positive. After the

frustrations of the Reagan/Bush
years, when rivalry between a
Republican White House and Demo-
cratic Congress caused legislative

“gridlock”, senior politicians in

both parties are keen to make prog-

ress. The risk, however, is that, as

lobbyists step up their pressure on
Congress, controversial elements of

the Clinton plan - such as man-
dates on employers - will be
dropped or watered down. There is

little doubt that the US will enact

the appealing elements of the plan,

such as guaranteed health cover for

all; the difficulty will be ensuring

that toe unpleasant medicine is also

swallowed.

Bank for International Settlements,

steps down next summer and
Crockett has emerged as the front

runner to replace him at the

Basle-based central bankers' bank.

His appointment would be

cheering news for Britain, which
in the BIS's 63-year history has

never managed to secure a UK
national at the top of the

organisation. It would also dovetail

neatly with UK aspirations to

muscle into the mainstream of

European economic thinking now
that the continent is staring a
broken exchange rate mechanism
in the face.

An outgoing 50-year-old, who
bas been marked down for higher

things ever since he took over his

Threadneedle Street job in 1989

after a 17-year stint at the

International Monetary Fund,

Crockett is one of the more
talkative and free-thinking among
UK economic policy-makers. So

he would be expected to inject a

new sense of drive; the BIS

certainly could do to speak up

rather more than in the past when

it comes to big discussions on
whither the world economy.

Top of the pops
A quick-witted reader tries

flattery to trump the.anagram

Observer published earlier this

week in which The Financial Times

is transformed into Silent Mafia

Inc. Incites Fan Mail, he suggests.

QED.
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IMF issues warning over risks

in $8,000bn derivatives market
By John Gapper, Banking Editor,

in London

A STRONG warning has been
issued in an International Mone-
tary Fund study about risks in

the $8,000bn (£5,195bn) markets
in derivatives such as futures
contracts and currency and inter-

est rate swaps.
It says many transactions are

not fully understood by the
senior managers of banks and
securities houses.
The IMF study is among the

more cautious recent analyses of
the $4.500bn market in over-the-

counter derivatives which are
designed and sold by relatively

few banks and securities firms

with strong capital
It follows a more sanguine

study by the Washington-based
Group of 30 large banks and
financial institutions last month.

VW apology
over Skoda
Continued from Page 1

loan came as a shock in Prague.

Only a day before the
announcement, Mr Vaclav Klaus,

the prime minister, had wel-
comed the planned financing,

which was to be guaranteed by
the Czech government. VW said

the financing package was no
longer necessary because produc-
tivity improvements at Skoda
meant investment requirements
would be considerably lower than
initially planned.

The VW group is undertaking a
fundamental review of its capital

spending plans and is expected to

announce further far-reaching
cuts in November after a meeting
of its supervisory board.

VW took a 31 per cent share in

Skoda in 1991 and is due to raise

its holding to 70 per cent by 1996.

It has planned to increase
Skoda’s production capacity to

over 400,000 cars a year, more
than double present capacity,

modernising facilities and
expanding products by introduc-

ing a second car range.

which recommended manage-
ment reforms to reduce risks

such as default by counter-

parties. but argued that the risk

of systemic failure was low.

The risks to financial markets

posed by derivatives will be one

of the chief topics discussed by
bankers at the World Bank/IMF

meetings in Washington. Central

bank supervisors are to address

the issue at a meeting organised

by the G30 next Monday.
The IMF analysis in a study of

international capital markets
emphasises concerns that the

growth in derivatives trading, as

companies have sought to hedge

the risk of interest rate and cur-

rency movements, could have
created unknown risks for banks.

“Participation in derivatives

markets can cause firms to

become connected through com-

plicated transactions in ways

that are not easily understood,

says the study. This makes it dif-

ficult to assess the risk of default

by the other party.

Derivatives are financial con-

tracts the values of which are

determined by the level of an

underlying Instrument such as

exchange rates or currency val-

ues. They allow companies to

hedge risks, for example by swap-

ping a variable rate obligation for

a fixed rate one.

The study says that it is "not

entirely reassuring” that banks
have escaped problems until

now. Similar rapid growth of a
single activity by banks in the

past has been accompanied by
"both a weakening of internal

controls and an under-assess-

ment of credit risk”.

The credit risk taken by banks

in their derivatives exposures is

equivalent to the cost of replac-

ing a contract if the counterparty

defaults. This is a fraction of the

contract's notional value -

between 2 and 4 per cent in the

of interest rate swaps.

In the 10 large US banks which

have the bulk of credit exposure,

the replacement cost of interest

rate and currency swaps at the

end of September 1992 was
$170bn. equivalent to 17.3 per
cent of their assets.

The study says that hanks tend

to try to reduce exposures to

market risks such as a fall in the
value of a contract due to an
interest rate movement by taking
new derivative positions to bal-

ance existing ones. International

Capital Markets Part Z Systemic

Issues in International Finance.
IMF. 700 19th Street NW. Wash-
ington DC, 2043L $20

Galt danger, Page 6

US drug majors say health

plan may cut research funds
By Richard Waters In New York,

Paul Abrahams in London and
Lisa Bransten in Washington

US pharmaceutical companies
yesterday warned that President

Bill Clinton’s health reform plan

could force them to cut spending

on the development of drugs.

Drug stocks staged a small
recovery, however, after their

steep falls in recent months on
early indications of the shape of

the Clinton plan.

Senior drug company execu-

tives generally expressed support

for Mr Clinton's aims in reform-

ing the healthcare system, but
objected to the price controls and
forced rebates in the plan. Hie
proposal to monitor prices on
new drugs, the requirement for

drugs companies to offer larger

rebates to Medicare, and the
overall cap on healthcare spend-

ing. prompted the most dismay
among company executives.

“New Medicare rebates would

increase the corporate tax burden
by billions of dollars a year, tak-

ing money from new drug
research budgets,” said Mr Ray
Egan, senior vice-president of
Bristol-Myers Squibb. “Research
and development would be less

likely because it would be more
difficult to recover the costs asso-

ciated with bringing a new drug
to market”
Schering-Plough warned:

“Rebates, rationing and global
budgets - all a form of manda-
tory price controls - pose a sig-

nificant threat to the continued
viability of the pharmaceutical
industry. Such controls will inev-

itably curtail R&D risk-taking.”

The US drugs companies
claimed that market pressure for

lower healthcare costs had
already led to a sharp fall in drug
price inflation, and that this pro-

cess should be allowed to con-

tinue unhindered by regulation.

All the leading US drug stocks

were up by midday yesterday.

with the biggest gains seen by
Pfizer, up $1% to $62%, Bristol-

Myers Squibb, up $l'/i to $58%,
and Schering Plough, up $1% to

$64%. But the rises come after

declines which have wiped about
40 per cent off the value of the
biggest drug companies this year.

European drugs companies,
meanwhile, broadly welcomed Mr
Clinton's reforms, but also

expressed concerns about the
Medicare rebates. Many Euro-
pean groups generate more than

25 per cent of their sales in the

US, the world's largest drugs
market worth about S65bn a year.

Dr Richard Sykes, Glaxo chief

executive, said: “The plan itself is

a bold initiative and we give it

broad support," but added that if

the government “insists on
everything on the cheap then the
industry has a problem”.

Stern test. Page 6
Tastegood factor. Page 19

Lex, Page 20

Kuwait misled UK over shares
I

Heidelberger

Continued from Page 1

years. The best known beneficia-

ries of this convention are the

hugely wealthy oil-producing
states such as Abu Dhabi Brunei

and Kuwait, which have built up
large portfolios of securities and
property in the UK and other
industrialised countries.

The disclosure of Kuwait's ruse
to disguise the ownership of the
BP shares is certain to compli-

cate relations between the UK
and one of its closest Gulf allies.

The Financial Times has
obtained documentary evidence
that the KIO has managed KPCs
funds for 10 years. This secret

'

arrangement between the KIO
and the KPC has for the first

time been confirmed by the presi-

dent of the KIO, Mr Rashaid Al-

Badr. “We manage money for the
KPC he said.

Mr AFBadr. however, said he
did not believe the KPC had
bought the BP shares, although
he was not at the KIO at the time
of the BP raid.

A former former Kuwaiti offi-

cial said he understood that the
remaining 9.7 per cent holding in

BP had now been transferred out
of KPC's special account at the
KIO and into the KIO's main
portfolio.

However, he said he believed

that income from the BP shares
was still being transferred to the
KPC account
A large part of KPCs invest-

ments managed by the KIO,
which eventually totalled $5bn.

was hidden in a specially created

account, the Number Two
account at a Swiss bank. Lom-
bard Odier. It was managed by
the late Mr Trevor Ball who was
the KIO's chief investment man-
ager until he died in 1991.

The Inland Revenue finds itself

in a difficult position. It is aware
of the evidence that the pur-
chaser of the BP shares was the

KPC. However, when giving
Kuwait the £458m tax credit in

1988, it received a statement from
Kuwait that the shares were
directly owned by the state and
therefore qualified for tax immu-
nity.

"It is not easy to challenge a
statement made by a sovereign”,

said a UK official “especially one
of our main allies in the Gulf."

Continued from Page 1

i by the deal would guarantee the

holding company’s future
growth. La G£n6rale is placing

more emphasis on the financial

and services sectors as its main
source of profit.

Yesterday, the group
announced that this strategy had
led to a slight increase in first-

half profits, from BFr3.65bn to

BFr3.67bn, before exceptional
Items. Net profits slipped from
BFr4.47bn to BFr4.37bn.

In 1992, CBR achieved consoli-

dated net profits of BFr3.1bn on
sales of BFr47bn, and has just

announced first-half profits down
13.4 per cent on the equivalent

period. Heidelberger recorded
after-tax profits of DM122m in

1992 on turnover of DM3bn.

FT WORLD WEATHER

Europe today
A depression over the Alps and southern

Germany will push warm air over central Europe
towarte the west, causing widespread rain over \
the Benelux countries and France. Numerous 10Z

^
thundery showers are Kkety to develop over the

Alps as well as northern and central Italy.

On the eastern side of the depression, high

temperatures win persist with readings of over

30C possible over the Balkan countries. The UK
win have a rather cloudy day, with rain

approaching slowly from both the west and the

east Scandinavia will be mainly dry with

sunshine at times. Isolated showers of rain or .o*

snow are possible over northern Finland and
the north-western CIS.

Five-day forecast

It will continue unsettled over large parts of

central Europe. The heaviest rain wifl spread “"5m
towards Germany and southern Scandinavia GzL,

during the weekend.
Warm conditions over south-eastern Europe will

gradually disappear, with Spain and Portugal ^
having more sun ami higher temperatures.

The UK will be only slightly unsettled at first,

but more rain can be expected by early next

week when new frontal systems approach from ,

the west jr

iBoiter®®® 1
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Warin'from CoM front In KPH ...
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TODAY’STHMPERATURES

Quality flights made in Germany.

@ Lufthansa
German Airlines

Situation at 12 GMT. Tampentiures maximum tor day. Forecasts by MStoo Consult of the NMfMriMdb

Cardiff cloudy 16 firankfcrt far 23 Malta fair 27 Rio
Chicago sun 22 Geneva rein 17 Manchester cloudy 16 Riyadi
Cologne cloudy 21 Gibraltar sun 24 Marfa fair 33 Rome
O' Salaam fair 31 Glasgow rain IS Mdboune cloudy 14 S. Frsoj

Dakar far 31 Hambug fair 19 Mexico City fair 18 Seoti

Dallas fair 33 HeteinH fair 11 Miami fair 32 Singapore

Delhi fair 34 Hong Kong shower 31 Mtan rain 21 Stockholm
Dubai 3ui 39 Honoiiiu fair 31 Montreal fair 18 Strasbourg

Dubfin shower IS btanbii sun 24 Moscow shower 11 Sydney
Dubrovnik sun 28 Jersey doudy 16 Munich fair 24 Tangier

Edinburgh rain 16 Karachi Hr 33 Nairobi Ihund 29 Tel Aviv

Faro sun 24 Kuwait sun 42 Naples thund 27 Tokyo
L Angelas Ur 26 Nassau fair 31 Toronto .

Las Palmas fair 26 Now York sun 22 Tunis

Lima cloudy 19 Nice Ihund 22 Vancouver

Lisbon fair 22 Nicosia fair 26 Venire

London doudy 16 Oslo fair 15 Vienna

LuxJxxirg doudy 19 Paris rain 18 Warsaw
Lyon thund 18 Perth shower 17 Washington
Madeira fair 24 Prague fair 23 WeDngton
Madrid fair 20 Rangoon cloudy 30 Winnipeg

Majorca Mr 22 ReykjavK shower 8 Ziefch

Maximum Belfast rail 14 Cardiff cloudy 16 Rankftet fair 23 Malta
Cetaws Belgrade sun 28 Chicago sun 22 Geneva rain 17 Manchester

Abu Dhabi sun 4C Berlin fair 21 Cologne doudy 21 Gibraltar sun 24 Marfa
Accra shower 32 Bermuda Ur 31 D' Salaam fail 31 Glasgow ran IS Mdboune
Aigfera fair 26 Bogota fair 18 Dakar fair 31 Hambug fair 19 Mexico City

Amsterdam rate 14 Bombay shower 30 Dallas taJr 33 HeteinH fair 11 Miami

Athens sun 27 Brussels rain 16 Delhi Ur 34 Hong Kong showor 31 fcSan

a Aires cloudy 13 Budapest SUl 26 Dubai 3UI 39 Honoiiiu fair 31 Montreal

BJan fair 16 CJragen fair 18 Duten shower 15 btanbii 8UI 24 Moscow
Bangkok thund 33 Cairo sun 31 Dubrovnik sun 28 Jersey doudy 16 Munich

Barcelona shower 21 Cape Town fair 19 Edinburgh rain 16 Karachi Mr 33 Nairobi

Beijing sun 26 Caracas fair 27 Faro sun 24 Kuwait sun 42 Naples

L Angelos Mr 26 Nassau

doudy 24
sun 40

thund 26
fair 23
fair 28
(ah’ 30
fair 12
rati 22
ter 18
fair 22
sun 30

shower 20
sun 20
fair 28
fair 18
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ihund 21

THE LEX COLUMN

No cheer at Guinness (

;

Since whisky drinkers tend to be older

people, it starts to look as though they

wiB all be dead before they get round

to trading up again. Yesterday's

interim figures from Guinness were

another case of hope deferred, this

time till 1995. First half spirits profits

fell 10 per cent at constant exchange

rates, and, while whisky sales rose 2

per cent by volume, luxury brands
showed a fan of 5 pm- cent. The longer

Guinness continues to produce such

disappointing results, the more insis-

tent is the question of whether a strat-

egy based on pushing customers
towards ever more expensive brands is

fundamentally flawed. It is not much
consolation that an the volume fell in

luxury brands was due to specific

problems in Thailand, Mexico and Bra-

zil These arejust the sort of emerging
markets tailor-made for trading up.

Having set so much store by brand
gnhanrPTTignt, though, Guinness can-

not afford to admit to doubt It may be

right that economic recovery will

eventually revive demand for high-

priced spirits, but the feint flicker of a
revival in the US is hardly yet conclu-

sive evidence. One problem is that

high stocks win keep the base price

for standard whiskies depressed. That
will limit Guinness’ ability to raise

prices on its premium products.

At best it wiU be years before the

Guinness promise feeds through to

profits growth. At worst the company
far**; the tricky task of shifting from

high margin exclusive brands to a
more volume-driven approach. Guin-

ness already seems to be hedging its

bets by stepping up its marketing
effort on neglected cheaper brands. Its

strong cash flow and dividend cover

provide some reassurance, but even
at last night's close of 427p, a yield of

3-5 per cent is hardly attractive.

Pharmaceuticals
The muted response of the stock

market to President Clinton’s health-

care proposals reflects the absence of
either hard detail or nasty shocks.
Drug companies should gam volume
sales as the healthcare net is widened.

The trade-off is lower prices as the

discounts demanded by the govern-

ment's Medicare programme for the

elderly increase, and power concen-

trates in the hands of big private sec-

tor buyers. The overall impact is likely

to be negative, but investors were
anticipating as much. The extent of

the riamagp will not be dear until the

process of political horse-trading has

come to an end.

FT-SE Index? 3001.3 (-6.2J

Guinness

P/E ratio relative to the

Dataslrggn Total Market Index P/E ratio

1.4 "V~T—1 -

1990 91 92 90

Source QstH&oara

True, drugs companies have escaped

direct price controls. But prices paid

by big buyers of healthcare are

already falling as market forces take

hold. By proposing to extend the role

of such buying groups. President Clin-

ton is simply accelerating the trend.

Capping the rate of growth in health

insurance premiums may anyway
have much the same effect as direct

controls, since insurers will have more
of an incentive to restrict the cost of

claims. Malting all employers bear at

least 80 per cent of healthcare costs

will equally increase the number of

parties with an interest in keeping
drugs prices down.
The range of responses by drugs

companies to such change, in the US
and elsewhere, suggests a degree of

confusion. Glaxo believes that innova-

tive research and good marketing will

suffice. Wellcome is developing its

position in over-the-counter medicines,

while others are moving into low-cost

generic drugs. Merck’s acquisition of

Medco, the postal drugs distributor, is

a bold attempt at vertical integration.

Not all the options wifi turn out to be

correct
• •

Wm Morrison
Chill winds from the north blew

through the food retailing sector yes-

terday'and knocked another 5 per cent

from Tesco and Salisbury's share
prices. WiIKam Morrison's interim fig-

ures showed just how pressure on
margins is increasing with turnover

up by almost 20 per cent and profits

up by barely 5. Equally alarming was
the company’s acknowledgement that
consumers are trading down, and that

Morrison wifi respond with lower mar-

gins. The message tor those superetoju

operators who have paid up to. twice;

what Morrison has forked out^mr a.'

typical site is dear. Returns- on ca$|L
employed - which the groom ha#'

long argued are not excessive ~-saa$

about to turn distinctly sour. Aggress

sive pricing of branded, prodnctfr iastyi

also intensify as manufacturer*

respond to weak sales with price cafi£.

exacerbating the deflation oTsupe^'

stores’ turnover and profits-

As share prices fell however, the,

search for value starts: Marram 1$:

particularly badly placed since ffr

miserly l per cent yield oeere'Stfe.

defence. Even with most of the profits

retained in the business, there wfll be

a rash outflow over the aexr year fe

pay for the “unabated” store opetih&
programme and new distribution facil-

ities. On that basis, Tesco*s 2ft percacd-

yield premium to the market oughtfe
offer some comfort. Yet its bigher cop^

base and the suspicion that

gross margins has onlyjust begun
weight heavy. Even mighty
bury’s sub-market yield looks’, under,

threat. Sainsbury has always looked1

immune to the sector’s trouhtesLBut

until yesterday, that was true of Mop :

risen, too.

Mirror Group ;7:

The run up in Mirror Group’S shared

over the past year is good news for the:

administrators, bnt raises the question

of how much value is left for those:

who are lining up for the book-birild-

fng exercise. There wifi be no dividend

until 1994, and even then any payout

is likely to be modest At the same,

time, the current share price of 178p-

offers buyers only a small discount to

the market's rating. Given the risks, a.

lower rating may be required to shift,

such a large stake. v
Most worrying is the thought that

the genial bonhomie of the chancellor'

masks a preparedness to slap VAT on
newspapers. He has, after ail, taken on
lobbies such as doctors, teachers and
the police m the past That would give

another twist to the screw currently

being applied by News International's

cover price cut So far,, the Minor’s
circulation has not been damaged,
though given its heavy dependence on
circulation revenue It can neither
afford to match the effort nor allow a
long term gap to open. Perhaps poten-

tial investors should ponder the feet

that ho buyer has been prepared to

pay for control of this singular media
product at anything like the current
share price.

A busyweek at Flemings
Monday20 September Tuesday 21 September
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Murray International Trust PLC Jr.’ 1.'
1

MurrayIncomeTrust PLC
Murray Smaller MarketsTrustPLC

JIB Group picMurrayVentures PLC

! Acceptance ofthe
Recommended Offer for £20.7 million

MurrayJohnstone Holdings
Limited

i
Rights Issue

and the

by
proposed acquisition of

UnitedAssetManagement
Corporation

Nicolls Pointing

The Fleming
Chinese InvestmentTrustpic

Placingand Offer

ofup to

£60 million in Ordinary Shares
with Warrants

The MerseyDocks and
HarbourCompany

£79.2 million

Underwritten Rights Issue

for the

proposed acquisition of

MedwayPorts Limited
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VENTURE
1~FINANCIAL TIMES SURVEY

AND DEVELOPMENT CAPITAL

l*

Poor returns are prompting radical

reforms in the venture capital industry,

reports Charles Batchelor. The
accepted practices by which the
industry has lived for the past decade
are now being challenged by its

increasingly critical investors

A rethink on
performance
measures

Friday September 24 1993

S MALLER companies
that receive backing
from venture and devel-

opment capitalists seem to he
emerging from the recession
more rapidly than their larger
counterparts. Stock market
interest in venture backed
companies is stronger now
than for many years and in

recent months a succession of

venture funded firms has
obtained a listing.

Significant deal flow -

attractive propositions worth
backing - is yet to appear in
this initial stage of recovery,
but all the indicators point to

an upturn in worthwhile
investments. Behind the
scenes, however, the venture
and development capital indus-

try is undergoing an intensive

overhaul.

The practices and assump-
tions by which the industry
has lived for the past 10 years
are being challenged by its

increasingly critical investors.

The changes currently under
way include:

• A search for a more rigor-

ous set of valuation guidelines

to meet investor concern at the

leeway venture funds have to
fudge performanca
• Work on performance mea-
sures which will allow inves-

tors to compare the results of

the funds in which they are
invested and to monitor the
performance of their own
in-house managers.
• A radical rethink of the
methods by which venture
managers raise money from
investors. Institutions are
increasingly unwilling to tie

their money to the traditional

10-year venture partnerships.
A desperate search for funds
by venture capitalists Is

The fundamental reforms
now taking place should

lead to a more
responsive and

cost-effective industry

by the late 1900s

prompting some innovative
new financing structures.

• Hectic activity in a fast

developing secondary market
for venture portfolios. This is

driven by disillusioned inves-

tors seeking to rid themselves
of unwanted portfolios and by
the need for venture capitalists

to increase the sums under
management and hence their

management fees. If managers
are unable to raise new money
for their funds they will settle

for recycling existing portfo-

lios. Some of these issues have

already been laced In the more
developed US venture capital

market, but they have yet to

impact strongly on the venture
market in continental Europe.
For the moment it is the UK
which Is leading the way for

venture capital throughout Che
continent.

The British Venture Capital

Association (BVCA) drew its

first set of valuation guidelines
in 1991 to help investors assess
the worth of their portfolios.

The guidelines were a valu-
able first step for assessing
portfolio worth, but they still

left too much room for subjec-
tivity, says Mr Iain TuHoch, a
director of Murray Johnstone
and head of the BVCA’s valua-
tion committee. A revised set

of guidelines is expected to be
published in October.
The new guide imposes

stricter rules for writing down
investments and requires more
information for investors. Pre-

viously venture capitalists

made a provision for “perma-
nent'’ diminution of value,
allowing the unscrupulous to

argue that a single poor set of

results was not necessarily per-

manent. Provisions must now
be made whether or not the
fall in value is permanent
The next step for the venture

capital industry is to use these
more uniform guidelines to

draw a set of performance mea-
sures enabling Investors to

compare different venture
funds.

Reference to the thousands
of investments made since 1980

is required to devise any mean-
ingful performance measures.
The BVCA hopes to publish
initial performance data next
year.

Performance Indicators,
when made readily available,

will also enable the venture
capitalist to attract investors

to sound fluids. However, in

making fund performance
more transparent the less suc-

cessful funds will likely not
succeed.

Dissatisfaction with the fund
performance has contributed to

the sharp drop in new money
for the industry.

Independent UK venture
funds, which account for about

45 per cent of ail activity but
act as a bellwether for the
industry, raised just £300m in

1992, the third year of decline,

according to BVCA figures.

The investment picture was
more positive with UK funds
investing £L4bn, a 15 per cent

rise on the year before. The
BVCA remains concerned,
however, that the industry
may have used up its funds

“pool" by the end of the 1990s.

For Europe as a whole, the
stronger performance of some
continental economies in 1992

led to small increases in funds
raised and amounts invested.

New fundraising increased by

0.6 per cent to Ecu4.2bn
(£3.21bn) while investments
rose 1.5 per cent to Ecu4.7bn,

according to the European
Venture Capital Association.

The UK and European indus-

try remained focused on later

stage investments - develop-

ment capital, buy-outs and
buy-ins - while start-ups and
early stage details continued In
the minority.

Poor fund performance, lead-

ing to a more critical investor

less inclined to invest new
money has forced the industry

to become more inventive in

its fundraising activity and
move away from the typical 10-

year limited partnership.

Baronsmead, a medium-sized
independent fund has
attempted to lure investors

with a promise to return com-
mitted funds at any time if

requested and to give investors

a say in the choice of compa-
nies backed. Legal & General
Ventures, part of Legal & Gen-
eral life assurance group, has
unveiled plans for a series of
rolling one-year funds which

would return uninvested cash

at the year end.
Mrs Carol Ames, In charge of

unquoted investments for
Eagle Star Investment Manag-
ers, says: “Arrangements
between investors and venture

capitalists will be made on
more of an individual basis in

future."

Venture capitalists have
become aware that in introduc-

ing new measures to boost

fluids, the investor’s approach
to Investments Is becoming
more short term - leading to

demands for impossibly early

returns. Mr Jornvy Maxwell,
manager of unquoted invest-

ments at Standard Life Assur-

ance, says, the growing second
hand portfolio and partnership

market is changing the shape
of the industry.

“Cannibalism is well under
way. Almost all the serious

players are asking if any port-

folios are available. They are

looking to poach contracts

from other managers,” he says.

Venture capitalists are even
willing to accept lower man-
agement fees or a smaller
share in the capital gain to win
a portfolio.

One venture firm. Foreign &
Colonial Ventures, specialises

in acquiring unwanted portfo-

lios and selling off invest-

ments. It is currently winding
down two portfolios.

“We don’t have to apologise

for the mistakes that have
been made,” says Mr James
Nelson, managing director.

“If the original manager ha-a

paid £10m for an investment
now worth only £3m he will be
reluctant to selL We do not
have that problem." Winding
down portfolios early is

encouraged by the reduction in

profits over time.

Change in the venture capi-

tal industry has been driven by
investors’ dissatisfaction with

fund performance and a grow-

ing awareness that they
deserve a better deal. The fun-

damental reforms now taking

place should lead to a more
responsive and cost-effective

industry by the late 1990s.

But change will not take
place without casualties. Fund
managers who can adapt
quickly might survive - for

some it may already be too
late.

Venturer of the Year award:
Michael Peagram. above. Is this

year's overall winner. His

remarkable story is on pages five

and six of this survey, together

with details of category winners.
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Charles Batchelor fears the shake-out may claim more victims

Weaker players at risk

T he steady contraction of
the UK venture capital

industry appears to have
slowed over the past 12
months. Bat the present pause,
for from marking the end of
the shakeout of weaker play-

ers, may be merely the lull

before the storm.

There are no signs that UK
institutions are more willing to

increase their investments in
the short term and overseas
investors have been almost as

reluctant to provide funds. At
one stage this year no fewer
than 40 UK venture firms were
looking to raise new finance.

Some venture capitalists are
attempting to attract private
individuals as investors in
their funds but this can be
time consuming and can lead
to complicated fund structures.

“The big crunch will come in
the next 12 to 24 months when
people have been unable to

raise more money," says Mr
James Nelson, managing direc-

tor of Foreign & Colonial Ven-
tures.

“Will investors be willing to

commit their funds to the

smaller teams of venture capi-

talists for the next few years?”

Mr Nelson does not believe

there will be a large contrac-

tion in the amount of money
available for the industry to
invest - though the pool of

finance available has already
shrunk markedly from the
position in the late 1980s. But
he does think it will be spread
among a smaller number of
venture funds.

This gloomy view of pros-

pects for the Industry's less

successful players is shared by
Mr Jonny Maxwell, in charge

of unquoted investments for

Standard Life Assurance Com-
pany.

“There will be a great con-
traction in the industry with
only five or six managers capa-

ble of closing a serious fund,"

he says.

Opinions differ in the ven-
ture industry as to who will

feature in the big league but
among the most frequently
mentioned names are CINVen,
Charterhouse, Phiidrew Ven-
tures, Candover Investments,
Morgan Grenfell Development
Capital and Schroder Ventures.
These all specialise in the
larger development capital

deals and management buy-
outs/buy-ins.

The general industry
assumption that the “captive"

funds owned by the large

banks had a guaranteed future
has been somewhat shaken by
the decision of one or two of
the big banks to withdraw.
TSB Group's decision to sell

Hill Samuel Development Capi-

Raqional base: outskfa of London, Manchester (above) loads the way as regards pmdpal funds baaed in the

radons of Britain. For much of tha 1980s, the venture capital industry was based largely In London and the

s^ttv-east, but bv recant yaars It has achieved a better spread across other remora - see report, page six

tal - its portfolio is being

wound down by F&C Ventures
- showed venture/development
capital was not central to ail

the banks' activities.

But Mr Ron Hollidge, manag-
ing director of Lloyds Develop-

ment Capital and chairman of

the British Venture Capital

Association, believes the banks

will generally want to continue

their development capital

activities.

“I don't see the UK clearing

hanks pulling out," he says.

"They recognise the need for

expertise in structuring deals

involving equity to help com-
panies recover from the reces-

sion.” Support for this view
comes from the decision of the

For all the pressures of

recent years, the UK
venture capital industry

is remarkably diverse

Royal Bank of Scotland to

recruit a farmer senior 3i exec-

utive to head a department
aimed at using equity in just

this way.
But while the banks may

.want to continue their Involve-

ment in development capital

they may not all want to do it

in quite the same way as in the

past
Two foreign banks with UK-

based venture operations have
recently established looser

links with their development
capital operations.

In July, Citicorp spun off its

European venture capital

activities into an independent
company, CVC Venture Part-

ners, which is fully-owned by
the US bank’s existing Euro-
pean venture management
team. Citicorp will continue to

provide funds to CVC Venture

Partners but the venture activ-

ities wffl be free of the restric-

tions of US banking laws.

One advantage of creating

independent venture capital

operations is that remunera-
tion packages no longer have
to fit within the usual banking
procedures.

There may be only a handful
of very large players left in the

venture capital market by the
end of the decade but there
will also be a place for the
niche players. Several long-es-

tablished venture teams have
reputations for backing compa-
nies with a technology bias in

fields such as healthcare, bio-

technology and information
technology.

Advent has specialised in
medical instruments, diagnos-
tics and software and is raising

a life sciences fund.

“We don’t back start-ups but
we do invest in companies
which have a product and
which need to break into more
than one country at once,”
says Sir David Cooksey, chair-

man.
These specialist players are

sometimes introduced to deals

by the larger venture groups
which lack expertise in that
particular area. But sometimes
the larger players establish

more permanent relationships

to make these specialised

investments.

Trinity Capital is one, mak-
ing investments in the health-

care. environmental and infor-

mation technology fields for its

three backers, 3i Charterhouse

and Alex. Brown, a US invest-

ment hank.

For much of the 1980s the
venture capital industry was
based largely in London and
the south-east but in recent

years it has achieved a better

spread across other regions.

This shift towards making
more Investments In the
regions is expected to continue
over the next few years,
according to a recent review by
accountants Arthur Andersen.
Midland Rank hag contrib-

uted to this greater regional
diversity with the launch of a
series of regional funds. Mid-
land planned to launch 11
funds with a total of £5Sm to

Invest, most of it raised from
local investors.

After a slow start, because of
the problem of finding backers
in the depths of the recession,

this regional network is now
coming together.

These developments have
chailangpd the onno dominant
position of 3i, Britain’s largest
venture capital company, in

the regions though 3i stfTI has
a more extensive network of
offices than any of its rivals.

The past year has not beer
happy for 31 It went through a
painful slimming process to

counter the recession and to
prepare for a stock market flo-

tation but the listing plans
were postponed indefinitely in

April AS a result Si's chairman
left.

Despite these setbacks 31

says it has sufficient resources

to finance a revival of UK busi-

ness at the end of the reces-

sion. At the same time it is

looking to raise outside funds,

for the first time, to finance an
expansion of its continental
European activities.

For all the pressures erf the
past three years, the UK ven-

ture capital industry still

retains a remarkable diversity.

The casualties of any further

retrenchment will be those
funds which have either failed

to establish a good perfor-

mance record or a strong pro-

file.

“—so recovery is under way. And so it should

be. James Capd, a firm erf City stockbrokers,

reckons that Britain’s combined monetary-

fiscal mix is at ios loosest since die Barber

boom of the early 1970’s.”

THE ECONOMIST, 19JUNE »»

“The economy contracted by 0.4 pc last year,

compared with the 22 pc shrinkage recorded

in 1991, confirming the green shoots theory

expoused last year by the former ChanceHot

Norman Lamont, according to official

figures released yesterday.”

THE DAILY TELEGRAPH, Z7 AUGUST W3>

“Hie economic recovery i

a

accelerating,

according to the latest quarterly forecast frpm

die latest rise in house prices, wiQ

reinforce hopes that the economy is finally

on the upswing.”

THE OBSERVER, 5 SEPTEMBER 1950

“Consumer confidence in the economic

recovery was highlighted yesterday with

the release of official figures revealing

sustained growth in new consumer

borrowings and a news report announcing

year-on-year gains in all sectors of

consumer credit extended by companies

other than bank and buikfing

THE DAILYTELEGRAPH, 7 SEPTEMBER 1993

The recession is ending. At least, so ail the

VVE’RE

the Confederation of British Industry. The

economy is expected to grow by L7 per cent

this year and 3 pec cent in 1994, compared with

the L6 per cent and Z6 per cent increases

anticipated in die previous survey in May.”

THE SCOTSMAN. 27 AUGUST 1993

“Profit increases of 15 per cent or more

are expected to be unveiled by some of the

UK’s leading manufacturers, which, firflowing

signs ate saying. If it’s true, how are you going

to maximise the opportunities die recovery will

surely present? At Clydesdale Bank Equity

we’re planning to quadruple the amount

invested by tbe year 1996.

So, if your own plans need development capital

from a reliable financial partner get in touch

with Neil Kennedy. His number; like die

recovery is right under your nose.

Ob Clydesdale Bank Equity

30 ST VINCENT PLACE GLASGOW G! 2HL. TELEPHONE 041 248 7070. a member op imho.

INVESTORS’ VIEWPOINT

Pressures rise for a rethink as

returns fail to satisfy

I

NVESTORS in venture capi-

tal have put increasing pres-

sure on fund managers over

the past few years to defiver

better value for money. The
pension funds, insurance com-
panies and “gatekeepere” have
sought performance “hurdles"

before the managers take their

profit and a lowering of man-
agement fees.

In many instances tbe ven-
ture capitalists have responded
to these requests while the
industry has also begun work-
ing on a system of valuation
and performance measures.
But, if the venture capitalists

thought that this would be
annngh to satisfy their critics

they may be sadly disap-
pointed.

There is every sign that
investors are stiU not happy
with the returns on their
money. They are pushing for
an even more fundamental
rethink of tbe way the industry
is structured. It will take more
than the ending of the UK
recession to persuade the insti-

tutions to devote more funds to
venture capital

“What has changed is the
way we look at venture capital

funds," says Mrs Carol Ames,
director of Eagle Star Invest-

ment Managers.
"The high fees of the US ven-

ture capital industry were
transferred to the UK without
taking account of the feet that

the US has a larger economy, a
bigger venture capital market
and more of a focus on start-

ups."

The generous management
fees - typically 2 to 2V* per-

cent of funds invested - moemt
there was less of an incentive

for UK venture managers to
maximise the value of their

High fees in theUS have been transferred to the UK
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investments and earn their 20
per cent share of profits or
“carry" by selling or floating

their portfolio companies, com-
ments Mrs Ames.
At the same time, as funds

grew larger, the management
fees came to represent substan-
tial sums of money. Investors

have put on pressure for man-
agement fees to taper off as the

funds get larger. Above £200m
managers might only earn 1-114

to 1-1% per cent in fees. “There
is less ignorance now about
economies of scale," says Mr
Jonny Maxwell in charge of

unquoted investments at Stan-

dard Life Assurance.
Institutions were sometimes

so naive in the early days of
venture capital that they are
now reluctant to re-examine
the terms of those early deals

because of the embarrassment
it would cause.

“Deals were done on a hand

shake," recalls Mr MaxweH “It

amounted to saying; ’We will

send you vast amounts of
money for a big fee and you
will do your best to get a ven-

ture capital return.*"

Investors have now become
more sophisticated in structur-

ing deals, as is evidenced by
the innovative arrangements
being proposed by certain
funds. Baronsmead will allow
investors to withdraw their

funds at shut notice and have
a say in the companies in

which it invests, while Legal &
General Ventures has
announced plans for a series of

rolling funds which return
uninvested amounts to the
institutions at the end of the
year.

M ANY investors are
unhappy with the tra-

ditional 10-year part-

nerships which have become
the norm in the UK They tie

op the investors’ money for a
long period and give the insti-

tution little opportunity to
influence investment policy or
withdraw if things go wrong.
The investor has no guarantee
that the managers he backs in

year one will still be there 10

or even five years later.

“Institutions want to be able
to change their asset allocation

more easily so they rrtm Hm**

their own cash flows,” says
Mrs Ames. “They ,want a struc-

ture which allows them to
commit their funds for less
than 10 years and would a
choice of investments too."

But opinion is divided over
tiie question of 10-year funds.

There are some signs of a shift

away from the partnership

structure towards venture cap-

ital companies which would
have an unlimited life. This
might have the virtue of free-

ing the venture capitalists

from the unnatural constraints

ofa 10-year deadline but, in the
view , of some investors, would
remove any pressure on the
fund managers to realise their

investments.

“The 10-year deadline does
impose a discipline otherwise
managers would just sit on
their investments drawing
their fees,” comments Mr
Rhoddy Swire, managing direc-

tor of Pantheon Holdings,
which invests in venture funds
for its institutional clients.

The institutions are sot

determined that future ii
w

merits should be made, qa-j£*\j

more equitable bass. Tbey kre - r

keen for existing investmesfe^

to be more accurately valued..V

To this end the British Venha^,.;

Capital Association <BVCA$
introduced a set of valuation;

guidelines at the beginning o£>
1991. Welcome though -ibe 7-

guidelines were they have not

dispelled the unease of inver-

tors and have recently besa,;;'

revised to make them
effective. ...i“

“A rule is. only as gooda&J&V-
implementation,” sayfi Mr..7~

Swire, who is concerned, that:

venture capitalists might he '

distracted from their nfeifc

business by the need to devoted *

time to the issue of valuations. \>

“I would rather people s&stikX

precisely to what they say is /i
the basis of their valuations^'-

he says. He does not accept

face a value Harms that a

"

conforms to the BVCA
lines.

Mrs Ames shares this sceptL .

rism. “People sometimes daim ; ,

they meet the guidelines when -

:

they don’t and they always; :

’

have - good reasons for not
meeting the rules," she says.. ;,

“The guidelines need to be
more precise and there needs

to be some enforcement I :

think tbe venture industry is" 7

becoming aware of this ami it V

will slowly get better."

At the moment though,'

when fund-raising is so diffi- •

cult and venture capitalists are

under, extreme pressure in
make their investment returns

look good, absolute honesty
can penalise a fund when oth-

ers are less scrupulous.

A frequent complaint which
the venture capital industry
makes against the institutions

is that they seek to impose
short-term performance mea-
sures on an industry which is

long-term in its investments.
“Your returns drop after you
have made heavy invest-
ments," says Mr Robin Hall,
managing director of CINVen,
which manages funds for the
pension funds of British Coal
British Rail and Barclays
Bank. “It is either feast or fam-
ine.”.

Enlightened investors are
ready to acknowledge the con-
straints under which venture
fund managers have to work.
But it looks as though it wifi

be some time before the indus-
try has regained investors’ con-
fidence sufficiently to justify
them committing substantial
new funds to the sector.

Charles Batchelor

Paul Thomas Km LanJsbrrg Paul Minim

Cam.

Tim Raffle

(M3

ECI is a leading independent venture capital group. Recent
buyouts from EMAR First National Finance, Maxwell and Whitbread
the buyouts of National Express, Prontaprint, Treats and Gant* WorfihL
*DiR,ni.v elu _ COfW. **’ tONDOM WT3F Trt

ventures
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The switch to later-stage investments

Start-up prospects
remain uncertain
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OCT UK venture capi-
talists have lost
money helping busi-

nesses to get started and back-
ing them in the early stages.
Neither the "portfolio”
approach, scattering money

•^across a broad spread of new
'businesses in the hope that
some wQl succeed, nor more
selective investments have
paid off.

The result has been that in
both the UK and continental
Europe the venture capital
industry has progressively
withdrawn from backing start-
ups and switched to later-stage
investments. Backing new
businesses is no less time-con-
suming than backing estab-
lished ones but the risks are
much greater and the time
taken to generate profits much
longer.

Nor has it proved possible to
finance the odd start-up
among an otherwise later-stage

^portfolio. Dealing with start-
ups is so different from provid-
ing large amounts of develop-
ment capital or funding man-
agement buy-outs that many
venture capital groups have
abandoned early-stage deals
altogether.

In the UK, early-stage invest-

ments accounted for 17 per
cent of deals by number and
seven per cent by value in
1992. In Europe as a whole, the
picture was similar- early-stage

investments were 15 per cent
of deals by number and six per
cent by value.

In Britain, companies such
as JM3 and (Mend Seedcom

^Ventures, specialists at the
early stage end of investing,

pulled out while even Si, the
largest supporter of early-stage

investments, has also sharply
reduced its activity.

In the late 1980s, 3i was regu-
larly hacking more than 250
start-ups a year, peaking at
just over 300 in 1990. These
numbers have since been
reduced sharply and in 1992 it

backed only 58 "management
start-ups." They accounted for

just £l5m out of total new
investments of £310m although
start-up investments are
almost invariably smaller than

later stage deals.

"It is often a problem to find

other people willing to back a
start-up," says John Platt, a 31

director. "It took us 18 months
to put one deal together."

The nature of start-ups

The European Commission has shown ftaeM more wKng to put money
Into meeting the overheads of early stage funds.

which win venture backing has
also changed over the years.
Enthusiastic inventors with a
good idea have fallen out of
favour and start-ups tend to be
led by experienced managers.
"We don't back “black box'

start-ups,” says Mr James Nel-
son, managing director of For-
eign & Colonial Ventures.
"Generally we wouldn't back
someone with a product which
was not selling We would sup-
port managers with a good
idea and some acquisitions
already identified.”

There have been several

lievedly gloomy however. In
the technology field start-ups

continue to be financed by spe-

cialist funds. “We back start-

ups in the environmental area
and will do early-stage in

the health care sector," says
Mr John Walker, senior part-

ner of Trinity Capital Partners.

"But you have to have a portfo-

lio mix which keeps your
investors happy.”
A notable exception to the

venture sector’s Inexorable
move upscale has been the
cluster of seed capital funds
managed by Lucius Cary, pub-

The nature of start-ups which win venture backing
has changed over the years. Enthusiastic inventors

with a good idea have fallen out of favour

deals in the hotels and pubs
sector where experienced man-
agers have obtained venture
backing for the purchase of
properties from the large hotel
chains or brewers. Such trans-

actions have more of the fla-

vour of acquisition finance
than start-ups as envisaged in

the early days of venture capi-

tal.

Start-up has also come to

mean the extension of a for-

mula, successful in one coun-

try, into another country.

In one recent deal Apax Part-

ners backed a “start-up,” Xpe-
dite Systems, a York-based
company providing sophisti-

cated tax systems, with £3m.
But while Xpedite was a new
company in the UK the British

deal followed an $8m dollar

investment in Xpedite’s U&
"sister” company by Apax*s US
office.

The picture for the more tra-

ditional start-up is not mire-

lisher of Venture Capital
Report, a monthly newsletter

which attempts to match inves-

tors with entrepreneurs seek-

ing finance.

Mr Cary, a dogged supporter
of the start-up sector, is raising

his fifth fund. Seed Invest-

ments IV, with a target size of
ggm This would be his largest

fund yet - the largest previ-

ously was £650,000. Two pen-

sion funds have already prom-
ised to provide £lm towards
the total.

The previous three Seed
Investments funds were
backed by Apax Partners- But
Mr Cary said they would not
be contributing to the latest

fund because of the problem of
incorporating very small
investments into their larger

scale activities in mainstream
venture capital.

The fifth fund will be large

enough to allow follow up
investments of up to £200,000 if

the initial £50,000 investment
shows the business has a
future. Mr Cary says his previ-

ous hinds have been successful

because he has concentrated
on a specific type of invest-

ment
He backs innovative entre-

preneurs who have an idea or
product Involving technology.
Typically the first stage of
investment will finance the
development of a prototype.
The business must be hassH

within easy reach of Seed
Investments* offlrea in Henley
on Thames.

In the view of many venture
capitalists, early-stage financ-

ings require a degree of gov-

ernment support to become
worthwhile. Attempts to per-

suade the British government
to put money directly into
meeting the overheads of early-

stage funds have proved unsuc-
cessful however.
The European Commission

has shown itself more willing

to put public money Into back-

ing this sector. Over the past

four years the commission
sponsored the creation of 23
seed capital funds in Europe.
These funds, with 18 estab-

lished funds which have aim
joined the project, make up the

European Seed Capital Fund
Network.
At the beginning of 1993 the

network calculated that it had
helped to create 126 businesses

and more than 1,200 jobs. The
41 funds involved had a total of
Ecu265m under management
The commission estimates

that even if 30 per cent of the
funds advanced have to be
written off, the costs in terms
of creating businesses and jobs
will have been worthwhile.

More recently, a review of

the network carried out for the
commission found that nniaaa

more money was provided the
seed funds would run out of
cash before their investments
started to produce a return.

Many of the funds were too
small to he viable in the longer
term, the report concluded.

Prospects for the Btart-up

sector remain uncertain. Early,

exaggerated expectations of
the venture capital industry's

ability to finance them have
been abandoned. Bank loans
and the entrepreneur’s own
savings set to remain
the main sources Of finance

Charles Batchelor
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GIANT game of hide and
__ seek, with everyone

jgttt blindfold - that is how
one expert describes the fitful

courtship by small businesses

of business angels, the private

investors sometimes prepared

to invest equity capital in

small businesses.

This is a problem, because
the wealthy private investors

("angels" is a generic name
borrowed from the Broadway
slang for individuals interested

in backing promising show
business in the US) could oth-

erwise usefully plug a persis-

tent equity gap - the one that

affects small businesses strug-

gling to attract smaller sums of

capital

This gap was first identified

more than 60 years ago. It

exists partly because venture

capitalists are generally not
interested in investing less

than £250,000. They know it is

cheaper to invest £lm as a

lump sum, rather than split-

ting the money into four differ-

ent investment decisions and
quadrupling research costs.

Mr Colin Mason, senior lec-

turer in economic geography at

Southampton University and
student of the activities of

business angels in the UK,
says: "It is a problem for busi-

nesses which have exhausted

their sources of finance but are

in too small a league to go to

venture capitalists."

Small wonder that people

running small businesses are

prone to visions of wealthy pri-

vate Individuals appearing

_ with wads of cash and common
™ sense, to perform miracles with

their companies. The grander

vision is that of hosts (syndi-

cates) of angels with bigger

wads, led by an archangel.

tfENUOMEN, IDUteWBBn&B A WACM
WacOME TO OUR ww few® MBHBBSV

Private investors can plug a persistent

equity gap in small businesses

On the side of

the angels

A RECENT study by Mr
Masrm and his colleague

at the Ulster Business

School, Professor Richard Har-

rison, found that the kind of

people who become angels

range from big company man-
agers who have retired with

golden han^whflfcgK, to small

businessmen who have sold

out but are looking around for

a second business to help build

up.

Most are well-off but not mil-

lionaires- The average income

of the 86 angels surveyed was

just under £50,000. Almost 45

per cent earned between
£25,000 and £49.000; 16 per cent

earned £100,000 or more.

Small businesses know that

angels are out there. They
amflimi for & sizeable amount

of small business investment

in the US and their presence is

increasingly felt in the UK.
The trouble is they do not

like to advertise. As Mr Mason
says: “They want anonymity.

No one with a spare million

quid is going to advertise the

fact They'd be inundated."

For most business angels,

Investing in a small business is

a spare time activity. Research-

ing those investments is tune

consuming; so most potential

angels rely on friends or infor-

mal contacts to find opportuni-

ties.

What is needed, says Mr
Mnsnn. is “a lonely hearts dat-

ing agency which will bring
small businesses and business

angels together."

In the private sector, this has

been tried. It has failed to

mafcw money for the operators.

The economics simply do not

stack up; the costs of market-

ing, research and guidance

always outweigh the income

from introductions. Mr Mason
says: “There is a need for

somebody to underwrite the

costs.”

Awareness of the problem is

now widespread. Solutions are

being piloted in both the public

and private sector, forming

part of various plans to help

small businesses.

The UK department of

employment made its move in

October 1991, as part of "a sev-

en-point plan to help small

firms and enterprise."

Mr Michael Howard, the then
employment secretary,
announced a programme to

support “business introduc-

tions.”

At the time he described it as

“a measure to tackle the diffi-

culties which some small firms

find In arranging investment

capital.” It involved “a pro-

gramme under which local

Training and Enterprise Coun-
cils and a network of other
organisations will work as

'marriage brokers’ bringing
together investors with money
and small firms with poten-

tial."

Following a competition, pro-

jects were established In Bed-

fordshire. Calderdale and Kirk-

lees, Devon and Cornwall, East
Lancashire and south and east

Cheshire. Mr Howard added:

"This will encourage the

growth in this country of infor-

mal investment, which is wide-

spread and highly successful in

the United States.”

I

N the US, angels are eager

to fond fast-growing compa-
_ nies. Local lawyers and
accountants act as introduc-

tion agents - some estimates

suggest that angels are now
the biggest single source of

investment capital in the coun-

try. Many belong to private

clubs, of which some have off-

shoot angel chapters in dries

across the US. As in the UK.
dub members tend to be for-

mer or current executives
looking for money-spinning
opportunities.

In the UK, Mr Howard's
move Is consistent with the
thrust of current pmaii busi-

ness policy, which is to encour-
age partnerships between large

and small businesses, between
business support networks
(TECS, Enterprise Agencies,
Chambers of Commerce) and
small firms, as well as between
academic institutions and
firms.

This follows the trend away
from grant funding for small

business development; for
example, the government's
Loan Guarantee Scheme is

under government review and
looks likely to be phased out
Moreover, following an

announcement in the March
1992 Budget, the Business
Expansion Scheme (which pro-

vides tax incentives to inves-

tors in small businesses) will

be terminated at the end of
1993. This is sure to please Mr
Howard Davies, director-gen-

eral of Britain’s Confederation
of British Industry (CBfi, the
employers’ organisation.

Earlier this year he criticised

the BES for acting as a “mid-
dle-class tax shelter". As part
of a six-point plan for small

business finance he called for a
replacement to the BBS which
would apply only to invest-

ment in a new type of local

Investment company, through
which small business angels
could take stakes in targeted

ventures.

This summer National West-
minster bank (NatWest)
launched a feasibility study to

see if a national database erf

angels could be set up. The
bank is carrying out a pilot

study in the north-west of
England and the Thames val-

ley, PTamming how much time

and money investors would be
prepared to commit to small

firms.

A recent survey by staff at

the Ulster Business School,

who also have their own six-

point plan for spotting angels,

found that business angels are

"hands-on investors".

Angels want to protect their

investment, but they are also

looking for a "buzz factor”.

This means that a small busi-

ness can benefit from the expe-

rience and skills of its backer,

but it may also have to tolerate

a certain amount of bossing

about

Catherine Milton

Listings have returned to favour

Stock market rediscovers

venture-backed companies
VENTURE capitalists can

hardly believe their good
fortune. After a long

period of famine, stock market
investors have rediscovered an
interest in venture-backed
companies. Most of the compa-
nies that obtained a listing on
the London stock exchange in
the first six months of 1993
had been funded by the ven-
ture industry.

Paradoxically, this upsurge
of activity occurred when the
stock exchange appeared to be
signalling fern interest in the
smaller company. The stock
exchange is thinking of dos-
ing the unlisted securities
market, intended to cater for

the younger company.
European Community legis-

lation had led to the main
market becoming more acces-

sible to amallw Companies and
the USM had fallen ont of
favour with market makers
and companies alike. But its

closure, many felt, might force

some would-be entrants to
delay a listing. Venture capi-

talists and other City interests

are still trying to devise an
alternative mechanism for
helping smaller companies to

market
The maturing of the venture

capital industry which has
alan mean* that many 10-year

foods are approaching the end

of their natural lives. There is

now pressure on many venture
capitalists to realise their

investments and dispose of the
rumps of their portfolios.

Listings have returned to
favour after a long period
when trade sales dominated
the "exit” scene. Larger com-
panies seeking to expand into

a new market niche or add on
a complementary product line

could usually offer more than
a company could raise by
flotation.

This situation has been
reversed in recent months. At
the mid of a recession, trade

buyers are thinner on the
ground and the stock market
has offered attractive prices.

“Smaller stock market compa-
nies are expected to show
above-average growth over the
next few years," says Mr Ron
HotUdge, managing director of
Lloyds Development Capital.

of their businesses.
Despite its plans to close the

USM, the stock exchange has
at the same time made it

easier for very small science-
based companies to come to
market. These companies must
already have an outside inves-

tor and most use the listing to
raise additional finance. They
must also have a reasonable
prospect of making money for
investors.

This has led to a raft of
small bio-technology compa-
nies obtaining a listing. Foun-
ding shareholders are not
allowed to sell their shares for
the first two years but they do
have the benefit of an indepen-
dent valuation of their busl-

The City of London: mafler stock market companies are expected to

show above-average growth over the next lew years

"The picture for exits has dra-

matically improved. There has

been a strong reversal of the
exit pattern in favour of
floats.”

CINVen, which invests on
behalf of the pension funds of

British Coal, British Rail and
Barclays Bank, completed six

sizeable flotations in the first

six months of the year com-
pared with only two trade

sales.

Field Group, a packaging
company, was capitalised at

£l48m when it floated in Jane,
with CINVen’s original £20m
investment tripling in just two
years. RPC Group, another
packaging concern, delivered a
five-fold increase in CINVen’s
original £8m investment, aim
in just two years.

NatWest Ventures, for Its

part, managed to float five of
its portfolio companies in the

first half of 1998, including
Hnlliifay Chemical Tlnldhiga, a
dyestuffs manufacturer valued
at £i6lm, and Carpetright, a
retail chain headed by Sir Phil

Harris, valued at £113m.

A feature of these flotations

was the size of the companies
involved. Investors are now
prepared to wait before taking

a company to market after a
bad experience with some of
the smaller flotations of the

late 1980s. The listing boom
also reflects the coming of age
of buy-outs staged in the late

L980s/earty 1990s. All but one
of CINVen’s Kstings were orig-

inally buy-outs, as was the
case with NatWest Ventures.

AN important attraction

of a float is that these

companies have been
able to achieve very high
prlce/earaings ratios, typically

around 17 or 18.

Expectations that smaller
companies will outperform
large ones have meant that
investors have been keen to

get such companies on to their

books. The attraction to the
managements of the compa-
nies themselves is that they
mn retain their independence,
often lost in a trade sale, and
share in the continued growth

Welcome though this devel-

opment is to both entrepre-
neurs and their venture capi-

tal backers, some observers
have concerns about the exper-
iment. "The stock exchange
made a good move by letting
in these small companies but
there is a lack of good quality
technical commentary and
analysis," says Mr John
Walker, senior partner of Trin-

ity Capital Partners, which
makes technology investments
for Charterhouse, Alex Brown
& Sons and 3L
Mr Walker points to the

problem of putting a valuation
on some of the smaller tech-

nology companies where their

main asset is the value of their

research.

Efforts to make the London
stock exchange more accessi-

ble to the sort of company
backed by venture capital can-

not disguise the difficulties

young companies encounter on
a public stock market
Not only USM companies bnt

many of the smaller compa-
nies on the main board in Lon-
don experienced Investor
neglect once they were listed.

Few analysts have been pre-

pared to follow the smaller
stocks and there has been lit-

tle liquidity in their shares.

The dutch ofnew arrivals who
have gone to market in recent

months will be hoping that

they do not suffer the same
fate.

Charles Batchelor

When we invest in

A COMPANY
WE’RE NOT INTERESTED

IN ITS WORTH.

Only yours.
For more than thirty years Gresham Trust has been

investing in management rather than just figures on a

balance sheet.

If we’re convinced that you have the ability, com-
mitment and track record, we’ll back our judgement
whether you’re raising £lm or .£10m.

And because you’re the customer we think you
should decide if and when it’s time to sell — an approach

that ensures you remain in control of your own destiny

at all times.

Whether you require equity capital for a manage-

ment buy-out or for your company’s expansion, call

Trevor Jones or a member of his team on 071-606 6474.

You’ll find they’re well worth talking to.

GRESHAM .^TRUST

EQUITY CAPITAL FOR MANAGEMENT
Gresham Trust p.l.c., Barrington House, Gresham Street,

London EC2V 7HE.

Member ofThe Securities and Futures Authority.
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VENTURE AND DEVELOPMENT CAPITAL 4
BUZZWORDS EXPLAINED

Hands-on angels
pick out the plums
T HE VENTURE capital

industry, like most oth-
ers, has its jargon and

its technical terms which can
confuse the outsider. In recent
years, however,, the venturer’s
vocabulary has become more
staid as the industry itself has
matured and now it increas-
ingly reflects the world of cor-
porate flnanep

Some of the more colourful
expressions which crossed the
Atlantic along with the tech-
niques themselves in the 1970s
have fallen out of use but a
flavour of venture capital’s pio-
neering days remains.
Bum rate: the rate at which a
business uses up the funds pro-
vided.

Business angel: private inves-
tor who not only finances
small companies but also gives
them the benefit of his or her
own expertise. Most angels axe
retired executives or entrepre-
neurs who have sold their own
business.

Business Expansion Scheme: a
scheme to encourage investors
to engage in risk investment
by offering them tax relief at
their top marginal rate, for up
to £40,000 invested a year.
There is now a £750,000 annual
investment limit for each
investee company to channel
investment to smaller busi-
nesses. But recent cuts in tax
rates have reduced the attrac-
tions of the BES for investors,
while special encouragement
for investments in residential
property have diverted funds
away from non-property ven-

;

turns. The Treasury’s long-run- i

ning dislike of the scheme
j

finally carried the day in the I

March 1992 budget and the :

BES will come to an end in t

December 1998. c

Business plan: the document j
put together by managers to t

justify their application to u
financiers for backing. This I
should contain summaries of t
past and projected profit and c
loss accounts, balance sheets c
and cash flows. Also details of n
products and services, mar- tl

kets, future strategy and pro- ol
files of the managers. Don't get vi
too carried away though. Most m
financiers will not go beyond m
the two-page executive sum- w
mary. 01
Captive funds.' venture capital H
organisations which form part in
of larger financial services at
groups. Usually they do not ea
raise their own discrete funds th
but draw on the resources of re
their parent groups. cl;

Canied Interest shares or an 'll

option on shares taken by the on
venture capitalist in the inves- th
tee company as part of the fin- im
ancing agreement Usually the In
stake taken is 20 per cent See no
also Hurdles.Corporate ventur- da
ing: the practice of a large me
company taking a small equity otl
stake or establishing a joint Ini
venture with a smaller busi- dif
ness to benefit from the in
smaller firm’s specialist exper- cal

tise. The large firm can provide
finance, management back-up
and distribution outlets which
would not be available to the
smaller parkier.

The small company brings
its innovative skills and allows
the big company a ringside
view of the new products and
technologies it is developing.
Corporate venturing links can
lead to the bigger partner
acquiring the smaller. Many
US and some Continental com-
panies have practised this tech-
nique though it has foiled to
appeal to large British compa-
nies.

Deal Flaw: the number of
investment propositions which
come to the venture capitalist.

Development Capital: later
stage venture capital invested
after two or three years when
the business has become estab-
lished and needs extra funds
for expansion. Most venture
capitalists are in fact providing
development capital. The
rewards are lower but the risks
are correspondingly less than
for early stage investments.
Exit: the point at which the

CHARLES BATCHELOR
explains some of the

jargon and of the venture
capital industry

venture capitalist realises all

or part of his investment by
either arranging a flotation of
the company or, more com-
monly, selling it to another
company or trade buyer. A
growing range of exits is
becoming available and the list

also Includes a refinancing of
the company by another group
of venture capitalists or the
purchase of all the shares by
the company's own manage-
ment.
Hands on/hands off: some ven-
ture capitalists take a very
close interest In their investee
companies and will provide
management expertise to help
them get started and in times
of difficulty. It is rare to find a
venture capitalists who does
not claim to be hands on but
many, in moments of honesty,
will admit to being hands off
or passive investors.

Hurdle rates: institutional
investors have grown restive
at the fees venture capitalists
earn and have started to insist
that funds achieve a basic
return before managers can
claim their carried interest
They often set hurdles based
on a return on gilts or one of
the leading stock market
indexes.

Independent funds: these do
not form part of larger finan-
cial groups. They raise their
money from institutional and
other investors.

Internal rate of return (TRR).
different people calculate this
in different ways but it basi-
cally means the compound

ide annual rate of return to the
up investor. It includes dividend
ch distributions and profits from
he disposals or the profits shown

on a fair valuation of an inves-
gs tee company. Inevitably ven-
ws ture capitalists differ over
de when investments should be
ad written down, up or off so the
g. figures are rarely strictly corn-
ua parable.

er Lemons and plums: bad invest-
iy ments invariably go wrong
n- before the good ones produce
h- profits. The lemons usually
to rfoen before the plums
a- Living dead: a portfolio com-

pany which is just about trad-
}f ing profitably but which shows
h little sign of ever meeting the
L venture capitalist's early h igh
t expectations.
d Management buy-in: the pur-
n chase of a business by an out-
v side manager or team of man-
s agers with the help of a group
e of financial backers.

S Management buy-out: the pur-
a chase of a business by its exist-
s ing management with the help
1 Of a group Of financial hariwni

Buy-outs are funded Largely by
i loans secured on the assets of
- the company itself. Most of the

equity comes from the venture
capitalist or other financial
backer. The management puts
up a small amount of finance
for a disproportionately large
percentage of the equity.

1 Management fee: this is an
annual charge normally
amounting- to 21A per cent of
the sum invested. Some inves-
tors have insisted that the
larger funds making later stage
investments should charge less
because their portfolio compa-
nies are less time-consuming.
Others argue the management
fee should decline as a fund
matures and fewer new invest-
ments are being made.
Recovery or turnaround finan-
cing: supplied to companies in
difficulties where the venture
capitalist sees an opportunity
to beef up or change the man-
agement and return the com-
pany to profits. Some venture
capitalists have employed
insolvency specialists to iden-
tify and manage such invest-
ments.

Refinancing: can be a sign of
either failure or success. If a
company performs poorly it
may need an extra injection of
funds. Equally, if it does very
well, the management may
decide to refinance the busi-
ness on terms more favourable
to themselves with their origi-
nal venture capital backers or
sometimes a new team of
financiers.

Replacement capital: funds
provided to allow an existing
shareholder to sell some or all

of his shares.

Second-round financing: ven-
ture capitalists rarely expect
the first injection of funds to
meet a business's needs. A sec-

‘

ond or even a third round of v

Continued on facing page
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has gone before.
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Michael Peagram: ‘a genume entrepreneur and a fine manager*

VENTURER OF THE YEAR:
Michael Peagram

A potent mix
of skills

REPORT BY TIM DICKSON

H olliday Chemical
Holdings is one of those
companies that venture

capitalists frequently dream
about, bat only rarely hold in
their portfolios. Very rarely.

The returns to institutional

investors which backed Holli-

day's original buy out in Feb-
ruary 1987 have been mouth
watering by any standards.
Led by NatWest Ventures -

and supported by Citicorp
Venture Capital, Si, Thompson
Clive and Apax - they sub-
scribed £3m of capital to what
was then at best a gmall and
convalescing specialty chemi-
cals group.

When Holliday came to the
stock market earlier this year
their money had been turned
into a stake worth £58.7m,
equivalent to an annual com-
pound rate of return of 73.6

per cent The shares, floated at
195p, were last week trading

at around the 220p mark.
More than most companies

of its size - its market capital-

isation is now around £185m -

today’s Holliday is the cre-

ation of one man, Michael Pea-
gram.
His achievements have also

earned him the distinction of
being the fourth overall win-
ner of the Venturer of the Year
award, sponsored by the
Financial Times, Cartier the
jewellers, and the British Ven-
ture Capital Association.
Michael Peagram ’s story Is

all the more remarkable in
that it lacks any visible high
technology wizardry or mould-
breaking innovative spark.
Holliday's enviable record of

sales and earnings per share
growth. Indeed, has been

Continued on next page
together with the full list

of this year’s category winners
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LEADING VENTURE FUNDS IN CONTINENTAL EUROPE
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PREVIOUS AWARD WINNERS

A trio of success stories

THE former winners of the FT’S enter-

prise award are still winners in their

business worlds so far. Not surpris-

ingly, they all agree that the competition

is A Good Thing, writes Catherine Milton.

"I could recommend it to anyone,” says

Mr Peter Vassallo, managing director of

Vassallo Sea Foods, winner in 1991.

The judges’ record speaks for Itself Mr
Tim Hely Hutchinson, the first winner, is

now managing director of Hodder Head-
line, after a £4&9m takeover this year of

Hodder & Stoughton. Mr Vassallo is still

managing director of Vassallo Sea Foods,

which has grown through the recession.

Last year’s joint winners, Mr Adrian Bre-

ger and Mr Jamie Gibson, of Breger Gib-

son, remain joint managing directors of

their disposable nappy company, which
has also remained profitable through the

downturn - and in a market dominated by
multinationals.

The high profile Mr Hely Hutchinson,

then, of Headline Book Publishing, was
winner of the overall award and winner in

the “large start-up" category. With £L3m
of start-up capital and two subsequent

fund-raisings totalling £2.1_m. Headline

penetrated an already crowded field domi-

nated by established publishing groups. In

1990 it made pre-tax profits of £609,000 on

sales of £7An.
Hr Hely Hutchinson thinks he missed

out on the publicity that his successors

have attracted: “It was a morale booster

rather than anything else. It further raised

my standing in the City, among venture

capitalists and in the investment commu-

nity. I didn't get the publicity of last year’s

winner, though. The award has built up

over the years. But I like the watch and

was happy to win.”

The award serves “some kind of pur-

pose," he admits - “they are good for the

winner and venture capitalists themselves

are very interested in showing their suc-

cesses. I heard about the award through

my backers." But he adds: “You don’t sud-

denly get a lot more orders, or authors,

just because of one award and there is

always the superstitious fear that if you
win an award you hit trouble the next

day."

He also enjoyed helping select his suc-

cessor “There was every attempt to make
things fair. I think we picked a good win-

ner.” That was Mr Vassallo, who agrees

the award brought him publicity and also

that helping to judge the following year’s

candidates gave the added bonus of some
useful insights. He says: “The award gave

me exposure to a great number of people

who have achieved. They gave me an
insight into what is and Is not achievable

in business and what is and is not achiev-

able in management
“Being involved in judging the following

year's candidates was an illuminating
experience. I enjoyed being privy to con-

versations between top industrialists and
top people in the City." He says it is diffi-

cult to say whether the award “changed"
anything. “It certainly was a talking point,

a focus for local interest”

Mr Vassallo exudes the confidence of

one who believes In the future of his com-
pany. Two years after winning the award
everything in the world of seafood is going
swimmingly.

H E WON the award for the transfor-

mation of what had been a family

fishmongering business into one of

the main suppliers of fish to Britain's

supermarkets.
The judges praised his business vision -

the way he seemed able to anticipate the

changes taking place in the sourcing, pro-

cessing, marketing and sale of fish and

exploit them to his company’s advantage.

He sold the business for £l3m to Albert

Fisher In 1991, choosing the food and vege-

tables wholesaler over several other suit-

ors. On the profits from this deal, struck

before the award was won, Mr Vassallo

has realised his dream of becoming a rally

driver. But he has not taken bis eye off the

road through the tricky landscape of reces-

sion. Since 1987, when venture capital
funds were injected into the business,
employment has grown from about 70 to

about 280 with average sales per employee
rising over the last two financial years to

£155,172 from £139,405.

Latest annual sales are approaching
£40m, compared with £33-4m in the year to

August 1992 and £27.9m over 13 months in

1991 • a sharp Increase since 1987 when
turnover was under £3m. With margins
tight in the food industry, profits have
been a more modest £2.l9m in 1992 and
£1.81m in 1991. The company has just

received confirmation of a further invest-

ment from Albert Fisher - “this will con-

tinue the growth potential of this com-
pany," says Mr Vassallo.

AT Breger Gibson, a spokesman for

the two MDs says: “The award
meant a lot to both Jamie and

Adrian. They worked very hard and it

really was the highlight of the success of

the business.”

Turnover for the year to March 1992

increased to £21.8m compared with £L9.5m
the year before while pre-tax profits fell a
little to £LQ2m from El.llm. The last two
years were a step change from 1990 when
sales were £lL7m and profits just £693,000.

The whole company enjoyed the award:
“We were all very very thrilled and the

associated publicity was a help. As soon as
the Information was released in the FT all

sorts of people that we would not have
thought would have known about us
started contacting us."

Breger Gibson also enjoyed the visit by
one of the judges - “the visit was actually

very interesting. He was very interested in

us, which makes a different It was worth-
while meeting someone from outside the

sector."

The 325-stong company is now working
towards the “ultimate fiushable diaper” -

“it is our belief that not now but in the
j

next century, that will be used generally
|

across the board."
i

More buzzwords explained

Continued from page 4

funding will almost certainly

be needed later as the business

grows or unforeseen problems

arise. At this stage the original

venture capital Investor may
reduce bis holding and bring 1°

others to spread the risk.

Seed Capital: usually quite

small ammints of capital pro-

vided to turn a good idea into a

marketable product or service.

The riskiest form of venture

capital since the concept, the

technology, the entrepreneur

and the market are all

unproven. For this reason seed

capital has beat in very short

supply. Some venture capital-

ists argue seed capital should

not really be necessary since

most people should be able to

raise say £25,000 from savings

or bank borrowings secured on

their borne.

Spln-ont: a new company set

up by a larger established

group to exploit new develop-

ments or fresh market oppor-

tunities and in which the man-

agement team and a venture

capital backer also take equity

stakes.

Star: a company which is so

successful that it pays for all

the failures and humdrum per-

formers In the venture capital-

ist’s portfolio.

Sweet equity: the extra per-

centage of a company's equity

which is allocated to the man-
agers over and above the
shareholding which their own
relatively modest financial

investment would qualify them
for. The extra shares are seen

as an additional motivation
and reflect the fact that it is

the managers’ hard work
which will ultimately make the
venture succeed. Sometimes
also referred to as sweat equity

to reflect the hard work the

managers put in.

Trade sale: the sale of a com-

pany to a corporate buyer. This

is the most common exit route

(qv) for venture capital backed

companies.

Venture capital: equity finance

provided usually to young,
unquoted businesses to enable

them to get started or to

expand. Equity funds provide a
basis for the company to raise

further bank finance and pro-

vide a cheap source of funds in

the early stages of the business

because dividends can be
delayed until the company
starts making profits. Venture
capitalists say they bring not

only money but also manage-
ment and industrial expertise

to their investee companies.
See Hands On’ definition, on
facing poge.

Vulture capital: the derogatory

term applied to an offer of

funds or a deal which gives the

venture capitalist an unfairly

large equity stake in a com-

pany.
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A leading provider ofequity funding . .
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In the last year, NatWest Ventures has invested in management buy-outs, management buv-ins and
development capital transactions worth over £600 million, using our 20 vears of experience to

develop creative deal structures that meet the needs of vendors and management teams alike. With
the support oF NatWest Bank behind us, we have the financial resources to back up our experience
and the ability to take a longer term view. To disiruss your equity funding requirement in more
detail, please contact us on the number below.
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NatWest Ventures
NatWest Markets
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F
RANCE'S venture capi^ i

Industry, like a child,
may find that it grows

up more quickly in a more dif-
ficult environment
The recession which has hit

French industry over the past
year has limited the resources
available to venture capital
funds while maHay Hfe winch
more difficult for small and
medium-sized companies.
So far, the industry has been

resilient to the harsher eco-
nomic climate which is expec-
ted to bring a contraction of

about 1.5 per cent in Gross
Domestic Product this year.

Mr Dominique Peninon, pres-
ident of AFIC (the French
Association of Capital Inves-
tors) says that in 1892 - the
latest year for which industry-
wide figures are available -

the total amount of new invest-

ment in venture capital pro-
jects slipped only slightly to
FFr6.63bn, from FFr6.9bn in
1991.

“This was surprisingly high
in the face of economic condi-
tions" said Mr Peninon. “It
suggests investors continue to

have confidence.”
This was particularly the

case in the technology and con-

sumer goods sectors, which
were the largest recipients of

funds amongst the 1388 ven-
ture capital investments in 895
separate companies.
The current year, however,

is proving more difficult Insur-

ance companies and banks, the
principal providers of external
finance for venture capital In

France, have been tightening

credit in response to problems
in the property market and
their expansion plans.

"Insurance companies feel

they cannot afford to invest in

unquoted high-risk invest-
ments at the moment," says Mr
Denis Mortier, director for
France of the European ven-

FRANCE

Resilience in a
tough climate

ture capital association.

Despite leaner times, some
venture capital activities

remain fairly brisk.

“Buy-outs are fairly active,"

says Mr Mortier who adds that

the need for replacement capi-

tal has also bean boosted by
the need on the part of institu-

tional investors to realise capi-

tal gains.

The ability to exit from
investments, however, has
become more difficult - “from
tiie end of 1992 it started to

become more and more diffi-

cult to realise investments,”
says Mr Peninon. He blames
the weakness of Paris’ second-

ary stock market as well as the

slowdown in the economy and
in mergers and acquisition

activity for the trend.

HE various pressures
facing the French ven-
ture capital industry

may well accelerate its pace of

development
“There are going to be very

big changes in our Industry
over the next two to three

years,” says Mr Mortier.

One such change will be an
increasing consolidation of the

number of venture capital

firms. There are more than 150

venture capital firms in
France, more than in the UK.
But the value of money they
manage Is about half of the UK
total

The discrepancy reflects the
fact that the French market is

less mature than its UK coun-

terpart - “in a younger market

you have a lot of funds," says

the manager of one venture
capital group. “It Is only when
Investors can recognise the

quality companies that the
number is limited."

The difficult conditions now
being experienced are expected

to hasten the trend to a fewer

more powerful players through
the failure or merger of strug-

gling funds.

Most members of the French
venture capital industry wel-

come such a process. But they
argue that further reforms are
necessary to ensure the contin-

ued development of the indus-

try In France.

The two most important are

the development of pension
funds and the creation of a
stronger market on which ven-

ture capital investments can be

floated.

The weakness of the French
pension fund industry is per-

ceived as an important prob-

lem by venture capital firms.

“It deprives us of a source of

finance which is available to

counterparts in the UK and
US," says one Investor.

Mr Motiet estimates that the

difference between the FFrThn
received as external funds by
UK venture capital companies
in 1992, and the FFr3.2bn
received by French businesses

in the same year, is accounted
for almost completely by the

strength of UK pension fund
investments.

Moves are afoot in France to

encourage the development of

a pension fund system,

prompted by the crisis in the

state pensions system. The
implementation of new laws,

tax incentives and regulations

is expected to be a gradual pro-

cess. But, as Mr Peninon,

points out, even one per cent of

the funds which go towards

pensions in France would rep-

resent an enormous stimulus

for the French venture capital

industry.

Ai
NOTHER boost for the

industry is sought in

.the area of stock mar-

kets. After a brief Hurry of

activity in 1986 and 1987, ven-

ture capital companies have

found it almost impossible to

float their investments on the

French stock markets.
“There is no appetite on the

stock market at the moment,”

says Mr Peninon, who argues

that investors were disap-

pointed by the first wave of

venture capital listings on
France's secondary market.
The solution, according to

many of the players In the

industry, is the creation of a
"European Nasdaq" - a com-
puterised off-market trading

system. They argue that this

would resolve the weaknesses
of Europe’s secondary stock
markets, raise liquidity, and
tempt international investors,

particularly from the US.
For the moment, however,

the industry must continue to

struggle with the grim eco-

nomic conditions. Even here,

some industry members see
benefits.

“The crisis has forced ven-

ture capital managers to
become much more
‘hands-on,"' says Mr Mortier.

“It will create much more expe-
rience investment teams.”

John Ridding

UK REGIONAL FUNDS

Flotations return to

T
HE LAST six months

have been the most prof-

itable in the 33-year his-

tory of 3i in Manchester. Mr

Phil Goodwin, local director of

operations says it is the ideal

illustration for the recent

improvement in venture capi-

tal exit routes.

The best performer was

Metrotect, a pipeline coating

company bought out by man-

agement for £6m in 1988 with

the backing of 31 Manchester

and the local office of NatWest

Ventures. This summer it

floated on the stock exchange

for £30m.

Taco, a manufacturer of plas-

tic film in Cheshire, was sub-

ject to a ELOm management
buy-out Last year. It was sold to

Briton, an emergent packaging
group, for £27m, further swell-

ing 3i Manchester's bottom

line.

This November Mr Goodwin,
together with Murray John-

stone's Manchester managers,

expects to do well from the flo-

tation of Canadian Pisa, a Sal-

ford food company which has
achieved the rare distinction of

successfully selling chilled

pizza cases to Italy.

November will also see the

flotation of Lilliput Lane, the
Cumbrian miniature model
maker rescued by North of
Rngland Ventures and Lazard
Ventures in 1990 after a diver-

sification programme ran into

trouble because of rising inter-

est rates.

Mr Peter Folkman, managing
director of NEV who is gener-

ally regarded as a guru of

BSntxa-gh: In anas of Scotianl least damaged by recession, management buy-out teams have b«*n daBvsrfc^i

good refaiOB to capital backers, merchant bankers and tenders

regional venture capitalism in
Britain, is expecting to receive
£7m for tie sale of 25 per emit
of the company. NEV is keep-
ing 5 per cent to ensure fixture
returns and influence when
Lfiliput gxpfpids

ACROSS the north and
Scotland - the areas of
Britain least damaged

by recession - management
buy-out teams have been deliv-

ering good returns to venture
capital backers, merchant
bankers and lenders.

Mr Charles Richardson, who
this month joined 3i’s London
office from his post as its

northern regional director,
says: "There was a worry that
flotation might have lost its

attractiveness as an grit route
because not long ago the mar-
ket was not interested in any-
thing worth less than £50m.
“Some Of the managing

directors of companies we had
backed were beginning to won-
der if the game was worth the
candle. An that has changed.
We have been involved in 12

flotations in the north and in
Scotland this year and wa have
several more coming up. Most
were management buy-outs
three or four years ago.”
Mr Folkman adds: “In the

last six months the stock mar-
ket boom has helped us afl feel

better. Portfolios are looking

Continued from previous page:

based on a range of relatively

unexciting products sold into
niches of mostly mature UK
and International markets.
These products include dye

stuffs and dyestuff intermedi-
ates for textiles, plastics and
ink, hair dyes, photographic
chemicals and sulphur dyes,
sulphur dioxide and iodine
derivatives, and fine chemicals
for pharmaceutical and veteri-

nary products.

It is not as if Holliday's
strategy - as developed before
and after the boy out - even
sounds exciting on paper. Any
number of companies bave
tried to concentrate on higher

Award winner ‘a genuine entrepreneur’
margins, aimed to be more
market led, attempted to
source more cheaply, and
vowed to expand on to the con-
tinent into related product
areas. Far fewer actually
deliver on the promise.
Mr Peagram recalls thinking

to himself a week after he
arrived as managing director

in October 1985 that he had
probably lost his own money.
Holliday Dyes and Chemicals,
as it was then called - a fam-
ily company with a proud his-

tory dating back to the 1830s -
had been in receivership once

and was in deep trouble again.

Wooed away Cram the relative

safety of Croda Chemicals -

where he had also been man-
aging director - Mr Peagram
subscribed £50,000 for a 25 per
cent stake (and an option mi a
farther 34 per cent).

Those early months, he says,

were tonefa and go - “it was a
year before I really felt safe.

Even so, if the recession had
struck in 1986 we would prob-
ably have gone. There
wouldn't have been time to
build up enough fat"
Losses of film on sales of

£8m in 1985 demonstrated just

how dire things were, and Pea-
gram needed all his natural
persuasiveness and negotia-
ting skill to convince Holli-

day's local Inland Revenue
inspector at that stage not to

pull the ping.

After the initial turnaround
the opportunity arose to buy
out the majority shareholder -

a Jersey businessman - which
is when Peagram approached
NatWest Ventures. Signifi-

cantly the deal included
ratchet terms which had the
effect of boosting his personal

IT’S AS TRUE
TODAY
AS IT’S ALWAYS
BEEN,

NEVER
TAKE ANYTHING
FROM STRANGERS.
Before we invest in a company, we spend time getting to know its market We spend

time getting to know the business. We spend more time getting to know the

people who run it.

Then we spend time working with them to agree a deal.

When it comes to negotiations you’ll find us flexible, tough,, but above all fair.

Hardly surprising we’re one of the UK's top development capital companies.

If your company is looking to arrange an MBO, or if you need expansion or replacement

capital, call us. London 071-600 3226. Birmingham 021-200 1787. Leeds 0532 441001.

LLOYDS DEVELOPMENT CAPITAL
Uojds Development Capital United 1c a subsidiary of Lloyd* Bank Pie and a member of

The Seen ri tier and Furores Authority.

equity stake - and reducing
the holdings of the venture
capitalists - if certain profit

targets were hit - “they never
thought Td matea them,” grins
the man whose personal stake
in the business is now worth
£37m.
Holliday's success since the

buy-out has stemmed from a
combination of organic growth
and a series of well conceived
acquisitions, of which the 1991
takeover of Lancashire based
william Blythe was by fin* the
biggest
All in all, Holliday fare spent

£444hn on acquisitions since
September 1987.

Tve always had the philoso-

phy that before we acquired a
company we should do a very
thorough investigation,” says
Peagram.
“We generally try to identify

10 things that we can do when
we take over. Trying three
would make a difference, but
we tend to go for all tea and
end up succeeding with seven.

In a nutshell, that’s why the
returns are so good."
Common features of Holli-

day companies include an
Industrial customer base, flexi-

ble plants, batch-based pro-
cesses and high capital barri-

ers to entry. But It has been
that uncommon ability to

breathe new life and ideas into
underperforming businesses
which has distinguished Pear
gram and his teem from the

run of ordinary companies.

of some theoretical corporate
governance charter,” he
explains. “It’s because there's

plenty of work for two peo-
ple.”

Relations with the City have
been good so far - a small dip

in first half profits has not
damped expectations of
around £15m for the fall year
(against £12.4m in 1992) - and
he comes across as strongly
motivated by the challenge
ahead.
“We’ve given the venture

capitalists what they wanted.
The big pressure now is from
the new shareholders, with
whom I have to establish a
new track record over the next
two to three years,” he says.

Peagram is nonetheless con-

scious that managing a
medium sized company may
require new skills - given to
historic record Holliday’s turn-

over could be double 1992 's

£97m In a couple of years time.

“In many ways we are not a
small company any more. Our
factory here in Huddersfield,

which has around 27Q people,

has much the same profession-

alism as the bigger ICI plant

next door.

“But I don’t see why larger

companies can’t apply many of

the features of a well-run
small business.”

This is none too soon for
most regional funds. In spite of

being well backed by institu-

tions and- larger national
funds, most are relatively
small by London standards.
Their portfolios are limited in
size and it does not take many
failures to make them look
unhealthy.

One or two small funds have
disappeared from the FT’S
yearly list of principal sources
of regional capital, having been
absorbed by bigger parents or
neighbour*. New entrants are
usually backed by national
institutions with deep pockets.

Profite are now being made,
but the scope for reinvestment
in new projects appears to be
limited. At the same time,
senior debt - the working capi-

tal element of most deals — is

less freely available because
the dealing hanfrs which pro-

vide it are still cautious.

“The great irony is that at
the present low cost of borrow-
ing, leveraged buy-outs should
be easier to do than ever
before, but they cant! be done
easily because the banks are
still worried about lending,”
says Mr Paul Mitchell of Rick-
ett Mitchell, the Manchester
corporate finance boutique.
Mr Mitchell also warns of the

problem presented by prices.

Private companies have always
sold for about five times earn-
ings but the price of public
companies - in thin instance
usually subsidiaries within
large groups - has been more
variable.

The returns being achieved
by the flotation of some man-
agement buy-outs are so good
partly because managements
bought their businesses
cheaply: their parents were
slimming down quickly to cope
with recession.

Many companies were sold
for less than ID times earnings,

at a time when earnings were
depressed. Earnings are now

rising and Mr Folkman says lfr

times earplugs is regarded as-A *

;

the starting point for negotia-
tions. / -r.

As venture capitalists ato ta

float at 15 times earning* to - ~

recoup their investment at av-v

tidy profit, margins and oppar-
•'

tunlties look limited.

Mr Lindsay Forbes, manager
‘

of the British Linen Bank - the

merchant arm of the Bank of

Scotland - in Manchester,

says: “We are certainly not see-

ing a great increase in the

number of do-able deals com-

ing across the desk.

“There is now too much
money available for the num-
ber of good projects worth
backing.— and possibly every-

thing is still too geared up for

management buy-outs. It is tire

people who run businesses

who count and there Is a lim-

ited number who are really

good enough to deliver.

I

S the management suitable?

This is the question that Mr
Forbes and his colleagues

always ask.

If a buy-out is relatively

cheap, a moderate manage-
ment must look promising in

terms of return on capital for

venture capital backers. In

more expensive buy-outs the

management must be very
good to make a deal work for

Its backers.

The economic climate is also

a factor. “In good years you
have mare chances of a bad
decision working,” says Mr
Forbes.

Most of the regional venture
capital industry has moved in

the relatively easy market of
management buy-outs from
motivated vendors for the past
few years, and fund managers
now face a stem test of their

mettle. To make good returns
they will have to do what
everyone thinks venture capi-

talists are supposed to do -
back entrepreneurs with new
businesses or back existing
companies which need to
advance with risk capital
rather than potentially crip-

pling borrowings.
Given Mr Forbes's warning

about the perpetual shortage of
good entrepreneurial manag-
ers, nerves will be tested, espe-
cially if people feel under pres-
sure to do something -
anything - with the piles of
money they will be sitting on
from this year's flotations.

Ai
S the Venture Award
judges observed: “Mich-
ael Peagram has a

highly analytical approach to

both the market and to acqui-
sitions. He is a genuine entre-

preneur and a fine manager,
combining clear thinking,
vision and strategic skills with
excellent man management”
Mr Peagram admits his own

style may not be everyone's
cup of tea - but the enthusi-
asm and commitment are
infectious and have undoubt-
edly helped him recruit and
retain talented managers in
the operating businesses.
He acknowledges, though

rejects, the fears of some City
analysts that Holliday is a one
man band, and has made it

known that the roles of chair-

man and chief .executive will

be split within the next couple
of years - “this is not because

lan Hamilton Fazey

1993 VENTURER OF THE YEAR AWARD : CATEGORY WINNERS
• Small start-up: Tillery Valley Foods /Chris and Hilary Bradshaw. Venture caottai backer John
Northcott from British Steel Industry Ltd.

• Large Start-up: Safeline/ Peter Davis. Ventura capital backer.
Manchester.

• Management buy-in/Tumaround: National Express / Ray
Stephen Werton from Henderson Venture Managers.

MeIrotect lndusW0s/Brtan 'nwmas. Venture capital backer Ian Nolan from 31 m

Richard Young from 31 In

McEnWIL Venture capital backer

Manchester.

• Large MBO: Hofllday Chemical Holdings / Michael
Stanyard from NatWest Ventures In Leeds.
• Expansion: August Systems / Chris Goring. Venture capital backers: Graham n.
Cameron from NatWest Ventures.

Graham 0Wroyd D^wan

Peagram. Venture capital backer: Miles
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“I have chosen the SDPAREX Group,
in particular for
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expansion...91
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JAPAN

Caution prevails
T HE recent stabilising of

the Tokyo stock
exchange and a spate of

public offerings by smaller
companies are encouraging
Japan's venture capital sector.
However, the bursting of the

country’s asset bubble and the
squeeze in capital flow,
prompting rapid restructuring
of investment portfolios at ven-
ture capital companies, has
scarred relationships with
businesses in which they
invested in the late eighties.
Venture capital in Japan has

taken a different form From
that in the US and Europe,
where capital is Invested in
high-risk companies starting
up. Japanese venture capital
companies search for mature
companies with potential to be
listed publicly and look for
future profits through flota-
tions and underwriting.
During the sharp apprecia-

tion of share prices in the late
eighties, venture capital com-
panies made vast investments
into businesses preparing to go
public, accumulating shares
ahead of listing.

But the sharp fall in listings

and the slump in the stock
market has hurt most venture
capital companies, and some
groups have been forced to liq-

uidate due to the increase in

bankruptcies and bad loans.
Yamatane Investment, a ven-

ture capital subsidiary of
Yamatane Securities, was dis-

solved earlier this year, with
the investments shifted to the
parent.

Many venture capital compa-
nies are now looking to sell off

their investments. Businesses
are increasingly frustrated as

the venture capital groups are

forcing businesses to buy back
•shares, or selling the shares to

larger companies, forcing the
businesses to become a part of

a keiretsu, or industrial group-

ing.

According to a survey by
Nikkei Venture, a business
magazine, venture capital
investment in fiscal year 1992,

posted a decline for the first

time since the survey started

10 years ago. The outstanding
investment balance at the end
of last March fell 1.? per cent
to Y876.lbn, while the loan bal-

ance fell 9.6 per cent to
Yl,362bn.

As for new investments,
growth is being hampered by

the stagnation of the economy
“We have the capital and are
intent on investing, but there
is a lack of worthwhile busi-
nesses," says an official at a
second tier venture capital
company.
Venture capital companies

are more cautious of the rising
risks from investments due to
the rise in bankruptcies. Last
fiscal year, venture capital
companies faced 71 bankrupt-
cies in businesses in which
they had invested up 69 per
cent from the previous year.
Some venture capital compa-

nies. in the meantime, have
started to focus on start-up

EMIKO TERAZONO
in Tokyo

reports that the growth
in new Japanese

investments is being
hampered by the
stagnation of the

economy

companies which are not nec-
essarily looking for a public
listing, but need financing. Mr
David Wilson, at 3iBJ, a joint
venture capital company
between Industrial Bank of
Japan and 3i, the UK develop-
ment venture group, says,
“Investment activity relating
to young companies is moving
up, and there are many new
companies wanting to do new
things.'

The Ministry of international

Trade and Industry is also try-

ing to encourage the start up
of new companies and last year
set up a commission to study
new ways to promote venture
capital investment in new
high-risk but small businesses.

The commission, composed
of university professors and
bankers. Is studying tax breaks

for venture capital companies
and the deregulation of over-
the-counter listings of the
stocks of venture capital com-
panies.

Mr Takatoshi Takahashi,
deputy director of Miti’8
machinery and information
industries bureau, says that
the current economic situation

is a chance for the smaller ven-

ture companies.

“The Japanese economy is

going through a structural

change, and smaller companies

have an advantage," he says.
Larger companies are finding

difficulty in coping with the
end of life time employment,
the gradual unravelling of the
keiretsu, and traditional rela-

tionships. and the shift from
mass production to limited ver-

sions of products.

However, he also acknowl-
edges the financing problems
facing start-up companies, and
adds that Miti is aiming to sup-
port entrepreneurs and new
businesses through new loan
programmes.
The recent emergency eco-

nomic package announced In
September, included an
increase in loan facilities to
small and medium companies
by over Yl.ooobn over the next
year, and tax incentives for
machinery and equipment pur-
chased during the year to Sep-
tember next year.

The easing of various
bureaucratic restrictions by
the new government under Mr
Morihiro Hosokawa, is also
expected to eliminate regula-

tory barriers barring new busi-

nesses, and may stimulate a
number of start-up companies.
The cabinet wants the 11.000

regulations of the bureaucra-
cies decreased by 10 per cent in

the near term.

Meanwhile, areas In which
venture capital companies cur-

rently see growth are those in

businesses related to environ-

ment conservation, health, and
medical and bio-technology.

Venture capital companies
are also focusing on the sharp
growth in south-east Asia.
Overseas investments by ven-
ture capital rose 6.2 per cent
last year to Yl30.5bn, as the
recent rallies in the Asian mar-
kets and the number of new
listings encouraged capital to

flow into countries such as
Malaysia and Indonesia.

Outstanding Investment
balance by venture
capital companies.

Fiscal year Ybn
1983 70.6

1984,
1985
1986
1987.
1988.
1989
1990
1991 ,

1992 .

114.8

221.1

241.8
283.6
359.8
502.4

742.5

890.9

87R1
Saves; NRM Vkrtum

THE US venture capital
industry, which enjoyed
a feast of funds in the

1980s, followed by a famine in

the early 1990s, is now enjoy-

ing growth once more.
During 1992, US venture

capital funds raised $2.54bn,
double the $1.27bn of 1991,
which represented a 10-year

low for the industry, according

to figures from Venture Eco-
nomics. a New Jersey based
statistical service. And in the

first six months of this year
funds raised totalled $1.29bn.

Disbursement of funds to US
entrepreneurial companies,
which usually follow a
roughly similar pattern to the

amount of money raised,

totalled $2.54bn in 1992, up 54
per cent on the $l.65bn of
1991.

Why the revival? The main
reason is the upswing in US
equity markets over the past

two years and the particularly

strong markets for small com-
pany stocks and for initial

public offerings of stocks in

small company notations.

The sight of shareholders in

small companies which have
come to market making huge
gains on their investments has
spurred portfolio managers to

take a fresh look at putting
money into venture funds.

A healthy public offering
market, which enables fund
managers to liquidate their

portfolios more easily, also
encourages them to put new
money into this area.

Many fund managers argue
that they have leant a lot from
the problems they experienced
in the late 1980s, when so
much money was poured indis-

criminately into venture funds
that returns from many were
poor. They intend to be much
more selective this time round.
Others add that with con-

ventional stock and bond port-

folios expected to show much
more modest growth in the
1990s than in the preceding
decade, venture capital funds
hold out the hope of relatively

attractive capital appreciation.

A recent survey of venture
capital fund performance by
Venture Economics showed an
overall industry internal rate

of return of 1&9 per cent in
1992.

Another factor which could
provide some stimulation to
the industry is the budget
package recently pushed
through Congress by President
Clinton, which gave tax
breaks to individuals who
invest in small companies for

a five year period.

The sector able to attract

most funds is software and

The upswing In US equity markets over the past two years has helped revive the venture capital Industry

E THE US

Market upswing
sparks a revival

international corporations still
have formal, strategically-ori-
ented venture capital invest-
ment programmes, compared
with 100 identified in 1990.
Mr Robert Mast, vice-presi-

dent of Venture Economics,
explains that “the economic
climate of the past few years
has been hard on corporate
venture programmes, which
tend to be strongly impacted
by acquisitions, management
changes and other shifts in
corporate strategy."
However, the survey did

identify 15 new venture capi-
tal programmes formed since
1990, led by investments in
medical and healthcare compa-
nies.

T:

services, which drew in
$561-8m in 1992, up 67 per cent
over 1991. However, its share
of disbursements fell from 24.8

per cent to 22.1 per cent,

thanks to the strength of some
other fields.

Medical and healthcare busi-

nesses received 8442m, nearly
three times the 1991 total, and
accounted for 17.4 per cent of

1992 disbursements, according
to Venture Economics.
Seen investor interest in the

area was underlined by the

fact that it produced the great-

est number of venture capital

initial public offerings in both
1991 and 1992. However,
uncertainty over the Clinton

Government's healthcare
reform package may have
slowed growth in this sector in

1993.

T
ELEPHONE and data
communications compa-
nies received $366m in

1992 as the US geared up for

the much-forecast multi-media
revolution which is supposed
to transform communications
practices over the next few
decades.
Biotechnology companies

gathered $261m in 1992, more
than double the previous year,

with their share of total out-

lays advancing from 8.2 per
cent to 10.3 per cent
By contrast, computer hard-

ware companies attracted only

5.4 per cent outlays, down
from 12.4 per cent The latter

figure points up a' long-term

change in the US industry,

which began jnst after world
war two with tbe foundation

of ARD. a venture fund estab-

lished in Boston by a group of

entrepreneurs involved in Har-

vard University, the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy and the Federal Reserve
Rank of Boston.

The single most important
event in ARD’s history - and a
landmark in the growth of the

entire venture capital business
- was its investment in the late

1950s in the then tiny Digital

Equipment, which grew into
the world's second largest
computer manufacturer.
Other important landmarks

in the growth of the sector

included providing the seed
money for Apple Computer,
and at one point computer
hardware companies
accounted for almost 40 per
cent of venture capital dis-

bursements.
The change in the sectoral

distribution of funds has been
matched by changes in the
type of investor Involved iu
the industry, and the age of
company in which they put
their funds.

Initially, wealthy families

and individuals provided the

main source of fluids, but leg-

islative changes in the late

1970s - to capital gains tax
rates and investment guide-
lines - encouraged institu-

tional investors to enter the
arena much more aggres-
sively. Pension funds now

account for over 40 per cent of

venture fund pools, compared
to around 10 per cent for

endowments and foundations
and roughly similar propor-

tions for individuals and cor-

porations.

Large US corporations have
been reducing their exposure
to the venture capital sector,

due In no small measure to the

global recession of the past
few years and a need to ent

costs.

A survey by Ventnre Eco-
nomics shows that 79 big US

HE bulk of venture capi-
tal funds is going into
already established com-

panies which need money for
expansion, rather than into
pure start-up businesses.

So-called “ later stage" deals
gathered three quarters of dis-

bursements last year, com-
pared with 68 per cent in 1991.
Some analysts say tbe move

away from early stage deals
reflects the strength of the ini-

tial public offering market,
with investors keen to take a
stake in businesses not long
before they are floated.

Others complain that the
prominence in the market of
institutional funds, with their
eyes on short-term returns,
has meant a “perversion'’ of

classic venture fund investing,

with its focus on start-np com-
panies and patient, long-term
investing.

Martin Dickson
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Atco-Qualcast sowsft&e seeds for

a bright future with iH 7m buy-out

Tha m hjih garment of Aten-

Qua tea it, the Suffolk baaed
lawnraower manufacturer, has
taken control of the companv
through a £ITm buy-out (run Blue

Circle industries

The company returned a
profit Ihn yrar oner i»u min of

hues.
Comaenlroc on tbe

company's future. Canduver a

Doug Fairncrvice said: ’with
consolidation omn nno Me, being

free to be mom roocliro la markeL
movements, and building un the
already formidable brand

Hirength*. Stephen Roberts

hi* liviin got nur full support

'

Candover ore leaden in their

field hating organised mer SO buy-

outs. buy -ms and delistings
uorfdwidr

Who’s next?
Candover Is well known for arranging large management buy-outs and buy-ins and manages a

£3 19m Fund that has provided the equity for the managers of companies such as ALco-Qualcast.
Candover has also raised a £37.5m fund - the Candover 1991 Fund, to finance medium

sized buy-outs and buy-tns. mostly in the £5m-£20m range. It has completed eight investments

to date.

If you think you could be next, contact Doug Fairservtce on 071-489 9848.
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Powerful andpredominantly positiveforces at work in the
global economy suggest the present time is a period of
dynamic change rather than a weary recoveryfrom
recession. Economics Editor Peter Norman reports

•j

IT LOOKS as if the worst may be
over. The big industrialised nations
are either out. or beginning to see
their way out, of recession. Else-
where. activity is expanding rapidly
in regions as far-flung as south-east
Asia. China, the Indian subconti-
nent and Latin America.
Although prone to jitters, finan-

cial markets think they have
already scented a better future.
While businesses have been agonis-

ing about Japan’s unprecedentedly
severe post-war economic slowdown
and the painful recession in conti-

nental Europe, bond and equity
markets in the world's leading econ-

omies enjoyed a bull run this sum-
mer.
The animal spirits of the global

investing community have been
stirred by hopes of sustained expan-
sion with low inflation: the holy
grail of economic policy that has so

often eluded politicians and central

bankers over the past 40 years.

Investment conditions have cer-

tainly unproved compared with a
year ago. Short-term borrowing
costs, already low in the US and
Japan, have since fallen sharply in

Britain and elsewhere. Although
short rates are still comparatively
high in Germany and most conti-

nental European nations, long-term

rates in many countries have fallen

to levels last seen at the end of the

1960s while in the US they recently

touched a record low.

But while clouds may be lifting, it

is equally certain that disappoint-

ments will lie ahead. It is difficult to

enthuse about short-term prospects

in most big industrial countries.

Germany's recession may have bot-

tomed out, but recovery will be dif-

ficult. Japan's downturn could have
further to go in spite of government
stimulation measures. Britain

appears an exception with steady

growth and a surprise drop in

unemployment so Car this year.

But the sluggish and patchy

nature of the US economic recovery
will probably set a pattern of slow
recovery for much of the developed
world.

Unemployment in the industrial
world will continue to rise for the
foreseeable future. More than 22m
people are out of work in Europe,
according to the Paris-based Organi-
sation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, while the jobless

total in the 24 industrialised nations

of the OECD is forecast to rise to

36m next year.

In spite of growing global interde-

pendence, the industrial countries

as a group mil continue to make
heavy weather of international

co-operation. The Group of Seven,
which some years ago looked as if it

might develop into a directorate to

steer the global economy, has
degenerated into a high level

talking shop of marginal utility.

A more serious issue for future

global prosperity is the uncertainty

over whether the Uruguay Round of

trade liberalisation talks will reach

a successful conclusion this year.

The former Communist countries

that made up the Soviet Union and
its empire in eastern Europe have
still to master a difficult transition

to market-based from command
economies. While some nations
such as Poland and the Czech
republic are making progress, oth-

ers, notably the former Yugoslavia.

Azerbaijan and Georgia are racked

by war.

At the same time, poverty will

continue to dominate news reports

out of Africa as civil war and bad
governance stifle economic activity.

But the world has always been a

mixture of good and bad, and such
contrasts between hope and despair

are especially typical for a period of

transition. There are powerful and
predominantly positive forces at

work in the global economy that

suggest the present time is a period

of dynamic change rather than a

weary recovery from recession and
the inflationary excesses of the
1980s.

The collapse of communism has
been accompanied by the spread of
free market ideas that are opening
up huge areas of the world, from
India in the south to Siberia in the

north, to more rapid development.

The end of the cold war has
spawned a rash of geopolitical

changes that will bring economic
opportunity in their wake. Rada]
harmony in South Africa and peace
in the Middle East will be difficult

to achieve but are no longer
unthinkable.

A technological revolution - or,

more accurately, several revolu-

tions are under way. Informadon
and communications technologies,

advanced automation and robotics,

and new materials such as poly-

mers. composites and ceramics are
revolutionising production pro-

cesses and products.

Although economists have so far

found it difficult to measure the
impact of new technologies on pro-

ductivity. global investment in
manufacturing has been remark-
ably strong in the face of recent

economic slowdowns and recession.

It is likely that new technologies

are also beginning to have a posi-

tive impact on productivity in the
service sector after several years of

often misguided investment. The
short-term effect of such develop-

ments may be large-scale job losses

in formerly safe wbitecollar jobs,

but the changes should ultimately

benefit mankind.

This revolution in technology and
production is fuelling and being
fuelled by globalisation. It is an
ugly word. But it means national

boundaries and habits are becoming
less relevant to business decisions

as investment flows and production

facilities move in quest of the high-

est possible returns or market
share. Globalisation is breaking

down the old distinction between
industrialised and developing
nations.

Such changes can leave policy

makers wrongfooted. Governments,
working to older agendas, have
found themselves opposing or chal-

lenged by market forces. The past

chaotic year in the European
exchange rate mechanism was one
symptom of such stress. Another is

the industrial world's inability to

reduce farm subsidies and fully sup-
port freer trade, unlike many of the
newly industrialising nations of
Asia and Latin America-
Wise governments realise that the

only intelligent response to the
challenge of globalisation is to

make their economies more adapt-

able. In this spirit, many countries

are trying to address structural

problems left over from the past

decade: soaring health expenditures

threaten the US economy; Britain

worries about its rising social secu-

rity budget; and Germany must
reduce the huge transfer of funds
flowing to its new eastern L&nder.
Likewise, officials and the public

In Britain and the US are concerned
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ECONOMIC POWER is distributed

very unevenly across the world as the

map, redrawn to reflect the sire of

national incomes, shows.

Three states - the US. Japan and

Germany - with only 9 per cent of the

world's population, account for half

the world's income

and for more than a third of the

world’s purchasing power.

The map uses output calculations

that convert local-currency GDPs into

dollars at market exchange rates. The

result Is that no developing country

outranks any of the G7 industrial

economies.

But if purchasing-power parities are

used, which take account of

international differences in prices,

another picture emerges. China in

particular would be more than five

times the size of that on the map
since its GNP is understated at

current exchange rales. This is

because they give a lower value to

services in developing countries.

Egypt, Malaysia, Thailand, Mexico
and Brazil also would look a lot less

poor on a PPP basis. The last two
would be bigger than Canada

Emma Tucker

about standards of educational
achievement and some fast-growing

developing nations are becoming
increasingly aware of the hazards of

pollution and rapid urban expan-

sion.

The 1980s have left a legacy of
sharply increased public and pri-

vate debt According to the OECD,
gross public debt has nearly dou-

bled to just under 70 per cent of the

annual output of its member coun-
tries. from around 35 per cent in the
mid-1970s.

Lax monetary policies in Japan,

the US, Britain and Scandinavia
engendered sharp asset price infla-

tion and bubble economies in the

late 1980s. The correction has been
difficult the consequent process of

debt deflation has entailed a long
period of balance sheet restructur-

ing, curtailing growth and hurting
banks, companies and families in

all these nations.

Some problems are especially
intractable. The generous protec-

tion given to agriculture in Japan
and the European Community
imposes a huge indirect burden on
family budgets and, particularly in

the case of France and its trading

partners, exacerbates international

tensions. But the political clout of

form lobbies has so far outweighed
economic arguments against protec-

tion.

Communism’s collapse and the
disintegration of the Soviet Union
have also had far-reaching eco-

nomic effects that must still be
digested.

The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1939
was a triumph for western values,

but the badly thought-through uni-

fication of Germany has turned into

a nightmare for policy- makers. The
inflationary pressures unleashed by
German monetary union prompted
the Bundesbank to tighten credit

conditions with little regard for the
economic welfare of its ERM part-

ners.

The resulting strains saw the
forced exit of Britain and Italy from
the system last September, followed

by a series of devaluations affecting

the Iberian currencies and Ireland.

They culminated with the specula-

tive attack on the French franc in

July that finally forced EC finance
ministers and central bank gover-
nors to widen ERM fluctuation mar-
gins to 15 per cent from a*25 per
cent and 6 per cent previously.

The scale of speculation against

the ERM was a graphic example of
the impact of deregulation and glo-

balisation on long-standing policy

arrangements. The removal of
exchange controls in preparation
for the European Community’s sin-

gle market at the end of last year
made the ERM's system of fixed but
adjustable parities more vulnerable
to speculative attack than at any

time in its 14-year history.

The past 10 years have seen a
huge Increase In the volume of
funds that Investors can shift across

frontiers. The Basle-based Bank for

International Settlements (BIS) esti-

mated the aggregate daily turnover
in the foreign exchange markets at

nearly $900bn in April 1992. equal to

13 times the GDP of the OECD
group of countries on an annualised

basis.

Cheap telecommunications and
computer equipment and a wide
range of derivative products have
encouraged new and more aggres-

sive companies to embark on specu-

lative transactions. New York
hedge funds, such as the Quantum
Fund managed by Mr George Soros,

delivered the coup de grdce to ster-

ling last September. Normally con-

servative insurance companies and
pension fund managers were
reported to have led the flight from
the French franc into the D-Mark in

July.

Markets can change their views
with astonishing speed. France's
failure to keep its currency in a 2J25

per cent band against the D-mark
came only weeks after it appeared
that the franc might supplant the
D-mark as the anchor currency of

the European Monetary System. As
Mr Alexandre Lamfalussy. the BIS
general manager, observed recently:

“No country is isolated from, the
policy behaviour, or misbehaviour,
of others”.

Financial markets have shown
that they can mount a direct chal-

lenge to the monetary sovereignty
of nations. So far, governments
have no clear strategy for dealing
with this phenomenon. If the EC is

any guide, it is likely that they will

reject turning back the clock and
re-introducing capital controls. Gov-
ernments are more likely to take
care that policies and economic con-
ditions in their countries show
greater compatibility.

For capital movements are not
just a short-term phenomenon. For-

eign direct investment flows have
overtaken foreign trade as an
engine of world growth. Through
foreign direct investment, multina-
tional companies are having an ever
greater influence over the future of
countries and their citizens.

Statistics published by the OECD
earlier this month estimated the
stock of foreign direct*investment
by its 24 member states at *L720bn
in 1990, up from $440bn 10 years
before.

Much of this spending has flowed
among the industrialised nations.
The drive for a single European
market encouraged Japanese car
and electronics manufacturers to

set up plants in the UK. But rising
costs and soaring exchange rates in
the developed world have also

spurred much investment in newly
industrialising countries. A recent

Thai government paper traced tbe

large increase in Japanese invest-

ment in Thailand to tbe Plaza

agreement of 1985 which helped
push the dollar lower and produced
a surge in the value of the yen.

But. as with most developments
in the world economy, there are

pluses and minuses. In a recent
report. Ms Gail Fosler. chief econo-

mist of the Conference Board in the

US, noted that business spending
was growing in countries with rela-

tively low capacity utilisation rates,

such as the US, Canada and Mexico.

This, she said, suggested that "busi-

ness spending is no longer driven

by business cycle considerations

but by global competition".

Mrs Sylvia Ostry. head of the Cen-
tre for International Studies at the

University of Toronto and a former

chief economist at the OECD, goes

further. New technologies and for-

eign direct investment are creating

“global overcapacity in industry

after industry after industry”, she

raj's.

Mrs Ostry has predicted new
types of friction between nations or

trading blocks as they adjust to

these changed conditions. An early

example was the so-called social

dumping case in which the Hoover

company shifted vacuum cleaner

production from Dijon in France to

its plant near Glasgow in Scotland

to take advantage of less regulated

labour markets and lower social

costs.

The pressure of competition

among the industrialised countries

and from the dynamic economies of

east Asia and Latin America has

become so remorseless as to make
some people think tbe unthinkable.

During the summer. Mr Jean-

Claude Paye, the secretary-genera)

of that free trade bastion tbe OECD,
said he would “not rule out protec-

tionism as a last resort" if it pre-

served the industrialised world

from social unrest caused by mass
unemployment

It is a moot point whether politi-

cians and electorates in the indus-

trial world have adjusted their

expectations sufficiently to tbe

prospect of cut-throat international

competition and slower growth over

the rest of the 1990s.

Low opinion poll ratings suggest

that politicians have coped poorly

in the face of changing world eco-

nomic conditions. It is a paradox

that in an increasingly interdepen-

dent global economy, politicians are

having to deal first and foremost

with domestic issues to ensure their

re-election.

The heady days of the 1980s,

when Germany’s Chancellor Hel-

Continued on page 26
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IMF- WORLD ECONOMY AND FINANCE'

FINANCE AND INVESTMENT

FINANCIAL markets

Investors flex their muscles
Net purchases of foreign stocks by US investors ($m)

in first quarter of 1993
Equities Bonds

WITHIN THE past Few weeks a
number of governments of

member states of the European
Community have experienced
the power of today’s free-

wheeling global capital mar-
kets. The European Monetary
System has effectively col-

lapsed and several govern-
ments have had to abandon
pledges on exchange rates.

Global money is attractive

but dangerous. On the one
hand, the international capital
market has offered hard-
pressed governments an attrac-

tive opportunity to raise capi-

tal It might, for instance, have
been much harder for coun-
tries such as Prance, the OK
and Spain to sustain large bud-
get deficits without the ability

to sell bonds in large volumes
to international investors.

On the other hand, the
global investors impose a price,

if a country's economic policies

are not attractive to them they
will attack first the short-term
financial markets, with pres-
sure on the currency, and sec-

ond they will withdraw sup-
port from government bonds.
For developed countries

these constraints can be politi-

cally embarrassing but by no
means fatal. But in the third

world the choices are often
barsher. Many governments of

Hard-pressed governments lured by the

attractions ofglobal money, mayfind
that, the political price is embarrassingly

Portfolio flows - net purchases of foreign securities |$bnj

1969 1990 1991 1992

United States

bonds 6.0 23.3 16.6 ias

equities 13.1 8.3 31.1 32.4

Japan
bonds 94.1 249 68-2 35.6

equities 17.9 6.3 3.8 -3.0

Germany
bonds 25.0 14.8 14.5 42.5

equities 1.6 -0.3- 1.4 1.4

United Kingdom
bands 34.0 27.3 28.7 61.1

equities 24.1 0.9 21.5 -4.1*

-Nat mpavetkut Scuroo.- NatWeat SaoutifoS

developing countries have in

fact regarded the global capital

market as no more than an
unacceptable arm of economic
imperialism. But in cuttiag
themselves off to secure politi-

cal independence they have
often condemned themselves to

the economic backwaters.

Now, many developing coun-

tries are at last embracing the

dangerous opportunities
offered by international capi-

tal. In terms of equities. large

volumes of money are flowing

into so-called “emerging mar-
kets” and even certain third

world debt securities, for

instance in South America, are
finding international takers.

There may be a very
long-term cycle to all this.

Global capital flowed freely

across borders in the 13th cen-
tury, when the City of London
was financing railroads in

North America, mines in
Africa and ranches in Argen-

tina. The risks turned out to be

fairly high. Investors in South

American bonds, for instance,

were usually the victims of

default - a lesson which banks

relearned in the 1970s.

By the time of the first world

war the barriers were going

up, and episodes of hyperinfla-

tion and depression In. the

inter-war period had a negative

effect When the second world
war followed, cross-border

flows were almost completely
snuffed out, and most interna-

tional assets of European coun-
tries had to be sold to meet
war debts, or were forfeited.

For a long time afterwards a
capital-starved Europe boarded
its resources behind a system
of controls on capital move-
ments. But these were steadily

dismantled, especially in the
1980s, as more liberal philoso-

phies became dominant
Moreover, the opportunities

for investment in Europe have
diminished as the economic
growth rate has slowed. As in

the 19th century, the best
opportunities for high returns

are seen to be in the develop-
ing world, probably in the east

rather than in the west
How big is the international

capital market? There are vari-

ous ways of measuring it, but a
recent research paper from the

EUROPE
Eucpean Community
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London securities house Nat-

West Markets starts from the

proposition that the total

resources of the international

financial institutions are of the

order of SlAOOObn.

Of these institutions the

most important are those in
the US. Japan and the UK The
degree of international diversi-

fication varies substantially,

from 25 per cent for UK pen-

sion funds to about 5 per cent
far their US counterparts.

UK funds are not changing
their allocations much at pres-

ent, and the US ftmds are at

&e centre of the stage. They
are rapidly increasing their

overseas investments, which
on some expectations will

eventually rise to the 10-12 per

emit range. According to the

US consultants InterSec

Research the value of US tax-

exempt assets with interna-

tional mandates rose from

$l54bn to nearly $200bn in the

first half of 1993.

Certainly, big flows are now

being seen. The latest available

figures, for the first quarter or

1993, show that American

investors poured S22bn into

overseas bonds and some $6bn

into foreign equities, with an

emphasis on Europe. On the

other hand, Japanese institu-

tions have been fairly quiet

recently, whereas in the late

1980s they became huge buyers

of international bonds, espe-

cially US Treasury securities.

There are three strands to

this cross-border activity. The

dominant motivation is a

search for geographical diversi-

fication in developed countries,

with global portfolio managers

seeking a balanced exposure to

the US, Europe and Japan.

Second, there is the desire

for investors in mature econo-

mies to seek higher returns,

albeit with more risk, in faster-

growing areas. The movements
of hinds are comparatively
small as a proportion of global

cross-border flows, but in abso-

lute terms, in the context of

individual third world mar-
kets, the sums can loom large.

In the first quarter of this

year US bond investors put
almost $8Q0m net into Mexico,
for instance. As tor equities,

US funds allocatedsome 9900m
to the Hong Kong stock market
in the three-month period, and
were also net. Investors in
Argentina, Brazil. Mexico and
Korea to the extent of $2fi0m or
$300m in each case. Hong Kong

now has a market capitalisa-

tion of about 1.6 per cent of the

FT-Actuaries 'World Index,

Retail investors are also

being drawn into so-called

emerging markets funds which

are being launched by more

and more institutions - with a

new one in the UK from Mer-

cury Asset Management last

month, for instance.

Such ftmds tend to empha-

sise the high growth rates of

parts of the developing world.

The MAM launch publicity

quoted IMF forecasts that eco-

nomic growth in the emerging

markets will reach 6 per cent

over the coming five years

compared with a mere 2% per

cant in the developed world.

The third motivation for

cross-border flows relates to

tax or politics. For instance, a

few years ago Japanese life

assurance companies were

being urged to buy vast quanti-

ties of US bonds to offset US-

Japanese trade imbalances A
current example is the big flow

of German retail savings into

Luxembourg to escape with-

holding tax. Such flows can be

sabstantial lor a time, but usu-

ally prove temporary.

.For the Hmp being, the tide

remains strongly in favour of

internationalisation of the cap-

ital markets.

The message that capital can

be better employed elsewhere

is not one governments like to

hear. Similarly, the ability of

the free-wheeling markets to

impose their Judgments on the

politicians can be resented. But

the politicians are on the

defensive and global investors

have gained the upper hand.

I

T SEEMS very strange now
in this triumphant era of
privatisation, but some 50
years ago governments

were eagerly nationalising

important industries to ensure
that the Tailores of capitalism
in tbe 1930s woald not be
repeated. As recently as the
early 1980s the French social-

ists were still nationalising
substantial concerns. Public
ownership would safeguard
the public interest, they
claimed.

Meanwhile, third world gov-

ernments for much of the post-

war era have seen the expro-
priation of the assets of
multinational companies as a
natural expression of their

desire to assert economic as
wei! as political independence.
Such policies were especially

rife during the 1960s and the

early 1970s.

For a long while the Soviet

Union and its many satellites

provided a model for the
nationalises to follow: the

model was flawed, of course,

but at least it appeared to pro-

vide a viable alternative to

western capitalism.

Today, however, tbe public

sector is in retreat almost
everywhere. The Economist
recently calculated that state-

owned companies worth more
than $300bn have been sold off

by some 50 countries since
1985. At least as much further

privatisation is likely to take
place by 2000.

It is happening all around
the globe. Although the UK,
which pioneered the process,

has more or less reached the

end of its “sell" list, other
western European countries
such as France and Italy have
huge offerings on the stocks.

France, for instance, with a
new conservative government

PUBLIC SECTOR

In retreat almost everywhere
tn charge, has lined up the
leading bank BNP as its first

candidate, to be sold within a
few weeks, aud the French
Treasury hopes to receive
upwards of §5bn for the gov-
ernment's 73 per cent stake. In
fact, France has effectively

raised 3I9bn in advance by
selling “Balladur bonds'*
which can be converted into
future privatisation stocks.

In eastern Europe the sums
involved are comparatively
tiny bat the Implications are
much more profound. Remark-
able strides are being made in

privatising great chunks of the
economies through a variety

of methods including voucher
schemes, mutual funds, man-

State-owned companies worth more than

$300bn have been sold by some 50

countries since 1985. Barry Riley

reviews the trend towards privatisation

agement takeovers and sales

to foreigners.

Latin America has become
another highly active centre of
privatisation. A bandwagon
set in motion by Chile has
been jomped on by Argentina.
Peru, Colombia. Venezuela
and others. The aim is to
attract not only the US portfo-

lio money which has been
pouring into South America
but also the local funk money
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Power

to Finance

Worldwide

which is being tempted back
from overseas havens by more
financially liberal regimes.

The privatised assets tend to
fall into a limited number of

categories. For instance,
according to the investment
bank Morgan Stanley 15
national telephone companies
have been privatised since
1981 and another 30 are likely

to be floated within the next
three years.. Oddly, though,
France Telecom is not yet offi-

cially on the list

Three clearly distinct
motives are- present in the
global wave of privatisations.

There is a simple desire to
raise revenues, at a time when
government coffers are often

bare. The OECD expects that

government fiscal deficits in

Europe will top 6 per cent of
GDP on average in 1993,
because of the recession.

Issues running at some
$70bn a year will significantly

offset these revenue and
spending imbalances. But
there is a more direct eco-

nomic motive, to lift the dead-
ening influence of public con-

trol and allow the dynamism
of private ownership to boost
economic growth rates.

-

This search for a capitalist

solution is evident in some of
the developing countries
where there is now a muds
greater openness to invest-

ment by multinationals, which
are seen to be capable of
bringing in capital and tech-

nology.

Sometimes these two
motives are directly in con-
flict, as when state-owned
monopolies are privatised.

They would be worth more to

a buyer if the monopoly were
retained, but selling off a

licence to print money would
scarcely serve tbe objective of
creating a competitive econ
omy. Either the • monopoly
must be split to create several

competitors or a regulatory
body must be created to con-

trol the monopoly in the pub-
lic interest.

Tricky labour market issues

can also be highlighted by die
' proems of privatisation. Often,

in the past, an overt purpose
of nationalisation and state

ownership has been to safe-

guard Jobs. Therefore it is

common to find that new capi-

talist managers can find enor-

mous Scape for jobshedding.
This, has been strongly evi-

dent hi the UK -for instance,

where British Telecom and the
electricity generators, have
sharply reduced their work-
forces (although in BTs case
changing technologymay have
played an important part).

Probably toe worst political

furore in the UK came in the

jug knock-on implications for

tbe coal mining industry.

The third important motive

is to remove important indus-

tries from the constraints of

state funding. Where attrac-

tive investment opportunities

exist it can be damaging to the
national economy if capital is

withheld for budgetary rear

sons. Released into the private

sector, companies can raise

capital subject only to their

ability to persuade investors

that the terms are attractive.

But does privatisation work?
There is plenty of evidence of

success for the big western pri-

vatisations, but the battle is

not entirely won -in toe devel-

oping countries.

China is, of cohrse, a puzzle

ail of its own, with a commu-
nist government struggling to

keep control of a burgeoning
private sector. The Chinese
economy is paradoxically per-

forming much better than that

of Russia, - tyhera-ihe attempt
wake of the privatisation of to expand top jurtopte sector is

.the electricity industry, for apparently nmcfl jnore enthu-
rather indirect reasons: the
decision of the electricity

bosses, newly freed from polit-

ical constraints, to cut back on
coal burning has had devast-

siastic' and coherent, but
where some important ingredi-

ents, such as a flair for busi-

ness, are presumably in short
supply.

INFLATION

Down, but possibly not out
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IS INFLATION a problem of the
past? “Yes" Is the answer given

by the new conventional wis-

dom. It may be true for the
moment ft may even be true far

the next few years. It is too
early to be confident it will be
true for good.

Ever since the collapse of the
gold standard, money has been
subject to the discretionary
management of the state, which
has discharged this trust with
remarkable incompetence or,

worse, dishonesty. Consumer
price Indices show, for example,
that the purchasing power of a
1933 pound had fallen to 3p by
1993, while that of the dollar
had fallen to 9 rants

This great inflation began in

the second world war and
reached its peak in the 1970s. fa

1974 and again in 1980 the
annual rate of Inflation in
OECD countries peaked at
between 13 and 14 per cent The
most recent cyclical peak in
OECD inflation, however, which
occurred in 1990, was only 5.8

per cent This does not mean
inflation is over, bat It does
show it has at least became con-
siderably less rapid than it had
earlier been. This decline in
inflation has been general fa
OECD countries, one reason
being that the 1980s did not see
a repetition of the oil price
shocks that coincided with the
peak inflation rates hi the 1970s.

Yet, givm last year's rate of

about 4 per cent, it is impossible

to argue that inflation tn the
industrial countries is defini-

tively dead. Mr Alan Greenspan,

chairman of the Federal
Reserve, has argued that “mice
stability means that expected
changes in the average price

level are small enough and
gradual enough that they do not

materially enter business and
household decisions'’. Given the

difficulty of measuring quality

Improvements, this level is

often, token to be 0-2 per cent

Some leading OECD countries

have already achieved that, if in

the depths of recession. But oth-

ers - not only the US, Italy and
the UK, but even Germany -

have not at at least not yet

.
Even if inflation is not con-

quered. it is at least lower than

for decades. One question is

why this has happened, infla-

tion is a monetary phenomenon.

There is no better explanation

Inflationary pressures are subdued
across the developed world, but do not
befooled, says Martin Wolf
for it than that of “too much
money chasing too few goods”.
The proximate cause of current
relatively low rates of inflation,

by the standards of the 1950s

and 1960s. has been relatively

disciplined monetary policy and,
in an era of high real interest

rates, greater willingness of
investors to hold money in idle

balances, rather than spend it

These monetary roots of cur-

rent low inflation also give
cause for optimism about infla-

tion in the medium term, fa a
modem economy money is cre-

ated less by governments than
by banks. So weakened and
frightened have banks become
by their mistakes in the 1960s
that they are not prepared to
expand their balance sheets.
This is now evident in countries
as varied as the US, Japan, the
UK and Australia as well as
those of Scandinavia. At pres-
ent, In feet, the only leading
country worried by how rapidly
broad money is growing is,

amazingly, Germany.
Another reason for optimism

it-is argued, is the emergence of
new low cost competition, par-
ticularly in east Asia. This
development is similar in its

effects to an Increase in the rate
of domestic productivity growth
and should reduce inflation if
other things remain equal But

inflation can still accelerate if

the rate of increase in domestic
nominal costs, particularly
wages, accelerates. Domestic
monetary conditions are what
determine that
Given current monetary con-

ditions, the medium term
chances of continued modest
inflation look good in almost all

leading industrial countries. But
what about the longer term? in
the end, after all, economies will
recover, banks will restore their
capital base and borrowers will
regain their courage. The mone-
tary policies that cause rnfiaH/Mi

reflect political forces. Whether
or not inflation will remain low
depends ultimately on whether
it has ceased to be convenient
for governments.
People go to jail for using

fraudulent weights and mea-
sures. Governments try to buy
elections by doing the same
thing - undermining the value
of the currency by printing
more. The reason they do so is
that while some voters lose,
many benefit from the extra tax
revenue that the fraud pro-
duces: unanticipated inflation is
a way of achieving covertly
what governments could not
have legislated overtly. But this
“inflation tax" works only when
inflation is unanticipated, and a
given rate of inflation is

Tim rise and fall ofluflation v

Annual percentage.change inconsumer price indices
25% -• -rr—— -»w . .

20*;-—-

1596-

1096

.. 1 63 67
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unlikely to remain unantici-
pated forever. So the “tax"
works if the government contin-

ues to push inflation higher
than people were expecting.

In the 1950s and 1960s, unan-
ticipated inflation was a part of
the mechanism that delivered
on the political commitment to

“fifll employment". But toe com-
modity price increases of the
1970s brought tins process - and
tbe commitment to full employ-
meat - to an end, -since no polit-

ically acceptable- level of infla-

tion could secure the required
reduction in reaL wages.
A cogent argument fra- opti-

mism about the long-term rate
of inflation is that the benefits
of inflation to policymakers are
now much smaller than fa the
1960s and 1970s, its victims are
better able to protect them-
selves and its beneficiaries are
also politically weaker. Mean-
while, potential victims either
lend short, or demand high
long-term nominal Interest rates
in relation to current inflation.
Policymakers, know they are
permanently on' trial and, lack-
ing exchange controls, face
homediate penalties if they are
condemned.
Nevertheless, there are also

four good reasons for fearing
that high inflation might be
politically attractive one day.
First, managed ihoney has
never delivered stable prices, or
even, stable low. iniiaHqn over
any long period. Second, each
year of relatively modest infla-
tion lulls the public further,
“fireby increasing the redistri-
butive effects of another burst
of inflation. Given the UK’s cur-
rent rate of issuance of
long-term gflts with coupons of

7 5^
I
L
cent

’ for example, htgtw*
inflation might well become
attractive once more, as the
year 2000 approaches.

JJU* a« Plenty of
debtors who would adore v»pw
prices. Finally, among those
debtors are almost all leading

whose recounts
are bleeding red ink. The aboli-
tion of exchange controls may®ake ft costly for a country to

Inftotion^ lts 0WIL

^J?iaI
!

W
!
ys to alternative« global inflation, euphemisti-

cally labelled “concerted refla-

tong-dated con-

IS™h2 bonds should
remember and beware.
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“‘One of the most

important things we
do for our clients

is talk to each other

— across time zones,

across markets,

across disciplines.

That's how -we

spot opportunities.

Make connections.

Transfer ideas

and techniques.

Get things clone.”

With a worldwide staff

representing more than

95 nationalities - 55 in

Europe alone - few

firms have a more inter

national perspective

than J.P. Morgan. Few

can match our product

breadth or our ability

to maneuver in complex

local markets. And no

firm networks as actively.

That’s why, when clients

need an answer, they

connect with J.P. Morgan
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IMF WORLD ECONOMY AND FINANCE-

foreign direct investment

Era of the multinationals
DIRECT investment by
multinational corporations is

becoming a hugely important
force in the world economy. A
recent study from the United
Nations estimated that multi-
nationals now control a third
of the world's private produc-
tive assets. Thefr stock of for-

eign investments is now worth
$2,ooobn. The turnover gener-
ated by these assets in 1992
was bigger than total world
exports. In other words, direct

investment abroad is now a
bigger economic force than
world trade.

Although investment world-
wide has dropped sharply from
its peak in 1990, it seems likely
that the upward trend will
resume. As the UN report
points out, growth in foreign
direct investment in the past
couple of decades has averaged
13 per cent a year. In the
period 1986-90 the rate was 28
per cent. That brief and unsus-
tainable spurt was due partly
to the economic boom of the
late 1980s, partly to one-off
changes such as the Introduc-
tion of the European single
market
The underlying arguments

for growth in foreign direct
investment remain unchanged.

The development ofcommunications

and a change in political climate is

altering theface ofglobal

manufacturing, writes Tony Jackson

In essence, a combination of

factors, such as the develop-

ment of global communica-
tions and a change in the polit-

ical climate towards
multinationals, is bringing in

an era of true global manufac-
turing.

A company such as Siemens,
the Goman electronics giant,

may now start making a prod-

uct in Germany, where preci-

sion and automation are
required, then ship it to Malay-
sia for the labour-intensive

final stages of manufacture. At
the same time, much of its soft-

ware research is undertaken in
which hps an abundant

supply of cheap computing tal-

ent
Foreign direct investment is

also proving an important
force in the integration of
national economies. Ford is

developing its “world car",

known as the Mondeo in

Europe and to be sold in North

America next year as Ford
Contour and Mercury Mys-
tique. Components such as
anglnae and transmissions for

the car will be made at single

locations and shipped world-
wide.

In samfwmdnctnrs. Siemens,

IBM and Toshiba have formed
an aiHaiw to develop the next

generation of memory chip.

The chip will be supplied to

the world market from a single

factory, in a country yet to be
determined.

As the UN report argues,

such integration is also impor-

tant at the regional level. The
strategy by Japanese compa-
nies of locating production in

cheaper Far Eastern countries

such as Thailand and Malaysia
has done much to integrate the

economies of the region. US
companies were setting up pro-

duction in Mexico, for similar

reasons, before negotiations on
the North American Free

Trade Agreement had even

started.

There is an important dis-

tinction to be made between

the land of integration based

on trade, which is relatively

simple, and the for more com-

plex Unks involved in global

manufacturing. The report

says that “as integration

moves from shallow trade-

based linkages to deep interna-

tional production-based link-

ages under the common gover-

nance (of multinationals), the

traditional division between

integration at the corporate

and country levels begins to

break down".

As a result, the multination-

als “encroach on areas over

which sovereignty and respon-

sibilities have traditionally

been reserved for national gov-

ernments. This raises new
issues of direct concern to the

formation of national laws and
regulations”.

Foreign direct investment
tends to transfer assets from
the developed world to the
developing world. But the pat-

tern is not entirely simple.
Last year, of a total of $l26bn
in foreign direct investment
worldwide, $40bn - 32 per cent
- went to developing coun-

Componants for Ford’s “world car" wffl be made at single locations and shipped worldwide

tries. This represents an
advance on the 26 per cent

going to developing countries

in the period 1981-65, but the
change Is not dramatic.

In part, this is accounted for

by the fact that big shifts have
occurred in the composition of
foreign direct investment by
sector. Increasingly, invest-

ment is going into services and
high-tech manufacture, rather

than basic manufacture and
natural resources. As might be
expected, foreign direct invest-

ment in the developed world is

mostly in the former category.

whereas in the developing
world the emphasis is on the

latter. Increasingly, it seems,
countries have to reach a basic

level of sophistication before
they can get in on the act.

This is borne out by the fact

that last year, the £40bn of for-

eign direct investment going to
developing countries was spent
almost wholly in two regions:

east, south and south-east Asia
got S21bn, while Latin America
and the Caribbean got Slfibn.

The whole of Africa got a piti-

ful $2bn, while the sum
invested in the least developed

countries was too small to

measure.

Changing this pattern may
prove a long job. Simple cash
incentives to set up production
in a country have little effect,

other than on the margin. As
any international businessman
will tell you, if that Is the best
reason for going to a country
you had better not go at alL In
addition, the increasing sophis-

tication of global production
means that cheap labour is

often not a deciding factor

either.

What companies often look

for is threefold: a skilled focal

workforce, good infrastructure

(especially telecommunica-

tions) and a welcoming atti-

tude by government Acquiring

the first two is a long haul. But

at least, something can be done

about the third.
^

The dangers of antagonising

international investors can he

illustrated by the case of an

economy as sophisticated as

that of South Korea which has

a real need for inward invest-

ment primarily as a means of

getting hold of technology. But

a streak of xenophobia in the

Korean character shades into

downright antagonism when it

comes to their former colonial

masters, the Japanese. Korea

traditionally has made things

awkward for foreigners in

terms of its financial system,

its real estate laws and so

forth.

Last year. Korea saw a net

outflow of foreign direct invest-

ment. a fact which seems to

have brought the government

to its senses. A concerted

attempt is now being made, to

be nicer to foreigners.

Whether it will reverse the

damage remains to be seen.

Across the world, the days

when it pa*** to revile the mul-

tinationals are long gone. Like

it or not, too much depends on
them

INVESTMENT INSTITUTIONS

More power to

capital markets
The amount ofmoney sloshing around

the world'sfinancial system is so vast .

.

governments seem almostpowerless to

resist it, writes Philip Coggan
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T
HE ABILITY of interna-

tional capital markets
to embarrass govern-
ments was demon-

strated in September 1992 and
August 1993, when speculative

attacks twice caused turmoil in

the European Exchange Rate
Mechanism.
The amwint of money slosh-

ing around the world's finan-

cial system is so vast that gov-

ernments seem almost
powerless to resist it - they
might as well attempt to repeal

the laws of gravity.

To give a few examples:
Net daily foreign exchange

turnover last year was about
JLOOObn, compared with cen-
tral bank reserves which were
estimated at $555.6bn in April
1992.

Turnover in the Eurobond
market reached more than
$7,000tm in 1992, according to
the International Securities
Market Association.

The World Bank has esti-

mated that global institutional

Investment funds are worth
$14,000ba-

in a report on capital flows,
the International Monetary
Fund stated that cross-border
equity holdings in the US.
Europe and Japan increased
from $8Q0bn in 1986 to Jl^OObn
in 1991.

Cross-border investment may
have a lot more scope for
growth. Restrictions on foreign
investment by domestic insti-

tutions - pension funds, insur-
ance companies, unit trusts or
mutual funds and the like -
are being eased round the
world. The relaxation of rules
covering occupational pension
plans in Switzerland means
that funds can now invest up
to 25 per cent in foreign stocks
and up to 30 per cent in all
investments denominated in
foreign currencies.

The US institutions are still
well behind Europe In the
extent of their portfolio diversi-
fication. It is estimated that
European institutions now
invest about 20 per cent of
their assets overseas; in the
US, the proportion is only
around 7 per cent
A survey by Greenwich

Associates found that $31bn
was invested in international
stock markets by US pension
funds in 1992. But corporate
and public pension funds
planned to invest a further
JlOObn in foreign stocks over
the next five years.

Pension funds are, of course
only part of the US institu-
tional Investment community
According to ubs Global
Besearch, a record $26.6bn was
invested in foreign bonds and
equities by US institutions in
the first quarter of 1993. com-
pared with $l7.4bn in the last
Quarter of 1992.

These funds are controlled
°y professional managers who
are well aware of the need to
produce good performance to
ft-fom their management con-
tracts. They win thus be quick
to exploit any profitable oppor-
tunities - such as an expected
currency devaluation - or to
desfert a stock market if they
reel government policy has
moved in an uncongenial dlrec-

t?
0nversely

* d°mestic
surge if interna-

SSI managers decide to
“crease their country alloca-
tion by a couple of percentage
points or so.
A classic example of a coun-

try's economic policy being set

with financial markets in mind
is that of France in the early
1990s, where Interest rates
have been kept high to support
the franc, in the face of the
belief of many economic com-
mentators that substantial
interest rate cuts were needed
to prevent a drastic recession.

Not only is cross-border
investment likely to grow, but
the funds available for invest-

ment are also expected to
increase. As the population of
the developed world ages, it

will need to save more and
more to provide for Us pension-
ers. By 2010, for example,
around 18 per cent of the Japa-
nese population is expected to

be 65 or older, compared with
11 per cent in 1990. Pension
fund assets are expected to
grow from Y150,000bn in I960
to Y250,000bn by the year 2000,
according to the Japanese Pen-
sion Fund Association.

A further development is the
readiness of many more econo-
mies to welcome the influx of

European institutions

invest about 20 per cent
of their assets overseas

foreign capital. Financial liber-

alisation measures in Latin
America and south-east Asia
have helped make “emerging
markets” investment the fla-
vour of the moment in the
fund management industry.
The argument in favour of

emerging markets is relatively
simple. Their economies are
growing that much faster than
those in the developed world,
and as they embrace capital-
ism, the prospects for growthm corporate profits are that
much greater.

Emerging markets still form
<mly a tiny part of institutional
portfolios, but that In itself can
be cited as a bullish argument
World Bank figures suggest
there are around 135 emerging
markets - the countries con-
cerned have 80 per cent of the
world’s population but just 12
per cent of its GDP and 6 per
cent of its stock market capi-
talisation. As institutions
increase investments in the
area, so the theory goes, the
weight of money" will boost

snare prices. Japan was once
an emerging market, after all

Certainly, money has started
to flow into the emerging mar-kk k Latin America, equity
portfolio inflows increased’
from OTm in 19® t0 ss.ebn in

Micropal survey of
emerging market investment
managers found that Mexico
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RIAN PEARSE. chief
executive of the UK's
Midland Bank, likens
banks to the victims

of a car accident. "As you
come out of it, you not only
have to recover your poise, but
learn some new tricks as well,”
he says. The convalescence
from the accident of asset qual-
ity problems in the 1980s is

well under way.
But while the health of the

patient is better than at any
time in the past five years, the
long-term prognosis may not
be good. The recovery of the
banking systems in the US and
Europe has not gainsaid ques-
tions whether ban ire have a
permanent role as lending
institutions for corporate cus-
tomers.

The accident that befell
banks in the 1980s followed the
deregulation of financial
systems in the US and Europe,
and asset price inflation in the
late 1980s. Banks competed for
growth by cutting margins -
notably in big corporate lend-
ing - only to be hit by reces-
sion across OECD economies.

T HE economic slow-
down which has cast
a pall over OECD
countries has had at

least one beneficiary; for the
past three years, the worlds
bond markets have enjoyed an
unprecedented bull run, which
has already outlasted most
analysts’ expectations.

Bad economic news spells
good news for bond markets
because it encourages govern-
ments to lower short-term
interest rates, in turn forcing
down bond yields, in an effort

to revive economic growth. At
the same time, economic reces-

sion drags down inflation,
which means that real yields

become more attractive to

investors and underpin the
long end of the market
The main reason for the con-

tinuing optimism over bond
market performance is that the
outlook for inflation has
changed dramatically. Tradi-
tionally, bond markets have
performed well during eco-

nomic recession, and then
weakened as economic condi-

tions improved.
That cycle may now have

been broken. “US bond yields

are still falling, 10 quarters
into a recovery, and conditions

here (In Europe) are going to

be rougher if anything," said

Mr Phillip Saunders, fixed
interest investment director at

Guinness Flight.

The UK has also officially

WORLD BANKING

Convalescence under way
John Gapper suggests the long-term prognosis may not be good
US banks were first to

recover strongly, helped by a
strong positive yield curve that
allowed banks to rebuild capi-
tal by holding treasury assets.
Tier one ratios of core capital
to risk-weighted assets are now
commonly one or two percent-
age points above the 6 per cent
“well-capitalised” level
However, this has been fol-

lowed by a series of resur-
gences in European banking
systems as bad debt provisions
and write-offs have fallen. The
virtual break-up of the Euro-
pean exchange rate mechanism
has both helped ease asset
quality problems, and boosted
banks' trading profits.

British banks, whose prob-
lems were epitomised by the
loss of £242m in 1992 recorded
by the biggest bank Barclays,
have started rebuilding capital

by retaining earnings in spite

or continued weak demand for

loans. They are expected to

keep increasing profits up to
1996 on a cyclical upswing.
German and Swiss banks

have also reported sharply
improved results. The most
remarkable recovery story has
emerged in the past few
months In Scandinavia. Nordic
bonks such as SE-Banken have
declared that they do not
require government support,
and can instead raise fresh
capital from rights issues.

Japanese banks are later in

the cycle than European, and
are still dealing with asset
problems from the aftermath of

the "bubble economy". This
has led to a substantial retreat

from international syndicated
lending in which big Japanese
banks participated aggres-

sively during the 1980s.

The strongest profits from
traditional banking in the year

have come from Asia. A boom
in Pacific Rim economies,
together with the absence of
strong debt markets as an
alternative to borrowing from
banks, has created large profits

for banking groups such as
HSBC Holdings.

But while the environment

may be safer, it does not offer

the strong lending growth that

has followed past recessions.

This is partly because of risk

management controls to
ensure they do not repeat mis-

takes, and partly because
demand is weak.
Improved risk management

has become a fundamental con-

cern for banks as they try to

allocate capital to the activities

that not only appear to be prof-

itable, but make sufficient

returns to offset credit losses

during downturns. This has led

to re-examination of some lend-

ing activities.

Among the "new tricks" to

which Mr Pearse - whose bank
was acquired by HSBC Hold-

ings last year - refers is the

attempt to build earnings from
non-lending activities. For cor-

porate banks, this means trad-

ing and advisory work, and for

retail banks it means sailing

insurance and savings.

Caution about lending is

partly because banks do not
want to lend again at margins
that do not reflect true risks.

But it also steins from the
desire to conserve capital Reg-
ulators and equity markets are

both placing increasing empha-
sis on banks having strong
enough capital to absorb risk.

10-year bond market rally

Redemption yteld
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An unprecedented bull run
The US and Japanese markets have proved they can defy gravity, says Tracy Corrigan

emerged from recession, yet

there are expectations that not
only long-term band yields but
also short-term interest rates

have somewhat further to fall

“There has been a marked
change in investment psycho-

logy," said Mr George Magnus,
international economist at SG
Warburg. “There is always a

cyclical decline in inflation,

which is usually short-lived.

This time round, low rates of
inflation will persist" He cites

a number of factors, such as
lack of employment opportuni-

ties and competition from rap-

idly growing Asian economies
which will contribute to low
Inflation growth among devel-

oped countries.

This has increased the scope

for bond yields to fall, since

low inflation has enhanced real

yields (yields with inflation

stripped out).

Nevertheless, investors may
not be keen to buy bonds at

such historically low yields.

“You can't draw forecasts with
a ruler," warned one fund man-
ager. “We are in uncharted ter-

ritory, and that makes every-

one very nervous."

Investors are struggling to

oome to terms with the impli-

cations of lower yields. Some
investors, such as yield-hungry

US insurance companies, take

on greater credit risk to

enhance yields, for example by
buying bonds issued by Latin

American borrowers, or by
poorly-rated companies. More
commonly, investors have
tended to extend the maturity
of their bond investments, to

benefit from the steep yield

curves created by cuts in

short-term rates.

Initially, the US yield curve,

for example, steepened dramat-
ically because of the speed
with which the authorities cut
rates.

More recently, however.

Mr Roberto Mendoza, a vice-

chairman of JP Morgan, argues

that banks increasingly depend
on strong capital to increase

returns because it helps attract

business. “Counter-intuitive

though it may be. return on
equity in financial companies
tends to rise the more capital

you have." he says. The
increased emphasis on returns

on capital achieved from vari-

ous businesses has already led

to banks retreating from inef-

fective overseas operations. It

is now placing strains on Euro-

pean “universal” banks that
have diverse businesses. They
may gradually be forced to

concentrate on niche areas.

The need to maintain capital

is particularly acute for corpo-

rate banks because those with-

out strong capital can in effect

be barred from trading instru-

ments such as financial deriva-

tives. Yet such trading is

required to raise profits

because lending margins are
too narrow alone.

“The low return from corpo-

rate lending is a big problem
for commercial banks with

Brian Pearse: you have to team
new tricks

investment banking preten-
sions,” says Mr David Band,
chief executive of Barclays'
securities arm BZW. But
although there has been some
revival in syndicated loans,

many companies have looked
elsewhere for finance.

The singe in bond markets
because of falling interest rates

has stimulated the trend
towards the “disintermedia-

tion” of corporate financial ser-

vices. Companies with better

credit ratings than banks and
fewer overheads can raise

1992 1993

there has been a flattening of

the yield curve. In part, this is

because very low money mar-
ket rates make it cheap to fund

positions at the longer end of

the market
For traders, a long position

in German bonds has to out-

perform substantially a long
position in US bonds because
the cost of funding the German
bond position is substantially

higher. As a result, the longer

end of the US market has ral-

lied, causing a flattening of the

yield curve.

The same pattern has
already been seen, albeit less

dramatically in the UK and is

expected to follow in Europe.

Some analysts believe that
investors will simply have to

adjust their expectations, since

returns on stock as well as
bond markets are likely to fall

short of the levels seen in the

1980s. as economic growth in

OECD countries is likely to

remain low.

However, they point out
that, in a historical context,

real yields are not particularly

low.

In the US, for example, with
inflation at 2^ per cent, a 6 per

cent long bond yield offers a

real yield of 32 per cent, which
appears paltry compared with
the average real yield of 6.2 per
cent in the 1980s, but looks
more favourable against a 2.6

per cent average in the 1960s

and a 1.3 per cent average in

the 1970s.
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money on capital markets
more cheaply.
That trend is long-estab-

lished. but banks’ retail busi-
ness is also being undercut by
consumer finance companies.
US banks have competed suc-
cessfully in the buoyant
mutual fund market this year,
but consumers' increasing
access to credit and invest-
ments from other companies
may squeeze banks.
These developments have led

Alan Greenspan, chairman of
the Federal Reserve, to express
concern about banks’ future in
the US financial system. The
boundary between banks and
other companies offering finan-
cial services is being weakened
by banks' diversifications away
from lending.

Yet the paradox is that such
worries are being expressed at
a time when banks are as
healthy as they have been for
half a decade and shares have
been rallying. Decisions made
in the next five years on how
to use their newfound capital

will determine the patient's
long-term health.

Nevertheless, there is a

growing sense that tbe US
bond market rally cannot have
much further to go. and the
conviction that at present lev-

els the market does not offer

"good value" relative to other
markets.

The only problem is that
analysts have been predicting

the end of the US Treasury
market rally since at least the
start of the year.

In Japan, although the lack
of any sign of inflationary pres-

sure will continue to buoy the

market, there is a sense any
further rate cuts are well dis-

counted and the market will

get little further lilt from arriv-

ing at its goal. Indeed, with
10-year yields at around 4 per

cent, it is hard to argue for

further substantial yield
declines.

Both markets have already

proved they can defy gravity,

and may well do so again. Nev-
ertheless most fund managers
believe that European bond
markets, which are heading for

some substantial cuts in rates,

still offer the best value, and
are tending to adopt over-

weight positions in these mar-
kets.

Italian and Spanish bonds
have benefited most dramatic-

ally from the break down of
the ERM: Italian IQ-year bond
yields have already fallen from
12VS per cent in June to 9*4 per
cent in September.
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ARAB BANK
A Clear Vision

in Banking

With 63 years of growth, we are among the largest

international financial institutions in the world.

With branches and affiliated offices all over the world,we
have created a complete range of services.

Our presence spans five continents. A look at our 1992

figures shows 17.9 billion U.S. dollars in assets, 993

million U.S. dollars in equity and over 13 billion dollars in

deposits.

+ :

Call us at any of our following major centres :

Zurich COD 265 71 1 1. London (71) 315 8500, New York (212) 715 9700

Paris (01) 43 59 34 34,Singapore (65) 533 0055, Bahrain (973) 25 63 98

Sydney (02) 232 4133

THE FORMULA FOR SUCCESS BY CEMENT CIBINONG
We at Cement Cibinong are proud to announce wenowown a second cement plant which has increased ourproduction

capacity to 4 million tons.

As Indonesia's second largest cement producer and fourth largest in South East Asia we are not preoccupied with

size alone. Acquiring new capacity of 1 million tons is a major step towards our mission to achieve cost and market

leadership in the cement and readymix concrete industry.

Buying and not building new capacity, we have made substantial savings on capital expenditure.

Access to a low cost rail link to all of Java and a sheltered deep water anchorage from the new location means

immediate savings in distribution cost and offers export potential.

And with 2 production facilities we can cover our growing market in Java more efficiently. Java is home to 100

million people consuming two-thirds of national cement production.

2 plants and 4 million tons is a simple formula. But it hides a wealth of opportunity. Opportunity that makes us

more thao a cement company.

It makes us a solid investment.

WE BUILD INDONESIA

f»T SEMEN CIBINONG
For iurther information contact The Finance Director, PT Semen Cibinong, Jl. MT Haryono Kav. 12, Jakarta.

Tel. (62)21.81 9QB0B Fax. (62)21.B19B362.
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Hunt is on for better returns
The Continent isfindingfavour with investors as the United States and UK
stock markets lose their bloom, reports Tracy Corrigan
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IN SPITE OF expectations of
only sluggish economic growth
in OECD countries, stock mar-
kets have been booming this

year, with record highs for the
UK’s FT-SE index and the US
Dow Jones Industrial average.

Low interest rates are expec-
ted to fuel further stock mar-
ket gains, as developed econo-

mies emerge from recession. In
addition, the current low inter-

est rate environment has
encouraged investors to favour
stock markets, switching out of
bonds and money markets in

search of better returns.

"Anyone looking for strong

GDP growth in Europe in the
next 12 months is likely to be
disappointed, but that is not to

say that the combined effects

of lower Interest rates, weaker
currencies against the US dol-

lar, and, in particular, restruct-

uring of European industry,

cannot produce big gains in
corporate profits and a contin-

uation of the shift towards
cyclical stocks'*, argues Mr
Richard Davidson, an econo-

mist at Morgan Stanley Inter-

national.

In Europe, financial stocks,

the first to benefit from lower
Interest rates, have already ral-

lied strongly, up 41.9 per cent
in Europe since the start of the

year. But cyclical stocks, after

three years of underperform-
ance have also bounced back

by 30 per cent since the start of
the year. Consumer stocks on
the other hand have risen just

3.5 per cent since the start of

the year.

“Cyclical in Europe are
back in fashion and, as might
be expected, the rubbish has
risen with the tide, on expecta-

tions of reduced debt problems
and exponential growth in

earnings per share next year,"

reports Mr Davidson.

Ms Sophie Blancpain, Euro-
pean equity strategist at Credit

Suisse First Boston, believes

that Europe is "the hot place to

be." She argues that the US
stock market cycle is two years

ahead of Europe, since real

interest rates have already
fallen to very low levels. Real

rates in Europe cm the other

hand still average around five

per cent, ranging from an
extreme of around 10 per cent

in Denmark to just 2 per cent

in Germany.
When real interest rates

available on bank accounts fall

below dividend yields, there Is

a clear incentive for Investors

to take the additional risk of

buying stocks. With average
dividend yields ranging from

4% per cent in Spain to about 2

per cent in Germany, that

stage Is not for off.

Although the prospects for

dividend growth remain
muted, as companies rebuild

their balance sheets, many
analysts believe that there is

room for a pick-up in earnings,

despite low economic growth.

“One of the positive aspects

Continental Europe has
outperformed the US and

UK so far this year

of Europe is that there will be

a cyclical rally, due to reevalu-

ation as [European economies]

come out of recession," said Ms
Blancpain. She expects to see

“a better performance than
growth expectations suggest.

They have the potential to

show earnings growth through

restructuring." The restructur-

ing of European companies,
many of which are currently

less competitive than their US
counterparts, is already under
way, helped by labour reforms,

she believes.

In fact, continental Europe
has already outperformed the

US and UK so for this year.

Although the UK and US mar-
kets have hit the headlines by
reaching record highs, they
have actually offered relatively

low returns: 7.7 per cent for the

US and 10.5 per cent for the

UK, compared with 25.9 per
cent for Germany, and over 40
per cent in local currency
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terms for Sweden, Italy and
Spain, according to figures
from Salomon Brothers Inter-

national. “The FT-SE may have
breached the 3000 mark, but it

is the second worst performer*’

of the 10 leading stock markets
tracked by Salomon Brothers,

according to international
equity strategist Mr Marcus
Grubb.
the Japanese market, which

is still viewed as sick since it is

still 48 per cent off its highs,

has also performed well this

year, and is up 245 per cent.

The prospect of further cuts

to already low Japanese rates

is helping to fuel renewed
interest in the market. “The
government is more concerned
about recession than infla-

1903

tion." said Mr Philip Wosten-
croft, an equity strategist at
Smith New Court, who expects
further easing of rates this

year. However, he admits that

price/earnings ratios are very
high In Japan, because earn-

ings have been marked down
by recession.

High price/eamings ratios -

24 times in Germany and 22
times in France — are also a
cause of concern in Europe.
Chartists are beginning to
worry that high p/e ratios,

given the relatively poor
growth prospects, could mean
that markets are heading for a
crash.

However, Mr Grubb argues
that p/e ratios are not cur-

rently a good indicator of
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value, partly because earnings

are cyclically depressed.

His argument is that the cur-

rent outlook of low inflation,

low interest rates and low eco-

nomic growth is actually posi-

tive for stock markets, as in

the UK in the 1960s.

He believes that the flow of

cash into equity markets

caused by low interest rates

has only just started and will

buoy the market for some time

to come.
“A lot of people looking at

past levels of earnings and eco-

nomic growth are concerned
about the current level of stock

market valuation. They forget

that there is a cycle of asset

class rotation,” said Mr Grubb.

"Relative to earnings, profits

4. F M A M.J J‘ A F, M A M 4 J A S'.

performed well, because the
green shoots of recovery were

priced in very early. The same
thing js happening in Germany
now,” believes Mr Grubb.
There has also been growing

interest in emerging markets

in Asia and Latin America,
where economic growth is run-

ning well ahead of the devel-

oped countries.

and growth, equities are expen-

sive; but relative to cash and
bonds, they are cheap.
However, within this con-

text most analysts favour con-

tinental Europe, suggesting a
broad consensus that the US
and UK have lost their bloom.
“As the US and UK economies
went into the pit of recession

in 1990, their stock markets

DERIVATIVES

Volume rises to record levels
Tracy Corrigan on the growth in the use ofthese complexfinancial instruments

VolimM on International futures
and options exchanges

Number of contracts traded

Jan-Dee 1901 Jan-Dee 1992

Believe it or not,

they’re related.
This autumn, John Major and
his cabinet colleagues will

decide on the extent of

Britain's overseas aid
programme for 1994. Around
the same time, world finance

ministers will be meeting in

Washington to discuss the
debt crisis affecting Africa

and the rest of the Third
Wortd.

Proof that something is at

last being done? Don’t count
on it. in fact, there Is a
danger that the level of UK
aid will be cut, and that the

talks In Washington will end
up being Just that - talks.

Either outcome would be
disastrous for Africa. Each

would undermine the fragile

recovery that Is slowly
beginning to take place
throughout the continent.

The future survival of African

people Is related directly to

the decisions about to be
taken by John Major and the

others. You have the power
to influence those decisions.

To find out how, phone for

your free 'Africa Make or
Break’ Action Pack.

Do It now. Because for Africa,

it really is make or break.

0865 312603

Africa iXMM
Mj/4, y mrM;ns ,vr JMvr World
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VOLATILE market conditions

have helped boost volume in
the world’s fatores markets to

record levels this year.

Turmoil in the foreign
exchange markets, as curren-

cies within the European
exchange rate mechanism
came under repeated pressure

during the past 18 months, has
encouraged greater use of
derivative products among
speculators, for whom volatil-

ity represents an investment
opportunity, and among com-
panies and institutions per-

suaded by tiie swings in the
markets of the need to hedge
their exposure.

The proliferation of these
complex financial instruments

has attracted the unwanted
attentions of regulators, par-

ticularly in the US, who fear

that the level of systemic risk

is growing as a result
However, this year the pres-

sure has eased following a
series of reports, for example
by the Bank of England, which
have adopted a more concilia-

tory approach towards the
derivatives industry. The
derivatives market divides
Into two distinct parts: the
over-the-counter market in
swaps and options which con-

sists of specially tailored, but
often illiquid, instruments cre-

ated by banks and sold
directly to companies and
financial institutions; and the
highly liquid market in homo-
geneous futures and options
contracts traded and cleared
through exchanges.
The growth In over-the-

counter business has fuelled

growth in the futures market
- although exchanges have
tended to view the growth of
OTC business with some suspi-

cion. Banks active in the OTC
market use liquid contracts
traded on exchanges such as
the Chicago Board of Trade
and the London International

Financial Futures and Options
Exchange to lay off their risk.

Futures exchanges have a
number of advantages over the
OTC market: they generally
offer greater speed, at lower

cost In addition, institutions

dealing on an exchange do not
take on credit exposure to a
counterparty, since contracts

are settled through a central

clearing house.
However, many users prefer

to buy products in the OTC
market which are specially tai-

lored to suit their individual

needs. But the line between
these two markets is becoming
increasingly blurred, as

Futures markets have

grown fast in the last

decade

exchanges try to emulate the
flexibility of OTC products,

and banks consider ways of
replicating the clearing mech-
anisms of exchanges.

The expansion of the world’s

futures markets has trans-

formed the way financial mar-
kets function. Ten years ago
there were only a handful of

exchanges and a few liquid

contracts; now, it is hard to

think of any developed cash
market which does not have
an active futures market
attached to it. More than that
futures markets have become
more than an appendage of the
cash market: frequently, the
tail wags the dog.

The idea that futures mar-
kets drive cash markets can
appear disconcerting, or even
worrying - for example, some
regulators have tried to pin
tiie blame for the stock market
crash of 1987 on futures trad-

ers. The dominance of futures

over cash market trading Is

partly due to their greater
liquidity: volume in S&P
futures on the Chicago Mer-
cantile Exchange, for example,
is nearly twice the turnover in

the underlying stocks.

But in many cases futures

trading has helped boost
liquidity in the underlying
cash market For example,
institutional investors are
more likely to buy foreign
stocks if they know they can
hedge or adjust their positions

using derive instruments.

Futures also demand a
smaller outlay than the cash
market and allow traders to

express more complex market
views - for example, to posi-

tion themselves to gain from a
falling market, or from the
narrowing of a margin
between two markets.
Futures markets have grown

fast in the last decade, particu-

larly in Europe, where the
market only started 10 years

ago. According to a recent
report by the Group of 30, the
Washington-based think-tank,

the notional amount of futures

traded every year is

SllO.OQObn. The volume in the
OTC market is much smaller,

at around $2,000bn.

However, regulatory con-
cerns centre on the OTC mar-
ket, both because of the intrin-

sically greater credit risk, and
the larger amount of contracts

outstanding: G30 estimates
notional outstandings of
S430Obn in the OTC market
compared with just $l,000bn
in the futures market.
The growth of the swaps and

futures markets has consis-

tently surpassed expectations

for the past 10 years, and
there is some doubt about how
much longer such growth
rates - still around 40 per cent
annually at European
exchanges — be main-
tained. In particular, many
market participants say the US
market has now reached matu-
rity in a number of areas.

In the exchange-traded mar-
ket, growth has been sup-
ported In part by the steady
addition of new products -
Italian bond futures, and
short-term German interest

rates, for example. The array
of products available on prin-

cipal markets now appears vir-

Chicago Bofffd at Trad®
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
Uffin, UK
MaH, Franca

139,437.140

108,128.604

38*883,877
38.978,966

150,030,460

134338355
71,977,025

56,474338

New York Mercantile Exchange
BM&F, Brazil

.

OTB, Germany
London Metal Ebcchange

40.786,714
18.768,564

15.369.730

16,937,809

47312.417
35372,146
34,842,770
24.738320

Osaka Securities Exchange
Sydney Futures Exchange
Stockhokn Options Exchange
Tokyo fntf Rnsndai Futures Exchange

33,4761949

12.490,018

13,442350
15,149,104

21.184310
17357385
17,147.098

15340,487

Tokyo Stock Exchange
Tokyo Comm Bechaige Industry

Commodity Exchange. Inc

Tokyo Qraki Exchange

16,601.899

14349.199
15,123,655

9399383

14338,717
13,585.379

12,673,179

12316,671

Sftrmx, Singapore

Inti Petroleum Exchange, UK
Coffee, Sugar & Cocoa Exchange
Setts*. Switzerland

8368,044
8,412,689

9,494,734

6,971.740

12,180,174

10.674303
9375,708
9358359

Osaka Grain Exchange
European Options Exch, Amsterdam

4,123.743

3,469,945

5,441392
3356347

SancAOMMatrAigcMn fro***} by wetevnk oaObitaMMM agu^ <y*fcm

tnally complete. Attempts at
innovation in new areas -

such as insurance futures and
swap futures in Chicago -
have yet to flourish.

While there is no shortage of
innovative Ideas, it seems dif-

ficult to spur further growth
in volume from the creation of
new products.

BANKING SUPERVISION

The focus shifts from fraud
John Gapper looks at the new challengesfacing supervisors

JUST as the past five years
have proved a turbulent period
for banks, in much the same
way supervisors have also
faced a generous share of chal-

lenges.

The effects of the biggest

upsets - crises of state bank-
ing systems in the US, and the
closure of the Bank of Credit

and Commerce International -

are still being felt

Yet, the tact that the main
subject to be discussed by
international bank supervisors

at the IMF/World Bank meet-
ings will be derivative finan-

cial products, rather than
fraud or loan quality, indicates

that they are gradually turning
their attention to future rather
than past challenges.

The $4 trillion over-the-
counter swaps and options
market from which banks and
securities houses have gained

MOSBUS1NESSBANK
(MBB) is one of the leading

private commercial banks of
Russia, authorized by the

Central Bank to execute all

traditional international

banking operations. The Bank’s

international business has been
based upon the key banking products aimed to

serve the development of the international

commercial contacts of Russian firms and banks
with their foreign partners.

Tire role of a leading clearing center in Russia is

recognized as a key specialization of

Mosbusinessbank. The Bank's highly competitive

correspondent services provide it with a leading

position in the local market and attract new
customers and correspondent banks to the bilateral

broad-scalc cooperation. More than 250 banks

from Russia, former Soviet Union and from abroad

maintain their FCY and Rouble correspondent

accounts with MBB. Our "Vostro" correspondent

network, together with the network of our

branches, has contributed to considerable

acceleration of settlements that MBB executes on

behalf of its customers and correspondent banks

both in RBL and in FCY.

The correspondent services that Mosbusinessbank

provides to support the international activities of its

partner-banks include:

O international settlements and payments,
which the Bonk executes very ably within

the internationally accepted norms and
standards. This year the Bank has been
appointed by SWIFT to be a co-ordinator

of the SWIFT-users all over Russia;

O documentary payments executed on die

basis of professional knowledge and
experience in issuing, advising,

confirming, negotiating and paying letters

of credit;

O retail banking, including credit card
services;

O foreign exchange and money market
operations which serve as a base for a

whole package of products in asset
management, starling front automatic

overnight investment to portfolio
management and FX management;

O bard currency loans:

O banknote dealing and internal FX trade.

Starling from the second half of this year
Mosbusincssbank will be ready to offer a new and

mostly competitive correspondent banking product

aimed at identification of (he optimal "chains" of

payments. This product is sure to solve the

problems for a lot of foreign banks which arc not

well acquainted with the Russian banking sector.

Our approach to the needs of our correspondents
can be summed up in one word - commitment. We
have invested our experience and know-how to

prove that no bank in Russia has a greater
commitment and potential to meet the necessities

of those who come forward.

The correspondent and clearing services will
remain the top strategic priorities for the Bank’s
future development in order that those who choose
Mosbusinessbank as their banking partner can be
confident that every transaction will be handled
with accuracy, understanding and professional

expertise.

Mosbusinessbttnk's contact

tel: (0951 921-85-82/ 924-02-37

fax: (095) 230-21-24

Satellite line: (7-502) 221-19-09

telex: 41 1864 BSDM SU

Postal Address:

15, Kuzneisky Most,

Moscow, 103780,

Russia

large profits this year exercise

supervisors for obvious rea-

sons. There has not yet been a
mishap, bat the extent of risk

is unknown, and derivatives

link many financial markets.
The problem for hank super-

visors is that derivatives are
being used by a growing num-
ber of companies to hedge their

risks. Some risks may simply
be eliminated, but others are
being taken on by banks. This
raises the possibility of the
supervisor’s worst fear: sys-

temic financial failure.

The difficulty for supervisors
is twofold. They must assess
the systemic risk, and ensure
that banks control individual
risks. Despite the optimistic
tone of the recent G3G report
on derivatives. Federal Reserve
supervisors in particular have
expressed doubts whether
banks are wholly in control.
The increasing use of deriva-

tives has led to more weight
being placed on the capital
strength of banks that take on
counterparty risk. That builds
on a trend established by the
Bank for International Settle-

ments in 1988 when it laid
down minimum capital ade-
quacy standards for credit risk.

Work is still under way by
the Basle committee on bank-
ing supervision to establish the
amount of capital which banks
will have to set aside against
risks in foreign exchange, secu-
rities and derivatives trading.

That could add up to a percent-
age point to the capital held
against risk-weighted assets.

The protection of the world
financial system is the motive
offered for such work. But the
other reason is tiie pressure to

establish a level playing field

between regulatory regimes.
There is pressure to level
regimes among countries and
among financial institutions.

The development of a single

European market is one factor

stimulating harmonisation
across borders. A series of EC
banking directives will take
effect in the next few years,
one of the most important
being the large exposures
directive that could Unfit some

underwriting exposures.
However, the BCC1 collapse

has thrown up tricky problems
in harmonising regulation
across borders. One is the diffi-

culty of matching standards of
who is a fit and proper person
to run a bank; the second is

the fact that countries have,
different laws on ' claims on
insolvent banks.
The directors of BCCI were

clearly not fit to run a bank in
hindsight. But drawing up
common definitions of compe-
tence and probity to apply in
different countries with widely
varying financial customs is a
stiff task. Basle supervisors are
now trying to do so, with mod-

The BCCI collapse,has
thrown 141 problems in

harmonising regulations

est expectations of success.
The second problem is that

US law regards, the parts of an
insolvent bank within its bor-
ders as separate entities from
the core of the bank in another
country. This means that US
creditors are regarded as fray-
ing separate claims on the US
assets and overseas assets of a
bank such as BCCI
European countries, includ-

ing Britain, treat crossfrorder
insolvent banks as single ami-
ties into which all assets are
pooled for distribution to credi-
tors. If

. different countries
regard their creditors as hav-
ing varying rights, this will
undermine attempts to har-
monise supervision.

Apart from these obstacles to
cross-border harmonisation,

will, in turn, increase the pres-
sure on banking supervisors to
justify their activities, and the
way they restrict banks.
Together with the troubles of

national hanking systems, and
debates about the monetary
independence of central banks,
this has contributed to ques-
tions over whether central
banks should combine deposi-

. tor. protection and supervision,
or even whether they should
carry out the latter.

The Federal Reserve has
faced criticism from Congress
over its supervisory role and
calls have been made for it to
be hived off; the Bank of
England’s competence as a
supervisor has been attacked
over BCCI; in New Zealand,
-there has been a move to
replace supervision with
stricter financial disclosure.
In contrast, Scandinavian

countries have moved to put
bank supervision back under
the control of central banks
rather than separating it under
commissions following the
region's tanking crisis. Central
banks are now seen as more
rename observers of systemic
risk in the financial system.
The new thrust of concern

on market rather than credit
risk may help central banks to
retain supervisory powers
because of their oversight of
“anoal systems. But it could
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There is no

more demanding client

for a bank

than another bank.

This we know from expe-

rience. Because,
at BBV, we

respond daily to the demands

of such significant financial

institutions as The World Bank,

The European Investment

Bank and the European

Council.

Out of all the banks in

Spain ,
they chose ours. And

on a wider scale I.F.F. and the

magazine Euromoney voted

BBV as the best Spanish bank

in Capital Markets.

We have unequalled ca-

pacity for trans-frontier opera-

tions
,
a team of experts on the

subject and 3,000 branches

all over Spain, supporting

the operation of the world's

leading bankfor the peseta.

No wonder when business

people think of Spain, they

think ofBBV.

October 1994.

SEE YOU
IN MADRID.
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BANCO BILBAO VIZCAYA
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IMF WORLD ECONOMY AND FINANCE'

ECONOMIC AND TRADE POLICY-MAKING

TRADE

The eleventh hour has arrived
It remains unclear whether the Uruguay Round can be concluded by December 15,

when the US administration's negotiating authority expires, says David DodweU

P
ETER Sutherland, the
newly appointed
director-general of
the General Agree-

ment on Tariffs and Trade
(Gatt), has no doubts about the
urgency of concluding the Uru-
guay Round of world trade
talks.

“We can't allow the process
to drift aimlessly. We simply
don’t have the time,” he said.

“If we are to succeed in Decem-
ber, the eleventh hour is now.”
That was in July.

Since then, he has set a
series of tight deadlines,
intended to galvanise progress;
he has lobbied shamelessly in

support of trade liberalisation;

he has ear-bashed leaders
directly - ranging from Presi-

dent Bill Clinton, to Chancellor
Helmut Kohl and France’s
prime minister, Mr Edouard
Balladur.

Yet it remains unclear
whether the 116-nation round,
which is already three years

overdue, can be concluded by
December 15, when the US
administration’s negotiating
authority expires.

There is very little doubt
that the price of failure will be
high. It would frustrate the
ability of leaders of the indus-

trial world to revive the global
economy from its current
dogged recession.

The danger is great that
countries may retreat into con-

flict-creating regional trade
blocks; equally, an outburst of

trade disputes would be in
prospect, ranging from steel

and farm trade to pharmaceuti-
cals and. procurement
The scores of governments In

the developing world that have
committed considerable politi-

cal capital to rapid economic
liberalisation will be in danger.
At the very least, their plans
for farther market opening
would be in jeopardy.

But perhaps most important
of all, consumers will continue
to carry the heavy - and rising
- costs of protection. A recent
study by the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and
Development calculated that
protectionism in agriculture

Hat Enas Peter Sutherland, the new droctor-general of Gatt, has lobbied hard in support of trade liberalisation

World trade and Output

Output

Trade

1960 81 82 83 84 85 86 87
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89 90 91

alone cost consumers $450 a
head in the European Commu-
nity, $360 a head in the US, and
$600 a head in Japan.

In a hard-hitting Gatt study,

subtitled The sting - How gov-

ernments bug votes on trade

with the consumer’s money, Mr
Sutherland recently com-
mented: “It is high time that

governments made clear to

consumers just how much they

pay - in the shops and as tax-

payers - for decisions to pro-

tect domestic industries from
Import competition.

“If governments were to
announce that they were delib-

erately keeping prices high,
there would be a public outcry
- but that, in effect, is what
they are doing by felling to

conclude the Uruguay Round.”
By the end of this month it

will be clear whether there Is

any realistic chance of Mr

Sutherland's tough timetable
being met. The deadline for
agreeing the text of a services

agreement passed on Septem-
ber 20. The deadline for agree-
ing tariff cuts in manufactures
and farm products, and open-
ing markets to trade in ser-

vices, fells in one week's time.

The results of this week's
critical “jumbo" meeting of EC
farm and foreign ministers,
addressing French demands to
reopen negotiations with the

US on liberalisation of farm
trade, will have been properly
digested. Re-opening the talks

would almost certainly derail

hopes of any farm trade agree-

ment this year, and so would
at the same time effectively

derail the Uruguay round.
A “substantive stock-taking

meeting” is planned in Geneva
for October 15. and will be a
moment of truth for those who

hoped the breakthrough in
Tokyo in July, where leaders of
the Group of Seven industrial

countries agreed a deal to
reduce or eliminate tariffs on
18 categories of goods, would
provide a springboard for suc-
cessful completion of the Uru-
guay Round.
Numerous difficult obstacles

to agreement remain. Critical

issues, such as market opening
tor fern products, or tariff cuts
across the thousands of catego-
ries of 'traded textiles and gar-

ments, face ferocious opposi-
tion from powerful lobbies in

the EC and the US.
In farm trade, farm exporters

from Cairns group countries
such as Australia, Argentina
and Thailand are adamant that

the EC in particular must
make a significant market
access offer. They insist that, if

they are to open their markets
further to manufactured
exports from the US or the EC,
then greater opportunities to
sell farm products to Europe
must be made available.

Mr Jesus Seade, the former
Mexican Gatt ambassador,
talked of textiles as a “highly
unstable dossier”. Many devel-

oping countries - prominently
India - need better export
opportunities to the US and the
EC if they are to bow to pres-

sure to open their markets to

services, and tighten enforce-

ment of intellectual property
protection.

At the same time, many
developing countries have been

alarmed by western demands

that they make market opening

offers comparable to those

wiaHa by the GT countries In

Tokyo. They insist that the

“spedfll and differential treat-

ment" granted to poor coun-

tries under the Gatt should be

protected. This asserts the right

of countries to make commit-

ments that match their finan-

cial and economic capacities.

Another contentious issue is

the Gatt proposal tor “tariffica-

tion without exception": the

demand that importers remove

all non-tariff barriers, and

replace with tariffs which,

are more transparent, and

more easily reduced over time.

It Is a demand particularly pre-

cious to farm exporters, but

has been resisted fiercely by

countries such as Japan and

South Korea, which block all

Imports of rice on food security

grounds, and Canada, which
has for decades maintained a

supply management system in

dairy products which limits

imports.

Perhaps the last issue to be

resolved will be that of pro-

posed amendments to the draft

final act, tabled at the end of

1991. This draft may not be

carved in stone, but most coun-

tries insist that the minimum
f changes should be allowed,

for fear that the entire bal-

anced package oE commitments
embodied by it will crumble.

Washington caused conster-

nation late last year by calling

for extensive changes, linked

with concern to protect its sov-

ereign discretion to apply uni-

lateral trade sanctions where it

deemed them necessary.

Perhaps it was fitting, there-

fore. that Mr Sutherland chal-

lenged this issue head-on dur-

ing a recent visit to

Washington, and warned: “Any
conclusion in this round
requires everybody to take into

account that they're not the
only people in the world."

As EC officials, and the
young and uncertain adminis-

trations of Mr Clinton in Wash-
ington, and Mr Morihiro Hoso-
kawa in Tokyo, feel the heat
generated by lobbyists who
argue just the opposite, they
will face a test of statesman-

ship that predecessors have
failed for the past three years.

c«*is: Gatt officials want tbe Uruguay Round of world trade taCcs to go fui steam ahead
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If you want to be a "special client" rather than an ordinary
customer in your future contacts in Turkey, then choose the

right bank and work with TYT BANK.

TYT BANK gives you a special service. At TYT BANK
personal relationship is the main policy. At TYT BANK you
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Let TYT BANK be your first connection in Turkey!

Ifyou want to have more information, please call Mr. Ronaldo Manosa at 90. 1. 285 18 11
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WORLD ECONOMY AND FINANCE'

REGIONAL BLOCKS

Fortress mentality is a fiction
Economists are right to be concerned but they are World exports 1991
worrying about the wrong threat, writes David Dodwell ******
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O NE OP the mightier
fictions of the 1990s
has been that the
world is dividing into

trade blocks.

Proponents point to the Noth
American Free Trade Agree-
ment, which looks likely to
come into being at the end of
1994, and the supposed emer-
gence of a “yen block" focused
on the Japanese economy, to
underpin their riaim.

They point to the parlous
state of Uruguay round negotia-
tions aimed at multilateral liber-

alisation of world trade, and
argue that if the talks fail, or
reach “second-best" solutions to
problems in international trade,
then leaders will seek regional
deals TTbrtfiari

The warning is that trade bar-
riers would then be raised
between "Fortress Europe"

,

"Fortress North America" and
“Fortress Asia”, forcing compa-
nies to retreat behind the for-

tress walls. The risk of trade
conflict between regions would
then be high, with many of the

The EC illustrates both
the best and the worst
aspects of trade blocks

gains of trade liberalisation over
the past 40 years in jeopardy.
But the facts do not support

so neat and dramatic a trend.

Asking specifically whether
trade blocks were emerging in
Europe. North America, and
East Asia, Mr Jeff Schott, at
Washington's Institute for biter-

national Economics, comments ;

"The short answer is: yes,

maybe, and no.

“A European trade block is

! clearly in existence, and devel-

oping further: a North Ameri-
can block is evolving, although
with a distinct outward orienta-

tion; and an East Asian block

remains a remote prospect"
The world's only true trade

bloc at present is the European
Community. Tntorawi trade for

member states accounts on
average for two thirds of total

trade. Countries such as Ireland

and Portugal rely on the EC
market for almost three quar-

ters of total trade. The EC’s ten-

tacles reach into the Efia coun-
tries on its borders, and have
begun to move Into east and
central Europe.

Mr Schott identifies four basic

characteristics for a trade block:

similar levels of per capita gross

national product, geographic
proximity, similar or compatible

trading regimes, and political

commitment to regional organi-

sation. The EC alone appears to

match all four of these.

The EC also illustrates the
best and the worst aspects of

trade blocks, which are allowed

under General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade on condition

that they result in removal of

barriers to substantially all

trade within the block, and as

long as they do not result in

barriers being raised to third

countries.

As the creation of the single

European market in January
this year illustrates, the EC has
moved for in removal of barriers

to trade among member states.

But its trade with third coun-

tries is riddled with the worst
kinds of discrimination. As Mar-
tin Wolf, a former leading bade
economist and now a cniUwgnp
on the Financial Times, wrote
in a recent paper “Only in dis-
crimination can the EC rfatra to
be a world leader. It is not only
Itself a huge trading block: it

spreads discrimination world-
wide. It finds trade tolerable,
except where its producers find
imports uncomfortably cheap."
He notes how in 1991, 40 per

cent of all EC impests entered
the market under preferential
arrangements: 22.4 per cent
under agreements with Efta
countries; 7.1 per cent on prefer-
ences given to Mediterranean
countries; 19 per cent under the
Lam6 convention with develop-
ing countries mainly the Pacific
and the Caribbean, and &2 per
cent under general system of
preferences (GSP) agreements.

In net terms, this mgang that

four fifths of cross-border com-
merce for EC member states is

either subject to single market
rules, or to preferential import
arrangements.
At the very least, therefore,

the EC’s growth has had a trade
diverting effect: many compa-
nies that might otherwise have
exported to Europe have
invested locally, and have cho-
sen to supply the EC market
from within

There is also evidence that
consumers in the EC, and com-
panies sourcing components
from within the EC, have paid a
high {Nice for the creation of
“Fortress Europe", and the dis-

crimination embodied in Brus-
sels’ policies. Peter Sutherland,
the new director-general of the

General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (Gatt). pointed out in

a recent study that transfers to

EC farmers under the common
agriculture policy cost consum-
ers about $156bn - or $450 a
year for every man. woman and
child in the community.

“It is high time that govern-
ments made clou: to consumers
just how much they pay - in
the shops and as tax payers -

for decisions to protect domestic
industries from import competi-

tion," Mr Sutherland com-
mented.
These high costs have dam-

aged the export competitiveness

of European manufacturers, for-

cing on them a vicious circle in

which they have no option but

to seek protection in their

domestic markets against
imports from less-encumbered
manufacturers in Asia and the

US.
It was such a vicious circle

that eventually brought the
trade block of all trade blocks -

Comecon - to its knees.

The US has nevertheless
begun to flirt seriously with the

idea, partly out of pique over

the glacial progress of the Uru-
guay round negotiations- First

its free trade agreement with
Canada in I9S9, and now its

plans to create a North Ameri-
can Free Trade Agreement
embracing Mexico, provide the

fruits of that flirtation.

In certain respects. Nafta is

no more than a description of

economic reality: the US pro-

vides the end market for three

quarters or all exports from
Canada and Mexico. It is not
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ambitious as the EC has been in
trying to create a single inte-

grated market But at the same
time, it seems unlikely to dis-

criminate so powerfully against

outside markets: the US relies

on outside markets for almost
75 per cent of its exports. It is

also home to the majority of the
world's globally Integrated com-
panies, none of which would
welcome fresh barriers to its

mtnH»mpany trade.

All three Countries maintain
large trade deficits with the rest

of the world, and thus need to
improve exports to outside mar-
kets if they are to reduce the
imbalance. This could not be
done by withdrawing inside a
Fortress North America.
Mexico has sought member-

ship of Nafta as a means of
cementing a wide range of poli-

cies aimed at economic liberalis-

ation, and has no desire to see
the Nafta rales reverse these.

Neither Canada nor Mexico
have any desire to have their

economies any further domi-
nated by the US. They continue
to call for a strong and rule-

based Tniiltmatiftnai trading sys-

tem - in short a strong Gatt,

and a successful Uruguay round
outcome - if they are to achieve

any sort of equilibrium in their

relations with the US.

Wpatera Rapp*

Central & E Europe/
Intra-regional

trade

frtter-reglonaf

trade
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As Mr Schott notes in a
recent book on the Nafta: “The
trade effects of the Nafta on
third countries depend on the
pytont of liberalisation achieved

in the Nafta itself, and on trade

reforms negotiated in the Uru-
guay round . . . Trade diversion

is likely to be greatest if the
Nafta reforms proceed in the

absence of a successful Gatt
round."

If Uruguay round negotiations

do indeed flounder in this criti-

cal final quarter of 1993, thro

the US is likely to explore care-

fully the prospects for cement-
ing closer economic relations

across the Pacific region. A min-
isterial meeting in Seattle in

October of the Asia Pacific Eco-

nomic Cooperation grouping is

likely to assume great impor-

Cbn tt $bn % Sbn %
EC-12
Total imports 826.5 100 781.4 100 1,165.8 100

of which: Intra-regional trade 399.5 48 44.5.4 57 877.2 57
imports from ROW 427.0 52 33&0 43 498.6 43
tram East Asia 49.0 6 63.9 8 104.5 9
from North America 85.8 10 66.0 8 1042 9

NORTH AMERICA9
Total Imparts 335.7 100 481.9 100 635.9 100

of which: Intra-regional trade 107.5 32 150.5 31 210.4 33
Imports from ROW 22&2 68 331.4 69 425.5 67
from East Asia 642 19 159.4 33 202.0 32
from EC-12 50.1 15 90.6 19 105.6 17

EAST ASIA
Total Imports 294.5 100 308-7 100 5582 100

of which: (nfra-reglonai trade <»« 32 117.9 38 224.5 40
Imports from ROW 201.7 68 190-8 62 333.7 60
from North America 59.8 20 ' 69.9 23 123.8 22
from EC-12 900 10 40.4 13 77.0 14

tance.

In the recent past the Apec
group has crane to be seen by
snmp economists as an Asian
trade block in embryo. They see

strong flows of Japanese invest-

ment across Asia, and rising lev-

els of intra-regional trade, as
evidence supporting their view.

It is nevertheless mistaken.
Japanese investment across
parts of east Aria has indeed

been strong, at least up to the

recent bursting of the “bubble
economy”. But Japanese invest-

ment flows to the US, and to

Europe have been equally
strong. According to Mr Gorota
Kume. secretary-general of the

Japan Institute for Overseas
Investment, Japanese foreign

investment rose sixfold between
19S5 and 19S9, peaking at

1 Raa of tha woM 2 US, Cana* mJ Matdco

$87.5bn in 1989. But less than 15

per cent of this west to Asia.

Looking at individual east

Asian countries, Malaysia
attracted 25 per cent of its

inward investment from Japan
between 1988 and 1990, accord-

ing to the UN’s World Invest-

ment Report. But other coun-
tries in the east Asia region

accounted for 42 per cent, while

investment from North America
or Europe amrarated for 33 per

cent
In Thailand and Korea, Japan

accounted for 45 pro cent and 49

pro cent of investment respec-

tively, but in Singapore it

accounted for just 35 per cent,

in Indonesia 18 pro cent, and in

China a mere 12 pro cent
Intra-regional trade has

grown strongly - from 19 per

«»nt of total trade in 1970, to

almost 30 per cent today. But
this growth says more about
increasing wealth in the region,

and its growing importance as

an end market for consumer
goods than ft does about any
tendency towards a trade block.

Preconditions for a trade
block barely exist: markets are

geographically for apart; they

range from poor, to extremely

prosperous; they maintain diver-

gent trade regimes: and they
have shown no powerful politi-

cal commitment to economic
fritogratinn

They have direct experience

of the gains to be reaped from
maintaining liberal trading

regimes. As Mr Wolf notes: “As
the world’s most successful
economies, those of east Asia

Sara OncMon at Trade SoBsua Yaortwo*

are unlikely to follow the path
of discrimination soon”

If in the wake of a collapse in
Uruguay round negotiations the
US recoils, and turns to the
Asia-Pacific region, the conse-
quence is unlikely to be a frag-

mentation of the world into

three blocks. Rather, it could
result in two - the greater Euro-

pean region, focused on the EC
and looking inward; and the
rest of the world, increasingly

interdependent and looking out-

ward. The threat is thus not of

the emergence of trade blocks,

but of European withdrawal
from international trade, and
the consequent erosion of the

Gaft's multilateral trade rules.

Economists are right to be con-

cerned, but they are worrying
about the wrong threat.
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OR TWO old ladles

approaching their 50th
anniversary, the World
Bank and the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund have
Iwd a hair-raising ride over
recent months.
Dealing with new members

in the former Soviet Union
seeking to make the transition
from central planning to the
market economy has posed a
challenge different both in type
and in size from the kinds of
problems the two Washington-
based institutions have been
accustomed to.

At the same time, the rich

industrialised countries have
all, to varying degrees, been
going through periods of fiscal

penury which in the richest of

them, the US, has been acute
and lasting. As a result, they
have looked increasingly to the
IMF and the World Bank to
handle the financing questions
raised by Russia and the other
former Soviet republics.

hi their different ways, both
Institutions have made cul-
tural leaps to adjust to the
problem.
For the IMF, the adjustment

took the form of the Systemic
Transformation Facility (STF),

a temporary loan fund
designed to help countries with
the balance of payments diffi-
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Hair-raising rides
The IMFand the World Bank, facing new challenges in the former

Soviet Union
,
have had to make cultural leaps, says George Graham

t’S'-V •'DY'* :yTWB
V''',

culties arising from their move
to trade at market prices,

enabling them to bridge the
gap until they could get their

economies in shape to qualify

for funding from a normal IMF
standby facility.

Although IMF officials insist

that the SIT is conditional on

Both institutions remain

gloriously lacking in cost

consciousness

a coherent economic adjust-

ment strategy, and deny that

they were simply responding
to pressure from the Group or

Seven leading industrial
nations, it is clear that G7 offi-

cials bad been urging the Fund
to loosen its conditionality in

order to help Mr Boris Yeltsin,

the Russian president

“This is not a situation
where aid can be delayed until

every T* is dotted and every

"t” is crossed," a US Treasury

official said earlier this year in

discussing the STF.

For the World Bank, the

answer to easing Russia and
its neighbouring republics into

the market economy came in

the form of the rehabilitation

loan, a $600m facility designed

basically to secure needed
imports.

A second $L5bn drawing on

the IMF’s STF is under negoti-

ation, as is a second rehabilita-

tion loan from the World Bank.

Russia's relations with both

institutions, however, have

been strained since the Rus-

sian central bank's controver-

sial move in July to cancel all

pre-1993 roubles.

In many ways, the rehabilita-

tion loan represents the same
sort of leap for the World Bank

as the STF does for the IMF -

profound cultural changes in

institutions that are often

accused of being culturally

hermetic.

In both cases, the institution

has had to loosen or alter same

of its traditional lending princi-

ples, and runs the risk of criti-

cism from other customer

countries in the developing

world that it is giving preferen-

tial treatment to Russia.

Such criticism has. in feet,

been curiously muted. In the

World Bank’s case, this is at

least partly because Russia

does not compete for the con-

cessional funds of the Interna-

tional Development Associa-

tion, although some of the

poorer republics, along with

Balkan countries such as

Albania and Macedonia, may
qualify for IDA soft loans.

In addition, the World
Bank's finances are strong

enough - in spite of having to

make a $610m loan loss provi-

sion last year, mainly to cover

its exposure in Yugoslavia -

that it can absorb some addi-

tional risk in its lending to

Russia without cutting back on

loans elsewhere.

In the case of the IMF, how-

ever, some developing coun-

tries are starting to worry that

the increased concentration on

Russia could hinder the

renewal of the Enhanced Struc-

tural Adjustment Facility, a

concessional loan fund for

poorer countries, when it

expires later this year.

But the IMF escapes the pub-

lic criticism that awaits its sis-

ter institution, largely because

it does not lend for individual

projects and so does not attract

the attention of the vocal envi-

ronmentalist groups who
closely monitor the World
Bank’s lending for dams and
power stations in the develop-

ing world.

Both institutions remain glo-

riously lacking in cost con-

sciousness, but the World
Bank has at least cracked
down on first class air travel,

while IMF staffers complain,
bitterly that they are now
allowed only the cheapest first

class fere on any route - usu-

ally obliging them to fly with

the national airline of the

G7 officiate have urged the MF to ease

country with which they are

negotiating - and can no lon-

ger keep the frequent flyer

miles they Twnmiiiate for their

personal use.

Tim World Bank, meanwhile,

has this year undertaken a sin-

cere if still much criticised effort

to improve its effectiveness and
increase its transparency.

Responding in part to prod-

ding from the US Congress, the

Bank has agreed new stan-

dards for disclosing its docu-

ments to the public and for set-

ting up a form of appeals pro-

cess.

At the same time, it has
taken a set of Initiatives in

response to an Internal report

showing ah alarming decline

in the quality of its loan portfo-

lio; these measures, it is hoped,
will shift the culture of the
Bank away from one which
rewards managers for generat-

ing loan volumeand towards a
greater emphasis on. Mowing®,
projects through to their 004#
pletion.

"Central to the plan is tbs

:

commitment to make the man-;
'
‘

agement of projects -iunrijj/

implementation as important, :

as making new loans. Only J.

sound, on the ground results - ,

the development impact of prig
jects - are true measures.of.1
the bank’s contribution to sh^'V
tamable development," saM Bfe ’-

Ernest Stern,.one of the Worlds
Bank's managing (Erectors. ,

Outsider can detect Utile of
such self-scrutiny at the IMF,

*

even though the organisation

has at times seemed to .he In
search of a ride since the debt :

:

crisis feded.
. .

But perhaps the greatest seff. ;

scrutiny should be exercised

by the richer shsmeholcters of
the IMF and the World Bant
who have increasingly shirked

'

'

their own share of the burden
of handling the world's eco-'

noinic problems in countries
such as Russia and its feQow - -

republics in the former Soviet;
Union.

'

The demand for the IMF aryf’-.

the World Bapk to take up thel

.

slack seems likely to grow f6£'
;

many years to come, in area£
such as Vietnam, Palestine and
South Africa.

T
HEY are the most
exclusive club in the
world.

But the Group of
Seven - comprising the US,
Japan, Germany, France,
Britain. Italy and Canada - is

riven by self doubt
The recent Tokyo world eco-

nomic summit - the 19th year
such annual meeting - high-

lighted the G7 malaise. To the

untutored eye, the fact that
the leaders of the most power-
ful industrialised democracies
were prepared to take three
days out of their schedules to

discuss problems of mutual
concern seemed a sign that
international policy co-opera-

tion was In good fettle.

But even before the talks

began it was clear that not all

the G7 heads of government
relished the prospect And the
Tokyo snmmiteera, sparred on
by Mr John Major, the UK
prime minister, spent part of
their tint* working out how to

make future occasions less

unwieldy.

The doubts and uncertain-
ties surrounding the Tokyo
meeting were in marked con-
trast to mood of the mid to
late 1980s. That was the
golden age of the G7, when

THE GROUP OF SEVEN

Malaise follows a golden age
Peter Norman explains why the doubts and uncertainties surrounding the

Tokyo meeting were in marked contrast to mood of the mid to late 1980s

some observers predicted that

the group would grow into a
directorate for managing the

world economy.
In high profile agreements

such as the February 1987

Louvre Accord. G7 finance

ministers aspired to control
the world's most important
exchange rates with the aim of

promoting trade and further-

ing prosperity. As the 1980s

progressed, the leaders met
yearly in conditions of escalat-

ing pomp and grandeur to cel-

ebrate strang economic
growth, felling unemployment
and the spread of free market
ideals.

True, there were some dis-

cordant events such as the
global stock market crash of

October 1987, while some cas-

sandras began to grow
alarmed at the growth of pub-
lic and private sector debt in
the big Anglo-Saxon econo-

mies. But these worries were

not allowed to interfere with

the perception that the 1980s,

culminating as they did in the

fall of the Berlin Wall and the

collapse of communism, were
a living testimony to the

west's economic and political

Before the talks, it was
dear that not everyone

relished the prospect

success.

The subsequent spread of
recession from the US, Britain,

and Canada to continental
Europe and Japan was slow to

dent such optimism. Last
year's G7 annual economic
sammit in Munich grossly
exaggerated the ability of the
industrial world to resume
growth and create jobs and
felled completely to anticipate

the past year’s upheavals on
world financial markets.
So it was a sadder group of

leaders, many of whom were
preoccupied with domestic dif-

ficulties, that met in Tokyo's
Akasaka Palace in July. All
faced political problems and
poor opinion poll ratings at

home. One G7 leader, Mr
Kiichi Miyazawa, the Japanese
prime minister, had lost a gen-

eral election shortly before the

summit and was soon to lose

his job.

But recent setbacks do not
mean that the G7 is finished.

The increasingly interdepen-
dent world economy is a pow-
erful reason for maintaining a
forum in which leaders and
finance ministers can meet
and get to know each other.

At ministerial level, the G7
is still capable of action. The
finance ministers, together
with foreign ministers from

the group and representatives

of the European Community,
hammered out a package of
measures to assist Russia in

April of this year.

True, the support was critic-

ised by many as small com-
pared with the huge economic
problems faced by Russia and
other members of the former
Soviet Union and eastern bloc
countries. But it was followed

at Tokyo by agreement to

mobilise more funds and tech-

nical assistance to aid privati-

sation in Russia. Over the past

year, arrangements have also

been made under G7 auspices

for a nuclear safety pro-
gramme to deal with the haz-

ards in Chernobyl-style
nuclear reactors in former
communist states.

Although the G7 finance
ministers have long since
abandoned any idea of closely

co-ordinating economic poli-

cies. their meetings, usually

three times a year, provide a
valuable occasion on which to

swap notes and experiences.

Since taking over as US
Treasury Secretary, Mr Lloyd
Beutsen has been keen to

encourage the G7 finance min-
isters' meetings. Participants

report that the atmosphere has
improved and that the discus-

sions are less quarrelsome
than before.

At least once a year, the G7
finance ministers carry out
"mutual surveillance” of each
economy's performance. This
economic "weight watchers 11

club” can, through peer group
pressure, act to prevent one or
several G7 members adopting
policies that threaten overall

economic prosperity.

The G7 can also promote
ideas. The finance ministers'

last meeting in Washington in

April focused on long term
structural problems such as
health care costs, education
and training and the ageing of
populations. The discussions
are thought to have helped Mr
Theo WaigeL. the Bonn finance
minister, win the argument in

Germany for later moves to

limit sickness payments and
open a debate in Germany

about making its labour mar-
ket more flexible

Viewed over the long term,
there is Tittle doubt that the'

G7 meetings since the early
1970s have helped prevent the
world felling prey to protec-

tionism. . .

But the G7 nations have
failed to build on this achieve-

ment sufficiently to secure
agreement among themselves
on the ambitious trade liberal-

isation package which is hiring

negotiated under the auspices

of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade in the Uru-
guay Round.

Failure to conclude the

Gatt talks could deal a
mortal blow G7 credibility

G7 leaders have called for a
successful conclusion to the
round in successive annual
summit meetings since the end
of the 1980s. Their words have
been repeated in the many
communiques issued by their

finance ministers.
.

Yet in spite atall the huffing
and puffing, G7 trade negotia-

tors and farm ministers have
been unable to stitch up agree-

ment It remains to he; seen
whether more than seven
years of negotiations can be

completed by the most recent

deadline of mid-December this

year.

The G7 summit in Tokyo, ,

tike the preceding summits in

,

Munich, London and Houston,
ended with a ringing declara-

tion on the need for a success-

ful completion of the trade -

talks. It Is the group’s “high-'

est priority”, the Tokyo com-
munique said.

The statement was rather
more credible than past G7
utterances on trade because
talks among the so-called quad
countries (the US, Japan, the
EC and Canada) immediately
ahead the summit had pro-
duced an agreement to reduce

or eliminate tariffs on a wide
range of manufactured prod-
ucts.

Difficult detailed trade dis-

cussions lie ahead. What is

certain, however. Is that the
future of the G7 has become
linked to that of the Uruguay
Round. A failure to conclude
the Gatt talks could deal a
mortal blow to the credibility

of the G7 after its leaders have
’

so often pledged to liberalise ..

world trade. •
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PROFIT

AUDITED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS 1992

Financial Position 31 December
(in Millions of USS) 1992 1991

ASSETS

Cash and bank 98 113

Marketable securities 440 328

Loans .538 422

Equity Participations 63 59

Fixed and others 32 25

Total 1,171 947

LIABILITIES & SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS
Shareholders' fends

- Paid up Capital 400 400

- Reserves 152 156

Deposit from banks 542 343

Provisions and others 57 48

Dividends payable 20 _

Total
1,171 947

Financial Results 31 December
Net operating income 31 26
Less: Risk provisions

(15) (15)
Net profit for the year 16 11

APICORP is cm Arabjoint-stock company estab
in 1975 by an international agreement signet

ratified by the member states of the Oiganisati
Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC
establish and finance petroleum and petnche,
projects and industries in the Arab World and bey,
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When crystal balls cloud over
OECD examines Hs forecasting record

Annual GOP growth

8W

Glanders examines the accuracy of economic predictions andfindsa although accuracy has improved the record since 1991 is patchy
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that one of their least suc-
cessful product lines is the

one which interests the cus-
tomer most: economic fore-
casts.

Non-economists generally
judge the profession to be
worse than useless at predict-
ing what economies will do
nest. They often go on to ask:
what on earth is the point of
analysing the world economy if

not to help us to do just that?
As it turns out. the most

prestigious international eco-
nomic forecasts are generally a
good deal better than nothing,
and Improving over time. In
any given year, however, they
are indeed likely to be wrong,
and to that extent the popular
perception Is warranted. Some
oF the errors are avoidable, but
given the number that are not.
the organisations concerned
might do well to downgrade

PROFILE: Lawrence Summers

An intellectual

goad at the US
Treasury
The World Bank is coming under
strong pressure from one of itsformerW employees to reform itself,

writes George Graham

I

N AN administration
which seeks to make eco-

nomics an essential compo-
nent of its foreign policy,

Mr Lawrence Summers has
found a central role as under-
secretary for international
affairs at the US Treasury.
A talented academic econo-

mist with a broad list of publi-
cations on everything from tax
policy to women's education,
Mr Summers has seemed to be
waiting for a Democratic presi-

r

dent to come along so that he
could enter government.

" Although he worked for for-

mer president Ronald Reagan's
chief economist, Mr Martin

Lawrence Summers; a rising star

in the Cflnton administration

Feldstein, be was also the prin-

cipal economic adviser to the

unsuccessful presidential cam-
paign of Mr Michael Dukakis
in 1988. before taking leave of

absence from bis Harvard Uni-

versity professorship to serve

as chief economist of the World

Bank.
In his third floor office over-

looking the east wing of the

White House, immaculately
restored to its 19th century
splendour during the Bush
administration, Mr Summers
has come back to haunt his

former employers at the World
Bank.
One of the tasks assigned to

him at the Treasury is goading

the international financial

institutions into reform
designed to make them more
effective instruments of devel-

opment
The Issue has been a popular

subject in the US Congress.

Spurred on by tales of excess

at the European Bank for

Reconstruction and Develop-

ment, members have regularly

summoned the Treasury to

explain why the US should

contribute more money to

these institutions.

Senator Jesse Helms has pur-

sued his quest to cut down on

first class air travel at the

International Monetary Fund,

white Mr Barney Frank, chair-

man of the House of Represen-

tatives sub-committee in

charge of international finan-

cial issues, has harassed the

World Bank into improve-
ments In its disclosure policy

and appeals processes.

Mr Summers has urged the

World Bank to sharpen its
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focus on poverty relief and on
the effective implementation of

projects, not sparing it criti-

cism - to the point that some
of his former colleagues have
accused him of playing to the
congressional gallery.

Such criticisms go down well
with the vocal US environmen-
talist community - usually
hostile to the World Bank -

which retains, nevertheless, an
abiding suspicion of Mr Sum-
mers.

But Mr Summers's principal

role is in the co-ordination of

economic policy with the other
members of the Group of Seven
leading industrial nations.

The US's ability to lecture its

partners with good grace has
been modestly Improved by
President Bill Clinton's efforts

to pass a budget that would at

least slow the growth of the 1

federal budget deficit. G7
finance ministry officials have,
perhaps, been more apprecia-

tive of these efforts than Mr
Clinton’s domestic audience.

But the administration’s
handling of its economic rela-

tionship with Japan has at

times been less than masterly.

Mr Summers’s carefully
drafted declarations that the
US is not seeking to talk up the

yen have become almost rou-

tine.

The financial markets have
taken the opposite view, as a

string of Mr Summers's col-

leagues in the Treasury as well

as in other departments has
spoken yearningly of how help-

ful a stronger yen might be in

redressing the US trade deficit

with Japan.

And some Japanese officials

complain that there is little dif-

ference between Mr Summers's
lectures on the need for fiscal

Mr Summers has urged

the World Bank to

sharpen its focus on

poverty relief

expansion and those of his pre-

decessor in the Bush adminis-

tration, Mr David Mulford.

Mr Summers has also expan-

ded his job to Include a

broader articulation of US
trade policy, where his prede-

cessors at Treasury tended to

limit themselves in this field to

trade in financial services.

The G7 finance ministers

often make earnest declara-

tions at their regular meetings

about the need for swift move-

ment on trade liberalisation

talks, but their colleagues

responsible for these negotia-

tions do not attend the G7
meetings.
That seems unlikely to

change, but Mr Summers is

seen as a prominent voice in

the creation of an intellectual

framework for the Clinton

trade policy a policy that has

at times appeared to foreign

partners to pull in different

directions: committed to multi-

lateral trade negotiations but

at the same time aggressively

pursuing bilateral trade mea-

sures.

But the administration

argues that the two approaches

are not Incompatible: that

tough enforcement of trade

laws and international agree-

ments is not just necessary to

placate domestic opinion, but

actually helpful to the pursuit

of a new and. more liberal GatL

In particular. US officials dis-

tinguish efforts to gain access

to markets they regard as

unfairly closed to US goods

and services, notably in Japan,

from efforts to close US mar-

kets to Imports.

The burdens of office have

compelled Mr Summers to

adopt a less provocative

approach to economic argu-

ment than was his wont. He

has kept, however, his intellec-

tual agility, and is picked by

many in Washington as a ris-

ing star in the Clinton adminis-

tration.

the importance of forecasts
altogether.

Of all economic predictions,

those of the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and
Development and International
Monetary Fund are undoubt-
edly the most influential. Both
institutions have an unparal-
leled access to the workings of
a large proportion of the global
economy. As a result, their
considered judgment on the
future path of output and infla-

tion carry the force of first-

hand experience. Not to men-
tion, at least where the com-
bined International forecasts
are concerned, the advantage
of having something of a
monopoly.
The OECD assessed the accu-

racy of its economic predic-

tions for the seven big industri-

alised economies in the June
issue of its Economic Outlook,
and compared the OECD's
record with that of the IMF.
The authors of the study con-
cluded that since 1971, the
OECD's forecasts have, on
average, been more accurate
than “a random-walk projec-

tion" - simply assuming that

inflation and economic growth
next year will be exactly the
same as this year.

Moreover, the accuracy has

SO SHALL WECALLfWFT A PLUS i
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generally improved over time:

from an average error of -0.5

per cent for year-ahead growth
forecasts 1971-82 to 0.3 per cent

1983-91. The IMF'S forecasts

began rather better, and are

made earlier in the year, but
show a similar pattern of

improvement.
Nevertheless, their recent

record is still patchy. Projec-

tions may now be, on average,

more accurate. But in 1991, for

example, both the OECD and
the IMF were further off in

their predictions for economic
growth than they had been
since 1982. The OECD pre-

dicted 2 per cent real GDP
growth for the seven biggest

economies in 1991, while the
IMF plumped for 2.4 per cent
But actual growth turned out
to be only 0.7 per cent
So what went wrong? Both

organisations claim that the
mistakes of 1961 were only a

particular example of a com-
mon forecaster's elephant trap:

predicting turning points in
the economic cycle. As the
OECD's recent article
explained, there are two rea-

sons why large errors occur.

First, the forecasters may
not have been using all the
information available to them
at the time, something which
could presumably be avoided
in future. But a second expla-

nation could be that, in the

OECD's words, “all informa-
tion is used, but its predictive

power declines sharply dose to

cyclical turning points".

A plausible reason why eco-

nomic data becomes less useful
at these critical moments could

relate to delays in gathering
statistics. National economic
data is usually several months
behind reality, and it is reason-

able to believe that the lead

time becomes more crucial if

the real economy is just begin-

ning to turn itself around.

Unfortunately, the record
since 1991 has not been much
better. Real GNP growth of the
seven countries in 1992 was 1.6

per cent. 0.6 percentage points

less than either the OECD or

2% i

-4%
Projection error

the IMF bad predicted the pre-

ceding year. And in recent pub-
lications, both organisations
have been forced yet again to

lower their predictions for

1993. Repeated over-estimates

such as these would seem to

indicate a second - more fun-

damental - problem is

involved: namely a turning

The most significant

international economic
forecasts are a good

deal better than nothing

point, not merely in the eco-

nomic variables themselves,

but in the long term relation-

ship between them.
A change in underlying eco-

nomic relations is much more
serious for forecasting models,

all of which rely on tbe

assumption that past statisti-

cal links are stable enough to

be a guide to the future. It may
be, as the IMF suggested in its

April 1992 World Economic
Outlook, that economic fore-

casts did better in the 1980s,

not just because economic
modelling became more sophis-

ticated, but in large part

because the world economy
itself followed a simpler and
more stable path during the

1980s than it bad in the turbu-

lent 1970s. If this is the case,

then the ability of IMF, OECD
and other forecasting bodies to

overcome their recent setbacks

could rely more on the behav-

iour of the world economy
than on the depth and sophisti-

cation of their models of it

The OECD and the IMF are

at paipfl to explain this in their

economic reports. In June, for

example, the OECD described

the past and future uncertain-

ties which have recently hung

over their world output projec-
tions. Broadly speaking, tbe
unpleasant surprise for the
OECD's forecasters was the
private sector behaviour in
many of the member states.
Personal and corporate balance
sheet adjustment has contin-
ued far longer than most
thought possible. The biggest
question marks hanging over
the current forecasts, the
OECD argued, related more to
public sector agents: above all,

on when and bow a number of
governments felt able to tackle
the state of their own balance
sheets.

In the face of such imponder-
ables, some say that the
detailed health warnings
attached to current forecasts,

and regular post-mortems of

past mistakes, only serve to
bring home the futility of the
exercise. Ultimately, argue the
critics, the current method of

forecasting will never quite be
a match for tbe complex and
unpredictable workings of tbe
world economy. As a result,
both producers and users of
forecasts should have a
fresher, more realistic
approach to them.
To respond fully to these

arguments, the OECD and the
IMF would have to extend
their current practice of pro-

viding forecasts under a num-
ber of alternative scenarios, to

the point of refusing to offer

any “bottom line" forecast for

economic growth and inflation.

But their readers would also

have to stop asking for one:
something which they show
very little sign of doing.
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THE WORLD’S ECONOMIES - The superpowers

the united states

QNP

Annual % change

A

Basically in sound health
Declining bond yields are a signpost to recovery, reports Michael Prowse

U
S ECONOMIC growth
seems likely to accel-

erate in the second
half of the year after a

disappointing first six months,
reflecting the positive impact an
consumer and business spend-
ing of a decline in long-term
interest rates to the lowest lev-

els since the late 1960s.
The most spectacular sign of

cheaper borrowing costs was
the recent rtonWnw of the yield
on the Treasury's benchmark
30-year bond to below 6 per cent
for the first time since it was
issued in 1977. Yields on most
long-maturity bonds are at their
lowest levels in a generation,
reflecting investors' confidence
(possibly misplaced) that infla-

tion will not pose a threat for
the foreseeable future.

The trend toward lower
long-term interest rates, imtfor

way for several years, should

steadily improve the outlook for

interest-rate sensitive sectors,

such as cars, consumer dura-

bles, business equipment and
residential housing. It seems
likely to outweigh the slightly

negative impact on growth of

the mild fiscal contraction

imposed by the rmntnn admin-

istration’s first budget, signed
last month.

But growth will probably
remain subdued by historical

standards, reflecting low rates

of domestic saving and invest-

ment, weak consumer confi-

dence and relatively high debt
burdens. The contraction still

under way in defence-related

industries and the uncertainty

associated with the planned rad-

ical overhaul of healthcare (one

seventh of the economy) could

also reduce growth in the short

run.

Real gross domestic product is

likely to grow at an underlying
annual rate of 25 to 3 per cent,

double the 1.3 per cent rate in

the first half but well below the

45 per cent rates typical in past

US recoveries. The consensus is

that GDP will continue expand-

ing at this steady pace, or per-

haps a shade foster, next year.

The pattern of growth, how-

ever, will be distorted by the

extensive flooding in the mid-

west in July and August Crop
riamagp and disruption of busi-

ness activity could reduce
growth by 05 percentage points

in the third quarter. But
rebuilding of damaged infra-

structure and a rebound in farm
output will probably add at least

this much to GDP in the final

quarter or this year and in the

first period of 1994.

Confidence in the economy's
underlying health has been bol-

stered by the largest upward

revisions to past growth rates in

20 years. Last month, the Com-

merce Department announced

benchmark revisions which

showed that the 1990-91 reces-

sion was shallower, and the sub-

sequent recovery stronger, than

previously estimated.

The peak-to-trough decline in

GDP was only L6 per cent, not

2.2 per cent Since the recovery

began in the spring of 1991, GDP
growth has averaged nearly 25

per cent, rather than the 2 per

cent previously reported.

The scale of revisions was
huge. The estimate for GDP in

the second quarter released in

August, for example, was 15 per

cent higher than the estimate

published in July. Thus,
although growth was lower
than expected in the first half;

the level of national income was
actually higher.

Unemployment

% of labour tome

,8 -

Inflation

Annual change (CPt)

6 -i
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(especially in healthcare) has.

risen substantially, bat manu-
facturers have, steadily,

nated jobs: at XT.Tta, the current

level of mamifactnring employ-

ment is nearly lO per cent below -

Li__JL i

1990 1991 1992

Source; Debstrrerc

The recent slowdown has to

be semi as a reaction to unsus-
tainably rapid growth in the sec-

ond half of last year (when GDP
grew at an annual rate of45 per
cent), which in turn reflected
the bringing forward of bonus
payments to avoid the expected

increase in personal taxes in
President Clinton's first budget
Over the last four quarters,
growth has averaged just under
3 per cent
The composition of growth is

encouraging. In the year to the

second quarter, the volume of

gross private investment grew
by 8.8 per cent for outpacing a
3.4 per cent increase in real con-

19SO 1991 1982 1993

strmer spending. The capital for-

mation, moreover, was concen-

trated in productive business

rather than residential housing,

which only modestly.

Led by a surge of investment

in computing equipment, busi-

ness spending on durable equip-

ment rose 14.6 per cent in real

terms. Government spending,

by contrast was fiat reflecting

the figrai inhibitions imposed by

a decade of record budget defi-

(jtg.

The popular notion that the

US is experiencing a "jobless

recovery” is hardly supported

by the data. The unemployment
rate has fallen more than a per-

1990 - 1991 1992..
-1993. .

centage point to 6,7 per cent in

the past year. Weekly claims for

unemployment insurance fell to

316£00 at the beginning of Sep-

tember, file lowest level in four

years and for below the peak of

over 500,000 reached during the

recession.

Employment figures confirm
,

this picture of a steadily improv-

ing labour market Since its

trough in February last year,

norefann payroll employment
has risen by £2m to 1105m,
comfortably surpassing the» pre-

.

vious peak in 1990. What the

overall trend masks, however, is

variations between sectors.

Service sector employment

But this is more a reflection

of efficiency gains in US fecte

ries than of a broader malaise iq

US manufe(rturing:
-

prodiadjvity

has risen by more than 5 per

cent in the past year, and the

length of the average workweek
is at its highest fevd in s&yeast
The forecast of steady US eco-

nomic growth is not without ___
risks. Same analysis believe us
share prices .have risen too test

and could tumble, undermining

Consumer and business confi-

dence. The weakness of foreigri

trade continues to sap the econ-

omy's domestic vitality: butter
a rising trade deficit, the us
would have grown by 35 per
cent in the year to the.secood

quarter, rather than the 29 per
cent actually record. But^

1

two"

years into the recovery, the best

guess Is that the business

cycle's natural momentum wifi

keep the economy rolling for-,

ward. -

.

GERMANY

The ground feels more stable
The economy 's high-cost base is under attack, says Christopher Parkes

GOP

Annual % change
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T
HE WORST of the Ger-
man recession may be
past, but no one is

cheering. After four
consecutive quarters of nil or
negative growth, gross domes-
tic product in the west showed
a 0.5 per cent increase in the
second quarter of this year,
compared with the first three
months.
However, aggregate output

was still 2 per cent below year-

earller figures, and industry
especially repotted that there
was a long way to go before
the peaks registered in 1991
and early 1992 could be
matched. On a wider front, the
economy is emerging from the
trough with its key structural
problems unresolved. Infla-
tion, at an annual 4.2 per cent
rate, is virtually the same as
when the recession hit In the
east, chronic unemployment
remains to be tackled.
No one expects either a

rapid recovery or a speedy
solution, but there is growing

confidence that at least the

ground underfoot is stabilis-

ing, allowing long-standing
problems to be tackled In a
calmer atmosphere.
“We are in neither a dra-

matic nor a traumatic situa-

tion... We are in a difficult

recession which came very
quickly and went very deep,”

according to Hilmar Hopper,
chairman of Deutsche Bank.
Apart from GDP figures,

there is ample evidence that

the tide has turned. The west
German business confidence
index of file respected Ifo eco-

nomics Institute in Munich
has been climbing, with some
hesitation, since January.
In the east, meanwhile, little

has changed. Most industrial

companies are running losses,

while services, skilled trades
and construction are expand-
ing, as they have since unifica-

tion in October 1990. But they
are still growing mainly on
the back of demand from the
public sector, funded mostly

by transfers from the west,

estimated this year at
DMl70bn. Total GDP in the
east is expected to grow 6.5

per cent this year and 6 per
cent next, although, as Ifo
points out: "This cannot be
called a self-sustained
upswing.”
Such optimism as can be

found for the immediate
future of the overall German
economy stems from general
perceptions rather than hard
and fast trends. Conditions in

export markets are not at
their best, but at least they are
no longer deteriorating, says a
recent report from Paribas
Capital Markets, for example.
It also notes that despite fears
of a rapid appreciation of the
D-Mark - and damage to Ger-
man products’ international
competitiveness - as a conse-
quence of the effective suspen-
sion of the European exchange
rate mechanism, the German
currency, on a trade-weighted
basis, is no stronger now than

it was six months ago.
Ifo, on the other hand, says

there is cause for concern In

the fact that improvements In

foreign demand are not com-
ing from Germany’s tradi-

tional west European markets,
bnt from hitherto neglected
niche areas such as south-east
Asia where trade relationships
are less stable. This, coupled
with expected average eco-
nomic growth of 1 per cent
next year in Germany’s nearby
trading partners - compared
with a forecast 5 per cent
expansion in world trade - sug-
gests a less telling contribu-
tion to export-led recovery
from recession than in past
downturns, the institute says.

The return to normal is also

expected to be slowed by foil-

ing private demand within
Germany. After dropping by
an estimated 1 per cent this
year, the trend Is expected to
continue into 1994.

Although the new year’s
wage round has yet to start.

a — a

—

i —
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Sourco. Dafostenm

there is an air of resignation
about early suggestions from
leading trade unions, which
say they are prepared to

accept pay rises for the new
year equal to inflation plus
productivity gains. Cxvfl ser-

vants, meanwhile, can expect
no increase - equivalent to a
real 3 per cent decline.

Whatever the outcome of
free-market pay negotiations,

consumers’ pockets are likely

to be severely squeezed by the
federal government's budget
consolidation programme. The
budget win reduce disposable
incomes by DM40bn next year
alone. Ifo suggests average

‘ 1 1 1 o L •>, t y-W *

1990 1991 1992 1993- :
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disposable incomes wiD foil by
a real 2 per cent as inflation of
3 per cent sweeps away nomi-
nal gains of just 1 per cent
The government's consolida-

tion measures represent one
side of a concerted effort to

attack Germany's high-costs
base, which is widely acknowl-
edged as the overall economy's
main and most debilitating
weakness. Industry, too, has
set about the job of cutting
costs with an unaccustomed
vigour. En the 12 months to

the end of June this year, man-
ufacturing shed 7 per cent of
its total workforce, and there
is no sign of the trend relax-

ing, least of all to the automo-
tive and engineering sectors,

the country’s main export
industries.

The need for further savings
was underlined in the govern-
ment's second-quarter GDP
report, which showed overall

productivity still falling and
unit labour costs still rising.

Industry’s attack on Its

inflated costs base is as bold
as it is wide. Just as the gov-
ernment is chipping away at
the welfare state, companies
are also slicing into time-hon-
oured employee benefits. That
Daimler-Benz should risk con-
frontation with its unions over

cuts in perks such as Christ-

. mas bonuses, spa cures aid
first-communion clothes far

employees' children, demon-
strates the intensity of the
search for economies.
But the main target is the

workforce. More jobs have
been lost in western industry

since mid-1991 than were cre-

ated in the post-unification

period. Unemployment will

continue to rise next year as
the search for higher produc-

tivity continues. Even though
GDP is expected to grow by 05
per cent, the proportion of the

workforce unemployed is

widely forecast to hit new
records, above the 8 per cent

peak recorded in 1985- Little

improvement is expected in

the east, where the rate is

expected to continue homing
just under 16 per cent
Longer term, worse is to be

expected if industry fails to
press ahead with the process
now under way, and current
pay and conditions agreements
in the east remain unchanged.
A projection from Goldman
Sachs suggests no relief from
high unemployment in the west
far the next three years, while
the rate in the east charges
upwards to peak in 1996 at a
staggering 37 per cent
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Rough weather continues
The ‘clear skies’

forecast has
proved to be
optimistic, writes
Robert Thomson

Europe

EUROPEAN MONETARY UNION

Annual 96 change
.8

J
APAN’S forecasters
have taken to studying
cloud formations to
increase their under-

standing of the economy’s poor
health. The Economic Plan-
ning Agency said an unusually
wet summer had led to ••unan-
ticipated’’ Sails in consumption,
and the Bank of Japan has
partly blamed the weather for
driving away an expected
recovery.

The BPA presumes that a
promised recovery is overdue,
not that its original "clear
skies" forecast was overly opti-
mistic, although the agency
predicted 3.3 per cent growth
for the fiscal year and most
private institutional estimates
are for 1 per cent or less
growth.
Causes - other than the

meteorological - of the pro-
longed downturn are described
in the EPA's own investigation
into the “bubble economy" of
the late 1980s. when asset
prices, capital investment and
corporate profits reached
unsustainable heights, from
which they have descended for
the past three years.

In the report, the EPA con-
ceded that the 1980s excesses
had left a “huge scar on the
Japanese economy" and that
recovery “will likely remain
more moderate than past
recovery phases". The EPA
also suggested that the “last

adjustment phase" before
recovery began in 1991, mean-
ing that the economy has been
“bottoming out" for more than
two years.

Mr Morihiro Hosokawa,
Japan's new prime minister,

arrived in office to find his

advisers at the EPA predicting

an imminent recovery, while
the flow of economic statistics

headed in toe opposite direc-

tion. New car sales in July fell

10.8 per cent from a year ear-

lier, the ratio of job offers to

applications slipped from
81:100 to 74:100 during June
and the trade surplus in July
expanded 24.9 per cent, as
import demand remained
weak.
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Annual 9* change (CPI) Vacuum at the heart of the EC
The Brussels compromise transformed the ERMfrom a semifixed exchange
rate system into a ’dirty floating’ operation, says Lionel Barber
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Mr Hosokawa's response was
a Y6,150bn spending and dere-
gulation package, also
designed to pass on the bene-
fits of yen appreciation to con-
sumers.
The yen's rise had put extra

pressure on manufacturers still

flabby after their Investment
excesses of the late 1980s.
Instead of relocating more pro-
duction in lower-cost east
Asian countries, many manu-
facturers added capacity in
high-cost Japan.
The increase in capital

spending in the late 1980s.
when capital was raised at
almost no cost, was high-
lighted by a 24.4 per cent rise

in new machinery orders dur-
ing 1988. Companies which put
on extra production capacity
and staff were, in some cases,

also indulging in speculative
property and stock invest-
ments which have since turned
sour.

These companies are now
facing their fourth successive
year of foiling profits. The New
Japan Securities Research
institute estimated in early
September that the combined
pre-tax profits of companies
listed on the Tokyo exchange
would foil 17 per cent in the
year to March, while their
sales would shrink 3 per cent
A senior manager at a Japa-

nese brokerage said toe Bank
of Japan and the EPA had
apparently failed to compre-
hend the eventual effects of the

asset price fall on the “real

economy”. In the months after

the stock price slide begin in

1990, hank officials argued that

the effects would be isolated,

afflicting only those companies
and individuals speculating in

property and stocks.

As well as discovering that

1990 1991 1992 1993

speculation was more preva-
lent than they had expected.
Bank of Japan officials con-
ceded that they had underesti-

mated the effects on consumer
and corporate confidence of the
market crash.

Two years ago, the bank
insisted that companies were
“unnecessarily gloomy", but
their profits have fallen a long
way since then.
The bank is concerned that

the yen’s appreciation has
made companies even more
gloomy, and capital spending
will continue to foil. Mr Yoji
Inaba, economic research
director at the Japan Develop-
ment Bank, said companies
bad generally presumed that
the yen would strengthen, but
the pace of appreciation has
surprised them.
He warned that the currency

movements would encourage
cost-conscious companies to
lay-off staff on a scale not seen
in modern Japan. “Another
year of foiling profits and com-
panies will have to start get-

ting rid of excess workers in

middle managimnpnt,

1

‘* hfi said
There are signs that labour

cutbacks have already entered
a new phase. Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone wants to reduce
its workforce by 10,000 in the
next year through voluntary
retirement and its longer-term

goal is to trim employees from
230.000 to 200,000.

Toshiba, the electronics
group, followed the NTT
announcement with a plan to

shed 5,000 workers over the
next three to five years. On the

day Toshiba explained its cut-

backs. the Machine Tool Build-

ers’ Association reported that

machine tool orders fell 27 per
cent in July, against a year
earlier.

1990 1991 1992 1993

The yen’s appreciation,
halted momentarily by con-

certed intervention, has stirred

debate about a “hollowing out"

of Japanese industry, a theme
popular during the bout of
appreciation in the mid-1980s.

The fear is that profit produc-
tion capacity will be shifted to

cheaper Asian locations, a
point made by the Bank of

Japan in its most recent quar-

terly outlook for toe economy.
“The current stagnant

investment in the assembly
industry is a reflection of low
profitability in the industry,

and the possibility that a fur-

ther appreciation of the yen
could trigger a massive substi-

tution of overseas investment
for domestic production cannot
be ruled out," the bank said.

The seven-party coalition is

divided over how much time

should be spent on economic
policy, as its first priority is

supposed to be reforming the

political system.

But the coming of ooalition

government has not been as
disruptive as Japanese busi-

ness organisations had feared.

A consensus quickly
emerged within the coalition

that another stimulatory pack-

age was needed, and the Bank
of Japan appeared to agree
that lower official interest

rates were also necessary to

encourage investment and pri-

vate consumption.
Meanwhile, toe finance min-

istry is delighted that Mr
Hirohisa Fuji!, the new finanrp

minister and a former bureau-

crat, has quickly fallen into

policy line. Mr Fuji! is already

arguing that the country can-

not afford a tax cut and that a
spending package must be cal-

culated with an eye on foiling

tax revenues.

F
IRST Black Wednes-
day, then Lundi Noir.

The de facto suspen-
sion of the ERM agreed

on Monday, August 2, marks a
turning point in Europe’s
plans for monetary union.

Few dare to predict the out-

come. But it is clear that EC
leaders have began to reassess

the approach to EMU as set

down in the Maastricht treaty.

The two core assumptions in

Maastricht were that the ERM
could evolve smoothly into a
monetary onion before toe end
of the decade, and that the
Franco-German alliance could
drive the rest of Europe for-

ward into a foil political

union. Both these assumptions
now look dubious.
The strains between the

Paris and Bonn governments
are evident, even If there is no
suggestion of a breach. Ger-
many resented French pres-

sure to lower its interest rates

in the run-up to the ERM cri-

sis.

Tensions increased when
France pushed bard for the
D-Mark to leave the ERM tem-
porarily, against toe advice of
Chancellor Helmut Kohl.

The Brussels compromise
transformed toe ERM from a
semi-fixed exchange rate sys-

tem Into a “dirty floating"
operation, with currencies

allowed to fluctuate up to 15
per cent before central banks
are obliged to intervene. Hie
result is a vacuum at the heart

of European monetary
co-operation.

The Community appears to

be dividing into several
camps, with no obvious con-

sensus on procedure.

The first camp contains toe

“purists”. Led by the Euro-
pean Commission, this group
argues that it is vital to stick

to the EMU game-plan set out

in toe Maastricht treaty.

The purists include Belgium
and Ireland and, broadly
speaking, Italy and France.
Bach puts a premium on EC
solidarity; each would like

Stage Two of Emu to begin on
January U 1994, along with a
deal on a location of the Euro-
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pean Monetary Institute, toe

precursor the European Cen-
tral Bank.
Hie purists believe the Euro-

pean Monetary System’s struc-

tures remain Intact, thus
allowing a reconfiguration of

the narrow fluctuation bands
once economic conditions
become more favourable.

The second group contains

the "sceptics”, of which
Britain is the self-appointed
leader. Mr John Major
declared last month that the

EMU timetable was “totally

unrealistic" - words which
might have carried more
weight had the UK prime min-
ister not chosen to utter them
on the day Britain formally
ratified toe Maastricht treaty.

Mr Major and his Cabinet
colleagues are convinced that

history is on their side. They
believe they are winning all

the arguments in favour of a
more flexible approach to

European integration.

The third group constitutes

the “radicals”, of which Spain
Is the most obvious leader.

Having suffered three succes-

sive devaluations of toe peseta

(one in the middle of a general

election campaign), Spain was
so frustrated during the ERM
crisis talks in Brussels that it

called for a full suspension of

toe system.

There are now fears In some
European capitals that the
Spanish may in future propose

. some form of capital controls

as toe best method of defend-

ing currencies and punishing
the speculators, no matter the

damage to the single European
market
The fourth group, which is

probably the largest contains

toe “pragmatists”. Led by Ger-

many, the group includes toe

Netherlands, Denmark, and
Luxembourg; it may also
extend part-time membership
to the UK and France.

The pragmatists believe that

there needs to be much more
realism about EMU. If there is

slippage in toe EMU timetable,

so be It

Chancellor Kohl specifically

raised the prospect of a delay
of up to two years during a
post-crisis television inter-

view, and other officials are

now wondering privately if the

1999 target date for automati-

cally locking exchange rates is

viable. At the same time, the
pragmatists, particularly Ger-
many, insists that toe “conver-

gence criteria" for EMU on
inflation, budget deficits and
government debt mnst be
adhered to.

Already some EC leaders

have absorbed toe lessons of
the crisis. In the early hours of
August 2, Mr Wim Kok, Dutch
finance minister, spoke elo-

quently about the risks
involved in exporting the dis-

cipline of price stability to the
rest of the EC. Some countries

had obviously concluded that
the resulting high unemploy-
ment was too high a price to
pay, he said.

Mr Kok was too diplomatic
to mention names, but be was
clearly referring to France,
whose government was forced
to abandon its preferred franc
fort policy because it could not
bear to raise interest rates
higher to defend the currency.
The same lesson applied to the
UK last September, and it con-
tinues to be valid for the
poorer “Club Med” countries
grouped around Spain.
The tension between what

might loosely be called the
German and Latin economic
models is as old as the Euro-
pean Community itself. Bat it

becomes sharper during a
recession, or when the Com-
munity embarks upon an
enterprise as ambitious as
monetary union.
In the coming mouths, it is

safe to predict that tbe EC will

enter a vigorous debate about
EMU. The starting-point will

probably be toe “White Paper”
on employment and competi-
tiveness being prepared by Mr
Jacqnes Defers, president of
the European Commission,
likely to appear under the
grand title of “Entering the
Twenty-First Century”.
The original impetus for the

paper was growing evidence
that Europe was failing to cre-

ate jobs at the same rate as toe

US and Asia, leading to an
inexorable rise in unemploy-
ment
The ERM debacle makes the

White Paper even more rele-

vant It will allow tbe EC to
focus minds on the “real econ-

omy” and its relationship to

EMU, says one Brussels offi-

cial involved.

Tbe implication is that EC
leaders need to foens on
today’s problems rather than
tomorrow’s aspirations. No
donbt the intellectual case for

a single European currency
operating in a single European
market is as powerful as ever;

but from now on, EMC will

have to win toe political argu-
ment too.
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The limits of perfection
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THE UK economy is enjoying a
perfect recovery; output is up,
unemployment is failing and
price increases are at their low-
est levels for 30 years.

That, anyway, is the story
told by official figures. But
many seasoned watchers of the
UK are not entirely convinced
that the good news will last

Twelve months out of reces-

sion the cynics are sceptical
that the nest few years will

bring a sustained economic
recovery with inflation firmly
under control
As it emerged from the eco-

nomic downturn of the early
1990s, the UK had a head start

over the rest of Europe. Offi-

cial data shows the recession

ended in the middle of last

year, but the incipient recov-
ery was accelerated by the
massive monetary easing that
followed September 16, 1992.
when the UK was ousted from
the European exchange rate
menhaniswi

interest rates were cut from
10 to 6 per cent and sterling

devalued by about 13 per cent,

providing a kick to most sec-

tors of the economy, but
mainly to manufacturing
industry.

Although all the key indicators are

pointing in the right direction, Emma
Tucker says seasoned watchers are

wondering if the good news will last

Manufacturing, which was
almost 22 per cent up on a
year ago in the first half of the

year, fuelled a 0.4 per cent rise

in gross domestic product in

the first quarter, followed by a

0.5 per cent increase in the sec-

ond.

The depredation of sterling,

. which made UK goods more
competitive at home and
abroad was one factor behind

the rise in manufacturing. Res-

tocking by wholesalers has

also picked up as has capital

spending by companies.
Consumer spending prog-

ressed more cautiously. It

improved only modestly in the

first six months of the year

apparently held back by fear of

unemployment, continued high

levels of debt and a squeeze on
real wages.

Jobless data took economists

by surprise, falling for five con-

secutive months In the first

half of the year. A number of

explanations were put forward

for the unusually early drop in

unemployment. These
included:

The more flexible labouv

market following the scaling

down of union power during

the 1980s;

A possible over-shedding of

labour towards the end of last

year as companies took a pessi-

mistic view of the economy.
They are now having to re-hire

after the substantial relaxation

of monetary policy that fol-

lowed the UK’s exit from the

ERM.
A reduction in the jobless

total due to government poli-

cies to get unemployed work-

ers on to training schemes.
News on inflation has also

been encouraging. In June the
retail prices index - the head-

line rate of inflation - dropped
to 1.2 per cent, its lowest level

for 30 years. The underlying
rate or Inflation, the RPI exclu-

ding mortgage interest rates,

has dropped to below 3 per

cent, wtthtn the government’s

target range of 1-4 per cent

Although inflation has since

crept upwards, there are few
pressures on prices. The combi-

nation of a slow recovery in

domestic demand, low unit

labour costs, and a recent

appreciation of sterling probar

bly means that underlying
inflation will stay within the

government's target range this

year. Furthermore, manufac-
turers have apparently been
able to absorb the higher cost

of imports following devalua-

tion, mainly because the cost

of labour has been easing at

the samp tune.

Recent trade figures show
some improvement in the UK’s
trade performance. In the first

quarter the current account
deficit was £Ahn, little changed
on the previous quarter, but
more recent data on non-EC
trade (which accounts for just

under half the UK’s total trade)

show that in the second quar-

ter the non-EC visibles deficit

was £2_3bn, £1-1bn lower than
in the first quarter.

The outlook for the economy,
according to the consensus
among economists, is that GDP
will continue to grow at

roughly the same rate in the

second half of this year, but

will slow next year. The offi-

cial Treasury forecast, made in

March, is for growth of L25 per

cent this year, although the

Treasury has hinted this fore-

cast will be revised upwards in

the November budget. Cer-

tainly the consensus is slightly

higher at about 1.6 per cent

Next year, the Economist

Intelligence Unit believes the

economy will grow, by 22 per

cent, slightly less optimistic

than the Organisation for Eco-

nomic Cooperation and Devel-

opment which puts it at 2.9 per

cent The official forecast is for

the economy to grow by 3 per
’ rant in thp first half of 1994.

Why though, given the

encouraging story told by cur-

rent figures, are forecasts for

growth next year relatively

lacklustre? The caution among
economists reflects awareness

of a number of factors that

could act as a restraint on
activity. These include:

• Tax increases. In the Spring

budget Mr Norman Lamont,

the then chancellor,

announced tax increases to

raise £6.2bn in extra revenues,

to come into effect in 1994/95.

19S0 1991 1WZ 1993
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Further fiscal tightening is

likely to be signalled in the

autumn budget as Mr Kenneth

Clarke, the chancellor, grap-

ples with the public sector bor-

rowing requirement, forecast

to reach £50bn in this financial

year.

• Secession in Europe,

Although interest rates in Ger-

many are gradually being

reduced, economic activity in

Europe is sluggish. With more
fhan half of the UK’s overseas

trade accounted for by the

European Community, export-

ers face a tough struggle to sell

their products, even after the

devaluation.

• Debt overhang. House-

hold debt is still about 100 per

cent of the annual flow of dis-

posable income, and although

1990 1991 1998 IMS'.
_ 1990, • wot

the savings ratio has dropped,

personal saving is still high.

Survey evidence suggests con-

sumers are either generally

unable or unwilling to take on
new debts.

Not all economists are as

cautious about medium-term
prospects. The optimists argue

that excess capacity, resulting

from reduced output during
the recession, will allow for

strong non-Inflatlonary
growth.
Much depends on the behav-

iour of the government In its

latest report the EIU said it

remained “convinced that the

government’s medium term
mm of bringing inflation down
to the bottom, of the 1-4 per
cent target range will be for-

saken in favour of stronger

economic growth".;
‘

Such a strategy would hejp
bring unmn^oymeot .down in

.

the short run but as Mr Eddie
George, governor" of the Bank'
of England, warned in a recent

interview: “K we. go for rapid
’

expansion now, which bru^j
back inflationary pressures-
very soon, we will experience
what we had in the past which
was a period of good years fol-

lowed by three or four lean
years.”

With the latest “bust",

behind it, the UK does hot
appear to be heading for
another boom. But the perfect

'

recovery may yet be derailed

by an unpopular government
struggling to keep a particu-

larly small parliamentary
majority happy.

Profile: EDDIE GEORGE

Down-to-earth - and blunt
As the new governor of the Bank of England settles into

his job, in a sense it is business as usual

A S Eddie George settles

into his new role as
governor of the Bank
of England, the winds

of change are blowing through
Threadneedle Street
A postman's son who grew

up near a sewage works in

south London. Mr George
became governor on July 1,

taking over from the patrician-

mannered Robin Leigh-Pemb-
erton (now Lord Kingsdown).
While his predecessor fives on
a country estate in Kent Mr
George inhabits a modest sub-
urban house in Dulwich, south
London, with a car showroom
and toddlers' club at the end of
his road,

The new governor's
down-to-earth lifestyle fits in

with a blunt approach to
organising the Bank's

operations, particularly in the

crucial area of monetary pol-

icy. Here the Bank advises the

Treasury on day-to-day man-
agement of exchange rates and
interest rates and has been
given a new mandate to pub
fish a quarterly report on how
it views inflationary pressures.

This idea - put forward by
Mr George at the end of last

year when he was deputy gov-

ernor - is designed to improve
public confidence in the UK's
economic policies after the
trauma of last September's exit

from the European exchange
rate mechanism.
Mr George has been at the

Bank for 31 years and has been
the key influence on Thread-
needle Street in the past five

years. One close observer of
the Bank says: “No one pre-

tended that Robin Leigh-Pemb
erton had anything very origi-

nal to say on monetary policy.

Eddie was always there at his

elbow to help out. The move
up to governor is the apotheo-
sis that Eddie has been looking
forward to for the past five

years and so in this sense it is

business as usual"
The view that life at the

Bank was not going to change
because of Mr George's
appointment is backed up by
his own remark just before the
Thursday in July when he
stepped up to the top position.

His laconic comment was that
it would be "just like any other
Thursday".

It Is true, the world hardly
fell out of bed when Mr George
took over. However, one big
fan is south London estate

agent Mr Hendrik Bossman,
who also runs the Dulwich
traders’ association.

Mr Bossman, who wrote to
the new governor when he
heard of his promotion and
received a “courteous" reply,

says of Mr George: “I think

he’s going to be a success. He
may be uncharismatic. but
that doesn't bother me: he
should get on with his job. not
worry about appearing on TV
shows."
Mr George's promotion can-

not be seen in isolation. Senior

Bank officials are increasingly

willing to take arguments to

the outside world, and - as
with the inflation report -

expose some of its economic
thinking to the public.

Even though the Bank
remains less important than
the Treasury in UK economic
management, its position has
become more powerful partly

because of.the errors marie by

Eddla Georgs: the winds of change are Mowing through

the Treasury in misjudging the
inflationary burst of the late

1980s, foiling to recognise the

seriousness of the recession
which followed and the poor
management of Britain’s
response to last September’s
ERM crisis.

Helping this shift to greater

openness is that, of the top six

Bank officials, three are rela-

tive outsiders to the Institution
- the new deputy governor
Rupert Pennant-Rea, econom-
ics director Mervyn King,
international director Andrew
Crockett - leaving the three

“insiders” as Mr George, bank-
ing director Brian Quinn and
monetary guru Tony Coleby.

Prior to the recruitment of

Mr Pennant-Rea from his job

ndmlMiwMmMia

as editor of the Economist and
the retirement of the previous

governor, the outsider/insider

balance was two to four.

One person with close know-
ledge of Bank activities says:

“ft may not seem all that sig-

nificant, but the change has
definitely altered the personal
chemistry at the Bank. There
is a strong sense that the Bank

is. more willing to engage in a
discussion with the outside

world.
“

One of Mr George's preoccu-

pations in the next few months
wifi be to build up stronger

‘

links with the business com-
munity.
There is a plan afoot at the

Bank to involve Mr George
more than his predecessor with
informal discussions with busi-

ness leaders, possibly through
arrangements such as dinners.

Since he took over in July, Mr..

George has already had one
dinner with top executives who
are members of the Confedera-
tion of British Industry's eco-

nomic affairs committee.

This committee is chaired by
Sir David Lees who, as well as
being chairman of the engi-

neering group GKN, is on the

Bank’s court or board of non-
executive directors.

Mr George can also be expec-

ted to participate in an initia-

tive under discussion at the
Bank looking into the relation-

ships between commercial
banks and small businesses.

Peter Marsh
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Banco Safra
some

important thini
to tell you

*

about Brazil:
• GDP of US$ 770 billion*

• Foreign investments last year
totaled US$-25 billion.

• Exports of US$ 36 billion;

foreign trade surplus of US$
16 billion.

• An economy that is the largest

on the American continent after

USA and as big as Canada's.
• The most sophisticated banking
system in Latin America.

• Over 20 privatizations in less

than 2 years.

• High-quality market integration

overa territory larger than Europe
or the continenfaMJSA.

If you are planning to invest in Brazil, Safra can put an

operational policy at your service that reflects and applies its

unique century-old combination of solidity, tradition and security

with extreme agility and an excellent standard ofcustomer service.
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Braced for a bruising battle
After the currency crisis in August, Alice Rawsthorn assesses the problems
jacing Mr Balladur as his government tries to kick-start the economv

Annual 96 change

Unemployment

96 of labour force

VEN Mr Edouard Bal-
ladur. Prance’s usu-
ally unflappable
prime minister, must

have winced when he read a
recent letter from a group of
bankers in Liberation newspa-
per. attacking the "ayatollahs
of the strong franc” for the
damage they had wreaked on
the French economy.
Mr Balladur, who bad cast

himself in his first four months
as prime minister as the chief
proponent of the franc fort pol-
icy of protecting the French

ITALY

currency, had just emerged
from the humiliation of the
August currency crisis when
the speculative assaults on the
Crane had left his monetary
policy and the European
exchange rate mechanism in
tatters.

France, like its fellow Euro-
pean Community member
states, had been forced to
broaden its ERM fluctuation
margins from 2.25 per cent to
15 per cent So Car the franc
has proved to be surprisingly
stable in the wake of the crisis.

'
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Signals continue
to be ambiguous
The recession has coincided with a
significant restructuring of the
economy and unprecedented budget* austerity. Robert Graham reports

P
RESENTING the 1994 this year. The trend was for
budget before the malised in an historic foui
summer break, Mr year tripartite pact betweei
Piero Barncci, the the government, onions am

Italian treasury minister, industrialists nn Jniv a.

Peter Mav

P
RESENTING the 1994
budget before the
summer break, Mr
Piero Barncci, the

Italian treasury minister,
claimed the recession was
“coming to an end”.
Yet the economic signals

continue to be ambiguous and
only ou the most optimistic of
scenarios will the signs of
recovery be detectable in early
1994.

The bottoming oat process
could well be long and painful.

.
This is largely because, nnUlcg

^MMfdther G7 countries, the reces-w sion has coincided with a sig-

nificant restructuring of the
economy and unprecedented
budget austerity.

When the recovery begins it

is likely to be export-led. Ital-

ian companies bave really
taken advantage of last Sep-
tember’s devaluation of the
lira and its “temporary” exit

from the European exchange
rate mechanism (ERM). They
have offset a sharp drop in

domestic demand by switching
to exports. As a result In the
first half of 1993 sales to the

TT-
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Without the oxygen of the

export boom, the effects

of recession would have
been more keenly felt

EC, Italy’s main market, rose

11 per cent in value; while
overall trade swung from defi-

cit to surplus by a staggering

L22,000bn compared to the

same period in 1992.

Without the oxygen of the

export boom, the effects of

recession would undoubtedly
have been more keenly felt

Italy has not experienced such
a sharp switch to negative
growth since the early seven-

ties. The downturn began in

mid-1991; but it was not felt

until nearly a year later and
this year negative growth is

projected of around 0.3 - 0-5

per cent
Demand during the first half

of this year, especially for

investment goods and con-

sumer durables, dropped 10
per cent Industrial production

for the six months was down
4JJ per cent with an even more
pronounced dip in June bring-

ing the index to the levels of

mid- 1987. As yet there is no
evidence of stock-building.

Confmdustria. the industri-

alists' confederation, hopes
production levels have come
close to touching bottom but is

reluctant to say anything
definitive until more data is

available. The key to the com-

ing months will be the ability

of Italian goods to sustain

their competitiveness in

export markets.
The cost of the recession has

been reflected in squeezed

profits had a steep rise in

unemployment. In 1892, more
than 200,000 jobs were lost in

industry and the service sec-

tor, »"<* unofficial estimates

suggest the figure will be

greater this year. Officially,

2.4m people are unemployed,

lm of whom are seeking jobs

for the first time. Although

the unemployed represent 10.5

per cent of the workforce, this

distorts the picture since in

the north the jobless rate is

down to 6J> per cent while in

certain parts of the south it is

more than 23 per emit.

The picture is further dis-

torted by the Italian practice

of temporary lay-offs, funded

employers, which can extend

for up two years. In the first

six months the number of

hours covered by lay-off pay-

ments increased 28 per cent
The increase in unemploy-

ment bas obliged the unions to

opt for wage moderation in

return for job security. Aided

by tight curbs on public sector

pay, the level of wage
has fallen, averaging

4-7 per cent last yew
likely to be about 4.4 per cent

I this year. The trend was for-
\ malised in an historic four-

year tripartite pact between
the government, unions and
industrialists on July 3.

The essence of this deal was
an agreement that wages can-
not match inflation unless

i increases in pay are directly

linked to productivity. This
eliminates one of the most
damaging aspects of tradi-
tional Italian wage bargaining
- the automatic linkage of
wages to inflation. The next
step will be to hold down over-

all production costs by remov-
ing rigidities in the labour
market and introducing tem-
porary employment contracts,

and ending national pay struc-

tures. This promises to be
much harder to achieve.
If wage-fed inflation now

looks like being a phenomenon
of the past, Italy still has one
of the highest inflation rates

in the EC. Recession has
helped curb price Increases
and largely offret the negative

impact of devaluation through
most costly imports, (notably
energy products paid to dol-

lars). But this year the infla-

tion rate will not come down
much below 4^ per cent with

a projection of 3.7 per cent far

1994. This rate of inflation

reflects high service costs and
inefficiencies to the country’s

Infrastructure.

The fight against inflation

will be helped by the Ciampi
government’s 1994 austerity

budget. This plans to hold
down the public sector deficit

to Ll44,000bn ( L155,000bn in

1993) mainly through cuts in

spending rather than new
taxes as to the current year.

The cuts, raising L28,000bn,

will come from cuts to the gen-

erous state pension scheme,
streamlining the civil service,

reductions to health benefits

and a virtual block on public

sector pay rises.

The budget turns to provide

a small primary surplus,

underlining that the deficit is

essentially the product of the

heavy burden of debt service.

The mountain of Italy's debt,

one third of all the EC debt,

remains the weakest point of

the economy. The debt stock is

due to increase from 110 per

cent of GDP to nearly 120 per

cent before stabilising to 1996.

The cost of debt service has

been helped by the fall in

interest rates, each one per-

centage point saving some
L15,000bn to a year. However,

the authorities remain caught

to a vicious circle.

The business community is

clamouring for a further cut in

interest rates and a narrowing

of the spread between Italian

real rates ami those among Its

main trading partners. At
present real interest rates to

Italy are nearly 5 per cent.

Until the difference is nar-

rowed and rates fall further

the cost of borrowing remains

prohibitive. But equally, Italy

needs to maintain attractive

rates on government paper to

fund the public sector borrow-

ing requirements.

This emphasis on retaining

the attractiveness of govern-

ment paper prejudices the

development of the stock mar-

ket at a time when the bourse

needs to expand to cope with

at least part of the ambitious

plans for privatising state-con-

trolled hanks and industries.

The privatisation pro-

gramme has been far too hast-

ily conceived, with a series of
i vj nmnimte hp fol-

lowed by slow implementation

and frequent changes. At last

the treasury appears firmly to

control of the process and

there should be Peeress.

However, Italy is likely to

hold general elections next

spring, under a new and pre-

dominantly first-past-the-post

system. While the government

wffl do aB to lock its successor

into a continuing policy of

austerity and liberalisation,

hi* may not prove so simple.

Moreover, Mr Balladur’s popu-
larity bas remained intact He
still bas the highest approval
rating at this stage in his ten-
ure of any prime minister in
the Fifth Republic apart from
Mr Jacques Chaban-Delmas,
who reigned over the Hdtel de
Matignon during the 1970 eco-
nomic boom.
The critical question is

whether Mr Balladur can con-
tinue to command the public’s
support to the 18 months until
the presidential elections in
spring 1995. The conventional
wisdom is that both his conser-
vative coalition's hopes of
remaining in power - and his
own chance of ousting Mr Jac-
ques Chirac, the head of the
RPR party and mayor of Paris,

as the right's presidential con-
tender - will be contingent on
his success in revitalising
Fiance's sluggish economy and
halting the rise in unemploy-
ment
So Gar Mr Balladur has had

no success on either front. The
economy, squeezed by high
interest rates and a strong cur-

rency, slid into recession dur-

ing the opening months of this

year, when it registered a sec-

ond successive quarterly
decline in the real rate of
growth for the first time since

? economy
the Gulf War.
Consumer spending and

industrial investment have
remained weak in spite of the

reductions to interest rates

since the conservative victory

to the March parliamentary
elections. The fall in the
franc's value has not been suf-

ficient to trigger a significant

recovery in exports. Salomon
Brothers forecasts a 1.5 per
cent fall in the real rate of GDP
growth during the course of

this year. The latest surveys of

business confidence suggest
that industrialists do not
expect to see an upturn in the

economy until the fourth quar-

ter at the earliest

In the meantime unemploy-
ment, which was already at a
record level of 3m people when
the right came to power in the

March parliamentary elections,

bas since risen steadily to
around 32m, or a record 11.7

per cent of the workforce (the

highest of any G7 country) and
is expected to reach 12.5 per
cent by the end of this year.

Mr Balladur’s response has
been to try to kick-start the

economy through a combina-
tion of employment reforms
and public sector expenditure.

Mr Michel Giraud, the labour
minister, recently unveiled a

Inflation

Annual% change (CPQ
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series of measures intended to

make it easier for employers to

create new jobs by liberalising

France's infamously strict

employment law. These
include waiving employers'
social security payments for

the first three new workers
they hire flnri rnairiTig the 39-

hour working weeks more flex-

ible.

Meanwhile, the success of

the “Balladur bond", the spe-

cial bond issue launched this

summer which raised
FFrllObn, rather than the
FFr40bn originally forecast,

bas enabled the prime minister

not only to step up his public

expenditure plans but to prom-
ise income tax cuts next year
for middle income employees.
However, the government's

room for manoeuvre is

restricted by a number of fac-

tors. One is the budget deficit

Mr Balladur, who inherited a
sizeable deficit from the previ-

ous socialist administration.

hopes to timTt this year’s defi-

cit to FFr3l7bn. However, most
private sector economists sus-

pect it will be rather higher at

around FFr350hn.

Another inhibiting factor is

the structure of the present
recession which bas had a dev-

astating effect on consumer
confidence partly due to fears

of joblessness and partly to the

high rate of real interest rates,

or the discrepancy between
retail price inflation and bank
base rates.

In past French recessions
inflation has been higher than

base rates, thereby encourag-
ing consumers to spend money
for fear of being caught out by
rising prices.

But inflation has been at

least six percentage points

below base rates throughout
the current slump, a scenario

that has encouraged consum-
ers to save rather than spend.
Socidte Generate estimates
that the personal savings ratio

rose from an average of 10.9

per cent in 1987 to 12J& per cent
last year and is now well over

13 per cent
The success of the "Balladur

bond” illustrates just how ner-

vous French consumers bave
become. A large chunk of the

FFrllObn used to buy the

bonds had been lying idle in

savings accounts or SICAV
money market funds. The bond
holders could just as easily

have spent their money, but

bad chosen instead to save it

and then to invest in govern-

ment bonds.

Mr Balladur from this

autumn hopes to take advan-
tage of this “saving spirit" by
encouraging both the Balladur

bond holders and other savers

to participate to the govern-

ment's privatisation pro-

gramme.
But his government has to

balance its desire to secure the

success of the share sales

against the need to regenerate

the consumer side of the econ-
omy. Moreover, it faces a tough
task In rebuilding consumer
confidence given that the toll

of job losses shows no sign of
stopping and that real interest
rates remain high to spite of
the recent reductions in bor-
rowing costs.

Finally, the government is
hidebound by monetary con-
straints: by its desire to main-
tain a reasonably strong franc
and to safeguard the process of
European monetary union
which has made it cautious
about cutting interest rates.
These issues are also compli-
cated by additional factors
such as the uncertainty over
France’s economic and strate-
gic relationship with Germany,
the doubts about the EC's
future and the tangled argu-
ments over the Gatt trade
agreement.
The economy ministry

recently reassessed its growth
projections for 19M. It stuck to
the initial estimate of 1.4 per
cent growth made to June,
although it dramatically
revised its view of the underly-

ing state of the economy. The
ministry has upgraded its

expectations for export growth,
due to the recent fall of the
franc, but has downgraded its

forecasts for consumer spend-
ing because of the low level of

confidence.

All in all Mr Balladur - and
the French economy - face a
bruising 18 months before the

1995 presidential elections
with, or without, the critics of
the “ayatollahs of the strong

franc".
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THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT WAYS
OF LOOKING AT ITALY. BANCO AMBROSIANO VENETO

SHOWS YOU ALL OF THEM.
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Viewed from Hong Kong, Paris,

New York or London, Italy offers many interesting business

prospects. For your business relations with Italy, choose

a bank that shows you the best financial opportunities.

The Banco Ambrosiano Veneto.

Our advanced technology and high level of professional

skills mean we are best placed to help

you choose where, when and how to do

Head Office: Milan, Piazza Paolo Ferrari, 10

Tel.! (39-2) 8591.

1

Banco

AmbrosianoVeneto

business. And with more^ than 500 branches throughout the most

important economic- centres, the Banco Ambrosiano Veneto

can provide services specifically tailored to your requirements.

Services that only a large private bank with strong local

roots can guarantee. If you are working with Italy you should

rely on the efficiency of a large private

Italian bank. This is our point of view.

London branch: 7

3

. Cornbill-Tcl.: (44-71)2207740

Represenlatbe Offices: Hong Kong. New York
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Eastern Europe

RUSSIA

Year of hope and disappointment
John Lloyd looks at a country both movingforward and stuck, trembling on
the brink of development, yet still with a deep inhibition at every level

R USSIA’S reforms
have stalled. Infla-

tion in August
reached nearly 30 per

cent, production continues to

fall (though at a slower rate
than earlier this yearjjoreign
investment is estimated to be
no more than $ibn in this cur
rant year, oil production con-
tinues to decline, the budget is

in huge deficit and the tax tqke
is falling

The history of the past year
has been one of hope and dis-

appointment - a typical cycle
in Russian reform since the
late Eighties, when a turn to
the market was first adum-
brated in the reform-commu-

nist period ushered in by Mr
Mikhail Gorbachev. In this

context, the hope was the
apparent victory within the
cabinet for the renewal of a
tough macroeconomic policy
under the leadership of Mr
Boris Fyodorov, deputy prime

minister in charge of finance,

with the support of other

reformers in the cabinet: a pol-

icy which had the explicit sup-

port of President Boris Yeltsin

and, abroad, of the Group of

Seven industrial countries,
which pledged a headline fig-

ure of $44bn to support Russia.

The hopes were raised by the
convincing victory won by
President Yeltsin in the refer-

endum OH trust in himself and

his policies on April 25: and
further strengthened by his

declaration of intent to move
to a new constitution and new
elections in the near future. A
timetable had been mapped
out, a structure given, a sense

of confidence engendered.
The disappointment has

come when these hopes have
not been realised. The static

conflict between president and
parliament which the referen-

dum was thought to have bro-

ken has re-formed, more intrac-

table than ever. Inflation, said

to have been curbed and
brought down to 15 per cent a
month, has gone back to 30 per

cent the mafa reason, say the

reform economists, is the con-

tinued i«iring of credits by the

Central Bank in defiance of an
agreement with the govern-

ment to keep credit advances

on a declining curve through

the end of the year.

Sure it is that a Central
Rank with a different philoso-

phy from that of the govern-

ment is a source of instability:

however, it Is fair to say that

the government itself has lost

what coherence it had. At least

two rival conceptions of how to

run the economy fight it out
within the cabinet one, put up
by Mr Fyodorov and nominally
accepted by the president,

would continue the line of rela-

tively tight controls, while the

other, put up by Mr Oleg

Lobov, the first deputy prime

minister for the economy, calls

for extra state investments, an

end to voucher privatisation

and an explicit acknowledge-

ment that reforms cannot con-

tinue through the macroeco-

nomic means once favoured.

In such conditions, the IMF.

which has since the beginning

of 1992 acted as the facilitator

and watchdog of the reform

process. bas considered itself

to have had no choice but to

delay implementation of the

programme agreed by the

Group of Seven in spring of

this year. Though no final deci-

sion has yet been announced,

it seems clear that the second

tranche (S1.5bn> of the Sys-

temic Transformation Facility

created as a way of inject^

support into the Russian bud-

get quickly will not be P®®j

this year - and will not be paid

at all until the Russian house

is put in order. 'Hus may con-

centrate the minds: audit is

posable that reforms wfll he

put back on track.
.

A clutch of reform-minded

Ministers besides Mr FyodOTOV

- rhief among them Mr Anatoly

Chubais, deputy prime minis-

ter in charge of privatisation

continue to fight and some-

times to win, battles for the

cause of creating a market

economy. However, the bal-

ance of power seems to be

swinging against them: ana

even if they remain in the cabi-

net. their authority is narrow-

ing and their useful political

lives - at least this time round,

for these are young men -

appear to be shortening.

It is hard to say, however,

how far the demise of this

reform group will destroy

reform. Clearly, stabilisation of

the currency, a real lowering of

inflation and the importing of

a renewed dynamism to Rus-

sian enterprises are not likely

in the near future. Clearly, too,

the men who wait to succeed

the reformers are those who

would contone, albeit in modi-

fied form, many of the central-

command-economy practices

with which they still feel most

familiar-

Hie doubt concerns what has

already been released from

central control - or rather how
ammahte it is to coming under

control once more. Russia is, at

least in part, a European coun-

try with a relatively .welt edu-

cated citizenry - the most well

educated of which, moreover,

are now picking up new meth-

ods of work and study as the

old system decays about them.

Privatisation, above an, con-,

tinues - albeit fitfully. Large

numbers of small businesses
and drops have been priva-

tised. Enterprises of medium
and large size are also now
coining under the hammer,
and some giants are now in tiro

private sector. It is the case
fhat the shops are still as-surly
as ever and (to Western eyes)
uninviting: it is the case, too,

that the enterprise culture

m.

remains the same, with “pi- ^
vate" managers still demand.

'

mg soft credits from the safe* i

to keep often; nnviable enhs. ;-

prises, or unwanted prodac- D
tion, on the road.'

/

.

But private enterprises

not the same as state ones.

arms haspessedto tfaegovenKf
ment to wean the plants offthe

state by refining easy credit. -
4

Managers .may still be kept v.

afloat, hut they must aht '

-

make deals and even findmap v.

fcets in ways they did -not -L

before. -
• •

It is far from a consumer
an enterprise soeiety: to.

new arrival, it appears fortid-Tv
riingy grimy and obsdtescentir

the barriers and impediments
accumulated over decades are -

too great for a revolution of
r'

that kind to happen quickly.

But the fact that some move-’ ;

ment is visible from below
moderates the pessimism

'

gained from the view from '

:

above: it gives the observe* a -

double vision, of a country

both moving forward and
-

giiifir trembling on the brink:
-

-

of development, yet still with a-_’

deep inhibition at every lereL.
.

.'*

Eastern Europe Real growth of OOP in Europe (%)

Back on the road to economic growth
Anthony Robinson looks at the economic prospectsfor theformer communist states

P
OLAND, only four
years ago a commu-
nist basket case par
excellence, will this

year win accolades as the fast-

est growing economy in
Europe.
Had it not been for a clutch

of special factors - the reces-

sion in Germany and western
Europe, the second consecu-
tive year of drought in Hun-
gary, the one-off negative
effect of the divorce between

the Cwgh and Slovak repub-

lics, and the impact on Slo-

venia of the collapse in the

former Yugoslav market,
Poland would have been
accompanied around the top of

the European growth league
by its neighbours in central

Europe as a whole.

Next year, barring disasters,

the whole of post-communist
Europe outside former Yugo-
slavia and the former Soviet

Union, but including Albania,

Romania and Bulgaria, and
probably the Baltic states,

should return to the path of
economic growth.

Statistics prepared by PlanE-

con Europe indicate that GDP
growth in the region next year
will range from a low of 2.6

per cent in Romania to more
than 5 per emit in Slovenia
and Bulgaria and 6 per cent in

Poland and the Czech republic.

If so, next year should mark
the start of what could be a
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prolonged period of self-sus-

taining growth capable of
stimulating the development
of a pan-European market
from the Atlantic to the east-

ern borders of Poland.
At that point, tire political

leaders of the European Com-
munity, who were able to
escape ultimate responsibility,

and the need to offer real lead-

ership during the 45-year Sovi-

et-American hegemony over a
divided continent, might
finally switch their focus away
from tiie cold-war version of a
united Europe enshrined in
the Maastricht Treaty,
towards serious contemplation
of the kind of confederal struc-

ture required to accommodate
an additional 105m people,
and a dozen new member
states into an enlarged and re-

structured European economic
and defence community.
Even if they do rise to the

occasion, however, the politi-

cians will be far behind the
bankers, businessmen and
entrepreneurs of Europe,
North America and Asia, for

whom a pan-European market
is already a reality. First prize

for market awareness perhaps
goes to tiie German icecream
manufacturer who now rou-
tinely labels the ingredients of

his humble ice-lollies in Czech,

Hungarian and Polish, in addi-

tion to German. French,
Dutch, Spanish and English.

This example of pan-Euro-
pean marketing helps to illus-

trate the thinking which has

made the multinational food

and consumer goods corpora-

tions the spearhead for integ-

rating the former communist
states into the global economy.
Throughout the region a raft

of new plants have been, or

are being built by the big food

and detergent groups such as

Unilever, Procter and Gamble,
Henkel, Nestle and Sara Lee,

rival tobacco companies, such

as Philip Morris and BAT, con-

sumer durable companies,
such as Electrolux, and the big

automobile makers led by
Volkswagen, Fiat and General
Motors.
Production from new green-

field plants, or from restruc-

tured, former state-owned
facilities, privatised in the big-

gest sell-off of state property
ever seen, is rising rapidly.

The elimination of subsidies,
introduction of internal cur-

rency convertibility and adher-
ence to tight IMF-monitored
budget deficit limits has also
helped shape a macroeconomic
framework m which many of
the former loss-making state

enterprises have been down-
sized and made more efficient

by asset sales, the closure of
loss-making sections and job
losses.

Relatively few state enter-

prises have yet been closed
down completely, especially in

the Czech republic where tight

control over public sector
wages has enabled state enter-

1990 1991 . 1992 1989 1994 1996 1996 1987 !

Albania -10.0 -29.9 -11.0 3.0 3.3 44 44 44
Bulgaria -9.1 -11.8 -7.7 -4B 5.1 5.1 44 4.6 ;

Czech RepubSc -1.2 -14JJ -7.1 -1.6 6.0 6-2 4.4 44
Hungary -03 -102 -5J) 1.7 443 5.7 6.0 53
Poland -11.6 -7.68 SJO 6.9 45 44 ‘1 34
Rcrrarua -7.3 -13.7 -ISA -5.1 2.6 3.1 4.4 4.0

Slsvalca -2-5 -15JJ -6U. -7.1 39 54 5.1 .
44

SJovarta -4.7 -R3 -6L8 1.5 5.2 5.7 59 54

SiMKar PtnEcon Gmapt Ud

prises to keep workers on
their books rather than the
unemployment register. But
throughout central Europe the
scale of losses from state-

owned enterprises awaiting
privatisation has been ait, and
in a few spectacular cases,

such as tiie SwvpTin shipyards
on Poland’s Baltic coast, man-
agers have been able to turn

Relatively few state

enterprises have been
closed down completely

round loss-making state enter-

prises before file introduction

of a form of privatisation

which includes a strong man-
agement and worker buyout
elements.

General awareness of the
scale and speed of the eco-

nomic transformation of cen-

tral Europe toii been marfewd

to date by the official statis-

tics, the accuracy of which is

limited mainly to recording
the speed and extent of the
decline in output from tiie big

state sector plants.

Perversely, the most rapid
transformers, Poland and Hun-
gary, show the steepest rise in

unemployment and more than
do per cent declines in indus-

trial output over the last four
years. At the same time rapid
inflation, especially in Poland*
has wiped out the savings of
minimis of people.

‘Hie emergence of a lost gen-
eration of manageis and tink-
ers who have . been sacked
from their former secure jobs,

lost their savings and found
themselves virtually . unem-
ployable in the new economy,
has placed a huge pension and
unemployment payment bur-
den on state budgets.

At the same time, tiie had
debts of many state enter-
prises continue to limit tiie

ability of mider-capltalised
and inexperienced banking
systems to «aii«fy the rising

credit demands from the rap-
idly expanding private sector.
An this means that the tran-

sition process is for from com-
plete, WhBe nostalgia for the
lost security of the age of
socialist mediocrity, coupled
with resentment at tiie emer-
gence of many from the old
communist nomenklatura as
the new capitalists and entre-

preneurs, has embittered the
political atmosphere. In
Poland, for example, the post-

Solidarity parties most closely
associated with market
reforms, have been unable to
capitalise on Poland's current

rapid recovery from three

years of wrenching recession.

Polls show that voters hava

been swinging back to support

for parties with roots in the

collectivist past because unem-
ployment remains stubbornly
High while the low incomes of

millions of ordinary workers
keep the new consumer goods

'

tantalisingly out of their

grasp.
In Hungary, the main recipi-

ent of foreign capital but the

most indebted country In the

region, the delayed resump-
tion of growth after so much
macro and micro-economic
change is also undermining
the popularity of the conserva-
tive government and re-awak-
ening a frustrated national-
ism.

Only in tiie Czech republic,

where Mr Vaclav Elans, the

economist turned prime minis-
ter has made a deliberate
effort to explain the merits of
capitalism and tiie advantages
of privatisation to tiie elector-

ate, have voters clearly given
their support for those in
charge of still painful reform.
What remains to be seen is

how for Nato and the Euro-
pean Community respond to
the desire of central Europe’s
new market-based democracies
for foil integration.
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North Africa and the Middle East

MIDDLE EAST

Peace dividend may be delayed
The structure of most economies in the region has so far remained immune tome wave of liberalisation elsewhere in the world, writes Mark Nicholson

I
N JUST a month, the cast
of Middle Eastern politics
has been transformed. The
signature of an outline

peace agreement between
Israel and the Palestine Libera-

.
tion Organisation on Septem-

T?ber 13, unthinkable a little
more than a fortnight before,
broke the deadlock in the Mid-
dle East peace talks and
accomplished the necessary
first step for a full and compre-
hensive regional peace.
Much remains to be negoti-

ated before that dream is
reached. Syria and Lebanon
must follow Jordan in signing
even documents of principle to
guide their own talks. But
enough has been achieved
already to raise serious ques-
tions about the future eco-
nomic cast of the region. Will
nascent peace, in particular.

encourage greater regional eco-
nomic integration than hith-
erto? And might this in turn
lead to stronger trade and
investment ties with other
trading blocs - most particu-
larly with Europe?
History suggests that prog-

ress in both cases is likely to
be glacial. The first Impedi-
ment will be political will,
which has traditionally been
found wanting in any of the
few attempts to date to forge
meaningful economic blocks,
grouping, particularly, the
countries between the Gulf and
North Africa. Moreover, as the
example of the cold peace
between Egypt and Israel, now
more than a decade old, shows,
peace alone is no guarantor of
enhanced economic integra-
tion. Trade and investment
flows between Egypt and

Israel, the two biggest econo-
mies of this block, remain
small and to some extent
grudging. As an instance, only
3,000 Egyptians have travelled
as tourists to Israel during the
whole 14 years of peace.

Peace alone is no
guarantor of enhanced
economic integration

Another impediment is the
very structure of most econo-
mies in the region, which has
remained steadfastly immune
to the wave of liberalisation,

privatisation and deregulation
which has eroded previously
dirigiste economies elsewhere
in the world. As Mr Mobamed
El-Erian and Mr Shamsuddin
Tareq. two International Mone-

tary Fund economists, stated

in a recent independent report:

“No country in the region may
be regarded as having imple-

mented a comprehensive pro-

gram of wholesale divestiture

oT public sector enterprises - in

contrast to the experience in

Asia, central and eastern
Europe and Latin America.'

1

As their report emphasises,
most countries in the region
have been characterised by poli-

cies of import-substituting
industrialisation, heavy reliance

on the state sector and restric-

tive trade practices. “The pri-

vate sector came to perform an
increasingly residual role in a
number of economic and finan-

cial sectors, with administrative

allocation of resources replacing

market signals." Trade regimes,

meanwhile, are u
characterised

by extensive quantitative

restrictions, TV""!"3! tariffs and
cumbersome administrative pro-

cedures".

Profound internal reforms
would, therefore, be the pre-req-

uisite of any attempts, even
given sufficient political will,

towards greater regional eco-
nomic Integration. But progress

here has also been tentative at

best
Of the countries in the region

- excepting North Africa - only
Jordan and Egypt have under-

taken formal reform pro-

grammes under the auspices of

the IMF and World Rnnk in this

respect the Gulf economies are

something of a special case,

although recent high deficit

spending in Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait have received IMF atten-

tion, even if they have not quite

accepted IMF prescriptions.

The course of Egypt’s reform
programme offers modest hope
for optimism. Since resuming
previously fractious relations
with the IMF in 1991. Cairo has

succeeded in completing one
agreement and will this month
commence a second. In the
financial economy, the results

have been striking; budget def-

icits have been slashed from
above 20 per cent of gross
domestic product to below 3

per cent. Inflation has been
halved to around 12 per cent,

the exchange rate has been sta-

ble for two years, interest rates

now imply a real cost of money
- and are gradually falling -

and reserves have accumulated
to around $16bn. Import
restrictions and tariffs have
been considerably eased. New
banking and capital market
laws have been passed.

These macro-economic gains

are likely to be built upon dur-

ing the three years of the sec-

ond programme. But deeper
structural reforms to the econ-

omy have been harder won and
far more limited. Iudicatively,

the government’s privatisation

programme - thrashed out at

great and painful length with
the World Bank - is well
behind schedule, somewhat
mired in bureaucratic complex-
ity and still to address the core
public sector industries which
dominate at least 70 per cent of

Egypt’s manufacturing output
"The financial economy is

going quite well, but reforms

to the real economy are going
rather badly.” remarks Mr Rod-
ney Wilson, a specialist in Mid-
dle Eastern economies at the
University of Durham.
The reasons for fills are com-

plex and deeply rooted. One is

the leaden nature of Egypt's
bureaucracy, the poverty of
public sector wages and the

attendant shortage of high-cali-

bre administrators capable of
implementing sophisticated
reforms. Another is govern-
mental caution in carrying
through reforms which, in the
short run, are likely only to

increase joblessness in an
economy which cannot,
already, keep up with the need

Egypt's reform
programme offers hope

for optimism

to create upwards of 500,000

new jobs a year. There is also a
structural resistance to open-

ing an economy the closedness

of which has created deeply
entrenched vested interests -

many of them close to the
regime Itself.

Egypt, therefore, appears
unlikely to become any sort of

powerhouse for a regionally-

based economic revival in the

near term. The appetite for
reform elsewhere is also lim-
ited. According to IMF offi-

cials, Lebanon has hinted at
the possibility of undertaking
some form of Fund assistance.
Syria has shown little taste for
such yet - although President
Hafez al-Assad has in the last

year or so gradually begun to
dismantle some of the statist

economic controls bequeathed
by the state's pseudo-socialist
Baathist ideology.
But whatever the political,

social or structural impedi-
ments, there is a desperate
need for some shift in eco-
nomic thinking. Few of the
region’s economies presently
meet fully their peoples' needs
- and, in some countries, the
worsening shortcomings of the
economy provide only an
improving platform for anti-

government activism, includ-
ing Islamic fundamentalism.
Messers EI-Erian and Tareq
remark; "The need for sus-
tained and comprehensive pol-

icy actions becomes more
important in the context of
some countries’ rapidly grow-
ing populations, uncertainties
about Uie prospects for a natu-
ral resource base, and the ten-

dency outside the Middle East
toward preferential regional
trading blocs."

.THE MAGHREB

Algeria is being left behind
THE contrast between the
economies of Algeria, Morocco
and Tunisia is now more
marked than at any time since
these three North African
states became independent
more than 30 years ago.
Since the mid-1980s Morocco

and Tunisia have made consid-
erable progress In restructur-
ing and liberalising the man-
agement of their economies.
But Algeria, by far the largest,

is stock in a spiral of economic
ecline and political strife

from which its military and
civilian leaders appear unable
to escape.

Algeria's economic reforms,
launched daring the prime
ministership of Mr Mouloud
Hamrouche, aimed at freeing
foreign trade, at reinstating

the private owners of lands
nationalised in the early
1970s, and liberalising the
management of a tightly run
command economy.
But these policies foundered

when the prime minister was

Economic reform is being tackled energetically in
Morocco and Tunisia. But their neighbour has a
long way to go to catch up, warns Francis Ghiles
dismissed in June 1991. His
successor. Mr Sid Ahmed
Ghozali, scuppered the agree-
ment with the International
Monetary Fond signed in June
that year. A year later, the
fate of the reforms was sealed

by the resignation of Hr
Abderrahmane Had] Nacer,
whom Mr Hamronche had
made governor of the central

bank.
Mr Belaid Abdesselam, who

succeeded Mr Ghozali as pre-

mier in the wake of the assas-

sination of President
Mobamed Boudiaf in June
1992, was unwilling to usher
in the essential economic
reforms needed to reach a new
agreement with the IMF. Mr
Abdesselam, who was sacked
last August, was too much a
prisoner of his past - he was

economic overlord from 1965
to 1978 when Algeria launched
a huge but abortive pro-
gramme of industrialisation
and socialisation of agricul-

ture.

His belief in strict state con-

trol of the economy, his highly
publicised war on corruption,
and his largescale subsidies
for bankrupt state companies
fed a spiral of economic
decline.

His successor, Mr Redha
Malek, is Algeria’s fifth prime
minister in five years. Mr
Malek seems to have greater
prospects of success. Bat he
faces a daunting challenge.

In contrast with Algeria, her
western and eastern neigh-
bours, Morocco and Tunisia,

are making rapid strides.

For Morocco, the past 18

months have been difficult

GDP foil in 1992 by 3.5 per
cent, largely because of
drought. But Morocco has now
reached the stage at which the
IMF would like other
countries, such as Egypt, to

be.

Since being forced to
reschedule its foreign debt 10

years ago, the Moroccan
government has cut taxes,

tariffs and subsidies. Its

budget deficit as a percentage

of GDP, has declined from 12
per cent a decade ago to below

3 per cent Inflation bas been
kept below 10 per cent
Morocco has also avoided

the kind of financial
dislocation that, in Latin
American countries, kept risk

premiums on interest rates

and currency at high levels
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long after the original
financial problem had been
resolved.

More recently, foreign
investment in Morocco bas
risen fourfold to S500m since

1988 and a privatisation
programme has been
formulated and launched.
The sale of a 51 per cent

stake fu the Scior cement
company to Holderbank of
Switzerland earlier this

summer was a watershed. So
far this year, two thirds of the
government’s Dirham 2bn
(3214m) target for income from
privatisations in 1993 has been
met The next companies to be
privatised are expected to be
the 40 subsidiaries of the
sprawling SociOte Nationale
d'Investissement For the first

time last year, receipts from
foreign investment into
Morocco were equivalent to

the deficit on the current
account
This is a far cry from the

situation in September 1983,

when Morocco it was forced to

reschedule its foreign debt. At
£2 1.5bn, the present foreign

debt remains asignificant

burden - total external debt
represents 80 per cent of gdp.

However, the debt service

ratio bas been halved to about
34 per cent of exports of goods
and services. This was helped
by Saudi Arabia's forgiveness

of nearly S3bn worth of loans

as a mark of gratitude to King
Hassan for his support during
the Gulf war.
However, Morocco still has

much more to change in order

In Tunisia, Mr Ben Ali has

given senior ministers

political stability

to consolidate its gains of
recent years. A confidential

World Rank report earlier this

year pointed out a number of
weaknesses:

• The manufacturing base
remains at a low 18 per cent of
GDP, a level unchanged for

the past decade and much
smaller then in most fast

growing industrialising
economies;
• Foreign investment
remains limited, accounting

for a 10th of total equity;

• Exports are too narrowly
based - mostly garments -

and have too few markets,
notably France.

The report sees two other
constraints on business
expansion - finance and
information. Better business
financing means more foreign

direct investment, more
investment and term lending
by foreign and domestic
banks, stronger institutional

saving to increase the supply
of long term deposits. There is

also a lack of skilled labour
reflecting the fact that the rate

of illiteracy among men is

only 55 per cent.

Tunisia’s path to reform has
been smiled on by the gods. In

1987, the elderly and senile

President Habib Bonrgulba
was ushered out of power by
his interior minister, Mr Zine
el Abidine Ban Ali. In the
previous year, Tunisian
leaders had been forced by
severe balance of payments
crisis to grasp the urgency of
economic reform. Mr Ben AH’s
steady hand has since given
senior ministers the political

stability essential to successful

economic reform.
Four seasons of good rains

and bountiful crops have
helped Tunisia raise GDP by
an average of 6.6 per cent a
year over the past three years.

That is more than three times
the annual population increase

and gives the authorities
reasonable room for
manoeuvre. Buoyant tourist
receipts have also helped.

A 6 per cent annual average
growth to 1996 will be needed
to create the 313,000 new jobs
required by the labour market.
This is an ambitious target. It

must be achieved by rising
exports to recession-hit
Europe, which takes 77 per
cent of Tunisian exports. It

also coincides with the
economic restructuring which
is cutting deeply into the soft

underbelly of Tunisian
industry.

Tunisians also have a higher
standard of education than
their neighbours and a better

average standard of living.

Critics are concerned,
however, at the lack of
economic information
available to the Tunisian
public, the snail Uke pace of

privatisation and the
dispersion of economic
management among too many
different ministries.
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INDIA

Infrastructure tops agenda
After 40 years ofavowed economic self-reliance, India is opening up to the

outside world, writes Stefan Wagstyl

I

N TWO SHORT years, the
Indian economy has been
dragged from the verge of
international bankruptcy

and put firmly on the road
towards sustainable growth.
But the further the country

has moved from the economic
crisis it faced in mid-1991. the
more it has lost speed in its

economic restructuring pro-

gramme.
For a combination of politi-

cal, economic and social rea-

sons. the government of Mr P
V Narasimha Rao, the prime
minister, has allowed the
momentum to slow. Ministers
have made many reforms
designed to free the economy,
notably liberalising trade
rules, reducing the public defi-

cit and introducing a market-
based exchange rate. They also

plan to do more - including
reforming the debt-encumbered
banks. But they have shied
away from politically-difficult

decisions - such as closing loss-

making state-owned enter-

prises and abolishing jobs-for-

Iife .labour laws.

In part, the reformers have

fallen victim to their own suc-

cess. From a low point of 1.2

per cent in the year to March
1992, economic growth has
recovered remarkably fast to 4

per cent in 1992-03. and a fore-

cast 5 per cent in the current

year. Inflation has fallen from

an annual peak of 13jS per cent

to about 6 per cent Foreign

currency reserves have jumped
from a nadir of just over
USflbn iu mld-1991 to

US$7.3bn. Exports are soaring -

by 27 per cent in the four
months to July, according to

the latest figures. In these cir-

cumstances, it has been diffi-

cult for Mr Maomohan Singh,

the finance minister, to per-

suade his colleagues in the rul-

ing Congress (D party of the

urgency of the need for further

economic reform.

Ministers have also had

other things on their minds.

Last year’s Rs40bn scandal in

the Bombay securities market

has been an immense distrac-

tion and will continue to

occupy time until a Parliamen-

tary inquiry into the affair is

finally completed, possibly

early next year.

The destruction of the Ayod-
bya mosque by Hindu mili-

tants last December, and the

inter-religious unrest which
followed has shaken the gov-

ernment to the core. Mr Nara-
simha Rao's top priority has
been to contain the political

damage. He cannot risk alien-

ating the public with painful

economic restructuring when
the Bharatiya Janata Party,

the radical Hindu opposition

party, seems to be gathering

support through its appeal for

greater self-assertiveness for

Hindus. The immediate chal-

lenge comes later this .year

when elections are due in the

four northern states where

BJP-controlled assemblies were

suspended last year.

In theory, economic reform

should have Immense political

appeal. Only about 25-30m
workers and their families -

perhaps 150m people altogether

- have benefited fully from the

socialist-inspired economy
built after independence. These
are the people who are pro-

tected by law from being
sacked and who enjoy reason-

able standards of living,

healthcare and education for

their children. The remaining
700m-plus of India's population

of 880m largely live beyond the
reach of the organised econ-
omy and of the organised wel-

fare network. These poor could
be the long-run beneficiaries of
the increased economic oppor-
tunities created by liberalisa-

tion.

However, even though TnHia

is a democracy, poverty and
ignorance prevents the poor
from exercising much broad-

Profile: MANMOHAN SINGH

Economist who turned the tide
TO REVITALISE and open up
an economy such as India’s Is

a massive task.

First, there is its sheer size.

Then, there is the scale of inef-

ficiency and corruption result-

ing from more than 40 years of
Nehruvian policies of socialist

self-sufficiency. Finally, there
Is the pressure arising from
deep-rooted social problems
and fever-pitch politics.

Since June 1991, this has
been the lot of Mr Manmohan
Singh, the finance minister. A
quietly-spoken civil servant
who had held top economic
posts, he was the only non-pol-

itician appointed to
Mr P. V. Narasimba Rao’s 58-

member cabinet India faced a
financial crisis, and as an
internationally respected tech-

nocrat, Mr Singh was the man
to deal with it

His manner of dealing with
the crisis, however, was to ini-

Indiasfinance minister has skilfully

maintained the momentum of the most
radical programme of reform in the

country's independent history

tiate the most radical pro-

gramme of economic reform
seen in India’s independent
history. It is still proceeding,

and he is still in charge of it.

Commentators inside and out-

side India have' been ready
throughout Mr Singh’s tenure

to write the obituary of yet

another half-hearted attempt
to clean up the economy. But
they remain frustrated.

Bom in 1932 at Gah in the

Punjab - now in Pakistan -

Mr Singh won the Adam Smith
prize at Cambridge in his early

twenties. In 1972 he was
appointed economic adviser in

the finance ministry and in
1982 became the governor of

the Reserve Bank of India.

Bis career took an interna-

tional tom in 1987 when he
became secretary-general of
the South Commission. By
1991, when Mr Rao selected

him to deal with the balance
of payments crisis, he had
retired to the calm of the Uni-
versity Grants Commission.
Mr Singh’s career had put

him, therefore, in a key execu-
tive role enacting government
policies of which he must have
been at least dubious. Accord-
ing to Professor Jagdish Bhag-
wati. of Columbia University,

Mr Singh had long favoured
export promotion as the best
means of producing economic

growth and efficiency.

However, successive govern-
ments pursued policies of
import substitution, character-

ised by high tariff barriers,

protection for Indian indus-
tries, and a large state pres-

ence in the economy - over-

seen by all-powerful ministers
and bureaucrats.
The potential for ineffi-

ciency and corruption in such
a system was amply realised.

Although it had been devised
to protect the poor, they had
suffered while the privileged

professionals and protected
tycoons prospered.

Mr Singh, a man of unques-
tioned integrity, had seen this

process at dose quarters. At
the same time, he had admired
the success of countries such
as South Korea which had
depended upon export growth.
When the task fell to him, he
was evidently all the more
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based political pressure. They

have been too easily divided by

religion, caste and Ianguage.

By contrast, organised work-

ers, acting through trade

yminns, and employers' organi-

sations have been able to apply

pressure _ notably through

strikes in support of demands

that liberalisation should not

put their jobs at risk-

Nevertheless, even trade

union pressure cannot put the

clock back- After 40 years of

avowed economic self-reliance,

India is opening up to the out-

side world by cutting import

duties, reforming the exchange

rate and promoting exports

and inward foreign investment.

The licence raj, a panoply of

industrial controls, has mostly

been dismantled. Despite the

securities scandal, financial
deregulation has gone ahead,

including the liberalising of

foreign institutional invest-

ment
Businessmen are planning

new projects at an unprece-

dented rate. Foreign companies

are reviving links with old

affiliates and partners, and
establishing new contacts. Big
groups are restructuring
operations to cope with the

challenge of foreign competi-

tion and of raising exports.

So for, this surge in activity

has not resulted in any con-

comitant leap in investment.

Industrial production in the
year to March grew by a mere

3A per cent Only a modest 5-6

per cent is forecast for 199894.

Foreign investors have won
approvals for projects worth

USS3bn, but there is no rush to

airtiiaiiy invest the money.
Certainly, large schemes are

not completed overnight, or

even in a year or two. How-
ever, at least part of the delay

is due to the fact that compa-

nies are not yet convinced of

the government's commitment

to farther reform.

The main obstacle for many
companies is the grip that the

bureaucracy continues to

Investors are also concerned

about the future of public-sec-

tor enterprises which account

for about two-thirds of workers

in laig&scale employment and

an even higher share of the

nation's industrial capital The

government's policy has been

to starve loss-making units of

funds to force them either to

seek private capital (which

very few are strong enough to

attract) or cut costs. But the

government is unwilling to

permit large-scale job reduc-

tions. Indian law greatly

restricts employers’ rights to

India: key Indicators1 (%]

GDP growth

Fiscal deficit

Inflation

89-90 90-91 91-92 82-93* 93-94*

5.6 52 1.2 4.0 5.0

7.9 3.4 6.0 5.7 4.7
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maintain on the economy.
While instructions have' gone
out from the Cabinet for the
abolition of swathes of con-
trols, the officials carrying out
the carders are dragging their

feet Also, the very process of
reform itself creates new
opportunities for bureaucratic
intervention^ For example, the
opening up of investment in
power to private companies
has generated mountains of
documents dealing with the
terms under which such com-
panies might operate.

dismiss workers. Ministers late

last year came close to reform-

ing labour legislation - but
retreated just before the Ayod-
hya outrage. Without reform,

the public sector will drain
resources from the rest of the
economy. It will also bold back
private companies because of

the inefficiency of many of its

services - such as telecommu-
nications and banking.
Finally, India’s growth

potential will be limited with-

out further investment in

infrastructure and in social

Manmohan South: shown himself

to be an adroit poGBdan

determined to turn the tide.

The wind has been behind
him. Three factors have been
in his favour. When he took
over, India was bankrupt with
foreign exchange reserves
exhausted and Indian state-

owned banks having trouble
meeting their commitments in
the international money mar-
kets. If a Mexicostyle debt
ernneh was to be avoided,
drastic and immediate mea-

sures were needed. Both Mr.
Rao and Mr Singh clearly
decided India could not afford
a debt default
Mr Singh has also enjoyed

the support of Mr Rao
throughout Although the ten-

ure of Mr Rao. an experienced
party hand appointed to lead
the Congress party after the
assassination of Bqjiv Gandhi,
has sometimes appeared
shaky, he has managed to hold
on.

Finally, there has been little

significant opposition - in
spite of nationalist noises
made by the opposition Bhar-
atiya Janata Party - to the
principle of opening up the
economy and reversing a mal-
aise which had been generally
recognised by the Indian elite.

Mr Singh’s achievements are
considerable. He has abolished
the “license raj*

1 under which
virtually ever; corporate deri-

sion needed bureaucratic sanc-

tion. He has removed most
barriers to foreign investment.

He has lowered tariffs and
floated tiie rupee. Much more
is under way, including

urgently needed reforms of the
financial sector and of the tax

system.
The economic effects of

these changes have been slow
to come through. Growth has
accelerated, although not spec-

tacularly, inflation has come
down and the rupee has been
remarkably stable since it was
freed. But industrial produc-
tion and exports have been
slow to pick up. Foreign inves-

tors have been cautions,
although signs are emerging
of steadily growing interest.

Moreover, Mr Singh has
been slow to tackle some areas
of reform . because of
mitrenched political opposition
- principally labour reform
and privatisation, both of
which would shake up the
Moated public sector as well
as introducing keener competi-
tion in the private sector.

Mr Singh’s skill,, however,
has been in never underesti-

mating his task. He has cor-

rectly judged the political

forces against him, carefully

sought to build a consensus
for needed reforms, and

© i
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services such as ' education

The government has
infrastructure investment4
priority but it lacks the mat»j

to fulfil its aims because of

general squeeze on phfcfic

spending. The position :

power is particular^ acute. .

capacity rose just cafe per «a'.

last year. The government

would like private companies

.

to help close the yawning gaps'

in India’s infrastructure. Bat';

the provision of public stftvfefis

'

is precisely the area whichjhe

bureaucrats and puWksecfor

trade unions hold most dekK

Spending limits on education

and other social services are

equally tight India has bog',

spent less on primary schools

.

than many other developing

countries, including China;’-

and is only now beginning to'

redirect its resources. The

result is that India’s literacy -

rate is still only 48 percent

against China’s 73 per cent

Without better education, tike'

poor cannot get jobs nor tewn

about basic health care, indud-

ing birth control.

India has done enough in the

last two years to encourage

fast growth in important cities

such as Delhi, Bombay, Banga-

lore and Madras. But without

further reforms - and infra-
‘

structure investment - it is dst-.

ficult to see bow fast growth

can be sustained even in these ,

centres let alone spread into/

less prosperous regions. i

pmarfpd them as he coohL
Although this has meant

that progress has sometimes,

been slow, the government has

not lost the momentum of

reform. This is partly because

in some areas, such as the con-

vertibility of the rupee, Mr
Singh has been prepared' to

force the pace.

Perhaps most surprisingly,

Mr Singh has shown himself

an adroit politician. His third

budget, unveiled in February

after a period of brutal social

and political strife, won praise

as a political conjuring trick.

He managed to cut interest

rates and Import duties whfie

boosting spending on educa-

tion, agriculture and infra-

structure, without increasing
government borrowing.
Many economists believe it

would be virtually impossible

for India to turn back to its

old ways, even if reforms suf-

fer setbacks in future years- If

this is true, Mr Singh will

have played a key role in

changing India’s destiny.

Alexander Nicoll
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SOUTH-EAST ASIA

Success brings problems
Victor Mallet doubts whether the world’s healthiest
economic region, performing robustly this year, can still
take exports for granted as the engine of its progress

L
ambasted fob the
Failure of their lending
programmes in Africa,
World Bank and IMF

officials have an understand-
able habit of pointing to their
present and former proteges in
Asia and saying: in the right
conditions, the recipe works.

South-east Asia, already a
byword for export-led economic
growth, is performing robustly
this year, in spite of the slug-
gish state of the region's main
export markets in Europe,
Japan and the US.
Exports continue to increase,

and debt service ratios are fall-

ing. The Asian Development
Bank estimates south-east
Asian debt service, as a propor-
tion of exports, will decline to
11 per cent in 1994 from 1&3 per
cent this year and 15 per cent
in 1992. At the start of the
decade the figure was L&5 per
cent.

Growth is strong, too. Exclu-
ding China and Japan, average
real gross domestic product
(GDP) growth across Asia is

expected to rise from 52 per
cent in 1992 to 6 per cent this

year and &8 per cent in 1994,

according to a forecast from
Merrill Lynch. The Philippines,

suffering from chronic electric-
ity shortages, is a dismal excep-
tion to the generally rosy pic-
ture, and is expected to grow by
only about 2 per cent in 1993.

Part of the resilience of these
economies in the present global
economic climate can be
explained by the increase of
trade within Asia, especially
with China
South-east Asian countries

have also become important
markets in their own right, and
the growth of some economies

In Manila, Jakarta, Kuala
Lumpur and Bangkok,

infrastructure is creaking

owes more to the state of the
domestic market than to the
performance of exports.
Thailand, for example, is now

a bigger market for new cars
than Australia. “In the second
half of the 1980s, a third of
growth was due to exports."
says Mr Narongchai Akrasanee.
who heads Thailand’s General
Finance group. “Now it's one
tenth."

Having long ago embraced
the basic tenets of capitalism

and actively encouraged inward
foreign investment, south-east
Asian economies are becoming
increasingly sophisticated. As
they do so, the World Bank
becomes more important as an
adviser than as a lender. Local
capital markets have grown
rapidly and become more com-
plex, and Thailand and Malay-
sia have recently established
commissions to regulate the
securities industry.

Outward investment - with
China and IndoChina as the
main targets - has also become
a regional phenomenon: the
Singapore government, for
instance, encourages its emerg-
ing multinationals to invest

overseas as a way of diversify-

ing the country’s sources of
income. Thailand’s Charoen
Pokphand group is one of the

largest foreign investors in

China and has stakes there in

everything from motorcycle fac-

tories to feedmills.

South-east Asia's dazzling
GDP growth rates, however, are
accompanied by several serious

problems and challenges which
have yet to he addressed in

most of the countries con-

cerned. Some of these worries

are simply the result of compe-

tition for investment and trade

from countries a few rungs
lower on the economic ladder.

Officials in Indonesia, Malaysia

and Thailand are concerned
about falling foreign invest-

ment, which they blame on
competing demands tor funds

from China and Vietnam.

Apart from its enormous and
attractive domestic market,
China offers a plentiful supply

of cheap if relatively unskilled

workers. In Malaysia, labourers

and skilled workers are in short

supply and wages are rising

fash in Thailand, too, wages are

rising more quickly than
productivity.

Ceaseless export growth can
therefore no longer be taken for

granted as the engine of eco-

nomic progress in south-east

Asia.

The value of Thai exports in

the first half of this year rose

only 10.6 per cent over the
same period in 1992, well below
official predictions. A fall in

agricultural exports such as
rice and tapioca is partly to

blame - electronics exports are

still rising - but economists are

now making more modest pre-

dictions for future Thai export

growth.

As Asian exports of various

products increase year by year

from the insignificant to the
substantial, they typically

encounter greater resistance

and protectionism from the

DEVELOPING ASIA: selected indicators’

1990 1991 1992 1993* 1994“

Gross domestic product Annual % change

Deveoptog Asia 5.9 ai 7.0 7-2 7.4

Newly industrfaRsing economies &S 73 53 63 5.7

PRC and Mongote 33. 7.5 123
South-east Asia 7.7 6.3 5-8 6.5

South Asia 53 2.1 4.7 5.3 ao
Pacific Islands -0.4 63 6.7

Inflation % change in CPI

Developing Asia 7.1 8.4 6.7 6.9 6.4

Newly industriatoingf economies 7.0 7.6 5.9 5.4

PRC and Mongolia 1.3 5.1 6.4 9.0 8.5

7.3 8.8 5.3 5.6 6.4

South Asia 12.7 133 9.7 83 6.5

Pacific islands 7.4 7.1 5.1

Current account $bn

Developing Asia -63 -5.2 -8.9 -13.4 -19.2

Newly industrialising economies 10.8 6-8 5.8 6.0 5.6

PRC and Mongofia 11.4 13.7 10.4 5.7 -0.4

-14.9 -17.4 -14.2 -14.6 -14.3

South Asia -13J3 -8.0 -10.7 -10.5 -104)

Pacific islands -0.1 -03 -03

Debt-service ratio % of goods and services exports

Developing Asia 16.0 1&9 14.1 13.1 11.3

Newiy Industrialising economies 10.7 7.1 10.9 10.3 6.8

PRC and Mongolia 11.6 12.0 11.0 10.5 mo
1&5 15.5 15.0 13.3 11.0

South Asia 26.0 26.0 23.7 23.5 24.6

Pacific islands 24.8 17.9 1.1.6

1 Comutmon at .nefagas axcUes Mongcria. CatrtocSa. Lao TOR. VMtnam, Bhutan and Myamur, 2 Estimates BautecAD

governments, industries and
trade unions of importing coun-
tries, and thus become the vic-

tims of their own success - a
success often based. It must be
said, on the exploitation of
cheap and under-age labour,

unsafe factories and a willing-

ness to violate intellectual prop-

erty rights.

Success creates other prob-

lems, too. Asian countries are

carrying out an industrial rev-

olution - which took decades in

Europe and America - in a
matter of years.

From Manila and Jakarta to

Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok,
infrastructure is creaking
under the strain. Power short-

ages have become widespread.

It can be difficult to have a

telephone installed and then
difficult to make calls. Traffic

jams are the bane of tbe
region's capitals. Economic suc-

cess has brought pollution and
other environmental damage.
The economic effects of infra-

structure bottlenecks are hard

to gauge. On the one hand,

industrial investors are
deterred by clogged transport

and communications networks.

On the other, such problems
are common throughout the
region; and the need for every-

thing. from roads and sewage
farms to better universities.
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creates business opportunities
and further accelerates eco-
nomic activity when construc-
tion begins.

Throughout south-east Asia -
with the exception of Singapore
- governments are also accused
of failing to invest in the sec-

ondary and tertiary education
that will be vital for the
region's economies in the years
ahead.
Nor has the new-found

wealth been evenly spread.
Asia's noutvaux riches pay tit-

tle tax, and the rich have usu-
ally been getting richer much
tester than the poor - a ten-

dency forgotten in times of
generalised prosperity, but one
which may cause political

instability in a recession.

South-east Asia's industriali-

sation has depended on a mar-
riage between cheap local
labour and the money and tech-

nology of Japan and the West.
As wages rise and investors
turn to China, the Thais.
Malaysians. Indonesians and
Filipinos are beginning to ask
themselves what they have to

offer that cannot be found else-

where.

They have land and they
have growing domestic mar-
kets, but pollution and conges-
tion in big cities are making life

grimmer for Asia's burgeoning
middle class. Above all, schools

and colleges are not teaching

the skills that business and
industry say they need. Such
problems will have to be solved

if the spectacular economic
growth of the last decade is to

be sustained into the next mil-

lennium.

KOREA

Cleaning up, slowing down
The vigorous anti-corruption campaign being pursued
by the new president is likely to delay a full-scale

recovery until next year, says John Burton

Alexander Ni:ri

T
HE ONCE-BOOMING South Kor-
ean economy is suffering its slow-

est period of growth since 1980.

The GNP growth rate in 1993 is

expected to fall below 5 per cent for a
second consecutive year, malting Korea
one of the worst performers on the Asian
mainland.

Last year’s sluggish economic growth rate

of 48 per cent resulted from a tight mone-
tary policy aimed at reducing inflation. But
economists believe that Korea is on the road

to recovery, having bit bottom in the last

quarter of 1992 with a dismal growth rate of

2£ per cent.

The government since then has eased

monetary controls. Growth has been grad-

ually accelerating, with rales of 3.4 per cent

and 42 per cent in the first and second
quarters respectively.

However, the vigorous anti-corruption

campaign being pursued by the new presi-

dent, Mr Kim Young-sam, is likely to delay

a full-scale recovery until next year, when
the growth rate is expected to exceed 6 per
emit In particular, the president's sudden
decision In mid-August to han tbe tax dodge
of using false nmnw for financial transac-

tions has had an adverse impact on growth.

The prohibition on false nam« strikes at

the heart of the country's large under-

ground economy, whose size is estimated to

be 20 per cent of GNP. Although the under-

ground <y*>pnmy deprived the government
of needed tax revenues, it also played a
constructive economic role by providing

scarce capital for small businesses and sup-

porting consumer spending.

President Kim's programme to root out

the underground economy will conse-

quently cause economic disruption in the

short-term by reducing domestic demand,
which is already weak.

Industrial investments have shrunk by 72
per cent during the past year after a long

period of facility expansion since the mid-

1980s that resulted in excess production

capacity.

The Kim government earlier this year

tried to revive industrial investments by
cutting interest rates, but to little avail.

Sagging domestic consumer demand has
convinced most companies that sizeable

plant investments are not necessary imme-

diately. Moreover, interest rates are clim-

bing again, with the three-year bond rate

reaching 14 per cent.

Holders of false-name bank accounts

largely financed the informal kerb market
that is a main source of credit for small

businesses, which have difficulty acquiring

bank loans due to a lack of collateral But

the crackdown on faisa-nama accounts has

caused a drain of liquidity from the kerb

market, resulting in a rising number of

bankruptcies among small concerns.

Big companies have also had itifficnltias

in raising capital recently as tbe false-name
han has rinmppnpd activity On the bond
market
Consumer spending is unlikely to be

much help in boasting growth this year.

Consumer confidence is weak as the unem-
ployment rate rises to almost 3 per cent, a
high figure for Korea. Although the govern-

ment has succeeded in curbing wage growth
in 1993 to around 11 per cent against an
average annual rate of 16.4 per cent during

the past six years, it also mean*; that con-

sumer purchasing power has shrunk.

In addition, the government has been pro-

moting an austerity campaign since 1991 in

an attempt to persuade the public to work
harder and spend less. The campaign has

affected foreign goods in particular since the

government regards them as being luxuries.

The economic slowdown has had one ben-

eficial effect in that it has curbed the infla-

tion rate to around 5 per cent from a
decade-long peak of 92 per cent in 199L

Price stability has been supported by weak
consumer demand, lower wages and stag-

nant property prices. But even this achieve-

ment is under threat. The government is

increasing the money supply to provide

One bright spot is an export boom
caused by a near-20 per cent fall

of the won against the yen

small companies with more capital and save

them from possible bankruptcy.

The one bright spot in Korea's economic
picture is an export boom that has been
caused by an almost 30 per cent fall of the

Korean won against the Japanese yen since

the beginning of the year. This has restored

price competitiveness to Korean products,

which have lost market share abroad in

recent years as wages climbed to the high,

est level on the Asian mainland while pro-

ductivity lagged behind.

Korea has seen recent gains against Jap-

anese competitors in the areas of cars, semi-

conductors. consumer electronics, shipbuild-

ing, and iron and steeL The trade surplus is

likely to post a slight surplus this year after

four years of deficits.

But the Country is Still in rlangpr of falling

behind foreign competitors, such as Japan
and Taiwan, in the global export market,
because it has done little to secure cheaper

production bases abroad or building interna-

tional marketing networks. Korea's total

direct foreign investment of Sl9bn repre-

sents only 1.6 per cent of GNP. while
Taiwan has invested more than 32 per cent

of its GNP overseas.

One reason for Korea's slow investment

expansion abroad is that it has suffered

current account deficits during most of the

past two decades, which has depreciated the

value of tbe Korean won and made it more
expensive to invest overseas. Moreover, the

government has encouraged companies to

invest at home rather than abroad in order

to boost economic growth.
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VIETNAM

Rapidly growing richer
Victor Mallet examines hopes ofanother economic miracle in the making

V
IETNAM is still one of The capital Hanoi, once an the International Monetary bridging loan (which \

the poorest countries elegant but glum northern city Fund and the Asian Develop- quickly repaid by fur

in the world, but it is of crumbling French villas and ment Rank. the Gist, short-term 1

rapidly becoming wide hmilevarrfs. becomes Vietnam’s transnort and gramme for Vietnam)

;

VIETNAM: principal economic imHcators

V
IETNAM is still one of
the poorest countries
in the world, but it is

rapidly becoming
richer. In the imagination of
investors, if not yet in reality,

this country with an annual
gross national product of only
about $200 per person is poised
to join the ranks of southeast
Asia's miracle economies.
Since 1086, the communist

government has pursued an
economic reform policy known
as doi moi, or renovation. The
reforms have been accelerated

by the collapse of Vietnam’s
erstwhile ally the Soviet Union
and by a surge of foreign
investment from Aslan and
European companies.
The results are spectacular.

Price liberalisation and land
reform allowing farmers effec-

tive ownership of their fields

have boosted agricultural out-

put and made Vietnam the
world's third largest rice
exporter, after the US and
Thailand.

The capital Hanoi, once an
elegant but glum northern city

of crumbling French villas and
wide boulevards, becomes
busier and noisier by the

month; Ho Chi Minh City (for-

merly Saigon), already Viet-

nam’s principal commercial
and industrial centre, is boom-
ing.

Last year real economic
growth in Vietnam exceeded
eight per cent, and in 1903 the

figure is likely to be around 7.5

per cent. Industrial production

and exports continued to rise

in the first half of this year.

The dong, the Vietnamese cur-

rency, has meanwhile
remained stable against the
doOar and inflation has fallen.

Until recently the main
obstacle to further economic
progress was - in the eyes of
the Vietnamese government
and foreign donors - the US
refusal to countenance assis-

tance to Vietnam from the
international financial institu-

tions such as the World Bank.

the International Monetary
Fund and the Asian Develop-

ment Bank.

Vietnam's transport and
communications infrastructure

Is In desperate need of repair

and expansion. For market-ori-

ented industrialisation to suc-

ceed, the country and its for-

eign backers will have to spend
billions of dollars on every-

thing from ports and airports

to telephones and power sta-

tions.

The Clinton administration

finally yielded to pressure from
other IMF lenders and with-

drew its objections to multilat-

eral aid for Vietnam in July.

This should allow the “Friends

of Vietnam", led by Japan and
France, to pay off Vietnam’s
IMF arrears of some $140m
through a combination of
bridging finance and bilateral

aid.

A recent meeting of the sup-

port group in Paris was unable

to agree on how much of the

arrears should be met by the

bridging loan (which would be

quickly repaid by funds from

the first, short-term IMF pro-

gramme for Vietnam) and how
much by the donors, but the

participants are due to meet

again at the time of this

month's IMF/World Bank con-

ference.

Multilateral and bilateral

donors are then expected to

meet in Paris on November 9

and 10 for a pledging session

for Vietnam - the country’s

first - which could raise $libn
to$1.5bn.

Vietnam's difficult transition

from a communist command
economy to free enterprise is

greatly assisted by its existing

oil industry (which accounts

for two thirds of exports). At
the same time the country’s
promise as a fixture Asian eco-

nomic “tiger” is enhanced by
the well-deserved reputation of

its people as hard-working and
literate.

It was perhaps, inevitable
that a reaction would set in

Gross domestic product (% change)

Agriculture

Industry

Services

Gross domestic investment (% of GDP)

Inflation rate’ (% change in CPI)

Mercharrfse exports (S&n)

% change

Merchandise imports (Sbn

)

% change

Curort account balance (Sm)

96 of GDP
External Debt (Sbn)

Debt service ratio (% of exports)
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among investors as they began

to realise that Vietnam had a

long way to go before its

readied the level of say, Thai-

land or Malaysia.

"It's a little too easy to get

too excited about Vietnam’s

prospects,” says Mr Bradley

Babson. the Bangkok-based
regional World Bank chief.

“It's uot going to be a piece of

cake and I think we should be

quite up front about that"

Wages are attractively low

for businesses but Vietnam
does not have the capacity - in

terms of officials, local entre-

preneurs or physical infra-

structure - to absorb immedi-
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ately all of the capital that for-

eigners want to invest

The US economic embargo

which remains in place - Pres-

ident Clinton eased it on Sep-

tember 13 to allow US compa-

nies to compete for projects

funded by the World Bank and

the ADB - is of more concern

to frustrated US companies
»han to the Vietnamese, who
are struggling to absorb invest-

ment capital from other

sources as far apart as Taiwan
and France.
Vietnam has licensed more

thnn S6bn worth of foreign

investment projects so for, but

only a quarter of this amount

MeKAOBanaQenenlSataaititSaa.

has actually been committed

by the investors.

Privatisation is moving

much more slowly than expec-

ted, and Vietnam is encounter-

ing problems with its state

industries which are typical of

the former Soviet block.

According to the Chamber of

Commerce and Industry, the

number of state enterprises

has been reduced by mergers

aprf liquidations in the last 18

months to 7.000 from 12,000,

but economists say only a
quarter to a third of state

enterprises are profitable.

Many of the rest are so
run-down that no-one wants to

buy them. Unemployment^
one of fee government's-hu-
gest concerns. .

private Vietnamese comps.

:

nies have emerged since ^
government relaxed its grip qq
fee economy, butunostuffe$q

are tiny businesses involved fc

the retail trade and

vices rather than mannfactnr-

ing.

Large projects, whetherthey -

are wholly Vietnamese orjoint

vestures with foreign partner*-

still tend to be the.pres^te^^

state or semi-state orgahha--

tions; the armyt for eseamp^

owns one of the best-known-;

hotels in Hanoi, and ifrecftyg

new fleet of metered. ta£»
comes -under fee control cfthe

city’s communist peopfe’seosa-

mittee. •;

Corruption, as the govern,/

ment has acknowledged, is

becoming increasingly *}&. :

spread as wealth increases.

.

Foreign donors and reformist

Vietnamese officials say two of :

fee most urgent priorities to-

ensure continued economic -

growth are fee establishment

of commercial laws - to covw
bankruptcy procedures - and:-
contractual obligations, for

example - and the- deve-

lopment of a strong firemdal
sector..

CHINA

Fingers crossed for soft landing
THE ASIAN OUTLOOK IN 1993

Real GDP Inflation Prime rate'

growth % (96 pa)

I

N THE IS years since Mr
Deng Xiaoping launched
China’s economic reforms,
the country bas repeatedly

lurched from boom to bust and
back again. Each burst of
reform has let loose economic
forces which have run riot

because it is impossible simply
to replace one system of con-

trol with another.
The old central planning

machinery cannot cope with
the market forces unleashed
by reform, bat new methods of
macroeconomic control salted
to a market economy are still

missing. Periodic boots of aus-

terity - and political setbacks
for reformers - have been the

inevitable result.

This time, however, many
fingers are crossed that it will

be different. The government
has since the middle of the
year been seeking to restrain

growth after another extraor-

dinary boom caused evident
over-heating, with inflation
and the trade deficit rising,

the currency declining on
unofficial markets and spend-

Alexander Nicoll sees positive signs in

the country's reform programme
bug on new fixed assets run-

ning out of control.

Officials who strongly back
reform, instead of being forced

to take responsibility for fas-

ter inflation and shortages of
goods as in the past, have
managed to remain in charge
of the economy’s slowdown.
So far - it is still too early to

make a reliable judgment -

the signs are positive. Mr Zhn
Rongji, the vice-premier in
charge of the economy, may be
able to achieve a soft landing
while at the same time advanc-
ing the cause of reform. He
has curbed activities which
were causing speculative and
inflationary babbles - prop-
erty, construction, stock mar-
kets - by exerting much
tighter control over finance.
Rather than stopping reforms
he bas taken the opportunity
to begin significant changes to

the financial system.
Success in this very difficult

task would be a step forward

of inestimable value for China.
It would narrow the wild fluc-

tuations in economic growth
which cause disruption and
hardship for many Chinese. It

would also lay the foundation
for the country to become an
economic superpower.
China’s progress so far is

becoming a familiar story. It

averaged 9 per cent annual
growth in the 1980s even after

two boots of austerity. Reform
resumed quietly soon after the
Tiananmen Square massacre
in 1989, and was given a shove
forward by Mr Deng’s visit in

early 1992 to southern China,
which has seen the fastest

growth. Economic growth last

year was 128 per cent and is

likely to be around the same
this year.

Last year alone, China con-
tracted for foreign investment
worth $58bn and actually used
Sllbn, according to official fig-

ures. Even allowing for exag-
geration in official figures,

this represents a substantial

inflow which has come largely

from ethnic Chinese busi-

nesses outside the mainland -
though many western compa-
nies are also keenly interested.

Investment from Hong Kong
and Taiwan has led to the
term greater China being
applied to the trl-partite area,
though the three territories

remain politically and econom-
ically separate.

Hong Kong and Taiwan com-
panies have been seeking to

transfer manufacturing capac-
ity on to the mainland to takp

advantage of cheap labour.
China is keen to welcome the
investment both for commer-
cial reasons, and with its aim
for political re-unification in

mind. Hong Kong, which
reverts from British to Chi-
nese sovereignty in 1997
though it will retain economic
autonomy, is increasingly
linked to the mainland by
two-way investment and trade.

Foreign companies are

Currant
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attracted to China by its huge
potential both as a low-cost

producer and as a market for

goods. Increasingly, they have

confidence that fee opening of

the economy will be durable

and will go farther.

China’s industrial growth is

being generated mainly by fee
non-state sector, chiefly
involved in tighter industries.

It has been assisted by relax-

ation of most price controls,

greater mobility and availabil-

ity of labour, freedom to deal

directly wife foreigners and in

foreign currencies, and a host

of other reforms.

However, this is taking
place when a great deal of fee

economy is still subject to old

constraints. Stateowned enter-

prises stQl depend largely an
central control and financing

by state-owned banks. The
budget deficit is large and ris-

ing because of public sector

spending and the need for

sweeping tax reform. The
finanrial system is straggling

to learn disciplines which
were unnecessary when ft

existed simply to bankroll the

state system.
One of fee chief challenges

faring the Chinese government
is to Introduce new means for

macroeconomic control with-
out backtracking on reform.
Tliis is what Mr Zhn is

attempting. Backed by advice

from the World Bank, he iden-

tified fee central bank as fee

best place to start and took
over as its governor in July
with fee aim of beginning a
complete overhaul of fee bank-
ing system. He has raised
interest rates and demanded
that banks call in speculative

real estate loans-

Mr Bin has acted to close

down thousands of areas des-

ignated by local authorities as
development zones. These
were Slicking in huge amounts
of fixed asset investment -

contributing to heavy demand
for goods such as steel - as
well as weakening fee state’s

financing by avoiding taxa-;.v

tion, and enriching local
;

dais. Fixed asset investment ,

increased 70 per cent in fee

first seven months of 1993,"

compared with the same
period of 1992, and MrZhn has!

.

. announced feat it should be -

restricted to important infrn-;
:

structural projects.

Even assuming feat theme&
saxes to cool fee excesses of

the boom are successful, much
remains to be. done. The. gov--

eroment has begun the social

reforms needed to separate \

state-owned enterprises from
their obligation to provide an
iron rice bowl to employees
and their families. The enter-

prises need to learn manage-
ment and marketing skills,

and fee haemorrhage of their

finances has to be stopped.

.

Though China’s reformers
do not have to answer to an
electorate, their whole agenda
is fraught with political uncer-
tainty. A power struggle will

loom when the frail, 89-year-

old MT Deng departs the scene.
Mr Zhn is a forceful-man wife
an evident grasp of fee eco-
nomic requirements, bat his
own political position could
come into question, particu-
larly if Mr Deng woe to die
soon.
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LABUAN
MALAYSIA’SINTERNATIONALOFFSHORE FINANCIALCENTRE

Asia has a new offshore financial

centre in Its midst Labuan, an is-

land a few kilometres from Sabah
and Brunei Darussalam oft the

Bomeon coast
,

is set to be a
convenient financial centre for the

whole Asia Pacific region, with a
combination of financial incentives

and natural amenities unn'vailed in

this part of the world.

Among the activities accorded
preferential treatment In Labuan
are:

• Offshore banking

• Trust and fund management
• Offshore insurance

• Offshore Investment holdings.

Labuan has some of the most
liberal laws and regulations of any
offshore financial centre. It has yet

another advantage - as a Malay-
sian territory, ft benefits from the
country's strong governmental re-
sources, its planning capacity and
nsdjmmnic corporate and banking

At the same time, Labuan is
tocated in a region of unparalleled
koprcal beauty. Away from itafl, yeta place where you can enjoy jL
best of life's pleasures.
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Africa and Latin America
3 LATIN AMERICA

The floodgates have opened
Latin America has made as
unexpectedly rapid return to
favour in the international
market for capital after a
decade of recession brought on
by economic mismanagement

and a resultant excessive
build-up of debt.
Following 10 years in which

access to foreign capital was
severely restricted, many coun-
tries are now suffering from

Sub-Saharan Africa: % share of primary agriculturalcommodities (African share of world production)
COmmodHy 1969/71
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AFRICAN COMMODITIES

*A crop of failures

triggers fears of

deepening crisis
Natural andman-made disasters, weak
management

, and wrong policies have
taken a heavy toll of the heart of
Africa’s economy

, says Michael Holman
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T
HE TARGET has never
been reached before in

sub-Saharan Africa,
yet the region’s hopes

for economic recovery depend
on achieving it

If the agricultural sector
does not sustain annual
growth averaging at least 4
per cent a year, needed to out-

pace population Increase and
to make up lost ground, the
region’s crisis will deepen.
Failure would mesh stagnat-
ing export earnings, a widen-
ing food deficit, and further
inroads by Asian countries
into Africa’s foiling share of
world commodity markets.
Given the right policies.

Given the record of the

past 25 years, and the

obstacles ahead, a target

of 4 per cent annual

growth a year will be hard

to meet

property implemented, it can
1 be done, say planners, who

take encouragement from Chi-

na’s achievement of 6 per cent
agricultural expansion in the

1980s.

But they acknowledge that

given the record of the past 25
years, and the obstacles ahead,
it will be a target hard to

meet
Natural and man-made

disasters, weak management,
and wrong policies have taken
a heavy toll of what is the
heart of Africa’s economy,
accounting as it does for about
a third of the region's GDP
and around 80 per cent of

export earnings.

The average rate of agricul-

tural growth has stayed
between 1.7 and 1.9 per cent

since 1965, well behind popula-

tion expanding at abont 2.7

per cent between 1965 and
1980, rising since then to just

over 3 per cent
Per capita food output has

declined, food imports have
increased at nearly 4 per cent

a year since 1974, and food aid

has risen 7 per cent annually.

Meanwhile, Africa’s share in

developing country exports of

food and agricultural products

has halved between 1970 and
1990 - from 17 per cent to 8

per cent.

Nor has the region’s export

base diversified. Most African

economies still rely on one or

two primary commodities,
which altogether account for

abont 80 per cent of Africa’s

export revenues - roughly the

same as 20 years ago.

The foil in the share of the

world market has cost Africa

dear. Earlier Bank analysis
has shown that if Sub-Saharan

countries bad maintained
their 1970 market share of

non-oil primary exports from
developing countries and
prices had remained the same,

their export earnings would
have been $9bn-$10bn a year

higher in 1986-87, equal to the

region’s total debt service pay-

ments in this period.

Africa’s leaders place at

least part of the blame for

their countries’ poor perfor-

mance on external factors, but

as the 1990 UN report, Africa ’s

Commodity Problems, com-
mented, “other developing
countries in other regions

have to face similar mar-

ket problems and they have

progressed while Africa has
;

fallen behind”.

Recovering the market share I

will be difficult Africa’s com-
i petttors have Invested export

, proceeds more productively.
• and now maintain economic
[ reforms and bone their com-

petitive edge more effectively

than Africa.

Two startling examples can
be found in south-east Asia, as
World Bank researchers point

1 out In 1965 Indonesia’s GDP
per capita was lower than
Nigeria’s.

In both countries oil has
been the dominant export.
“Who could have predicted
then that Indonesia’s GDP in

1990 would be three times that
of Nigeria. Or that Thailand
(an agriculture-based economy
whose GDP per capita in 1965
was lower than Ghana’s)
would be one of the best-per-

forming countries in the
world, while Ghana struggles

to regain its position as a mid-
dle income developing coun- I

try?” comments the Bank in a
draft report
Nevertheless, reforms rang-

ing from realistic exchange
rates to improved producer
prices are bringing results in

Africa, says Mr Kevin
Cleaver*. Ten conntries
“already have met the <4 per
cent) target or have come dose
to it in the late 1980s and
early 1990s, although with
considerable annual fluctua-

tions” citing Nigeria, Uganda
and Kenya. Given that the list

also includes Botswana, Como-
ros and Chad, it may be too

soon to draw profound conclu-

sions.

The most striking success
story cited is also a salutary

tale. Nairobi’s dty market is

an African cornucopia, stalls

piled high with mangoes and
passion fruit, avocados and
french beans, carnations,

roses, chrysanthemums and

Most African economies

still rely on one or two

primary commodities,

which altogether account

for about 80 per cent of

Africa’s export revenues

orchids, bound for the tables

of Europe and elsewhere. From
modest beginnings in the

1970s, Kenya’s horticultural

business boomed hi the 1980s,

and now brings in more than

SlOOm a year in much needed

foreign exchange.
But only about 7 per cent of

this trade is accounted for by
Kenya’s African companies:

“Kenya’s Africans have had
difficulty maintaining viable

enterprises due to low capital-

isation, management weak-

nesses, and lack of links to for-

eign investors. . . Where
African companies have
worked, family members liv-

ing in Europe have been

important in managing
imports.” continues the study.

“Long-term trading relation-

ships between exporters and

importers are therefore criti-

cal”, it concludes, in the provi-

sion of foreign know-how ,

market knowledge and invest-

ment.
As Mr Cleaver points out,

private sector investment in

African agriculture and agro-

industry is essential, but tills

in turn depends on successful

implementation of macro-eco-

nomic reforms.

•A Strategy to Develop Agricul-

ture in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Kevin Cleaver, World Bank

technical paper No 203

the opposite problem: a surfeit
of capital inflows. These
inflows have often artificially

elevated exchange rates,
thereby helping to suck in
imports and hurt exports, and
swollen the money supply,

,

making more difficult the task

|

of curbing infiation.

hi the first six months of this
year, borrowers In Latin Amer-
ica raised $10.7bn in foreign
bond issues alone, more than
in the whole of 1992. Other cap-
ital entered the region in the
form of equity investment -
into stock markets, into priva-
tisations and increasingly new
share Issues and some into
direct investment in new pro-
duction capacity - and in bank
deposits, this to take advan-
tage of monetary policies
which have been keeping real
interest rates high.

A complex combination of
factors internal and external to
the region has been behind
this change of heart by inter-

national capital. Externally,
low interest rates on bank
deposits in the US have
encouraged an outflow of
funds to Latin America to take

advautage of high interest

rates.

The flow of funds into banks
in most Latin American coun-
tries, regardless of economic
performance, has led to sugges-
tions that the phenomenon of

capital reflows to Latin Amer-

A complex combination
of factors internal and
external to the region

has been behind a
change of heart by
international capital

ica has had little to do with the
region’s economic reform pro-

grammes. Instead, a former
Latin American government
minister has suggested that
interest rate differentials have
been high enough to encourage
funds to flow to Mars.

It has also been argued that
the weak performance of other
traditional asset markets in
the industrialised world has
led investors of all types to

seek higher returns in new
markets.

This raised the question of

the sustainability of these capi-

tal flows when conditions in
markets outside Latin America
Improve.
Fears that the flows would

cease have been partly
answered by the continuation
of capital flows into the region
even as stock and bond mar-
kets. particularly in the US.
have been performing strongly.
Indeed some investment spe-
cialists argue that the trend
towards increased investment
into all so-called emerging
markets is, if not a permanent
phenomenon, part of a long-
run cycle which will take years
to go into reverse.

Mr Michael Howell of Baring
Securities in London points out
in a study of crossborder capi-

tal flows that: “Capital left the
old world in roughly five

waves from the mid-1840s:
1845b!, 1863-72. 1881-90, 1903-14

and 1919-24.” Capital flows In

1992 could have more in com-
mon with what happened 100

years ago than in 1982, be sug-

gests.

Supporting this contention,
there is growing evidence that

traditionally conservative

institutional investors in the
US and in Europe are entering
the market for Latin American
assets In increasing force.

Inside the region, it is now
clear that the debt crisis of
1982 set off more than almost a
decade of recession. It also
began a process of economic
reform which has led govern-

ments first to improve macro-
economic management, for

example by bringing budget
deficits more into check, and
second to open up the economy
more to the forces of the mar-
ket

In many countries, this has
taken the government out of

many areas of economic endea-

vour. The changes have also

brought down tariff barriers

and abolished import quotas,

paving the way for the develop-

ment of regional free trade
arrangements. These trade
arrangements, led by the

North American Free Trade
Agreement which groups the
US. Canada and Mexico, offer

the prospect over time of trans-

forming economic relations

among countries in the Ameri-
cas.

This has meant that i-atin

Americans themselves have
been an important, if not the
main, source of external capi-

tal as they have repatriated

money placed abroad in pre-

ceding decades to protect it

from arbitrary government and
pwmmnir irrigmanagpinant

All this has produced a

resumption of economic
growth in most countries of
the region. That growth
remains positive for most
countries, according to a
majority of economic forecasts

this year, even though it

appears to be slowing down in

a number of important econo-
mies.

Still, a July survey of econo-
mists forecasts by the British

group Consensus Economics
suggests growth for the region
this year of 3.4 per cent (3.3 per

cent without Brazil) and 3.0 per
cent next year (3.4 per cent
without Brazil). Ibis compares

Public investment is

widely seen as

necessary to provide

skilled labour for the

needs of the investors

of the 1990s

with forecasts of 2.6 and 3.2 per
cent for North America and
-0.5 per cent and 1.5 per cent
for Europe.

But if Latin America has
turned the corner, it is still in

the woods. The 1980s saw a sig-

nificant drop in real incomes
and a deepening of the prob-

lems of poverty so that as
many as 180m of the conti-

nent's 460m population may
now be iu poverty. The 1980s

also saw a further collapse in

the ability of government ade-

quately to perform even its

slimmed-down role.

In many countries, military
ride had already eroded the pil-

lars of government during the
1970s; governments* ability
adequately to fund educa-
tional. health and social pro-
grammes deteriorated further
in the 1980s economic crisis.

Public investment, especially
in education, is widely seen as
necessary to provide skilled
labour for the needs of the
investors of the 1990s. Only
with education, it is argued,
can poverty be reduced and
economic growth be converted
into development
Looking ahead, the central

question is therefore whether
the economic reform will yield
sufficient benefits quickly
enough to a broad enough
group of people for them to
reject populist economic solu-

tions in countries which, in
contrast to a decade ago, are
primarily ruled by elected gov-
ernments.
The answer to this will in

part hang on how much of the
renewed capital flows will be
channeled into productive
investment and how much will

go into consumer spending
which will produce an initial

spurt of growth but provide no
long-term prospects for its con-
tinuation. Unfortunately, gov-
ernment statistics in much of

the region are not reliable

enough to draw firm conclu-
sions about what these capital
[lows are financing.
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Enfeebled giant burdened by debt
Only the return offoreign investment, in partnership with a thriving private

sector, will give the economy the boost it needs, argues Michael Holman

A frica and its allies

are in danger of los-

ing the battle for the
recovery of a conti-

nent, now so weakened by
years of adversity and mtemm.
agexnent that it cannot take
full advantage of a stronger
world economy.
More than a decade after the

World Bank first sounded the
alarm about Sub-Saharan
Africa's crisis, and despite

some Sl70bn in net develop-
ment assistance that has fol-

lowed, the region's problems
remain acute.

Economic reforms that got
under way in the 1980s are not
measuring up to expectations,

whether due to weak imple-
mentation by African govern-

ments. inadequate incentives
from western governments and
agencies, or flaws in the struc-

tural adjustment policy itself.

And on the political front, the
democratisation process that

raised hopes in the 1990s is

proving divisive rather than
constructive, as ethnicity,

rather than policies, determine
voters’ allegiances.

Today, Africa is an enfeebled

giant, poorer in per capita
terms than it was in I960, and
burdened by an external debt
that has soared from $3bn to

more than $145bn. and which
costs a quarter of export earn-

ings to service.

Wars in Angola, Sudan,
Somalia and elsewhere con-
tinue to scar the continent, for-

eign investment (outside the
oQ sector) is negligible, man-
agement is weak, corruption
widespread, and Aids is on the
increase. “It is the only region

in the world likely to experi-

ence an increase in absolute
poverty over the next decade,"

Kim Jaycox, the World Bank's
vice-president for Africa, told

his executive board last Febru-
ary.

Admittedly. Africa will do
better in the 1990s than in the

1980s, if the forecasters are cor-

rect. In its World Economic
Outlook, published last May,
the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) predicted real GDP
growth at 3.3 per cent in
1993-94, rising to 44 per cent a
year between 1995 and 1998.

But the Fund was quick to

hedge its bets: “These prqjec-

Sub-Saharan Africa: external debt (Stall

1965 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1999 1994

Total debt 63JS 75.1 994 95* 89-1 1123 120.6 1248 132A 140l5

By maturity

as 7.5 102 ioa 11.7 13.7 14.7 ia7 15JB 173

Long-term 57.0 67JS 79.7 84.8 87.4 9&6 105.8 mo lias 1283

By type oT creditor

Official 44.4 56.1 6&6 73.9 74.7 86.6 94.1 96.8 104.0 110.4

Commercial banks 132 13-0 14.7 14.1 14,4 iao 16A 183 16.7 , 17.5

Other private 5

A

ao 6£ 7.6 10.0 9.6 9.9 11.6 11.7 12.6

Debt-service payments
{% of exports of goods and services)

Africa* 27.5 28.0 23.7 24.7 24,1 23-3 25.2 26.8 33A 25.3

Real GDP
(annual percentage change)

Sub-Saharan Africa 3A 2J9 2.2 3.0 2.9 1,3 1.1 0.4 4£ 4J3

Real per capita GDP
(annual percentage change)

Africa* 0.3 -0.9 -1.6 1.1 as -1.0 -1.1 -1.7 0JO 1.1

-Rpnaara tor al of Aftfca Stunc Werid Sxname Odfadk (Mp 7933)1 MF

tions are subject to a wider
margin of uncertainty than for

other regions," it warned, not-

ing that “despite considerable

progress in some countries,

many obstacles to stronger
growth remain to be tackled,

including inadequate infra-

structure, weak administrative

capacity . . . and social and
political instability.”

Given that Sub-Saharan
Africa's four leading econo-

mies are all in difficulties, the

caveat is understandable.

More than a decade after

the World Bank first

sounded the alarm about
Sub-Saharan Africa's

crisis, the region's

problems remain acute

Nigeria is in the grips of a
political crisis, and its eco-

nomic reform programme has
effectively lapsed; Kenya is fal-

tering in its promise to root

out corruption; the Ivory Coast

cannot implement an effective

reform programme as long as
the CFA franc remains over-

valued by as much as 30 per
cent; and South Africa remains
plagued by political violence,

likely to get worse not better

as party rivalries intensify in
the run up to next April's gen-
eral election.

Nevertheless, the IMF fore-

cast may seem encouraging,
compared with the 1980s, when
growth over the decade aver-

aged less than 2 per cent and
per capita income fell by more
than i per cent.

The reality, however, is that

this rate of growth will only

stem, possibly halt, the rate of
Africa's overall decline, for it

must be set against a current

population increase of 3.1 per
cent annually - which, if sus-

tained, will double the region's

population every 22 years.

Even the most successful

example of reform provides a
salutary warning of the long
battle ahead if Africa is to

make up ground lost during
the disastrous post-indepen-

dence era. Structural adjust-

ment in Ghana has worked -

but only up to a modest point
Real incomes per head have
grown by an average 2 per cent
a year since 1983; they fell by
0.4 per cent a year in the
decade before the structural

adjustment programme began.
But at current growth rates (5

per cent for GDP, 3 per cent for

population), it would take 20
years for Ghana to join the
ranks of lower middle-income
countries.

One important lesson from
Ghana is that aid is not
enough. Only the return - on a
substantial scale - of foreign

investment, in partnership
with a thriving private sector.

will give Africa's economy the

boost it needs. As Kim Jaycox
points out “Even if aid suc-
ceeded in generating annual
growth rates oE 6 per cent on
average, most African coun-
tries would still require 25
years to reach acceptable
unemployment levels and
31,000 GDP per capita. Only the
private sector has any chance
of achieving higher rates of
growth with greater speed.”
There is little evidence that

foreign investors, who saw

The question remains
whether governments
have the will to adopt

painful economic
reforms, or the capacity

to implement them

their rate of return drop from
some 30 per cent in the 1960s to

just 2J5 per cent in the 1980s.

are about to come back. Net
foreign direct investment in
Africa has averaged around
$500m a year over the past few
years (mostly into the ail and
mining sectors), less than 1 per
cent of the global total accord-

ing to the UN's World Invest-

ment Report
Obstacles range from the

poor state of the infrastructure

in most countries to the tough
competition from other coun-
tries in the developing world.

such 35 Thailand. Indonesia or

Vietnam. Above all, Africa has

yet to convince the outside

world that it means business.

“Too many African countries

have embraced economic

reform too hesitantly Sir Wil-

liam Eyrie, outgoing head of

the International Finance Cor-

poration (IFQ, the private sec-

tor arm of the World Bank,

told a conference in Nairobi in

March this year.

Whether Africa and its allies

are prepared to admit that

defeat looms in the battle for

recovery remains to be seen.

Since the Bank first sounded

the alarm, in its 1981 report,

Anther warnings have came at

regular intervals. Africa "faces

acute economic difficulties”,

qairi the Bank's next appraisal,

published in 1984. Five years

later the picture remained
bleak. The Bank looked back

on “a decade of falling per cap-

ita income” and concluded;
“Overall, Africans are almost

as poor today [1989] as they

were 30 years ago.”

The Bank has teen taking

stock once again and, in a
report due to be published
shortly, is expected to conclude

that economic reforms have
stemmed the pace of decline.

But at current rates of per cap-

ita GDP growth it will be 40

years before the region returns

to its per capita income of the

mid 1970s.

Given better implementation
of reforms and an improved
international economic envi-

ronment, and a renewed effort

by the international commu-
nity to tackle Africa's crisis,

prospects could change. But
the critical question remains
whether African governments
have the political will to adopt
painful economic reforms, or
the managerial capacity with
which to iiriplpmant them

But Africa's allies will also

have to take fresh stock of
their performance. No develop-

ment agency likes to admit
failure, for it fears losing its

raison d'etre. No non-govern-

ment organisation likes to
acknowledge defeat, far fear of

funds drying up. No western
government wants to add to its

problems by acknowledging
that its aid policy is ineffec-

tual. But only a frank
appraisal of the crisis can pro-

vide the basis of the fresh ini-

tiative the continent desper-

ately needs.

PROFILE: BABACAR N’DKAYE

A tireless campaigner
The ADB chiefhas also used his position to act as*

,

and spokesmanfor the world's poorest continent, whose

future, he believes, lies with investment rather than charity

i

F
ew EXPERTS can
claim to understand

Africa's debt problems

as well as Babacar
N’Dfaye, the Senegalese
banker who has headed the

African Development Bank
since 1985.

Mr N’Diaye. who joined the

ADB as a young graduate
straight out of accountancy

school in France, has devoted

28 years to making it one of

the continent's biggest sources

of development finance. With
a disbursed loan portfolio of

more than STbn, the ADB is as
important to Africa as the
World Bank or any large West-
ern donor nation.

Under his stewardship, the
multilateral hanir Kai; acquired
a political cohesion that is
sadly absent in other pan-Afri-

can organisations. This has
given him the confidence to

tackle sensitive political

issues, such as South Africa's

admission to the ADB. South
Africa is expected to become
the ADB's 52nd member next
year, after holding its first

multi-racial elections.

Mr N’Diaye has also used his

position to act as diplomat and
spokesman for the poorest
continent. Hie has campaigned
tirelessly to find new formulas
to reduce Africa's $300bn
foreign debt Some admirers
even favoured Mr N’Diaye to

succeed Mr Javier Perez de
Cuellar as UN secretary-
general. In the event, the job
went to a fellow. African,
Bontrous Bontrous Ghali.

Mr N’Diaye is one of a new
generation of Africans who
believe that the way forward
for Africa Is not to beg, but to
persuade investors that the
continent has long-term
growth potential. He does not
run the bank like a charity.

His main success to date has
been to strengthen its lending
base by increasing its

borrowing power in the
international markets. When
he took over the presidency in

1985, tiie bank’s capital was
S&3bm it is now S22bn.
But a bank is ultimately

only as strong as its

customers, and Africa’s
worsening economic

Babacar NTHaye: 28 years at the bank

environment has also created

problems for the ADB. At the

last flrmnfli meeting in May,
Mr N’Diaye devoted a large

part of his address to the issue

of arrears, which now total

more than $425m - about 6

per cent of outstanding loans.

Zaire is the worst offender.

African states are already

finding it difficult to meet

the ADB's long list of loan

conditions: only 17
countries borrowed from

the ADB in 1992

with unpaid debts of 3140m.
Even borrowers with a good
track record, such as Kenya,
are now $15m in arrears. In

spite of a doubling of loan-loss

provisions to |50m, N’Diaye
has begun to turn the screws
an delinquent borrowers.
“The insidious accumulation

of arrears Is disastrous for the

institution in the long run.”
be told the. annual meeting in

Abidjan/ He said the bank
would begin to apply tighter

lending controls. However,
African states are already
finding it difficult to meet the

ADB’s long list of li

conditions. Only 1“ conn _
borrowed from the ADB hi

1992, and Tunisia, Morocco

and Algeria accounted for half

of tbe total loan approvals of

$1.75bn.

There is a growing demand

for concessionary grants froa

tbe ADB’s African
Development Fund, but a

concomitant reinetanee by

western countries to increase

subscriptions to the ADF. Hr
N’Dlaye, therefore, favours

altering the balance between

the ADB's non-concessionary
and concessionary financing.

Under his plan. ADF lending

would double to $2bn a year;

while the ADB's operatio
contracted to Slbn.
Cost-cutting western

governments, however, have
dismissed as unrealistic iris

call for a 62 per cent increase

in the replenishment of ADF
funds, which is due early next
year. Mr N’Diaye remains
undaunted. He has embarked
on yet another of his

international lobbying
marathons for the needed
funds.
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A Message to

the International

Community

From Ali Al Hilal Al-Mutairi, Chairman

September 1993

Three short years after the invasion of Kuwait our economy has recovered and opportunities

abound. Figures recently published by the Central Statistical Office ofthe Ministry of Planning

show the strong recovery the economy has made in 1992. Oil exports are back to 1990 levels,

GDP and GNP continue to register significant growth.

The Government has made clear its intern to privatize a number of services and to reduce

its share ownership in Kuwaiti companies. Part of this initiative will be to allow partial foreign

ownership of the newly privatized companies. These initiatives should encourage new

investment in Kuwait. The continuing development of oil refining capabilities will also serve to

increase the value and return of exports from the oil sector. Developments in other sectors will

lead to continued growth opportunities.

At Gulf Bank we emphasize three principal activities: providing banking services to

international companies and institutions contributing to the development of Kuwait; supporting

the international requirements of the Bank’s domestic customers; and international lending to

oil related business and the financing of international trade to Kuwait and the Gulf region.

At US$ 3.8Sbn (KD l.ifrSbn), we’re just the right size to meet all of your financial needs

while giving you the personal attention and service you require to do business in Kuwait. So,

when you are ready to do business with Kuwait, we’ll be ready to do business with you.

For more information and to obtain a copy of our annual report, fax your business card to

either Ibrahim M. Ibrahim in Kuwait at (965) 24 1 2849 or Celia Eldered. in our London office

at (44) 7 1 489 0407.
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"ORMTA-MHIP- ORBIT Of TOUR SUCCESS!

•4 years of successful activities on Russian

and International Markets

•Paid up authorized capital-3 fain, roubles

•About 2000 clients

•Correspondent relations with 30 Russian

and foreign banks

General licence of the Central Sank of Russia

to proceed ail operations in hard currency

lanoneBient for ali operations

•Highly mffifitd personnel, trained in best European banks
•Dividends for shareholders in hard curreacy-74%
•Turnover 284 bln. roubles (for 7 Mbs in 19931 x m j, Hcn
• eturn on assefs-7.8% (4-th bank in Russia)

° -UKD-

•Permanent member of Moscow Interbank Currency Exchanne
low commissions for foreign exchange services
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

A productivity paradox
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THE PARADOX could not be
greater. The industrialised
world is experiencing a rapid
and far-reaching technological
revolution. Information and
communications technologies,
advanced automation and
robotics, and new engineering
materials, such as polymers,
composites and ceramics are
revolutionising production pro-W cesses and products.
Yet the big industrial coun-

tries are either struggling to
get out of recession, or still lac-
ing declining production and
rising unemployment. With
few exceptions (one may be
Britain), productivity has
shown few signs of regaining
the strong growth demon-
strated In the main industria-
lised countries in the two
decades following the second
world war.
This so-called productivity

paradox has become a question
of growing concern to govern-
ments and economists. Some
have suggested that the prob-
lem may be partly statistical:

* —
^CHEMICALS

The gap between accelerating technical change and weak economic
performance is perplexing economists, writes Peter Norman
that the contributions to
growth and prosperity created
by the new technologies are
not properly captured by the
data that governments gather.
The slow emergence of har-

monised industrial standards
may also be delaying the appli-
cation of technology. But many
economists believe the reason
for the perceived gap between
accelerating technical change

The diffusion of
innovations can be a hit

and miss affair

and weak economic perfor-
mance is social conditions and
the organisation of companies.
Such ideas have emerged in

research encouraged by the
Paris-based Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) and car-

ried out at centres such as the
Science Policy Research Unit
(SPRU) at the University of
Sussex in Britain.

This research highlights the
distinction between technical
innovation and its diffusion.
New technologies are coming
on stream and becoming ever
more sophisticated but they
may also be proving difficult to

introduce in what economists
call the existing techno-eco-
nomic system.
The industrialised world is

undergoing a difficult transi-

tion. At one extreme, the devel-

opment of compact personal
computers, law-cost modems
and falling telecommunica-
tions costs have enabled some
workers in knowledge-based
industries to work from home.
But much of the productive
apparatus of the big industrial

countries would look familiar

to anyone who had seen a fac-

tory shortly after the first

world war.
Continual rationalisation

and innovation mean the car

industry, for example, now pro-

duces many varieties of a car

model on a single production
line: a huge difference to

Henry Ford's day when people
could buy the Model T in any
colour “provided it was black".

But the rigidly organised fac-

tory system, based on the mass
consumption of standard prod-

ucts and with a high energy
and raw material requirement,
still has not been replaced by
any clearly identifiable new
technological style.

The coexistence of old and
new is a sign that the indus-

trialised world can only slowly

apply new technologies to its

industrial base and that it wOl
be some time before today's
technological revolution
becomes a true industrial revo-

Ttie development of compact personal computers enables more people to work away from the office

lution. Nor should this be a
surprise. The diffusion of inno-

vations can be a hit and miss
affair and history offers many
lessons of slow take-up.

Markets may not be ready to

accept inventions. The
McCormick reaper, which later

become one of the 19th centu-

ry’s mast successful inven-
tions, was invented in the
1830s but not bought in large

umbers until 20 years later,

when the grain farms of the US

Market unlikely to recover until 1 996
The recession has caused turmoil in

the industry. Overcapacity andpoor
demand has led to a collapse in prices.

Paul Abrahams reports

T
HE world's chemical
industry is in turmoil.

The sector, accustomed
to wickedly cyclical

swings in profitability, is at the
'bottom of a long and painful
recession.

Prices, margins and profits

have fallen. So, too, have sales.

Worldwide sales of chemicals

fell from Ecu970bn (?l,144bn)

in 1991 to Ecu941im last year,

according to Celle. the Euro-

pean chemical industry’s trade

association. The decline is in

spite of continuing rapid
growth in the Asia-Pacific

region.

The fall is a result of the
recession in the western econo-

mies. The chemicals sector,

representing 2.5 per cent of the

European economy, Is highly
dependent upon the construc-
tion and automotive industry,

both badly affected by the
downturn.
The decline in value of chem-

ical sales is not due to a down-
turn in production. Rather a
combination of overcapacity
and poor demand has led to a
collapse in prices. Take PVC,
for example: prices of the prod-

uct, widely used in vehicles

and buildings, have fallen in
Europe from a peak of DM1£5
in 1989 to DM1 during the sec-

ond quarter of this year.

Meanwhile, in the US, the
slow, hesitant recovery is also

being undermined by overcapa-

city. Analysts believe there is

not a single manufacturer of

high density polyethylene in

the US making money. From a

peak of about 45 cents a pound
in 1990, prices have plummeted
to 28 cents. Recent attempts to

raise them have been unsuc-
cessful. The market is unlikely

to recover until 1996 at the ear-

liest.

The need for restructuring in

Europe has been apparent for

at least two years. But in spite

of well-publicised negotiations,

progress so far has been lim-

ited.

Mr Bryan Sanderson, chief

executive of BP Chemicals, the

UK group, has said German
manufacturers should cut pro-

duction. Mr JOrgen Strube.

chairman of BASF, the Ger-
man company, confidently pre-

dicts British and Italian pro-

ducers will cut capacity.

However, Mr Cees van Lede,

chairman-designate of Akzo,
the Dutch group, says every
cloud has a silver lining. “The
recession has allowed us to

Bryan Sanderson; Gentians should

cut production

restructure and cut costs in a
way that was just not possible

during the late 1980s,” he
explains.

Whether the end of recession

in the western wminmips will

bring an end to the chemical
sector's pain is far from cer-

tain.

Jutnen Stmba: predfcta UK and
Italy writ cut capacity

A significant and fundamen-
tal structural shift in the geo-

graphical location of produc-
tion appears to be occurring.

Just as the manufacture of

fibre has for the most part fol-

lowed the textiles Industry to

the Far East, so petrochemicals

and plastics production looks

grew in size and labour became
more expensive.

Bottlenecks can arise

because it is difficult for users

of a new technology to see its

foil potential The introduction

of the electric motor at the end

of the 19th century yielded no
rapid rise in productivity. Fac-

tory owners often attached the

motors to existing group drive

systems of belts, shafts and
pulleys that had earlier been
driven by steam or water

to be shifting to low-cost sites

in Asia and eastern Europe.

“A substantial relocation of

industry is occurring," says Mr
van Lede. “A skilled industrial

worker in Germany takes
home about DM600 a week.
Just across the border in the

Czech Republic he gets DM60,
and in Russia it is DM6. This is

going to lead to a fundamental
rethinking of the industry and

how this should be managed.
We have a choice. We can
either import cheap labour -

which is politically impossible
- or we can employ them in

their local economies."
The advantages of manufac-

turing in eastern Europe is

already apparent Cheap east-

ern European imports are
flooding into western Europe.

The loudest complaints have
come from western European
companies manufacturing fer-

tilisers, soda ash, polyvinyl

chloride (PVC), caprolactam (a

precursor of nylon), and mela-

mine (a plastic).

With low inflation, slow
growth and improving produc-

tivity in western companies,
the outlook for employment in

western Europe looks grim

rather than use the motors in

the most productive way to

power individual machines in a

unit drive system.

Such lags in the application

of technology can have a posi-

tive side. Companies, which
are not in the vanguard of

achievement, can still adopt
recent developments to com-
pete effectively. In its recent

report Manufacturing into the

late 1990s, Britain’s Depart-

ment of Trade and Industry

unless they can change to

higher growth products such

as pharmaceuticals, says Mr
Lede.

Mr Donald Anderson, chief

economist of Courtaulds, the

UK group, says: “The differ-

ence in cost levels between
Europe, the Far East and east-

ern Europe, have really not
been addressed by the sector.

The adjustment problems will

be very severe and western
European companies will be
severely tested to match those

elsewhere."

“The chemical industry is at

a critical stage of its develop-

ment,” agrees Mr Ronnie Ham-
pel, chief executive of ICI, the

UK’s largest chemical group.

“The market has changed for-

ever, and we must learn to

cope with a low inflation envi-

ronment and globalisation."

Nearly all European and
many US groups plan to
respond to the present crisis in

the west by expanding their

operations in the fast-growing

Asian economies over the next
few years.

Courtaulds, the UK group,
still views the UK as an impor-
tant manufacturing base, but it

observed that: “While impor-
tant and fundamental develop-
ments in technology will be
seen, no doubt, over the next
10 years, the vast majority of
UK manufacturing companies
will be concerned with apply-
ing and using incremental
developments of technologies
that are already established.”
However, the DTI does

expect that the rate or uptake
of technology will increase.
This already seems to be hap-
pening in the US. according to
Mr Albert Edwards, an econo-
mist and global equity strate-

gist at Kleinwort Benson, the
UK investment bank.
US Investment in computers

surged by 38 per cent last year
as the country pulled out of
recession. Spending on com-
puters had also risen in the
1991 recession year. According
to Mr Edwards, such a jump in
investment at that phase of the
economic cycle is unusual, and
could be a sign that the techno-
logical revolution is sweeping
smokestack America.

If so, the late 20th century
productivity paradox may soon
be overcome. But in so far as it

represents the replacement of

middle management by
machines, it will open up new
social and political problems of

which the biggest will be the
redeployment of redundant
middle class labour.

sees itself as under-represented
in the Asia-Pacific region,

according to Mr Anderson.
“The statistics are unreliable

in the Far East, but the growth
is more than 10 per cent. Some
of the investment substitutes

exports, but we are optimistic.

The potential of China is

frightening." he says.

Local production in Asia is

growing rapidly but is not
without problems. The pain of

growth can be as difficult as
the pain caused by recession.

The extraordinary growth of

petrochemicals production in

South Korea has upset Japa-
nese and Middle East manufac-
turers. Ethylene capacity has
tripled in the past three years

to 3.25m tonnes a year, 2m
tonnes more than domestic
demand.
Korean companies had hoped

to sell surplus requirements in

China. However, the Korean
Petrochemical Co has recently

been granted protection from
creditors and all its liabilities

have been frozen.

If even Asian manufacturers
are suffering, the outlook for

higher-cost western producers
looks bleak.



Dresdner Bank is present in ail

corners of the globe, and the reason^_ is a simple one: our home

Present in over base is in Germany, one

65 countries. of the world's leading

exporting nations.

For you see, as one of our country’s

top banks, we consider it our duty to go

out to bat for our commercial clients -

throughout the world, 24 hours a day.
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STEEL

New strongholds in the east
Production and consumption as a proportion of the world total is falling in the mature markets. By 2000,

Lanina could be the biggest steel producer in the world, writes Andrew Baxter
ORE THAN most industries
steel is shifting in its eco-
nomic importance to the
world economy, in line with

the dramatic growth of the developing
countries and the maturing of western
economies.

This is a process which can often be
overlooked in a recession, which inevita-
bly focuses attention on issues such as
overcapacity in traditional western produ-

. cing countries - notably in Europe.“
Similarly, developments such as the col-

lapse of the communist regimes of eastern
Europe, and the consequential question
marks placed on its steel production, can
obscure the broader global picture.
Mature economies have relatively less

long-term need for steel than developing
or industrialising ones. Steel is a basic,
mother product used for automobiles, con-

struction. white goods. Factory equipment.
These are all owned in abundance in the
west yet - at least in the case of consumer
goods - still aspired to by the majority of
the population in countries such as India
and China
Technological change also tends to cre-

ate product substitution, with plastics, alu-
minium, or newer composite materials
making inroads into traditional steel mar-
kets. Again, this trend is more prevalent
in developed economies.
Because of these factors, growth in steel

consumption lags behind overall economic
growth in developed countries. It has been
estimated that gross domestic product in
the European Community needs to rise by
15 per cent a year simply to keep steel
consumption - about 105m tonnes last
year - static.

Figures from the international Iron and

Steel Institute bear out tbe changing pat-

terns of steel production, which match the
surging economic growth rates achieved
recently by developing countries.

In 1950, the western world accounted for

153m tonnes of total world production of
190m tons. In 1992. the west accounted for

488m tonnes out of the 721m tonnes totaL

Among main steel producing nations,
China is already in third place at 80m
tonnes of crude steel last year, and in 1993

is likely to overtake the US, which pro-
duced 84.3m tonnes last year. By the end
of the century, China could be the biggest
steel producer in the world, eclipsing

Japan which had output of 98.1m tonnes
last year.

As for consumption oT steel, developing
countries accounted for 15.1 per cent of the
world total in 1982, and 20.4 per cent last

year. The share of China and North Korea,

which are treated by the USI as centrally-

planned economies rather than developing
countries, rose from 8.9 per cent to 11.7 per

cent over the same period.

The rise in consumption in developing
countries has led to big increases in

employment in the steel industry, partly
because productivity has failed to keep
pace with demand and old-fashioned pro-

duction methods are still used.

In India, for example, the two dominan t

companies, state-owned Steel Authority of
India tSailj and Tata Iron and Steel (Tisco)

increased total employment from 197,000

in 1974 to 294,000 last year, according to

USE statistics.

In western Europe and the US, by con-
trast. the need for capacity cuts to reflect

steel's relatively declining importance has
been accompanied by heavy investment in

modern production techniques and the

complete disappearance of inefficient

open-hearth production.

As a consequence, employment in the

ten biggest steel producers in tbe Euro-

pean Community has fallen from 887,000 in

1974 to 352,000 last year. Over tbe same
period, employment in tbe US has fallen

from 521,000 to 190.000. and in Japan from
459,000 to 304,000.

Forecasts by US-based WEFA Group for

world steel production over tbe five years

from 1992 bear out all these trends. It

predicts that total world steel production

will rise from 714.2m tonnes last year to

763.9m in 1997.

Among steel producing nations,

China is in third place at 80m
tonnes of crude steel last year

EC production is seen hovering between
128m and 135m tonnes a year, and North
American production is predicted to range

between 101m and 105m tonnes annually.

But production in Latin America is pre-

dicted to grow from 43m tonnes this year

to 54m by 1997, while output in developing

Asia (mainly South Korea and India) is

forecast to rise from 70m tons to 8im tons

over the same period.

Chinese production. WEFA predicts, will
rise from S5m tons of crude steel this year
to 95m tons in 1997. This seems a reasun-
able target even with the attempts by the
Chinese government to cool down the
country's sharply rising economic growth.
The growth in the Chinese market has

had a ripple effect in Europe. In the first

half of this year, as European producers
and the European Commissiun grappled
with planned capacity cuts and the thorny
issue of state subsidies, output reductions
followed by buoyant demand from China
for long products helping to keep prices

firm.

Apart from China, one of tbe most inter-

esting steel markets over the next decade
could be India. A recent report by Lelunan
Brothers noted that Indian GDP could
grow by an average 5 per cent a year over
the next 10 years, which could double steel

consumption from its current level of 16m
tonnes a year.

India is currently the world's lOtli larg-

est steel producer - or ninth if Russian
and Ukrainian output is combined. But the
report says India could easily be higher up
the list by the early yeans of the next
century as rapidly growing production
overtakes static or declining output in
industrialised countries.

OF THE WORLD'S larger
industries, telecommunications
is the fastest growing. Over the
past decade its expansion has
far outstripped GNP growth,
and it is set to continue on the
upward track for the foresee-
able future.

“We are not sure whether
.^improved telecommunications
thrives economic growth or vice
versa”, says Mr Mike Minges. a
leading analyst at the Interna-

tional Telecommunication
Union in Geneva. “But one
thing is certain: no country
can sustain growth without a
modern telecommunications
infrastructure.”

The graph makes the point

TELECOMMUN1CAT1ONS

Stuff of dreams a decade ago
Teledensity and GDP
TeJetiensity 1992 (telephone fanes per 100 population)

In developed countries, the emphasis is on competition
,

efficiency and new networks, says Andrew Adonis

^ 0
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at a glance. No country with
annual GDP of more than
$7,000 per head has a " teledens-
ity” of less than 20 - that is,

fewer than 20 exchange lines

per 100 people. Virtually all the

plus-$7,000 countries have a
teledensity of more than 30.

However, they remain excep-

tional. The dense grouping of

countries in tbe bottom left

corner highlights the reality

that most or the world is poor,

and most of the poor have no
telecommunications. Most of
the world has a GDP a head of

less than $2,000 and fewer than
five exchange lines per 100 peo-

ple.

Of the 133 countries covered

by the ITU survey, 70 have a
teledensity of less than 5. That
means virtually the whole of

Africa north of South Africa,

most of Asia and much of cen-

tral and Latin America. The
contrast within some regions is

striking.

Hong Kong has a teledensity

of 49 and Singapore 40:

MOTORS

Asia the main driving force
fcTHE long upward trend in
^worldwide new car sales has
been halted first by the fall of

demand in the North American
market in the late 1980s and
then by declining sales in
Japan and now in western
Europe in the early 1990s.

Growth in newly developing

markets has been unable to

compensate for the downturn
in demand in the main indus-

trial countries.

For the rest of the decade,

however, the strongest expan-

sion worldwide both in sales

and production is expected to

come from outside the leading
traditional car-consuming
regions of western Europe,
North America and Japan.

According to a recent study

by ORI Europe, the UK-based
automotive analysts, “the 1990s

are expected to be a decade of

structural changes in the pat-

tern of global car sales towards
newly developing markets".

The US is already a mature
market where new car sales

are increasingly a function of

replacement demand, and the

same will be true of western

Europe by the end of the

decade.

While the DR1 report fore-

casts a 21 per cent increase in

global car demand from 1992 to

1998, the main impulses for

this growth are expected to

come from South Korea, China.

Thailand, Latin America and
eastern Europe.

The Asia/Pacific region

(excluding Japan) is also

expected to be the main focus

for growth in car production

for the rest of the 1990s with

output set to jump from 2J5m
last year to 4.81m in 1996.

In western Europe new car

sales are forecast to fall by 16

per cent this year to 11.3m

from 135m in 1992.

The outlook, for next year Is

also gloomy with the prospect

of only a minimal recovery.

The decline in western

Europe in 1993 will be steeper

than during the recession fol-

lowing the first oil crisis in the

early 1970s.

Japanese carmakers have
fallen under unaccustomed
pressure in their domestic mar-

ket. where sales this year are

suffering an unprecedented

third successive annual
decline.

Kevin Done looks at the reasonsfor
the downturn in demand in the leading

industrial countries

Sales devoted to automotive Industry 1990
Percentage shares Ibrad on data from UK. Gammy, Fnmce and Ictfyl
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In the US fragile consumer
confidence continues to

threaten the pace of recovery

from recession, but car sales

are rising again in 1993 after

four years of decline. Car sales

(excluding light trucks) are

forecast to rise by around five

per cent to 8.79m in 1993 but

will still be nearly 3m units

below the 1986 peak.

New car sales worldwide are

expected to contract by 3 per

cent to 33.02m this year, the

second significant decline in

the last three years. Global

sales are forecast by DRI to

recover next year, however,

with a rise or around 5 per

cent
The auto industry plays a

crucial role in the world econ-

omy in terms of shaping trade

flows, creating employment,
contributing to research and

development and in acting as

a customer for other indus-

tries.

According to a study pre-

pared for Acea, the European
Automobile Makers Associa-

tion, the auto industry
accounts for around 21 per cent

of sales of ferrous metals, 19

per cent of rubbers and plastics

sales, 14 per cent of metal prod-

ucts and 9 per cent of basic

chemicals.

With the enormous growth
in importance of tbe Japanese
auto Industry in recent
decades, the trade balances of

the three main industrial

regions of the world, have been
shifted fundamentally.

As the Japanese automotive

trade surplus more than tri-

pled during the 1980s from
Ecul3bn in 1979 to Ecu43bn in

1960, the US automotive trade

deficit ballooned from Ecu7bn
to Ecu35bn in tbe same period.

The European Community's
automotive trade surplus
remained fairly constant at

around EcuI8bn through most
of this period, but the EC has a
substantial automotive trade

deficit with Japan, and the
imbalance has been worsening
significantly.

According to Acea the EC
automobile trade deficit with
Japan was $6bn in 1991, repre-

senting some 21 per cent of the

total EC deficit with Japan.
The automobile deficit
increased by 25 per cent last

year and rose to 24 per cent of
tbe total deficit.

These large and persistent

automotive trade imbalances
continue to put heavy pres-

sures on trade relations
between Japan and the EC and
the US.
The tensions are being inten-

sified by recession in the three

regions and by the growing
burden of overcapacity.

Carmakers are being forced

to close plants in North Amer-
ica, Europe and Japan, but the

industry has also invested
heavily in new capacity with

Japanese carmakers in particu-

lar adding new production
plants in Japan and in North
America and western Europe.
Mr Jacques Nasser, chair-

man of Ford of Europe, warned
recently that the problem of

overcapacity was “a major
strategic concern” for ail car-

makers in Europe. Ford did not

expect new car sales in west-

ern Europe to return to tbe

trend level of 1990/91 until tbe

late 1990s.

“The potential for excess

capacity in the mid to late

1990s will be around 7m units.’'

This amount of overcapacity
would pose “severe structural

problems" for the European
auto industry.

The wave of restructuring in

recent years in the world auto
industry is forcing vehicle
makers and automotive compo-
nents suppliers to eliminate

hundreds of thousands of jobs.

The German automotive indus-

try alone must shed a further

100,000 jobs in the next two
years according to Mr Achim
Diekmann, chief executive of

the German Automobile Feder-

ation.

Health

dilemma
THE developed world, the

conventional wisdom runs,

faces a growing health-care cri-

sis. Most countries have not

managed to halt the growth in

the share of national income

consumed by health-

Most face a sizeable gap
between demand for healthcare

and. the funding available.

But before policy analysts

throw up their hands in

despair, they should read the

World Bank's recent World
Development Report
The bank's analysis points

out that at the root of this

healthcare dilemma lies an

important success: the increase

in the life expectancy of all of

the- world’s citizens.;--
-

'

fn 1950, a child-horn in the

developing world had a life

expectancy of '40 years- Today

it is 63 years. The chance of
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that child dying before the age

of five is now three times lower

than in 1950.

The battle to improve health

standards is not over. AH
regions of the world have seen

a rise in life expectancy at

birth over the past .40 years.

But infant mortality is still 10

times higher in the developing

world than in the established

market economies.

But economic development is

the route to closing this gap:

the message of the World
Bank's report is that there is a

“mutually reinforcing cycle”

from improved health stan-

dards to higher productivity

and stronger economic growth

and higher spending on health.

Among developed countries,

higher spending does not nec-

essarily mean better care. The
US spends more than twice as
much as the UK as a percent-

age of GDP but more than 10

per cent of the US population,

has no assured access to health

care. But higher spending cer-

tainly helps.

Edward Balls

whereas the Philippines lan-

guishes at 1.5, Thailand at 2.7,

Malaysia at 11. Even within
tbe Europe Community. Portu-

gal tat 32) and France tat 52)

are poles apart.

In terms of policies to

enhance telecommunications,
the world can be broadly
divided into three ramps;
developed countries (with tele-

densities of 30-plus); emerging
market countries (with tele-

densities of between about 10

and 30 k and developing coun-
tries, with fewer than 10 lines

per 100.

In tbe developed countries,

most people who want a phone
can secure one at an affordable

price. The emphasis is on com-
petition, commercial efficiency,

new networks (particularly for

cellular mobile services) and
the introduction of value-added

products and services. For
established users in these
countries, the cost of “fixed

line” telephony is reducing
sharply as infrastructure and
operating costs tumble and
competition forces prices

down.
For tbe developed world's

business sector, advanced tele-

communications offer options
which were the stuff of dreams
only a decade ago. In Scandina-
via and the US, cellular mobile

40
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teledensity is already
approaching 10. “One-stop"
telecoms packages are coming
to the market for transnational

customers, with AT&T and BT
leading the battle among the
main operators to become truly

global companies. Multimedia -

tbe buzz-word for products
spanning the telecoms/au-

dio/computing/entertainment
divides - is widening horizons

further still

In the emerging market
countries, the emphasis is on
line growth and the provision

of advanced services in main
cities so as to keep and attract

inward investors.

Privatisation is coming to be

seen as a key tool for both
attracting cash and overseas

expertise to carry out these
tasks.

Greece, for instance, last

year auctioned two licences to

build the country’s first cellu-

lar mobile networks - granting
them to consortia led by Stet of

Italy and Vodafone of the UK
for more than $150m apiece. It

la currently looking for an
overseas strategic partner to

take a minority stake in the

state telecommunications oper-

ator.

Hungary is in a similar posi-

tion and could become a pace-

setter for eastern Europe. Of
countries in the former eastern

bloc, only Bulgaria and the

Baltic states have teledensities

of more than 20. with most of

the region down at between 10

and 15.

The World Bank, the Euro-'

pean Investment Bank and the

European Bank for Reconstruc-

tion and Development have
investment programmes lor
the region, but a main priority

is to foster a legal and finan-

cial environment conducive to

greater investment by overseas
operators.

In developing couutries.
fixed-line growth is the over
riding concern. Again, how-
ever, western investment will

play an increasingly important
role througb franchise con-
tracts to build, operate and
transfer (BOTi new networks.
In Thailand, for instance.

Japan's NTT lias a stake in a
private Thai telecoms company
with a contract to build lin

lines in the provinces; while
TeiecomAsia. a consortium in

which Nynex. the US regional

operator, holds a Id per cent

stake, has a BOT contract to

build 2m lines in Bangkok.
“The BOT model will be the

modernisation path for devel-

oping countries across the
region." says Mr Andrew Har-
rington. Asia-Pacific telecoms
analyst with Salomon Brothers

in Hong Kong.
China, with a teledensity of

precisely 1, is the world's big-

gest boom market in prospect.

China's Minister of Posts bas
proclaimed a target of 75m new
exchange lines by the year
2000, equivalent to three tunes
the BT network and more than
a quadrupling of existing

capacity.

Western operators and equip-

ment suppliers are wide-eyed

at the prospect.
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WELCOME TO RIETUMU BANKA! 9
Hanking chonla have always exported outstanding personal service.

Today thoy God it with us in RIETUMU BANKA.

We believe that banking is more about people than numbers. H'e
about the shared values and common goals that forgo strong bonds
between banker and dinnL It's also about bnilding for Lha future,

keeping assets secure for the generations to come.

We share a philosophy that emphasises lasting relationships and
mutual trust. Those value* were once the foundation of banking. At
RIETUMU BANKA thoy have been and always will be.

RIETUMU BANKA is fully licensed bank established In Latvia os a
joint-stock company. The bank ia authorised to act in oD fields of
bunking activities. The bank's license enables it to perform domestic
as weQ as international transactions.

RIETUMU BANKA serves as a bridge to the emerging Third World
Market acting os a financial intermediary, Earthlalor of international

strategic alliances, provider of liquidity as well an the source of
international investment opportunities for Lhe investors as well as a

source of business opportunities.

RIETUMU BANXA is supported by tho regular bank
representatives in almost every republic of the former Soviet Union.
Being the residents of those regions they pay almost attention (o tho

economic and financial situation of tho region in which the
representative office is located, carry out market analysis, financial

• analysis, "soil” enrrondes exchange and provide tho 'mother* office

with information on the real situation in this region. Tbe staff of the

RIETUMU BANKA headquarters situated in Riga is guided by the

experienced Wall Street Executives who have a working knowledge of

tbe East-European political, business and financial environment.

The use ofmodern technologies and the personality factor which name
together at R.B. create Use foundation for international banking

RIETUMU BANKA offers the following professional hanking services:
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Demand Deposits

Payments anil Transfers

Foreign Exchange
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markets of the former USSR (Russian roubles, Belorussian
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exchange transactions and payments are provided to the
Western clients of BlhTfLJMU BANKA doing business on the
territory ofthe former Soviet republics nnd in the Baltic states.

Collections
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"k Domiciled Bills
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Air Remittance Service
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of the world

RIETUMU BANKA INVESTMENT DIVISION offius a wide
variety of opportunities because every client has different
needs. Domestic end international corporations, government
organisation s, agencies and individuals are among the clients
ofRB INVESTMENT DIVISION. Some investment projects
offered byRB ore said to have a higher return than a standard
one.

RIETUMU BANKA INVESTMENT DIVISION helps clients
take advantage of promising opportunities currently available
in the market {dace. RIETUMU BANK will keep the clients
informed about factors such as economic developments,
interest rate shifts and other changes that could significantly
affect the client's investment choices.

RIETUMU BANKA INVESTMENT DIVISION advises the
clients on:

- capital acquisition and merging;

- financing the enterprises;

- project financing;
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- investment opportunities;

- rapid transfer of technologies;

- investing in cost-effective and efficient technology;

- matching appropriate investments to the specific
finanroal goals;

- establishing mutual funds aimed at high current
income, long term capital growth.

RB REAL ESTATE DIVISION offers a fell range of services

to private clients which meets a wide range of different
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• professional appraisal and evaluation of residential and
commercial property;

- real estate sale/purchase and document registration in any
country oftha world;

- real estate kmg-fcerm lease;

- credits against commercial mortgage;

The computerised database, the core of the commercial
information, is being' updated every day. Tbe facts and figures

on plots, buildings, premises, warehouses are always at the

disposal ofthe clients ofRB REAL ESTATE DIVISION.

RB. is ready to &ce up to the difficult tasks abend with all the

confidence that comes from the knowledge of having operated

successfully inthe past.
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EMPLOYMENT

Europe’s lost jobs puzzle
Governments have begun to recognise the economic waste and threat to social

stability posed by persistently high levels ofunemployment, says Edward Balls

HIS WILL be remem- in? Iinpmnlnvmpnl sf Hia<u> the rmmilar and noHtiral imaffl- of EuTODean iob seekers.

T
HIS WILL be remem-
bered as the year in
which mass unem-
ployment finally rose

to the top of the policy agenda
in most developed countries.

Over the part two decades
the underlying jobless total
has been rising regardless of
the ups and downs of the eco-
nomic cycle. Every OECD
region has seen a trend rise in
unemployment rates since
196a The OECD's latest eco-

nomic forecast says that, by
the end of 1994, the jobless
total will have risen to &25m
in the US and 1,7m in Japan -

but 23m in Europe.
But only now are govern-

ments beginning to recognise
the economic waste and threat
to social stability that persist-

ing unemployment at these

levels implies. At its the Jane
ministerial meeting, the Organ-

isation for Economic Coopta-
tion and Development pub-
lished the interim findings of

its investigation into the

causes of persistent joblessness

in its member countries.

The EC has also recognised

the seriousness of Europe's
unemployment problem, devot-

ing much of the time at its

June summit meeting to debat-

ing the twin challenges of
reducing EC unemployment
and reviving jobs growth- Not
to be oat done, the Clinton
administration is organising a
summit on world unemploy-
ment this autumn.
But it is in Europe that the

debate appears to have caught

the popular and political imagi-

nation, not surprisingly per-

haps, given the deepening

recession that Europe’s mone-
tary policy deadlock has
-bequeathed. The OECD's latest

economic forecast says that, by
1594, unemployment rates will

have risen to 6.4 per cent in

the US, 2.6 per cent in Japan
but 12JL per cent in the EC.

Europe also appears to have

a more serious medium-term
unemployment problem. While

the US unemployment rate did

move upwards in the 1970s, It

has remained throughout the

1980s at around two thirds of

European levels. Only 6 per

cent of North America's unem-
ployed have been out of work
for more than a year, com-
pared with nearly 50 per cent

of European job seekers.

But it is in the area of

employment growth that

Europe’s record appears most
dismal. Since 1970, the US has

succeeded in increasing the

numbers in employment by

Europe's record appears

most dismal in the area

of employment growth

30m - three timaa as many as
the Community, than 50
per cent of the EC working age
population is currently in
employment, compared with
around 70 per cent in the US
and over 75 per cent in Japan.
This employment record

touches a sore nerve for Euro-

pean governments- Enro-scle-

rosis - the belief, popular in

the early 1980s, that excessive

labour market regulation is

Uhdftrmioing Europe’s eco-

nomic performance - is a live

issue once more.

The OECD, the European

Commission and national gov-

ernments are all now asking

whether the low levels of

employment, as well as high

unemployment, in the EC are

the result of the more regu-

lated nature of the European

jobs market
Perhaps there is truth in the

argument that the combination

of persistent unemployment

and sluggish job creation in EC
countries, relative to other

developed countries, indicates

a lack of flexibility and com-

petitiveness. The US experi-

ence suggests that deregula-

tion has unpleasant
distributional side-effects, but
the US economy has managed

to create a large number of

new jobs in the service sector

over the past decade.

Member countries, a Com-
mission papa* suggests, need

policies which deliver a more

employment-intensive pattern

of economic growth. The paper

suggests high non-wage labour

costs in some continental

European countries, employ-

ment taxes, inadequate train-

ing and rigid working patterns

might explain this poor record.

Yet, this analysis Ignores an

important fact: that employ-

ment growth in both the US

and UK has coexisted with tow

and falling mate employment

in both Anglo-Saxon countries.

On average over the period

1982-90. and thus excluding the

effects of either British reces-

sion, 9.7 per cent of British

workers were unemployed
according to the OECD, higher

fhan in both the US, France

and Germany.
Rising unemployment is only

part of the story. Male labour

force participation in the US
and UK has dropped sharply

over the past two decades as

many have shifted from being

unemployed to economically

inactive. The sum of these two

groups is the non-employed.

On average in the 1980s, 12 per

cent of US males aged 2654.

and 14.9 per cent of UK males

in the same age group were out

of work compared to 9.1 per

cent in France.

Neither- the US nor UK have

avoided the economic shift

which has pushed many poorly

educate men out of employ-

ment the shift towards more

sophisticated technology and

the employment of fewer

unskilled production workers.

By the end of the 1980S. one in

five workers in OECD coun-

tries was employed In manu-

facturing,. compared with one

On average, 12 per cent

of US men aged 25-54,

were jobless in the 1980s

in four in 156a Between 1670

and 1987 the share of industrial

employment in total employ-

ment fell by 7.3 percentage

points in the US. by 8.4 points

in France and by 149 points in

theUK.
The US and UK have been

able substantially to increase.

total ... _ ,

ing the creation uTnRathife
'

"

low-wage service sector jobs.

But these jobs have bee*
shunned by metf and taken qn
mainly by femate eathuils;^: F'?"
the market The^propprtion tf

UK women afworinngagewfo
have jobs rose by 6.7 percent/,

age points across the 1980s, but

male employment fell by le
percentage points! The US and
the UK have substantially

more women of working age fo.'.

employment than, for example,

France and Germany pearly -

60 per emit on average in a»
1980s, compared with less than

50 per cenL
“

But neither the US-nor the :

UK experience suggests that a.

'

deregulated, more flexible, ' §
labour market is a solution to :

the puzzle which continues to ...1^
dog almost all developed coim-
try governments: why :do 5tf

men not work anymore?*
.

Labour market deregulation

may be the fastest route to
higher female employment,
albeit at tower wages. But it &
not a solution to the OECD’s
unemployment problem. . ;
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Worst may be over
Continued from page 1

mut Kohl, French President
Franpois Mitterrand and EC
Commission President Jacques
Delors pushed ahead with
plans for European economic
and monetary union appear
long gone.

Slow growth - with the
OECD forecasting growth of
about 1 per cent for its 24
member countries this year
after 1.5 per cent in 1992 - is

no friend of grand designs.
And yet, if the equity and

bond markets are to be
believed, a global recovery is

emerging.
The investment community

is encouraged by the idea that
the industrial world might
have seen the back of the
infiationary binges of the past

40 years and is returning to an
era of price stability - such as
existed in the 19th century.

At the same time, the spread
of market economics in the
developing world holds out the

hope of continuing strong
growth that will sustain global
demand.
The emerging recovery in

the industrial world is getting

off to a good start “Unlike the
economic recoveries starting
in 1976 and 1983, this one
starts with low price-wage

inflation to encourage
long-term investment," says
Mr Paul Horne, international

economist of US brokerage
house. Smith Barney
Shearson, in Paris.

But the path ahead is strewn
with uncertainty. The impasse
over the global trade
negotiations is an obvious
risk.

The achievement of steady
growth with stable prices also

depends crucially on whether
the inflation of expectations,
which has also been such a
feature of the post second
world war period, can be
scaled back in line with
monetary inflation.

If so, the world may be able
to look back at the 1990s as an
important period of transition

in which the difficult
structural and employment
effects of a technological
revolution were gradually
overcome in the industrial
world, and rising productivity
spread improved living
standards to all mankind.

If, on the other hand,
governments, employees and
businesses scramble for ever
bigger shares of a slow
growing cake, what little

growth there is will give way
again to inflation, stagnation
or worse.

FOR THE banks which deal in the
currency markets, the past 12 months
have brought huge volatility in

exchange rates and huge profits.

But for government leaders commit-
ted to defending exchange rate tar-

gets, the last year has been a night-

mare. Events in the currency markets
provide the clearest indication yet
that the globalisation of capital - one
of the most striking developments in
the world economy in recent years -

is making it difficult for central banks
to manage exchange rate movements.
In the late 1980s, the Group of

Seven leading industrial countries
had much success managing
exchange rate moves by buying and
selling their currencies in interven-
tion operations.

The Plaza and Louvre accords
helped to control the movements of
the dollar. Research has shown that

of the 17 episodes of co-ordinated
intervention between 1985 and 199L
all were successful at moving
exchange rates in the desired direc-

tion.

But. since the last autumn central

bank intervention has been a story of
failure. The US authorities failed to

prevent a sharp fell in the dollar last

August. And repeated intervention by
European central banks failed to stop
the virtual collapse of the European
exchange rate mechanism.
Discrepancies in national monetary

policies partly explain why the ERM’s
central banks failed to maintain the
system’s tight fluctuation hands. For-
eign exchange dealers realised that
the goal of sustaining the value of the
French franc through high interest

FOREIGN EXCHANGE

Nightmare for governments
James Blitz on the

problems central

banksface in

currency markets
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rates was unsustainable at a time of
rising French unemployment
But a far bigger problem for mone-

tary authorities has been the growth
of cross-border capital flows following
the removal of exchange controls in

most industrialised countries. Invest-

ment flows in the foreign exchange
market have increased dramatically
in recent years, pushing foreign
exchange turnover up to SlJXXftm a
day. This dwarfs the reserves of the
central banks jinri makes it difficult

for them to intervene in markets.
As the international Monetary Fund

said in a recent report “When private

markets, led by the increasing finan-

cial muscle of institutional investors,

reach the concerted view that the
risk/retum outlook for a particular
currency has deteriorated signifi-

cantly, a defending central bank can
be faced with a run that could easily

amount to. say, $100-200bn a week.”
Why have flows in the currency

markets reached such huge propor-

tions?

The increasing proportion of cross-

border holdings of bonds and equities

by institutional investors has Led to a

huge increase inflows.

The International Monetary Fund
recently reported that cross-border

equity holdings in the US. Europe and
Japan increased from SSQObn in 1986

to Sl^OObn in 1591 - and the figure is

set to rise further.

These cross-border funds not only
dwarf central hank reserves in size,

but fund managers can also success-

fully hedge exposure to exchange rate

movements by shifting the weightings

in parallel currency funds rather than
selling assets outright

Most of the G7 governments face

large budget deficits as a result of
expansionary policies in the 1980s.

They have raised government bond
issues in huge quantities to help meet

their borrowing requirements - but

they may have undermined their cur-

rencies by courting foreign investors

in this way.
French bond sales go some way to

explaining the vulnerability of the
franc. According to some analysts,

while France's total tradable public
debt has recently increased by 50 per
cent, non-resident holdings of French
paper have risen 1.000 per cent in the
same period.

Foreign exchange dealing is

becoming an increasingly attractive

way of taking financial risk without
falling foul erf central hanks’, capital

requirements. A dealer/can quickly
move in and out of a currency, mak-
ing a return but hot retailing a large

outstanding position atthe end of the

day’s trading.

The growth offoreign exrJwmgw vol-

umes - and its impact on exchange
rates - is not something that central

banks are happy to ignore.

ERM membership was seen fay

European countries as a way of
importing Germany’s tough anti-infla-

tion policy through the exchange rate.

Sharp fluctuations in exchange rates

are seen as a hindrance to trade. In
the summer, the US administration

successfully talked down the dollar/

yen exchange rate, thereby beating
Japan into submission on fee issue of
Its trade surplus.

So how can central banks respond

to the problem?
Some thoughts were recently

suggested by Mr Andrew Crockett-
the head of the Bank of England’s
mternationaldivision. He argued in a
paper feat fee integration of capttid

markets meant central banks need to
:

come up wife , more credible ways -to

move towards exchange rate fixity.

Mr Crockett says that the route
from flexible to fixed rates should not

be the gradual one of progressive
hardening through something like an

'

exchange rate mechanism.
Instead, countries must first estab-

lish a track record of price stabfltty

during • periods in which their
,

exchange rates are relatively flexible.

“The attempt to use hard exchange
rate constraints to enforce price level

convergence when the initial position

is one of substantial inflation diver-

gence has considerable dangers," he
says. “International portfolio manag-
ers will inevitably be sceptical about
whether external disciplines will be
allowed to work when domestic disci-

plines have proved inadequate.''

Mr Crockett also argues that coun-
tries which fully fix exchange rates

have important advantages over those
who operate fixed but adjustable poli-

cies.

"There are advantages in convinc-
ing markets that the instrument of

exchange rate adjustment has ben
abandoned,” he says. “The more mar-
kets believe that other forms of
adjustment will always be used in
preference to exchange rate realign-

ment, the less likely is exchange mar-
ket pressure to arise in the first

place.”
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JOBS: The snag with careless language is that the way we talk of things reflects how we think of them

What distinguishes play from working
"V A THITHER parents gave
\i\f up saying such thingsW W after about 1950. the Jobs
column can only conjecture. But
there's no doubt that its own old
ears still ring with a phrase
dinned into them in boyhood, to
wit: "The tune for play is over;
get down to some tvorkT The
result is that I've grown up
believing those two activities are
importantly different.

What causes me to suspect
parental habits changed years
ago is that, nowadays, even
people of fairly respectable ages
don't share the same abiding

p belief. Or so it would seem, at
any rate, from the way they talk

Only one among many recent
examples was a comment made
by the chief of a company about
executives being thrown out of
their jobs. His words were:
"Increasing competition means
we can’t afford to pay any players
who aren't absolutely first class.”

The term players struck me as
so wrong in the context that my
impulse was to ask him which
games he paid them to play.
Experience, however, led me to
stay silent. When I have raised
the same point with others on
previous occasions, their typical
response was to peer at me oddly
and say they must move on.

Even so, I have finally decided
to raise it just once more because
another of my abiding beliefs is
that the way we talk about things
reflects how we think of them. In
which case, there are surely
dangerous implications in calling
people "players’’, as though they
were indulging in mere pastimes,
when actually referring to their
efforts to earn their bread.

There could well be a warning
in the only other society which,
to my knowledge, has failed to
distinguish between the two
activities. It is the Yir Yoront
tribe of aboriginals in north-
east Australia whose language,
according to a study by the
anthropologist Lauriston Sharp
in 1958, recognises no difference
between work and play. While
that may serve them OK, though.
English-speaking nations aren’t
in the Yir Yoront's economic
position - or at least not yet We
might therefore be wise to avoid
following suit.

For it might be that the steps
the Brits have already taken
along that particular linguistic
road are not entirely unconnected

with what has happened to
native British manufacturing.

It perhaps bodes no barm to
talk of "players" when referring
to financial go-getters in the City
of London, where I first heard the
term used in that way. After all,

“playing" in the restricted sense
of "gambling" is a fair description
of what they do. The trouble is

that the usage has since spread to
manufacturing and other sectors
where the same justification does
not hold good.

Moreover, the people who now
apply the term cavalierly across
all sectors include politicians as
well as economists and such.
Hence there might be a deep-
seated assumption in influential
quarters that manufacturing and
all the rest are much like City
operations. As further evidence,
it is not ail that long since 1

heard certain policy-advisers, if

not policy-makers, privately
welcoming redundancies in the
finance sector on grounds that
they'd free "clever" City people
"to go and run industry”.

But notions like those amount
to a ludicrous oversimplification

of the activities of the other
sectors in which just risking
money, however can nil v. is far

from the only thing that counts.
Hence, for Industry’s sake, it

seems time we ceased calling
workers “players" altogether,
and began focusing sharply on
the important differences
between games and the business
of earning our keep.

For a start, although the basis

of City operations can sensibly be
likened to "playing at the tables”,

that does not place the finance
sector’s activities on the sporting
side of the divide. The fact that
they have a for-reaching effect on
countless types of real-life work
makes them an instance of it too.

A further instance is politics.

It's true the western democratic
sort hinges on games of make-
believe. with different parties
publicly indulging in flights or
fancy with the aim of attracting

votes. It nevertheless belongs in

the work category because which
party wins power has an impact
on the far from make-believe
prospects, and perhaps survival,

of large numbers of people.

The same does not apply to

games and sports which are
played more or less according to

their own man-made rules, if not
for their own sake. Moreover,
while they might have had a real-

life application when first

devised, they often leave it

behind in their development
An example is the high-jump

event. Excellence at it could
enable people to escape a pursuer
by clearing a lofty obstacle that

forced the chaser to make a

detour - always provided that
the jumper was able to go on
running quickly after landing.

At the time the Jobs column
was nearing mere middle age, the

world high-jump record had been
inched up to some two metres.

Since then the record has soared

by about a quarter as much again.

The inching-up was done with
techniques like the Straddle in

which good jumpers landed feet

downwards so that, despite foiling

on hard earth, they were fit to get

up and go. The soaring came with
the change to the Fosbury Flop.

But it entails a back-down
descent which would scarcely

guarantee the jumpers' fitness if

they had to land on solid ground
instead of a cushion.

So the height has gone up at

the cost of real-world application.

Since the rule-makers aren’t
interested in the coming-down
bit, however, that doesn’t matter.

Yet oddly enough, although
such exercises belong to the
games category, they are found in

the world of work including even
manufacturing industry. An
example has just been reported

by a necessarily anonymous
reader in the shape of tbe

frequent management committee
meetings of his outfit, a large

group's subsidiary.

When he joined 20 years ago.

he says, the meetings spent a

good deal of time on innovation.

The various managers bounced
speculative ideas off one another

in front of the listening chief,

who rarely said anything but
“Yes, start on that" or “No, forget

it”. Nowadays the free-wheeling

speculators have been succeeded
by aggressively ambitious beads
of sections, and the chief does

much more of the talking.

"If you came along, you’d be
very impressed because they all
not only know their stuff, but can
put it over cleverly." he adds.
“Anyone who says something
contradicted by the known facts
gets cut to pieces, and nobody
cuts better than the managing
director. Unfortunately, the fear
of being razored stops people
from saying anything they are
not sure of, and in my experience
making new discoveries often
depends on people being willing
to risk being exposed as ignorant.
Thus we’ve gained in knowledge
of what we’re doing now, but lost

out on innovation."
Now, unless the Jobs column

is Yir Yoront aborigine, that is a
case of the Fosbury Flop in an
industrial arena - which has
implications for the focus on the
differences between work and
play. For the two aren't totally
fenced off from each other.
Games, at least, spill over into
working activities Even if possi-
ble. identifying and ejecting such
games need not be beneficial,
because they may he productive
if not fim to boot. But if they are
neither, it’s surely worth moving
mountains, not to mention tbe
rule-makers, to get rid of them.

Michael Dixon

BANKING FINANCE & GENERAL APPOINTMENTS

Attractive Salary
and Bonus

Leading Investment
Management Croup

Fund Management: Client Liaison

Oar client is a well-known Internationalfond management group with a wide range ofinstitutional and
retail clients. They are seeing rapid growth in their services to medium-sized pensionfimds, both in the UK

and offshore. As a result, they an seeking to add to the team an experienced Investment professional, capable

ofhandling demanding client meetings, new business presentations and a wide variety ofmarketing
enquiries. This is an exciting opportunityfora confident, well-motivated individual to take on an important

and responsible role In a premier investment group.

THE ROLE
Attend meetings with institutional clients, reviewing

performance and investment strategy..

Make presentations to potential clients, playing an
active part in winning new business.

Act as the key liaison between clients, consultantsand
fund managers.

THE QUALIFICATIONS
Proven experience in fund management,
stackbroking or investment consultancy. Sound
undcistanding of investment markets, especially

the UK.

Experienced at giving presentations and conducting

client meetings. Capable ofdeveloping contacts and
initiating new business.

Professional, mature approach to handling clients'

needs. Likely age 35 to 45.

London 071 493 <238

Manchester OS I 499 1700
Selector Europe
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THE SECURITIES AND FUTURES AUTHORITY

INSPECTORS

Up to £30,000
+ benefits

SFA plays a pro-active role in regulation of the City. Its 1300
Member Firms cover all of the most important primary and
secondary markets in the UK, including securities, futures, options,

commodities, OTC products and corp°ratc finance. SFA’s
membership spans the whole speemun of Firms from the largest

multi-product houses to one-man corporate finance boutiques.

SFA is looking to recruit a number of professionals ro its Monitoring
Department. Working in a small team, tbe Inspector's role is to

ensure that Member Firms comply with SFA rules by undertaking

inspection visits, reviewing their periodic finan cial returns, assisting

with disciplinary investigations and advising on compliance issues.

Applications are invited from individuals who have broad-based,

directly relevant industry experience and Tall into one of the

following categories:

* compliance or internal audit professionals;

* mature individuals with considerable experience in SFA Member
Firms;

* qualified Accounting or Legal professionals.

In addition to your professional skills, you must have sound
iudgcmcni, an enquiring mind and well developed communication

skills.

Ifyou recognise the value of financial services regulation and feel you

have a contribution to make, then wc would like to hear from you.

Successful candidates will receive a salary based upon the relevance

of their previous experience and will be eligible for a range of

benefits including non-contributory pension scheme, free season

ticket, PFP and subsidised sports club membership.

To apply, please write with full career details quoting reference

FTW to: Veronica Sherry, Recruitment and Employment Manager,

The Securities and Futures Authority Limited, Cottons Centre,

Cottons Lane, London SE1 2QB

Closing date for applications: Friday 1st October 1993.

Head of Compliance
Financial Services

Substantial Package London
Our ch'ent is part of one of Europe’s largest and most profitable insurance groups. Key to then-

development strategy is ensuring highest standards of compliance and professional integrity.

THE COMPANY
Part of u tmclii-nutirmal group, employing 18.000
people across 10 countries. Revenue £5.6 billion,

assets t'30 billion (1002 figures).

Expanding UK business. 40% growth 1992 -1993.

Well located and prestigious HQ.
Senior management team committed to quality.

Highest cjlibro personnel.

THE POSITION
leading and motivating Compliance team. Totally

involved in the business and commercial strategy.

Report to CEO.
F.nsuring compliance with Lautro and IMRO.
Strengthening relationships with professional
bodies.

Communicating independent advice to senior
management. Empathy with salesforc c, Board
potential

.

QUALIFICATIONS
« Minimum 3 years' compliance experience - lautro

essential.

Previous audit experience . Self starter, well

organised, resilient and able to influence change.
Clear communicator. Capable of advising senior
management and taking a commercial view.
Probably, but not essentially, a I awyer.

Please send full cv. stating salary. Ref M376S
NBS, 54 Jermyn Street, London SWIY 6LX
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Money Markets Sales

We are looking for a young and enthusiastic person to join our expanding

dealing room. Initially the position would involve speaking to European
clients to develop our money market profile, as well as helping to maintain

our UK presence. The successful applicant will find a rewarding position

within a small team, leading to greater responsibility as the desk grows.

Candidates should have some experience of a dealing environment, but

competence in both French and German will be of a greater advantage.

If you are interested in finding out more about this exciting opportunity,

please send your c.v. to:

Sarah Barrett,

Head of Treasury Sales,

Credit Agricole,

135, Fleet Street,

London EC4A 2ED

CREDITAGRICOLE
LONDON BRANCH

Investment Management Group. PRIVATE CLIENT FUND MANAGEMENT

Japan/Far East
Fund Manager

West of England c.£40,000

We have been retained to help find a specialist Fund Manager co look

after our Client's Japanese and Far East investments.

The job, which reports to the international Investment Director, offers

a high degree ofresponsibility and motivation for the right candidate

who wifi. Ideally, be In his/her late twenties, bur could

be considerably older.

In addition to Fund Management responsibility, the

person appointed can expect to visit London and other

financial centres, with visits to japan/the fat East at

least once a year. Our diem, part ofa major international insurance

grouping, is based In a particularly pleasant part ofthe country.

Experience of both the Japanese and other Pacific Basin markets Is

key to success in this role.

Please contact Colin Barry at Overton Shirley & Barry,

Prince Rupert House, 64 Queen Street, London EC4R

lAD. Tel: 071-243 0355. Fax; 071-489 1102.

interviews arc likely to be held in London. Bristol

and Edinburgh.

OVERTON
SHIRLEY
& BARRY

international SEARCH AND SELECTION

Granville Trust is an established private bank with a successful fund management division. Wc are looking for

two more talented investment managers to increase our rate ofexpansion.

One appointment will suit an ambitious manager

with proven marketing talents. In addition to

managing client funds, this person will play a key

role in supporting the managing director in

developing new business. We are looking for

someone with an impressive crack record in

winning and retaining new private clients.

We are looking for another senior investment

manager, who may be approaching the end ot a

successful career and who wants to look after his or

her clients within a smaller, more personal

environment, but with the high standards of

performance and service which are the hallmarks of

Granville Trust.

The remuneration packages will be attractive ro the right candidates and can be tailored to suir individual

requirements; they will include equity participation in our parent company, Granville Holdings pic.

GRANVILLETRUST
Granville Trust Drruted is an Authorised institution iaider the Banking Act 1987

.

Ill the first instance, please write to Rupert W/ute at David Sheppard & Partners Ltd. , 21 Clavttnid PLice ,
London

SVC'IY 6RL who act as advisers to the Bank.
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TOP OPPORTUNITIES
SENIOR POSITIONS IN GENERAL MANAGEMENT

HEAD OF GROUP LEGAL DEPARTMENT ^
To lead a small, talented BclSS
and highly motivated young legal team
at a time of industry change and opportunity

Central London

The Bass Group now encompasses the world’s leading branded hotel operation, the UK’s premier brewing company,

and other major retail and leisure businesses. The Group's recent reorganisation has created art international

headquarters which inevitably placed greater, differentand more complex: demands on the corporate fegal function.

Historically, the department has offered highly regarded, business-oriented support throughout the Group and this will

always be an important aspect of the worfe but now it has been augmented by the growing need for hands-on involveznent

inmajorcorporate legal work, including mergers and acquisitions andjoint ventures. Proven ability in that fidd is a vital

requirement for the new Head of Legs! Department— and our best candidates will be genuinely excited by the breadth and

depth ofinvolvement which thejob offers. There is a highly professional team to manage, with work coverir^a wide range

ofcommercial agreements, regulatory and competition law problems, employment law and trademarks.We are also

looking for the ability to represent the Group in detailed and complex commercial negotiations. The head office is small and

concentrated, so contact at the highest levels will be both regular and intense, a feet which postulates the need for strong

communications skills to supplement absolute legal competence. This is ajob for a thoroughly pragmatic and distinctly

unlusty commercial lawyer, probably early forties, who has already demonstrated these strengths ina senior role with

another major commercial/industrial organisation or in a City practice The remuneration package which includes

excellent bonus potential, share options and other benefits, will reflect the calibre and experience of the candidate we

intend to appoint Please send fiill career details, quoting reference WE 3206 on both letter and envelope, to Terry Ward,

Ward Executive T tmitrH
,
4-6 George Street Richmond-upon-Thames, SurreyTW9 1JY.

WARD EXECUTIVE

k
am limited am

ExtcrnO* South &SelKtiom ^m^
Price Waterhouse

EXECUTIVE SEARCH & SELECTION

Managing Director -Information Systems

Major international financial institution

Substantial package City

Rarely do positions of this seniority and

magnftnA* become available and this

newly created position provides an

enormous i-balknge for the right person.

Our diem is erne of die worlds

foremost brokerage and trading groups.

Information is the raw material of its

securities business, by which hs success

is determined. Currently on the

threshold of major systems changes, this

key position will influence the direction

of information systems throughout

Europe towards the 2 1st Century.

The intellectual challenge of thin

unique opportunity lies m working

alongside senior user management,

acknowledged as experts in their field,

to satisfy their needs and ensure they

have the systems available to remain at

the forefront of a highly competitive

business. Also; with a strong

commitment from the top towards

enhancing systems, it is a job for those

who genuinely want to move IT
forwards and are motivated by all char

rhffl t-npifln

To folfil the demanding requirements

of this appointment, you will currently

be head (or be a strong number two) of

the information systems function within

a major mffmatfrvnal securities house
and yulfing a fresh dolkllgC.

Alternatively you may be a

Director/Partner within a major

management consultancy where your

prime focus bps been on information

systems within the securities industry-

It is essential that your knowledge of

the securities business should equal

your knowledge of IT.

The fwefage on offer will fully

reflect marker races and will not be a

restricting factor for the right candidate.

As adviser to our client on this

prestigious appointment, we wifl respect

totally the confidentiality ofthose who
mn»V an informal discussion in the first

instance. Please telephone Afcumah

Hunt on 071*939 6068 during office

hours (calls can be returned outride

these hours when required), or write to

her quoting reference A/1392/FT.

Executive Search 6/ Selection

Price Waterhouse
Milton Gate
t Moor Lane
London EC2Y 9PB
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Research
Councils

Following the recent Government White Paper. “Realising our Potential'', two new Research Councils

are la be created to cover Engineering and Physical Sciences and Particle Physics and Astronomy,

while the Natural Environment Research Council is to receive a new charter extending its mission.

A Chief Executive for each of the Councils is now sought to work closely with the new Director

General of Research Councils in implementing the policies set out in the While Paper.

Engineering and Physical Sciences

Research Council
Up to £90,000 p.a.

The largest of the research councils, the EPSRC will promote and support research and postgraduate

training in engineering, chemistry, physics and mathematics, with special emphasis an meeting the

needs of the users of its research and trained manpower in order to enhance UK competitiveness and
the quality of life. Improving the interaction between thase fended by the Council and UK industry and

commerce will be a high priority.

Particle Physics and Astronomy
Research Council
Up to £60,000 p.a.

The PPARC will promote and support research and postgraduate training to improve understanding of

those concepts and principles underlying physical phenomena and their consequences. Unlike other

Councils it will almost exclusively support basic research, but will be expected to exploit the scope for

industrial spin off. Responsibilities will include management of the Royal Greenwich Observatory, the

Royal Observatory Edinburgh and other UK capital investments in observatories abroad, and for UK
subscriptions to CERN and the European Space Agency Science Programme.

Natural Environment Research Council
Up to £80,000 p.a.

Responsible for promoting and supporting basic research and postgraduate training in the physical

and biological sciences, the NERC's mission has been extended to cover earth observation. The

NERC’s primary aims are to enhance understanding of man’s impact on his surroundings and their

influence an his activities, so assisting the development of policies for the sustainable exploitation of

natural resources.

Based in Swindon, you will be responsible for leading the activities of your Council and for ensuring

the highest standards of professional management. This includes putting in place effective systems for

financial management and control. Probably in your mid-40's to 50's you must have proven

experience in the management of change, preferably gained in a large academic, industrial or

Government organisation, and be able to command the confidence of the communities covered by

your Council's remit.

These are 4-year appointments in the first instance with the possibility

of extension.

An equal opportunities employer.

For further derails and an application Form (to be returned by ISch October 1993) write to Recruitment & Assessment Services,

Alencon Link, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 1JB or telephone Basingstoke (0256) 463551. Please quote reference B/94/1970.

Putting People And Service First

r£ s
_

Recruitment
<&• Assessment

Services

Lipper Analytical to Expand in Europe.

Seeks 3 Senior Directors.

Are you the best candidate for managing director, sales manager or technical

director for UpperAnalytical Services international?As we commit more
resources to the open end and dosed end fund industries outside the US, we
need established successful professionals with proven records of achievement
to join the local operation of our internationally focused company. The three
successful candidates will have led teams building and marketing commercial
software and/or print applications for professional fund managers, or will have
created and administered financial databases.

Solid records of achievement in an entrepreneurial environment are
prerequisites for our search.We will offer competitive compensation packages
which allow for career opportunities in the UK, USA, Continental Europe and

B
the Far East

1 If you would like to discuss any of these opportunities, and are available
' — for interviews in London during September and October, please forward letter

_ with supporting statements of your past successes, CV and remuneration

| history to Mr. A. Michael Upper, CFA, 74 Trinity Place, New York, NY 10006f USA, or fax to 212-393-9098.

THE TOP
OfTOKEUNmES

SECTION

for senior

management

positions

i

For advertising

information call:

Philip Wrigley

071 873 3456

Elizabeth Arthur
071 873 3694

Clare PeasneU
071873 4027

Mark HaU-Smith
071-873 3460

A large organisation In the United Arab Emirates, with branch operations

in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Sultanate of Oman, engaged in

the marketing and distribution of international brand lines and

private-label products In the FMCG categories of food, detergents,

toiletries and tobacco, is looking for a:

Circa. £60K Tax-free + Benefits
The right person for the job would have extensive senior managerial experience in the

FMCG wholesale sector and be fully conversant with marketing, administration,

budgeting and finance. He should be at home with multi-product strategy planning

and be able to direct and guide his sales and marketing team. A flair for innovation in

decision-making and a vision of growth will form an integral part of his job description.

A generous salary, furnished accomodation, company maintained car, etc., wilt

be made available.to the right candidate. Previous experience In Gulf markets

would definitely be considered an asset.

Please Apply to:

PRJME/GM/BE, 26 Tavistock Street, London WC2E 7PH, England

{ All correspondence will be treated in the strictest of confidence

)

Brussels Based,

Ingram Micro Inc. is the world's largest wholesale distributor of
microcomputer products.Our worldwide headquarters are located in

southern California and we are currently present in six European countries

with our European Coordination Center based in Brussels.

In order to sustain our growth in a challenging market, we are looking to recruit two
multilingual candidates willing to travel extensively within Europe, based at our
Coordination Center in Brussels.

BUSINESS PLANNING MANAGER
.You will monitor the planning and budgeting process throughout Europe, organize and
lead monthly meetings, report on results and objectives progress to both European and US
senior management.

University graduate, 5 years experience, you are able to communicate effectively and
.assist our local Chief Financial Officers in improving their local B & P reporting.

ACCOUNT MANAGER
You will assist our European subsidiaries to keep clean and accurate ledgers, while
reassessing the adequacy of existing policies and procedures.

You are a university graduate with strong analytical and problem solving skills and at
least 3 years professional experience in an auditing function.

INGRAM

If you feel that your qualifications and experience match the above, please send your CV
and details of your current salary to :

J

Ingram Coordination Center
Attn. Ms. Camline Johnston European Human Resources Manager

Leuvensesteenweg II. 1932 Zaventem, Belgium

director
INVESTMENT CONSULTANCY

US-based investment and financial crmsi iitinn firm
funds and wealthy families, seeks a Senior

9
level

charities, pension
office, provide overall management and direction of

London
and market to prospective UK and European client* WnS?

00
’-
worfc wrth clients,

the US operation, the senior consultant with
executives on issues related to investment poHcv ?nd senlor
manager selection, portfolio analysis, non-maketehie^,^

cat,on
* ,nvestrTient

must nncKPoc imnwiiviNcs

.

.

in«Ketatjie securities eta!

a thorough unde=nVof'uK^
conceptual Sd

required), and excellent oral and presentaBon si te^!!^ i(in9 (sample
level of position.

p wemation skills. Compensation consistent with

to Box B1645
' Financial TimesOne Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL.

'
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Head of Personal Banking
United Arab Emirates

Attractive Package in Tax Free Region
Exciting opportunity for an experienced and innovative banker to lead a
successful personal banking business in dynamic economic environment.

THE COMPANY
Standard Chartered Bank Group has an unrivalled Implement business development
glubstl network of offices. Particularly strong in _ competitive market place. Drive new pit
Middle Hast, Asia-Pacific and Africa. and launches, marketing and PR activity.

Continuous presence in Guir for over 60 years. Sound, QUALIFICATIONS
profitable, growing. Firmly committed to the region. Experienced retail banker. Wide knowledi

product range includes personal and corporate including consumer finance, gained with i
banking services: trade finance, in-usury. credit and tidvisnry. fccy financial centre.

THE POSITION Innovative, commercial, energetic. Sound
Direct all marketing, operations and administration of First class communicator. Confident team
Personal Banking in UAE. Graduate. may have professional qiulifi

Dubai

Personal Banking in UAE.
I -cad talented multi-national team of c.250 across
seven branches. Ensure highest standards of customer
scnice. »

—“
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Implement business development strategy in
competitive market place. Drive new product creation

and launches, marketing and PR activity.

QUALIFICATIONS
Experienced retail banker. Wide knowledge of products,

including consumer finance, gained with major player in

key financial centre.

Innovative, commercial, energetic. Sound man-manager.
First class communicator. Confident tenin player.

Graduate, may have professional qualification. Track
record of success managing multi-branch operation.
Previous overseas experience useful.

Please write, enclosing full cv, ref M5660
NBS, 54 Jermyn Street, London SW1Y 6LX

London 071 493 639? • Bristol 0272 291142
Aberdeen 0224 638080 Slough 0753 819227

Edinburgh 031 229 2250 - Glasgow 041 204 4334

Birmingham 021 233 4656 • Manchester 0625 539953
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FUJI BANK
THE FUJI BANK, LIMITED

Fuji Bank, the 4th largest bank in the Woxid, manages all of its European activities through Headquarters located in London.

UK CORPORATE MARKETING
c £35,000-£40,000

To enhance its competitive edge in this area the Bank wishes to

recruit additional young Lending Managers who are already
familiar with the UK sector. With responsibility for relationship

management the successful candidates will also be expected to

generate sound new business and will possess the following

attributes:

• formal credit training

• education to degree level

• proven track record in business generation

• thorough knowledge of treasury products
• experience of loan facility documentation
• ability to communicate effectively at senior management level

both internally and externally.

PROJECT FINANCE
c £33,000-£40,000

Following <1 recent re-alignment of responsibilities and a

commitment to expand in this sector the Bank is seeking an
additional member of staff (aged around 30) with at least 3 years

experience in an active project finance environment to further

strengthen the existing team.

The successful candidate will have the following qualities:

• a self starter

• able to develop and maintain new business

• proven credit skills

• experience of credit & security documentation
education to degree level

• potential to move into a management role.

Please write, with full CV to: Mike Furlong, Assistant General Manager, The Fqji Bank Limited.

River Plate House, 7-11 Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7DH.

' Private Client Stockbroking
New opportunities with a leading market player

Birmingham Excellent Package

This well established stockbroking firm enjoys a long-standing

reputation as a leading agency house and services a loyal client

base throughout the UK. Its parent company is a highly respected

and successful financial institution which has actively supported

the business with considerable investment in technology,

facilitating quality research and efficient administration.

ft intends to continue its expansion by opening a new office in

Birmingham. There is a need to attract a number of individuals to

establishand develop this office into a significant operation.

Ideally, candidates will have a strong track record as successful

private client stockbrokers with a network of clients

and contacts within the region. They will also have —

the ability to develop long-term client relationships through

sound judgement and efficient service.

We are looking to attract individuals with varying levels of

experience to build a well-balanced team. Personal qualities must
include tenacity, integrity, self confidence and energy, as well as the

ability to communicate effectively with both colleagues and clients.

The remuneration package will be flexible and tailored to the

individual. It will comprise the usual executive benefits, including

a performance-related bonus, and will not be a limiting factor.

Please send a detailed CV to GKRS at the address below, quoting

reference number 228J and including details of

rv current remuneration and availability.

G3Kffi§
SEARCH & SELECTION

Clarebell House, 6 Cork Street, London W1X IPB. Tel- 071 287 2820 Fax: 071 287 2821
A GKR Group Company

FOREX 'Sel.SPOT EMS £60.000
Senior (livin' uflml 27-35 » ramrod by a wnll raprclnt Brilinh bank. 4 vron.

nprrirncn U r trading Spnl EMS cun-rncim I* wcw«arj. Rrapofll'frililic* Hill

invnlvc proprietary |>iMillon taking and qnating price. In clirnl*. fund

mmigrrn rte..

SPOT CROSSES
Opportunities rurt* al n high pronto European bank far Spot

A minimum of 2 year* eaperirncr trading Crown to ioeiude DhM/JPl.

KCU/DEM. DEM/ITL or DKM/KKE I* emrnlinL Candidat** aped bctwmo 24 anti

32 will eiimr from a rreognued trading background and hove a anudment record

nf profitability.

CORPORATE £50,000

TroaMiry «nim desk al a lap Nnrth American bank n»|uim an nxpiwntnl

F.X. naira dealer. Tbn rote will involve marketing la ihr eontimuu amt aervicing

minting dimi* with the full nope nfTmiAury prmlueta. Graduate* ag*H 2-M0

arr prrfrrrml. Bnropeaa language* would lm an advantage.

CURRENCY OPTIONS £50,000

Due lu npawian a leading US bank wixhei In appoint a dealer wah 3 y«r«

rurrenl rcprrtUc. la enhance it* tradinglmarketing capability in » -*

Dcrivathni. Candidate* will be gradnalM in the age range of27 tn 33 and riiouid

he proiirieal in the delivery and attention of rochanpi Irodrd & OTV. Upturn*.

PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT BANKING
Well established London and New York based international investment firm is seeking

to appoint an additional Principal to its European corporate acquisition team.

The successful candidate anil be a senior

investment professional and will have:

• up to 10 years investment banking or

venture capital experience.

» proven M&A and/orLBQ/MBO

business school, and/or

a professional accounting or strategic

consulting background gained with an

international firm and, preferably

European linguistic ability
prvvcu raw" —

. ......
transactional and project management skills Compensation will include competitive

imimdrorirwi nine Antiilv and
financing and capital markets expertise,

an MBA from a leading US or European

remuneration plus equity and

co-investment participation.

Please send resume and a summary of transactional experience lo: Tim Clarke at

THE BLOOMSBURY GROUP, Executive Search, 177 High HoJbom, London, WClV 7AA

or Fax No (071-240 7460) or telephone 071-379 1100 for more derails.

SMITH NEW COURT SECURITIES LIMITED

OIL ANALYST
Smith New Conn ,

one the UK’s loading independent Securities Houses, is

seeking to recruit an Analyst lo strengthen ibe Oil and Gas team wiibin lire

UK Research department.

Primary responsibilities are lo follow ihc exploration and production sector

of the Oil and Gas industry and to communicate investment

recommendations to txxh institutional clients and relevant employees of

the Company.

The requirement is for on individual who has had a minimum of four years

experience with an Oil and Gas operating company or consultancy.

Familiarity with all aspects of the upstream Oil and Gas industry and

experience in the financial analysis of this industry are necessary.

It is essentia) that the individual is qualified with a degree in cither

Geology, Engineering or a financially oriented subject. Motivation,

numeracy and excellent oral and written communication skills are

important.

We offer a varied, challenging career in a dynamic environment with a

highly competitive remuneration package.

Please submit your application, including a CV lo:

Kirsten Wright, Personnel Department,

Smith New Court Securities Limited,

Smith New Court House,

20 Faningdon Road,

London EC1M3NH

Cabinet-Conaeil franpais recherche

Charge(e) de mission Europe
pour actions de Lobbying A Bruxelles et 6 Strasbourg.

De formation supdrieure. Esprit mdthodique at organlsd,

Franpais et anglais courant indtspensables. emplacements frequents.

Poste basd A Paris on A Bruxelles. GoGt ties contacts de haut niveau.

Experience communautsire nficessaire.

Merti tfenvoyer lettre de candidature, CV + photo et pretentions

SOUS r6f. FT 39 a HERMES: 14. rue Lantiez - 75017 Paris
iransmettra Discretion assume.

EXCELLENT SALARY & BENEFITS

Managing the credit risk

of receivables finance

A new role for a structured finance professional

The European Corporate Finance

business of Swiss Bank

Corporation, one of the world’s

premier International investment

banks, has recently undergone

dynamic organisational change.

A key element has been the

restructuring of the origination and

management of credit portfolios.

This has created an excellent new

opportunity for a London-based

banking professional with the skills

to manage the credit risk of

receivables finance facilities

boobed in London and other

European offices.

The multi-faceted brief carries

responsibility for managing the risk

of existing asset-backed portfolios

and analysing new proposals whilst

also working as part of die team

originating new transactions.

We arc seeking a talented

graduate with a credit banking

background and at least two years'

experience in structured finance -

preferably including receivables.

Strong negotiation skills and

knowledge ofdocumentation are

essential, whilst a European

language would be an advantage.

As a professional with excellent

communication skills, you will be

joining a bank which has proven

distribution, a high profile and a

commitment to innovation In

this sector.

If you are interested in this

opportunity, please write with

yourcv to: Cathy Hackett,

Swiss Bank Corporation, Swiss

Bank House, 1 High Timber Street

London EG*V JSB.

Swiss Bank
Corporation

Head of Product
Management

Salary negotiable + banking benefits C. London

Securities Services is a highly successful division of the Royal Bank of Scotland,

offering a wide range of Custody, Corporate Trustee and Registration services to

institutional investors and corporates. With a substantial presence and reputation in

securities markets worldwide, the Royal Bank of Scotland is the only UK bank to

enjoy a position in the Top Ten list of Best Global Custodians.

In this key role, you will organise the development of both existing and new
products, to further enhance the Bank's reputation and profitability in this important

sector. Leading a small team, you will be responsible for all aspects of the product
life cycle, from research into customer needs through to pricing and promotional
strategy and implementation.

As a member of the Divisions' senior management team, you will also contribute lo

the development of business strategy. This will include an input to decisions on
technology priorities.

A graduate, with relevant professional qualifications, you must demonstrate
considerable hands-on experience of product management and specialist knowledge
of securities markets worldwide. You should have a strong capacity for conceptual

and strategic thinking, as well as a pragmatic and thorough approach to project detail.

Your persuasive communications skills combined with a high degree of personal and
professional credibility will be essential in winning support for vour proposals from
both senior management colleagues and customers. Equally important will be your

belief in and commitment to teamwork.

This is a rare opportunity to influence the progress of a thriving business with the

backing of one of the UK's major financial groups. Prospects for career and personal

development are excellent as is the remuneration package on offer.

To apply, please write with full CV to David Thick, Senior Personnel Manager,
The Royal Bank of Scotland pic. Regent's House, 42 Islington High Street,

London N1 SXL.

Committed to Equal Opportunities..
#

The Royal BankofScotland
Where People Matter

FLEMINGS

Robert Fleming (France) has a highly successful team selling South-East Asian securities on

behalf of Jardine Fleming in the Far East to European institutional clients. An opportunity has

now arisen for an additional sales person in the Paris office to take responsibility for clients in

France, Benelux or Scandinavia.

Ideally, the successful candidate will already have a well-established reputation with

institutional clients in at least one of those markets. It is essential that candidates he fluent in

English and French with additional language skills being desirable. A strong entrepreneurial

spirit combined with a willingness to be a team player, 2 or 3 years’ experience on the South-

East Asian markets and a strong background in finance and economics are all ideal

characteristics.

A competitive remuneration package will be offered to the successful candidate.

To apply for this exciting opportunity, please write with details supporting your suitability to:

Mute Agn&s Bene

Personnel Manager

Robert Fleming (France) S.A.

39-41 Rue Cambon
75001 Paris j
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Compliance Executive E jf Investment Analyst
A superb opportunity to play a proactive role

in the growth of a major global business

£ Highly Competitive
Our clienc is one of rhe world's most respected ami its core markets. I

successful banks. The extensive paxJuct range of their knowledge of capii

Tnr.tsury/Capiml Markets operations incudes sales and ocher relevant rcgi

trading of fixed Interest products, futures, options. FX, . ,

,
. . , . , 1 nis is a supero op

money markets products, equity denvac ives and , ,

proprieerf tmling. CL^nfbosI
A Compliance Executive is sought to complement the opportunities, eith

ex bring compliance team. This individual will advise alternatively withi

the business on specific rransicrions, new products and

existing procedures ro ensure compliance with both ^PP iGltio"5m‘ “

regulatory requirements nnd in-house controls.
backgrounds and l<

Additionally they will plan, monitor and execute
undemanding of d

compliance reviews along with existing staff.
SPCC *

* com pitano

An enthusiastic, hands-on approach sympathetic to the Inti:rested applicar

requirements ufthe business is essential. This shou Id be on 071 831 2000

combined with a firm but diplomatic approach curriculum

and the flexibility to operate in a large diverse

hank which connnues to grow arid develop in

Michael Page City
Intcntiliuniir Reennunent Coraulcmo

London Piuis Amtieobun Duwefclorf Sydney

its core markets. Ideally candidates will have a

knowledge of capital markets products, SFA rules and

ocher relevant regulations.

This is a superb opportunity to utilise an individual's -

personal skills and develop their knowledge across a

baud range nf business issues. Career progression and

opportunities, either within the compliance function or

alternatively within the business, ace second to none-

Applications are invited from a wide range of

backgrounds and levels as personality, attitude and an

undemanding of the business arc more important than

specific compliance experience.

Interested applicants should contact Anna Williams

on 071 83 1 2000 or write ro her, enclosing a full

curriculum vitae and details of current salary

.

package, at Michaud Page City, Page House,

39-41 Parker Street, London WC2B 5LH.
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Baker & McKenzie
We are the world’s largest International law firm with over 2.000 lawyers practising In

over 50 locations throughout Europe, North and South America, the Mkfdle East,
Australia and the Pacific Basin.We are looking to fill the following positions:

BANKING AND COMMERCIAL LAWYER-TOKYO
An exciting and challenging opportunity for a senior English solicitor

with experience in a broad range of banking, finance and corporate
matters to work in Tokyo. The primary role will be to service and
develop the English related work of our Japanese clients.

Experience should include:

• not less than 4 years post qualification experience with a major
law firm

• good business development skills
• preferably an ability to speak Japanese and/or prior experience in
Tokyo, but this is not essential

The candidate will spend an initial period in our London office prior to
moving to Tokyo

MOSCOW
NATURALRESOURCES
LAWYER

COMMERCIALLAWYER

A significantrole in developingouroil and
gas practice in the CIS.

A wide range of commercial work includ-
ing joint ventures, commercial contracts
and corporate matters.

Experience should include:

• 3-6 years' post qualification experi-

Experience should include:

• 3-6 years' post qualification experi-

ence eitherwith a major law firm or in
the oil and gas industry

• substantial experience in negotiating
licences and drafting commercial
agreements

ence(preferablywithamajorlawfirm)
• good drafting skills

• substantial experience in commercial
negotiations

An abilityto speak Russian is preferred but is not an absolute requirement

Please reply inconfidence with fullcurriculum vitae toJoannaDarby* Baker fit MfKenzIe,
lOONew Bridge Street, London EC4V 6JA.

Investment Advisor - Unit Trusts
Private Investor Division

Leading Investment Management Group

Excellent basic salary + banking benefits

Our client is the Unit Trust subsidiary of a well

known international investment management

group and part of one of the city’s most

successful Merchant Banks. With over £2.5

billion of unit bust funds under management our

client is one of the most highly respected names

in the industry. An excellent investment

performance record coupled with marketing

initiatives has resulted in a high krvd of interest

from the investing public and an executive is

now sought to join a small but expanding team.

advising on the company's range of products.

It is essential that you ate an investment

specialist Probably aged 35-50 tins opportunity

will appeal particularly to a private client
'

stockbroker. Highly articulate and with a good

telephone manner you will possess strong

communication skills. You axe mature,

diplomatic, of the highest integrity and able to

work with the minimum of supervision.

Your brief will involve handling investment

enquiries from the general public, on the

telephone, by correspondence and at client

meetings. You will be responsible tor

communicating the house views on markets and

In the first instance, please write or telephone,

quoting reference 953 to Fiona Law at FLA
Ltd, 211 Piccadilly, London W1V 9LD.

Tel: 071-738 9732. Please ensure your

application reaches us by Friday

1st October 1993.

MARCH. SELECTION
AND CONSULTANCY

SERVICES

UK Equities

Our client, a bine chip asset management

company with over £9 billion funds under

management, seeks to strengthen ic s UK

Equity Research Team by the appointment of

an additional analyst. Reporting to the UK

Candidates must be graduates in their twenties

with one to two years investment experience.

Excellent communication skills are essential.

Above ail candidates must have the ability to

think independently and to back their own '

.

RcTh M^’vou rfl be ropomible for fota A higUy and-

acquiring in-depth knowledge of companies in benefits package is available for the right

a small number of industries and sectors.

Whilst utilising brokers research, analysts are

expected to develop direct communication

with companies and undertake original

fundamental research. Analysts work in

close cooperation with the fund

managers and are an integrated

pan of the investment process.

candidate- .

Interested applicants committed to

investment analysis should contact

Paul Wilson ac Michael Page Gty,
Page House, 39-41 Parker Street,

London WC2B5LR
Tdfc071 831 2000.

Fax: 071 405 9649.

Michael Page City .

Inrenutronal Recruitment Consultant*
. .

London Paris Amsterdam DussektarfSydney

. .;,r is
' • •* » v-. " •*’

US INVESTMENT BANK

Corporate Treasury
“Europe^wide responsibility for managing

relationships with banks, creditors and investors”

London £ Excellent
Our client is u global US investment bonk with a

reputation tor excellence- To support its business, the

Firm uses credit and nco-credit services extended by a

wide range of banks and creditors worldwide. Our dicnr b
currently seeking a nigh calibre individual to manage

these relationships within Europe.

The positron has three key dimensions:

• T«> negotiate and monitor the letters and lines ofcredit

extended by European counterparties to meet the

funding needs of rhe Finn’s businesses;

• To co-ordinan: the selection o* the clearing bonks used

to provide additional operational support;

• To act os the contact point ter the Finn’s investor base

in Europe.

The successful candidate will be a dynamic individual

ofgraduate calibre who can successfully market the Finn

on behalfof the funding desks, to ensure the European

hanks and creditors offer adequate, attractively

.

priced bunkingand credit facilities. This requires

excellent oral and written communication skills. The
individual will have a strong background in credit

combined with a knowledge of the securities industry and

its products. The candidate must be capable of developing

a keen undemanding of the Firm’s organisational

structure, corporate Strategy, internal documentation,

credit and operating policies. Therefore familiarity with

bank operating procedures, cash management theory,

commercial batik product? and clearing services would

be an advanc^e. Additionally, a European language

would be of benefit.

This is an excitingand challenging position, with good

prospects. For the right candidate an attractive package,

based on a generous salary, willbe awarded.

Interested candidates should.contact Karina Pietsch on
071 831 2000or write to her enclosing a full curriculum

vitae ar Michael Page Finance, Plage House, 39-11

.Fufcer Street, London WC2B 5UL Please

quote reference 1639.12.

Michael Page City
international Recruitment Consultants

London Paris Amsterdam DusseidorfSydney

Assistant Director

Corporate Finance

Our client is a leading British merchant bank which has
offices in London, the U.S.A. andJapan and associates in
Continental Europe.

ft is currently seeking to strengthen its London based
international corporate finance team, with the appointment
of an experienced investment banker, who will have specific
responsibility for generating business in France. The
appointee will be expected tobecome fully cognisant with
the strategic requirements of the Bank's clients and have
the experience and ability to generate merger and
acquisition business between France and the U.K.

French Speaker
Theopportunity will appeal to an investment banker (aged
3(K35) with an established track record of advisingon merger
and acquisition transactions in Pranra ,11 ui«11 i _

.

and acquisition transactions in France, as well as possibly
other European countries. Experience should have been
gamed with a.leading European. U.S.A. orU.K. investment
bank. Ourdient has a strong preference to recruit a French
national, although other applicants who have lived andwoneedm France will be considered. Fluency in written and
spoken French and English is essential.

City
This is a senior appointment which offers an excellent
opportunity forcareer developmentbased entirely on meritThe remuneration oackaee will ho ... I

, —i un ment.The remuneration package wUl be constructed to attract
exceptional individuals.

For further information in strict confidence contact DavidOaig or Brian Hamill on 071-287 6285. Alternatively,

Substantial Package WALKER HAMILL
Executive Selection

29-30 Kingly Street

London WlR 5LB
Tel: 071 287 6285
Fax; 071 287 6270

CJA

Career opportunity; scope tor rapid progression, with longer term opportunities In originationK NUMERATE GRADUATE
WITH SWAPS EXPERIENCE

CITY OF LONDON £35,000-£45,000 + bonus, mortgage
SUBSIDY AND FULL BENEFITS PACKAGE

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL SECURITIES HOUSE
Our client is well-ranked in the league tables and is very active In the broad range of cross-currency and asset swaps,
etc. Applications are invited from graduates/PhD's in a mathematical discipline, withgood practical PC skills, a thorough
initial training with a leading bank or securities house, a knowledge of the international debt markets and a minimum ol
two years' experience on an active swaps desk. The successful applicant will work closely with the Head of Swaps,

;

keeping in dose touch with-the market and executing transactions. There will be dose liaison with origination and
syndication, as well as bond sales for structuring and pricing. This is an exceptional opportunity to leam from a leading I

individual in the field and we seek young, enthusiastic candidates with technical Hair and the ability to work in a busy,

'

pressurised environment. Initial remuneration is negotiable £35,000-£45,000 plus full benefits package. Candidates

wishing an initial confidential discussion please telephone 071-638 0680 (day) or 071-828 2891 '(evenings) or

write in confidence quoting reference NGSE4913/FT to the Managing Director, CJA

FINANCIAL TIMES & KIDSONS IMPEY MARKETD^OT^ITn^
INVITE you to a free seminar on

WINNING HIGHER MARGIN BUSINFC«by MARKET POSITIONING ^ ESS
BIRMINGHAM Tuesday 5 October 16,00-1830 BANBURY Tuesday nrv.
BIRMINGHAM Wednesday 6 October 0830-11-30 KETTERING

‘j October 0830 -H.30BIRMINGHAM Wednesday 6 October 0830-11.30 KETTERING WediJdav it)?***'.cacidy 13 October 09.00-120)0
"Good market positioning leads to fewer competitors for new wnrir

easier sales and higher margins'r K'

Your Contact RICHARD HITCHENS
Kidsons Impey Marketing Consulting

uarka (mg TeL 071-321 0336 Fax: 071-976 111

6

C a » s u n i « 0 Part of the FinancialTbneaKidaona EmptySeminar Progra——
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Research
Assistant

Merrill Lynch London has an opening for a
research assistant to support the work of
its European Economic and Fixed Income
Research group. The ideal candidate would
be highly numerate, possess several years of
experience working in the research support
area, and have extensive experience with PC
applications software, especially spreadsheets,
word processing and desktop publishing
packages.

A major portion of the job involves organ-
ization and analysis of data from Datastream
and similar sources and presentation of the
data in tabular or graphical form. Extensive
hands-on experience with a presentation
graphics package would be a strong advantage.

The work demands a high degree of accuracy
and the ability ro organize and carry out
projects with minimal guidance. An important
aspect of the job is liaison with fixed income
sales and trading staffs.

The position requires someone who is flexible,

energetic, anxious to develop new skills and

a strong team player. City experience would
be helpful but is not a requirement.

Salary range is £20K-£24K, depending on
qualifications.

Send a CV detailing your education and
work experience to:

Richard Woodworth, Merrill Lynch Ltd.,

Ropemaker Place, 25 Ropemaker Street,

London EC2Y 9LY.

Merrill Lynch

NORDIC EQUITYSALES
City Highly competitive salary

O Fiance

ur client, a leading Scandinavian Investment Bank, is

expanding its highly successful Northern European

equity sales team, by recruiting an experienced salesperson to

specialise in Nordic equity sales to major French institutions

•torn its London office.

Ueally, candidates should have two to fives years' experience in

Nonlic equity sale* and a proven track record ofsuccess; they must

be ofa high calibre, with fluency in English, Swedish and French,

and have an existing diem hue ill France. RcC VWD9/1

Generalist

Our client is also seeking an experienced Nordic salesperson to

focus on itsUK. clientele. At least five years success and

experience in Nonlic equity sales and an established UK diem

base are essential for this challenging position. Fluency in English

is required and Swedish would be advantageous. AS candidates

must be graduates and be able to demonstrate creative thinking

and stamina in these competitive markets. Ref. WSAW/2

Career prospects for successful candidates are excdlerr.

Interested candidates should rend a full curriculum

vitae to Carol Jordinc, Managing Director, Whitney

Sdcction, 17 Buckingham Gate, London, 5W1E &LB, 7HE

quoting appropriate reference number. WS3SfV
TWe

WHITNEY
GROUT

r M I*

SELECTION
MARCUS WALLENBERG CHAIR
SCHOOL OF FOREIGN SEKVtCE
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

The Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service, Georgetown

University, announces a search to fill die Marcus Wallenberg Chair in

International Financial Diplomacy. Applications arc invited from

individuals who have distinguished themselves in the fields of

international finance, banking political economy, and business and

business-govomment relations, combining practical experience with

demonstrated academic achievement. As a member of the Landcgger

Program in International Business Diplomacy, the Wallenberg Professor

will teach undergraduate and graduate students pursuing careers as

practitioners in the public and private sectors. In addition, the Chairholder

will help coordinate the School's extracurricular seminars and mid-

mamgEtneai training in intcnuaional business, finance, and public policy.

The appointment wilt be made at the full professor level at a sala^

commensurate with seniority and qualifications. Applications should be

submitted by November LS.1993 to:

Dr. Charles E. Plrtle

Associate Dean

School of Foreign Service

Georgetown University

Washington, DC KX157-1Q52

(202) 687-5696

FAX (202) 687-1431

Gaugetown University is an Equal Opportunity. Affirmative Action Employer.

appointments wanted

INVESTMENT MANAGER
Senior equities investment manager, proven solid

record with strong investment research and

economics background. Previously managing UR
and international unit trusts plus UK pension fund

investment and strategy co-ordination. SeeksgkM
equities position/co-ordination or general equities

related position where high performance is required.

y/riu toBoxBI&3S.Fm**ddTima, OatSaOmerk Bridge. LmdomSEI 9BL

Attention Stockbrokers
PtaM u» financial onu^rn/sroekb.*^

grin the experience required ofme before fm

m«hy of cmptoymeuL Anything, anywhere oomutemd.

SFA registered repWanagcmem Screoccs I'MICT

WriU io : Sen No. B I70t, Financial Times,

One Southieark Bridge, London SEI 9HL

CLEVELAND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND

TREASURER'S

DEPARTMENT

Specialist Equity Salesperson

•a equal opportunity ampkryor
Attractive Package City

|

LOANS AND INVESTMENTS SECTION:

Assistant Loans and
Investments Officer: £i8,6is-£20,238

In order to reflect the growing importance of the Far East to Cleveland
County Council's Superannuation Fund, a new post has been created

to enable the management of its investments to be conducted 'in-

house'.

The successful candidate wifl manage a portfolio of some ISO million,

working within a small team of motivated managers with diverse
responsibilities. Although some previous experience of fund
management woufd be an advantage, a candidate with a recognised
quellflcailon in Banking or Finance and a proven record of written and
verbal communication skids would be given the opportunity to undergo
appropriate training.

Interviews wB be held on Thursday 21st October. 1993.

Local Conrfltlons of Service Include a relocation package in approved
cases, a casual car user eflowance and flexible working hours.

Application forms and further details can be obtained from The County
Finance Officer, Chief Executive & Treasurer's Department, PO Box
100, Municipal Buildings, Middlesbrough, Cleveland. TSi 2QH or by
telephoning Middlesbrough (0642) 262257.

The dosing date for application Is Friday, 8th October, 1993.

We ere working towards equality for all.

UBS is an international investment bank whose London office employs over 2,000 people. We are now

seeking an equity salesperson specialising in small UK stocks to join our Small to Medium Company Sales

and Research team.

Your role would be to market shares in small to medium-sized UK companies, largely to UK institutions.

Working closely with our general UK salesforce, you would be one ofa specialist sales team of four.

A good telephone manner, sales abilities and analytical skills are essential. However, you are also likely to

communicate well, generate your own ideas and be a good team player. Probably a graduate, you will have at

least IS months broking experience and possibly fired management or industry experience too. Ifyou can

handle corporate and institutional clients with equal professionalism, this role could be your logical next move.

As well as an attractive salary and career prospects, the position carries a comprehensive benefits package,

including subsidised mortgage, a non-contributory pension and private healthcare. You will be eligible to

participate in our performance-related bonus scheme.

Please send foil career details to:

Sally Mew
UBS Limited

lflOLivtrpool Street UBS Limited

EC2M2RH

FLEMINGS
FLEMING PRIVATE ASSET MANAGEMENT

COMPLIANCE OFFICER

The Private Asset Management subsidiary of Robert

Fleming (FPAM) is one of the largest and most respected in the

UK and provides a comprehensive range of investment services

to individuals, trustees and private charities.

Wc are seeking to appoint a Compliance Officer who
will also undertake certain Company Secretarial responsibilities,

reporting directly to the Managing Director. You will be
responsible for liaising with the Group Compliance Department
for the organisation ofall compliance work for FPAM, a member
of the SFA.

A detailed knowledge of SFA rules and relevant

legislation is essential. You must have been trained and have

gained experience in a similar role, possibly through regulating

or auditing a private client stockbroker. Ideally you will hold a
professional qualification. You will also have determination and
exceptional inter-personal and communication skills.

A competitive salary will be negotiated and a first class

package of benefits will be provided.

Please write, enclosing a full cv and details of your
current remuneration to:

Angela Denneny,
Personnel Manager,

ROBERT FLEMING & CO. LIMITED,
25 Copthall Avenue, London EC2R 7DR.

REPUBLIC OF POLAND
THE MINISTER OF PRIVATISATION

hereby announces the place and time for submitting applications to the
Selection Commission by persons wishing to participate in a competition

for candidates for members of

SUPERVISORY BOARDS
OF NATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS

The purpose of u» competition Is to select candidates lor chairmen and members of supervisory twaids of the

National Investment Funds to be established as part of the Polish Maas Privatisation Programme The competition
involves an evaluates of the formal professional qualifications of the candidates, as men as an evaluation of their

practical experience and knowledge of financial economic and legal matters. The Minister of Privatisation, with Die

approval of the President of the Council of Ministers, shaH appoint members Of supervisory boards of the Funds from
among candidates selected Dv way of the competition conducted by the Selection Commission.

Tho Funds will be established as Joint stock companies, m accordance with the provisions of the Law referred to

above, in or around January 1994. The Funds wifi be important economic entities, competing with each other. Die
shares of which will in due course be publlcfy traded on the Warsaw Stock Exchanj^.

Candidates participating in the competition musk

(a) be at least 30 years of age:

(b) have documented completion of Polish or foreign full university or equivalent studies in the field of law.

economics or management, or completion of studies in a different field and in addition postgraduate
studies in the field of law. economics or management.

<c) have documented professional experience In Potana or abroad for a period of at least 4 years:

<d) submit io the Selection Commission, at the address below, a written application ion a form provided by the

Technical Secretarial of the Selection Commfcsionl. containing detailed personal data (first and last name,
date and place of birth, marital status, Otlranshlp. residence, data concerning education and professional

experience, knowledge of foreign languages, any criminal convictions).

Address and deadline for submitting applications

Completed application and tho documents referred to above should be submitted or mailed to the address, of the

Selection Commission's Technical Secretariat set forth below, no teller than 15th November. 1993 [the date o( the
past office seal being decisive}:

Technical Secretarial of the Selection commission
c/o Department of National investment Funds.

Ministry of Privatisation.

uL Knotaa 36
00-522 Warsaw

TeL [48 22) 29 25 87
Fax: (48 22| 29 71 29

The Technical Seueiailai shall make available to Interested persons me application forms relerred to in item (01 above

i OpportuFiity jn y .]

kGapita! Markers
j

West Merchant Bank is a

London-based international

merchant bank, wholly owned

by Westdeuische Landesbank

(Europa) AG. which is in turn

owned by Westdeuische

Landesbank and Siidwest-

deulsche Landesbank. Its

Capital Markets Division Is

involved m the trading and sales

of international debt securities

and equity derivatives with a

particular emphasis upon higher

yielding and illiquid markets.

It has successfully

established itself in a number

oi niche markots and is a

significant contributor to the

Bank's profitability.

The Capua! Markets Division is seeking a Japanese-
speaking professional to expand its sales and trading

activities in debt securities.

Position
The successful candidate's responsibilities will include.

- accessing and servicing mainly Japanese clients in

Europe and the United States and
- expanding the Bank's existing Tokyo-domiciled client

base.

Qualifications
- graduate, qualified banker, or other professional:

SFA registration essential

- at least 2 years' experience principally in FRNs and
higher-yield fixed rate bonds

- access to a genuine investor base
- fluency in Japanese is essential

Package
Salary commensurate with skills and experience.
Bonus payments and subsequent career progression

based upon performance.

Please reply in con Iidanee enclosing a full c v. to Mrs
Julia Brooks. Manager. Personnel. West Merchant Bank
Limited, 33-36 Gracechurch Street. London EC3V0AX
or telephone Nick Pnddle. Director, Capital Markets,
on 07T-92S 3604 for further details.W West

Merchant Bank

Program Powszechnej Prywatyzacji

Notification of Intention fo participate in the competition (half be treated as acceptance of the rules

regulating the competition contained in the legal ads mentioned herein and in other regulations based on them.

The competition tor candidates tor members of supervisory boards of National Inveatmonl Funds shall be conducted
by the Selection Commission pursuant m Art. 15 Para. 2 ol the Law dated 30th Aprt. 1993 on National Investment
Funds and Their Privatisation (Journal Ol Laws No. 44. Item 202). The detailed procedures ol the Selection

Commission In connection with the competition for candidates tor members of supervisory boards oi National

bwresirnem Funds are set out to the Ordinance at (he President at (he CouncS of Mhusiexs dated \5th September.
1993 on the determination ol regulations of lha Selection Commission (Journal ol Laws No. 86. item 400).

Major Global Bank

MERCHANT BANKING
DIRECTOR

CITY

Our client fins created a unique opporti

Financier with banking experience to suci
f for a focused and energetic Corporate

in a challenging environment.

With overall responsibility, the role is to provide high level contact to existing and
prospective clients leading a small, young and highly motivated team. This team
will maximise profitability using the wnole range of financial tools available
including mergers & acquisitions, divestments ana financial structuring together
with more traditional banking products such as loan provision, foreign exchange
and derivatives.

MANAGING DIRECTOR
& FUND MANAGER

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT COMPANY
LONDON

Our client is an established investment management company

which seeks to recruit two individuals to help with the planned

expansion of the business. Funds under management total £130

million from a mixed client base including charities and private

clients.

The new Managing Director wilt be an existing fund manager

and should be able to demonstrate a strong client following and

the ability to generate new business. The successful applicant

will be given full support by the private owners of the company

to increase funds under management and investment

performance- A salary of £60k plus bonus is anticipated for the

rigfal candidate.

A fond manager to support foe Managing Director is also sought

and applicants for both positions should apply in writing to

Robert Mowbray, MacIntyre Advisory Services Ltd, Ashley

House, 18-20 George Street, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 1HD.

Metals Traders
London

Exciting opportunity for

non-ferrous primary

secondary and scrap metals

traders to join a growing
team. Must be energetic,

self-motivated,
responsible, have a proven

track record and at least 3

years of experience.

Sendfullresume in the

first instance to

:

Cntbbert Ward
Chartered Accountants

Clarendon House
33 Hyde Street

Winchester

Hants S023 7DX

Candidates, probably in their early 40's, should be educated to at least good
honours degree standard and possess relevant mainstream corporate finance

experience. The successful applicant must be able to demonstrate proven
initiative, an incisive approach to problem solving and have the necessary
influencing skills to succeed at a strategic level. In view of the broad scope of the

role it is considered that direct experience in credit/lending is essential.

Replies in strictest confidenceshould be sen! in the first instances to Brenda Shepherd.
Please indicate any organisations to whom you do not wish your details to be sent. Weare

advised by our Client that CV's must indicate current 'remuneration in order to be
considered.

Applicants selected for interview will be advised by 29th October. 1993.

Fox Ridgway House 41/42 King William Street Telephone
071-626 9400 London EC4R 9EN 071-626 1161

SHEPHERD LITTLE
LNG

ANALYST/REPORTER

Analyst io investigate and write

monthly reports and feature
articles on commercial and
technical aspects of international

LNG trade, facilities, technology,
projects, and transportation.
Candidate must have five years
working experience in natural gas
and LNG, and extensive LNG
industry contacts. Excellent
writing and verbal presentation
skills, strong research, analysis,

and investigative reporting
required. Growth-oriented position

with international firm in New
York. Some US and international .

travel required.

Send resume with salary history

and references to:

Boa BITOO, Fmanot] Times.
Ok Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL

SALES REPS
Urgently required

Well presented. Highly motivated. Good closers Join our

organisation at Aldford House. Park Lane, Mayfair.

Telephone: Park Lane Vaults

071-495 2828

U.K. Equities

UX Equities and sfockmafket advisory company has positions open

in both sales and handling private client share portfolios. Slockiuarkel

and sales experience preferable for both positions. Very good

earnings and prospects with expandingcompany.

Applicants ideallyunder 30 yrs.

Call 071 403 3212 REFTR/BRH
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SOUTHAMPTON
IKHMICALCpLLEGE

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER

CS26K

An interesting opportunity has arisen for a highly

motivated accountant to fill a key role in the

College which recently became an independent

Corporation under the Further and Higher

Education Act 1992. The person appointed to

this challenging position will lead the finance

team and report to the Director of Resources.

He/She will play an important role in the

continuing development of the financial

management of the College, with responsibility

for statutory and management accounting. This

will include further development of computerised

accounting and management information

systems, budgetary control and contribution to

strategic financial planning.

Applications are invited from fully qualified

accountants with several years' relevant post

qualifying experience in a large organisation.

Further information and application forms are

available from: The Personnel Office,

Southampton Technical College, St Mary Street,

Southampton S09 4WX (Tel: 0703 635222 ext

355 Answerphone) to whom completed forms

should be returned by 6 October 1993.

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER

ACCOUNTANCY COLTON
FINANCIAL times FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 24 1993

The $30bn question behind US litigation crisis
A
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threatening the future development of the protessionM lately about the “litigation

crisis” affecting the

accounting profession. Throughout
the world, but particularly in the
United States and the United King-

dom, claims against the profession

have risen dramatically. A staggering

$30bn in claims currently faces the

largest firms in the US alone.

In 1992, the six largest US firms

spent $59Sm - or 11 per cent of their

revenues - in direct costs fighting

such claims. Insurance recoveries pro-

vided an additional $l85m in resolving

claims.

The transaction costs themselves
are so high that 95 per cent of claims

are settled out of court As a result of

these costs and settlements, the larg-

est firms have experienced a 300 per
cent increase in liability Insurance

premiums since 1885. Two out of
every five smaller firms are going
without insurance altogether. Over-
exposure to litigation was a big factor

in the 1990 bankruptcy of Laventhol &
Horwath, then the seventh-Iargest
arco«niting firm in the US.
Many feel that accountants have no

one to blame but themselves. When a
company collapses shortly after

receiving a “clean" opinion from its

auditors, it is frequently alleged that

this indicates the auditors failed to do
their job properly.

Unfortunately, such an assumption
mis-states the purpose of an audit,

which is a process in which past
transactions are sampled to determine
whether a company is following gen-
erally accepted accounting principles

in reporting prior-year results. It is

not designed to guard against future

poor business decisions by manage-
ment.

In a different era. historical finan-

are

cial information was considered a

strong indicator of financial perfor-

mance; but today that has clanged.

The rate of change in technology and
telecommunications, the increased

volume of data, frequent mergers and
acquisitions, and the breakdown of

barriers have all made the business

environment more volatile than ever.

Capital is far more liquid than ever
before; vast sums of money are

instantly transferred, anywhere in the

world, with the punch of a button; on
the global exchanges, securities are

bought and sold at a dizzying rate.

Today, if a company has an unex-
pected disaster, it might incur the

costs of clean-up. compensation, liti-

gation. or consumer boycotts - fac-

tors that can be extremely difficult to

estimate on a financial statement. In
short, there are more ways to steer a
company on to the rocks, with greater
speed, than ever before. Yet the
accountants, working in the engine
room, receive the blame.

Nevertheless, there is merit to the
larger criticism that accountants have
not fully met the needs 'of the public.
If the traditional audit does not do so.
it should be modified; and I have
argued over the years that accoun-
tants must redefine themselves and
become more relevant to properly
serve the needs of the marketplace.
The attest process, for example, can

take greater advantage of technology
to emphasise “real-time" data, as
opposed to the quarterly or annual
information typical today. Using our
knowledge of clients and their indus-
tries, we can develop financial pro-

files, analyses and comparisons of

business, and develop ways to detect

important changes in performance as

they occur. We can also develop fore-

casts, which - together with financial

statements prepared on an historical

as well as a current-value basis -can

be presented as one package, attested

to by the auditor.

Hie WHmato aim for accountants

should be to broaden their role in the

marketplace to offer, in accordance

with their expertise, whatever profes-

sional services are necessary to

address marketplace changes, and

that are relevant to meeting client

stockholder and other public needs.

As the pace of change quickens and

competition intensifies, accurate col-

lection and interpretation of informa-

tion can be the critical difference

between a company's success or fail-

ure. More than ever, businesses and

governments require the services of

highly skilled accountants, consul-

tants and other professional services

providers.

However, the current environment

constrains us from offering many of

these services, because in broadening

their range we also increase our expo-

sure. Even now. onr "deep pockets”

make us a prime target for investors

and other third parties looking for a

scapegoat when a company foils. This

is due principally to the legal doctrine

of "joint and several liability,” which

holds that a convicted party can be

held responsible for as much as 100

per cent of a loss, even if that party is

found to have played only a minor
role in the company’s downfall.

The doctrine has created a cottage

industry of opportunists who file

Haims regardless of merit
t

They nse

computers to follow volatility m the

price of securities, and file cookie-

cutter” complaints right off their

word processors. Many lawyers keep a

roster of “professional plaintiffs

ready and waiting to He a class-ac-

tion claim at a moment’s notice.

These “class representatives" may be

friends or relatives of the strike law-

yer, or a corporation created for the

purpose of buying a few shares of

stock in public companies.

T his has produced a chilling

effect on innovation by the
accounting profession. Increas-

ingly. firms are shying away from
doing audits because of the potential

liability. As a result, many small busi-

nesses are having a difficult time find-

ing an auditor; yet these are often the
kinds of businesses most in need of
one, in order to attract capital. Mean-
while, professional services firms are
discouraged from offering sew ser-

vices in high demand - such as envi-
ronmental auditing - because of lia-

bility concerns. One survey found
that four out of five US Certified Pub-
lic Accountants have reduced the
number of services they offer.

Even if they decide to offs- such
services, they may find.they do not
have the staff to do so. Young people
are increasingly afraid to enter the
profession. In the US, the demand for
accounting graduates tinning out of
college increased by 52 per cent
between 1381 and 1991, but the supply

cent Meanwhile, at accounting firms

some managers are refusing partner-

ship, They must be thinking “Why
work all one’s fife just to bse most or
all of my personal assets in a judg-

ment against the firm - especially if i

was not personally involved hr the
parHmjffr case?"

- The first step must be to z^ace
jotukand-sercrai liability wife prefer-

donate liability; this would inrid

defendants financially responsible

only to the extent they are found
legally responsible, in those- cases
where fraud is not alleged.

Another important provision
involves fee-shifting: this allows
courts to require unsuccessful liti-

gants to pay the winners' legal fees, IT

the court decides the claim was frivo-

lous. This is a modified form of a
practice that has always been fol-

lowed in the UK and other countries.

A third provision would eliminate
abuses such as the payment of boun-

ties to representatives of class action,

suits.

Perhaps the most important change
would be a shift in society's attitude. I

believe that when a party suffers a
legitimate injury from an accounting
firm or anyone else, compensation is.

rightly expected. But as a society we
must step back from the dangerous

-

tendency to believe that “someone
must pay”, even when we suffer as a
result of no one’s fault or because the

fault is our own. When that kind of

-

thinking is allowed to nourish
unchecked, we all pay; and the price

is always steeper than we realise.

.

The author is managing partner’

chief executive of the Arthur Andersen
Worldwide Organisation.

c. £45,000 package
+ benefits

Major National
Services Croup

South East

if

To £40,000 + benefits
+ bonus 4- options

Major International Pic

Finance Director
Rare opportunity to Join newlyformed management team ofrecently restructured £60 million turnover

autonomous subsidiary ofmajor public corporation with dominant market and brand positions.
The key tasks are tofacilitate the growth ofthe business through enhanced planning,financial and

systems management during a period ofexciting change. MBO potential In the medium term.

Board member, responsible lo Managing
Director, for financial management and control,

systems, purchasing and contracting through
established team of 30.

Qualified Accountant with staff and line

experience gained in a tightly controlled.
commercial/Service led environment with strong
customer focus.

Treasury Manager
Highly atzraatie careerstep to became part ofthe central Treasury team ofone ofthe worlds leading companies.
£Sbn+ turnover with dominant marketpositions in the UKandmajoraa!Miies In theAmericas, Europe and the
Far East. Influential role in a progressive, demanding Intematiapal environment, intellectually challenging and
varied work la a only maltl--cunxney erwirarmem with scopefor substantial professional development. Close

knit, highly professional, collegiate team.

Upgrade quality and depth of management Proven manager of people with track record of
reporting and develop an effective framework for leading and developing sizeable finance teams,
strategic planning to achieve stretching business Strong commercial acumen,
and quality objectives.

Responsible for managing all bank and audit
relationships and liaising with Group finance,
tax. legal and treasury.

Analytical and innovative with the stature and
credibility to question and challenge accepted
practices.

Responsible to the Assistant Treasurer (Banking) for

monitoring and skilful management of the Group's cash
position. Providing timely information and forecasts on
worldwide borrowings.

Extensive support to the Assistant Treasurer on the
broadest range of issues including balance sheet
funding, loan documentation, banking relationships,

compliance, lease vs buy decisions and ad hoc
analyses

Deputising for the Assistant Treasurer; Sterling and FX
dealers. Developing a range ofprocedures and analyses

to maximise funding efficiency

Late 20s - early 30s, top flight, highly numerate
treasury professional, ACA or ACT qualified. Experience
of sophisticated risk management or funding
operations in the progressive treasury erf a major group
highly desirable.

Creative, disciplined analyst and planner with a high
order of -PC literacy. Familiarity with Sterling and
currency dealing desirable.

Positive personality with well developed team playing
skills. Excellent communication mid presentation
abilities. Ambitious and energetic.

London 071 973 8404
Manchester 061 499 1700 Selector Europe

Spencer Stuart

Sdeoor Europe. Bet I8I9J093L,

BUILDING CONTRACTING

FINANCE DIRECTOR
c. £35,000 + bonus + car and benefits

South Hampshire
Our client Is a roofing contractor that started

trading In 1 992 and already has a turnover of
over £ I minion. They have aggressive but
sensible plans for future growth and
appropriate financial backing.

A finance Director is required to report to
and deputise for the Managing Director. The
selected candidate will be expected to make a
significant contribution to the overall

management of the company. Duties wilt

Include being responsible for all financial, legal
and contractual matters and for developing
computerised management systems.

Candidates will be qualified accountants,
preferably chartered, aged 30-45 years.

Experience of contracting In the house'

MK.A MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LTD.
Tcclcnic Flace, Holyport Road
HoJyport. .Maidenhead. Berks SLC 2YS
Telephone (0623,' 75301=
Fax (0623) 756133

budding or civil engineering Industries Is

essential, as Is In-depth knowledge of tunning
an accounting function, developing
computerised systems and reviewing
contracts. The selected candidate will be
accustomed to doing their own work
personally because. Initially, there wtfl be no
supporting stall

Benefits will include a competitive salary,

bonus scheme, substantial share options,

medical and life insurance and 2 litre car.

Hease send yowr career and exanent
salary details, together with a daytime
telephone number, to Richard Brasher at
the address below.

PHI
BELGIUM 9 FRANCE • GERMANY • ITALY • SPAM • SWEDEN• SWITZERLAND • THE NETHEfUJUOS

'

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER c.£45K

London Branch of a U.S. bank seeks a qualified
accountant/financial controller, age 32 plus, for a newly formed
unit specialising in property loan workout/recovery based in the

city. Responsibilities will include financial reporting, operations

and systems management, and consulting on loan workout
strategies.

The candidate should have strong knowledge of U.S. and U.K.

GAAP and property finance. Experience in consulting, start-up

operations and loan portfolio due diligence will also be
advantageous.

A competitive salary c£45K and banking benefits package will

be available.

Please send your CV to: Box B16S9, Financial Times,

One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL

London 071 973 S484
Manchester 061 499 t7O0

1

Selector Europe Soiectiir Oaopc. »*£ RIMMB.
6 Coranot* Itocr.

Spuiuvr Mu;: it

Head of Investment Accounting
City

Our client is a prestigious British financial institution and a
leader in the investment management field. With an excellent
reputation for quality and innovation, the organisation enjoys
consistent growth and impressive profitability levels.

Continued expansion and an internal promotion have
resulted in the need to appoint a Head of Investment
Accounting. Supported by a large team and reporting to
Director level you will take full responsibility for unit trust
accounting, valuation and pricing. Active involvement in
system developments, general financial management and
marketing initiatives will be essential facets of the position. As
a member of the senior management team you will play a key
role in the further development of the retail funds business.

£ Highly Competitive
A qua lified accountant of graduate calibre you will have solid
experience in accounting for unitised products, a good
understanding of I-T. and demonstrable man-management
skills. You will combine technical rigour with business
acumen, creativity and strong interpersonal skills. Credibility,
maturity and first rate communication skills will be essential
in dealing with colleagues and third parties at all levels.

Individuals aged less than JO are unlikely to have sufficient
relevant experience; remuneration (comprising an attractive
baste salary, merit bonus and full banking benefits package) is
unlikely to be a limiting factor. Beyond this initial role the
successful candidate will find career development
opportunities which are second to none.

Interest*! candidates should.write to Janet Bullock at BBM Associates Ltd (Consultant, in Recruitment) enclosing a full Curricuhm.Vitae which. should exclude contact telephone numbers. Ad educations will be handledm the strictest

Teh 071-248 3653 Fax: 071-248 2814

London
One of the largest and most profitable UK Pic's, our client

operates in a rapidly changing business environment where
it is evolving strategically in order to ensure its continued
success.

'Diis fast moving environment has led to the need to

recruit an additional senior team member for the small head
office financial advisory unit.

Acting as the finance expert in multi-disciplinary teams,

you will need to combine financial training with commercial

experience when interpreting and analysing complex business

problems. You will identify and resolve the key commercial
and financial issues in forming practical proposals to be
adopted at Board level.

To £40,000 + cutA graduate accountant, likely to be ACA with “Big 6”

SK* ^ 20,5 °r 3°’s
' *°u *« progressed

rapidly beyond audit mto a project based role such aT
corporate finance or management consultancy. Your experience
will have mduded providing practical solutions to complex
commercial problems using advanced computer modelling.

This high profile role requires excellent interpersonal skillsand the ability to perform well under pressure.
give good access fo longer term opportunities withufthe Grom

Interested applicants please send a full CV toTim Muggnve. Ref 22/l573 M Morgan &^
Brettenham House, Lancaster Place, London WC2E 7EN orif you prefer, call on 071-240 1040.

or
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Johnson Matthey

Group Treasurer
International Manufacturing and Trading

Attractive Remuneration Package Central London
Exceptional opportunity to direct the treasury
department of a highly regarded British Pic.

THE COMPANY
* ^dp“r

J;,l
dVanCCd m;,lCrials techno,uBY * E^“™w?cdge at

*
™rl“g?„

r0
^ou„”«

n,i 'li0n - 6 ' 10° emp '0!,CCS * *S' 30-45, graduate ac

w ° starter with coinprehcTHE POSITION sophisticated inieniaiiona^ «cP° rt>ng io Executive Director, Finance and Strategic thinker to win re
Technology, leading a small team.* Management of central treasury department with
responsibility for group funding (including precious Please s
metals borrowing), currency management, cash
management and bank relationships.

,
NB5, 54 Jerrnyn S

“All N B selection lto

S'] a Nomun Broadhcni lironminmi .JV.' I Bristol 0272

a^oc^tcdromp^ Aborts 0*24 63

QUALIFICATIONS
Extensive knowledge of all areas of corporate
treasury.

Age 30*45, graduate accountant or MBA, self
sLartcr with comprehensive experience of a
sophisticated international treasury operation.
Strategic thinker to win respect at senior level.

Please send full cv, stating salary.

Reference LM3771
NB5, 54 Jerroyn Street, London SW1Y 6LX

London 071 493 6392 • Slough 0753 819227
Bristol 0272 291142 * Glaagmr 041 204 4534

Aberdeen 0224 658080 JEdinburgh 031 229 2250
Birmingham 021 233 4050 * Manchester 0625 539953

i| Administration & p
U Accounting Manager If

Kuwait City

Our client is a prestigious

distribution group with activities

in the Middle Ease. Reporting to

the General Manager, the

Administration and Accounting

Manager will help to develop a

new specialised retail activity

involving a staff of 1 30.

Responsibilities will include:

recruitment of your own team,

establishing the general

accounting, management
information and costing systems,

stock and cash controls,

budgeting, management and

regulatory reporting and human
resources administration.

We seek a qualified accountant

or MBA in finance/

accounting, aged c 35, ^
with a minimum of ten 8®$

Excellent Package

years experience gained in an

international environment.

In addition to fluent Arabic

and English, a reasonable

command of French would be

ideal.

Excellent career opportunities

exist within this results

orientared, dynamic group for an

ambitious candidate with strong

analytical and communication

skills and a hands-on approach.

Please apply with full curriculum

vitae, quoting reference

CCH9472FT, to Charles

Chabod, Michael Page
International, 3 bd Bineau

92594 Levallois Perret

cedex, France.9 m 33.1.47.57.24.24.

Michael Page International
SpccuIbB in Financi.il Rccnnrmcnr

London AmstcnUm Dussctdorf Paris Sydney

9»f
^^

APPOINTMENTS
ADVERTISING

appears every

Wednesday &
Thursday &

Friday

(International

edition only)

For further in

formation

please call:

Andrew
Skarzynski

on

071-873 3607

Mark Hall-Smith

on

071-873 3460

Gareth Jones

on

071-873 3199

JoAnn Gredell

on
NY 212 752 4500

Publishing

BUSINESS
ANALYST
Essex/Herts borders

c£37,500 + car
+bonus

Our client, Longman, is one of the world’s leading

information and education publishing groups and
forms a significant part of the information and
entertainments interests of Pearson pic. The group
is continuing to develop throughout its UK and
international markets.

Providing a financial analysis service to senior
publishing management, the Business Analyst will

appraise business performance and contribute to its

enhancement Reporting to the UK Finance Director,

he or she will review new business opportunities,

including acquisitions, joint ventures and projects.

Based in Harlow, the Analyst’s high profile within

the group should lead to promotion opportunities in

either financial or commercial management.

Likely to be around 30, applicants should be com-
mercially aware graduate accountants with proven
analytical experience and excellent communication
and pc skills.

Please write, enclosing a career/salary

history and daytime telephone number, to
David Hogg FGA quoting reference H/82/F.

!v*t- v. * ~„u..
. 'K-; -r *.4 * .v * .:'$£& ‘v & • ,ySr? > y . C'.' -pf."" ::

Finance Director I
South Coast c £50,000 + Substantial Bonus + Options + Car

Our client is a profitable, £35m turnover, Gindidares, aged up to 45, must be qualified B'';'-.:

privately owned company, engaged in the import accountants who are experienced in the

and distribution of branded goods. It has achieved requirements ofan international trading •
,,

a strong market position within its sector and has company, operating in an independent.

ambitious plans for organic and acquisitive entrepreneurially driven environment. Proven

expansion. expertise in the areas of cost control, working

The Finance Director will play a crucial rale in
^nagemcm and .he negoriariun of

yfi-

the company's development, being responsible to
bant,n* fac,l,nes'

coupled with pereonal maturity

the Chief Executive for the entire financial
sncng “""’“"at'™ *'»•' commercial :

structure of the business. The control and
vision, are essentia .

><*\

reporting systems are well developed and well interested applicants should forward a

managed. The major thrust of this role, therefore. comprehensive curriculum vitae, quoting ref: m-wJ*
will be ro work closely with the Board on the 164230, to Alan Dickinson FCMA,
formulation and execution of sound commercial Executive Division, Michael *

strategies and to maintain strong working Page Finance, Page House,

relationships with financial sen-ices 39-41 Parker Street, London
providers and professional advisors. WC2B 5LH.

Michael Page Finance m&
Specmlyvu in Flrvmt.ijl Rccniitmi-nt

London Bristol Windsor St Albans Leatherhead Birmingham

Nodingham Mancbounr Lerds Glasgow & Worldwide

FinanceDirector fe
South Wales c £45,000 + PackageSouth Wales
Our client is a successful quoted pic opera ring

in the service sector. With a commitment co

quality, customer satisfaction and product

innovation, their ongoing market

development has resulted in an opening for a

commercially astute Finance Director.

Reporting to and working closely with the

Managing Director, the Finance Director will

play a key role in exploiting the full

potential of a new business opportunity.

Extending well beyond routine financial

management/control, the role will require an

individual who is comfortable within a

changing and commercial

environment.

Previous experience in pricing policies,

contract set-up and negotiation, leasing and
start-up situations would be beneficial.

Candidates, aged 35-45, will be qualified

accountants with excellent interpersonal and
communication skills necessary for liaising

with customers as well as the main Board.

Interested candidates should write to

Joe Graham BA CA ,

Executive Selection Division,

Michael Page Finance,

29 St Augustine's Parade,

Bristol BS1 4UL.
Please quote reference 164701.

Michael Page Finance
SjvcuilbM. in Fnuiiriiil Rxvrnimcni

London Brintol Windsor St Album Lmhcrhead Birmingham
Nottingham Mancbester Lccd* Glasgow& Worldwide

Corporate Finance Seminar
6.30pm 6th October 1 993 London WC2London WC2

Speakers will include Representatives from

Baring Brothers • Close Brothers • S G Warburg • Samuel Montagu
Michael Page Finance are hosting a seminar for newly qualified ACAs seeking to move into Corporate

Finance.

Wc have arranged for speakers from UK Merchant Banks to discuss their careers in Corporate Finance and

to offer an insight into the responsibilities and prospects available from a career in this discipline.

Anyone interested in attending this unique event should telephone either John Zafar, Andrew Norton
or Stephanie Warren at Michael Page Finance, Financial Services Division on 071 831 2000 for an

Invitation Requesr Form.

Demand for this seminar is likely to be very high so telephone now to avoid disa-

ppointment.

Michael Page Finance
Spcculmi m Rntnchil Rrcniinncni

London Briitol Windsor Si Album Lcalhrrhcad Binning lurni

Nottingham Manchester Leeds Oupm & Worldwide

smS-WSitMi

Group financial Controller

Head of
European Finance

c.£42,000 + Package

Our client is a small but expanding hotel

investment and development Group.

Established for over ten years, the Group

currently owns successful hotel operations

in Italy and Belgium with an annual

opcrational turnover in excess of $55

million and is currently developing an

hotel in Holland.

Due to a forthcoming retirement, the

Group requires a Financial Controller for

its head office function in London.

The Group Financial Controller will report

directly to the Managing Director and will

be responsible for all aspects otthc

Group's accounting Junctions. This will

include the consolidation of management

and financial accounts, budgeting and

Central London

forecasting together with regular

presentations to the Board.

Candidates will be qualified accountants

preferably with hotel industry experience.

They must have experience of multi-

currency reporting and US GAAP, whilst

also being confident with PC based

computer systems. The ideal candidate will

be creative, an effective communicator and

possess the potential to develop as the

Group continues to grow.

A salary of around £42,000 will be offered

together with a benefits related package.

Individuals interested in the position should

write, in confidence, to Sean Connolly at

the address below quoting reference

SHC3459.

West London

As one of the world's leading

entertainment organisations, our client

continues to increase its sphere of

Influence in this highly competitive sector.

With turnover exceeding 4500m, the film

and television division represents a

substantial proportion of European
revenue.

Reporting directly to the Vice President
European Control you will assume
responsibility for all aspects of financial

control and reporting in Europe. In

addition to co-ordinating nine regional

financial controllers, you will be
supported by a small professional team.
Emphasis will be placed on interpersonal
and communication skills, maturity of

545,000 + Benefits

approach, problem solving, drive and
team work.

The successful candidate is likely to be
a graduate, ACA with a big six background
and aged between 30-40. You will be able

to display an excellent career to date, with

a proven record of achievement.

Due to the planned automation of Pan-

European reporting you will preferably

have experience or training in IT

implementation and control

Interested applicants should write or

fax enclosing a detailed CV, to

Alyson Essex, MSL Group Limited,

32 Aybrook Street, London W1M 3JL.

Fax: 071-487 4375. Please quote reference

N13S4.

STOY HAYWARD CONSULTING i*&**&& ,

, i „ \x-lM IDA. Fa* 071 487 368ft. A member of Horvath International

8 Baker Stwct, l.nndon »
-

MSL International
Consultants in Search and Selection
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ACA 's/MBA 'sfLawyers

Excellent Packages

Hill Samuel

Hill Samuel Bank Limited is a leading international merchant

banking group with a strong presence in corporate financial

advisory services. HUl Samuel has seen an extremely

encouraging level of fee income in 1993 and continues to

generate high levels of new business.

Asa result ofthis increasingactivity, HillSamuel isnowseeking
tostrengthen itscorporate finance teams atExecutive, Assistant

Manager and Manager level. Working within a structured

environment and liaising to Oirector level, theappointees will

.

be responsible for die provision of servicesthroughout theU.K,

and Continental Europe. Specifically, the successful

individuals will beexposed to capital restructurings, flotations,

privatisations, acquisitions, disposals and the raisingofcapital,

both in the public market ana through private placements.

The opportunities willappeal tocandidates withgoodhonours
degrees whoare preferably professionally qualified. Relevant

mainstream corporate finance experience, eitherdomestic or

international, is considered prerequisite for applicants at

Assistant Manager or Manager level. Language skills are

considered advantageous although not essential.

The benefits Include an attractive remuneration package,

performance related bonus, mortgage subsidy and the

opportunity to develop an outstanding career based entirely •

on merit.

Applicants requiringadditional informationshouldcontact
David Craig or Brian Hamill in strict confidence on 071-287

6285. Alternatively, please forward a brief resume to our

London office quoting reference DC1450.

WALKER HAMILL
Executive Selection

29-30 Kingly Street Tel: 071 287 6285
Faindon W1R 5LB Fax: 071 287 6270

Financial Control

City

Merchant Banking

Excellent Remuneration

Package

Our client is a rapidly expanding merchant bank™
..

subsidiary ofan internationalbankinggroup. It offersa foil

range of merchant banking activitiesand has an excellent

reputation for providing value added services to a wide

range of corporate customers. Its emphasis is on creative

thinking, qualityofservice and the developmentofsound

long-term relationships.

Expansion into new markets and the development ofnew
andcomplexproductshasbeenextensiveoverthelasttwo

vea« This has generated the need to augment the senior-

management team with a high calibre ACA.
' Reporting to the Financial Controller, the incumbent wffl

be responsible formanaging a teamof 14 staff, coveringaB -

aspects of expenditure and revenue reporting, group:

consolidation andbalancesheet reporting.‘n«s iwi&involve

significant exposure to senior management..

The ideal individual willbeaged 27-33and will have worked-

within a similar banking environment. Liaison with front

office operations, preferably with in-depth product'

Knowledge, is essential. Experience in managing, a • .

multifunctional team and exposure to the design and :

implementation of IT Systems would be an advantage.

Remuneration will indude an attractive bask: salary and

"

other normal banking benefits.

Interested candidates, requiringfurther information in the_

strictestconfidence, should contact either Robert Walker* -

or David Craigon071-2876285orforward a resume to our - -

London office quoting reference RW1343. .

WALKER HAMILL
_ Executive Selection

29-30 Kingly Street

London WlR 5LB
Tel: 071 287 6285AAV -.

Fax: 071 287

*4
INTERNAJIONAL

MANAGEMENT GROUP

International Management Group, Mark McCormack's
worldwide sports and arts management organisation is

looking for a

CORPORATE TAX EXECUTIVE

to join its Corporate Tax Department in Cleveland, Ohio.

This position will require excellent international tax

experience with a good understanding of European
country taxes. Its principal responsibility will be tax

planning and research for IMG operations in Europe,

however a solid practical accounting background will be

essential for other responsibilities: preparation of

projections, analysis of financial data, assisting in

preparation of tax returns, etc. The successful applicant

will be an ACA (or equivalent, CPA in US, etc) with at

least four years post qualification experience in a large

firm, will have in depth experience of and expertise in

European country taxes, and a basic understanding of

U.S. corporate taxation, especially relating to U.S.
taxation of international transactions.

Please reply in writing with full C.V. to Louise Dier, Pier

House. Strand on the Green, Chiswick, London W4
3NN.

US REPORTING MANAGER
CENTRAL LONDON c. £45,000 + BENEFITS

Ourdiem b a substantial quoted UK Pic with a history

of rapid growth and global success. An opportunity has

arisen within the Group Finance function for a US

Reporting Manager to act as the Group's expert in all

relevant accounting areas and provide a top quality service

to Management and external parties.

It is envisaged that this position would be a logical step

for an individual currently working as a member of a US

Reporting team or within the profession with extensive US

Reporting experience.

This position is crucial to the continuing development

ofthe Group's finance function and. as would be expected,

salary and career prospects are excellent.

Specific areasof responsibility include:

• quarterly preparation and presentation of financial

statements in line with US GAAP:

• ensuring the correct treatment of all forex positionsand

currency-related transactions;

• liaison with other finance department heads and

provision ofexpert advice from a LSGAAPstandpoint;

• playing a role in managing transatlantic investor

relations.

The successful applicant will have acquired and be

able to demonstrate an outstanding knowledge ofUS GAAP

reporting requirements, especially in accounting for

foreign exchange transactions.

ROBERT WALTERS ASSOCIATES

Suitable candidates will possess both drive and

maturity and be able to demonstrate rhe ambition to

develop both their initial role and their career within the

group. It ts likely that they will be educated to graduate level

and will possess an ACA/ACCA/CPA qualification as a

minimum.

For this exciting opportunity experience and personal

qualitiesare more important than age.

Candidates should submit a full curriculum vitae

with details ofcurrent salary to Jon Boyle ACA at

Robert Walteis Associates, 25 Bedford Street, London

WC2E 9HP-T«fc 071-579 3333 Faxs 071-915 8714

THE SECURITIES AND FUTURES AUTHORITY

INSPECTORS

Up to £30,000
+ benefits

SFA plays a pro-active role in regulation of the City. Its 1300
Member Firms cover all of the most important primary and
secondary markets in the UK, including securities, futures, options,

commodities, OTC products and corporate finance. SFA’s
membership spans the whole spectrum of Firms from the largest

multi-product houses to one-man corporate finance boutiques.

SFA is looking to recruit a number of professionals to its Monitoring

Department. Working in a small team, the Inspector’s role is to

ensure that Member Finns comply with SFA rules by undertaking

inspection visits, reviewing their periodic financial returns, assisting

with disciplinary investigations and advising on compliance issues.

Applications are invited from individuals who have broad-based,

directly relevant industry experience and fall into one of the

following categories:

* compliance or internal audit professionals;

* mature individuals with considerable experience in SFA Member
Firms;

* qualified Accounting or Legal professionals.

In addition to your professional skills, you must have sound
judgement, an enquiring mind and well developed communication
skills.

Ifyou recognise die value of financial services regulation and feel you
have a contribution to make, then we would like to hear from you.

Successful candidates will receive a salary based upon the relevance

of their previous experience and will be eligible for a range of
benefits including non-contributory pension scheme, free season

ticket, PPP and subsidised sports dub membership.

To apply, please write with foil career details quoting reference

FIT to: Veronica Sherry, Recruitment and Employment Manager,
The Securities and Futures Authority Limited, Cottons Centre,

Cottons Lane, London S£l 2QB

Closing date for applications: Friday 1st October 1993.

The Aucflt Commlsston was rstahttsfirri in 1983 to oversee the ancHt of Local Government and. since 1991. the Health Service. In addition to
ensuring the audit ofsome £83 bHBoa ofpubBc expenditure, its missionb to promote improvements In the management and defray of services
through research studies and acMsory services. And It duties are discharged mainly through the Corambsioii's own District Audit Service (DAS),
but some, amendy 30%. of the workload b contracted out to private firms.

Following a recent review of its strategy and organisation, the Commission Is now Implementing a separation of Its purchaser rale In
commlssionhig audits front its provider role through die DAS. Both of these are separate from the management of special stmrilefi and the
provision of other support services. An exceptional iodMdnal b now sooght to join the Cotnmtesfan^s reorganteeH ^ RoarrL

THE APPOINTMENT
Specify the audit requirements for each local and health

authority

Appoint auditors and maintain/develop the quality control

process to assess performance

Produce overview reports on key financial and
management issues arising from audits.

Strive continuously to improve these processes to keep the

Commission at the leading edge of public sector auditing

Please apply In writing with a full CV and salary details.

quoting reference 5538/S. to Michael Brandon £

THE REQUIREMENTS
Qualified accountant with extensive audit experience,
preferably in the public sector.

Excellent technical knowledge.

Team-building skills

A communicator, able to command respect from
colleagues and influence senior public sector
professionals.

WC^NtiDF
3168, PeP1'S H0USe ' 12 Buckin«ham Street. Lo^on

K/F ASSOCIATES
Selection & Search

‘Fast-Track’
YoungAccountant
orMBA

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
& BUSINESS
ANALYSIS
London area

to £55,000 + car + bonus

A dominant force in its marketplace, our client is

a major retail group. The highly regarded group
has an impressive growth record and is forecasting

continuing expansion.

Part of a small high profile team, the Finance
Manager will review and analyse business perfor-

mance. Working closely with both senior
operations and financial management, he or she
will identify trends and their implications and
determine appropriate action. Responsible for the
group's planning process the Finance Manager
will be expected to progress rapidly in this

dynamic environment.

Likely to be aged around 30, applicants, who
should be graduate qualified accountants or MBAs,
must have impressive career records. Analytical
experience gained in a blue chip fineg, retail or
strategy consultancy environment would be
particularly useful and excellent communication
skills are essential.

Please write, enclosing a career/salary
history and daytime telephone number, to
DavidHoggFCA quoting reference H/83/F.

The Top
Opportunities

Section

appears every

Wednesday

For

advertising

information

call:

Clare

Peasnell

071 873 4027

Elizabeth

Arthur

071 873 3694

Financial Controller
Wembley Park

C.£45,000 + FINANCIAL SECTOR BENEFITS
Already one of the UK's fastest-growing financial services

groufjvCannon Lincoln's recent merger with Citibank Lifemakes ^is anexoting period of growth and change. We nowhav
*r; "» *"ds under management over 2w"2"nTK*’ °Ur ptans for ^ willcontinue throughout the decade and beyond.
Reporting to the Finance Director, this new role has beenseated to head up and facilitate the effective merger offor^ indudmg finandal and managementaSEL,investment accounting and strategic planning, and inductesS
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l^n
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Finance manager - Germany
Nr Hamburg, Germany

'Milj

London

INT
We-isle*

PaKK

R
benefits

l SEC"-'"
--

our client IS a several hundred million DM turnover division
of a leading Uk industrial PLC. This acquisitive German
based divusion includes a number of operating companies
spread across Europe and North America.

The division is run by a highly success^! management team
with an integrated product and services structure and clearly
defined objectives and acquisition goals.

The position reports to the divisional Finance Director and
will involve extensive contact with the management team
and operating company controllers.

Working within a divisional head office ream.

cDM 80-90K + Relocation Package

responsibilities include review and analysis of operating
company results, performance and budgets, monthly
reporting, statutory reporting and assistance on project and
acquisition assignments. The emphasis is on the commerical
understanding of the operating companies, recommending
appropriate action and development of new ideas.

Applicants should be qualified Accountants, aged 2S-32
with reasonable fluency in German. Any work experience in

Germany would be advantageous and you should have a

confident and diplomatic manner with strong commercial
awareness. There are excellent career development
opportunities within both the division and the group.

INTERNAL AUDIT -

INTERNATIONAL ROLE

(eveoings/weekends 081 858

GMS
GOODMAN MASSON SHAW

FinancialSearch i£ Selection
GMS Europe, 2 Bath Street, London EC1V 9DX

Herts
Our client is a Fortune 500 company and a world leader in

Cable and Satellite Technology with sates exceeding S700
million.

Having achieved extraordinary growth in rhe UK and with well

established business units in Europe, it is necessary to appoint a

UK based International Auditor. This is a new appointment

reporting to the Director of Internal Audit In the USA.

The role will entail preparing ail audit programmes,
completing audit procedures and writing reports covering

business units and Joint ventures In Europe and at other

international locations, notably in South East Asia. Australia, and

the Middle East. In addition to financial and operational reviews

of business units and contract locations there will be a

requirement to evaluate the adequacy and reliability of existing

international control systems.

MKA MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LIMITED

Tectonic Place, Hclyport Road
HclyporL Maidenhead. Berks SLC 2YE
Telephone (0623) 799015

Fax (002S) 7S913B

£32,000 - £35,000 + car
Candidates must be graduate ACA's in their late 20's-earfy

30 s with substantial International audit experience, preferably

with a US firm. Knowledge of European statutory/VAT

regulations, prior experience with contract accounting and a

reasonable level of competence in a second European language,

preferably French, are required.

An attractive salary, commensurate with experience, car and

employment package which includes notveontributory pension.

Dfe assurance, private medical cover, and assistance with the

cost of relocation, If appropriate, will be agreed with the

successful candidate. Career prospects are excellent.

ftease fax or send yoor CV, including details of your

cunent/but salary to David Edwards at the address below:

PKAI
BELGIUM • FRANCE • GERMANY • ITALY • SPAIN • SWEDEN • SWITZERLAND • THE NETHERLANDS

ASSISTANT
MANAGER

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Bermuda

Good Salary Package
Tax Free

0

Our dient is a Bermuda based financial institution with

offices in major financial dries around the world,

spedalising in offshore activities ranging from Investment

Management to Corporate Trust Services. As a result of

interna) promotion a need has arisen for an experienced

Bank Auditor for their Bermuda based Internal Audit

department.

The successful candidate will initially head up the Financial

Audit section and should be able to rapidly resume a
higher level of responsibility within the department

The position calls for an experienced all-round auditor who
has strong inter-personal skills and the commendal

acumen necessary to work constructively with senior

management of the Bank.

Candidates should be ACA's, trained with a Big 6 firm and
possess approximately 8 years' post qualification

experience. Currently holding a managerial position in

either a Big 6 financial services audit division or an internal

audit department of a bank are pre-requisites. Exposure to

ail facets of banking and systems development are

definitely a plus.

Interested candidates should contact Cary Johnson or

Jennifer Ogdenon 071-6294463(evenings/weekends 058
283 2801) or write enclosinga fullCVto the address below.

X-Excellent Salary r. Car
.^croydou - SurxeV

A major part of the Kingfisher Group including Comet, B&Q and Woolworths - Superdrug pic, one

oj the UK's leading Health & Beauty retailers, bus undergone considerable growth through the

development ofits core business and the integration of related acquisitions. This is set to continue.

ancial Controller

Appiicaibsc :reir.>;'td Li^td'Cv

AWhtrViiifuuCV. P;

Teier R.tiiie.

Personnel Controller.

-'Stiperdrug pic..

Beddiogton Line.

.I-Crovdon CRO tTB; .

• >.
-

Cr-.inj cLirt .\ r applic-iiion.^

Fddtfv (icfi'bcr 1-:

HARRISON WILLIS
FINANCIAL RECRUITMENT CONSULTANTS
Cardinal House. 39-40 Albemarle St, London W1X 3FD. TeT: 071-629 4463

LONDON * READING * GUILDFORD - ST ALBANS - BRISTOL * BIRMINGHAM

Within the Company's Finance team, the emphasis is firmly on bandsmi. commercially relevant support with

rapid response through nil.

Responsible overall for the bey central functions of corporate reporting, business analysis, financial

infomaiimi systems ami maintenance of toe financial datdbasc. the remit will require you io improve

upon existing information systems throughout all areas of strategic, management and financial importance

Involved in the Company's business as a whole, yon will establish dose working relationships with

itonftnancial management and take a leading role in projects where success depends upon the co-ortlinaiiuii

ofcruss-fuuciional anilities

,-b a graduate and qualified accountant tpossibly MBA > and in your early to mid ?0s. a successful truck record

in corporate reporting and financial analysis, gained within a similar, substantial, marketing-orientated

organisation is essential, together uitb excellent technical accounting skills. High commercial awareness,

first-class interpersonal skills and a proven ability to motivate and develop other members ofyour team are

prerequisite. Your integrity and tenacious nature trill allow you to quickly establish credibility and inspire

confidence in dbers.

For a talented indiiidiial with tbe qualities and depth oj experience required. Ibe potential for development

within Ibe Group b excellent.

Raglan Property Trust PLC.

Financial Controller
Central London

Raglan is a property investment, trading and development

company with a full listing on the London Stock Exchange. It was

recapitalised in April, 1993 with the intention of pursuing a

vigorous expansion programme. In this connection, the company

now seeks a financial controller with sufficient drive, initiative and

ability to become finance director in due course.

The successful candidate will be a qualified chartered accountant

aged early 30's, and preferably with experience in the property

industry as well as with a major accounting firm. Principal

responsibilities will be to maintain and develop the group's

accounting systems, to prepare half yearly and annual accounts and

to provide monthly management information including

management accounts and cash flow forecasts.

Please write, enclosing a comprehensive CV and details of current

remuneration, to the Company Secretary, Raglan Property Trust

P.LC, 17-19 Maddox Street. London W1R 0PD.

N E W C fl U R

i COBRA

Consulting

Professional

(c£30,0QQ)

Newcbnrch & Company is a Loudon based

firm of business development advisers

offering practical advice and assistance in

organisational evolution, strategic

development, research, acquisitions and fund

.. raising. The Company has an established

£ R reputation for working with senior managers

jl |
affected by the radical changes talcing place

in a range of social businesses in both the

public and private sectors. We arc growing

rapidly and are currently seeking two
professionals with strong academic

. credentials and a proven ability to apply

pragmatic and innovative solutions. Good
numerical and communication skills, both

written and verbal, are essential for each

Acting as part of a team on consultancy

,

assignments, including the development of
|

existing products. Candidates are likely to be

newly qualified ACA with a good first

degree, possibly with proven industry

experience, you will initially report to a

director or project manager. The post offers

an excellent opportunity to build a career in I

consultancy, with the prospect of handling

your own assignments within a year.

Candidates must be able to demonstrate

financial modelling skills.

Interviews to be held 13lfa and 14th

October at our offices.

Applications with a full cv. by Friday 1st

October 199310;

Richard Langford, Director, Newcburch
St Company Ltd, 12 Charterhouse Square,

London EC1M 6AX
Applications will be dealt with in the strictest

confidence.

FINANCE DIRECTOR
Midlands
cJiA5 - 50,000 + significant bonus + car + benefits

UK-based division of a multi-billion dollar US consumer products

corporation seeks an experienced finance professional to serve as

.

a key member of the LHC management team.

Reporting to the Managing Director, the successful candidate will

take responsibility for finance, administration, and MIS functions.

Financial reporting, cost management, controls, and systems are

all significant elements of the job, as is the ability to analyse,

interpret, and enhance overall company performance.

Ideal candidate will be a bottom-line oriented, qualified

accountant age 35-45 with a proven ability to implement and
manage change in a challenging environment. Experience at a

senior level is essentiel, as are highly effective communication

skills, including the ability to gain credibility across the

organisation and to build and motivate a first-class financial team.

Previous experience with US multinational firms a significant plus.

Competitive compensation package, including attractive base

salary, significant bonus potential based on profits and individual

performance, fully expensed car. executive pension scheme,

stock options, and the opportunity for career development within

a major international corporation.

Please write with full career details and quoting ref. 9893/FT
to CURRICULUM 6 passage Lathuile 75018 Paris FRANCE

c UK CONTROLLER, COST STRATEGY
Q East Anglia - £40-£50K + Bonus + Benefits + Generous Relocation

Oar client is one of Europe's largest service- date, or relevant experience in a largeOur client is one of Europe's largest service-

based companies, with a substantial and

highly successful UK division currently

turning over £1.4 billion. Their unique

market position has been achieved by

acquisition, a consistent commitment to

quality and a wide portfolio of leading edge

products and services.

To maximise their market leading position in

the UK, a role has been created for an

experienced Finance Professional operating

at Senior Management level encompassing

seven divisions with a team of 4-000. You

will take responsibility for the initiation,

development and implementation of cost

control throughout the UK arm of the

business.

This is a highly visible and influential

position and requires the highest level of

financial management and systems expertise,

coupled with exceptional interpersonal skills.

You will be a Qualified Accountant (ACA/

ACCA/CIMA) or MBA aged 32-40 with a

successful track record of achievement to

business.

You can expect a stimulating, challenging

role with genuine scope for real achievement

and advancement in a rapidly changing

environment. There is superb potential for

career progression and development in the

short term.

If you feel confident of your ability to

deliver in this demanding environment

please telephone, send or fax your CV
quoting Ref Number JL3001 by 24th

September to

COOPER LOMAZ RECRUITMENT,
ADVISING CONSUl^ANTS, BAXTER
COURT, HIGH BAXTER STREET,
BURY ST EDMUNDS,
SUFFOLK IP331ET

TEL: (0284) 701302

(24 HOURS AND WEEKENDS)
FAX (0284) 701306

APPOINTMENTS ADVERTISING

appears every Wednesday & Thursday

„ (UKeddiaul
& Friday ( Inti only).

Opportunities for highly motivated individuals within a

leading global investment bank.

Recently Qualified
Accountants/Lawyers
London based Excellent package

This leading global investment hank provides a wide range of investment banking services to
major companies throughout Europe. Due to a growing transaction flow, the bank is seeking
outstanding individuals who have recently qualified as accountants or lawyers - or expect to do so
shortly - with leading city firms.

Selected individuals will be involved in Financial analysis^ product development, marketing and
execution of transactions and advisory assignments involving a wide range of financial products.
Candidates should expect immediate responsibility with reward and promotion based on merit.

In addition to a recent accounting or legal qualification and a strong degree, candidates should
possess a combination of individual flair and ability to function effectively within a multi-disciplinary
team. A continental European background or fluency In a second or third language would be an
advantage.

R>r the right person this is an excellent opportunity to develop a career in investment banking
within a highly motivated and dynamic team.

In the first instance, please write in complete confidence enclosing a CV. to Donna Bailey at the

address below. Please list separately any companies to whom your details should not be sent as

applications will be forwarded direct to our client for consideration.

a

BERNARD HODES

Birmingham Bristol

Cardiff - Manchester

5 /•: /, /•: c: r / o .v

Griffin House, 161 Hammersmith Rd,

London W6 8BS.

(RgcCuaI
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EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEWLY QUALIFIED
ACA'S

We are currently handling a number ofoutstanding openings for high calibre newly qualified ACA's ideally with first

time passes from one of the Big 6 firms. Strong business acumen, self-confidence and refined communication skills are

of paramount importance for all these positions as is a smart, professional image and above average academic

qualifications.

The following are ©camples of the exciting roles we are currently seeking to fill:

CITY/

LONDON

HOME
COUNTIES

CORPORATE FINANCE
EXECUTIVES - MERCHANT BANK
£28-32^)00 PLUS BONUS & BENEFITS

One oftheCit/s topbanking institutions seeks
torearuita numberof professfcmaJsal Executive
level. Joining a busy team led by an assistant
director, you will work together with him on

of corporate financeano gradually developing
your own relationships with clients.

Articulacy and professionalism are essential

as is the willingness to work long hours and
travel abroad as required. Rewards will be
extremely good for individuals demonstrating
strong business acumen and a high level of
intellect.

ACA LINGUISTS - GERMAN/
DUTCH

£26-30,000 PLUS BENEFITS
We are handling several challenging posts

based in the UK, Germany and Hofland and
would be keen to hear from commercially

minded ACA's fluent in either German or

Dutch. The vacancies include Head Office

roles. Internal Audit and line positions and all

skills, as well as the ability to work
unsupervised and to tight deadlines.
Candidates must also have a Strong credible

presence and high, level of personal maturity

Career opportunities with each of these

companies are excellent as are the

remuneration packages and benefits on offer.

FINANCIAL REPORTING -

INTERNATIONAL FMCG COMPANY
G LONDON

£25 - 30,000 PLUS CAR

A major international group and global leader

In premium branded consumer products; is

seeking an outstanding young ACA to join its

highly qualified head office finance team. Full

involvement in assisting in the preparation of

monthlygroup operating results, production of

stetotx^a<xwntsand hirtherdevelopinggroup
reporting systems, will form an ideal Stepping

stone to future opportunities.

Big 6 qualified and eager to make your mark,
evidence ofachievement to date is as important

as potential.

EUROPE

If you feel you have the personal qualities and professional qualifications to meet any of the above challenges, i

would like to talk to us generally, please call Fiona Keil or Karen Wilson on 071-405 4161 or write to them
enclosing a recent CV and note of current salary at 5 Breams Buildings, Chancery Lane,London EC4A 1DY.

A MEMBER OF THE PSD GROUP
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NEWLY QUALIFIED
ACCOUNTANTS

CITY

As a global investment banking and asset management group, S.G. Warburg has

a significant presence across the world's three major time zones and in 23

international stock exchanges. The provision of clear and accurate financial

management information is therefore an important contributor to our strong

position in global markets.

Our Group Finance division is responsible for analysing the financial

performance of each of S.G. Warburg's business areas. Working closely with

the business and reporting on a worldwide basis, our management

accountants provide financial planning, management information reporting

and cost control services for the Group. The division also play’s a significant

role in the development of our IT systems. In order thar we eonrinually

enhance the quality of this serviee, we now seek to recruit further ambitious

and committed financial professionals.

An ACA, you must have a good degree and first rime passes. Whether you have

just qualified or have around two years' PQF„ you should have the ability to

work produetivcly as part of a team, as well as to take the initiative in improving

procedures and introducing new ideas. Whilst previous exposure to a banking or

securities audit would be advantageous, more important will be your ability to

meet our high standards of quality and dedication.

Just as we commit to a significant investment in your training, we will expect

you to develop a swift understanding of our business. You will be rewarded

with a competitive salary and benefits package, along with rhe opportunity of

developing your career in a variety of areas.

To apply, write with full career and salary details to:

J.R..W. Williamson,

Director - Group Personnel,

S.G. Warburg Group Management Limited,

1 Finsbury Avenue,

London EC2M 2PA.

APPOINTMENTS
WANTED

Finance

Director/Co.ntroler

ACMA YMih 15 years poss-

qnaliflcniion experience in both

large and small high-tech

manufacturing and software

companies, including

experience of USA and

European subsidiaries. Seeks new

challenge in No i role (temporary

assignments!Iso considered).

Write to BarBI665,

Financial Times,

One Sonthwuk Bridge,

London SEl 9HL

European Finance
Director

- seeks ink managing expansion of

intern*iinnal group in Europe

- successful CFO ofEuropean service

sector business

- M&A and negotiation experience in

all major countries.

handi-on tract record as Ft) covering

reporting. comirL and

troubleshooting.

- French. German. Spanish spoken

Write to Box B1672, Financial Times,

One Swiitwarfc Bridge.

London SEl 91 DL

Executives
Corporate Finance

to £30,000 + Mtge Subsidy + Bens

This prestigiousUK Merchant Bank is looking to recruit additional -

high calibre executives. The successful individuals will be

responsible for the provision of corporate financial services to clients^
throughout theUK and Continental Europe.

Applications are invited from Graduate ACAs and Lawyers, with a

strong academic background and excellent communication skills.

Successful candidates will be newly or recently qualified aged 23-27.

This represents an excellent opportunity to join one of. the most

successful and innovative houses, with correspondingly

outstanding career prospects.

For further information contact Jon Vonk on 071-408 1312, or

071-720 1527 (eves/weekends) at MarksSattm, Financial

Recruitment Consultants, 18 Hanover Street,LondonW1R3HG.

Divisional Accountant

Use your commercial

expertise
West London to £28,63

1

HM Customs and Excise is seeking to enhance its

performance by recanting finance professionals from industry and
commerce to provide a wide range of support to is operations.

This has created the opportunity for an experienced finance

professional to make a significant conuibution to a rapidly

changing organisation.

Your responsibilities will include supporting staff in their

dealings with a wide range of businesses. This wifl involve the

analysis of corporate financial results, providing regular

management information, advising on Investment appraisals,

activity costing and provtding general financial expertise when
required atjudicial or crfounal hearings.

Ybu wifl also be required to examine accountancy training

needs and subsequently run a series of seminars with a view to

increasing financial awareness throughout the organisation.

We are seeking to appoint an experienced and mature.

qualified accountant who possesses substantial experience in

industry or commerce and seeks the opportunity to apply

knowledge in a variety of settings.

You wiH require credibility at a senior and inter-disciplinary

level and the abitey to challenge and influence current thinking in

a djptoroatic way.

This appointment will initially be for a two year period

although there may be the possfo/flty ofpermanent employment
To discuss this appointment in greater detail call Paul

Goodman on 071-336 77 II (or at home on 08 1 -445 0666|
or alternatively write to him at GMS. 2 Bath Street London
ECIV9DX.

HM CuitoH & Excise is an equal opportunities
employee. Applications are welcome from afl sections of the

community regardless of gender, religion, ethnic
background, (fisaMKty or sexual orientation.

HM Customs & Excise

SECURITIES BUSINESS ANALYST
Premier US Investment Bank

S.G.Warburg
immimmimnnmimmmwinmmmnmnmmummi

whiteheadse/eef/on

Chief Accountant
London

BOWATER

£55-60,000 + options and benefits
Bowater is a leading international group with successful businesses in Packaging, Print Coated Products,
Tissue, Building and Engineering. Its strength is in advanced design and manufacture of specialist

elements for products which call on many technologies. Turnover is c.£2bn.

Reporting to the Group Controller, with a team of fifteen staff, the position combines an interesting mix
of technical input with management responsibilities. Specific accountabilities include all consolidated
financial and management accounts, liaison with Regional Finance Directors/Controllers, interpretation

and dissemination of new accounting standards throughout the Group and updating systems as
necessary. In addition, the role will include ad hoc activity, such as providing support for Stock Exchange
circulars and rights issues and assisting in the integration of newly acquired subsidiaries.

Aged mid-thirties, and a Chartered Accountant from a large corporate or Big 6 firm, you will bring
technical excellence including knowledge of UK/US accounting standards and experience of working as
a user of advanced IT systems. A team player, you will be a self starter, capable of effective delegation
with excellent communication skills and personal stature. Potential for future career development with
Bowater is excellent.

.

Please write enclosing full CV, quoting reference 647, to. Nigel Bates,
Whitehead Selection Ltd, 43 Welbeclc Street London W1M 7HF.

A Whitehead Mann Group PLC company.

Whiteheadselection

The FT can help you reach additional business readers in France. Our link with the French

business newspaper, Les Echos, gives you a unique recruitment advertising opportunity to

capitalise on the FTs European readership and to further target the Frfench business world.

For information on rates and further details please telephone:

Clare PeasneU on 071 873 4027

£30,000
+

full

Banking
Benefits

Our client is omeoftheleadingUS Investment Banks with act income esceediiig$l billion. The Lxxuloa office is

home to a number ofmajorproduct and industry specialist functions and is also the location for^ European
headquarters.

The unprecedented success ofthe Securities division has lead to the development ofa new role in the Business

O

/,
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and various Derivative Products but with particular emphasis on the Fixed Income areas.

Working very closely with the dealers, you will be responsible ft« providing risk management reports and
exposure reviews, co-ordinating the work ofoperations to ensure a full understanding ofcomplex tradcs,P&L
reporting, analysis for specific products and developing a proactive approach with the fixed office to ensure,
that fid] support is given and strong financial management controls implemented throughout the division.

Suitable candidates are likely to be qualified accountants having already gained exposure to some of these
product areas, either via timespent in public practice with City clients, orhavingworked for a financial services
company gaining exposure to the sales and trading areas. Relevant experience may be
traded off against a professional qualification if substantial enough (age indicator
25-30). mm
For a confidential discussion or to apply, caB Howard Foster on 071-387 5400 (eves Es9
0727 855639) or write/fax your CV to Fmandal Selection Services, Drayton Mil
House, Gordon Street, London WC1H 0AN. (Fans 071-388 0857). financial

SELECTION SFAV ICtS

“A Fast Track Role In
A Multi Market
Leading Group”

North West

c £35,000 Package + Car

i
David Lo ots

associates ltd

Recruitmcnr Consultants

Ourcbent, part of a growing profitable and high profile BritishPLC vrttfa a turnover in excess of £lbn, is a multi site, service based
rnamiBKtifcing and sales organisation, it b embarking on a uerioriof^otg^growtiL To sxpport this growth and incj* £

wi,h “ appolnt a

23
*** F“rcJaI and supported by staff of

p you will be expected to impact on all areas of the busine«
Initially you wdl berequired to focus on management account

the business needs are met You will also undertake comn™v*Ji

The successful candidate will be a nn,i;n j
ACMA/ACA. 28 . M
and communicarion skill* Yon »U1 have
years experience in mannfe/-tt.Tw anrj sexvy:& ___ .

®

you can demonstrate that you haw brought about chano^ntaterially improved the efficiencyoffiS* under
Personally you will be seeking to

\0u. a manac_
»hicb rewards perfoi^ceMdsuccas,

.

CUfe“e
encourages endeavour:

simulates initiative and

To apply, please send a foil CV to Chric n, .

re£ DL165 at David Loots Associates Umto-d ? * quoting

Salford Quays, Manchester M5 2XJ1

Cec*’ Durness House.
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The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales

Results of Professional Examination 2 held in July 1993

List of Successful Candidates

iercial I a

Abd S.ll. (Pannctl Kerr Forster), Loceser
Ackeriey T.F. (Garbuti * Elliott). York
Adams J. (louche Rost A Co.k Crawley
Adams KJ. (Leach Bright). Guildford
Adams S.A. (Grant Thornton), Manchester
Addo J.K. (Landau Morteyk Wembley
Adedoym A. (Panne!) Kerr Forster). Norwich
Agacc JJ. (Price Waterhouse), London
Aggarwal D.K (Touche Rosa A Co.). Birmingham
Ahmed M, (KPMG Peat Marwick). Bradford
Aird R.W.S. (Cooper* A Lybrandl. London
Aitken KJ.M. (Coopers & Lybrandl. Uxbridge
Akt-Snwyerr D.Y. (Arthur Andersen). London
Alam S. (Cmchlcysk Oxford
Alcraft NJ. (Coopen & Lybrandl. London
Aldcrson A.D. (Price Waterhouse], Birmingham
Aide C.U. (Price Waterhouse). Newcastle Upon Tyne
Alexander S.M. (Gilberts). St. Albans
A10.11 J.N. (Touche Ross A Co.). London
AlOtit M.R.W. (Ernst ft Young]. Leicester
Allen G.D. (HflL Wooldridge A Co). Harrow
Allen T.P. (Moores Rowland), Brighton
Allen by S.M. (Brooking. Knowles ft Lawrence).
Andover

Allio R.E. (Price, Bailey). Cambridge
Allison N.M. (Ernst A Young), Norwich
Al bebrook DJ. (BDO Binder Hamlyn). Bacup
Alner M.G. (Critchleysk Oxford
Amijce A. (Price Waterhouse). London
Amin S.N. (Armstrong Watson A Cok 1

Amlani K. (Coopers A Lybrandl. Newcastle Upon
Tyne

AnJmon C.M. (Coopers A Lybrandl. London
Anderson F.H. (Ernst & Young). Combrid^
Anderson F.K. (Duncan A Topic.). Grantham
Anderson G.V.M. (Price Waterhouse). London
Anderson JJ. (Ernst A Young). Cambridge
Anderson NS. (Coopers A Lybrand), Birmingham
Anderson R. [Lmleyohit Fraser), London
Andrew J.C. (KPMG Pat Marwick), Manchester
Andrews J.L. (Sroy Hayward). Nottingham
Andrews J. (Seymour Taylor). High Wycombe
Andrews P.D. (Arthur Andersen). Cambridge
Andrews S.S. (Touche Ross A Co.). Birmingham
Andrews SJ (Price Waterhouse). Birmingham
Anthony J.C.C (Nyman Libson Paul). London
Anthony W.G. (KPMG Peat Marwick), Guildford
Anwar R.S. (Coopers A Lybrandl. London
Apps R.V. (Price Waterhouse). Hull
Arkley M E. (Touche Ross A Co.). Bristol
Armitagc G. (Price. Bailey], Bishop's Stonford
Amey J-A- (Price Wurerhousci. London
Arnold E. (Lyon Pilcher), Soulhampion
Arnold N.K. (Stoy Hayward), London
Amali AM. (KPMG Peat Marwick), Birmingham
Amoti R J. (Chantrcy Vellacotih Northampton
Ashingbor W. (Ema A Young), London
Aspinall J.L. (Hacker Young). London
Aston DJ.W. iWeeks Green), Southampton
Aston SJ. (Coopers A Lybrandk London
Atkins J.EJ. IArthur Andersen). Cambridge
Alkins K.L (Arthur Andersen). Birmingham
Atkins MJ. (Thick.broom. Coventry), Waltham Cross
Atkinson HAC. (Coopers A Lybrand). London
Atkinson PJ. (Arthur Andersen). Birmingham
Aufictd J.M.S. (Arthur Andersen). Cambridge
Amlin M.I. (Coopers A Lybrand), Birmingham
Auger D. (Arthur Andersen). Reading
Aughterson J.R. (Brooking, Knowles A Lawrence).

Basingstoke

Aujla J.S. (Dawes A Co). Birmingham
AuUk D.K. (KPMG Peat Marwick), London
Autd E. (Levy Gee), Loudon
Ausaf S. ('Newman A Partners), London
Austin J.P. (Casson Beckman), London
Auton M. (KPMG Peat Marwick). London
Avis PJ. (Price Waterhouse), Manchester
Avnum C.L. (KPMG Pal Marwick). London
Avraam M. iLovcwel) Blake), Norwich
Axon P. (Arthur Andersen), Manchester
Aylwin R.T. (Price Waterhouse). Nottingham
Ayres S.G. (KPMG Peal Marwick). Sheffield

Babingion C.D. (Casson Beckman), London
Bahia S.S. (MacIntyre Hudson). Richmond
Bailey A.J. (Ernst A YoungJ, Birmingham
Bailey S7t. (Gram Thornton). Manchester
Bainbrigge M.P. (KPMG Par Marwick), London
Baines M.I. (Coopers A Lybrand). London
Bairslow A. (Arthur Andersen). Reading
Baish J.M. (Coopers A Lybrand). Reading
Baker E.L. (Spence. Houghton A Cok Taunton
Baker G.T. (Arthur Andersen). London
Baker K J. (Touche Ross A Co.), London
Baker R.M. (Newman A Partners). London
Balbi D.C. (Touche Ross A Co.). Leeds
Baldwin K. (Price Waicrhousc). London
Baldwin SJ. (CoopersA Lybrandk London
Balzan J.M. (KPMG Peat Marwick). Reading
Bancroft L.D. (KPMG Pat Marwick), Maidstone
Baitcrjcc A.O. (Morgan Brown A SpofTbrth),

Loughton
Bonks SJ. (Rctdl Ward). Huddersfield •

Banks S.P.M. I Coopers A Lybrandl. London
Blinks S.C. (Stoy Hayward). London
Bansal T3. (Leonard Finn A Co), London
Bontick K.M. (MacIntyre Hudson), High Wycombe
Barber F. (Towers Rockall). Northampton
Barber J.M.G. (Cane Jackson Scott), London
Barden A. (KPMG Peat Marwick), Guildford

Bardin C.N. ILatham Crossley A Davis). Chorfcy
Barham V!C. (Smith A Williamson). London
Barker NJ. (Brooking. Knowles A Lawrence).

Basingstoke
Barker P.R. (Touche Ross A Co.). London
Barker R. (Sylvester Groves A Co.). Bath
Barker SJ. (WagstalTs). Stevenage

Barker S.G. (KPMG Peat Marwick), London
Barker S.P. (Coopers A Lybrandk Leeds
Barnard G.N. (butsh Broad Weston). Stevenage

Barnes R.E. (Price Waicrhouseh Leeds
Barnes T.J. (Price Waterhouse). London
Barnes-Austin J.D. (Price Waterhouse), Loudon
Barradough A. (Ernst A Young), London
Barren P.M. (Arthur Andersen), London
Barren R-A.H. (Coopers A Lybrand). London
Barron A.M. tStcry Hayward). London
Barrows L A. (Landau Mortey), Wembley
Barry P.A. (Arthur Andersen), London
Barry T.M. (KPMG Peal Marwick!. Loudon
Bartlett S G. [Price Waterhouse). Southampton
Bun ram L. (Pearson May A Co). Bath

Barwdl J.F. (Ernst A Young), Luton
Basra H. (Weeks Green), Southampton
Basra S.S. (Casson Beckman), London
Bass MJ. r Panned Kerr Forster). Leicester

Rasril K.E. (KPMG Peat Marwick). London
Baichelor H.C. (McBrides 1. Sidcup

_ _

Banin D.l. (BDO Binder Hamlyn). Birmingham

Bovin C.N. (KPMG Peal Marwick). Nottingham
Baxter SJ.R. (KPMG Pat Marwick), Reading

Bayley D. (Panned Kerr Forster). Leicester

Beale R-A (Morris Owen). Swindon
Bard SJ. (Arthur Andersen). Leeds

Bcardswonh LJ. (Cooper-Parry. Watson, Sowier ft

Co), Derby
Beardwdl E.A.F. (Arthur Andersen). London
Bcame LA. (Ernst A Young). London
Beattie K. (Cooper Lancaster Brewers), London

Beaumont -Kcrndgc CJ. (Moores Rowland), Hertford

Beckett SJd. (Neville Russell). Stockport

Bedford D.M. (Touche Ross A Co.k Bristol

Bee S. (Silver Ahman i. London
Bcctc H. (Robson Laidlerk Newcastle Upon Tyne

Beesion GA (Price Waterhouse). London

Bccsion J.M. (Poirndl Ken- Forster). Guildford

Beetbam H.V. (Touche Ross A Co.), Birmingham

Behan RJ5. (Jackson Fox), Jersey

Bed D.S. (Arthur Andersen), London
Bcllenger J.S. (Stoy Hayward), koodoo
Bencdctti S. (KPMG Peal Manwckj, London

Bennett A.E. (Panned Kerr Forster), London

Bennett KJ. (Price Waterhouse), Windsor

Bentley C.A. (Pole Amoldl. Leiccuer
Benven isle J.E. (Coopers A Lybrandk Lorwoo

Bercs HJ. (KPMG Pat Marwick). Sheffield

Benin J.P. (MacIntyre A Cok London
Betties LM. (KPMG Pat Marwick). Sheffield

Berners H. (KPMG Pat Marwick), Southampton

Bhaiti RA (Ingle Shamash A Cok London

Bhogal D.S. (KPMG Pat Marwickk Birmingham

Bhogal P. (Baker Tilly), London
Bickerstafr M. (Coopers A Lybrandk London

Bickford D.P. (CriichJcysk Oxford
Biddiscombc S. (Coopers A Lybrand). Cardiff

Biggs J.MA (Coopen & Lybrandk London

Buungs LA. (Price Waterhouse), Leicester

Birch R.D.M. (Ernst A Youngk London
Birch S.C. (Coopers A Lybrand). London
Bird DJ. (Ernst A Youngk London
Birnie All. (Coopers ft Lybrandk foww __ _
Bishop AJ. (Rickard Keen A Cok Soulhcnd-On-Sea

Bishop N.M. (Coopers A Lybrandk Manchester

Bullion RJ. (KPMG Pal Marwick). London
Blake S.L (KPMG Peat Marwick). Brighton

Blakcmore NJ. (KPMG Pat Marwwkk Milton

BUceyM.V. [Price Waterhouse). Newcastle Upon

Tyne _ . ,

Blanch S.H. (Price Waicrhousek Bristol

Kanshard M. (Price Walcrhousel. Newcastle Upon

Biaihwayl A.T. (Price Waicrhousek Leeds

Bbzsby J.P. (Coopers A Lybrandk Cambridge

Blundell CJ. (Bin! Luckink Chelmsford

Hookes 5-A. (Stoy Hayward), London
Boanfanun J.P. (BDO Binder Hamlyn). Manchester

Borne CJ. (KPMG Pal Marwick), Truro

Baddingum C.E. (BDO Binder Hamlyn), Nottingham

Boland DA. (Soraky Dcfries). London
Bond DJ. (Brebncr. Allen A Trappk Fleet

BonserTA. (KPMG Pea I Marwickk London

Borbas MA (Ernst A Young). Luton

Boss J.R. (Touche Ross A Co.k London

Boswell J.C. I Ernst A Young). Soulhampion
Bolder A.N. I Erma A Young], Exeter
Bottom SA. (Hurst A Company), Stockport
Bottomley T.A.M. (Coopers A Lybrand). London
Boucher R.R. (KPMG fell Marwick), Nottingham
Boulton S.L. i Error ft Young), Luton

Peal Marwick). Manchester
BousfieM CJ. (Coopera A Lybrandk London
Bouzayen D. (Arthur Andersen). London
Bowden AG. (Touche Ross A Co ). Manchester
Bowden J.A. (Touche Rosa A Co.k Manchester
Bowyer S. (Ernst A Youngk London
Boyd MJ. (Touche Ross A Co.k London
Boyle A.I. (Price Wuierhouse). Leeds
Boys A.M.B.P. (KPMG Pal Marwickk London
Bradford J.N. (Wartcy A Waricyk Kingsion-Upotv
Thames

Bradshaw A.J. (Touche Ross A Co.). Cambridge
Brady P. (Mitchell Charlesworthk Liverpool
Brake TJ. (Munson Stonehamk Swindon
Bramlcy S.G. (Smith A WUliamsouk London
Brand D. (Clark Whitchill), London
Branson A. (McKenzie A Company), Oxicd
Braund NJ.C. (Case Duvidk Surbiton
Brazier A.L. (Cape A Dolglenh), London
Breach S.D. (Ernst A Youngk Reading
Breakipar A.P. (Groat A Young), London
Brent R J. (KPMG Pat Marwick). London
Bnddock P.T. (Coopen A Lybrandk Sheffield
BrierIcy J. (Pick RA. A Cok London
Briggs A. (Kanos A Pannerak Manchester
Briggs G.D. (Kingston Smith), St. Albans
Brouble EJ. (Price Waicrhousek St. Albans
Brimmell PJ. (Hillicr Hopkins), Watford
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Smith LJ. (Lubbock FineL London
Smith M.G. (KPMG Peal Marwick). Manchester
Smith N.D. (Coopers A LybrandL London
Smith N.EB. (Touche Ross A Co ). London
Smith S. (Touche Rou A Co,), London
Smyth HJ, (Arthur Andersen), London
Soars J.R. (Arthur Andersen), Birmingham
Somers S.M. (KPMG Pent Marwick), Leeds
Sopher J.A.V. (Coopers A Lybrand), London
Southern A. (Duncan Sheard Glass i. Liverpool
Southern J, (Erast A Young). London
Souxherton K. (KPMG Peat Marwick). London
Soycgc O.T, (Cohen Arnold A Co). London
Sparrow HJ. (Price Waierhouse). London
Spence AJ. (Coopcra A Lybrand). London
Spence DJ. (dement KeysL West Bromwich
Spencer J.C (Ernst A Young). London
Spencer P.E (KPMG Peat MarwickL Bristol
Spcnslcy M.C. (Chapman Robinson A Moore).

Oxford
Springett SAP. (KPMG Peat MarwickL Chelmsford
Springham C.E [Panndl Kero Forsrcrl. Guildford
Stacey D.M. (KPMG Peat MarwickL Southampton
Staley C.S. (Sugar Croudson), Leeds
Staley M.L (Fraser A RusscUL London
Stammers ER. (Coopers A Lybrand). Gloucuncr
Stamps E (Austral Rytey A CoL Wariey
Staobury TJ. (Ernst A Young). London
Stanley G.B. (Price WaicrhouscL London
Stanley R.M. (KPMG P<ra( Marwick). London
Stanion R.F.O. (Coopers & Lybrand). Reading
Stark F.M. (KPMG Peal Marwick). London
Stark P.G. (Price Waterborne). Hull
Stasopoulos P, (KPMG Pear Marwick), Manchester
Staihopoulos D.G. t Ernst & Young), London
Steele Ha (Moore Thompson). Spalding
Steinberg JA. (Stoy HaywardL London
Stephens PA (Touche Ross A Co.). London
Stephenson P.M. (Ernst & Young). Birmingham
Stephenson P. (Hodcwoods). Chdlcnhata
Sicvens GJ. (Barefaam, Bradford A Hamilton).
London

Slockdak c. (Kidsons ImpeyL Hove
Stockwell C.M. (E^inndl Kcjt Foraicr), Sheffield

Stockwrf] M. (Hardcastle BunonL HodJcsdon
Stone JA. (KPMG Peal MarwickL London
Stone JA (Ernst A Young). Liverpool
Storey NJ.M. (Touche Ross A Co.L Leicester
Sion P.G. (Price WaicrhouscL London
Stranks A. (Haines Waits). Woiveriamplon
Stranon P. (Brebner, Alien A TrnppL London
Sugarman LJ. (Stoy Hayward). London
Sullivan D.WJ. (Moores Rowland), London
Suihvan H.C. (Touche Ross A Co.l. Manchester
Sumracrbaycs WJ. (Dixon Wni*hL Taunton
Sung M.P.K. (Coopers A Lybrand). Cambndgc
Surcouf R.P. (Coopers A LybrandL Jersey
Surtees D.W. (Price Waterhouse), London
Sutocnann AE (KPMG Peat MarwickL London
Sutherland LA. (Arthur Andcrscni. London
Suiron D.l. (Buckle Barton). Leeds
Swann A (Baker Tilly). Watford
Swear DJ. (Rothman Panted A Co.), Winchester
Swift NJ. (Price, Bailey). Dunrnew
Swilsiir S.P. (KPMG Pcai Marwick). Oxford
Symcs J.K. iSienbcm F.W. & Co L London
Szcniesi G.B. (Coopcra & LybrandL Southampton

Tai J, (Beechams). London

Zah0CTJ^^_ (KPMG Rat Marwick), London
Talbot Cl. (John Gordon. Walton A Co). Lewis
Talbot S. (Lungton Morland), Liverpool
Turn E.M.M. (Ernst & Youngl. London
Tamblvn R.F. (KPMG Peal Marwick). Leeds
Tamtekio N. (Coopers ft LybrandL Northampton
Tan P.L. (KPMG Pcai Marwick), London
Tan P.EL. (Weeks Green). Southampton
Tang W. (BDO Binder HumlynL London
Tanner RJ. (Stoy HaywardL London
Tanvey G. (Touche Rom A Co.l Bracknell
Tapper J.E. (Touche Rou A Cre). Rrisiol

Tale J-C. (Gram ThomionL Northampioa

Taylor B.H. (Panndl Kerr Former). London

Taylor C.E (KPMG Pcai Mann*). Hull

Taylor CJ. (Coopcra A LybrandL Manchester

Tarior C.D. (KPhlG Peat MarwickL Leeds

Tayict C.E (KPMG Pcai MarwickL London
Tayior C.L (Arthur Andersen), Birmingham

Taylor H.C (Cooper?A LybrandL Newcastle Upon
Tyne

Tavlur J S. (Cansdaie A Col. Utile Chalfont

Taylor M.A. (Stoy Hayward). London
Taylor N.E. iGriffin Kuefli A Co), Coldtextcr

Tear BJ. (Price Waterhouse), London
Tauber S.C. (Touche Ross A Co.L London
Temootb MJ. (Coopcra A LybrandL London
Terrcy A. (BDO Bnxkr HamlynL Manchester
Terry J.M. (Russdl Ohiy), Hove
Terry MJ. (Coopers A LybrandL Uxbridge
Terry P. I Kidsons ImpeyL Manchcscr
Thackeray Z.C. (KPMG Pat MarwickL Brnnughotn
Theobald T.P. (Furrdl Cheesnon). London
Thomas DJ. (Citroen WcUs), London
Thomas G.D. | Ackbutds Bunker). Bristol

Thomaj LK. (KPMG Put Marwick), London
Thomas KJ. (Bishop Fleming), Bristol

Thomas M.S. (Coopera A Lybrand). Cardin'
Thomas MA. (Sloy HaywardL London
Thomas R.N. I Coopcra A LybrandL London

• Thomas S.E l Lkwetyn. Davies A Co), Narbenh
Thompson C.W. (Erast A Young). Liverpool

Thompson C.M, (Cooper* & LybrandL London
Thompson P.FiJErmt A Young), Manchester
Thompson R.E (Thompson WnghiL Newcastle
Thompson SA (KPMG Peat MarwickL Derby
Thoms MA. (Russdl OfalyL Hove
Thomson S.L (Kidsoas Impcy), KrmmgltaiB
Thomson S.N. (KPMG feat Marwick). Bristol
Thomson S.G. (KPMG Peal MarwickL Loudon
Thornton G J. [Moore Stephens), London
Tbomion G.W. (Robson Rhode). London
Thoratun N. (Kidsons ImpeyL London
Threadgold SJ. (Ptidic Brewster), Twickenham
Thurston D. (KPMG Peal MarwickL Bristol
Tierney AJ. (Stoy HaywardL London
Tolley C.H. (Touche Ross A Ca.L Bracfcncfl
Tomasscn F. (Martindalc Beuunwm A Co). Sl Helens
Tomlinson E (Brown, Buiter A Co), fmf*

Toner C.G. (KPMG Peat MarwickL London
Toombs C.E (tUyvom SUvcnon A PanncraL

Btachky
Ton- R.M. (Smith Cooper A Partners). Bnrton-On-

Trcnl
Tovdl A.W. (Price Waterhouse), London
Tovey JAH. ICoopers A LybrandL Cardiff
Townsend J.G. (KPMG Peat Marwicki, Loudon
Toecr EK. iDendy Neville). Maidstone
Trainer Y.M. ffouchc Ross & Co.). Cardiff
Travis N.B. (Coopers A Lybrand), Leeds
Trecce C.E (Touche Ross A Co.), London
Trchan M. (Coopcra A LybrandL Reading
Trkfcey V.L (Price WaurhouseL London
Troimun A.G. (Ernst A YouogL London
Trudgeoo P. (Moore SlcphatsL London
Trndgett SJ. (Peters, Sworthy A MooreL Cambridge
Tsui Y.C.S. (Gcoigr Nonage A CoL Ilford
Tudor J.M. I BDO Binder Hamlyn), Manchester
Tufndl R.G. (Tuylor, Vmty A Marlow), lugalcstoae
Tullock J.M. I Duncan Sheard Gbu&L Liverpool
Turner MJ. (Bird Luckin), Chelmsford
Turner SJ. (KPMG Peal MarwickL Manchester
Turner SJ. I Baker Tiflyj, Manchester
Tuslin EH. (Gram Thorn ion j. Banburv
Tuil S.B.R. (Arnold Hill A CoL London
Tyackc S.E (KPMG Peat Marwick). Bimunghom

V
Utanowski EA. (Price Waterhouse). Newcastle Upon
Tyne

Usher A.E (Ernst A Young). London
Usman H.T. (Arthur .Andereen}. London

M. (Spicer A OppcnhcimL Birmingham

NJ. (Haws
-

Vcasev J.C. I Spain BroibenL Maidstone

(Coopers & LybrandL London

Vcnpany RJ. (Cooper Party Pnor A PalmurL

Nottiagluir.

Voice M G. (Arthur Andersen). Reading

Von Seidel R.C. (Coopcra A Lybrjndf.Xondon

w
Wackcu M.J.S. (WWuaker & CoL Utoo'
Waddingfon D. (Pufby. Holl). Liverpool

Wadhwani D. (Stoy Ifrvwant). Wembley
Wokdum GJ. (Touche Ra* A Co.l. Bretoi

Walden S. (KPMG Peat MarwickL Brighton.

Wales J.M. (Coopers A Lybrand). Sheffield

Walker AJ. I Baker TillyL Kingston-Upon-Thumcs

Walker D.P. (Erast St. Young). Manchtsier

Walker H.M. (Kidsons Impey). -NottinghjiBi

Walker PJ. (KPMG Peal Mara**). Darlington

Walker R.O. (Buezacou A CoL London
Wallace A G.I1. (Touche Ross A Co.l Birmingham

Walbcu Jones M.R. (Toudte Ross A Ca.L London

Wallace N.R.D. (Robson Rhodes). Crawley

Waller R.G. IKPMG Peat MarwickL Leeds

Walsh S.T. (Arthur AndcnuiL London
Wokhe BJ. iRotfainan Phnt.il I A Co.). London
Wallen H.C (Coopcra A LybrandL Gloucester

Walton J. (BDO BrnJcr Hamlyn], Wolverhampton
Wolion J.M. (Toucfe Ross A Co.L Bristol

Walton R.A. (Price Waterhouse). London
Wanl C.PA. (Pncc WaicrhouscL St. Albans. .

Word E.C. (Price Waierhouse). Windsor
Word K.B. (Coopcra & Lybrand). Jersey

Word Lj. (Coopcra & LybrandL Reading
Ward M. (S

Ward NJ. (Han-suits), Sheffield

Ward S.M. (Coopers A LybrandL London
Waxdlc E (Brebner. Alien A Trapp). London
Warner D.L (KPMG Peal MarwickL.London
Warner EJ. (Coopers A LybrandL Leicester

Warner S.U (Stoy HaywardL London
Warren T.M. lEmsl A Young). Bintringhara

Warrener S.C. (KPMG Peat Marwick). Liverpool

Wash J.A5. i Neville RusseHL London
Watkins RJ. (Baber Tilly), Bradford

'

Watson R J. (Price Waierhouse). London
Watson S.M. (Price Waterhouse), London
Watt C.E I Dodd A Co.L Carlisle

Way A.B. iWhillingham. Ridddl A CoL Shrewsbury
Weaver K.D. (Grant ThomionL Warrington
Weaver SJ. (Erast A Young). LonJon
Webb G.L. (Coopers A Lybrand). Loads

Webster J.A. I Coopers & Lybrand). Birmingham

Wedekind H.C. (Price WaicrhouseL London
Wedlakc J.C. (Toudte Ross A Co.). London
Weeks D. (KPMG fell MarwickL Birmingham
Wege'NJ. (KPMG Peat MarwickL Basingstoke

Wcaz A. (Coopers A Lybrand). Leeds

Weuzoun J.M. (Lubbudr FiaeL London
WcEkala T.M P. (Gane Jackson ScottL London
Wetttikar A. (Price WaicrhouscL London
Wells C. (BDO Binder Hamlyn). Sl Albans
Wefts D.F. (Coopers A LybrandL Bristol

West J.D. iClark Whiiehilfj. London
West KJ. (Coopers A Lybrand), London
West SJ. i Ernst A Young). Manchester
Wcstbury H.D. ( Burnett Swaynet. Southampton
Western V.E (Arthur Andersen), Loudon
Westwood G.C. I Price WaicrhouscL London
Wetbcrail J. (Touche Ross A Co.L Nottuigham
WhaDcy N.D. (Coopers A LybrandL Milton Keynes
Whecforigln A.E (Arthur Anderven). Leeds
While} SJ. (KPMG fell Marwick), London
Whipp SJ. (Ernst A YouogL Liverpool

Whiston T.A. (Price Wa ternousel. Manchester
Whitaker S. (BDO Binder Hamiynl, London
Whitby S.P. I Price Waterhouse). London
White CJ. (Baker TillyL Bromley
While J.L. (Hobson. Phillips A ShurpeL Nottingham
White M.M. (KPMG Pkau Marwicki. London .

V
Van R. {Gruber Levinson FranVsL Manchoter
Vailey H (Grant ThomionL Lekzsier
Variey J.H. (KPMG Peat Marwick). London
Varnava P.A. (Coopers A LybrandL London
Varney A.S. (Touche Ross A Co.l London
Vass J.E (Hughes "Aflat). Chelmsford
Vaughan D.R. iLeach Bright). Guildford

White SJL (Coopers A LybrandL Bristol

White S.E (Lethan.tfill A Hthoo). Nottingham
Whitehead J.E (Grant ThomionL Bradford
Whitehead M J. (Arthur Andersen). Manchester
Whitehead RJ. (Waring J.H. ft CoL Bollon
Whitchouse M. (Smith Starmer Hart). Kctlering
Wfnung i .M. (Coopers& LybrandL Reading
Whittaker J. (Newby CasricmaaL Leicester

Whiitarri T.P.G. (Coopers ft LybrandL Nottingham
Whitworth J.P. (Robson Rhodes), Leeds
"Whyte M. (Erast A Young), HuB

Wickenon K. (Forrester BoyrfL Sepmhoiw

Walden D.E (KPMG Prat iVfarwtck). Brtsioi

WinBtUI T. (Erast A Youngk London

Vrfimpin S.P, (Price Wateri*H«>, London

Wiks A. (feker TiHy). Goildford ,

Wilkes MJ. (Price WawriunwLLon^
Wilkinson K. IDcnnis R. Edwatds A Co.L

WnkwUMKPMG Peat Matwfck), Mdtoo Keynes

Wnicox N.R. (Drfby. HoU). Llvf r̂
!Wamrara,

Willems A-R. (Gram TbomtonL Norttam^w

Williams A. (Bright Gralwune MurniyL Loodra

Williams D; (Ridunl Keen A CoL SouihauLOo-Sea

Waiiams DS. ®oy Haywretdl. I?1"®?.
Williams G.R. (Toirchc Ross & Co.L London

Winrims K. (Shipley Blackburn), London

Wiliams K. (Btakem^t. Lawton

Wilthuns E (KPMG Peat ManwCkL
Williams S.C. (Toucbc Ross A Co L London

Williams SJ. (Stoy Haywatd?.Manchester

waiiams V. {Toudte Ross & Co.L ManchcstCT

Williams- Ba(Toe P.EJ. (Mahncrn & Co). London

Wiiltamson J. (Townends). Pontefract

Willis SJ. (Arthur Andenenl. London

Wilb M. (Longcroftsk Lowton

Willson EJ. I Baker TBtyL Lomteo

Wilson A,T.R. (Panndl Kerr Forster), Loudon

Wilson D. (Coopers A LybrandL
f*

1™*#*®
Wilson H.M. (Coopers A Lybrand). Manctetcr

Wilson M.R. [Price Waterhouse), Windsor

Winch M.C (Pros WatertwmcL London

Windsor P. (Touche Ross A Co.). Manchesicr

Winn J.M. (Toucte Ross A Co.). Crawley

Winters S.M. (Safiery Chumpress). London

Withers RJ. (Airiolis), Harrow

Wong H.T. (KPMG Peat Marwick). Btnntnriom

Wong EY.K. (KPMG Peat MarwWO, Gufldford

WotS T.T:Y.E (KPMG Peat MarwickL London

Woo M.W. (Coopers A LybrandL Lncoier

Wood DJ. (Long ft Co (Leeds)). Leeds

Wood J.L. (Erast A Young), London

Wood K. f Harman & McGiUivrayL London
Wood RJ. (Coopera A Lybrand). London
Woodcock PJ. (Rainbow Gillespie). Newcastle Upon
Tyne

Woodgatc P.H. (Derek Webster A Co). London
Woodhouse A.D. (Price Waretbouse). London
Woodman C.A. (Errat A YoungL London
Woodroof PA. (Ernst A Young). Southampton
Woodward E.S. (Ernst A YouogL Liverpool

Woodward P.L. (Barnes H.E A SousL Stratford-

Upon-Avon
Woodwards TJ. (Comiits A CoL London

Wooldridge SJ. (Coopers A Lybrand). Birmingham

Wooif V.H. (KPMG Peal Marwick). Ipswich

Woolley J. (Ernst A YoaogL London
WorUodge PJ.F. (Price Waterhouse), London
Woreley B (Jones AvcnsL Portsmouth
Wragg J.P. (Barber, Harrrion A PlartL ShelTidd

Wrtghi AJ. (Coopers A LybrandL Loodon
Wright D.A. (Beechams), London
Wright F.R. (KPMG Peal MarwickL Cardiff

Wright H.S iTooche Ross A Co L London
Wright HJ. (KPMG Peat MarwickL Hull

Wright J.M. (BDO Binder HamhoL Norwich

Wright M.W. (Nicholas^ Ames A Co-L London
Wright MJ, (Arthur Andersen). Loudon
Wright P.M.18DO Binder Hamlyn), London
Wright SJ. (Arthur Andersen), Loodon

Y, Z
Yardky PJ. (Charles Rippui A Turner). London
Yarrow PJ. (Coopers A Lybrand), London
Yates S.W. (Arthur Andersen). London
Ycoward DJ. (KPMG Pcai MarwickL Oxford

Yip JEW. (Hacker YoungL London
Yong N. (KPMG Peal Marwick), London
York E. (Rickard Keen A CoL Soulhend-On-Sea
Yorke- Robinson C.H-A. (Gruber Levinson Franks).

Manchester
Ycrnfcs AJ. (Stephenson Davies), Ely

Young DJ. (Touche Ross A Co ), Manchester
Young J.A. (Coopers A LybrandL Newcastle Upon
Tyne

Young S.A.M. (Touche Ross A Co.), Bristol

Zachariah K J. (Ernst A Young). Reading
Zenios J.D. (Arthur AndcrecnL London
Zhnniok L. (Barnes Roffe), Loodon

THE NEWLY QUALIFIED'S GUIDE TO
RECRUITMENT CONSULTANTS

ALDERWICK
PEACHELL

&

PARTNERS LIMITED
Specialists in accountancy,

finance, and taxation

recruitment.

125 Higb Holbom,

London WCIV 6QA
TeL 071 404 3 155

Fax: 071 404 0140

Contacts: Fiona Jobson-
Banking and Financial Services.

Mark: Gilbert ACA - Commerce
and Industry.

NICHOLAS
ANDREWS
126 Colmore Row
Binningbam B3 3AP
Tek 021-233 4450
Fax:021-236 5350

Contact: Andrew Grant

NICHOLAS
ANDREWS
11 St Pelexs’ Gale

Nottingham NG1 2JF

Tck 0602 414480

Fax: 0602 413652

Contact: Tina Shortman

DOUGLAS LLAMBIAS
ASSOCIATES LTD
Accountancy and Management
Recruitment Consultants

410 Strand

London WC2R ONS
Tok 071-836 9501

Fax:071-379 4820

GMS
GOODMAN
MASSON SHAW
Financial Recruitment

Consultants

Td; 071 336 7711

(eve/weekends 071 372 5952)

Appointments for ACAs in

leading UK and European blue

chip companies offering

excellent salaries and benefits.

Strategic Planning, Analysis,

Business Development,

Commercial Management,
Operational Renew, Financial

Management and many other

Call Marie Masson C.A.

Commerce and Industry

division

Call Jonathan Robin

faakiiigjalfiaiBaBte Pinmw
division

Come in and discuss your

career and specific

opportunities

Available 8.00 am to 9.00pm
2 Bath Street,

London ECIV 9DX
Td: 071 336 7711

Fax: 071 336 7722

HARRISON WILLIS
Financial Recruitment

Consultants

LONDON OFFICE
Cardinal House.

39-40 Albemarle Street,

London W1X3FD
TeL 071 629 4463

Contact: Gary Hall

ST ALBANS OFFICE
TeL 0727 840660
Contact: Claire Holden

READING OFFICE
TeL 0734391003

Contact: Mark Rowley

GUILDFORD OFFICE
TeL 0483 303300
Contact: Sheila Harris

BRISTOL OFFICE
TeL 0272255113 .

Contact: Chris Hcmnannsen

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE
TeL 021 633 0010
Contact: Timothy Bales

ROBERT HALFAND
ACCOUNTEMPS
Financial Recruitment
Specialists in London.
Birmingham, Windsor,
Manchester, Bristol, Leeds,

Southampton, Wolverhampton
and Croydon.

LONDON
TeL- 071-836 3545

BIRMINGHAM
Tel: 021-643 1663

WINDSOR
Tel: 0753 857777

MANCHESTER
TeL 061-236 0101

BRISTOL
TeL 0272 252572

LEEDS
TeL 0532 428978

SOUTHAMPTON
Tel: 0703 233131

WOLVERHAMPTON
TeL 0902 25850

CROYDON
TeL G81 649 8879

H3TCHENOR
MAHER FINANCIAL
RECRUITMENT
First Floor, 27 Yorit Place

Leeds LSI 2EY
TeL 0532 470170
Fax: 0532 470191

HOWELL CHORLEY
ASSOCIATES
17 RiverCourt

Portsmouth Road

Surbiton

Surrey 1CT64EY
TeL* 081 974 5 199/8685 (eve)

Fax: 081 546 6837

Consultants specializing in

Corporate Review and EDP
Audit appointments in Industry

and Commerce (UK and
International)

Contact Tracey Boomer

MARTIN WARD
ANDERSON
Goswell House

134 Peascod Street

Windsor

Berks SLA IDS
TeL 0753 830881

Fax: 0753 850253

Industry and Practice.

Home Counties, South Coast

and Loodon.

MICHAEL PAGE
FINANCE
London Office

39-41 Parker Street

London WC2B5LH -

TeL 071 831 2000

London South, Industry

& Commerce - Peter Gerrard

London North. Industry

& Commerce - Nigel Milford

Financial Services - John Zafar

City -Paul Wilson

Contracts, Industry

& Commerce - Ridyard Wright
Contracts, Financial Services
-Lyndy Adiam

Windsor Office

1 Brocas Street

Eton

Berkshire SL4 6BW
TeL 0753 856151

Contact Richard Wilson

Leatberhead Office:

45-47 High Street

Lealherhead

Surrey KT22 8AG
TeL 0372 37S66I
Contact Jonathan Ross

St Albans Office:

136-142 London Road
SL Albans

Hertfordshire ALl ISA
TeL0727 865813

Contact David Head

Britsol Office:

29 St Augustine's Parade
Bristol BS1 4UL
TeL 0272 276509
Contact: Paul Toner

Birmingham Office:

190 Coiporadon Street

Birmingham B46QD
TeL* 021 625 3380
Contact: David GtcenweU

Nottingham Office:

20 Victoria Street

Nottingham NG1 2EX
TeL 0602 483480
Contact Stephen Hockey

Manchester Office:

82 MbsJey Street

ManchesterM2 3LQ
Tel: 061 228 0396

Contact Dean Ball

Glasgow Office:

150 West George Street

GlasgowG22HG
TeL 041 331 2597

Contact: Sandy Bell

NICHOLSON
INTERNATIONAL
(SEARCH &
SELECTION
CONSULTANTS)
Africa House, 64-78 Kingsway
London WCZB6AH
TeL 071 404 5501

Fax: 07 1404 8128

And offices throughout Europe.

Contact: Paul Feeney

JOSUN ROWE
ACCOUNTANCY
Bell Court House
1 1 BkMnfield Street

London EC2M 7AY
TeL 071 638 5286
Fax: 071 382 9417
Contact: Fiona Chandler

ROBERT WALTERS
ASSOCIATES
25 Bedford Street

London

WC2E9HP
Tel No : 071 379 3333
Fax No : 071 915 8714
Contact Jon Boyle ACA

42 Thames Street

Windsor
Berkshire SL4 1PR
Tel No: 0753 831515
Fax No: 0753 678908
Contact Andrea Black

MARKS SATTIN
18 Hanover Street

London, W1R9HG
TeL 071 408 1312
Fax; 071 355 4501
Contacts: Jon Vonk - Banking
aod Corporate Finance
Jonathan Jones - Commerce and
Industry

JONATHAN WREN
P'nancial Reorntment
Specialists

No 1 New Street

London EC2M4TP
Tel : 071-623 1266
Fax :07i 6265259

Leeds Office:

28-32 St, Paul's Street

Leeds LSI 2PX
TeL 0532 450212
Contact Fired Howie

Bradford House
St Stephens Avenue
Bristol BSl 1 YL
Tel: (0272) 225762
F»:(0272)257693
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INSIDE

Travelers agrees to
Primeriea offer
The board of Travelers, the US composite Insurer
yesterday agreed to an offer from the financial ser-
vices group Primeriea to buy the 73 per cent of the
company It did not already own. Mr Sanford WeiH,
who has built Primeriea Into one of the US's largest
financial services groups, will be act as chairman
and chief executive of the new group. Mr Edward
Sudd, head of Travelers, will remain chairman of
the insurance company, but will give up the chief
executive's job to Mr Robert Lipp of Primeriea.

Generali continues upwards
Generali, Italy’s biggest insurance group, continued
the marked improvement seen in Its underwriting
business in the second half of last year with a
sharp rise in frrst-half operating profits to L315bn
(Si 99m) compared with Li 86bn in the same period
last year. Page 22

Italian banks await sell-off
Within months, three of Italy's biggest banks
should either be fully privatised or have a large
share of their capital floating on the stock market.
Page 24

Market reacts to supermarket
The food retailing sector took another downward
lurch yesterday after Wm Morrison Supermarkets
complained of falling margins. Wm Morrison shares
fell 23p to 106p after the Bradford-based group
said it seemed unlikely that operating profit would
rise in line with sales over the next year. Page 26;
Lex, Page 20

Pay-off for former Glaxo chief
.y* Glaxo’s former chief exec-
' '

utlve, Dr Ernest Mario

& -mmi will receive a £2.7m
K •

(S4m) pay-off over the next

f .jtjmbk. 'dH&fljHI three years following his

* departure in March. The
sum is the largest-over

1* severance settlement in

the UK. Dr Mario left after

Z a boardroom bust-up over

/“hIVV' Jr&KkF* 010 Pharmaceutical

[
ms

•

- Ship’s future direction.
* ’ The sum is equivalent to

11 hours worth of sales of

GJaxo's best-selling drug, Hie ulcer treatment Zan-
tac. Page 26

Laura Ashley shares tall

Shares in Laura Ashley fell 22p to 87p after the

clothing and home furnishings group warned that

full-year profits would be more than 27m ($l0.6m)
below market expectations. Page 27

Halifax boosted by controls
Pre-tax profits at Halifax, the UK's biggest building

society, rose 29 per cant to £41lm ($62lm) In the
six months to July 31. tt attributed the Increase to

quality lending, prudent provisioning and control of

costs. Page 29

New oil field for Yemen
Canadian Occidental Petroleum yesterday boosted
Yemen’s oil production by 60 per cent with the

opening of its new fields in Masila. The increased

production will be a boon to Yemen's sagging
economy. Unemployment is 36 per cent and
annual inflation 100 per cent Page 30

India faces wave of fund-raising
Indian companies are planning an unprecedented

wave of corporate fund-raising over the next few

months which will test to the limit the capacity of

the country's capital markets. Back Page
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reveals

loss of
SFr65m
By Ian Rodger In Zurich

SWISSAIR, which is in the midst
of intense negotiations on
co-operation with three Euro-
pean airlines, has published con-
solidated interim accounts for
the first time, revealing a loss of

SFr65m (645.7m) in the first six

months of 1993.

The airline prepared the fig-

ures for a presentation to finan-
cial analysts this week, bat the
presentation was cancelled
because of the sensitive stage
that the negotiations with KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines, Scandina-
vian Airlines System and Aus-
trian Airlines have reached.
The four were to sign a memo-

randum of understanding on the
“Alcazar" project by mid-Sep-
tember.

But the negotiations have ran
into difficulty on three issues;

the location of a bead office, the
selection of a US partner airline

and the valuations of each air-

line.

Also, Austrian is still consider-
ing whether or not to ally itself

with Germany’s Lufthansa
instead of Alcazar.

Swissair said yesterday that
agreement could be delayed until

next month.
Fresh opposition to Alcazar

has arisen in the Swiss financial

community this week on the
grounds that the proposed share-

holdings - 30 per cent for each
of the three larger airlines, 10
per cent for Austrian - under
value Swissair's financial
strength.

Swissair has replied that ana-
lysts must take into account two
prospective competitive disad-
vantages it faces; being outside

the European Community and
facing Increasingly severe air-

craft movement restrictions at

its home airport in Zurich.

Swissair revealed that its

flight operations in the first half
lost SFr43m, its hotel business

lost SFr22m and its catering and
other activities were at
break-even.

Last month, it reported a first-

half parent company loss of
SFrl25m.
The group made about SFr60m

on aircraft sales.

The consolidated balance sheet

at June 30 showed total assets of
SFr9.19bn financed mainly by
SFrZRbn of shareholders’ funds
and SFr5.6bn of debt

Swissair said it continued to

hope to break even in the full

year.

As in the past few years, this

would probably depend on far-

ther aircraft sales.

Warning hits LVMH shares
By Alice Rawsthom in Paris

LVMH, the French luxury goods
group, yesterday warned of a fall

In net profits for 1993 after a fur-

ther deterioration in the cham-
pagne market
The group, which owns some of

France's most prestigious brands,
including Hennessy cognac and
Louis Vuitton luggage, had previ-

ously hoped to maintain profits

for the full year.

Its share price fell 4.1 per cent

to FFr3,924 yesterday.
The warning accompanied the

announcement of a 28 per cent

fall in first-half profits from
FFTl.29bn (5228m) to FFr935m.
This was also worse than the 25

per cent drop forecast earlier this

slimmer by Mr Bernard Arnault
chairman. He said the situation

In the champagne sector had
deteriorated since the previous

THE SHARE price of Guinness, in which LVMH owns 24 per cent
shares fell 32p to close at 427p yesterday after the UK brewing and
spirits group reported a 9 per cent decline in first-half profits. It also

forecast flat full-year profits and only modest growth in 1994.

Hr Anthony Greener, chairman, said: “We are still seeing signs of

further deterioration in some major markets." Pre-tax profits of

£32(to were at the lower end of market expectations. Page 22

warning.
LVMH yesterday confirmed it

had lost FFrlOOm on its cham-
pagne business during the first

halt
The contribution from Guin-

ness, in which it owns a 24 per
cent stake, had fallen 26 per cent

due to sterling’s weakness
against the franc.

As a result, it was unlikely to

achieve the same level of profits

in 1993 as last year.

Ms Joanna Clapp, an analyst at

Hoare Govett, forecast a fall in

LVMH's net profits, from FFr3bn

in 1992 to FFr2.73bn this year.

“There should be a pick-up in

earnings next year," she said.

“But the improvement will be for

technical reasons, such as lower

restructuring and financial costs

and the impact of stronger ster-

ling on the conversion of the
Guinness contribution. Trading
will still be difficult"

The group saw first-half sales

rise from FFr9,68bn to

FFrl0.03bn. However, the tough
trading climate and adverse
exchange rates took a toll on
operating profits, which slipped

from FFr2.35bn to FFr2.03bn.

The main area of difficulty for

LVMH was wine and spirits,

where pressure on the profitabil-

ity of its cognac sales in Japan
added to the problems in cham-
pagne. The drinks division’s oper-

ating profits fell from FFrldiSbn

to FFr867m on sales down from
FFr-l.44bn to FFr436bn.
The luggage business mustered

an increase in operating profits,

from FFr890m to FFr968m, on
sales of FFr2.33bn against
FFr2.43bn.
Perfumes and cosmetics were

affected by heavy promotional
expenditure. This was in spite of

the momentum of recent
launches, notably Christian
Dior's Dune and Givenchy's
Amarige. Operating profits

slipped from FFr330m to FFr326m
on. sales up from FFr2£4bn to

FFr2R6bn.

Battle to defend premium brands
By Philip Rawstome and
Afice Rawsthom

THESE are difficult times for

producers of deluxe brands of
Scotch whisky and champagne.
The problems of recession in

their largest markets worldwide
have been compounded by over-

production. Prices have come
under pressure from value-hunt-

ing consumers and from cut-price

products.

Some investors have begun to

question whether consumers will

ever again pay premium prices

for a bottle of Johnnie Walker
Black Label whisky or Modi et

Chandon champagne.
“I have absolutely no doubt

that as economic conditions
improve, consumers will move
hack to strong premium brands,”

Mr Anthony Greener, Guinness
chairman, said yesterday.

In the US, sales of Johnnie
Walker Black Label and Dewar's
whiskies were already beginning
to pick up as the recession
receded.

With a maturation period of
five or six years, it has always
been difficult to balance Scotch
production with demand. The
industry is now exercising more
control than it did a decade ago.

Guinness has moth-balled four
malt distilleries this year and
production is down to two thirds

of capacity.

But the imbalance cannot be
corrected quickly. Some suppliers

have been able to buy whisky
cheaply on the open market,
blend it. bottle it and sell it at

knock-down prices to large retail-

ers.

These tertiary brands, priced
as low as £7-99p ($12) a bottle in

the UK, have sold well. They,

together with low inflation, have
restrained the price of premium
brands - Guinness's price
increases this year have averaged

2 per cent
The market has polarised. For

same consumers value-fbr-money

means buying the cheapest; for

others it means perhaps drinking

less, but buying high quality, pre-

mium brands.

“We have not even thought of

cutting prices,” Mr Greener said.

“We have a range of brands that

we can position at different price

points. To move existing brands
downwards would put us on a
slippery slope from which we
would never recover."

Hie champagne industry, too,

has been beset by the parallel

problems of over-production and
economic recession. This year the

grand old champagne houses of

Reims and Epernay In eastern

France have experienced the
toughest trading conditions in

the industry's history.

Earlier this year the difficulties

were aggravated by the strength

of the French franc, which had
risen by up to 20 per cent against

key European currencies - nota-

bly the lire, peseta and sterling.

The strong franc made tt more
difficult for the champagne
houses to maintain momentum
in their export markets. It also

raised the risk of “parallel

imports" being brought into
France and Germany from
weaker currency countries. At
The total market, which had

fallen from a peak of 249m bottles

in 1389 to 214m by 1992, was vir-

tually flat in the first half of this

year, according to the Comite
Interprofessionel du Vin de
Champagne. However, this dis-

guises an increase in sales of low

GPA Group finalises its

last chance of survival
By Maggie Unry in London

GPA Group, the Irish aircraft

leasing company which has been
struggling with debt of $5.8bn,

yesterday finalised plans for a
$150m capital raising, the grant-

ing of options to GE Capital to

take control of the company, and
the deferral of $750m of debt
repayments for three years plus

the injection of $l50m of new
money.
The deal was largely agreed in

May, hut the complexity of the

documentation has delayed final-

isation until now. It is designed

to put the company on a stable

footing, giving it time to reduce

debt through aircraft sales within

three years.

Mr Maurice Foley, deputy
chairman, who will retire when
the deal is completed but is likely

to remain a non-executive direc-

tor, said “the deal is not suffi-

cient on its own but is essential

to the survival of GPA Without
this there certainly isn't a future.

There is no other plan behind
this".

GE Capital Is getting an option
to buy up to 67 per cent of the

company by March 1998 paying
between SllOm and $165m. For
three years after that it can buy
further shares and could take 100

per cent control of GPA
GPA will pass the management

of its assets to a new GE Capital

subsidiary, GE Capital Aviation

Services under a 15-year contract

Mr Tony Ryan, founder, chair-

man and chief executive of GPA
and two other GPA executive
directors will be employed by
GECAS, leaving GPA Mr Ryan
and GPA will appoint an arbitra-

tor to fix any compensation he is

due for loss of office at GPA The
other two directors, Mr Colm
Barrington and Mr James King,

will not receive compensation
but be given equivalent jobs at

GECAS. GPA also revealed that
exceptional costs of $737m relat-

ing to the group's restructuring

contributed to an attributable

loss of $993m in the year to

March 1993. cutting the group's
net worth from $133bn to 5234m.
Operating profits were $48m,
down from $262m in the previous
year.

Of the exceptional costs $l30m
related to fees for the restructur-

ing. of which $44m went to lend-

ers and $86m to professional
advisers including 22 firms of

lawyers. A further $20m related

to the costs of a flotation aborted
In June 1992.

The proposals will be put to

shareholders at a special meeting
on October 18. Existing share-
holders who do not subscribe to
the issue of convertible and non-
convertible securities will see
their holdings diluted to 10 per
cent
Details, Page 27

Airbus to lose $2.5bn orders
By Daniel Green fn London

AIRBUS, the world’s second
biggest commercial jet aircraft

manufacturer, faces losing
$2J>bn of orders in the wake of

the GPA restructuring proposals

yesterday.

GPA has orders for 51 Air-

buses which could be cancelled.

It singles oat the 40 scheduled to

be delivered after 1994 and
warns that unless cancellation

deadlines are postponed "it is

likely that ft would be necessary

to cancel most of the . . . orders".

Those deadlines are the earlier of

December 31. 1993 and 30

months before delivery.

Airbus said yesterday it had

not discussed this yet with GPA
The remaining eight could also

be cancelled if a charge were

paid. GPA said that the charge
could come from “pre-delivery

payments and with no signifi-

cant farther likely cash outlay”.

Some 45 Airbuses have been
delivered so far to GPA. The
restructuring proposals could
cut the backlog to a handful.

The aircraft affected are A320
and A321 narrow body jets and
A330 widebodied jets. GPA had
already cancelled orders for 30
aircraft. Last December, GPA
was Airbus’ biggest customer
with 123 aircraft on order.

Airbus still has orders for

more than 1,700 aircraft- All four

partners in the Airbus consor-

tium - Aerospatiale of France.

Deutsche Aerospace, British

Aerospace and Casa of Spain -

have had to scale down output to

match the slowdown in expected

deliveries of new aircraft. The
consortium’s production is now
expected to grow from about 150
aircraft this year to about 170 in
1995, compared with an original

target of 225 In 1995.

Boeing comes out of the GPA
proposals rather better off. The
cancellations and postponements
detailed in the GPA proposals
were reached last year.

Boeing had been scheduled to

deliver 66 aircraft up to 1997.

This has been reduced to 26 up
to 1999.

Cancellation deadlines are
being extended for four Boeing
757s. Boeing says every second
order due for delivery in 1997-98
may be postponed for two years
without penalty, and it has given
GPA a f345m financing facility.
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A sea of troubles for champagne: recession, the strong franc and
cut-price competition from "petits" brands

quality petits ckampagnes,
dumped on the market for as lit-

tle as FFr35 ($6) a bottle, squeez-

ing the profitability of estab-

lished brands.

Many producers have been
forced to cut prices. LVMH, the
market leader, this spring tabled
plans for the first ever redundan-

cies in the industry. The cham-
pagne unions won a legal battle

to Mock LVMH's proposed cuts.

Price cuts and the recent fall in

the franc's value seem to have
some effect: the CIVC reports
that sales of champagne have
risen this autumn, "but only very
slightly^

may quit

Lyonnais
after loss
By Alice Rawsthom in Paris

MR JEAN-YVES HabCrer,
chairman of Credit Lyonnais, the
French bank, yesterday con-
firmed that he was considering
leaving the bank and warned
that it would not be ready for

privatisation for two years.

The comments, made shortly
after he announced that Credit

Lyonnais had fallen from a net
profit of FFrll9m ($20.87m) in

the first half of 1992 into a net
loss of FFrl.05bn in the same
period this year, follow weeks of

speculation.

Mr Hab£rer, who has pursued
a controversial expansion strat-

egy In his five years as chair-

man, said he had been "sounded
oat about another post" but that

he was not sure whether he was
the only candidate. Tm think-

ing about it" be said.

The French press recently

tipped Mr Haherer as a likely

successor to Mr Yves Lyon-Caen
as chairman of the Credit
National banking group. Mr Jean
Peyrelevade, chairman of the
Union des Assurances de Paris

insurance group, has been
mooted as the next chairman of

Credit Lyonnais-
France's new centre-right gov-

ernment has already appointed

Mr Michel Pebereau as chairman
of Banque Nationale de Paris
(BNP), the other leading state-

controlled French bank, to run
its share sale this autumn.
Mr Haherer yesterday said that

Credit Lyonnais needed “to

improve its financial position”

before it would be suitable for

sale to the private sector.

The group, which last year fell

into the red with a net loss of

FFrl.8bn, has been badly
affected by the French recession

and has made heavy writedowns
on bad loans produced by Mr
Habdrer’s aggressive lending.

Despite the sluggish state of
the banking market Credit Lyon-
nais raised net banking income
from FFr24.45bn in the first half

of 1992 to FFr27.71bn this time.

But operating costs and depreci-

ation rose from FFrl7.76bn to

FFr20.74bn and the group was
forced to increase net provisions

from FFr6.26bn to FFr7R3bn.
Mr Francois Gilles, managing

director, said Credit Lyonnais
expected to maintain high provi-

sions on its corporate loans dar-

ing the second half. However he
was confident of an improve-
ment in the second half because
of to lower operating expenses

and anticipated cats in
short-term interest rates, partic-

ularly in France.
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governments. CEOs and CFOs need strong financial allies now more than ever.
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Sharp rise in operating

profit for Generali
By Haig Slmonlan in Mian

GENERALI, Italy’s biggest
insurance group, yesterday
confirmed the marked
improvement seen in its under-
writing business in the sflcnnrt

half of last year with a sharp
rise in first-half operating prof-

its to L3L5bn ($199m), com-
pared with Ll86bn in the sama
period last year.

However, a sharp fail in

extraordinary items and asset

sales meant the improvement
was not carried through to the
pre-tax level, where earnings
fell sharply to L426bn from
L733bn last year.

Net extraordinary Items or

asset sales dropped to just

Ll98bn, some L325bn less than

in the same period last year.

Pre-tax profits were also

affected by write-downs of

Lffibn on the group’s securities

portfolio, compared with a sim-

ilar sized gain on its holdings

in the first six months of 1992.

The upbeat trend in under-

writing earnings led the group

to predict that full-year profits

should exceed the L675.7bn

before minority interests made
after tax in 1992, in spite of the

fact that extraordinary earn-

ings were unlikely to match
the levels of last year.

Group premiums rose by 13.7

per cent to L4^94bn. Adjusted

for exchange rate movements,

the increase was limited to 8

per cent. Premiums on life

insurance jumped by over 17

per cent to Ll,848bn, while

non-life premiums rose by 1L3

per cent to L2.746bn.

Generali said underwriting

results an its Italian non-life

business bad improved signifi-

cantly thanks to lower claims

and a more selective policy

towards new risks.

Performance on the life side

continued to be “fully satisfac-

tory”. Underwriting results

outside Italy remained under
pressure, though the company
said there were signs of an
improvement

Guinness falls 9% halfway
By PhlHp Rawstome in London

GUINNESS, the UK brewing
and spirits group, reported a 9

per cent decline in first-half

profits yesterday, and forecast

flat full-year profits and only
modest growth in 1394.

Mr Anthony Greener, chair-

man and chief executive, said

world conditions this year
were “proving to be less

favourable than previously
anticipated. We are still seeing
signs of further deterioration

in some major markets”.
He insisted that the group

was performing resiliency
with key brands maintaining,
or gaining, share in most
important regions.

But Guinness shares fell 32p

to close at 427p in London.
Pre-tax profits for the six

months to June 30 of £320m
(5493m) were at the lower end
of market expectations. The
group announced that fhll-year

results would be hit by a
renewed contribution of £30m
to its pension fond.

Operating profits fell 7 per

cent to £384m on turnover 13

per cent ahead at £L98bn. Prof-

its from United Distillers, the

spirits division, dipped 8 per
cent to £280m on turnover of

£l.llbn (up from £98lm).
Though Scotch whisky vol-

umes rose 2 per cent, sales of

premium brands were lower.
The change in the sales mix,

competitive pricing and
increased marketing costs cut

operating margins from 31 to

25 per cent
Most European markets were

depressed. Volume sales were
well down In Germany and
Spain, but rose substantially in

Greece. There were signs of a
slowdown in the UK rate of

decline, but prices remained
under pressure.

Conditions in Japan and
Thailand were difficult Sales

Unproved in the US, and
demand for premium brands
remained buoyant in Vene-
zuela.

Diluted earnings per share
were 8 per cent lower at lL6p.

The interim dividend goes up
from 3.35p to 3-62p.

Lex, Page 20; Pensions, Jamai-
can deal, Page 23

MGN shares to be sold In offering
By Raymond Snoddy
in London

THE MAJORITY stake in
Mirror Group Newspapers, the
newspaper group once owned
by Mr Robert Maxwell, is to be
disposed of by an international

offering that could raise more
than £350m.
Mr John Talbot, the joint

administrator of Robert Max-
well Holdings, the private Max-
well company, said yesterday a
formal bookbuilding process
will begin on Monday, covering

all the 219.68m shares or 54-8

per cent of the total.

Virtually all the shares were
security for Maxwell loans and
are effectively owned by banks
such as National Westminster,

Goldman Sachs, Midland and
Lloyds.

Under the bookbuilding oper-

ation bidders have a week to

submit bids either at specific

prices or at the price which
becomes the offer price.

Mr Talbot, who will deter-

mine the offer price and the
allocations between individual

investors by next Friday,
decided an international offer-

ing was the best way to max-
imise the sum raised.

The Arthur Andersen admin-
istrator refused to he drawn
yesterday on the price he
hoped to obtain!)

The sale could raise £50m-
£70m for unsecured creditors
including a contribution to the
missing millions from Maxwell
pension funds

The way was cleared for the
offering by last week’s interim
results which showed pre-tax

profits of £69An and yester-

day’s extraordinary general
meeting which approved a set-

tlement between MGN and
other Maxwell companies.
Lex, Page 20

Daimler

to take

DM1.5bn

charge
By David Wader in Frankfurt

DAIMLER-BENZ, Germany’s
largest industrial company,
will take a charge of DMIJSbn
(5617m) against earnings in

the third quarter of the cur-

rent year to cover restructur-

ing costs.

This emerged in a document
Daimler has filed with the

Securities and Exchange Cam-
mission - the regulatory body
for the US securities industry

- ahead of the listing of its

shares on the New York Stock

Exchange on October 5.

The figure fleshes out com-
ments by Daimler manage-
ment on Friday, when the
company reported a loss of
DM949m for the first six
months of the year. This was
after restating its figures in
line with US Generally
Accepted Accounting Princi-

ples (US GAAP) ahead of the
listing.

Mr Gerhard Liener, the
group’s finance director, said

then the losses would be con-
siderably worse at the end of
the third quarter, as the costs

of rationalisation had not yet

been booked against profits.

Mr Edzard Renter, the
group’s chief executive,
announced last week that a
total of 43,900 jobs would go
this year and next, taking the
total shed between 1992 and
1994 to 60,000. AD hut between
3,000 and 4,000 of the cuts had
been announced previously.

The bulk of the jobs will be
lost through “natural wast-
age”, although there win be
redundancies at the Mercedes-
Benz luxury car subsidiary
and Deutsche Aerospace, the
group's aerospace subsidiary.

Analysts forecast the group
will lose DM2bn for the year
under US GAAP. Turnover is

set to come close to DMIOObn
after DM98.5bn last year.

• Mercedes-Benz has agreed
to acquire a 13 per cent stake
in US-based Detroit Diesel
Corp, the German car and
truck manufacturer said,

AP-DJ reports from Stuttgart
{

Mercedes, the motor division

of Daimler-Benz, said it took
the stake through its US sub- ,

sidlary Diesel Project Develop-
ment. The stake is valued at

$40m, the company said.
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The Ace of Clubs -

top card in investor relations

The FT Japan Club has been set up to promote investor

relations by circulating the annual reports - the showcases - of
Japanese companies listed on tire World Stock Markets page
of the Financial Times, on request to prospective investors.

Membership will be on a Gist come, first served basis and, the

names of the companies who have joined will be annotated by
the ace of* clubs in the column ofJapanese stocks.

The range of benefits which make up a winning hand include:

* FT WILL SEND THE REPORTS WITHIN 24 HOURS TO
PEOPLEWHO HAVE REQUESTED ACOPY.

* THE FT WILL SUPPLY THE NAMES OF PEOPLE WHO
HAVEASKED FOR A COPYTO MEMBER COMPANIES.

* THE FT WILL PROMOTE THE ANNUAL REPORT
SERVICE REGULARLY INTHE PAPER.

* EACH MEMBER COMPANY WILL BE GIVEN A 1/20 PAGE
SPACE IN THE FT TO PROMOTE THEIR CORPORATE
PROFILE.

* MEMBER COMPANIES WILL SEND COPIES OF THEIR
ANNUAL REPORTS TO FT JAPAN LTD. WHO IN TURN
WILL DESPATCHTHE REPORTSTO LONDON.

Yoshinobu Miyashiro

Financial Times (Japan) Ltd.

Kasahara Building,

1-6-10 Uchikanda,

Chtyoda-kiL Tokyo 101, Japan

TEL: (03) 3295 4050

FAX: (03) 3295 1264

For more details including the

membership fee, please

telephone or write to:

Tatsuko Dawes
Financial Times lid.

Number One Southwark Bridge,

London SWI 9HL,

England

TEL 071-873 3260
FAX: 071-873 3260

La Generale confident despite slip

By Andrew HBI In Brussels

NET consolidated profits at

Soctefe Gdnfirale de Belgique.

Belgium's largest holding com-

pany, slipped to BFri£7bn

(5125m) in the first half of 1993

from BFr4.47bn last time.

The company claimed, how-

ever. it was already reaping

the benefits of its new strategy

fliwiad at reducing exposure to

cyclical industrial stocks.

Before exceptional gains, it

pushed up profits slightly, to

BFi3.67bn from BFriLffibn, on

turnover of BFrSLSbn against

BFnoflm.
As part of the strategy. La

Generate yesterday announced

the sale of its 43 per cent stake

in CBR, the Belgian cement
company, to Heidelberger
Zement of Germany. The
BFr2L5bn proceeds will be
held in readiness for acquisi-

tions by subsidiaries, or by the

group itself.

'The main contributors to the

holding company’s {unfit in the

first half were G6n£rale de
Banque, Belgium’s largest

hank, with a profit of

BFrl.23bn against BFrI.3lbn

last timp,
and Groupe AG - the

Belgian part of Fortis, the

Dntch-Belgian financial ser-

vices group - with BFr579m

against BFiS25m.

La G6nfirale was also helped

by a return to profit at fieda-

cej, the Belgian chemicals

group. Recticei announced yes-

terday a consolidated net profit

of BFr40m in the first half of

1993, compared with aBFr279m

loss in the equivalent period.

The holding company, which

owns 74 per cent of Recfieel.

'

benefited from BFr94m of Reg.

tied’s operating profits in tbe>

first half, against a Kiss, of
.*

BFr43min the first half of I9B2. -

La Gdndrale warned yester-

day the economic citmaie was
~

unlikely to improve hvtheaec--,

ond half of 1993j and that fig

group’s industrial companies ',

would continue to suffer frpa -

the uncertain market situation. -1

However, its service ccanp*.

uies would make ~a positive

contribution" to
. full-year ;

results. •:
:
=

Back in the hunt for acquisitions
Etienne Davignon, La Generale chairman, speaks to Andrew Hill

A fter four years of
retrenchment and cost-

cirttmg, Soctete G£n£r-A fter four years of
retrenchment and cost-

cutting. Socidte Gener-
ate de Belgique may be in

the market for acquisitions.

Yesterday, the group agreed
to sell its 43 per emit stake in
CBR. the Belgian cement com-
pany, to Heidelberger

of Germany for BFriSL5bn.

This is not money which wffl

be frittered away on small
investments, or used as a cush-

ion against economic bad
times.
Instead, Viscount Etienne

Davignon, the group’s ebul-

lient pipe-smoking chairman
,

says he can now back up Ms
well-known eloquence with
hard cash, by giving subsid-
iaries - or the group itself -

the ability to make large acqui-
siLinns.

According to Mr Davignon,
La Generate can fulfil what he
always said was its ideal role:

that of a professional investor,

actively participating in the
strategy of its portfolio compa-
nies.

Much bag changed store* the
early 1980s, when La G6n6r-
ale’s lordly demands on its sub-
sidiaries ted to frequent grum-
bles from Brussels about
autocratic or bureaucratic
management by the “Vielle

Dame”, ensconced in her Brus-
sels headquarters.

La Gdndrale now claims it

operates with a lights: touch -

only 45 staff at the holding
company are directly con-
cerned with the surveillance of

the subsidiaries. However, it is

still a complex operation for

outsiders to understand.

La Gdn§rale, itself 61 per
cent-owned by Compagnie Suez
of France, has been weathering
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Etienne Davignon: group provides stability for others to grow

deep recession at the head of a
portfolio of highly-cyclical

stocks, Including Union-Min-
i&re, Arbed, and GBR. Between
1989 and 1992 net profits

dropped from BFrSW.lbn to

BFr&22bn, after extraordinary
Ttems-

Suez. which rescued La Gen-
erate from the aggressive
advances of Mr Carlo De Bene-
detti in 1988, was said to be
disappointed, and keen for La
Gen&rale to dump some of Its

annkpstaclr stories Many Bel-

gian observers claimed the
jewel in the country’s economy
had been sold to Paris.

This suggestion that La G6n-
ferale is not in charge of its

own destiny particularly riles

Mr Davignon, a former EC
commissioner and one oF Bel-

gium’s most prominent busi-

nessmen.
Suez’s relationship with La

Generate, he says, is much less

active than that Of La G&n/toalo

with its holdings.

And he adrig that the Belgian
group would have started to

reduce the impact of cyclical

industrial stocks an its results.

with or without the influence

of Suez.
Yesterday’s sale of GBR was

only Hie latest in a series of

moves to cut La Gdnfrrale’s

exposure to the cycles of heavy
industry.

This year alone, the group
has reduced its stake in Union
Minifere, the metals company,
from 80 per cent to 75 per cent,

and is locking to sell down to

50 per cent The impact of the
company's 25 per cent stake in
Arbed, the Luxembourg steel-

maker, has been completely,
eliminated from the results
through a typically complex
deal with the Luxembourg gov-

ernment.

On the positive side, the
group has increased, its stake

in Gdndrale de Banque, Bel-

gium’s Largest bank, and is

eyeing the possibility of bring-

ing Accor; the French hotels

and tourism group, into the
consolidated accounts.

Services companies seemed
to have a stronger Influence on
yesterday’s interim results.

As Mr Gerard Mestrallet,
chief executive, pointed out,

for the first time in many years

the group's operating results /

are edging to the opposite

direction from those ctf Umcc
MiniSre - that is, upwards.-*

At the same time, a services

company - albeit an industrial,

one, electricity and gas utflfiy

Tractebd - has overtaken ti» -

tpatais group as La G&tSrate’s/

weightiest holding.

However, many analysis -

believe the group has not yet

answered the fundamental.
1

.

question: what is a holding
g

company for to a turbulent

international economy?
”

Several brokers suggest,

investors seeking recovery

stocks would be better advised

to buy shares in the industrial;

'

companies themselves, rather

than the lumbering giant

which oversees them.

L a GdnSrale’s manage-
ment is unapologetic. If

nothing else, Mr Davig-
-

non says, the holding company
provides the stability for those

industries to grow.

As Mr Mestrallet pointed
out "We are not a unit trust,

with a spread of minority par-

ticipations. We’re a diversified

group with interests in ser-

vices and industry."

Mr Davignon adds that La
G4n£rale provides the stability

for those Industries to grow.

“We have moved away from
the parochialism of the past,

when G&terale's horizon was
Belgium," he said.

"But what we have kept is

this idea that it’s not stupid,

not disgraceful to be more than
a financial holding company
which swaps its investments
every time an opportunity
comes up."
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INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES AND FINANCE

Magna to invest CSlOOm
'in European parts maker
By Bernard Simon in Toronto

MAGNA International, the
Toronto-based automotive
parts supplier, plans to expand
its European operations by
investing about CSlOOm
(US$76m) in an unidentified
parts manufacturer.
Magna said yesterday that it

was in talks which may result
in it buying a majority interest
in an operating unit of the

. European group, and a minor-
ity stake in a public company
within the same group. It is

also investigating several other
potential investments in
Europe.

Magna officials declined yes-
terday to identify their target,
beyond saying that it is a large
company. But Magna has a his-

tory of close cooperation with
German car and parts makers.

Private pension
fund system for

Argentines
By John Barham

s>in Buenos Aires

ARGENTINA'S Senate has
approved the introduction of a

,

private pennon Rind system in
an important victory for the
economy minister, Mr
Domingo Cavallo, in his battle

to modernise the economy.
The new system, partially

modeled on Chile's private pen-
sion scheme, offers contribu-
tors a choice between opening
individual retirement savings
accounts managed by private

companies or remaining in the
state-run system. It is expected
to be an important step in the
development of Argentina's

^financial markets which
Q&hould allow companies access

to long-term domestic capital

Under the system, employees
will pay 11 per cent of wages
either to a privately-managed
fund or to a government-run
fund. Barings Securities, the
London-based brokers, esti-

mates that the private system
will hold assets of S30bn by the
end of the century.

It already has a 50 per cent
stake in a joint venture with
Voest-Alpine of Austria which
owns four parts factories in
Germany and Austria. Magna
owns another factory of its
own in Germany.
To finance the proposed

acquisition, Magna also
announced plans yesterday to
issue 3m common shares in the
US and Canada at a price of
C$50.50 a share. The issue
will be underwritten in Canada
by a group led by Richardson
Greenshieids. Bids have
been invited from US
brokers.

Mr Paul Robinson, senior
vice-president for finance, said
the thrust into Europe was
prompted partly by potential
benefits in the European mar-
ket, but also to cement “stron-
ger relationships with Euro-

pean customers as they move
luto North America”. Magna
already has contracts to supply
BMW’s new factory in South
Carolina.

Mr Robinson said the invest-
ment will also encourage a
“cross-fertilisation” of technol-
ogies between European and
North American auto-parts
plants. A substantial number
of Magna’s engineers and other
senior managers are Euro-
peans.
Magna has recovered

strongly from financial difficul-

ties which pushed it close to

the brink In the late-1980s. It

posted record profits or C$l40ra
on sales of C$2.6bn in the year
to July 31.

The share price dropped
C$1.25 in early trading yester-

day on the Toronto stock
exchange to C$52.25.

Trelleborg to dispose

of Munksjo stake
By Christopher Brown-Humes
in Stockholm

TRELLEBORG. the Swedish
mining and metals group, yes-

terday said it intended to sell a
70 to 75 per cent stake in its

Munksjo paper and packaging
unit via a stock market listing.

The disposal is in Jine with
the group's strategy to cut its

debts by SKr3bn (8369m) over
12 months and to focus activi-

ties On its mining, mptols and
rubber operations. Analysts
have valued Munksjo, which
has annual sales of SKrtbn and
is profitable, at between
SKrl.5bn and SKritbn.

The sale is part of a broader
drive to strengthen the group’s
financial position, which has
been squeezed by falling met-
als prices. It has announced a
SKrl.lbn rights issue and
plans to sell its remaining
shares in Svedela. the mineral
processing and transport unit.

In the first half the group
incurred a SKr796m loss after
financial items.

Munksjb has six main divi-

sions. comprising hygiene
products, packaging, speciality

papers, envelopes, valves, and
pulp. Trelleborg has effectively

been seeking a buyer for the
unit since the end of 1991,

when it was first consolidated
into the company's accounts,
but the slump in the worldwide
pulp and paper market has
made it a difficult task.

Trelleborg has net debts of
about SKrlObn and has already
sold assets worth SKrL4bn this

year.

• Ericsson, the Swedish tele-

communications group, yester-

day agreed to buy a group of
companies within the Teli
industrial unit of Telia, the
Swedish state-owned telecom-
munications operator. Ericsson
will supply an AXE switching
system worth more than
SKrlbn to Telia as part of the
accord.

Ericsson said the acquisition

would give it additional techni-

cal expertise, new products,

increased volumes and a
greater production capacity in

Sweden.

Hermes
bucks trend

with doubled
earnings
By Alee Rawsthom
in Paris

HERMES, the French luxury
goods group, backed the down-
ward trend in the troubled
luxury industry by almost
doubling net profits to
FFr54.6m ($7.lm) in the first

balf of this year from
FFr28.6m in the corresponding
period of last year.

The group, which is still run
by the founding Hermfes fam-
ily but this summer ended

I

more than a century of

I
independence by issuing part

1 of Its equity on the Paris
second market, said it had
benefited in the first half

from strong sales of leather
and silk products, as well as
from a redaction in financial

costs.

The news of the sharp
increase in Herm&s' profits

comes at a time when other
luxury companies are under
pressure. Gucci, the Italian

leather goods group, is in

deep financial difficulty and
LVMH, the conglomerate of
French businesses, yesterday
reported a fall In interim prof- i

its.

HermOs, by contrast, saw
sales rise by 8.2 per cent from
FFrl.l4bn iu the first six
months of 1992 to FFrl.23bn at
the interim stage this year.
Operating profits increased by
44.7 per cent from FFri02Jhn
to FFr148.8m over the same
period.

Although the market for

Hermes’ leather and silk prod-

ucts was buoyant, it did expe-
rience difficulties in its per-
fume and tableware
businesses. Hcrm&s’ finances
have been strengthened by an
injection of FFrl4lm following
the flotation.

The group yesterday said
that it anticipated “a slight

improvement” in sales and
profits for the rest of the year.

However, it cautioned that the
outcome was still uncertain
given the volatility of the eco-

nomic environment and its

dependence on the pre-Christ-

mas sales season.

Rules set for fledgling US industry
By Martin Dickson
in New York

THE Federal Communications
Commission yesterday set in
motion the creation of a new
multi-billion dollar US wireless

communications industry
when it laid down rules for the
auction of licences to operate
personal communications ser-

vices (PCS) networks.
PCS is a form of wireless

communications similar to the
cellular telephone industry
which has flourished in west-

ern nations in the past decade
and involves calls being passed
between radio relay stations,

or “cell sites”, scattered across

a city. PCS, with advanced dig-

ital technology and greater
density of cell sites, should
allow usees to get clearer calls

on more lightweight, lower-
powered receiving sets. Many
analysts believe the technology
will usher in an age of genu-
inely mobile telephony, with
individuals able to carry a tiny

receiver at all times.

For the first time in its his-

tory. the FCC is to grant radio

licences for the new service by
auction rather than through
lotteries or hearings on the
merits of applicants. The Clin-

ton administration estimates
this could raise SlObn.

A controversial issue in the
months leading up to yester-

day’s ruling was the extent to

which the commission would
favour large, existing tele-

phone companies or encourage
new entrants to the industry.

Mr James Queilo, FCC chair-

man. said he believed the plan
struck a balance which would
allow existing cellular carriers

and mostly smaller new busi-

nesses to succeed In PCS.
By a two-to-one vote, the

Commission said it would set

aside 160MHz of space in the

radio spectrum for PCS - four
times as much as for cellular -

with 120MHz going to licenced

carriers and 40MHz for unlic-

enced use.

It would allow up to seven
licences in each PCS market,
with two for larger carriers

United Air, Emirates in alliance
By Paul Betts,

Aerospace Correspondent

UNITED Airlines
, one of the

three biggest US carriers, has
reached a marketing aiifonrp

with Emirates, the test-grow-

ing Dubai airline, in a further

move to expand its interna-

tional network.

United is also close to finalis-

ing a wide-ranging commercial
agreement with Lufthansa of

Germany, which hinges on the

outcome of negotiations in

Bonn this week on a new bilat-

eral aviation agreement
between Germany and the US.

The marketing partnership
with Emirates will include
code-sharing services from the

US to Dubai via London's
Heathrow airport
Code-sharing allows the air-

lines to use each other’s flight

identification code to book pas-

sengers in computer reserva-

tion systems.
This will enable United to

link its flights to Emirates'

extensive network to and from
the Middle East, the Indian
sub-continent and Asia, with
United’s trans-Atlantic and
trans-Pacific services and its

domestic US route system.

Emirates is launching a sec-

ond daily service from Heath-

row to Dubai next month,
timed to connect with United’s

trans-AUantic services.

The proposed partnership
between United and Lufthansa
would also involve a code-shar-

ing agreement, giving Luft-

hansa greater access into the

US market and boosting Unit-

ed's reach into the European
market.
Lufthansa has been seeking

a strong US partner to

strengthen its competitive
position on the North
Atlantic. British Airways has
already forged a partnership
with USAir, KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines with Northwest and
Air France reached a commer-
cial agreement with Continen-
tal Airlines this snnnmer.

Hie deal, however, has been

blocked by the failure so far of

the US and German govern-

ments to agree a new aviation

deal
Negotiations have been

blocked by German demands
for a three-year capacity

freeze on North Atlantic ser-

vices to and from Germany,
and US demands to allow
Northwest the right to
extend its North Atlantic ser-

vices to Amsterdam on to Ger-
many.

Losses at Ciga deepen to LllObn
By Haig Simonian in Mian

LOSSES at Ciga, the troubled

luxury hotels group controlled

by the Aga Khan, virtually

doubled to LIKMbn (889m) In

the first half of this year from
L58.9bn.

Interest charges soared to

L85.1bn from L46.2bn, partly

reflecting the Impact of last

year's lira devaluation on bor-

rowings, some of which are in

foreign currencies. Total group
debts rose to LljQUbn at the
end of June from L971bn last

December.
The deeper losses cast fur-

ther doubts over the future of

the group, which is still

waiting for the release of a res-

cue plan by Mediobanca, the

Milanese merchant bank. Ciga
has stopped paying interest on
most of its loans, while the
Aga Khan earlier this year said

he was unlikely to devote more
of his personal resources.

Group turnover fell 10 per
cent to L209.2hn. in spite of a

10 per cent rise in occupancy
levels at Ciga’s Italian hotels,

which form the bulk of its

chain. The company attributed

much of the decline to last

year's sale of a Sardinian
supermarkets chain and lower
occupancy levels at its non-
Italian hotels.

and five for smaller ones.
Firms would be able to bid for
four 10MHz bands, one 20MHz
band and two 30MHz ones.
Existing cellular carriers

would be able to bid on to MHz
of tbe spectrum in their cur-
rent markets and for any
amount outside areas where
they had cellular operations.
Mr Craig McCaw, chairman

of McCaw Cellular Communi-
cations, the largest cellular ser-

vice company in the US,
applauded the ruling, saying
that tbe decision to issue
licences of varying size to both
experienced providers and new
entrants would ensure a wide
variety of services at competi-
tive prices.

Charge hits

shares at

US brewery
By Rank McGurty
in New York

SHARES in Anheuser-Busch,
the US brewery and food
group, slid in New York yester-

day morning after the com-
pany announced that it would
post a loss in the third quarter
as a result of a one-time pre-

tax charge of $565m.
The company said the

provision, which works
through at about $1.26 a share,
would cover the cost of imple-
menting a package of “signifi-

cant organisational and opera-
tional changes". In the third
quarter of 1992, Anheuser-
Busch posted net income of
$318m. or $1.12.

The announcement, which
had come after the close of the
New York Stock Exchange on
Wednesday, triggered a sharp
reaction when tbe market
opened yesterday, with the
share price falling $2 to $43%
in early trading.

In the most prominent fea-

ture of the plan, the company
will reduce salaried staff by 10

per cent, or about 1,200 work-
ers, by the end of next year.

It said it hoped to achieve
the cuts primarily through
attrition and an early retire-

ment package to be offered to

employees aged 53 or older.
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First Pacific Company Limited
(Incoiporated in Barmuda wfiti Knitted raoifiry)

10,000 Convertible Cumulative Redeemable
- - Preference Shares 2000

(the “Convertible Shares”)

convertible Into Ordinary Shares

NOTICE OF REDEMPTION
Firsi Pacrfic Company Limited (the ‘Company’) heteby gives nobee to

holders of the Convertible Shares (‘Convertible Sharetioktere’) and to

holders of international depositary receipts representing Convortibfo

Shares I'lDRs’) that toe Company will on October 25. 1993. pursuant to

Bye-Law 3(C)(5)(C)(a) of the Company's Bye-Laws, redeem all of the

Convertible Shares then outstanding ata redemption price of USSS.tOO per
share (being 102 percent of the capital and premium paid up on their Issue)

together with a sum equal to the fixed dividend accrued thereon up to and
inctaring the date fixed for redemption.

RIGHTS OFCONVERSION
Holders of IDHa (‘IDR-Hofdera") are reminded fhal In accordance with

Bye-Law 3(C)(3)(A) the right of conversion o! any Convertible Share shafi

terminate at the end of October IT. 1993. Prior to such rime IDR-Hofdera

may requesl the Depositary to exorcise the rights of conversion attaching to

the Convertible Shares represented by their IDRs by delivering to the

spedfled office of the Depositary, or any Agent listed below, the lORs
representing those Convertible Shares, together with (a) an unmatured
coupons, (b) a duly executed Direction In the form available from the

Depositary or such Agent and (othe payment of any teesas required under

the Bye-Laws and the Deposit Agreement IDR-HoWars who hold their

IDRa through Eurodear or Cede! should contact the relevant clearing

system to ascertain the procedures for conversion appheabte to them. As
the rights of conversion terminate, formally, on a Sunday (when the

Depositary and the Agents are closed tor business). IDR-Holders should

ensure they have completed these conversion procedures by the end of

October 15, 1933.

IMPORTANT

value of the Ordinary Shares of the Company, excluding fractional

entitlements, into which the »sub amount (US$5,000) o* each Convertible

Share is convertible is US$6,991*.

Redemption price (inducting accrued interest) for each Convertible Share

lsUSSW70.

‘Based on (a) the middle market quotation of the Ordinary Shares on The

Stock Exchange dHcngKong Untiledon September 17, i993ofHK$2.J2S

per Ordinary Share; (b) the conversion price ol HKS1.75 per Ordinary

Share; (c) a fixed rate of exchange applicable on conversion of

HKS7.fi : US$1.00 and (d) with the resulting figure being converted into

U.S. dollars at the approximate rate tor buying U.S. dollars prevailing in

Hong Kong on September 17, 1993 of US$1.00 : HKS7.73.

IDR-Holders who wish to accept redemption at the redemption price

(Including accrued interest), rather than to exercise rights of conversion,

should surrender to the specified office of the Depositary or any Agent

fisted befoui on or before the dale fixed tor redemption, the IDRs to be

.redeemed together with (a) afl unmatured coupons; and (b) a payment

order In a form available from the Depositary or such Agent.

Application wiU be made to The Stock Exchange ol Hong Kong Limited for

fisting erf the Ordinary Shares to be issued on conversion of Convertible

Shares.

DEPOSITARY

Chase Manhattan BankLuxembourg SA.
5 Rue Piaette, L-2333 Luxembourg Grand. Luxembourg

agents ofthe depositary
Kas-Assoctalle N.V. Chase Manhattan Bank

Spuistraat 172 (Switzerland)

1012 VT Amsterdam 63 Rue do Rrifrw

Netherlands CH-1204 Geneva. Switzerland

Crmsetfenhattan BankLuxembourgSA
as Depositary

September 24. 1993

Malaysia
U.S. $600,000,000

Floating Rate Notes due 2015

For die six month period 21st April, 1993 to 2

1

st October. ?93

the amount payable pur U-S. $10,000 Note will l* U.S. $..66.88

Hie relevant interest payment date will be Zl« October. IWJ.

BBankersTrust
Company,London Agent Bank

ThisMlWmcMWMoppeun tua nuitterafrcconl oniy.

September1993

BankWustria
BankAustriaAktiengeseUschaft

(Incorporated with IhniiaJ liability under the ItftoS ofihc Republic ofAustria)

U.S. $3,000,000,000

EuroMediumTermNoteProgramme

Ammgen

LehmanBrothers Lehman Brothers BankhausAG
Societe deBanqueSuisse (France)SA.

BankAustria

Lehman Brothers

Morgan Stanley Internationa]

Sodct£de Banque Suisse (France)SA_

Goldman Sachs International Limited

J-P. Morgan Securities Ltd.

NewJapan Securities Europe Limiced

Swiss BankCorporation

UBS Limited

U.S. $30,000,000

CREDIT D’&JUIPEMENT
DES PETITES ET MOYENNES ENTREPRISES

Undated Subordinated Floating Rate Notes

.
For the Interest Period from September24, 1893 to March 24, 1984
the rate has been determined at 4.625% perannum. The amount
payable on March 24, 1994 par U.S. $1,000,000 principal amount
erf Notes will be U.S. $23,253.47.

By: TheChaseManhattan Bank.NJL.
London, AgentBank

September 24. 1993

CHASE

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW A SECRET?
The LD.S. Gann Seminar wffl show you how the markets REALLY woric. Tha

amazing trading techniques of the legendary W.D. Gann can Increase your

profits and contain your tosses. How? That's tin secret Ring 051 474 0080 to

book your FREE ptooa

PAINTS & THE
ENVIRONMENT:
AN INDUSTRY

I

FIGHTS BACK
The Financial Times plans to publish

litis Surrey on

THURSDAY,
25™ NOVEMBER, 1993

It writ bs published from onr print
centres In Tokyo. New Tor*. Frankfort,
Ronhals sad London. It will bo seen by
Chief Executives and Government
Otfidnbin IGO countries ws-bhrule.

Ax Dill editorial nyuupnin and details ot
vnilablo advertisement positions, please
contact:

BRIAN KEBONTdMIiWMI huHlIBM
FINANCIALTIMES

FT SURVEYS

CURRENCY
RATES

POUND SPOT - FORWARD AGAINST THE POUND

DOLLAR SPOT - FORWARD

AGAINST THE DOLLAR

EURO CURRENCY INTEREST RATES

Are you keying these tables into

your computer every day ?

Do you clip these tables from the

FT and archive them ?

Ensure accuracy and save time

FINSTAT's
Electronic Currency Feed offers:

exchange rates supplied
directly to your computer
delivery the evening before
they are published in the FT
spot and forward rates against
Sterling, Dollar and ECU -

online or on disk

To find out more about this service

call Wendy Jobbins on
(071) 873 4613
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Italian banks prepare for privatisation
Haig Simonian writes on a financial transformation starting to take place

W ITHIN a matter of
months, three of
Italy’s biggest banks

should either be fully priva-
tised or have a significant
share of their capital floating

on the stock market.
The deals, involving Banca

Commerdale Italians and Cre-

dito Italiano, two big banks
owned by the QU state holding
company, and Istituto Mofail-
iare Italiano, a state-controlled
financial services group, are
visible signs of the transforms,
turn now taking place within
Italian finance.

TO be successful, the three
deals will have to create popu-
lar demand at a time when,
bank shares are suffering from
sharply higher bad debt provi-

sions. Potential investors will

also have to be persuaded they
will not end up as unprotected
minorities in companies where
decision-making is dominated
by a hard core of institutional

and industrial interests.

To some extent this is a less

likely scenario at IMI than at

the two IRI-controlled banks.
Based in Rome, IMI’s main
activity Is long-term industrial

lending, from which it has
expanded into securities trad-

ing, fund management. Insur-

ance retail banking.
The group last week reported

a net profit of L284bn for the
first half of 1993: this is more
than some bigger banks make
in a fan year. Though flwrnmga

have been overshadowed by a
long-running court case involv-

ing a L9QQbn claim by the heirs
of a former client, the bank is

Italian Banks
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in sound financial shape.

The government's decision to

float an opening tranche of
about 20 per cent in IMI was
based more on expediency than
ideology after painfolly-Iong

negotiations on a sale to a
group of big savings banks led

By Milan’s Cariplo foiled ear-

lier this year.

A flotation also represented

a last option for IRTs control-

ling stake in Credito Italiano

since alternative informal
soundings by Merrill Lynch,
the US Investment bank, foiled

to identify a trade buyer or
suitable pool of foreign and
domestic institutions willing to

buy the bank.
Slightly bigger than Credito

Ttflliflim, its near neighbour in

the heart of Milan's financial

district. BCTs strength lies in

commercial lending. By con-

trast, both hanks have been
relatively late converts to
wide-scale retail banking, once
left to regional savings institu-

tions, and have spent heavily

in the past three years extend-

ing their branch networks.

Investment in new branches
affected earnings at both hanks
last year. Profits were also hit

by heavy writedowns on secu-

rities and higher loan loss pro-

visions. This year's outlook is

for continuing pressure on
earnings, though buoyant
income on securities trading
should compensate partly for

what are expected to be much
bigger loan provisions.

Given the weakness of the
sector, analysts doubt there

will be a stampede to buy
shares In any of the three

banks about to be offered,

although BCI is expected to

generate most interest.

H owever, one crucial
factor may change
matters. Italy's prime

minister, Mr Carlo Azeglio
Ciampi, shares the determina-

tion of his predecessor, Mr
Giullano Amato, to sell off

state assets. The difference is

that Mr Ciampi seems much
more disposed to use the stock

market to do so.

Mr Ciampi has put public
share offerings at the top of his
government's agenda. The fact
that, the Milan bourse has been
Europe's best performer this

year has provided an addi-

tional head of steam.

However, there is at least

one wild card in the pack.

Many analysts believe Medio-

banca, the Milan merchant

bank, is determined to gain

control of BCI. According to

Milan hanking legend, Medio-

banca has for years nursed the

hope of creating a northern

Italian financial powerhouse

wimhintng the talents of BCI

and Mediobanca.
Mediobanca's strength in

financial services would be

reinforced by having powerful

institutions such as the big

Generali insurance group and

the Fiat-controlled Geroina
investment concern as core

shareholders, along with some

of northern Italy’s leading pri-

vate-sector industrialists.

There is also an element of

self-interest behind such ambi-

tions. The privatisation of IRTs

stakes in Credito Italiano and

BCI could put Mediobanca's

own future into doubt
Mediobanca’ independence

has recently been assured

by a complex shareholding

arrangement in which control

is held by Credito Italiano and

BCI, along with Banca di

Roma. The rest of its shares

are either Coating or owned by

a core of friendly private-sector

institutions.

While Banca di Roma has

indicated that it does not
intend to change its relation-

ship with Mediobanca, the pri-

vatisation of Credito Italiano

and BCI could conceivably

mark any number of new turn-

ing points.

AT&T will

not oppose

BT’s MCI
share deal

By Martai Dickson

jn New York

Siemens pays $38m for Polish telecoms producers
By Christopher Bobinski
in Warsaw

SIEMENS is to pay US$3&5m
for two Polish telecommunica-

tions and electronic equipment
producers in an agreement
that gives it access, along with
Alcatel of Spain and AT&T of

the US, to the rapidly expand-
ing Polish telecoms market
The deal signed yesterday

also signals confidence by a
major western investor that
Poland’s market reforms will

continue following the week-
end elections. "We are moving
ahead with full speed,” said Mr
Lothar Plehwe, a senior direc-

tor at Siemens said in Warsaw.
“We hear that an the elected

parties want to continue with
the process of privatisation.”

Siemens has promised to
invest $S7m over six years in

the two plants, ZWUT in War-
saw, which is primarily a tele-

communications equipment
producer, and ELwro in Wro-
claw, an electronics plant.

Both companies have heavy
borrowings and $30.2m of the
purchase price will go to cover-

ing debt
Last year AT&T paid $28m

for the Telfo in Bydgoszcz and
promised to invest $45m in the
plant. Alcatel has paid $37.3m

for the PZT works in Warsaw
and Teletra in Poznan, and
agreed to Invest $60m in both
factories.

Ericsson of Sweden has been
chosen as a prospective sup-

plier of mobile radio equip-

ment for the armed forces in a
contract worth around 8100m.
It would also involve joint pro-

duction with the Unimor tele-

vision plant in Gdansk.
TP SA, the Polish state-

owned telephone monopoly
which made a profit of 5,400bn
zlotys (US$277m) last year on
sales of 19,000bn zlotys, plans

to invest some lO.OQObn zlotys
this year.

Between 1990 and 1992,

Poland installed some 800/100

lines. A further 540,000 win be
put in this year and another
8m lines should be in place by
the end of the decade at a cost

of up to $1.5bn a year. This will

increase the number of tele-

phones per 100 inhabitants to

20, according to Privatisation

Ministry estimates.

Yesterday Mr Plehwe warned
that Siemens' investment in
Poland would only prove suc-

cessful if the government
sticks to its development plans.

However, the German group
has the right to cut its invest-

ment commitment in ZWUT

and Elwro if the telephone
authorities foil to provide the
contracts on the scale at pres-

ent envisaged.

Foreign suppliers of telecom-

munications equipment to

Poland have been told they
must produce locally half of
the product to be supplied.

They must also purchase state

sector companies if they are to

have a share of the domestic
market
Financing for TPSA's invest-

ment programme has come
from a $20Qm World Bank loan
as well as the European Invest-

ment Bank and commercial
credits raised by suppliers.
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SAINT-GOBAIN

AMSTERDAM
TREASURY BOND M A R K E T

NET INCOME OF 452 MILLION FRENCH FRANCS
FOR THE FIRST HALF YEAR 1993

welcomes as
a special member

Consolidated net Income for the Brel half year 1993 amounts to FF452 million against FF 1,347 million for the first half 1992.The magnitude of the

economic crisis which affects the Group's markets in Europe accounts for two-thirds of the decline in net income.

The key consolidated figures are as follows in mHBons of French Francs

:

FIRSTHALFYEAR

>Sales

• Operating income (1)

Financial charges, net

Reorganisation and other costs CO
• Income before Lax and before results of sales

of non-current assets

Resides of sales of non-current assets

Income tax

• Net Income before minority interests

Net income
’ Resources from operations (cash flow)

• Capital expenditure on plant and equipment

‘Acquisition of investments
• Net indebtedness

arealW ABN AMRO Securities (UK) Limited

AMSTERDAM A member of The Securities
STOCK EXCHANGE and Futures Authority

Bertelsmann 16%
ahead but shuns

bid for Paramoun

-r’-

W

By Ariane Genfflard

In GOterstoh

AMERICAN Telephone &
Telegraph said that it would

not oppose British Telecoms

plan to take a 20 per cent

stake In MCI Communications,

AT&T’s rival in the US

long distance telephone mar-

ket
However, it simultaneously

urged the Federal Communica-

tions Commission, wtoch gov-

ems the industry, to bring in

new rules to ensure that

before a foreign carrier was
allowed to operate in the US
market, US carriers must have

comparable access to the for-

eign carrier’s market within a
reasonable period - two years

as a rule of thumb.
The move came in response

to an MCI fifing with the FCC
seeking confirmation that the

BT deal conforms to commis-
slon regulations. BT agreed in

June to trike a one-fifth stake

in MCI for $4J3hn.

Britain’s Department of
Trade and Industry is consid-

ering an application from
AT&T for a licence to gain
direct access to the UK public

telecommunications network.
Mr a

M

nTvii
> chief execu-

tive of AT&T’s communica-
tions services group, said that

“in the absence
,
of any compre-

hensive roles, the FCC is

allowing foreign-based carri-

ers to enter the wide-open US
market while American carri-

ers are often kept out of the
home market of these foreign
companies".

In a separate filing with the
FCC, AT&T also urged the
commission to mid the compa-
ny’s designation as the “domi-
nant" carrier in the US and
treat it like other
longdistance companies.
AT&T, which at one *i™>

had a virtual monopoly of the
long-distance segment, now
accounts for around 60 per
cent of the US market wtoch
was thrown open to full com-
petition in 1984.

Because of its dominant car-

rier status, the company's
actions face greater scrutiny
by the FCC titan its smaller
rivals, for example requiring it

to notify the commission in
advance of new services.

BERTELSMANN, the German
media group, has denied any
intention to bid for Paramount,

the Hollywood-based ; film

group, after reporting* 16 per

cent increase in net profit for

the year ended June.
But the company said it was

continuing discussions with

Paramount and with other US
media groups with a view to

smaller anqnlrfHhng in individ-

ual dtvisioDS.

The privately-owned German
group had been rumoured as a
potential buyer for. Paramount
.because of its healthy financial

position and its desire to
expand in the electronic media
field.

The group has repaid all its

debt and his accumulated liq-

uid frauds totalling DM42Sm. '•

Mr Mark WBssner, chief
executive, said Paramount was
“too expensive” and that such
a “grandiose investment was
beyond imagination". He
stressed that It would be
incompatible with Bertels-

mann’s conservative invest-

ment approach.

Group operating profits for

the year grow by 20 per cent to

DML/fiftm on sales 6J5 per cent

higher at DMTZbn. Net income
was DMBfflm.
Bertelsmann achieved its

highest growth in its music
division which includes the
Arista-Records company of the

US. Sales -ftKjthe division,

which accounts for a third sfcV
total, turnover rose 13 per cad
toDM442hn. \ .

Gruner + Jahr, the second- /

largest division which .coin-.

'

prises newspapers and maga-
vines, recorded a 4 parcsottifle-.

in sales to DM3.75tew Book
clubs, with 23m subscribers

worldwide, continued to s&bw
^

good results.

Sales of the printing and .
-

manufacturing division wore

down 3 per cent to DM&igta,'.

mainly due to a tail in the

. price of paper. .

In electronic media, gratify,

ing results came from ETL, tte_.

largest private channel inGer- >

.

many.
But Vox, the private televi-

sion venture featuringa mix of
'

news and general programmes
ami launched at the beginning

of the year was disappearing.-

A xiew design for Vox- hi -

planned for November.
Premiere, the only pay-TV .

channel in Germany, was due

to break even this autumn, the ..

ramparry said. . ag

Bertelsmann stressed it had ^
achieved particularly good -

remits in the US with Bantam
Doubleday Dell, the publishing

group reporting profits for the

year.
'

Mr Wflssner said the current

business year would be more
difficult because of the general..

-

recession, but results similar

to those recorded in 1992-83
-

could be expected.

Lyonuaise des Eaux
Dumez halves net profit
By John Rkitfing in Paris

LYONNAISE des Eaux Dumez,
the French industrial and util-

ity group, announced a halving
of net profits in the first six

months of the year from
FFiTUmto FFr342m ($ttm).

The company said the down-
turn reflected the weakness of

the European construction and
property sectors but forecast

that foil-year net profits would
be higher than the FFr379m
achieved in 1992.

The first-half result was
achieved on sales of FFT45.1bn,

about the same level as in the
corresponding period last year.

Exceptional gains fell from
FFr629m to FFrSOQm between
the two periods.

The group's property divi-

sion continued to suffer,

reporting a net loss of FFr330m
compared with a loss of
FFr273m in the first half of
1992. Construction losses
increased mare sharply, rising

from FFr4m In the first six
months of last year to FFrl39m
this year. The holding and ser-

vices division raised net profits

from FFr566m to FFr768m.

De Beers Consolidated Mines Limited
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)

Registration No. 11/00007/06

NOTICETO HOLDERS OF LINKED DEFERRED SHARE WARRANTSTD
BEARER - PAYMENT OF COUPON NO- 100

1. Coupon No: 1Q0

2. Do» erf puymenc On oraftorS Novombor 1993

3. Amount 34 ranis per ahera (South African ounency)

4. South AMcenNon-RraMoraShuehoideta TtocfSANRST]: 10.488% or33G83? cent*

5. UK income lax (when applicable); 9.502% or 323068 cents per share

& UK currmcy KMvotanu (on 20 September 1963); Gran; 348&«Sppershara
. SANRSL 0.6B0B4p por ahum

Ultlta: 0.91 B2Sp par stars

7. Payable at

Swiss Bank Corporation

1 AeKhanvoMedt
4002 Baste

N« 3-IB836ppef shore

CrMt Suisse

8 Pwadeptatz
9021 Zurich

Union Bsrtt ot Switzerland
Bnlmhotointsse 45
B021 Zurich

Bbihjus BfuwOw Lambert Gdndrata do Banque
24 ovomre Mamtx 3 Montagna du Para
1050 Brasses * 1000 Brussels

B&nqiw hMemabonato k Luxembourg SA Baratova Bulk PLC
hnmwbteUfrartpsndonon London Corner Services

188 Panchurch Street
L-2953 Luxembourg London EC»> 3W>

ATM, THE LIQUID MARKET FDR DUTCH TREASURY BONDS ®
Souti African curency q, an aunwteed dealer in wchange in lhs RopubBc af BournMtannntoJhTZ

~ — «n wrananga m me KupuMc Of SouthAW^widnotociby Bra oonUnontal paying agent, havuedans n**KSng dbpaul of the
TOmsrepraosods can only be given to wtfi toohorieed dealer by the paying agent

(1) After rastsHuumtofthe first ft»H 1992 la ba eonsWant with newscooaralfia ctaMfflcaUan* Mapled a* at December 31.1092.

Tire Group’s sales are down 78%. On a comparable structure basis in French Francs, they are 8.2% lower. The disposal of Coveriand (Building

Materials -France) on January 1, 1993, has been compensated by the entry ofTubi-Ghbsa (Italy) in the Pipe division, at the same dale.

in Europe, all the Group's markets - bufcftng. civil engineering, automobile, packaging and equipment - have suffered from weak demand and from
sustained pressures on prices.The United States and Latin America, as well as BuMng Materials, Industrial Ceramics and Abrasives, however, bene-
fited from a pick up in certain activities, which should continue.

After depredation charges and provisions at the same level as Iasi year, operating Income is down 38% against that of the Erst half 1992. It repre-

sents 6.6% of sales, against 9.7% at June 30, 1992.

WRh FF 339 mfflion, dividend income from non-consofidaled subsidiaries shows a 28% increase, compared to the first hail of 1992. Net financial

charges are significantly down, at 2.6% of sales, against 3.1% of sales in the first hall of 1992. Inversely, reorganisation costs show a significant increase

(60%), because of the importance of the rationalisation measures taken due to the recession.The capital gain on the sale of the water meters activity

wiO be recorded fn the second halL

The analysis of results by industrial activity confirms that aO the Divisions' results are significantly lower, with the exception of Bufldmg Materials,

where more than 90% ol the business is made in the Americas.The results of the Flat Glass Division reflea the slow down in the automobile industry,

while the losses of the Fibre Reinforcements and Raper-Wbod Divisions further deteriorated under pricing pressures.

The review of results by geographical area shows that the countries outside Europe have improved. Those of France and ail the other European
countries have suffered the effects ol tite deteriorated economic environment.

Cosh Dow amounts to PF 3,383 million and b down nearly 20% against the first hall of 1992. However, it is FF 600 million above tin total of capital

expenditure and investment acquisitions.

SRF Mortgage
Notes 1 PLC

£150,000,000 Gass A
SI 1 ,500,000 Class B
Mortgage backed floating

rate notes due March 2021

”” 1 ” “ *** MhMlMd Umar ^ af/m

S) Colons paid by Barclays Bar* PLC wa, unless payment In Souti African arroricy iaiwora«a4boh the starting shown in 8 above in reapsot ol coi«mto«L]

are

1893M *™ne!,ar * 13(0 °* “etanua <*« Bw day B» proceeds

Vfl Nationwide

Farthe interest period
22September 1993 to 22
December 1993 the Class A
notes rniUbearinterestat
6. 1375% per annum. Interest

amountpayable on 22
December 1993 will amount to
S l.530. 1 7perS 100,000 note.

The Class B notes will bear
interest at 08375% per annum,
interest payable on 22
December 1993 will amount to

SI96.039.SS perSI i,500,000
principal amount outstanding.

Agent: Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

£75.000,000

Subordinated

Floating rate notes

due 2004

London OtSar
1B Chartorhouoa Street

London EC1N8QP

ANGLO AMERICAN CORPORATION OF SOUTH AFRICA UEfeCTED
London Secretaries

O AVNHdnton

23Soptentnr 1893

DeBeers

Notice isherebygiven that the
notes will bearInterest at
63125% per annum imm 22
September 1993 to 22
December 1993. interest

payable on 22December 1993
witl amount to S157,38 per
Sl0,000note.

Nationwide BoSding Society

JPMorgan

Agent: Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

JPMorgan

NetIndcMedMM amounts to FF l&l biffion at June 30, 1993. It is at the same lewd as that of December 31, 1992 and is down FF 22 bfiSOn compared
to June 30. 1992.

Compagnie de Sainl-Gobain, the parent company, recorded a trading profit of FF 697 cniffion, compared to FF 854 million lor the first hall of 1992.

COMPAGNIEDE SAINT-GOBAIN
INVESTORRELATIONSDEPARTMENT

m:(33)(l)4Z6243J4

£ 1 50,000,000 Guaranteed RQAn4G rate notes due decembsi iw
Citicorp Finance PLC

Unconditionally Guararieed by

cmcoRPO
Notice is hereby given that (he Rata of Interest has been fixed at

6.0375% and mot the interestpayabla on (he relevant Interest

Payment Date December 23, 1993 againstCoupon No, 32 in resped
of E i0,000 nominal of ihe Notes wilbe £1 5032.

September 24, 1993, London
,

By; GfibanJt, NA (Issuer Sendees), Agent Bank CltlBANft©

FINANCIALTIMES
HLECOMMUNICATIONS SURVEYPROGRAMME,

For more information contact Alicia Andrews,
On Tab 471-873 356S or Fax: 071-973 3068

Compagnie Finandere
de CIC et de L'Union
Europgene

US$150,000,000

Floating rate notes 1998

Notice is herebygiven that

for the interestperiod24
September 1993 to 24
December 1993 the notes will

carry an interest rate of

3.4375% per annum. Interest

payable on 24December 1993

willamount to US$86.89per
US$10,000 note and
US$2, 172.31per US$250,000
note.

Agent Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

Marine Midland
Bank N.A.

UA $125,000,000
Flooring Rare Subordinated
Capital Notes due 1996

For the three months 23ld Sep-
tember, 1993 to 23zd December,
1993 the Notes will carry an
interest rare af5.25% perannum
with a coupon amount of U-S.
$132-71 per U.S. $10,000 Note
and U.S. $663.54 per U-S.

$50,000 Note. The relevant

interest payment dare will be
23rd December^ 1993.

the London Sracfc Exehttee

JPMorgan WHY PA Y MORE FOR LES‘ ^ Q-UO?:iPC QUOTE
HyPEFfFEED
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Russian power struggle dominates European trading
By Conner Mlddehnann in

London and Patrick Hanrarson
in New York

EUROPEAN government bond
trading was choppy yesterday
with the market again domi-
nated by the power struggle in
Russia. Dealers reported heavy
trading activity by the big
investment and hedge funds,
which boosted futures turn-
over and left most cash mar-
kets trailing behind.

GERMAN bonds had
another rollercoaster ride, with

^ the Bond future edging higW
in the morning but falling

GOVERNMENT
BONDS

decide to leave the German
market and go elsewhere
given that we’ve had a very
strong run here," said a Frank-
ftnrt trader.

Bunds today are likely to
continue being driven by cur-
rency movements and Russian
rumours, as well as typical Fri-
day position-squaring as trad-
ers seek to reduce their expo-
sure ahead of the weekend.
Dealers are also looking to

the release of the regional Sep-
tember CPI, expected today.
The market has discounted a
year-on-year rate of around 4.1
per cent, though forecasts
range between ZS per cent and
4.4 per cent

FT FIXED INTEREST INDICES BENCHMARK GOVERNMENT BONDS
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Roche places

$1.4bn of Lyons
notes in the US

5.750 11/98
8.750 1003

5*7 BJD 8LBD
an Bizi bjd

By Tracy Corrigan

EM Edged BarpOTa 913
nain iqsa

SE ecdWryhdm rebreed 1974

sharply in early afternoon on
confused rumours of troop
movements in Moscow. The
contract slid as low as 9825,
which one trader described as
“a glaring buying opportu-
nity”. Indeed, the price recov-
ered slightly towards the close,

ending at 98.42.

Trade is expected to remain
erratic as long as uncertainty
in Russia persists. *1 wouldn't
be surprised if some investors

DUTCH bonds were dragged
lower by weakness in the Ger-
man market The yield spread
was unchanged from Wednes-
day, with Dutch bonds yielding
20 basis points below bunds.

UK GILTS were among the
main beneficiaries of the conti-
nental markets' weakness pr*rt

ended nearly Vi point higher on
the day. The 10-year yield
spread over Germany nar-
rowed sharply on large
switches from bunds into gilts,

with the yield gap between the

8 per cent gilts due 2003 and
the 6V4 per cent Bunds due 2008
narrowing to around 86 basis

points from 106 basis points
two days ago.
The bulk of trading activity

took place in the futures pits,

where London traders reported
a massive switch by a US
hedge fund into gilts out of
bunds. Retail activity was thin

but the market has remained
well supported in recent days.

“With next week's gilt auc-
tion and the Russian troubles,

there have been enough rea-

sons to sell - but no one did,

which augurs well for our mar-
ket,” said a gilts trader.

on the day. After yielding

seven basis points over bunds
early on Wednesday, French
10-year bonds yielded two basis

points below bunds at yester-

day's close.

As expected, the Bank of
France did not cut interest

rates at its latest open-market
operation, but this had limited

market impact
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ITALIAN government bonds
rose in the afternoon on a
largely technical rebound from
recent weakness. The Decern-
ber BTP contract on Uffe rose

half a point to close at 112.86.

^ Wilrig issues

to finance

FRENCH government bonds
again tracked bunds, though
France outperformed Germany

US TREASURY bond prices

posted strong gains yesterday
morning following a weaker
than expected weekly jobless

claims report By midday the

benchmark 30-year govern-
ment bond had risen by Y* to

102g, yielding 6.034 per cent
At the short end of the mar-

ket, the two-year note was &
higher, yielding 3,875 per cent
After a string of declines,

Treasuries bounced back
strongly yesterday morning.
The spark that set off the buy-
ing was the release of weekly

jobless claims data, which
showed that the number of

people claiming state unem-
ployment insurance rose by
11,000 in the week ended Sep-

tember 18, a much bigger rise

than most analysts had fore-

cast
Dealers also said that same

of the gains at the long end of

the market were attributable

to a technical correction.

Argentina’s DMlbn offer heavily oversubscribed

ROCHE Holdings, the Swiss
pharmaceuticals group, yester-

day completed the largest

Lyons (liquid yield option
notes) issue by a European
company.
Tim deal was structured as a

private placement in the US
market, under the Securities

and Exchange Commission's
rule 144a. which allows nan-
registered companies to place

paper with approved institu-

tional investors.

The nominal amount of the

offering is $L42bru which will

raise proceeds of J702m for

Roche. The funds will be used
to refinance debt from Roche’s
acquisition of Genentech. the

US biotechnology group.

The deal was arranged by
Merrill Lynch, which devel-

oped the market in Lyons -

which are zero-coupon convert-

ible bonds - in the US.
The notes have a maturity of

15 years, with put options after

five and 10 years at a yield to

put of 4.75 per cent The notes

are convertible into American
depositary shares at an initial

premium of 33 per cant, but
this premium increases during
the life of the Issue, since
accrued Interest is forfeited
upon conversion.
Dealers said the offering was

viewed by investors as a fixed-

interest investment with an
equity kicker. Roche's share
price has performed well at a
difficult time for pharmaceuti-
cal stocks, and Is well liked by
analysts because of its broad
range of products and low
operating margins.
However, the 33 per cent ini-

tial conversion premium was
considered aggressive by some
traders.

Roche has made pioneering
use of equity-Iiukecl instru-
ments. In 1991, the company
launched an innovative $ibn
"hull spread” bond issue, while
earlier this year the company
issued $lbn of seven-year Euro-
bonds with "knock-out” war-
rants.

The Lyons deal is designed
to increase the company's
investor base in the US, and
follows a a {275m issue of

American depositary receipts

arranged by Merrill last year.

rig purchases By Antonia Sharpe

By Karen FossG in Oslo

WILRIG. the Norwegian oil

and gas drilling company, is to

issue 4m American depositary
shares and make a $lOOm offer-

ing of senior secured notes.
The proceeds will be used to

help finance the acquisition of
new drilling rigs, repay debt
and boost working capital

A Nasdaq listing will be
sought for the 4.8m new
shares, of which 28m would be
offered in the US and 1.2m else-

where outside Norway. The'
company expects to complete
both the ADS and note offer-

ings in November.
Wilrig's planned sale of

2.45m new ordinary shares to

the Paris-baaed Forasol-Fora-

mer Group as part payment for

the $41.5m acquisition of two
drilling rigs is not included in

the ADS offering.

The company also has an
option to buy a Drillmar I

semi-submersible rig for S34m
from Spanish interests.

THE Republic of Argentina’s
first D-Mark Eurobond issue
since 1979 was given an enthu-
siastic reception by investors
hungry for high-yielding paper.
The DMlbn issue of five-year

Eurobonds was so heavily
oversubscribed that trading in
the bonds opened at 99.75, well

above the recommended re-of-

fer price of 99.15.

INTERNATIONAL
BONDS

Joint lead managers CSFB
and Deutsche Rank decided to

launch Argentina’s issue at a
recommended rather than a
fixed re-offer price because of

the high interest from retail

investors.

The bonds rose as high as
100.20 for a short time but
eased to around 99.40 in the

late afternoon, in line with a
fall in the German government
bond market.
At launch, the bonds were

priced to yield 250 basis points
over the Bobl series 107 of
medium-term German govern-

ment bonds, at the bottom end
of the indicated range of 250 to

260 basis points. The spread on
the bonds tightened to around
235 basis points by the end of
trading.

The spread on Argentina’s
bonds is expected to shrink
further because of the persis-

tent demand for high-yielding

paper. This trend is already
under way on the Republic of

Venezuela's DM300m seven-
year Eurobond offering, which
was launched last week.
Traders said the spread on

Venezuela’s bands had fallen

to around 270 basis points over
underlying German govern-
ment bonds from 290 basis
points at the launch.

Meanwhile, the World Bank
is getting closer to launching
its first D-Mark global bond
issue. It Is hosting a presenta-

tion for investors in Frankfurt

on October 6 and plans to hold
similar meetings in other
financial centres.

NEW INTERNATIONAL BOND ISSUES

Aomen Coupon Prtee Maturity Fees Spread Book nmr
Borrow m. % % bp
US DOLLARS
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Cedel service

to use US
Treasuries

Norway’s bond
market set for

record year

CSFB/ Oeutsche Bank
By Conner Mtddefmann By Karen Fbssll

The offering is likely to be
launched shortly after the com-
pletion of these meetings. The
World Bank has not yet dis-

closed any details about the
terms but the market expects

the offering to raise between
DM3bn to DM5bn and have a
maturity of 10 years.

There is also a belief that the
World Bank could achieve a
yield spread of less than 10

basis points over underlying
German government bonds.

Yesterday's other Eurobond
offerings from Latin America
were overshadowed by Argen-

tina's issue. Corporacfon
Andina De Fbmento (CAF), the

supranational agency which
finances economic develop-
ment in the Andean region,

priced its $100m issue of five-

year Eurobonds at the tightest

yield spread achieved by a
I.atm American borrower for

debt with this maturity.

OAF’S bonds were priced to

yield 185 basis points over
underlying US Treasuries.
Lead manager CSFB said the

pricing reflected the fact that

CAF is the only financial insti-

tution in Latin America to

have received an Investment
grade credit rating. CAF is

rated Baa3 by Moody's and
BBB by Standard & Poor’s.

Cia Suzano de Papel e Celu-

lose, a Brazilian producer of
eucalyptus pulp and paper,

made its first appearance in

the Eurobond market with a
$80m issue of eight-year Euro-
bonds. Hie bonds, which were
priced to yield 522 basis points

over the interpolated eight-

year US Treasury, has puts at

the option of the investor at

the end of the third and fifth

years of the bonds’ life.

CEDEL. the Luxembourg-based
securities clearing house, is to

launch a service which will

allow customers to use US
Treasuries as collateral for its

financing facilities and for
international settlement
This is the first time Trea-

suries will be used as collateral

outside the US, said Mr Michel
Vermaerke. a senior manager
at CedeL The service will be
launched on November 3.

Cedel’s service will also

cover delivery of Treasuries to

and from the domestic market,

custody and safe-keeping.

• The International Swaps &
Derivatives Association is to

conduct a survey on manage-
ment practices in the deriva-

tives market, following the
Group of Thirty report

NORWAY'S bond market is

heading for a record year,
driven by a sharp fall in inter-

est rates, said Mr Erik Jarve,
president of the Oslo hoarse.

Mr Jarve forecast 1993 turn-
over In bonds of NKr660bn
($93bn), op from NKr502bn
last year and NXr425bn in
1991. He said the yield to
maturity of Oslo's Brix bond
index had fallen to 684 per
cent by August from 11.40 per
cent at the start of the year.

“Although the government
has been an infrequent bor-
rower in recent years, this sit-

uation is likely to change," he
predicted. The central bank
estimates that NErlSObn is

likely to be raised through
domestic government bond
issues in the next five years.
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COMPANY NEWS:

United News
to sell Extel

Financial
By Raymond Snoddy

LORD STEVENS, chairman of

United Newspapers, publisher
of the Daily and Sunday
Express and the Daily Star,

yesterday formally announced
for the first time that he
planned to sell Extai Financial,

the electronic information sub-

sidiary.

The asking price for the com-
pany, which provides a range
of data, news, company infor-

mation and investment
accounting services, is likely to

be in the £50m-£60m range.
The announcement of the

long-rumoured sale came as
United announced pre-tax prof-

its of £51.3m for the first six

months of 1933, a 10.4 per cent
rise on last time's £46-5m.

Lord Stevens said that the
decision to sell Extel Financial
had been taken because of the

increasing investment needs of

the financial information
industry. As a result he added,
“the interests of its customers
and staff could probably best
be developed within a larger

financial information busi-

ness”. The sale will be bandied
by Veronic Saider & Associ-
ates of New York.

Last year the business made
an estimated profit of £49m on

revalues of £83m. Extel Finan-

cial was part of the Extel

Group bought by United in

1987 for £250m. Parts of the
business such as the Extel Rac-

ing Service were closed soon
after and others sold. The seg-

ment now being sold

accounted for about 14 per cent

of Hu* original purchase.

The £5L3m pre-tax profit fig-

ure for United was in line with

City expectations but Mr Derek
Terrington, publishing analyst

at stockbrokers Klefnwort Ben-
son last night described the

results as good, particularly

the improved Twarging on the

company's national newspaper
titles.

Mr Terrington Is looking for

£115m pre-tax for the full year,

not including exceptional
items.
Earnings per share rose to

I69p against 142p, an increase

of 19 per cent, while the

interim dividend is maintained
at 7J>p.

The £l30m proceeds from the

July rights issue have been
used to reduce net debt which
now stands at £80m-
Strong advertising revenue

and tight control of costs con-

tributed to a 16 per cent profit

rise from the national newspa-
pers.

Low banana prices

behind fall at Geest
By Peter Pearse

A SHARP drop in the price of

bananas in Europe was the
main factor behind a largely

anticipated pre-tax decline at

Geest, the fresh produce and
prepared food group, in the 26
weeks to July 3.

The fall, from £15.4m to

£3.56m came from turnover
down from £359m to £333m.
The interim dividend is held at

3.7p. uncovered at this stage by
earnings per share down at

3.6p (159p).

Mr David Sugden, chief exec-

utive. said this reflected the
board's confidence that the
downturn was temporary and
happened in a period of transi-

tion. Full-year earnings would
easily cover the total dividend,

he said.

Explaining the pre-tax fall,

Mr Sugden said that the expec-

ted new European banana
regime, which bad been due to
be introduced on January 1.

was delayed until July 1, and

that even then there had been
some slowness in the granting

of licences.

The new regime was now
achieving its aim of stabilising

prices and enabling European
companies to viably compete
with multinationals like Chi-

quita, Dole and Del Monte. Mr
Sugden said. He estimated that

Geest’s total EC market share
would rise from 7 per cent to

between 12 and 14 per cent
Group banana sales by vol-

ume grew by 40 per cent In
sterling terms banana sales

rose only 7 per cent, though
turnover in the whole fresh
produce division fell to £276

(£285.2m). Operating profits

were £1.13m (ElL2m).

On the prepared food side
sales on continuing activities

grew to £S4.4m (£38.5m) while

operating profits edged ahead
to £3.28m <£3.21m).

Group operating profits were
£3-34m (£l4m). Interest receiv-

able fell to £295,000 (£L.29m).

Debt at July 3 was £32.4m.

Glaxo
ex-chief

to receive

£2.7m
By Paid Abrahams
and Norma Cohen

DR Ernest Mario, former chief

executive of Glaxo, the drugs

group, will receive a £2.7m

pay-off over the next three

years following his ousting in

March.

The sum, revealed in the
annual report published yes-

terday, is the largest-over sev-

erance settlement in the UK
The payment generated little

comment institutional

investors.

Dr Mario, who had a three-

year rolling contract, will

receive his salary of £900.000
until June 1996. In addition,

he will be paid long-term per-

formance related bonuses for

the next four years. These are
based on the company’s earn-

ings per share growth com-
pared with competitors such
as Merck of the US and Well-

come of the UK
Dr Mario also retains his

526,186 share options which
lapse on dates up to August 22
1996. At yesterday’s share
price of 642p, they were worth
£3.3m. Dr Mario purchased
£28,842 worth of furniture
from Glaxo when he left

His remuneration for the
year was £1.32m, which
included a bonus of about
£420,000. Sir Paul Girolaml,
chairman, received £1.44m
compared with £l.l9m the pre-

vious year.

Dr Mario was ousted by Sir

Paul after a boardroom
bust-up over Glaxo's future
direction. Dr Mario said he
resigned because of differences
of opinion over the running of
the business.

Although his £2.7m payment
may appear a great deal for

one man, it will have little

impact on the company. The
sum is equivalent to 11 hours
worth of sales of Glaxo's best-

selling drag, the ulcer treat-

ment Zantac.

During Dr Mario’s tenure
between May 11 1989 and May
12 1993, Glaxo’s share price

rose from 337p to 668p and its

market capitalisation
increased from £10bn to
£20.1bn. It outperformed the
FT-A All-Share Index by 50 per
cent, and the health and
household sector by 12 per
cent
In August, Dr Mario became

vice-chafrman and chief execu-
tive of Alza Corporation of
California.

The company makes drug-
delivery systems. If Dr Mario
works for a direct competitor
of Glaxo, he loses the right to
the £2.7m payment

Problems in US hit Laura Ashley shares

By Richard Gourlay

SHARES IN Laura Ashley fell

22p to 87p after the niche cloth-

ing and home furnishings

group warned its full year prof-

its would be more than £7m
below market expectations.

The group reported interim

pre-tax profits down from

£l.68m to £lSlm, on sales up

23 per cent at £l44m (£ll6.8m).

Currencies accounted for some

of this and allowing for that

the rise was 13 per cent

Trading in North America

had been slower than the

group anticipated in April

resulting in price markdowns
in the second half being more
than expected.

Taken with one-off costs of

£3m. North America would be

responsible for full year pretax

profits being lower than the

ElOm expected by the market.

Second half pre-tax profits

were unlikely to be "signifi-

cantly ahead of the first halt

The group will be spending s

farther £Sm for marketing sup-

port and provisions against

autumn and winter 1992 stock.

Mr Jim Maxmin, chief execu-

tive, said the group’s problems

were not structural- “The strat-

egy in place is working/" he

said. He had been over-optimis-

tic about the timing of the

recovery in the US.

UK sales in the first half

grew by IS per cent and in con-

tinental Europe by 13 per cent

The 4 per cent rise in the US
followed a 30 per cent plunge

in sales in February and early

March after bad weather and a

decision not to repeat a large

borne furnishings promotion.

Ka rnings per share were

0 rap (Q.4p), and the interim

dividend is passed.

Gearing rose from 19 per

cot* to 28 per cent but Mr Max-

min expected a cash inflow by

the year-end.

• COMMENT
Much of what Laura Ashley

has done, and says it will do,

sounds most convincing- Sales

figures are encouraging. The

strong brand appears to have

consumer appeal again and the

group has put in place control

systems which were woefully

lacking last summer and led to

the dismal US performance.

But the market was not expect-

ing to hear convincing argu-

ments again, it was expecting

tte firrtKs of results. Yes-

terday’s sharp share
_

price

markdown was a reaction to

the postponement of recovery

for another year and the mar-

ket’s waning confidence in

nwngggment’s ability tO get t0

grips with the US business.

The key remains the degree to

which Laura Ashley has to

mark d0WH fts US pnC8S.'At

the moment a staggeringly

high 70 per cent are being

reduced. Sort this out and tire,

p/e multiple, now -more than

100 on a profits forecast at

£2,7m and earnings of 0.6p,

could come crashing down. But
if the mark-down problem is

not addressed, Laura Ashley
will remain expensive. -

Laura
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Birkdale launches second

rights issue to fund buy
BIRKDALE Group, involved in

advertising, public relations

and marketing, is making a
second rights issue in four

months to help pay for an
acquisition, writes Nigel Clark.

It also announced the dis-

posal of Lewis Broadbent, an
advertising agency, and losses

for the year to March 31 of

£L94m (profits £202,000).

It is issuing 39.6m shares on
a l-for-l basis at 8p to raise a
net £2.78m. Of that £1.45m will

form the cash element of the

initial payment for M&K
Design-In-Store with the bal-

ance providing additional
working capital and repay bor-

rowings.

M&K, which provides mar-
keting and design services, is

being bought for an Initial

£2.7m and farther results-re-

lated payments to a maximum
£800,000. The balance of the ini-

tial payment will be satisfied

in shares.
Birkdale shares fell 2p to 12p.

M&K reported operating

profits Of £357,000 (£460,000) for

the year to March 31 on turn-

over of £2.46m (£2JZ3m).

Lewis Broadbent is being

sold to Martin Butler Associ-

ates for £127,000, including the

repayment of intercompany

debt In the year to March 31

Lewis incurred a loss of

£830.000 on £L86m turnover.

Turnover fell from £2I.2m to

£19.7m. Losses per share were

9.7p (1.5p earnings). The final

dividend is passed (&2p). there

being insufficient distributable

reserves.

When the company raised

£l35m through a placing and
open offer in June it said that

the cash element of the M&K
purchase would be met from
existing resources. However,
the delay in two expected sub-

sidiary and the continu-

ing poor trading conditions

resulted in the need fear further

strengthening of the balance
sheet

AB buy helps TT to £9.42]

By Catherine MSton

TT GROUP, the mini
conglomerate with most of its

interests in electronics,

impressed the City yesterday

bv lifting pre-tax profits from

£7.47m to £9.42m in the six

months to June 26, helped by
the January acquisition of AB
Electronics.

The interim dividend goes up
to 2.6p (2.4p). payable from
earnings per share of JL2p

(7-TpX The company conceded
the acquisition of then

! lossmaking AB with £26m
[ debt, covered interests costs

but diluted earnings.

Mr John Newman, joint chief

executive, said AB would give
i further benefits next year "We
are extremely pleased with the

way AB has turned out When
we bought it it was making
losses of about ElOm a year
and now it is trading profit-

ably."

AB had an operating profit

margin of about L6 per cent in

the first half, contributing
£1.87m to operating profits of

£lL8m (£8-8m). TT put in cost-

ing systems, stepped back from
rhagj-ng i/oTnmp oil

ble products and shed about
550 from the 4,000-strong work-
force. it is aiming for a margin
of 5 per cent by the end of next
year.

Mr Newman said the market
was “very strong in electron-

ics" accounting for about 80
per cent of group sales, mainly
in tetewimmimicaiiflDS, mobile
phmwfi fnd computer compo-
nents. Packaging operations
were fiat at the operating level

while building services were
still "suffering".

Interim turnover was
£TRUm (£78.&n) bolstered by
£78.7m from AB.
UK customers accounted for

56 per cent of sales. First half

exports were £29m compared
with a full year’s £32m in 1992.

At the half-year end, TTs
gearing .was 54 per emit (under
20 per cent a year earlier).

Interest charges were.£2.33m
(£l-33xa), but the group:
received proceeds this month
from its £S1.4m rights issue

and now has net cash of'

£7Jm.

• COMMENT
TTs joint-chief executives, Mr ,

Nicholas Shipp and his Han-
son-trained partner Mr New-

'

man
, axe its main attraction.

They buy sound businesses,
fanpn on hard times, turning

them around within a year. -

After consolidation they then
buy another business. AB is ;

the latest in this successful

series, with shareholders'
readily chipping in new equity

to fund it With AB coming
good quicker than expected,

pre-tax profit forecasts have,

been revised upwards to £24m
for the full year. This gives a -

multiple of 15.5 which looks
modest compared with a rating

in the low 20s for Wassail, with
similar interests and another
Hanson-trained boss.

Appleyard calls for £16.4m
By Paul Taylor

APPLEYARD GROUP, the
North Yorkshire-based motor
dealer, announced a 3-for-10

rights issue yesterday to raise

£16.4m for acquisitions.

The cash can at l20p a share
came as the group reported a
jump In interim pre-tax profits

and agreed to acquire WSM
Motors, a Bristol-based Merced-
es-Benz van and track dealer-

ship for Elm from Union Traf-

fic. WSM made operating
profits of EI23JXJ0 In the six

months to June 30.

Appleyard's shares closed

down 2p at 148p yesterday.

Mr John Atkin, business
development manager, said

that while the proceeds of the

rights issue would initially be
used to reduce gearing, the lon-

ger-term aim was to make
"selective and complementary
acquisitions."

The group now has 57 fran-

chises on 39 sites in the north
of England and Scotland but
wants to improve the balance
of its portfolio and add BMW,
Citroen, Fiat, Honda, Mazda
and Toyota marques.
Pre-tax profits in the six

months to June 30 rose from a
restated £263,000 to £2.61m on
turnover of £l77m (EL58m).

Earnings were 3Jp (0J9p) and
the dividend is held at 2£p.

• COMMENT
Appleyard is beginning to ben-

efit from the effects of opera-

tional gearing. After cutting
costs a relatively modest 12 per
cent increase in turnover
resulted in a 65 per cent
improvement in operating
profit to £329m. Overall, the
group’s return on resources
employed has improved from
6£ per cent for the 1992 first

half to 17.2 per cent in the lat-

est period and the group now
has its sights on a 20 per cent

plus return. Appleyard has
managed to squeeze more out

of 12 of Its existing sites

through multi-franchising.

Now the group is plamdng to

expand through acquisitions.

Pre-tax profits this year should

reach £5Jim producing earn-

ings per share of 7.4p and a
prospective p/e of 20.

DIVIDENDS ANNOUNCED

Current

payment
Date of

payment

Cones -

ponding
dividend

Total

for

year

Total

last

year

AntffeTV Int 2J86 Nov 17 2J3S 026
Antofagasta - Int 6 Dec 7 G - 20
Appteyard — int 2.6 Nov 5 2j6 * 52
Burr A WAT __ Int 3 Oct 29 3 10
Bfrfcdale 1 fin n3 - 0.2 .rtf 02
Paganham Motors —Jnt 1.75 Nov 18 1.75 . 5.75MS - int 035 Nov 25 0.35 - 0.35
Great - Jnt 3.7 Dec 31 3.7 ai
Green (Emaafr § ...Jn A25 Dec 7 4.25 7 .. 7
Guhtness —--.-int 3.62 Nov 8 3£5 - 1135
Hampden§__ Int nil - 02 . 1

Hlghcroft fan '•i i
llll Nov 4 •1.8 40

Morrison (Wm) Int 0.2 Novi •

016 . OJB
Mtaray Venturas fin 7.5 Nov 2* 09 109 103
Wttawla ..... kit. nl . 05 2—firi 3.3 • 3A 5.7 5.7
Secure That Int 4.5 Nov 18 '4 _ 1W
SWP § ——to 0.2 Oct 20 nil 02 nfl

Throgmorton Dual—fin 1.85 Nov 19 1.75 7.1 7 .

Travis Perkins ——Jnt 2-5 Nov 1 2

S

. 8
TT int 24} Oct 27 Z4 . 8
Utd Newspapers Int 7Jt Dec 3 7J5 _ 21.5
Wembley -. int nl - 02

'

- 02

DtvktendB shown pence per share not except where otherwise slated. tOn
Increased capital. §USM stock. ftFtoal of 2.6p forecast

&
AECI Limited
fto WCL MflHHMM)
pncorpcreieel In Ihe Repubfc of SotXh Africa)

Notice to Preference
Shareholders
Dividend No 111

Notice is hereby given that on 2 September 1993 the Directors ofAECI
Limited declared a dhridend at the rats of 5,5 per cent per annum for

«w sbe months anting 15 December 1933 payable on that date to
holders of preference shares registered in toe books at toe Company
at he dose of business on 15 October 1993.

The dvidend is declared in United Kingdom currency and cheques in

payment wff be posted from to office of the fransfer secretaries h
South Africa and he United Kingdom on 14 December 1993.

Dividends payable from Johannesburg wi be paid in South African

currency tf the rate of exchange nAng on 8 November 1993.

te respect of shareholders whose addkesses in Sie share register are
outside the Republic of Soutfi Africa, the dhridend is subject to the
deduction of non-resident shareholders’ lax in terms of South African
tew.

Dividends payable from to Untod Kingdom office wfl be subject to

such tax deductions as are prescribed by United Kingdom legfelarion

unless a certficata exempting to shareholder concerned from such
tax deduction Is received before the dosing of ihe registers.

Any change ofaddress ordhridend instruction mustbe received before

the closing of the registers.

The transfer books and registers of members in Johannesburg and
United Kingdom win be dosed from 16 October 1993 to SB October

1993, both days Inclusive.

Carton Centre

Johannesburg

24 September 1993

By order of the Board

JFPOTGIETBt
Secretary

Transfersecretaries:

Consolidated Share Registrars Limited

40 Gantmhsioner Street, Johannesburg, and

Barclays Registrars Limited

Boune House
34 Beckenham Road
Beckenham
KentBR34TU
England

FIDELITY PACIFIC FUND S.A.
Incorporated under the laws of Rurama

NOTICE OF ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS

Please take notice that the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders of Fidelity Pacific Fund
S.A. (the “ Corporation " ) will take place at 10 :00 a.m. at the Corporation's principal office,

Pembroke Hall, Pembroke. Bermuda on Friday, October 8, 1993.

The following matters are on the agenda for this meeting

:

A. Re-election of the following individuals as Directors

:

Edward C. Johnson 3d Charles A. Fraser
Barry R. J. Bateman Jean Hamilios
Charles T. M. Collis H.F. Van den Haven

B. Review of the balance sheet and profit-and-loss Statement of the Corporation for the fiscal

year ended May 31, 1993.

C. Ratification of actions taken by the Directors since the last Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders.

D. Ratification enactions taken by tte Investment Manager since the last Annual General Meeting
of Shareholders.

E. Consideration of such other business as may properly come before the erecting.

Holders of registered shares may voce by proxy ty mailing a form ofproxy obtained from Fidelity
Investments Luxembourg S.A., the Fund’s registrar and transfer agent, to the folkwiig address

:

Fidelity Pacific Fund S.A.
c/o Fidelity International 1 -imitwd

P.O. Box HM 670
Hamilton HM CX,
BERMUDA

Holders of bearer shares may vote by proxy by obtaining from the institutions listed below a
form ofbearer shareholders proxy, certificate ofdepositand receipt for bearer share certificates,
against deposit of their bearer share certificates, and mailing the proxy aDd certificate ofdeposit
to the Corporation at the address set forth in the preceding paragraph. Alternatively, holders
of bearer shares wishing to exercise their rights personally at the meeting may deposit their share
certificates, or a certificate of deposit therefor, with (he Corporation at Pembroke Hall, Pem-
broke, Bermuda, against receipt therefor, which receipt will entitle said beater shareholders
to exercise such rights.

Fidelity Investments International

OakhiU House

130 Tonbridge Road
Hfldenborough

KentTNU 9DZ
ENGLAND

Fidelity International Limited
P.O. Box HM 670
Hamilton HM CX,
BERMUDA

Fidelity Investments Luxembourg S.A.
KansaIJis House, 3rd Fir.

Place de l’Etoile

Bohe Postale 2174

L-102I LUXEMBOURG

All proxies (and certificates ofdeposit issued to bearer shareholders) must be received by the
Corporation not later than 9:30 a.m. on October 8, 1993, in order to be used at the renting

Dated: August 31, 1993

BY ORDER OFTHE MANAGEMENT, CHARLES T.M, COLLIS, SECRETARY

Centenary Depositary AG
{Incorporated under die bwi of Switzerland)

(‘the Depositary')

NOTICE TO HOLDERS OF BEARER CENTENARY DEPOSfTARV
RECEOTS - PAYMENT OF COUPON NO. 7

DMtond iMritMlan No. 7 by Centenary Deporitaiy AG be effected as kdows
1. Coupon No; T
2. Data of payment On or after 3 November 1993

3. Amount 15 US canto per depositary rscoipt

4. Currency uquualents on 20 September 1803:

US carte UK currency

AmouX per depooXaiy receipt

Attributable n Camenaiy HoUkipa
- Marim dMdertd

Law UK Income tax (wham appScabto)

Net to UK Centenary depositary receipt holder

1&0 9.79112

1.9SBg3

7.

5. PayobJaat

Swiss Bonk Corporation
I Aeaehonvoratatfl
4002 Baste

flanquo BnjroflOT Lambort
24 avenue ManAr
lOSO Bruaaefa

Banque Mamaitonala A Luxemtooten S.A.
Invneubte Llncttpendenoe
99 rue rf'Esdi

L-2953 Luxembourg

Note:

" w «Mned » under 5 abown.bepaw m us dotais. Coupons presented to the other tmAw ^ 08

requested V, US dofcsa be paid In Potwt, P"*"**,1*

27 October 1SB3 be in the Sftyfino
* payrWt ^

we ot ex***,„ ** b*

*"^«BW^CO«roBATlW

CTfaeo^l^retol^tjenc OAwaSSoo
19 OtattertMutw Suva London EC1N BQP

23Sep*amtMt 7003

Unton Bank ot Smteeiland
BahnhotMraaae 46

8021 Zurich 8021 Zurich

G4n4rak» do Banqua
3 Montagna du Parc
10OO Brussels

Bandays BaSt PLC
London Counter Sentcea
168 Fendhunch Street,
London EC3P 3HP

r

0
The Export-Import Bank of Kore

US$100,000,000

Floating Rate Notes Due 1997

In accordance with the provtewns nt ih*
lotoa is hereby given as follows:

01 ^ Roa#n0 Batel

lrt*«WPertod : September 23, logs toMarch 23 , 1994 (181 days,

Rateottetertwl: ^pefmum
Coupon Amount: US$1.759 72

^noteo.USt’Oc.ooo,

(P« note ol US$250,000)

Agent

LTCB Asia Limited
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^Urg Food retailing shares dip on second half warning

-Margins squeezed as
Morrison rises 5.5%

COMPANY NEWS: UK AND IRELAND
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By Andrew Bofger

SHARES IN the food retailing
sector took another downward
lurch yesterday after Wm Mor-
rison Supermarkets became
the latest company to complain
Of falling margins
The shares dosed 23p down

at I06p after the Bradford-
based retailer said it seemed
unlikely that operating profit
would rise In line with sales
over the next year.
The company increased pre-

tax profits by &5 per cent from
£36.2m to £38.2m in the six
months to July 31 - below
market expectations.
Sales expanded 20 per cent to

£746.5m (£623.5m), but the
group said this had been
achieved only at the expense
of a reduction in gross mar-
gins.

J Salisbury shares yesterday
fell 20p to 420p and Tesco's fell

from 208%p to 197Y»p.
Earlier this week Tesco said

it would break ranks with
other food retailers and fight
the growing challenge of

^discount food retailers by cut-
ting the price of basic prod-
ucts.

Mr Ken Morrison, chairman,
said: “The current trading
scene is one of ever-increasing

price competition and there-
fore pressure on cost
controls through good systems
and firm management are the
order of the day."
The group said Increased

labour costs had been incurred
to improve service.

Operating margins dropped
from 5-8 to 5.2 per cent, leaving
operating profit 8 per cent
higher at £39.lm.
Since the end of the half-

year, sales had exceeded last
year by 18 per cent, but due to
competitive openings like-for-
lihe growth had slipped to
about 2 per cent
Mr Morrison said: “A very

significant factor at work here,
of course is the preference
which customers are showing
for more economically-priced
goods at the expense of many
more expensive branded prod-
ucts."

He was confident, however,
that real growth would come
from new stores built on
realistically-priced sites.

During the half year, the
group opened five new super-
stores and has since opened
one at Harrogate, with
another due at Bolton in
November.
Next year the group plans to

open nine new superstores.

Guinness may be
forced to resume
pension payments

***** Norma Cohen,
Investments Correspondent
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GUINNESS, the brewing
conglomerate, said it had been
advised by actuaries to its pen-
sion scheme that recent tax
changes and slower than
expected dividend growth will

force it to resume contribu-
tions a year or two ahead of
schedule.

As a result, the company wifi

take a charge of roughly £30m
against second half profits to
take account of contributions
for the 1994 year.

Guinness thus joins a num-
ber of UK companies whieh
have had to resume pension
fund contributions following
controversial changes to
advance corporation tax
announced last March.

Earlier this year, British
Telecom announced it would
have to add some £800m to its

pension fund to compensate for

a shortfall caused chiefly by
the tax change and by low divi-

dend increases.

The tax change means ACT
paid on dividends which pen-

sion funds can reclaim from
the Inland Revenue is reduced
from 25 per cent to 20 per cent
The change has in effect cut
the income in UK equity
investments for pension
schemes by &25 per cent Over
60 per cent of Guinness’ pen-

sion scheme assets
invested in UK equities.

In the year to March 1993,

dividends shrank in nominal
terms by per cent while the
scheme had projected that in
real terms, they would grow by
nil to 0.5 per cent Guinness,
like most UK pension funds,

uses a method of valuing
scheme assets based on the
amount of income they are
expected to produce over a
long period of time.

Guinness has been enjoying
a contributions holiday since
1986. Its scheme was amalgam-
ated with that of Distillers

which it acquired in 1988 and
the actuarial surplus in the
combined schemes had been
expected, as of the last valua-

tion In March 1992, to enable

the contributions holiday to
continue through 1994 or 1995

Scheme members will con-
tinue paying their current rate

which ranges from nil to SJ5

per cent of net pay after deduc-
tions for National Insurance
contributions, a rate roughly
equal to 3 per cent of gross

pay.

Although the next valuation

is not scheduled to be con-

ducted until March 1995, the

actuaries, after consultation
with the company, have
decided it would be prudent to

resume contributions next
year.

Jamaican purchase

to boost stout sales

0
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By Phffip Rawstome

GUINNESS is to acquire a
majority stake in Desnoes &
Ceddes, the Jamaican brewer
of Red Stripe lager, in a move
designed to expand sales of the

UK group's stout throughout
the Caribbean.
The group is paying between

£41m and £45m for a 51-55 per

cent shareholding in the

Jamaican brewer, which has
brewed and distributed its

stout since 1987.

The Desnoes and Geddes
families, and Heineken, the

Dutch brewer, will retain hold-

ings in the company.
Guinness has been exported

to the Caribbean since 1818 but

sales in Jamaica - which
accounts for 35 per cent of the

A English-speaking Caribbean
T market - have more than dou-

bled in volume since 1990 to

1.5m cases. The stout now has

a 15 per cent share of total

Jamaican beer sales.

The UK group also has a
wholly owned subsidiary in

Trinidad and the stout is

brewed by associate companies
in St Vincent and Grenada.

Mr Brenda O'Neill managing
director of Guinness Brewing
Worldwide, said: “Given D&G’s
strategic significance in the

Caribbean beer market and its

leadership in Jamaica, the

Guinness offer represents a

logical step in the regional

development of the brand."

In the year to September
1992, D&G made pre-tax profits

of J$347m (£l(L5m} on sales of

J$£26bn.
Its Red Stripe and Dragon

beers, together with Guinness,

Heineken lager and McEwan's
ale, which it brews under
licence, form a strong brands

portfolio. The company also

produces and markets a range

of soft drinks and franchises

Pepsi-Cola and Schweppes.

The Guinness deal will not

affect D&G’s contracts in the

UK where Red Stripe lager is

brewed under licence by
Charles Wells and distributed

by HP Buhner.

Pittards shares fall 25%
SHARES IN Pittards fell 15p to

44p yesterday as the leather

company reported a pre-tax

loss of £310.000 for the six

mnnths to June 30 and wanted
of provisions which could hit

the full year result

Losses compared with profits

of £L27m last time and fol-

lowed the warning at the end

of June that profits for the first

half would fell short of expec-

tations.

At that time the directors

informed shareholders that a

strategic review of the poorly

performing clothing and cham-

ois division was being con-

ducted.
A number of options, both

internally and externally, were

being considered.

Whatever was decided, it

was likely that provisions

would need to be made which

could materially affect the out-

come for the year.

Turnover for the six months

was £5S.5m (£50.4m). Losses

per share worked through at

9 ftp (earnings 3.6p). There is

no dividend f<X5p>-

Wm Morrison
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FT-A AH-Share Index
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and will continue to refurbish

existing stores.

To supplement the gristing
group warehouse at Wakefield,
the group said it planned to

invest £20m in a new distribu-

tion centre in Cheshire, which
should be functioning for trad-

ing for Christmas 1994.

Earnings per share rose to

3.38p (3.lTp) and the interim
dividend is increased to 0.2

(0.16p).

See Lex

Refocused
Harmony
Leisure
cuts losses
HARMONY Leisure, the
USM-quoted operator of res-

taurants, pubs and hotels,

reduced pre-tax losses from
£3.68m to £2.13m for the year
to March 28. Turnover fell

from £6.451X1 to £5.63m.
The result was after excep-

tional charges of £l.l3zn
(£2.66m) Of which £961,000
related to property write-
downs. Losses per share were
cut to 8-0lp (l3.33p).

In his first report to share-
holders, Mr John Main, chair-

man and chief executive, said

that substantial progress had
been made in restructuring
the company and refocusing
its principal activities. A prop-

erty investment division had
been formed and the group
had now agreed to buy a port-

folio of mixed properties from
British Land, Mr Main said,

further details of which would
be announced shortly.

In addition, the group had
entered negotiations, which,
he believed, would cumulate
in the sale of most of its exist-

ing pub estate.

The directors are proposing
to offer one warrant for share-

holders to subscribe for one
ordinary share at 15p each in

the years 1994-99 for every
five held.

How GPA will restructure
By Maggie Unry

GPA was much better at
managing its aircraft than
managing its liabilities. That
sentence sums up not only how
GPA got into its current mess,
but also the hope it has to
regain some of its sharehold-
ers’ lost value.

As part of the restructuring
plan detailed yesterday, GPA
will pass the management of

its assets to a new GE Capital

subsidiary. This is an inge-
nious method to prevent GE
Capital becoming responsible
for GPA’s liabilities.

In feet, the same people will

operate the business, the new
company, GE Capital Aviation
Services, being staffed by GPA
employees. And it will be
based at Shannon, in the Irish

Republic, as is GPA.
About 160 of GPA's staff will

move to GECAS, the remaining
25 will stay with GPA.
GPA will continue to own

the assets, paying GECAS a
management fee of 0.43 per
cent of the value of the air-

craft, and will remain responsi-

ble for its liabilities.

But the 15-year management
contract between GPA and
GECAS should give creditors

confidence. Even if GPA were
to go into liquidation, the man-
agement contract would hold.

If GPA were to raise further

cash by securitising aircraft -

through Aircraft Lease Portfo-

lio Securitisation or Alps -

investors will have the comfort
of the GECAS management
contract.

The deal, if completed,
should also make it easier for

GPA to make outright aircraft

sales. While GPA's future hung
in the balance potential pur-

chasers held back in the hope
of lower prices.

GPA has also cut its order
book from SILSbn (£7.3bn) for
242 aircraft to 9&6bn for 57 air-

craft, requiring a $462m provi-

sion. It has sold one aircraft to
GE Capital and agreed to sell a
further 44, which will provide
8465m of cash to GPA.
Even so, as the prospectus

for the 6150m issue of convert-

ible and non-convertibUi notes
says in bold capital letters “an
investment in GPA’s securities

is speculative and high risk".

The convertible nates would
represent between 23 per cent
and 25 per cent of GPA’s capi-

tal and are being offered to

existing shareholders. Sub-
scribers have already been
found for 5129m of the notes,

which is understood to be suffi-

cient for the company’s needs.

The company still faces a

tough time if it is to cut its
debt to a manageable level.
The $750m of debt deferred
now will largely fell due in
September 1996. In the year to
March 1997 GPA must repay or
refinance debt of $236bn.
Risk factors outlined in the

document include the need to
sell aircraft to meet these debt
obligations, its ability to refin-
ance its debts in 1996. and liti-

gation against the group.
If GPA overcomes these diffi-

culties, GE Capital may decide
to exercise its options, ft can
buy a near-two thirds stake by
March 1988 at a price deter-
mined by the value of GPA's
shareholders funds, but will
fell between SllOm and Sl65m.

It can then buy any shares
created In the restructuring
over the next three years, at a
fair market price, and would
then make an offer for the rest

Barings trebles to £35.5m midway
By Davkl BlacIcweH

BARINGS, the privately controlled UK
merchant banking group, trebled pre-tax

profit from £URm to £355m in the first

hail of 1993.

Last year the group took action to stem
heavy losses at Baring Securities, its trad-

ing subsidiary, cutting 108 jobs.

Mr Peter Baring, chairman, said yester-

day that the subsidiary had maria a signifi-

cant recovery following the reduction in

both personnel and expenses. The group's

reputation for the quality of its research

had been retained.

It had held its leading position in its

most important markets of Japan, Hong
Kong, Singapore and Malaysia, and contin-

ued to grow in other south-east Asian mar-
kets as well as Latin America. Half the
group's employees work outside the UK
with a quarter in the Asian region.

Investment banking had enjoyed gener-

ally favourable market conditions in the

period, and Barings had been well-placed
to benefit he said.

Baring Asset Management “substan-
tially increased" its contribution. Baring
Brothers had “maintained a high level
of activity" although the corporate
finance market had remained relatively

quiet
Mr Baring also said that Dillon Read,

the Wall Street investment bank in which
it has a 40 per cent interest, had performed
well during the six months.

Lt is comforting to entrust one’s assets to a Geneva private banker.
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Geneva is a leading

financial centre knownfor

international banking

expertise and,

for 200years, itsprivate

bankers havefocused on

asset management.

They like to establish

durable person-to-person

relationships and their close

involvement in investment

decisions is profoundly

reassuring to their clients.

Groupement des Banquiers Prives Genevois
A vision ofliberty

In Geneva:

BORDIER & Ge - DARIER, HENTSCH & Ge - LOMBARD, ODIER & Ge - MIRABAUD & Ge - PICTET & Cie
(1844) (1796) (1798) (1819) (1805)
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Profit from disposal of investments behind advance

Wembley doubles to £2.89m
By Richard Gourfay

WEMBLEY, owner of the north
Ixmdon stadium complex and
greyhound tracks, more than
doubled first half profits to

but only after the sflfe

of investments.

Profits from continuing
operations fell from £8.02m to
£8.11m with the main stadium
and the smaller Arena both
hosting fewer events and US
greyhound operating profits
foiling 63 per cent

.

Group pretax profits, includ-
ing the £5.6m surplus from the
sale of shares in the Ticketing
Group and Autotote, rose from
£1.07m to £&89m after an inter-

est bfil of £&9m (£7.9m). Sales
were marginally higher at
£78m.
Earnings per share were

0.58p compared with losses of
0.43p, but the interim dividend
is passed.
The group made disposals of

£15m in the first half and Sir

Brian Wolfson, chairman, said
he expected at least the same
in the second halt
But net debt fell by only £5m

to £l39m, leaving gearing at 78
per cent Wembley reiterated

that in line with an agreement
with its banks last year it will

cut £40m from its borrowings
by March 31 1994 and £50m by

ItanliiifMn
Sir Brian Wolfson: further disposals expected in second half

the end of that year.

The Wembley complex made
an operating profit of £4.4m,
down from £4.49m in the same
period last year. Sir Brian said

the performance was com-
mendable given that there
were no main stadium pop con-

certs in the first half, com-
pared with seven in the same

period last year, and that the
number of events in the Arena
fell by 13 to 53-

Profits from UK greyhound
operations, which are for sale,

fell 11 per cent to £1.24m, hit

by evening opening of betting

shops.

In the US, the greyhound
operating profit fell from

£L55m to £580,000 because the

Lincoln, Rhode Island, track

met stiff competition from a

casino based in Connecticut

Sir Brian said Lincoln was
fighting back and that the Col-

orado operations had not been

affected.

• COMMENT
The boardroom coup against

Sir Brian Wolfson may not

have materialised. But the
chronically optimistic Wem-
bley chairman is not off the

rocks. Asset sales have
trimmed only £5m from the

debt mountain; operating prof-

its remain uncomfortably
dependent on world music
stars choosing to tour, some-
thing the recession has per-

suaded many not to do; and
profits at the US greyhound
operation have collapsed just

as it was bang groomed for

sale. Shareholders can there-

fore expect more rough water
before their shares find any
buoyancy. Nor can they rely

on someone providing the
finance to back a hostile bid by
disaffected former directors.

Though Sir Brian plotted the
course and was at the helm
when the group went aground,
he can probably count on sup-

port of shareholders represent-

ing 25 per cent of the company-

Caverdale to raise £3.2m through placing
CAVERDALE Group, the motor retailing

and industrial consumables concern, yes-

terday announced plans to raise a net
£3.17m through a placing and open offer.

’

Directors of the Luton-based group said

the proreeds would be used to replenish

the cash cost of recent acquisitions and to

meet increased working capital require-

ments of the enlarged group. Further
acquisitions would be sought, they
added.

The placing is of 27.22m new shares at

12yip, conditionally placed with institu-

tional and other shareholders by Carr Kit-

cat and Aitken. Shareholders are offered a
full clawback on a l-for-6 basis.

Directors said there had been “no signif-

icant change" In the group's finanriai or
trading position since the interim results

were published in July showing a turn-

round from losses of £272,000 to pre-tax

profits of £663,000.

They also said an early return to the
dividend list was “realistic'’.

Antofagasta

at £20.8m

after bank

merger
By Kenneth Gooding,

Mining Correspondent

ANTOFAGASTA Holdings

which has mining, banking,

rail and water interests in

Chile, realised an £S.25m

profit from the merger in June

of its Banco 0*Higgfcs associ-

ate with the Spanish-owned

Centroffispano Banco and tins

boosted pre-tax profits for the

six months to June 30 from

£8.9m to £20.Sm.

The group said falling cop-

per prices since February had

adversely affected results but

operating profit rose by 39 per

cent, from £8.4m to £11.6m,

thanks to substantial

increases in income from asso-

ciated manufacturing and
banking operations. Antofa-

gasta warned that there was
no indication yet of higher

metal prices and that would
affect results for the full year.

Pre-tax profit from mining
operations fell from £2.42m to

£2.1m on turnover up from
£24.7m to £33.2m.
Total turnover rose to

£40.7m (£31.9m). Earnings,
excluding exceptional, rose

from 22.Ip to 34.4p and an
unchanged interim dividend of

6p is declared.

The bank merger reduced
Antofagasta’s holding in the

combined entity from 47.65

per cent to 24.12 per cent
In March the group also sold

a 13.65 per rent interest in the

Lince mining company for

$lZ3m (£7An). This reduced
Antofagasta's effective inter-

est from 91.4 per cent to 77.75

per rent and produced a profit

on disposal of £889,000.

Hampden falls into red
A SLIDE from pre-tax profits of
£202,000 to losses Of £198,000
was announced by Hampden
Group for the 24 weeks to June
19.

The USM-quoted group oper-

ates Texas Homecare home
improvement stores in North-
ern Ireland and the Republic
of Ireland under a fran-
chise agreement with Home
Charm.

it also has a joint venture
with Kwik-Fit to operate motor

repair centres in Northern
Ireland.

Turnover was marginally
down at £l3.9m, against
£14.lm, and the pre-tax result

was after an exceptional
£125.000 relating to the termi-

nation of employment of a for-

mer executive director.

Losses per share amounted
to 0.89p (earnings 0.9lp) and
there is no dividend. Last time
there was a payment of 02p.
The shares dipped 2p to 29p.

Murray Ventures lags benchmark
MURRAY VENTURES, an investment trust
which aims to produce capital and income
growth through investment primarily in medi-
um-sized management buy-outs and capital fin-

ancings, announced a total return on net assets
of 26.7 per rent over the 12 Tnnntba to July
31.

The outcome compared with a total return for
the FT-A All-Share Index of 32J3 per cent
Net asset value of this Murray Johnston-man-

aged trust was 346.6p per share, a rise of 21 per
cent over the year, again underperforming the
FT-A All-Share which rose 26.7 per cent

Directors described the performance as "cred-
itable” given the delayed Impact of recovery on
fimanpr companies’ trading.

Unlisted investments realised during the year
amounted to £12.8m, including the flotations of
Yorkshire Food and Stagecoach. Investments
totalled £2 om and included Telephone Media
and Poole Pottery.

Available revenue amounted to £3.Q7m
(£3.Q2m) for earnings of 12.4p (12.2p) per
share.

The proposed final dividend goes up to 7.5p
bringing the total for the year to 109p (10-3p)-

Travis Perkins pleases

market with 79% rise
By Paid Taylor

SHARES IN Travis Perkins

gained 30p to dose at 275p yes-

terday after the timber and

building materials merchant

reported better than expected

first-half profits, boosted by

increased housebuilding.

profax profits advanced 79

pm- cent, from a restated FRS 3
adjusted s.i8m to £9^1m, in

the six months to June 30.

Earnings per share increased

from 3.5p to 5.9p and the

interim dividend is unchanged
at25p.
The group operates 164 budd-

ing materials depots and 11

garden centres. Its profit gain

was achieved on turnover 10

per cent higher at £166-8m
(£L5L6m) and was led by trade

sales to housebuilders.

In contrast the secondary
market - based an the house-
hold repairs, maintenance and
improvement (RMI) business -

which usually accounted for 70
per cent of turnover, currently
represented only about 65 per
cent as home owners contin-

ued to delay projects, said Mr
Tony Travis, chairman.

. On a like-fbr-ttke basis sales

volumes grew by 4 per cent in

the first half, inflation added

another 2 percentage points

and acquisitions' accounted
for the remainder of the
increase.

A lower cost base and a fur-

ther improvement in produc-
tivity helped boost trading
profits to £9.09m (£4.85m).

While gross margins remained
under pressure in the “very
competitive trading environ-
ment”; tirn level of the bad
debt charge declined further
to 0.75 per cent of sales,

having peaked at 1.5 per
cent

Net interest receipts of
£27,000 compared with net
interest payments of £305>000
in 1992, and mainly reflected

substantial ensh inflow.

The group ended June with
net cash of more than
£9m.

Profits were also helped tor a
£135JM0 (£643.000) gain on the
sale of surplus properties; the
group has a further 20
properties earmarked for dis-

posal ..

On tire outlook Mr Travis

said the improvement which

began in the second quarter

had continued, but. he cau-

tioned that “consumer <toh&-

dence in the housing maritetj*

still fragile," and added

“although a recovery is under

way it is not yet firmly estab-

lished.”

• COMMENT
Travis Perkins' performance

was substantially better than

the market had been expecting

and highlights the manage-:

merit's success in taking cut

costs during the recession. .As-

a result even a slight pick-up
in volume can have a dramatic,

effect on the bottom line. -As-

toe recovery in housebuilding

hPgins to boost confidence the-

RMI business should also

improve. Look for pre-tax prof

its of about £l9.5m this year,

equivalent to earnings per

.

share of Z2p. This is a quality

stock but yesterday’s price

gain means it is trading on a

.

lofty prospective p/e of almost-

23 - it looks much cheaper,

against a 1995 profits forecast

of £33m, equivalent to 22p pear

share.

Norman Hay
losses Increase

to £677,000
Reflecting the continuing
impact of moving toe Heath-
row operations to Coventry
and of recession,, which
reduced volumes and tnarghw

,

Norman Hay, the engineering

group, suffered higher pretax
losses of £677,000 for the first

half of 1993, against £393,000.

Turnover fell from £&79m to
£3.9m for the six months to
June 30 while operating losses

came to £525,000 (S454JM0). The
pre-tax figure was after inter-

est payable of £152,000 against
receivable of £8L00Q-
Losses per share amounted

to 4Sp (lip) and again there is

no Interim dividend - last year
the final was omitted also.

The directors stated that the
decision to cease unprofitable

processes - Hay is involved in
processing, coating and finish-

ing metals and plastics -

would have a severe impact on
results for 1983, but futureben-
efits were to stabilise group
trading position.

Dagenham
ahead 16%
DESPITE extremely tough
market conditions in all sec-

tors of the business, Dagenham
Motors Group increased pre-

tax profit by 16 per emit, from
£L13m to 21.3m, in toe first

half of 1993.

This London and south-east

Ford main dealer saw new car
sales volume rise 9 per emit,

used car sales 7 per cent and
commercial vehicles 69 per
cent
Backed up by after-sales

activities ahead 15 per cent,

total turnover advanced 12 per
cent to £84-9m (£76.6m).
Mr David Philip, chairman,

said heavy price reductions,
lower interest rates, and an
improvement in the market
place contributed to the
increase in new car sales.

The lnRfimalrmg- HpatoraTiipw

In 1992 at Enfield and Steven-

age maria ft positive,contribu-

tion and continued to show
encouraging signs of improved
profitability, the company said.

Motors
to £1.3m

The security division again

increased its contribution but

that was partly offset by lower'

profits at Brownings as . a
result of more pressure cm
margins.

On the outlook, Mr Philip

said the group had the oppor-

tunity to achieve substantially

better results than in the same
period last year, provided there

was no repeat of the difficult

trading conditions experienced

in the latter part of 1992.

Earnings per share came to

5p (4>4p) and the interim divi-

dend is again 1.75p.

Kleinwort Smaller

net assets rise

Net assets at Kleinwort
Smaller Companies Invest-
ment Trust were 132.3p pm*
share at July 31 against lOOAp
a year earlier. Earnings were
1.55p (2411p) and toe interim
dividend l^p (2p).

RICARDO I Ricardo Group pic

Prefimiliary

Results

1993
£000

1992
£000

fartf
S,
yBarw^ Tumover 59.999 51.936n tunc 1993 profit on continuing operations

before tax and exceptional items 4,137 2.326
Exceptional items (967) 38

Earnings per share on continuing
operations before exceptional items 8-8p 4.5

p

Dividend (net) 5-7p 5.7p

Highlights Turnover on continuing operations increased by 15%
Profit before tax and exceptional Items from
continuing operations up by 78%
Dividend maintained at 3-8p per share, resulting In

a total of 5.7p for the year

Strong Ricardo Consulting Engineers order book

96% turnover growth from the gas turbine business
in Ricardo Aerospace

Lear Jet contract for Shorts

Sir Philip
Foreman
Oumwi

‘Although the international economy in the new
financial year b likely to prove as difficult as the last
the purposeful changes of the last 12 months have left

the Company with a healthier business momentum;
this, coupled with a good strategy, dear leadership
and management accountability should enable further
growth and development to be achieved.

-
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iropean Savings Markets
THE TWICE-MONTHLY INTELLIGENCE SOURCE ON THE
INCREASINGLY COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR EUROPE'S

HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS
European Savings Markets (ESM) has been bandied co provide
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BUSINESS FOR SALE
The Republic ofPoland

Invitation to Negotiations

Hie Minister of Privatisation

According to the advertisement in Financial Times 32,159
week No 36 of 7th of September 1993 containing the
following text

As a part of die Polish Government1
* privatisation program and on the basis of art

23 of the July 13, 1990 Act on the Privatisation of State-Owned Enterprises

(Dz.U. nr 51/90 pm, 298. and all sobaeqoeai amendments) (the ’Privatisation

Act*), an invitation is extended by die Minister of Privatisation on behalf of the

State Treasury of the Republic of Poland, to interested parties with proven
experience in the packaging manufacturing industry to register and thereafter

pursue tbeir tattrest in purchasing not less than 10% of the shares oE

PAKPOLSA
In accordance with art. 24 of the Privatisation Act, employees will be given the

opportunity to acquire up to 20% of the shares at preferential rates.

Main criteria for investor selection:

proposed price, terms and farm of payment

planned operations and a statement ofbow tins program will be pursued
• expected investment expenditures (including investments is environmental

protection) related to the investment program
• employment forecasts

• envisaged method of financing investment expaxtitures
- documentation of sources to finance the purchase and the execution of the

proposed investment program

Interested parties are reguested to contact

Tqnws* Budriak

Ministry of Privatisation

Capita] Privatisation Department

Knxza 36/Wspoina 36 Street

00-525 Warsaw
room: 472

ttl/frc (48-22) 625-25-53

A memorandum containing basic Momatitm about the Company is available at
the Ministry of Privatisation. Interested parties Will be sent confidentiality letter

for execution as a condition precedent to their receipt of the memorandum.
Replies should be sent before 24ih September 1993. The Ministry of Privatisation

reserves the right to extend the invitation lo negotiation and to snspend
negotiations without stating any

Minister of Privatisation is extending the limp for

ssbmisaofl of bids up to 8th ofOctober 1993.
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Halifax turns in 29%
advance to £41lm
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By Andrew Jack

HALIFAX, the LHC’s biggest
building society, yesterday
reported pre-tax profits up
29 per cent to £4llm in the
six months to July 31 this
year.

It said the increase reflected
its decision to concentrate on
quality lending, prudent provi-
sioning and control of costs.

I
Mr Michael Blackburn, chief

executive, said: “This is a fur-
ther good set of results. They
ace what they are: very
strong."

Gross lending fell to £3.9bn
compared with £46bn in the
first half of last year, and net

(£2^bn).
.

-'Us Tt» Net interest received rose

-.^te to £739m (£61 lm) and other
- ^ income and charges increased

: . ..r:
-

safe
slightly to £l86m (£180m).
Management expenses rose

:.r by 6 per cent to £358m
(£338ra).

Provisions increased by 16

per cent to £l56m (£135tn). but
additional suspended interest -
or interest payments written
off - almost halved to £l8m
(£37m).

The number of mortgages at
least one year in arrears fell to
21.100 f23.6001. or to £235m
(£320m) by value. That repre-
sented a reduction in arrears
as a proportion of total mort-
gages to 0.44 per cent (0.63 per
cent).

Mr Blackburn warned that
the housing market was “anae-
mic” but said: “The worst is
past. We are optimistic that
there may be a few red corpus-
cles coming through.”
He said applications for new

mortgages were at about the
same level as last year, which
had been distorted by the gov-
ernment’s temporary suspen-
sion of stamp duty.
The Halifax’s market share

of mortgage lending fell back
to 15 per cent from an unusu-
ally high 19 per cent in the
first half last year, but its

share of liquid savings almost
doubled from 9 per cent to 16

per cent.

The balance sheet was
strengthened, with the gross
capital ratio rising to 6.69 per
cent (6.02 per cent). “We are in

a very strong position to take
advantage of the recovery
when it comes.” Mr Blackburn
said.

The net interest margin rose
to an annualised 2.32 per cent
for the half year from 2.04

per cent, which he said partly
reflected a move from the
previous Halifax emphasis
of “favouring the saver at
the expense of the bor-
rower”.

In line with the practice of
a number of other companies
in recent months, the Halifax
had its figures examined
by KPMG Peat Marwick, its

auditors, although such an
inspection is not required. “We
want to be at the forefront of

best practice." said Mr Black-

burn.

QSP shares fall

on 37% decline
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^Britannia

improves

to £28.5m
ALTHOUGH it had to make
heavier provisions in the first

half of 1993. Britannia Building
Society, the ninth largest in
the UK, lifted pre-tax profits

from £16.5m to £2S.5m.
Gross lending was 13 per

cent up on the same period last

year and ahead of expectations
in volume and market share,

ftsaid Mr John Heaps, managing
JDRrector.^ Provisions for losses on

loans and advances were up
£7.7m to £21 3m. but were off-

set by an increase in net
income from £833m to £l00-2m,
and a reduction of £2.5m in

management expenses.

Net income comprised
£76.lm < £62.5ml net interest

receivable and £24.lm (£20.8m)
other income, including insur-

ance sales and estate agency.

Provisions for non-perform-
ing loans amounted to £34-lm,
equivalent to 47.4 per cent of
the total mortgage loss provi-

sion of £71.9m for 1992.

By Alan Cano

PROFITS at Quality Software
Products, the Gateshead-based
accounting software company
slipped sharply below budget
in its first six months after
going public in March this

year. The shares fell 36p to

528p.

Profits before tax for the six

months to end-June were
£143.000 compared with
£227.000. a decline of 37 per
cent. Turnover rose 10 per cent

to £&6lm (Efim).

Earnings per share were 2.lp

basic and 2p fully diluted,

against 3.9p and 3.2p respec-

tively. No interim dividend is

proposed but a final is planned.
Mr Alan Mordain, chairman,

explained that the costs of

developing QSP’s new Univer-

sal Olas accounting package
had proved higher than expec-

ted, while a number of custom-
ers had held back from further

investment in the traditional

Olas system in anticipation of

the new product, depressing
budgeted results by about
£1.5ra. There were also bud-
geted costs of about £850.000 in

preparation for the market
exploitation of Universal Olas.

The core general ledger mod-
ule was released earlier in the
year and sales and purchase
ledger modules are expected in

November. The extra expendi-

ture was incurred in modifying
Universal Olas to run on a

broad range of computer
designs. Mr Mordain said it is

now the most open accounting
system available.

Analysts expect profits

before tax of about £0.5m for

the year. The share price con-

tinues to be supported by
expectations that the company
will return pre-tax profits of

about £2.8m in 1994 as orders

for Universal Olas pick up.

Mr Mordain said be expected

the some 50 customers for the
system by the end of next year,

compared with four at present.

COMPANY NEWS: UK
'

Automotive boost for Ricardo

Hodney Westbead (left)- finance director; Christopher Boss and Sir Philip Foreman with Ricardo's

light strike vehicle prototype. The vehicle is suitable for airdrop and currently used by the SAS

Anglia TV
up 13p on
‘very good’
results
By David BtackuveU

INTERIM pre-tax profits at

Anglia Television tumbled 59
per cent, from a restated

£5.18m to £2.12m, in the first

period of operation under its

new franchise.

However, Sir Peter Glb-
bings, chairman, said the
accounts this time were not
strictly comparable with last

year as they included payment
to the Treasury of £12.2m.
This represented part of the

I

£17Am franchise bid and 7 per
1 cent of the qualifying advertis-

ing revenue for the period. The
comparable levy last year was
£732,000.

“The results in the light of

that are really very good," be
claimed. The shares moved up
L3p to 375p.
Total revenues for the first

half of 1993 were £6lm
(£67. 6m). Of this,

programme sales were down
from £i2.9m to £9.79m, and
advertising and other reve-

nues amounted to £51.2m.
against £54.7m.

It was stressed, however,
that these were not compara-
ble as. under the new fran-

chise, the company no longer

sold airtime for Channel 4 but
was in direct competition with
it

Sir Peter said the company
expected to take about 53 per
cent of its annual advertising

revenue in the second half.

While this was difficult to
forecast the third quarter was
developing in line with the
first half, when Channel 3 rev-

enue grew by 7 per cent
He estimated that Anglia’s

share bad risen by 0.3 per
cent giving it well over 7 per
cent of the total.

Operating profits were
£635,000 (£4.2m). The latest

pre-tax figure includes
£809,000 of goodwill
arising from a joint venture
with Home Box Office, a divi-

sion of Time-Warner, and
£676.000 (£970.000) from
investment income and inter-

est. I

Earnings per share fell from
7.76p to 3.38p. The interim div-

idend is unchanged at 2-86p
bnt the company said it would
be considering an increase in

the final.

By David Blackwell

RICARDO GROUP. the
engineering consultancy where
top management changed last

year after a boardroom
upheaval, reported pre-tax
profits up 31 per cent, from
£2.04m to £2.67m, for the year
to end-June.
Sir Philip Foreman, chair-

man, said the new team had
carried out the commitment
made a year ago to do better

for shareholders, in spite of

continuing economic difficul-

ties in its business sectors.

The group now operates
three divisions - automotive,
aerospace, and a mainly nucle-

ar-based high technology con-
sultancy.

Mr Christopher Ross, chief
executive, said the automotive
division had been the group's

main strength.

The division carries out
work for Japanese, US and EC
carmakers on exhaust emis-

sions, noise, fuel economy and
performance, and now num-
bers four of the six German
carmakers among its custom-
ers.

The group had transferred
its thinking in the automotive

By Maggie Urry

PARKDEAN Leisure, the

holiday park operator which is

coming to the stock market
next month, increased the
number of holiday weeks sold

in its parks in the 1993 summer
season by 7 per cent, with cara-

van and retail sales rising by a
smaller percentage.
The figure was revealed in

the group's pathfinder prospec-

tus which was issued yester-

day to institutional investors

at the start of its marketing
campaign for its share placing

to such investors.

The placing is expected to

raise about £Em and value the
company at between £l3m and
£15m.

The prospectus shows that
Parkdean’s operating profits

have risen from £789,000 in the

year to November 1990 to

£l.3m in 1992. A profit forecast

for the current year will be

sector to its other divisions

over the past year, he said,

moving into more high margin,

added value work.
Customers included

Rolls-Royce and Airbus, and
the group had won a big con-

tract from Shorts of Belfast for

work on a new executive Lear
jet.

Operating profits were ahead
69 per cent at £4.14m (£2.44m)

on turnover up 15 per cent at

£59.9m <£5i.9m).

contained in the final prospec-

tus.

Parkdean incurred an operat-

ing loss of £439.000 in the six

months to June 2, but said the

seasonality of the holiday busi-

ness meant a loss in the first

half was normal.

The prospectus also reveals

that Parkdean has appointed
Mr Ralph lley as non-executive

chairman. Mr Qey, formerly a
managing director of Cookson
Group is still a non-executive

director of Cookson.
The placing is intended to

enable Parkdean to repay debt,

which amounted to nearly £6m
in the 1992 balance sheet, and
give it a capital base from
which it can expand.

The company says it believes

it can increase the number of

parks under ownership and
management from the current

seven, without a significant

increase in central overheads.

No acquisitions are under

Total group turnover or

£65.6m (£57.6m) included
£5.59m from discontinued
operations. This reflected the

contribution from Ricardo
Technical Communications,
the group’s publishing divi-

sion, sold in June.

Exceptional items amounted
to £967.000. including a £300.000

write-off of goodwill on the dis-

posal and a £650,000 property

write-down.

The group said it had main-

consideration at present.
Parkdean also believes it can

increase profits from acquisi-

tions. The document says that

operating profits from its Gran-
nie’s Heilan’ Hame holiday

park, bought in 1989, rose 70

per cent between 1990 and 1992.

Of the group's turnover of

£8.51m in 1992. 41 per cent
came from hiring caravans,

chalets and apartments and
from touring charges for cara-

vans and tents: 14 per cent
ramp from sales of caravans
and chalets and 45 per cent

from retail activities such as

bars, amusement arcades and
shops.

The prospectus says the
group's fortunes depend on
high occupancy rates which
lead to high retail income; in

the 1992 season this was 77 per
cent.

Pricing is expected on Octo-

ber 6. The sponsor is Charter-

house Tilney.

tained a strong balance sheet

in spite of £5.4m of capital
expenditure. £2.6ra of deprecia-
tion and £1.6m of research and
development costs.

Net borrowings at the end of

the year were £3.3ra <£2.6m)
and gearing was 15 per cent (12
per cent).

Earnings per share were 4.2p

(3.6p).

The proposed final dividend
is 3.Sp for an unchanged total

Donelon
Tyson falls

to £0.44m
DONELON TVSON. the
Cheshire-based building and
civil engineering company,
reported pre-tax profits for the

half year to Jane 3Q sharply
reduced at £439,000, against

£ 1.02m.
The company said that apart

from private housing tbe
“much talked about recovery
has not evidenced itself across

the construction sector". Tbe
company continued to operate
in very competitive markets.
Turnover rose £1.63m to

£34.5m. Net interest payments
fell from £663.000 to £125.000.

Earnings per share came out

at 0.66p (i.55p).

The directors said that for

the rest of the year while the

company continued to benefit

from the spread of its activi-

ties the core construction busi-

nesses would have to continue

to contend with difficult mar-
kets in the year ahead.

of 5.7p.

Parkdean Leisure lifts

holiday weeks sold by 7%
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COMMODITIES AND AGRICULTURE

Grain forecast

raised again
By Deborah Hargreaves

THE INTERNATIONAL Wheat
Council has Increased, Its esti-
uiate for this year’s world
srsffl harvest by 7m tonnes to
L39bn tonnes from its August
forecast of 1.383bn, which was
itself up lom tonnes from a
month earlier. Most of the lat-

est increase was attributed to
coarse grains such as rnst\w
and barley.

In its latest monthly report
the IWC forecasts wheat pro-
duction at 575m tonnes, up
from 562m tonnes the previous
year and an increase of 2m
tonnes from its forecast last
month The expected HwHwp in
the wheat harvest in the Euro-
pean Community, central
Europe and the US is expected

to be more than offset by big-

ger crops in Argentina, Can-
ada, f!hrna and Russia.

World production of coarse

grains is estimated to be 5m
tonnes higher than last

month’s prediction at 815m
tonnes - but this marks a drop
from 881m tonnes in 1991-1992.

The decline in the coarse

grains harvest is largely the

result of disastrous floods In

the US com belt But India,

Russia and Ukraine are now
forecast to produce more maize
than had been expected.

The IWC pointed to some
quality problems with this

year’s wheat because of wet
harvest conditions in France,

Germany and the UK as well

as early frost in Canada. Rain
also delayed US planting

Curragh’s troubles bode
ill for Yukon mining
By Bernard Simon in Toronto

HOPES FOR the revival in the
near future of lead and zinc
mining hi Canada's Yukon ter-

ritory have faded with the col-

lapse of Curragh, the Toronto-
based base metals producer.

An Ontario court this week
appointed Deloitte Touche as
interim receivers for Curragh's
Faro and Sa Dena Hes mines in

the Yukon, after the belea-

guered company foiled to find

an outside investor willing to

inject fresh equity.

Curragh is continuing its

search for a backer. Its chair-

man, Mr Clifford Frame, has
recently been in Europe meet-

ing prospective partners.
Rumours in Toronto suggest
that he bag had discussions
with, among others, the
Kuwaiti government. Talks
earlier fell through with two
Korean companies that had bid
for a a 50 per cent stake.

Low zinc prices and Cur-
ragh's financial problems
forced the closure of the Faro
mine last April Faro's output
totalled 66.7m lb of zfnn and

51.2m lh of lead in the first

three months of this year. Sa
Dena Hes, which Is close to the

Yukon-British Columbia bor-

der, hna been shut since last

December.
Curragh’s problems have

also stalled development of the

new Grom pit at Faro. The
company had been seeking
C$29m (£14.5m) from the
Yukon government to com-
plete the pit

A Yukon government official

said, however, that the authori-

ties “are not going to pump
more money into the mine just

to reopen it”.

The two mines are the cor-

nerstone of the Yukon econ-

omy, employing over 1300 peo-

ple at their peak, and
supporting many of the territo-

ry’s small businesses.

A spokesman for Curragh’s
unsecured creditors said that

the long-term outlook for the
mines was “fairly reasonable",

depending on zinc prices -
Faro needs a zinc price of
about 50 cents a lb to break
even, 25 per cent above the pre-

vailing market level

Norway’s
Gullfaks

South field

declared

commercial
By Karen Fossflfn Oslo

STATOfL, THE Norwegian
state oil company, yesterday

declared the Gullfaks South

oil and gas field commercial

and said it would lodge a
development plan for the field

late next year.

Gullfaks South has esti

mated gas reserves of 60bn
cubic metres and oil reserves

of 125m barrels. It will cost an
estimated NKrl4bn (£13bn) to

develop, according to Staton.

Production is likely to be
from a wellhead platform,

along with a new process plat-

form for gas, linked to the

existing Gullfaks A platform.

The field will use oil process-

ing capacity on Gullfaks A,
which will become available

towards the end of the decade.

In this case, it will come on
stream in 1998 with annual
gas output of 5bn cu m.
Statoil said an alternative

plan under consideration
called for a record length hori-

zontal well to be drilled from
the Gullfaks A platform,
which is situated 10km away
from Gullfaks South. This
would enable oil from the field

to come on stream earlier than
gas output and would accord-

ingly boost profitability while
providing an early return on
investment. If this plan is cho-

sen, oil production could theo-

retically and technically come
on stream during 1995.

However, the field has a

highly fractured, complex res-

ervoir so a 10 km long hori-

zontal wen would be a major
challenge. Statoil’s longest
existing well, on the Stafford
field, is 7km.

Statoil said gas from Gull-

faks South was being consid-

ered as a source of supply for a
gas-fired power generation
plant to be bunt by Britain’s

National Power. ITie supply
contract calls for anunai deliv-

eries of Z2bn c m a year from
the second half of the 1990s.

Agreement in sight on PNG gold mine
By Kenneth Gooding,
Mining Correspondent

RTZ, THE world’s largest
mining group, and the Papua
New Guinea government have
patched up their differences

over how the USS609m Lihir

Island gold project in PNG
should be financed.

It is now suggested that all

the present partners - includ-

ing Nuigini Mining, the Battle
Mountain Gold subsidiary,as
well as RTZ and the govern-

ment - pool their sharehold-

ings in a new company, tenta-

tively called Lihir Gold, which
would be floated on the Austra-
lian stock exchange.
Venezuelan Goldfields, a

small Canadian explorer,
would be involved and the
state-owned Malaysian Mining
Corporation would be invited

to take 20 per cent of the
floated vehicle.

Mr Maskett Iangalio, PNG
minister of mining and petro-

leum, told his parliament yes-

terday that by injecting

US$250m to 8400m in equity,

project borrowings would be
reduced to a manageable level

and early dividends could be
paid.

Lihir has one of the biggest

gold deposits outside South
Africa, 40m ounces. Mr Ianga-

lio said, in order to preserve

PNG’s interest in the venture
at 30 per cent, local investors

would be given preferential
treatment in the proposed floa-

tation.

Yemeni oil industry enters a new era

Erie Watkins on a devdopment that has boosted the counts

C
ANADIAN Occidental

Petroleum yesterday

boosted Yemen's oU
production by 60 per cent with

the opening of its new fields in

Brought oil stream after an

accelerated programme of

development, flanMillan Oxy’s

120,000 barrels a day will

increase Yemen's total output

to just ova: 300,000 b/d. But

more importantly, the new
fields may open the way to fur-

ther discoveries in coming
months.
Yemen's oil was first discov-

ered in 1984 by the Dallas-

based Hunt Oil Company, with
further finds in 1986 by the for-

mer Soviet company, Tech-
noexport.

Taken together, the two sets

of finds suggested the presence

of a north-south oil trend and
prompted Canadian Occidental
to bid for a concession of its

own in 1987.

Concentrating its exploration

efforts in the north-west corner

of its 37,200 sq km concession

area, Canadian Oxy began dril-

ling in September 1990 and
struck oil with its first well in

January 199L

By December 1991, the com-
pany had drilled 14 wells and
declared commexctality with
an estimated 235m barrels of

recoverable oil Since then it

company has drilled another 37
wells and increased its esti-

mate of recoverable reserves to
460m barrels.

Following its declaration of

commerciality, the company
began an accelerated construc-
tion programme to develop its

production and export facility.

In addition to the 51 wells and
55km of oil-gathering pipelines,

Canadian Oxy has now con-
structed a central processing
facility to purify and blend the
oil, a 138km pipeline to the
Gulf of Aden and an export

Ofl ministers of the Orgmlsatjon <*

agreement to hold prodndion
920,000

dav - slightly less than the third quarter peak n»

barrels official ceiling - if they are to pnmde the

market with a firm underInning.
. , idte-fLvm?

However, this meeting has been preceded

thmTS, and analysts say the outcome B

Although the Anal quarter alwayspnxlnc«a ri^in

with the onset of winter in the northern hemisphere, there has

SSSTSSthm that Opec is getting to grips with its

"SSSSfJff 10 address tteq^cm £bow to

re-integrate Kuwaiti output into the production ceiling,

mwwaitar the return of Iraq to the Opec fold.

terminal at Ash-ShOir with a

loading rate of 60,000 barrels

an hour.
According to the production

sharing agreement, the Yemen
government will take 70 per

r**nt of the liftings and Cana-

dian Oxy 30 per cent That

shareout will sharply increase

the country’s export earnings.

Prior to the new production

levels, the government was
understood to receive about

90,000 b/d from the Hunt field,

of which 65,000 were used for

domestic consumption. Added
to the remaining 25,000 b/d per

day, the new production fig-

ures from the Canadian Oxy
fiairi should give the govern-

ment roughly 109,000 b/d day

for export
The increased production

will be a boon to Yemen’s sag-

ging economy and political

structure. Since the Gulf War
unemployment has stood at 36

per cent and annual inflation

at 100 per cent In October 1991

and again in December 1992,

there were protest riots which
left over 100 dead and many
more injured.

To maintain optimism, the

government has long played up
news of the country’s ofi poten-

tial and Canadian Oxy produc-

tion will provide some justifi-

cation for the its claims.
Apart from the immediate

rise in production figures, how-

ever, the f-anarfiaw OXY diSCGV-

eries have craited a sense of

optimism about further oil

potential in the country. So far

the company has fully explored

only about 20 per cent of its

own concession area and has

now stepped up the pace of
exploration to the east and
south of Wacfi Masila- Mr Ray
Irani, chairman of the boards

of CS and Canadian Occiden-

tal, has expressed optimism
that more oil wiD be found in

the concession area and in the
country as a whole.

‘'With ail production now at

300,000 b/d and increasing in
the future, the prospects for

Yemen’s hydrocarbons indus-

try are bright." Mr Irani said.

T hat view is shared by
other companies operat-

ing in the region, partic-

ularly Total, Clyde Petroleum,

and Lasmo Oil (Aden), which
hold mriwwann awwc nrijnremt

to Canadian Oxy’s. Indeed,
Total’s recent discovery of
124XW b/d in block 10, just east

of Wadi Masila, now suggests

that there may be another

trend running to the north-east

through the Canadian Oxy can-

cession into those of Clyde and

Lasmo.
Mr Rod Mflkln, Lasmo’s gen-

eral manager, confirms the

possibility erf such a trend and

is cautiously optimistic about

his company’s prospects

regarding It, “We are very

hopeful about our chances in

the Hood block, which Is on
one of the oil pathways of
Yemen. We think we are on a
trend and it just depends how
for the trend extends,” he says.

Lasmo began drilling its first

well on September 1 and pre-

liminary results could beavsdk
able within a few weeks. Mr
Makin underlines the signifi-

cance of the results with care.

This well and our neri: could
be the turning point by prov-

ing the extension of the trend
into the north-east,” he says.
Mr Peter Bradley, general

manager of Clyde, could not
agree more. “Yes”, he says,
“the big question now is how
for the trend extends. In that
regard the- Lasmo wells are
important and could be most
encouraging for us. They
would automatically tell us
that sfmilar structures are in
our fields. We have our fingers

crossed.”

According to Mr Bradley,
Clyde wfil begin its exploratory

drilling on November I this

year.-

“Oydeis reasonably optimis-

tic, but we don’t want to over-

play it,” he says. "This still Is

the exploration business and
the - nest sir to nine months
will be a very intersting time
for us.” ...
Exploring for oil in Yemen is

indeed risky. Most production

sharing agreements now call

for the collection of seismic
data from at least 1,000km of

survey lines andthe drSKB^Sf.
three exploratory. wel& '*s

:

- within 30 mcaztjbs. S%wh^, . .

according to Mr Bradley, tt*
time frante fof -espteation to
normally,three or-four times® .

long. Thus, in Yemen, comps-
,

nles are under consMerahfe,

:

pressure to produce quickly. :

That pressure is iricreased’by

the sire of concession areas'

:

and the nature df their terrain

With ccracession areas rangfeg

from 1,280 sq km to 37,208 sq .

km, the odds are very -cUfefy.-v

pgsHTKtf exploration foamy fin].;':

.

mg anything at all As ^
Bradley put it,

can possibly cover its entire

concession area”. Thus, compa-

nies have to select carefulfy-;.

even before undertaking their .

seismic surveys. •’•••

o-.:-

Because of the difficulties **
the terrain, such surveys than-; .

:

selves
,
can be costly anrf-tbe .-

results hard to interpret • .

Clyde, Lastno, and Canatfiaa-

Occidental are all operating on .

a plateau deeply incised by
meandering Wadis! That.'
moans apfamir. tfabi mUSt fre-

quently be collected by .sped-

alised vehicles - often helicop-

ters - which can send costs as
high as US$13,000 a kilometre.

The variable nature of the ter-

rain, moreover, can affect the

direction of seismic vibrations

and produce misleading data.

And. with drilling rigs esti-

mated to cost between US$2m
and US$6m each, such mis-

takes can be very costly.

The odds against discovering,

oil in Yemen are therefore high:

and, not surprisingly, the fist

of dry weDs is growing. But the

achievement of Canadian Oxy
is undeniable and has tm-nag

the eyes of oil men in new
directions. "One thing is for

sure”, says Mr Bradley. “From

.

block 10 eastwards is now :

really wildcat country. It is so
wide open.”

Indian tea output recovers
j

‘Poll virus’ threatens Pakistan’s cotton
By KunaJ Bose in Calcutta

IN SPITE of Assam. India’s

largest tea growing state, suf-

fering a setback in production
in June and July, the country's
tea output during the first

seven months of this year rose
by 29.45m kg to 355m kg.

Excessive rains and a sudden
spell of cold weather affected

plucking of tea leaves in
Assam, industry officials said.

At 5L44m kg Assam's July
tea production was down by
2.13m kg from the correspond-

ing month of 1992. The short-

fall in production in. the previ-

ous month amounted to L07m
kg. However, total Assam pro-

duction of 173.17m kg up to
July was 2.85m kg more than
in the same period last year.

The quality of Assam tea

this season is generally satis-

factory. Despite floods. West
Bengal recorded a production
improvement of more than 12m
kg at 78J39m kg over the first

seven months of 1993. Darjeel-

ing's increase of nearly lm kg
to 6.04m kg was regarded as
particularly remarkable. South
India’s contribution to the pro-

duction fnerpagg in the period
was 14.44m kg, Tamil Nadu’s
62.74m kg, Kerala’s 36JS5m kg
and Karnataka’s 2.44m kg.

Industry officials said the
trend of plucking up to the end
of October would decide
whether India returned to the

1991 production level of 742m
kg. Last year the country’s tea

production suffered a major
setback to 704m kg, largely
because of severe drought in
South India.

By Farhan Bokfiari

in Islamabad

ELECTION VIRUS could he
one of the bugs to hit Pakis-

tan’s cotton crop this year.

According to the latest

assessments by the conntryfo

top cotton experts, the crop is

likely to exceed 11 bales,

coming close to the govern-
ment’s 12m bale target. How-
ever, formas in tbe cotton belt

around the city of Multan in
Southern Punjab as well as in

other districts of the province,

have spent large amounts of

money to support their candi-

dates in the October 6 general

election, leaving them with
tight budgets far pesticides.

Mr Zahoor Ahmed, head of
Pakistan’s leading cotton
research station in Multan,

says pesticide . dealers have
reported a 10 to 20 per cent
drop in sales. “The question is,

how much, will ’election virus’

affect your production. People

are short of money for pesti-

cides due to the elections," he
says. Nevertheless Mr Ahmed
Is urging formers to intensify

vigilance during the next
month or so, to protect their

crops against possible attacks
by the “boll worm" virus:

Crops have generally been
good this year, after 1992’s dev-

astation, caused by heavy rain-

fall, floods and an attack by
the leaf curl virus. In that year
just over 9m bales were pro-

duced, 3m short of target
• The US cotton crop is likely
to be 17.65m bales, below the
17.9m bales projected this
month by US Department of

Agriculture, according an exec-

utive with National Cotton
Council of America, reports
Reuter from Scottsdale, Ari-
zona.

“That’s good news because it

means our carryover will be
smaller," said Mr Mark Lange,
director of economic services,

told a NCC board meeting.

The USDA put 1993-94
starting stocks at 4.7ta bales, -

up from 3.7m at the beginning
of the 3982-93 season. It fore:,

cast the carryover at the end of
this season at 6m bales.

'

Total US mill use for 1992-83

of 1025m bales was up 640,000

bales from the previous year.

At best, Mr Lange said, 1993-94

mill consumption would to'
reach 103m bales fin line with
the USDA estimate) or remain
even with last year.

WORLD COMMODITIES PRICES

MARKET REPORT
After briefly testing resistance at

$360 a troy ounce the London
GOLD prices dosed at $357.25,
up $3 on the day. Traders
attributed the rally to concern about
the situation in Russia, but one
analyst commented: "The market
is basically bearish,..The Russian
raffles [on Wednesday and
yesterday] have Just added to the
disappointment because they have
been so short and have had no
follow-through". At the London
Metal Exchange COPPER prices

supped further as the cash/three
months discount widened from
$11.50 to $18.50 a tonne In

response to freer avaflabdlty of

London Markets

E/tonne LONOQN HBTU. BXOMIKH

metd for Immediate delivery.

NICKEL prices rallied smartly In

the afternoon on news that Inco

of Canada was to discuss

production cuts and cost cutting

measures with unions. The three

months price peaked at $4,370
a tonne before easing on
profit-taking to end at $4,340, still

up $40. At the London Commodity
Exchange both COCOA and
COFFEE futures reversed early

falls, the former ending little

changed and the latter with modest
gains In nearby positions.

Compaed from Reuters
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Equities resilient to new uncertainties
By Terry Byfarxi,

UK Stock Market Editor

NEW uncertainties in Russia,
together with discouraging cor-
porate developments at home,
made for an erratic trading ses-
sion in a London market which
barely managed to hold on to
the Footsie 3,000 maxis: yester-
day. Firmness in the US dollar
continued to help International
stocks, where the pharmaceuti-
cals sector held steady follow-
ing the announcement of the
Clinton administration's health
care proposals. But among
domestic stocks, both food
retailers and brewery issues
fell back sharply.

It was a day of rumour and
counter-rumour of develop-
ments in Russia. Share prices
opened in good form on over-
night reports that President
Yeltsin appeared to be consoli-
dating his position, but early
gains were reversed as uncon-
firmed rumours of clashes in
Moscow reached London, usu-
ally to be as swiftly rejected.
At best, soon after the open-

ing, the ET-SE 100 Index was
nearly 11 points ahead at
3,018.4. However, the shine was
quickly taken oft the market
by disappointing results from

.the domestic consumer sector,
which realerted the stock mar,

kefs concern over the uncer-
tain recovery in trading per-
formance by leading British
companies.
The 3,000 level was briefly

tost again, and it was left to
fjnnness ^ bo^ to hel_
the equity market to a steadier
tone at the close. Falling yields
to the domestic bond markets
have provided a base for the
totest advance in share prices.
The final reading showed the
FT-SE 100 at 3.00L3 for a net
loss of 6.2.

The damage to the consumer
sector came largely from disap-
pointing interim profits news

from Guinness, which added to
the market’s unhappiness with
discomforting comments at its

meeting with City analysts.
Food retailers suffered
misfortunes after Wm Morri-
son Supermarkets confirmed
pressures on the sector’s profit
margins. Share prices were
rapidly marked down across
the board, although traders
said selling of the brewery
issues was not heavy.

The market’s confidence to

the recovery to the domestic
economy was challenged Grom
other business sources in the
UK. Halifax, a leading building

society, described the housing
market rally as “very deli-

cately poised”, and United
Newspapers said economic
recovery remained “patchy”.

However, UK market ana-
lysts remained confident that

the London stock market was
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showing great resilience, and
succeeding in holding on to the
Footsie 3.000 mark. Selling

pressure was moderate, accord-
tog to several leading securi-

ties traders, and bargain hunt-
ers always appeared ready to

enter the market at its daily

low points.

Lending support to such con-

fidence was an upturn in
equity rivaling in the hour
of trading, when share prices

rallied from earlier losses.

Seaq volume finally totalled

713.3m shares, a satisfactory
level from the point of view of

market profitability. On
Wednesday. 670.7m shares
were traded through the Seaq
network, for a highly satisfac-

tory retail worth of £L56hn.
Hie London stock market is

now about 3.7 per cent below
its trading peak and has this

week resisted farther losses

which would take it to impor-
tant testing levels. Good levels

of retail, or customer, business

have indicated that the invest-

ment institutions appear to be
rebalancing portfolios rather
than selling equities.
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Guinness
under
pressure
SHARES in spirits and brewing

^mfrgroup Guinness fell sharply,^ losing 7 per cent of their value
after analysts lowered full year
profits expectations after the
group reported interim figures

at the bottom end of market
forecasts.

Profits fell 9 per cent to
£320m, from £353m at the same
stage a year earlier, and were
accompanied by a warning of
weak trading conditions in the
second half. However, it was
the news that the group was to
make a £30m charge in its

year-end results due to a con-
tribution to its pension fund
that stunned researchers.
Guinness shares plunged 32 to

427p in hectic selling that saw
volume jump to a hefty 17m as
analysts cut their forecasts.

Lehman Brothers, a long
terra bull of the stock, was one
of the day's big sellers after it

downgraded its recommenda-
tion from a buy to a hold for

the first time in four years. It

reduced its full year profits

estimate sharply, going from
£953m to £890m. Explaining the

day’s performance of the stock,

an analyst at the US invest-

ment house said: "We are

looking to 1995 before we will

see any Improvement in earn-

ings. The market does not have
that kind of patience.

Drag stocks steady
The much heralded presenta-

tion by President Clinton an
the proposed health care
reforms proved something of a

diluted cocktail, and the rele-

vant UK stocks traded side-

ways after an initial market-

maker-inspired lift at the start

of trading.

Most analysts bad seen the

NEW HIGHS AND
LOWS FOR 1993
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full text of the proposals at
least a week ago and most
investors with an interest
to the area had read leaked
US press reports. Both the text

and the reports contained more
detail than the President pro-
vided.

Specialists said companies
would have to provide 15 per
cent discounts to Medicare, the
state programme for the
elderly which accounts for a
third of US sales, hut this

would in part be compensated
by increased turnover. Mr
Nigel Barnes of Hoars Govett
said Glaxo could be expected to
lose 4 per cent of US turnover
but he had already factored in

a 2 per cent ML
Glaxo was steady at 642p but

Wellcome was hit, its shares
slipping 9 to 709p ahead of a
conference on Sunday at which
SnrithKlme Beecham may pro-

duce comparative data on a
rival herpes drug to Well-
come’s Zovirax.

SmithKline is due to
announce details of the first

head-to-head trial of its herpes
treatment at a meeting in
Copenhagen. SmithKline “A”
shares eased to end the day 4
lower at 421p.

Tobacco and insurance
group BAT Industries
rebounded 10 to 472p after

President Clinton made no ref-

erence to a tax on alcohol and
cigarettes in his health care

speech. However, Rothmans
International, which is also

overshadowed by worries that

it might lose its Footsie status,

shed 4 to 645p.

Morrison tumbles
Disappointing figures from

food retailer Wm Morrison
Supermarkets, seen as the

glamour stock In its field, sent

the company's shares tumbling
and prompted a sharp retreat

in the sector, subsequently the

worst performing area of the

fT-SE 350 Index.

Interim profits at £38J2m
were well below market fore-

casts. Analysts were particu-

larly disappointed by the
decline in margins from a com-

pany generally seen to improve
margins even in difficult times .

A cautious trading statement

that seemed to signal further

difficulties in the second half

also played a part in damaging
sentiment The shares dropped

23 to 106p, as analysts down-

graded full year figures.' Robert

Fleming reduced its forecast by
film to £89m and warned:
“Those who need performance

over the next 18 months will

not find it in this sector.”

Mr Tony MacNeary at Nat-

west Securities cut his current

year estimate by £8m to £92

and said: “Today’s slump in

the share price reflects the

reality of the resurgence of

stiff competition in the food

market’’
Figures from Morrison came

two days after Tesco, one of

the big three retailers, also pro-

duced disappointing numbers

and revealed a decline in mar-

gins. Yesterday a wave of

gloom swept over the sector as

dealers reflected on. both sets

of figures. Tesco lost 11 to 198p.

J Salisbury fell 20 to 420p,

Kwik Save tumbled 20 to 686p

FT-A All-Share Index
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and Asda shed 2% to 59‘Ap.

HSBC Holdings, a significant

constituent of the Hong Kong
stock market, rose 9% to 693Kp
on toUow-through buying after

optimism that the Interna-
tional Olympic Committee
would choose Beijing to host
the 2000 games pushed the
Hang Seng index higher the
previous night.

Analysts said acceptance of a
Belling bid would be a sign
that the West was prepared to

forgive China on human rights

issues.

The Betftog argument splBed

over to Cable and Wireless,

which has a majority stake in

Hong Kong Telecom. The
shares also benefited from a
big buy order in late trading

and a bounce as the reaction to

Vodafone’s competitive attack

on Mercury's one-2-one tele-

phone service was considered
overdone. Cable shares
Improved 8 to 861p while Voda-
fone eased 254 to 491Vip.

Sentiment from Guinness hit

the rest of the brewing sector.

AUJed-Lyons fell 12 to 571p,

while Grand Metropolitan, rec-

ommended yesterday by Lehr

man Brothers following a com-
pany visit, shed 6ft to 407ftp.

The poor sentiment in North-

ern Foods that followed an
analysts visit to the company
earlier this week continued to

drive the stock lower, losing

8 at 249p. Colgate retreated 12

to 385P In sympathy.

Reports of problems at
Thorn EMI's Rent-A-Center
stores in the US sent the
shares into retreat as many
dealers in the stock turned
cautious. Thom weakened 33
to 944p on 4j5m shares dealt,

with traders reporting the
availability of large lines of

stock.

Sentiment was further dam-
aged by a profits downgrade
from BZW. The securities

house trimmed its full year
estimate for the year to March
1994 by £4m to £350m
Builders merchants were

boosted by encouraging results

from Travis Perkins, which
announced interim profits of

£9.3m, against £5.2m previ-
ously, and net operating mar-
gins of 5.4 per cent, up from 33.

per cent Travis jumped 30 to

275p, while Wolseley rose 15 to

645p and Wilkes 10 to 112p-

However, PUkington foil 2ft
to 151p, with UBS turning
seller, arguing that the com-
pany had a stretched balance
sheet and offered limited yield

and income growth.
A profits downgrade from

Smith New Court weakened
Cookson Group, leaving the
shares trailing 8ft to 193ftp.

Smith reduced its full-year fig-

ure by £5m to £92m saying it

was cautious on the company’s
European markets.
Mirror Group Newspapers

firmed a penny to I78p as
shareholder approval of settle-

ment of claims between the
publishing group and private

companies belonging to the
late Robert Maxwell which
paved the way for sale of the

544 per cent Maxwell stake in

the company. After the market
closed the administrator
announced that the bidding for

the stake sale via a book-build-

ing process would begin on
Monday and all bids would be
in by October l.

United Newspapers gained 7

to 556p as the company
announced improved half-year

profits and the proposed sale of

its Extel firmTidal service.

Television group Anglia saw
its shares rise 13 to 375p in

spite of a sharp foil in first half

profits to £2.12m from £5.17m.

In the stores sector, a profits

warning from Laura Ashley hit

the shares, and they closed 22

lower at 87p.

A firm US dollar helped a
number of internationally
traded stocks. BTZ, the world's

biggest mining group, added 7

at 690p. However, Panmure

Gordon believes the shares are

expensive at that level and a
short term sell.

Shell Transport firmed 6ft to

644ftp ahead of the OPEC
meeting at the weekend.
Leather goods and clothing

company Pittard slumped 12 to

47p. the biggest percentage foil

In London stocks yesterday, in

reaction to disappointing half

year results.

The first day of trading in

Shield Diagnostics, the bio-

technology company, saw the

new shares open at a premium
of 6 but ease 2 to close at ll6p.

Some 5.5m shares were placed
with institutions at 112p a fort-

night ago.

MARKET REPORTERS:
Peter John,

Joel fGbazo.
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EQUITY FUTURES AND OPTIONS TRADING

DERIVATIVES traders «•* Russia niaxed

appeared satisfied yesterday

with a session which saw
stock index futures moving
erratically before closing with

the December contract on the

FT-SB 100 Index near to the

fair value premium, writes

Terry BylaiuL
Trading’ volume eased as, in

the early part of the session at

least, tensions over the politi-

cal drama
somewhat
The session was punctuated

bv rumours, sometimes

imported on the international

JSrawLres, of developments or

impending developments in

Moscow. Early tradtog saw tte

December contract move up to

3,041 before reversmg to3^5.

Switching into UK gilts from

Other European markets

inspired a closing rally In

equities and December closed

at 3,025, a premium of 22
against cash, compared with.

24 on the fair value pnuntain
which allows for dividend

flows and the cost of carrying

the underlying stocks until

December. Volume dropped
from 15,230 to 10,303 lots-

Business in traded options

fell sharply, from 42,110 on

Wednesday to £8,690 yester-

day, with the FT-SE 100 option

recording 8,600 contracts
against 14,753. The Boro
FT-SE option traded 5,477 con-

tracts, while pressures from

the equity market brought
I,475 deals In Guinness-

J. Sainsbury saw 1,220 lots

transacted as food retailer

shares fell sharply- and Tar-

mac (1,062) was also active.
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CROSSWORD
No.8,262 Set by GRIFFIN

ACROSS
Z Redhead always close to
clergyman (8)

5 Kind, eccentric. Aunt Eliza-

beth's back (6)

9 An artificial handle? (8)

10 Now taking pig on train.' (6)
12 Deviates cried, suffering

blows? (9)

13 City I go round (5)
14 Hand pole to fool to return

(4)
16 Supply one with 500 during

show (7)
19 Corrupt salesman turns

green (7)

21 Back up quiet drive (4)
24 Caught embracing sweet-

heart and punished (5)
25 Foreign Office rule about

retirement Is stranger (9)
27 Not allowed lease for mar-

ket (6)

28 Fun to Ian is flying a jet (8)
29 Confectionery dips we

introduced (6)
30 Doctor Laurel's mad about

a brolly (B)

DOWN
1 Owner changed name to
Fame (6)

2 Empty tin into tank (6)
3 Delivers less black tele-
phones (5)

4 Fourth Good Book of Songs
(7)

6 A bird in a borstal's out of
place (9)

7 Confident of spreading fan
holding a strike (8)

8 Threaten to stop incense (8)
11 Pack in upright cooking

vessels (4)
15 Repair men sat around top-

less for a change (9)
17 Broad covers up and prom-

ises to pay (8)
18 Half of mine, covered with

butter, turned dark brown
(8)

20 Two fellows raised it before,
pet (4)

21 Do get by With a criminal
record (7)

22 Require about ten to fit stu-
dent (6)

23 Stop supporter going round
for ner (6)

26 Shot private (5)
Solution 8,261
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foreign exchanges

Uncertainty underpins dollar

AND CAPITAL MARKETS

THE DOLLAR gradually
moved higher against the
D-Mark in European hading
yesterday as dealers remained
uncertain how the political cri-
sta in Russia was playing Itself
out, unites James Blits.

When London trading
opened, dealers remained calm
about the situation and the
dollar hovered around the
DM1.6275 level against the
D-Mark. But there were reports
at about lunchtime in London
that telephones in the Russian
Defence Ministry were not
being answered. This caused a
general air of panic in the mar-
ket, and the dollar moved up to

DML6375, benefitting, as usual,
from its traditional status of a
safe haven in times of trouble.

In the afternoon, the dollar
moved higher In two phases.
First, the latest weekly unem-
ployment figures in the US
were issued, showing a rise of
11,000. These underlined fears
about the state of the US econ-
omy.
The final push up to the

day's peak of DM1.6475 was not
triggered by specific news.
Instead, one dealer said hedge
fund managers in New York
had been surprised by the lack
of news In Moscow towards the

end of the day and, with uncer-
tainties still remaining, they

£ IN NEW YORK

decided to play safe and go
long of the US currency.

The dollar failed to move any
higher, partly because
DML6475 is an important chart

point and also established the

high for the dollar in the
immediate aftermath of news
that President Yeltsin had
imposed direct rule. The dollar

later fell back to close at

DM1.6450 from a previous
DM1.6285.

In the hnmpdiflte future the

dollar could remain well under-
pinned. Some dealers are

expecting strong durable goods
orders figures for August in
the US today, with the consen-

sus forecast looking for a
monthly rise of 1% per cent
The absence of any resolu-

tion to the crisis in Moscow
could underpin the dollar fur-

ther -out as well Mr Yeltsin

plans parliamentary elections

later this year and presidential

elections in June 1994. In the

interim, the market is bound to

be panicked by the ebb and

flow of events.

The D-Mark was weaker
across the board, on a day
which also saw a fall in Ger-

man government bond prices.

Again, the market's perception

was that Germany was the

country with most at risk in

the Russian crisis, because of

Bonn's close ties with the

region.

Against the French franc,

the D-Mark closed at FFr3.481

from a previous FFr3.483. Ster-

ling performed well against the

D-Mark for most of the day,

but lost some of its gains

before the close. The pound fin-

ished at DM2.4775 from a previ-

ous DM2.4750.

Once again, the yen was
sidelined by the Russian crisis,

not least because the Japanese

market was on holiday on

Thursday. There was buying of

yen for D-Marks in Europe and

this helped the yen to appreci-

ate against the dollar, closing

at Y106.00 from a previous

Y106.45.
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German futures fall
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CONTINUING nervousness
about the situation in Russia
led to a new flight of safe

haven funds into the dollar

yesterday and this helped to

push down the value of most
German money market instru-

ments, ionites James Blitz.

There was no specific news
from Moscow to trigger con-
cern in the markets. But It was
still unclear yesterday whether
President Boris YeltsLn had
won a resounding victory in

the political struggle being
waged there.

oeamg dark Dsac Knong vats

6 per cent

from Janaarv 26, 1993

Dealers have sold German
instruments at times of tension

in eastern Europe, out of fears

that there is substantial

German investment in the
region.

The December short sterling

contract fell 3 basis points to

close at 93JS3, and the March
1994 contract dropped 1 basis

point to close at 94.42,

There was no suggestion
that the fall in these prices had
been due to the Bundesbank's
decision to leave its Lombard
and discount rates unchanged.
Most of the market had been of

the view that the central bank
would not change monetary
policy at Mr Helmut
Schiesinger's last meeting as

Bundesbank President. The

central bank would not have
wanted there to be any
misinterpretation fo decisions
made during the Presidential

handover.
In the German cash market,

call money edged down
slightly, benefitting from
Wednesday's net Injection of
DM5.2bn into the market.
Dealers said that recent

pressure from German tax
requirements had also faded.

Overnight funds traded at
6A5 per cent, a little lower
than Wednesday's 6.93 per
cent. However, dealers said
that the call money rate was
unlikely to ease much more in

the near term.

French franc interest rate

futures were little changed on
a day which again brought no
cut in the Bank of France's

official interest rates. But the

recent weakness of the D-Mark
as a result of the crisis in
Russia will almost certainly

have helped the French
authorities to buy D-Marks and
build up reserves.

Sterling interest rate futures

were a tittle more buoyant
because of the pound's
stronger performance against

the D-Mark. The December
short sterling contract rose 1

basis point to close at 9433.

Three month sterling interest

rates again closed at 6% per

cent. Most of a £l.25bn

shortage was removed by
lunchtime.
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da Baits aid Morgan Guaranty Trust
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What is the FT
getting up to

this Weekend?
Much the same as you, no doubt.

Antony Tborncroft and Richard Fairmao listen to

London's four major orchestras making overtures to a

judge in the contest for public money. Do we really

need all four and will it end in a funeral march?

Phillip Coggan and Bethan Hutton set off to pick
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Tony Walker joins a reclusive billionaire on his

private jet and discovers bow to make money (lots of it)

out of China.

Stuart Marshall goes for a spin in a cracker of a

little car, which be says shows how Vaoxhali is beating

the Japanese at their own game.

Nigel Andrews is shaken and stirred in Marseilles.

Richard Cowper narrowly escapes death on one of

die world's highest mountains.

Nicholas Woodsworth eats (and drinka) his way
around Australia.

Avril Groom goes in search of a little something to

lighten tbc gloom of the autumn fashions.

And so it goes on

—
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MlMmtak Mtal

Vhady Ugfea and ttn iUW he PHtaf tam Jan 1, mrutaf hrmm &adho
tay m«e » epn or ddcx taUnta mittna id a pema or me ms been

prM. 8« yeWk bOHirty nap md tMdml era down fer t» nae art ete.

Ufett taienetaa ntad. >* U MHmd era and Ortmmta bused m
fa UM iMtateai Ur 8pm on utefett

atarthnd abn rteM. b-enui iUt U MOend pkn ma Mdata.
cAqWMao (Htaid. dKimd. Sen ynrty km. (Hfcttwd drama arpaU
h praewtap n rata. mMm H Cwmion tma. adax b i»
MHMttntt ttt. MSWM taettw >har Rta-ra or mdi AUmi h**-
dend pud Mr war. untatO tahninL cr n actm ntaM * UM dhtttM

nelnp. IrtaM dMnnd nr paid ttt mar. an KwMh htta nte

Mdmb b rasa ihwImi bn pm sz bhul The MHHun ram
—gw tab a* era e( nh) rarat ta dtawy. RE ma-erahm rams

r tabud dedarad a hH « naong 12 matt, pbs nock inddana.

•rack rata Dhbanta hegb add datt U arta m ertee. HWdrt pab h
rbak h praeataa) 12 moniM, eaaraM cue tan m B-taddnd a
ndeWh dttt nera yraiy hw. vmdng nataa «Fb hataaafty «
nriHirhb or Hbg iwuntaan nde he Untamby M. or arashM
•rand ay »di aa»ki udOnmetad tauten tamad we-tah nor-

nrtt mhMH or ndfai AdtataUte mr-tateu nee
r-bHftaand nta star ta kn. ta-yhM eeataih IW.
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AMERICA EUROPE

Outlook for economy Russia stories darken bourse

depresses the cyclicals
^1 Street

5JSPPTE of rising bond prices
a cooling off in the Rus-

81331 Political crisis, bad eco-
news depressed cyclical

stoc“I secondary issues fared
much better, mites Patrick
ooroerscn in New York.
At l pm, the Dow Jones

moustrial Average was down
6.43 at 3,540.59. The more
broadly based Stan-
dard&Poor's 500 was up L34
at 45754, while the Ames com-
posite was 2.12 better at 452.41,
aiui the Nasdaq composite up
4.75 at 750.29, a record high for
the index. NYSE volume was
159m shares by l pm.
The pattern broken on

Wednesday by the Dow's near
10-point gain reasserted itself

yesterday: cyclical stacks suf-
fered, while much of the rest of
the market held steady or pros-
pered. Cyclical stocks have
been in the doldrums because
Investors are Increasingly wor-
ried about the outlook for the
still struggling US economy.
Those concerns were fuelled
yesterday by bad news from
the labour markets. The num-
ber of people claiming state

unemployment insurance rose
11,000 during the week ended
September 18, a much bigger
Increase than analysts had
been expecting.

The fact that the bad jobs

data sparked a big rally in
bond prices - the benchmark
30-year bond rose three quar-

ters of a point, and the yield

dropped close to 6 per cent -

did not help the equity mar-
kets, however.

Among individual stocks,

Sears Roebuck fell $% to $567*

in volume of 1.2m shares after

the big retailing group warned

NYSE volume
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value of its offer to match
QVC’s counter bid. Viacom,

listed on the American Stock

Exchange, rose $1% to 960% on
die reports, while the Nasdaq-

listed QVC eased $% to $59%.

Among cyclicals hit again by
economic concerns were Cater-

pillar, down ?% at $77%, Inter-

national Paper, $% at $59%,

Aluminum Company of Amer-
ica, $% at $67%, and Minnesota
Mining1 & Manufacturing, $1 at

$103%.
Wednesday's news that Trav-

elers will merge with Primer-

ica continued to support the

fanner, up another $% to $37%
while Primer!ca edged $%
higher to $47%.
Storage Technology slumped

$3% to $25 after warning that it

will make a big loss in the
third quarter.

Selected drug stocks were in

demand the day after President

Clinton unveiled his health-
care reform plan. Schering-
Plough rose $1% to $84% and
Pfizer put on $1% at $62%.

that its fourth quarter results

may not be as buoyant as hi

the same quarter a year ago.

Paramount Communications,
which has risen sharply since

Viacom, and then QVC.
unveiled multi-billion dollar

takeover bids for the company,
tumbled $1% to $76% in busy
trading on reports that Viacom
is unwilling to increase the

Canada

TORONTO continued to gain

ground at midsession on
strength in the gold sector

The TSE-300 composite index
was up 6.46 at 3,961.40 in vol-

ume of 31.5m shares valued at

C$347.4m. Declining issues
were just higher than advanc-

ing ones, at 279 to 278.

THE Bundesbank’s decision to

hold, key interest rates

unchanged was expected,

reported relatively early in
mM.tnnmlng

,

and did nothing

to disturb the bourse recovery

which was taking place at that

stage, writes Our Markets Staff.

However, share prices fell

back in the afternoon, on
rumours of unusual troop

movements in Russia, and a
Moscow news agency story

that opponents of President

Yeltsin were planning an
attack on the main building of

the Russian defence ministry.

FRANKFURT moved from
1,916.31 at the official dose,
with the DAX index up 23.51,

to just 1,902.38 in the post-

bourse, only a fraction above
its final mark on Wednesday
afternoon.

Over recent days both Ger-

man and British strategists

and analysts, working for B
Metzler In Frankfurt and
Kleinwort Benson in London,
have said that there was rela-

tively tittle to go far in German
equities. But, during the ses-

sion, the pattern of stock and
sector rotation seemed to con-

tinue regardless.

In carmakers, Daimler lost

DM2 to DM750 against the mar-
ket trend, reflecting job cuts
scheduled at the cost of a
DMl5bn charge on earnings in
the second half of 1993. Volks-

wagen rose DMU50 to DM387
on its big European sales ambi-
tions far a variant of its Golf

model, for a low addition to its

production costs.
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Turnover fell from DM8.4bn

to DM6.4kl Within that, Veba
shot up the active stocks list to

end second in turnover of

DM726m. Mr Peter BOhnke of
Rank Julius B3r in Frankfurt
said that there was a buying
order for the shares, and
rumours that it might be the

next German stock to list on
Wall Street
parts fell back l per cent

under pressure from a farther

round of disappointing interim

results. The CAC-40 index
ended off 22.43 at 2,057.53.

LVMH came out early in the

session with first figures which
were slightly worse than some
brokers' forecasts. However,
the fall in the share price,

down FFr168 or 4 per cent at

FFr3324, was exacerbated by
the group's statement that full

year namings were unlikely to

match those in 1992.

Mr John Wakdy of Lehman

Brothers in London com-

mented that the group was

likely to remain under pres-

sure until there was an upturn

In trading conditions in the

Far East; but that by contrast

to Guinness of the UK, in

which it holds a minority

stake, 1994 could turn out to be

a reasonably good year.

skis Rossignol went against

the trend with a gain of FFr183

to FFr1353 after noting that

1993/94 profits should be more

than twice the 1992/93 level

AMSTERDAM added to

Wednesday’s gains with a rise

in the CBS Tendency index of

03 to 124JL

PolyGram was actively

traded after announcing that it

had set the price of its 93m
new shares to be issued to help

fund the acquisition of Motown

records at FI 62L20 outside the

US and S34.Q0 in the US. The

shares rose 90 cents to FI 63.10,

and those of its parent group.

Philips, by 50 cents to FI 3530.

Heineken continued its

recent downtrend, losing

another FI 2.10 to FI 179.50,

while Royal Dutch picked up

FI 330 to FI 181.60 and Unilever

F1120 to FI 201.30.

ZURICH opened firmly in

response to a market rumour

that a Swiss discount rate cut

wias imminent, but gave op
half the gain in response to a

disclaimer from the National

Rank president The SMI index

finished 11.2 higher at 2,425.8.

Schindler bearers added
another SET25Q to SFtOOdO in
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the wake of presentations to

analysts in London and Zurich,

and a buy recommendation

from Lehman Brothers.

Roche reflected analysts’

recommendations and positive

press comment, the bearers

ffri/Tmg SFr50 to SFrfi.790.

MILAN was disappointed by

July’s industrial production

figures, and nervous about
forthcoming first half company
results. The Comit index edged

2.86 higher to 505L8O.

Olivetti gave up some of

Wednesday's gains to finish

LSI lower at LI ,953 in heavy
volume ahead of results today.

Fiat finished L43 lower at

L5.896 after a day's high of

15,065, as attention focused on
results due next Tuesday.
Ranke turned in a firm per-

formance with Credito Italiano

L60 higher at L2,593 after its

announcement late on Wednes-
day ofa 55 per cent rise in first

half profit to L632bn,

Benetton, also due to report

shortly, died L167 to L23.617:

Merrill Lynch upgraded its

earnings estimates for 1993 and
1994, commenting: “We con-

tinue to like the stock, despite:

its performance."
BRUSSELS fielded a SA psr j

cent plunge in the Belgian

ship holding company/
Generate de Belgique after ft;. ,

qnnnnncpri & dip til first-half

1993 group net profit ami:the,,

sale of its cement-making unit, .

CBR.
'

• A
However, the Bel-20 -index.

,

still managed to close 0JD8

higher at 1,278.61 in tanwnarV"
of BFrl.25bn, with SGB BFrMQ
lower at BFr2,49Q. Ms Rachael

-

Rowe of Kleinwort Benson said
.

'

of SGB that the share price

reflected both the fall in prof--

\

its, and disappointment with
;

the selling price far the.CSSt:..

stake.

ISTANBUL rose L6 per cad- ,

to a new high, the composite:

index closing 3842 higher At -
14586.6, boosted by a cut

rate of a one-year government*4-

band. ' •'

TEL AVIV rose after paritiftlV

ment approved an lsrael-Hfe;\

agreement on self-rule in -

occupied territories, the Mto&r '

,

tanlm index rising by 4Jl2,qr'
IB per cent to 231.73. . '-T~

.**-

Indian investors form
a queue for new issues

ASIA PACIFIC

Beijing Olympic hopes provide an incentive

Stefan Wagstyl on renewed interest in equities

I
ndian companies are plan-

ning an unprecedented
wave of corporate fund-

raising, which will test the
capacity of the country's capi-

tal markets to the limit over
the next few months.
First in a queue of big issues

is Reliance, the textiles and
chemicals combine, which yes-

terday launched a Rs8.6bn
(S277m) slice of a Rs2L7bn con-
vertible debenture issue by a
new company - Reliance
Petroleum, which is building a
Rs51.4bn oil refinery.

It is the biggest public offer-

ing made in India, raising

funds for the largest-ever

industrial investment
Reliance will be followed by

about 15 other companies, each
planning to raise Rslbn or
more in equity and bonds
before the end of the year.

Brokers estimate that alto-

gether, some 800 companies are

planning issues totalling
RsllObn by the end of Decem-
ber. This compares with an
estimated total of Rs92.5bn
expected to be raised in the
six months to the end of
September, the first half of
the 1993-94 financial year,
and Rsl85bn raised in the
whole of 1992-93.

The rush to raise money
reflects a belief that the finan-

cial scandal which hit the secu-
rities markets last year has
almost run its course.

The market's strong surge
this summer tends to support

this argument, though the
scandal Is still able to deliver

unexpected shocks.

Only tins month shares on
the Bombay stock exchange
suffered a nasty tumble when
it emerged that income tax
inspectors had frozen dealings

in blocks of shares linked to

Mr Harshad Mehta, the stock-

broker at the centre of the
scandaL Hasty intervention by
the Finance Ministry, which
gave an assurance that inno-

cent investors would not suf-

fer, restored confidence in the

market.

The BSE index, which was
closed yesterday, ended at 2,751

earlier in the week.
However, according to data

supplied by the IFC, the pri-

vate sector arm of the World
Bank, India remains among

The rush to raise money
reflects a belief that the

financial scandal which
hit the markets last

year has almost ran its

course . . . although it

can still deliver shocks

the worst performing emerging
markets in dollar terms over
the year to date.

With bank lending rates high
- standing at an official mini-
mum of 15 per cent - compa-
nies are prepared to risk the

perils of the capital markets.
Corporate bonds yield about
145 per cent, whereas the yield

on equities is under 1.5 per
cent
Few individual Indian, inves-

tors look at the yield of a new
issue. They are after the quick
speculative profits to be made
from "slagging'’ - buying the
stock in a public offer and then
selling as soon as possible on
the open market..

Although share manipula-
tion is forbidden, it is easily

done since 75 to 85 per cent of

all trades consist of deals in an
informal forward market called

bacUa. So investors who expect

brokers to help Launch a new

issue by pushing up the share
price are rarely disappointed.

They just have to remember to

sell in time.

The success of an issue

depends critically on the bro-

ker's marketing skills. The
streets of Bombay and other

cities are hung with banners
promoting offers, although
they have become more conser-

vative since the Securities and
Exchange Board of India, the

securities watchdog, banned
the portrayal of scantily clad

models.
Brokers do not expect inves-

tors to disappoint Reliance.

The group's last large offering,

a combined issue of Rs7bn by
Reliance Polypropylene and
Reliance Polyethylene,
attracted applications from
10m individuals.

For Reliance Petroleum, the
group has devised a complex
mix of sweeteners, which
reflect the increased technical

sophistication of Bombay’s
financiers.

I
nvestors will be permitted
to pay for their paper in

four instalments over three

years. Their securities will con-

sist of convertible debentures
with detachable equity war-
rants. Investors will have no
less than three ways of con-
verting their bonds into combi-
nations of warrants, equities
and cash. The offer document
runs to 101 pages.

As well as the Rs8.6bn public
offering, Reliance is offering
paper worth Rs85bn to Indian
institutions and mutual funds,
Rs22bn to foreign institutions,

and Rs2.2bn for shareholders
of Reliance Industries, the
group’s flagship company. Reli-

ance Industries itself is putting
up Rs5.77bn.

HOPES that Bejjing would be
successful in its bid to host the

Olympic games in 2000 sup-
ported a number of the
region's equity markets.

Tokyo was closed for a pub-

lic holiday.

HONG KONG finished
sharply higher on expectations

that Beijing would be selected

to hold the Olympics.

The Hang Seng index
advanced 102.10, or 1.37 per
cent, to 7,581.00 in turnover
of HK$3.44bn.
Stocks with dose China ties

were actively traded, with
Hutchison Whampoa moving
ahead 60 cents to HKS23.70,
Cheung Kong climbing 50
cents to HK$2750 and Hope-
well, the construction group,
gaining 10 cents at HK$550.
Elsewhere, Jardine Matheson

rose HK$1.50 to HK561.50,
HSBC appreciated HK$1 to

HK$80.50 and Wing Lung Bank
added HK$L50 at HK$6150.
AUSTRALIA was supported

by strong gains in BHP and
News Corp and the All Ordi-

naries index advanced 93 to

1,928.6 in turnover of some
A$3453m.
News Corp climbed 22 cents

to A$1056 on benefits due if

Beijing is selected as host for

the Olympic Games. The media
group recently acquired a 64
per cent stake in the Hong
Kong-based satellite broad-
caster Star Television.

BHP finished 26 cents higher
at AS16.G2 on reports that its

Canadian partner, Dia Met
Minerals, will decide next year
whether to develop a diamond

mine on its property in the
Northwest Territories.

TNT, up 9 cents at ASL4S,
saw the highest turnover with
122m shares changing hands,
on reports that it had com-
pleted an AS300m preference
share issue.

SINGAPORE picked up most
of Wednesday's losses on buy-
ing mainly of Malaysian over-

the-counter shares.

The Straits Times Industrial

index closed 25.06 higher at
1,995.03 in volume of 271.6m
shares. Gains led falls by 253 to

36. CarnaudMetalbox was

down a further SSL30 at SSS50
following disappointing results

earlier in the week.
KUALA LUMPUR rebounded

from Wednesday’s profit-taking

on continued support for sel-

ected blue chips.

The ELSE composite index

unproved 11.00. or L3 per cent,

to 83033.

SEOUL was broadly stronger,

with interest focused mainly
on export-driven shares such
as steels, vehicles and semicon-
ductors. Hie composite index
moved ahead 5.93 to 703.49

in turnover of Won422.7bn.

MANILA staged a technical

rebound after shedding nearly

80 points in three days of trad-

ing. The composite index rose
16.77 to L938^0 in combined
turnover of 653J6m pesos.

Manila Electric “B” shares
were the most actively traded,

adding 750 pesos at 270 pesos.

NEW ZEALAND recovered
after Wednesday's faff but
activity remained subdued,
with the biggest volume com-
ing among second line stocks.

The NZSE-40 capital index
closed 18.88 up at 1,927.52

in turnover of NZ$29Jm.

JAKARTA saw a selling

spree by local investors that

left the official index 2.42 lower

at 42534. Astra International

dipped Rpl75 to Rpl7,100.

KARACHI finished firmer

but turnover contracted
sharply ahead of the Friday-

Saturday weekend. The KSE
lOO-share index moved forward
5.65 to L33R96-
Fuel and energy shares

posted further gains, while tex-

tile stocks remained mixed
because of another increase
in cotton prices in domestic
markets.

?
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SOUTH AFRICA
GOLD shares came under pres-

sure and the sector index
closed the session down 45, or
2.7 per cent, at 1,602. The
Industrials Index shed 24 to

4,339 and the overall index
was off 35 at 3,734. De Beers
ended R150 lower at R7650.
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FLETCHER CHALLENGE

has sold a 49% interest in its wholly-owned subsidiary

&
TASMAN CHILE LIMITED

a forestry and newsprint business in Chile

to

Resource Investments Chile Limited

for

.......

I
'

US$122,500,000

The undersigned acted as mo financial advisor to Fletcher .

assisted in structuring and negotiating the temS qhSSSllTS>SS.and

Bankers Trust
Ne« York Corporation’

and ik affiliated Companiues
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